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t, Foreword

Separation-induced vortex flows are an important part of the design and off-design performance of conventional fighter
aircraft, and new or unconventional advanced fighwr designs, missiles, and space plane concepts. A better understanding is
needed in order to predict and control these vortex flows throughout the flight envelope at subsonic, transonic. and supersonic
speeds, and especially during high lift operations for take-offs, landings, and sustained and instantaneous maneuvers.

The principal emphasis of the Symposium was on the understanding and prediction of vortex flows and their effects on vehicle
performance, stability, control, and structural design loads. Topics of interest included vortex development and burst, modeling
and validation of the full range of analytical method%, slender-body vortex flows at high arigles-ot-attack. vortex control and
management, and unsteady vortex flow effects

J.F. Campbell/A.D. Young
Co-Chairmen

41

Avant-Propos

Les dcoulements tourbillonnaires Uis au di~collement jouent un r6le important dans les performances normalisi~es et le%
performances hors normes des avions de combat conventionnels. ainsi que dans la conception des avions de combat niodernes
ivolu~s ou exp~nmentaux, des missiles et des avions spatiaux.

Une meilleure comprehension de ces ph~nomines permettrait de pr~dire et de maitriser lea dcoulements tourbillonnaires, dans
tout le domaine de vol A des vitesses. subsoniques, transsoniques et supersoniques. en particulier lors des operations de
sustentanion au d~collage, it l'aterrissage, et lors des manoeuvres soutenues et ponctuelles. '

L'accent principal do symposium a tit mis sur la comprehension etlla pr~diction des 6coulements tourbillonnaires et leurs
effets sur lea performances, la stabilit6, Ie pilotage, et lea efforts structuraux d'itude des v~hicules a~riens. Parmi lea sujets
examines on distingue: N'volution et l'&latement des taurbillons, Ia mod~lisation et la validation de l'int~gralit6 des m~thodes
analytiques, lea 6coulcments tourbillonnaires. autour des corps effil~s aux grands angles d'attaque, le contrale et la maitnse des
tourbillons et lea effets des dcoulements tourbillonnaires instationnaires. -

J.F.Campbell/A.D.Young
P Co-Prisidents do Comit6

de Programnme

v .1v'
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MODE~LING AND NUMERICAL SIMUIATION OFVORTEX FLOW IN AERODYNAMICS

by

H.W.M.Hoeljmakers,
National Aerospace Laboratory NLR

Anthony Fokkerweg 2,1059 CM Amsterdam
The Netherlands

SUMMARY Other separations such as "closed" type of separa-
review is presented of mathematical models of tions involve regions with recirculating flow.

This type of vortex flow is largely dominated by
different level of approximation for and their ap- viscous effects, often occurs at off-design condi-
plication to the numerical simulation of vortical tions and has associated with it a usually un-
type of flows occurring in subsonic and transonic steady and not-well-ordered vortical flow struc-
aircraft aerodynamics. The paper covers computa- ture.The latter type of vortical flow is outside
tional methods for predicting the downstream de- the scope of the present paper, which is primarily
velopment of vortex wakes as well as methods for concerned with controllable and exploitable types
simulating the detailed characteristics of config- of vortex flow.
urations with leading-edge or body vortices. The
emphasis is on the latter, strong-interaction, Two types of vortex flow may be distinguished,
type of vortical flows, vortex flow where there is a weak and vortex flow
Promising new developments of the methods used at where there is a stron interaction between the
present are discussed in some detail. The possi- vortical flow structures and the flow over the
bilities, limitations and prospects of improvement surface of the configuration.
of the methods are indicated and results of dif-
ferent methods are discussed,
Also considered are some more fundamental aspects FLAP
of the numerical simulation such as separation at SINGLE-BRANCHED
sharp and round leading edges, separation at a VORTEX CORE4smooth part of the surface., the structure of the U
leading-edge vortex and the merging of two vor-
tices.

1. INTRODUCTION SMER
In aircraft aerodynamics flows involving free DOUBLE-a

shear (vortex) layers and vortex cores, generally VORTE- CRE
termed vortex flows, play an important role VORTEX CORE
(Kichemann, Ref. 1). At the high Reynolds numbers Fig. 1 Vortex wake; Weak-interaction vortex flow
pertinent to aircraft aerodynamics free shear lay-
aer form whenever the flow encounters a sharp The flow in the wake downstream of the trailing
edge. The properties of the (thin) shear layer are edge of a transport type of wing is usually a
determined by the conditions that at the edge (a weak-interaction type of vortex flow. In this caser
geometrical singularity) the velocity remains fi- the vorticity vector is in a direction approximp-
nLte and that vorticity is convected away from it, rely perpendicular to the separation line, i.e. in
i.e. the Kutta condition. It should be-realized this case the trailing edge (Fig. 1). This means
that in the three-dimensional high-Reynolds-number that the region with vortical flow is not in the
flow of interest here the vorticity contents of close proximity of the configuration and that the
the shear layer is primarily determined by the influence of the vorticity on the velocity and

shear of the v:elocity vector (i.e. magnitude of pressure distribution on the surface of the con-the disconcinuity in its direction) across the figuration-will be small. For weak-interactionseparation line, not by the vorticity within the vortex-flow the lift increases approximately lin-
viscoAs layers meeting at the separation line early with incidence, at least until viscous flow(Hirschel, Ref. 2). effects become significant.Away from the edge the shear layer usually rolls

up into one or more vortex cores which remain em- Strong-interaction-vortex flow can occur when the
bedded within the shear layer and are continuously flow separates at the side edge of a low-aspect.
fed with vorticity from the shear layer, Sooner or ratio wing of low sweep or'at the highly swept
later most of the vorticity generated at the edge leading edge of a slender wing (Fig. 2) and also
will be concentrated in these regions with dis- when the flow separates froi the smooth surface of
tributed vorticity. The resulting vortical flow the forebody of a fighZer aircraft orithe elong-Sstructure is often well-ordered, steady and per- ated body of a missile configuration. In these-sistent. cases the vorticity vector is approximately paral-

t te lel to the separation line. A strong interactionOn an aircraft configsration, the flow may separate alsotakes place when-the vortex wake of one com-before a sharp edge is reached, i.e. at a smooth ponent of the configurati6h closely approaches
portion of~the surface. In contrast, to the separa- other components of:the aircraft. pExames are the
tion at a sharp edge the locationof. the smooth- interaction of-the wake of the wing with th" flow
surface separation depends on Mach number, mici- abo-t the tail surfa-es, the flow-abou. • "close-
dance, Reynolds number,, state of the boundary, lay- coupled* canard~wing configuritionaid the flow
or, etc. and is nbt knowna priori-. In thres-di- aboutia'trake~wing;'configuration. Inthe case of
mensional floathis'type of separation ( i). spa- strong inteiactibi-the i6tational flow'region(s)r
cifically the. so~called "•open" type- of, separation) are close-to the surface of- th -configur~tiii and-
may result An a nother well-defined andsteady-vor- often-rema"ik inthe near pibximity-othe iepaia-° • : d~~~i~ flow at-ruc ture, Ahih I elf sno v e- oeneahi'tenerpxtt•ofhe6aa ii'"" iden flow Rstnucre, itae is notb very oo- tiori line.-The local surface Velocity &nd'ioessure
pdidant on Reynolds numberdstribuion. d h overall cacteristics of

P,-i wrtially funded through the Netherlands Agency for Aerospace Prgram

"(NIVR) for the Netherlands Ministry of Defence
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Z earities (e.g., Refa. 7, 8 and 9). In the
present paper methods that can be applied to cases
where there is a coupled effect uf the two nonlin-

y earities will be considered. In this paper the em.
a phasis will be on metnods for the numerical simu-SLo lation of inviscid flows. Methods for the numeri-

,. cal. simulation of viscous flow applied to configu,Sration with vortex flow are discussed in more de-

tail in Paps~r 6 of ths Symposium (Ref. 10).

X Computational methods for unsteady flow or ior the
PrRIMARY VO~RTEXCORE flow about oscillating configurations have not. yet
SE ONOARY VORTEX CORE been developed to the some extent as the methods

for steady flow. Although some of the steady flow
methods discussed here have been extended (or can

Fig. 2 Delta wing with leading-edge vortices; be applied) to the case of unsteady flow, here we
Strong-interaction vortex flow will consider steady flow only.

the configuration are affected considerably, in Earlier reviews on vortical flow modeling and
some cases favourably in other cases unfavourably. their computation can be found in Refs. 11,
For strong-interaction vortex flow typically the 12, 13, 14 and 15.
lift increases nonlinearly with incidence, up to
higher incidences than without vortex flow. Ulti- In the next sections we will start wit: a descrip-
mately a limit to the favourable effects is tion of the main features of the physics of a num-
reached when large-scale vortex burst occurs above bet of vortex-dominated flows; followed by a dise
the configuration and eventually the steady and cussion of the various mathematical models for the
ordered vortex-flow pattern is destroyed. flow. In the subsequent sections examples are dis-

cussed of the application of these models to a
Well-known are the favourable effects induced by number of, mostly generic, configurations. Ref. 10
the leading-edge vortices on highly swept wing and provides examples of applications to more complete
strake-wing configurations at high incidence, re- aircraft configurations.
sulting in a substantial increase of their lift
capability (e.g. Ref. 3). This is of great pract-
ical importance for configurations employing these 2. DESCRIPTION OF ORDERED VORTEX FLOWS
wings with their, according to classical wing the-
ory, relatively small lift slope (aC,/la). In this section the physical features of a number
Other details of the vortex flow characteristics of vortex flows are described. In all cases we
of fighter aircraft are still emerging, as demon- will deal exclusively with flows that will be
strated by Lamar et al. (Ref. 4), Campbell et al. termed ordered vortex flows. Ordered vortex flows
(Ref. 5), Erickson at al. (Ref. 6) in several are flows with a topologically-well-defined,
flow visualization investigations, steady and stable flow pattern, which is main-

tained within a sizable range of flight parameters
If the vortex lift capabilities of slender-wing, (Mach number, incidenceaideslip, Reynolds -num-
strake-wing, canard-wing and even more exotic con- ber, etc.). This implies that most cases consider-
figurations, that for their characteristics rely ed here are vortex flows associated with "control-
on ordered, controllable vortex flow, are to be led" flow separation, i.e. flow-separating at
fully utilized a detailed knowledge and adequate "aerodynamically" sharp edges.
mathematical modeling of this type of flow is re-
quired. 2.1. Vortex wakes - Weak interAction
It is in this area that computational methods can At the trailing edge of a wing of finite rvan at
make a major contribution. The use of computation- incidence the velocity on the lower wing srfacb'
al methods does not depend on the availability of and the velocity 'on the upper wing surface differ
experimental data and, at least in principle, it in direction. Actually the-static pressure should
is possible to consider additional flight parame- be continuous at the trailing edge, which for in-
tars and/or new configurations without much diffi- compressible-inviscid flow and for comptessible-
culty. This leads to a reduction of the viumber of inviscid flow without shocks results in thu veloc-
candidate configurations to be considered for ex- ity vectors at the, trailing edge 1'eirn equal -in
tensive wind-tunnel testing, or may even suggest magnitude but different in directioni.-This three;
improved designs. If the theoretical tools are ca- dimensional flow effect, caused by the Par tending
pable of predicting not.only the overall forces to flow around the wing tip from the lower,(1pres-
and moments, spanwise1loadings, etc. but also the sure") side to the upper ("suctiono) Pide of the,
detailed surface velocity and~pressure distribu- wing, results in the generation of,-votticity and
tion- they, will beofgreathelp to the-aircraft the formation of the vortex wake. In the-yortex 1'

designr. Furthermore the possibility to analyze wake the vortex lines are approximatklytdirected
in detail the complete flow field will~help sig- in free-stream direction, i.e. aw•,aifrom-th'--
nificantly in the analysis~of-the-vortical- flow trailing edge, and othey arei not lo~aLed near-the
structures, surface of the generating wing, resulting ib•a

'weak interaction" between the vorrex wake and bhe
It is the purpose of this paper t6 review computa- surface pressure distribution -
tional methods for.the simulation-of the high- -
Reynolds-fiumber.flow about confifirationsafeatur. Since the Reynolds number is lataa, -c6hnvctlon is
Lug vortical flow structresi. The .charifteristic much" larger than diffusion and the vorticity -re;.
•-feaur of this-ypspe of flow"is its itiong nonlin- mains itithin a- thini free'- shearf y•-iyir -D4e.to.the
earity; Due to the, interactionof thW,-voitical velocity induced by- the vorticity-contain'dwithin.
flovw sructures with th'eflio over theiconfigufa- the -layer". the layer tends 'to roll'up 'into v•rtex f*/'' 

2  
-

nion the -air3,oad vay +n-onlineaa'iy-vlthhe direc- • creis. This, iolling;-u may ocvur in' vacr'ious-,' wa
tion of fie ,free stream, A Asecond nonlinear-flow The -osto vell'-known is 'the tip Voiee ,t.x ithe'--
phenomenon Jappear as .the free-st.reams Maclnumber single branchidVo6r-tex that forma' ithe free edge
is -ncreassed from lowsubsonic t--transijiicand - i-n s.araI1%J of a sheasrlay, r(Oijgl;" HIM cs hetaii
supersonicL .ia. dýe to-compressibility effects :- wake contains vorticity of both sigusvorticij
,shock wves form It is not uncomamon thit ther. is of each sign will roll-up int•, sparate-vortcL.es'
a strong coupling between the two types f nonlini I
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Examples of this are the wake of a highly swept It has also been observed in experiments that the
wirg and the wake of a wing with deployed part- adverse pressure gradient in the region just out-
span flaps. Such wakes contain both single-branch- board of the lateral position of the center of the
ed (at the edges) and double-branched vortex leading-edge vortex core causes a so-called sec-
cores. Even if the shed vorticity is of one sign ondary separation. The free shear layer emanating
one or more double-branched vortices may be formed smoothly at the line of secondary separation rolls
(see Fig. 1). Where these centers of roll-up de- up in a vortex core also, its vorticity being of
velop is not always a priori evident. For a single opposite sign compared to that of the vorticity .Y
straight trailing edge the local extreme of the within the leading-edge vortex core. The extent of
trailing vorticity (inflection points in the span- the effect of secondary separation on the surface

2 - wise loading) act often as a center of roll-up, pressure distribution has been observed to depend
but for more complex shapes the situation is less strongly on whether the boundary layer is laminar
clear, or turbulent (Ref. 20). It appears that secondary

separation effects are largest for the laminar
In downstream direction vorticity from the shear case. Generally for both laminar and turbulent
layer is continuously fed into the vortex core(s),, flow they become relatively more important for
resulting into a growth of the vortex core(s), cases with narrower suction peaks, i.e. for wings
both in strength and usually also in cross-see- at smaller incidences or for wings with lower
tioral dimension. The stretching of the shear lay- leading-edge sweeps.
er associated with the roll-up process counteracts
the effect of viscous diffusion, so that quite Viewed in downstream direction, the leading-edge
often one observes that the shear layer remains vortex is continually being fed with vorticity
relatively thin up to several spans downstream of generated at the leading edge which is transported
the trailing edge. through the free shear layer to the vortex core,

so that the latter is increasing in strength as
Further downstream of the configuration the roll- well as in cross-sectional dimension. Downstream
up process will he completed, most of the vortici- of the trailing edge, i.e. in the wake, the free
ty residing within a limited number of vortex shear layer continues to feed vorticity into the
cores (e.g. the trailing vortex pair). The concen- leading-edge vortex core. In the wake the vortici-
tration of vorticity into these relatively compact ty of sign opposite to that within the leading-
regions of rotational flow is probably responsible edge vortex core, which is generated along almost
for their surprisingly stable and persistent char- all of the trailing edge between the plane of sym-
acter. The strong and persistent trailing vortex metry and the wing tip, starts to roll up in a
system of large transport aircraft has proven to double-branched, so-called trailing-edge vortex
present a possible hazard for other air traffic, core. This two-vortex system, mushroom shaped, has
which has resulted in stringent rules imposed at first been observed experimentally by Maltby (Ref.
present on air traffic involving large aircraft. 21) and more recently by Hummel (Ref. 20),

Verhaagen (Refs. 22 and 23), Kjelgaard et al.
Still further downstream, cores with vorticity of (Ref. 24). Solignac et al. (Refs. 25, 26)
the same or opposite sign, if close enough to each and others. The latter few references also provide
other, start to merge, accompanied by viscous dif- detailed surface and flow-field data.
fusion and decay. Alternatively, complicated long-
itudinal instabilities may be triggered before the A limit to the favourable effects induced by the
merging or decay process has started, resulting in vortex flow is reached when large-scale vortex
a somewhat earlier break-up of the trailing vortex breakdown occurs above the wing. Vortex breakdown
system, manifests itself as an abrupt increase in the

cross-sectional area of the vortex core, a de-
In the present paper we will not consider the a- crease in the magnitude of axial and circumferen-
bove type of weak-interaction vortex flow in much tial velocity components near the center of the
more detail but rather concentrate on strong-in- vortex core and in an increase in the turbulence
teraction vortex flow. level in the vortex core. However, the global

strong circulatory flow pattern does not disappear
2.2. Delta-wine leadiny-edee vortex flow - Strons abruptly at the point where vortex breakdown oc-Sinteraction curs, it still persists. Upstream of this point
The low speed high-angle-of-attack flow about low- the vortex is hardly affected. Vortex breakdown
aspect-ratio highly swept wings with leading-edge has first been identified in experimental investi-
vortex separation has been described extensively gations by e.g. Peckham (Refs. 27, 28), Elle
in the literature. Based primarily on experimental (Ref. 29) and Lambourne & Bryer (Ref. 30) in
investigations by amongst others Legendre (Ref. the late fifties. The mechanism underlying vortex
16), Earnshaw (Ref. 17), Wentz & McMahon (Ref. breakdown is still unclear, e.g. Hall (Ref. 31).
18), Fink & Taylor (Ref. 19), Huimel (Ref. However, vortex breakdown does appear to depend
20) and others the topology of the high-Reynolds rather weakly on Reynolds number. The latter may
number flow about these wings is well-established, suggest that in essence it is an inviscid flow
"At moderate to high angles of attack the flow sep- phenomenon. It has been observed that with in-
arates at the leading edge, resulting in a free creasing angle of attack vortex breakdown pro-
shear layer emanating from the edge (Fig. 2). greases in upstream direction and that it occurs
Under influence of the vorticity contained within in regions where there is an increase in the pras-
it, the free shear layer rolls up in a spiral sure along the core, e.g. Erickson (Ref. 32).
fashion to form a relatively compact single- Part of the increase in core dimension may possi-
branched core with distributed vorticity, the so- bly be explained as the response of the inviscid
called leading-edg vortex. The presence of this outer part of the rotational core to a pressure
core in the proximity of the wing surface affects rise. Furthei experimental investigations have
the pressure distribution on the wing to a large been carried out by Kegelman & Roos (Refs. 33,
extent, theopredominant effect being a low pres- 34 and 35)-who measured-at-a low free-steam
sure region underneath the position of the vortex Mach number the flow 'field above 60- and'70-deg
core. It is this suction peak that is mainly re- delta wings emilbying a itser-Dooplei-Velocimeter
sponsible-for the increment-in the lift due to the (LDV) and a 7-hole probe. Iivihbaciseo6f'vortex
vortex flow, the-so-called vortex lift. Dlpending breakdown they~found-from-the-LDV ieriiuements
on the~leading.edge sweep-a stable vortex-flow that*nth4 vortex-Lxis the axial oiponent is
pattern~can jersise up to-incidences as high as 25 about cosistAnt • p•p• th breaikdown Ioc tiofi where
to 35 dog. the axial- dpdnopnt of- thi •4l6ciitydereisiita

abnqpklysin4 aitiici~lly butt- stiya Y-8 'p i-S-
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I. The probe measurement showed that in the vortex Icore the total-pressure loss is also about con- 0.2 04 Xstant up to the breakdown location where it in- 0
creases sharply. The portion of the vortex core
with high losses in total pressure decreases up to 0.5625
the burst location, increases abruptly at the lo-/ .2cation of the burst and then starts to fill the 015
entire vortex core In this area the total-pres- 0.5
sure losses start to decrease again. 0.75
At the higher incidencee vortex breakdown is often
accompanied by an asymmetric flow pattern. For
simple delta wings asymmetric flow patterns with- 4
out vortex breakdown have been observed for lead- 05125

ing-edge sweep angles in excess of 80 degrees. 10

Recently Gad-el-Hak & Blackvelder (Ref. 36), 0.875
Payne et al. (Ref. 37) and Lowson (Ref. 35),
have obtained results of low-speed experimental
studies that indicate that the leading-edge shear -- STRArVORTflayer is not really a smooth layer, but consists -WING VO~RE t 0 -
of a sequence of small vortices travelling alongthe layer to'sards the vortex core. Whether this SWEEP - 76/60 deg ALPIA - 20 degthin shear-layer type of instability observed at VERHMAGEN ACARD ýP-342
low-Reynolds number and laminar flow conditions isa true characteristic of leading-edge vortex lay- Fig. 3 Strake-wing configuration;. Strong-inter.ers or possibly was induced by vibrations of the action vortex flow
model or flow unsteadiness, is not yet completely
clear. Recently Verhaagen & van Manen (Ref. 39)found that also at higher speeds the leading-edge (as proposed by KXchemann, Ref. 1, p. 254). Itshear layer might consist of small-Scale vortical might also be hypothesized that downstream of theflow structures. It is not clear what effect the kink the strake lekding-edge shear layer contin-essmall-scale structures have on the time-averaged as a shear layer that is attached to the wing up-structure of the shear layer and on the formation per surface, now emanating from some separationof the vortex core. However, in the present study (?) line (see also the discussion in Smith, Ref.we will assume that the flow is steady and that 44).
free shear layers may be considered as steady re-
gions with continuous rotational flow without For the case of simple delta wings the angle oismall-scale sub-structures, attack at which vortex breakdown reaches the

trailing edge depends strongly on the sweep of the2.3 Strake-wine vortex flow - stron, , leading edge. For double-delta wings and strake-For wings with low or moderate leading-edge sweep wing configurations such a simple correla:ion canfavourable vortex flow effects can be invoked by not be obtained. Depending on the magnitude of theadding a relatively small, highly swept leading. kink in the leading edge the wing vortex may burstedge extension, commonly named Istrake". The vot- long before the strake vorte" breaks down.tex flow above strake-wing configurations is more
complex than the delta-wing vortex flow. Investi- 2.4. •ose-couzlej anard-win, - Stron, in -gations by amongst others Wentz & McMahon (Ref.18), Lamar & Luckring (Ref. 40), Brennenstuhl & The close-coupled canard wing configuration isHummel (Refs. 41, 42) have provided v'luable another example of a configuration exploittng vor-insight into the vortex layer structure above tex flow, which has been applied in advanccestrake-wing configurations. Verhaagen (Ref. 23), fighter concepts. The flow about a canard-vingemploying a laser-lig--sh-et flow visualization combination is rather complex, especially in casestechnique, has acquired additional valuable topo- where both lif-ing surfaces have highly sweptlogical information. Thompson (Ref. 43) has also leading edges with leading-edge vortices. Fig. 4,provided such information from water-tunnel from Hummel and Oelker (Refs;, 45, 46),. showsstudies. From these investigations it follows that the flow structure at low speed a4',d not too highabove a strake-wing configuration the (single- incidence for a configuration consisting of twobranched) leading-edge vortex, originating at the 60-deog swept delta wings.leading edge of the strike continues above the In the following a possible explanation is pro-wing. The vortex modifies the wing flow field con- vided for the functioning of the canard-wing com-sLderably inducing in addition to the favourable bination, this in terms of the :modification of theeffects on the strake itself, favourable effects flow structure about the wing in isolation st theon the main wing as well. In case of sufficiently saQe incidence.
(depending on leading-edge sharpness, etc.) sweptwing leading edges and at high angle of attack the On the Dart of the wine "ndenrath the cansrd var-flow separates also at the wing leading edge. Ths tex wake the vortex wake from the canard causes ashear layer emanating from the wing leading edge non-uniform downwash which will reduce the efiec-constitutes the downstream continuation of the tive incidence on this part of the ving, This re-
shear layer enanating from the straike leading edge sults In a-delay of the formation of the wing(Fig. 3). In this single shear layer a double- leading-edge vortex and a reduction in the rate atbranched vortex develops. This so-called-wing vor- which its strength butldi -1p, Thi4 combined withtax starts close to the kink In the leading edge the sidewash induced by the canard wake will cause -and viewed in downstream direction, travels along the flow in the root-section region of the upperthe shear layer, looping .around the (aingle- wing. surface to be less susceptible to boundary-branched) strake vortex. At some point-downstream layer-type of separations.
qf the kink-the two cores jwfth distributed vet-
ticif y lo fhews&aeoaLgn) weije int6 one core. At On the 2a- win.-ou

t
board, f the -a:rsmaller~s~eep-angies a• at-16war-incid-ences ,the Y& the effect-1ve-incitidenca. is inciensed-,by the -,.-flow &es i6t separate at the wing.leading edge.. induced upwasht, but.at, tho sami•-time also the 2f!:.•," ••:,-•,•In ihls'.6ie iie-flow pviiteiAs .not, yetý co•Iete- " -e=-,t fetive.leadgý.edgd.siwep angle.ei'sIncreased bylycear Mostly,~A aazumed~th~t,-the shear lay- th induced sidavaash. The.rate at whi~ch jorticity ~-er deiihas (fromWthe leading edge) !s .the.kink is generated at the leading edge is increased by

,R. .m -.
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cause self-induced coning, no3e-slice motion;
-q, ~while the interference with downstream lifting I

surfac,, could cause dynamic stability problems
such as excebsive wing rock. e~g. Ericeson &

Reding (Ref. 48).

The separation of the flow from the body deptnds,
-on Hach number, incidence, on the state (laminar

N or turbulent) of the boundary layer and on
Reynolds nz.mber. To illustrate this consider a
slender body of revolution which Is pitched from 0

CAIARD-WIIJO (6-e ELAS to 90 deg angle of attack in subsonic flow. Ac-
HUMMI2EL & oEL~tR (AGARD Ce.405) Ncording to Chapman & K~eener (Ref. 49) four flowA

categories can be distinguishead (rig. 5):
(1) Fully attached flow;

Fig. 4 Canard-wing configuration:, Strong-inter- (IL) At moderate incidences (>10 deg) the cross-
action vortex flow flow starts to separate over tne rear end of

the body ac a point on its lea-ward side.
the first but decreaged by the second effect, the This results in a smtrtc lee-side
net influence of the two counteracting effetct do- vortex-flow pattern:
pending on the details of the lay-out of the cnor- (iii) At intermediate incidences (10<m<20 dog) the
figuration and the specific flow conditions. separation point gradually moves in upstream

direction, while also the cross-flow separa-
Primarily because of the slower build-up of the tion point moves townrds the shoulder of the
strength of the wing leading-edge vortex along body;
that part of the edge situated underneath the (iv) At high angle of attack (>20 deg) the vorte).
canard wake, the offtct on wing vorrex is that the f*-w pattern over the base region may become
wing vortex will be weaker when it encounters the asymme~tric. resulting in thtn body experienc-
adverse pressure gradient near the wing trailing ing a side force and a yawing moment.
edge. The result is that the occurrence of vortex
breakdown above the wing, as well as stall, will The factors that determine the onset of tbG asym-
be postponed to a higher incidence, metric vortex flow pattern are angle of attacl-ý

Hach number, atata of the boundary layer, Reynolds
* The wing induces an upwash on the canard thereby

increasing its effective incidence. This implies fl
that the effect on canard vortex is that the
canard vortex will be stronger and consequently fI
would experience vortex breakdown at a lower inci. Vor
dance than is the case for an isolated canard. B*i
upon passing the canard trailing edge the. canard E

vortex wake encouncers a favourable prassulte gra- UNIMEOY
dient due to the expansiovi of the flowv over the WAKE LIKE
forward part of the wing delaying and anse ilet"OeL~c5

* ~~even re-atruct~ing the canard vortex.
At a given incidenca, below the onset of vorte-t R
breakdown or boundary -layer 3aparationto, the rlat / 0
effect of the interference is that the 11ft on the FORCE
lower than for the casi of the wing alone. It ap- so i ASYETRIC .
pears that usually this loss in lift is fully coin- e joi JORTIC55

pensated Dby the lift on the canard, iLe. the lift A
of the wieg-canard and the wing alone are almost -4
equal. At the higher incidences the fav~urable of-
feacts of the interference prevail yielding an im- a R
proved lift capability. lit addition the carard 31ý o

also provides ant additional trim and Eantrol-capa- LSYWA
bility of the configuration. VORTICES
Ferretti 6 Sl~virtore (Ref- 47) provide detailed 2

experimendtalib~odvvqtio fow th Sltr oniner-a'etio A41
canard configuration. ~lii~: -

Thet long 3lender nose of an isodee-n fighter air- VOTIFE -11-
craft, operating at hij~h incidence, experiencel§ O_ u
vertical typo of flows~ aip~ationst oni its lee side. i
The vorticag reaultin$ from th~ese separations not3SD015CLNE .-. 2,R.-.8
only generate high local aerodyaiiasi forces but -08
also inteirfei&e uith the flcv about furthir down- KEENER & CHAPMA.N (NASA TH 86016)
scream coirpon;.nta of the aircraft -such as wing and Fg lne oy togitrcinvre
tail surfaiea:. Fig 5 Slne oy-togitrcinvre

At lirwjninlldeces tha-flow separntels iyismetrical- f low
ly, -rdsiulting ini a symuetiic heoir pntvtrn. At number, the shape of the body (forebody, af tar-
higher-in~idaficia the-flow. may still caearate body, crossfsection). For instance increasing the
nearly or- foiced-t6 ;aýo but the Hach humber at fixed incidan-ce causes the separa-- -

-5 Vorticel ~flow-ahour- t~ia forabbdý may beam~ie says,. ti~i, lines bn the body to na&ve towards the wind-
.mrriei ý40&side', or6;`Wof the same order of magni. wara side, wJhich deiays the dilset of asymsetric
tude a4' ftii normal fbrili iiay bi iiiduced. 'Ibil re- flow. The critical- Reyunolds numbdir boufidary be -

sula:inlag-,'yv~'ng'W'- ¾eh'tlichrniy biieyofid tween laminaer adtrausitional, flow' Is almiost in'
* th ootmlcapailiy o tb airraf. Prthe dpenentof ang e of ettack, wthile the-bounidary
aosie, Weý7ooab "ling betwilen hi~ forebody- iijrat~ed ieve rnsition-al andjturui. o Iifct

flwp~itlir~it-i the'ikbd -fi airLiion lia theý - ,"-_airraf dn a b inidnce !e.g. see Leui~nt (Re.; 50),

7M--
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Other factors include nose bluntness (increasing A50
the bluntness delays the onset of asymmetry). The

reasons for an asymmetrical flow structure about a
symmetrical body at symmetric free-stream condi- 40
tions are:

asymmetries in the position of transition and
separation lines, e.g. the ones on the starboard
side starting closer to the nose than the ones t0

on the port side, or differences in the location
in the cross-flow plane;

- asymmetric solution for nominally symmetric 28
conditions.

Especially the latter possibility of multiple (in-
viscid) solutions and their stability is an inter-
esting feature of the nonlinear flow problem at

hand.

2.6. Reynolds number effects 0
It appears that for a number of above discussed

types of well-developed high-Reynolds-number vor- SHARP-EDGED DELTA WING

tex flows the influence of the Reynolds number on MILLER & WOOD (NASA TP 2430)
the flow structure is relatively small. For in- Fig. 7 Sharp-edged delta wing;. Effect of Mach
stance for the case of a sharp-edged delta wing it number
has been observed that for angles of attack not
too close to the angle of attack for which the 2.7. Mach number effects
flow is still attached, the flow pattern depends For thin slender wings at moderate incidence the
only weakly on Reynolds number. The location of influence of the Mach number on the characteristic
the secondary separation, just outboard of the features of the flow is small as long as M.cosa,
suction peak induced by the leading-edge vortex, i.e. the Mach number normal to the leading edge,
depends primarily on the state (laminar or turbu- is less than about 0.7 and the incidence (in a
lent) of the boundary layer on the upper surface plane normal to the leading edge) is not too high,
of the wing. The latter has been demonstrated by see Fig. 7 taken from Miller & Wood (Ref. 8). At a
for instance Hummel (Ref. 20) for a 76-deg swept given incidence for higher Mach numbers, or at a
delta wing at 20.5 deg incidence. In Fig. 6 given Mach number higher incidences or for fixed
Humnel'le result is reproduced. It shows the sur- Mach number and incidence for thicker wings, or
face pressure distribution at low speed for a for less slender wings, etc., nonlinear compress.
Reynolds number of 0.9g for laminar and for turbu- ibility effects can become of dominating impor-
lent flow. For laminar flow an early separation Cance. This results in a wealth of possible flow
occurs at about 65% local semi-span, while for patterns involving primary and secondary vortex
turbulent flow separation takes place much more cores. ("cross-flow" and "rear') shocks on the
outboard, i.e. at about 85% local semi-span, re- surface as well as in the flow field, regions with
sulting In a much more pronounced leading-edge distributed vorticity produced downstream ofvortex induced sucthon peak. shocks, shock-induced rather than pressure-gradi-

For delta-like wings with rounded leading edges, ent induced smooth-surface secondary separation,
the flow does separate all along the leading edge and all their mutual interactions, sometimes re-
merely when the incidence exceeds a certain thres- suiting in an abrupt rather than a gradually pro-

gressing vortex breakdown. Some of these flow pat-"terns are discussed by Szodruch & Ganzer (Ref.
51), Miller & Wood (Ref. 8), Wood et al. (Ref.
52)e Vorropoulos & Wendt (Ref. 9), Houtman &
Bannink (Ref. 53), etc.
Schrader et al. (Ref. 54) report extensively on
the influence of Mach and Reynolds number on
delta-wing vortex flow. Ashill et al. (Ref. 55)

"".4 report on a detailed investigation into the flow
on swept wings at moderate to high incidences in
transonic and supersonic flow.

An illustration of the effect of compressibility
on primar separation is given in Fig. 8, takenfrom Boersen & Elsenaar (Ref. 56). It compares

41 *.r 4 4 for a 65-deg cropped delta wing spanwise sections
of the surface pressure distribution obtained for

FLAINAR the case of a sharp with those obtained for the

76-deg DELTA WING ALPHA - 20.5 deg case of a round leading edge, and that for one
HUMMEL (AGARD CP-247) subsonic (14.- 0.4, a - 10 deg, Re - 9M) and one

transonic (N. - 0.85, a - 10 deg, Re,.- 9M) flow

Fig. 6 Sharp-edged delta wing; Effect of laminar condition. For the sharp-edged wing the flow sepa-
or turbulent state of the boundciry layer rates all along the leading edge,, for both the

sub.sonic and the transonic case. For the round-
edged configuration the situation is rather dif-

hold value. For lower angles of attack the flow ferent. Here the primary separation takes placeseparates along part of the edge only, usually along part of the leading edgi, for thi subsonic
terimed'opart-span leading-edge separation. At Mach number ihe flow remains attached along most
angles 6f attack just above the attached flow con- of the leading edge, while for the trans6nic Mach
diti6h the flow separates cjso•i to the wing tip number the flow is separated.(shock-induced?)."
only. Viih inrasiiing incidence the point on -the alonij most of the edge.'Appare•tty•tile effect of
leidini idjii wheie the primi ry'separaiaioi aild-the thi shie'e6f the' leading edg; 6n^ th -flw pattern
formation dfb~edn~devre trsm6Vjs didriiiis iiith~ificrisaang abimb
Iii upjtamdie ctiinec i, froicthe wing tip tosards It iit hbe ialiitd thititeii'xfolowiiih nolln-l

6the ape. The iiiatitwhio h tbio'idceis~ f a ea`dcomprei jit b i W effe-r s aie 6f'ut "imios-. f "oir
iospan primary sepaatoni progresses -cat depend on tinc £b tlie edi c ..o 'ircrif.capable, of

the eadaing-edii iaius ii oneyido numbr tra iseuii c iseeds.
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I ~ while the components of the viscous fl'lx vector
are:

the saetic pressure, u-(u.v,w)
5 

the velocity

E vector, E - pfe+(u~ivz+wz)/2) the total enei-fy per
OEESEN CRPE DLELTAA (INGRlSTSS unit volume, 7 the shear stress tensor and Q

BOEREN LSENAR NLR ST ESTS (QQY,.)Tthe heat flu.x vector.
Th testensor Y is related to the rate of
stantrugh Newton's law, while the hrat-fluxTRANONI vecor isrelated to gradient of the temperature

resectvel. Hre isthe molecular viscosity
MACH- 085 oeficiet, isthebulk viscosity coefficient

ALPHA -10 DE0ndki temleua thermal conductivity coef-3
ficient-

Teaoesystem ofequations is supplemented by
theequtios o stte.For the present type of

VORTflow theW gasRIN may beassumed to be an ideal per-

Fig lt8 wing; effect of compressibility p - pRT 1In)
andshrpeded65de crpe e c~T (Ir0

3. KAHMTCLMODELS where R - cp - c, Here c. and cý, are the specific
hasts which may be assumed to be constant. The

3.1. Navier-Stokes equ tions bulk viscosity X. is related to the molecular vis-
In aerodynamics the Wavier-Stokes equations model cosity 1A through Stoke's bypotheois, i.e. A.-
essentially all relevant flow details such as sap- 2,u/

3
. The thermal conductivity Lt ire also related

aration and associated generation of vorticity,, to the molecular viscosity ju, vie the assumption
transport and stretching of vorticity, shock of constant Prandtl number Pr, i.e. It -pc 5/Pr.
waves, transition from laminar to turbulent flow, for air the Prandtl number Is Pr - 0.72. The mole-
etc., For most applications the equations are cular viscosity itself Is a ftunction of the tempe-
solved on a body-fitted computational grid. If - rature T only, as given by Sutherland's law (Ref.
;(b) denotes the coordinate mapping, the equations 57).
for the conservation of mass, the three components The boundary conditions are that at 6olid surfaces
of momentum and the total energy per unit volume the velocity vanishes fro slip) and that solid
of the continuous flow model of a gas in thermody- surfaces are adiabatic or at a given constant
namic equilibrium, in the absence of body forces temperature. At the far fteld distinction is to be
and external heat sources, generally designated as made between inflow and outflow boundaries. For a
the Navier-Stokes equations,, can be expressed as: well-posed problem five conditions art required

at inflow and four at outflow boundaries.
0-ka(~ ) ~(6-4) - 8 

(l3-H) -03 (1.)
7E W W9 Wr 3.2. R,_yaog.s-erased KavIer_-StQ)es enuarion~s

The Navier-etokes equations as presented inj Eq-
In Eq. (Ia) 11 is the column vector containing the (1) form the basis of methods for laminar flow,
flow variables, expressed as: However, at Reynolds numbers typical of full-scale

- flight the flow becomes turbulent. The disparity
Ii P~pu,pv,pw,E)T/J (lb) of scales in a turbulent flow is very large and

-UP', at the moment a direct numerical simulation of
turbulent flows is quite impractical. The approach

where J is the Jacobian 3 - a(Q,~,))/a(x~y,z). In to overcome this difficulty is to split the flow
Eq. (la) F, C, and H are the components in the quantities into a macroscopic part and a turbulent
three coordinate directions of the inviscid flux fluctuating part and use a statistical averaging
vector, i.e. procedure. Following Rubesin & Rose (Ref. 58)

the density p, pressure p. shear stress tensor Y
-- (f.F+fG+f.H)/j (lc) and heat flux vector Q are decomposed in a time-
G-(ioF+9,,,C+8H)/J (1d) averaged mean and a fluctuating part, e.g. p - p

H -(le) + p', the other flow quantities in a mass-weighted
time-averaged and a fluctuating part, e.g. u -

whilei,, ,, an H,,are te coponens ofthe + U-. Substitution into Eq. (1), followedwhil FGý,andHv re te cmpoent oftheby taking the time-average of the equations and
viscus luxvectr, ~e.neglecting some of the second-order correlations,

- F.e70,+EH,,/J lf) yields the so-called Reyfildk-averagedk Navier-
Gý CýStokes equations. This so -t of equations, for the9z(1h) time-,or mgass~.weighted timei-averaged valuea. of theH, - rF;+r7o,+r5I3)/j ( flow variables ha-s exactly. hesae form as given,

in~ ~~V En thei hývicuThe comsponeiiutaof the inviscid flux vector itu in u, (1), but with tie definitiojiof-tlic
terms of the Cartesiantress- tonsor -F ,onf~te a-lxvc

to~-,. rias of th-atsa diiiaet system follb' te 6a-fu vcto ,a ini I.(l)ad(p epcie
ly elae y

-f7
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wall layers. In that case the length scale is
"f - M(V•u + (Fu)T[ + i(•i)I - <pu'•"> (2a) based on the thickness of the wall layers,. ex-
- -0kvT + <peCu"> (2b) pressed in terms of the location of the maximum of

some function involving the vorticity in the wall
where the flow quanticies now denote the corre- layer. If there is large-scale separation in
sponding time-averaged quantities. s.leamwis direction the simple algebraic models
While the full Navier-Stokes equations li general become inadequate. Equilibrium models such as the
do not allow a steady-state solution the Reynolds- above ones are not suited for separated flows for
averaged equations do allow a steady state solu- which the diffusion and convection of the turbu.
tion. Our interest is in steady solutions, but lence are no longer negligible and introduce some
since a number of computational methods attain imbalance between the production and dissipation
steady state as the limit for large time in a of the turbulence. While retaining the eddy vis-
pseudo time-dependent approach, the time-depen- cosity assumption these non-equilibrium effects
dence has been retained, can be taken into account by two-equation models

e.g. the k - e model. However, despite its univer-
The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations r-- sality the two-equation models do not improve sig-
quire a turbulence model for closure, i.e. o"e nificantly and consistently the correlation with
has to define appropriate constitutive relations experimental data for sbparated flows.
for the "Reynolds stress-tensor" -<p4'U-> and the
"turbulent heat flux vector" <pe'">. The modeling of transition from laminar to turbu-

lent flow or vice versa, which has a significant
3.3. Turbulence modeling effect on the secondary separation on slender-wing
A universally satisfactory turbulence model has configurations as well as the primary separation
not yet been formulated. It appears that for engi- on slender bodies, is an even greater problem. At
neering applications a turbulence model, in which present it appears that most numerical simulations
the Reynolds stress tensor and beat flux vector are carried out for all-laminar flow, all-turbu-
are expressed in terms of just mean-flow quanti- lent flow or mixed flow with the transition loca-
ties rather than found from a set of additional tions specified empirically. It must be realized
transport equations for these quantities, derived that in reality transition from laminar to turbu-
frcA the equations for the fluctuations, performs lent flow does not occur at one discrete point but
as good as any other more sophisticated model, rather in a zone which length depends on amongst
e.g. Marvin (Ref. 59). In the simpler of these others the Reynolds number. However, for the high
models the Boussinesq assumption of effectively Reynolds numbers of interest here transition can
isotropic eddy viscosity and local equilibrium be assumed to take place at a single curve on the
between production and dissipation of turbulent surface. The location of the curve depends, in
energy is made. This results into the so-called general, on Reynolds and Mach number, pressure
eddy-viscosity model in which the Reynolds-stress gradient and streamline curvature (wing sweep),,
tensor and heat-flux vector are assumed to be pro- wall temperature, surface roughness, external
portional to the rate of strain and the tempera- disturbances, etc. A recent review on laminar-
ture gradient, respectively, both of the mean-flow turbulent transition, the physics of turbulence,,
component. This leads to the situation in which F the modeling of turbulence, etc. has been pre-
and &, defined in Eqs. (2a) and (2b), can be ex- sented by Landahl (Ref. 64).
pressed in the same form as is the case for lami-
nar flow, i.e as: 3.4. Thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations

In cases where there is no large-scale streamwise
- (i+pt)(jUi + (F-u)T) + (A+At)(F)I (3a) flow separation the viscous terms in all direc-

- (k+kt)iT (3b) tions but the one normal to the solid boundaries
may be neglected. This results into the mathemati-
cal flow model governed by the 'thin-layer Navier-

In Eq. (3) the "turbulent diffusivities" p. and At Stokes equations" (TINS). For a body-fitted coor-
are related to a characteristic length scale L and dinate system (ftr) with r approximately normal
a characteristic velocity scale V,, e.g. pt + PLV. to the body surface the governing equation be-
In the most simple, zero-equation, model L and V comes, see Eq. (la):
are correlated to the mean flow properties through A . 8
algebraic laws. In more sophisticated eddy-viscos- = +F-* + +•(H-H) - 0 (4)
ity models L and V are derived from quantities t W W Wr

such as the turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent
dissipation through partial differential equa- In the thin-layer assumption the viscous terms aredions. The algebraic model ued most often in simplified by assuming that all derivatives except

three-dimensional aerodynamics isathe one due to those in the normal direction are small and/or not
Baldwin & Lomax (Ref. 60), which itself is based adequately resolvable on the grid used and thus
on the two-layer model reported by Cebeci at al. dropped. So also in Hk only derivatives in r-di-
(Ref. 61). In the model different definitions of rection are retained. This mathematical model re,
L and V are taken in the inner and outer part of quires a fine grid in the direction normal to the
the viscous shear layer. The "turbulent thermal body and that close to the body only, while in the
conductivity" k, follows, analogous to the mole- directions along the body surface a much coarser
cular conductivity, from the assum'ption that the mesh suFfices. It will be clear that in the thin-
"turbulent Prandtl number" Prt is constant ( layer approximation cases with strong adverse
0.9), i.e. I5 - tcp/Prt. The Baldwin & Lomax model pressure gradients in streamwise direction cannot
is an equilibrium model that does not include any be handled.
turbulence history effects, it depends on the
local' flowprofile only and its basis is, two-di- 3.5. Euler eouations
mensional boundary-layer flow. However, Degani & For most of the high-Reynolds number flows of in-
Schiff (Res$.- 62 ,63) havi lihowed that evei'in terest in vortex-fl6w aerodynamics visc6us effects

are confined to thin boundary layers, thiii wakescasus of mianibe otbtined sewith atstl reasonable and centers of vortex cores, i.e. the global flow+::, • ~results can be 61briined vilt a %sifghrlý m6aified .) + , +• - .

madel. They argue that the vortica'lee-ii flow features depend only weakly' on Reynofd4 `number. - T
can be viewed as-,consisting of 'Tattached botidary Neglecting in Eq. (1) the visc'ou intiea• conduc- .

*layers, prlmaiily directed In"'atriinviie'diiic- tiofi terms altogether leids' to the ul~iequations ''"
tn a sei..ayr for invisaid flow. This flow modelall6wsIt66- 6'%6 " -S¢., •+.,•+ ~ ~tioný, and-it biisically'-fi~isiid Eiii+->+r, a~

which cofvects 'the vorticityri'enexistee d vith•n•.the currence o' stiock ieavesg-, t.ite -vorti
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through intersecting shocks and finally the con- round the configuration, poses considerable pro-
vection and stretching of vorticity. Vorticity may blems for computational methods solving the full-
occur in the form of distributed vorticity as well potential equation. Usually the position of the
as in the form of vorticity concentrated in thin wakes are fixed and wake roll-up is not accounted
shear layers or vortex filaments. On a local for, limiting the application to low angles of at-
scale, specifically at points where the flow sepa- tack.
rates from the surface, vorticity is generated and
shed into the flow field, a model (Kutta-type of In case shock waves are absent altogether and theIconditions) for viscous-flow dominated features perturbation to the free stream due to the pres-will be required. The Euler equations follow from ence of the configuration is small, the full-po- 4
Eq. (1) as tential equation can be linearized, which leads to

the Prandtl-Glauert equation. Writing the velocity
SF . 8G. a, . 0 as the sum of the free-stream and the gradient of

' ' + the perturbation potential, i.e. u - U. + v, thei full-potential equation Eq. (6a) becomes

in differential form. The mathematikal model based
on the Euler equations requires explicitly the (1-M)x 8 - 2, . (7)
condition that the entropy is allowed to increase ay 8z2

only, this to avoid the physically unrealistic ex-
pansion shocks. In the subsonic and transonic flow For subsonic flow (M. < 1) the equation is ellip-
regime steady-state solutions are often obtained tic, while for supersonic flow the equation is
in a time-asymptotic fashion. The system of five hyperbolic. The criterion on the magnitude of the
equations, Eq. (5), is hyperbolic and the five allowable perturbations due to the presence of the
eigenvalues corresponding to the characteristic geometry depends on the free-stream Mach number.
velocities in each space direction, of the three the criterion being least strict for the lower
Jacobian matrices are real. For subsonic flow four Mach numbers. For incompressible flow (M. - 0) the
eigenvalues are positive, one is negative. Thus at small-perturbation assumption is no longer needed:
the inflow boundary four conditions are specified both the Prandtl-Glauert and the full-potential
from free stream quantities, one is obtained by equation then reduce to Laplace's equation.
extrapolation from the interior. At the outflow
boundary one condition needs to be specified and The velocity potential and the porition of the
the other four involve extrapolated quantities, wakes can be solved for by using the boundary-
At the solid surface the normal component of the integral type of approach. In this approach the
velocity becomes zero (6. - 0),, but the tangenti- velocity field can completely be expressed in
al velocity is nonzero, terms of singularity distributions on the surface
For the case of steady supersonic flow, it is of the configuration and the wakes, hence a spati-
often much more economical to solve the steady- al grid is not required. The computational methods
flow equations using a space-marching technique, based on this formulation, the so-called panel
In this approach the solution is obtained by methods, have proven to be a very effective tool
marching the (conical) solution obtained in the for computing both the global and the local aero-
nose region to subsequent stations along the dynamic characteristics of the most complex air-
length of the configuration, craft configurations.

The main problem associated with the panel-method
3.6. Potential flw type of approach, aside from those associated with
If there are no strong shocks and if the vorticity its relatively poor physical flow model for flows
is confined to compact regions, the flow may be involving shocks, is the computation of the posi-
modeled as potential flow with embedded free vor- tion of the rolling-up wakes through satisfying
tex sheets and vortex cores (filaments). The gov- the nonlinear boundary conditions on the free vor-
erning equation is obtained from the Euler equa- tex sheets. At lower incidences a rigid wake as-
tions upon introduction of the velocity potential sumption often suffices, rendering the problem
4 such that U -', resulting in linear, but at the higher incidences one has to

account more accurately for the interaction of the
i.(pV) - 0 (6a) wakes with the flow on the nearby surfaces.

p =pl.M(iI/)]I1) (6b)
4. POTENTIAL-FLOW METHODS

The pressure coefficient then follows from theS~4.1. Polhamus, suction analogy
itsentropic relation The most widely used engineering method for pre-

S-( dicting the characteristics of configurations emp-
C•" (P-p.)/. 1p. . 2((2-)7-1]/. 7M• (6c) loying leading-edge vortex flow is the so-called

-Polhamus' suction analogy" (Polhamus, Ref. 65).
The analogy is based on the empirical conjectureThe governing, so-called full-potential, eouation that the vortex lift effect can be predicted uti-is nonlinear, allows the occurrence of weak (isen- lizing the edge suction forces of the attached-Stropic) shocks, but requires that vortical flow ingtedesuiofrcsfthatce-ropiocs bre that tia flow flow solution. In classical lifting-surface poten-

regionseare"fitted"aexplicitly e onto thesoelution.o tial-flow theory the velocity tends to infinity at
The latter in contrast with the above more com- all edges except the (trailing) edges where the
plate models where they are "captured" implicitly Kurt& condition is imposed, resulting in a finite
,5as integal part of the solution. suction force at leading and side edges. This
The botnnsry conditions are along with the usual force acts normal to the-leading edge and lies in
far-field condition that the solid surfaces are tV plane of~the wing,(partly) couniteracting the
stream sArfaces (u - 0), that the voýrtex sheets d. ig force. The magnitude of the suction force de-
are stire•m surfaces across which the statit pres- pends on~the.smplitude ofthe singularity in the
sure isi ontiu6uua while for vortex filaments loading at -the edge. On a three-dimensional wing
various conditions are p0ssible. the normal force,-found from integration of thie

distftbuti0ii of-the pressure-difference across theIn the potential-flw foriulation the problem re- lifting suifice combines with the suction force to -
ducesý-to solvisg for the vel6cityvpotentialk to- iforce and i ced,•"•-'•: • ~~yield'thi ibriect-lift, 'side-frc ndidded

gather with the position and strength of the vo dne

tax •heets ahd cores'(uskes); Thi treatmfent of the - dge -the 14titt&6nditidniis-satisfiad~sadthe-4U&c.
wakes, frseefloating -in a-fixed-spatial, -grid a- tiodtf~i5ei lost. nte"uto-nlg'th
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suction force is "recovered" as a force rotated leading-edge vortex flow. In the early fifties.
through 90 deg to act in the direction normal to Legendre (Ref. 16) and Brown & Michael (Ref.
the wing surface. This implies that the aerody- 70), devised an approximate model in this frame-
namic forces and moments on configurations with work in which all vorticity generated at the
vortex flow can be computed by utilizing any con- leading edge is assumed to be concentrated in one
ventional linear attached flow method with rigid isolated vortex. The strength of the vortex. i.e.
wakes attached to trailing edges, without the ne- the total circulation of the vortex system is
cessity of having to solve a complex nonlinear determined by applying the Kutta condition at the
problem. The magnitude of the suction force then leading edge. In order to allow for the streamwise
follows from the behaviour of the loading near the (here linear) growth in the strength of the
edge where in reality the flow is know to sepa- vortex, the vortex is connected to the leading
rate. The suction analogy has been applied to a edge by a so-called "feeding sheet". This feeding
variety of cases, both in subsonic and in super- sheet carries the cross-flow-plane component of
sonic flow. In general the correlation of computed the vorticity and to first approximation
forces, and to a lesser extent moments, with ex- contributes to the streamwise velocity component
perimental data is surprisingly good. Thus far no only. The condition imposed on the isolated
theoretical explanation appears to have been given vortex/feeding sheet combination is that it sus-
for the success of the suction analogy. However, tains no net force.
the major drawback of the methods that use the The flow problem (for zero side-slip) is solved
suction analogy is that the pressure and velocity employing a conformal-mapping technique. This re-
distribution cannot be predicted by the method and duces the problem to having to determine the solu-
that more complex situations, e.g. the interaction tion of a system of just three nonlinear algebraic
of a canard vortex with a wing, strake-wing vortex equations for the strength and position of the
flow, vortex breakdown, etc. require the develop- vortex.
ment of new empirical concepts. Later Mangler & Smith (Ref. 71) and Smith (Ref.
With a vortex-lattice method as attached-flow 72) improved upon this early model by including
solver Lamar and his co-workers (e.g. Lamar, Ref. a representation for the not rolled-up part of the
66) have developed the method towards a very leading-edge vortex sheet. This vortex sheet of

useful engineering tool both for analysis and for finite extent, discretized by piecewise continuous
design of quite general configurations, including constant-vorticity elements (panels), has a large
strake-wing configurations. effect on the Kutta condition. The model for the

vortex core, i.e. the tightly rolled-up part of
4.2. Fitted vortex-flow methods the vortex sheet (of infinite length), is Brown &

The surface pressure distribution and the detailed Michael's model described above, but with the

flow field can be provided by methods based on the feeding sheet now connecting the vortex with the

potential flow model with embedded ("fitted") vor- end of the vortex sheet. This vortex-core model
tex sheets and cores. Although some success has provides a good description for thv flow field
been booked incorporating free vortex sheets into away from the discrete vortex and its associated
the full-potential formulation (e.g. Refs. 67, feeding sheet. In Smith'1 method the stream-sur-
68, 69), here we will consider linearized face boundary condition on the wing is Eatisfied
potential fle=-,specifically incompressible flow, using conformal mapping, while the vortex-sheet
only (Fig. 9). boundary conditions that a vortex sheet is a

stream surface and that the pressure is cr.ntlnuous
across it are imposed at discrete points (colloca-
tion). This results with the no-force condition on
the vortex/feeding-sheet combination in a system

ý.T .1XVIET S.-• of nonlinear algebraic equations for the strength

and position of the vortex-sheet elements and or
- -the vortex. Results of Smith's vortex sheet method

compare quite satisfactorily with experimental
(turbulent) flow data.

Sa . The above slender-body-approximation conical-flow

V Z.;i .0A FARW", methods have also been extended to the case of
slender -ings with curved leading edges or chord-

jSw KUTTACONDITION wise camu'er. Clark (Ref. 73) has extended

CORE: FORCEFREE 1Smith's method to non-conical planforms. He found
that the method was unable to deal with cases

X-_ U-5- where second centers of roll-up, i.e. double-
branched vortices, began to develop. This is

Fig. 9 Potential- flow model of three-dimensional partly due to the difficulty of representing the
flow about slender wing details of tightly rolled-up parts of free vortex

sheets using a continuous panel discretization.
4.2.1. Slender-body avnroximatio Discretizing vortex sheets by discrete vortices
Configu ndraons tatodevelopeading e vhas a long history, primarily because of its sim-
Configurations that develop leading-edge vortex plicity and flexibility. Sacks at al. (Ref. 74)
• flow are in general slender, in the sense that in treated uing-body combinations employing a dis-
the streaswise direction variations in geomatry crete-vortex representation for the leading-edge
tand in the flow quantities are much smaller than vortex sheet. Although the vortex sheet .appears
t•hose in the cross-flow plane. In that case the chaotic the predicted forces compare reasonably
full three-dimensional problem can be reduced to a well with experimental data. Xieyuan (Ref. 75)
"•sequence of quasi. twordimensional problem in suc- applied Sacks, method to simulate the flow about
"cessive cross-flow planes. Within this framework st~aked (double~dita) wings, also shovin dim-
t•he a~resawise. component of the ,pertur~bation Ya- 6rderly arfangements 6f the discrete vortices,
locity., required to compute -the pressure, follows though the position of clusters of vortices agreed
directly from the cross-flow-plane solution. If in with the experimentally'"fouod poitiois of the"addition the geometry-is _conical, eg., a9.delta strake and wing votei, R~f. 76 gives iore re-
vinglor a coneathe-potautia-flow solution is

teptni-fwsouinisults of this method. Inthe discrete-vortex meth-
conical s "well and only one cross-flowplame pro- od several tecniqe a-be used•to delay the

j,*- blem needis tobe considered. The ,mthods employing
'4 AV J ~~the .slender-boýdy. approximation-,to~conical. configu- se6f6o-%g.rdsetzio amlsa

rations were-the.first to be-applied with success i ý!~diirtization~uin -ub-vortices t etc

to the cpoputationo'-the ,flow about wings with- Also" thi Vy~fthi kt-h th sfrenjgth and~position of
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the vortex closest to the leading edge are deter- and induced drag of such configurations can be
mined can be improved upon. Peace (Ref. 77) de- predicted reasonably well, but that the pitching
veloped an improved discrete-vortex method employ- moment and also the detailed pressure distribution
ing among other things the sub-vortex technique on the wing are in poor agreement with experimen,
and a new vortex shedding model. The method has tal data.
been applied to various slender wings, including
strake-wing configurations; for the latter both From a perusal of published results of nonlinear
the strake and the double-branched wing vortex vortex-lattice methods, it must be concluded that,
were nredicted. This demonstrated that discrete- although forces and moments can be predicted rea-
vortex methods, though prone to numerical problems sonably well, representing a vortex sheet by dis-
requiring careful tuning of the discretization, crete vortex filaments is apparently a too crude
have the flexibility to cope with the vortex flow and too singularly behaved approximation, see also
about more complex geometries, see also Maskew & Luckring (Ref. 90) where a similar conclusion is
Rao (Ref. 78), Nathman (Ref. 79), etc. A re- reached.
cent paper on application of a discrete-vortex
method in the framework of a slender-body approxi- In the panel-method approach such as developed by
mation is the one by Mendenhall and Lesieutre Johnson et al. (Ref. 91), vortex sheets are rep-
(Ref. 80). The method is applied to a flattened resented more accurately by a piecewise continuous
fighter forebody with a sharp-edged chine. The doublet distribution on flat panels. The vortex
separation of the flow is fixed at the edge and sheet emanating from the leading edge is allowed
the generation of vortex sheet at the edge is to attain a position and strength such that the
well-predicted. However, probably because the up- boundary conditions (zero normal velocity and con-
stream influence of the wing is not accounted for tinuous pressure) on the vortex sheet are satis-
in the method the correlation of computed and mea- fied. The rolled-up part of the leading-edge vor-
sured surface pressures is unsatisfactory. tex sheet is modeled using the three-dimensional
Further interesting applications of the slender- equivalent of Smith's discrete-vortex/feeding-
body discrete-vortex method are given by Cheng et sheet combination, i.e. a vortex-filament/feeding-
al. (Ref. 81) who treat delta wings with lead- sheet combination. The wake downstream of the
ing-edge flaps, which for extreme flap deflections trailing edge is taken as a surface that is a
feature additional vortex systems, and compare smooth continuation of the wing and leading-edge
predictions with data obtained from extensive flow vortex sheet; i.e. the geometry of this vortex
visualization investigations, sheet is fixed. The doublet strength of the wake

follows from imposing the condition that the pres-
In Ref. 82 a description is given of a slender- sure is continuous across the sheet, while the
body-approximation method (VORSBA), developed at normal-velocity condition is not imposed.
NUL, in which the vortex sheet is discretized more The main difficulty in the vortex-sheet method is
accurately using curve(! panels and a model for that one has to solve for the strength and the po-
single- and double-branched vortex cores. In the sition of the vortex sheet simulriineously, i.e.
VORSBA method the problem is solved in physical one imposes boundary conditions that are of mixed

space rather than in some transformed space, which anglygi (the normal velocity condition)/1uign
requires a discretization of the full cross-sec- (the pressure condition) type. Constructing a nu,
tion of the configuration, but faeilitates a more merically st-ible scheme, i.e. exprersing the pan-

conv-mient application to configurations with com- elwise representations for Seometry and doublet

plicated cross-sections. Some applications of this distribution in terms of unknown parameters to be I
method are described later on in the present solved for, hns proven to be difficult. Finally it
paper. was found that. a scheme derived from a least-

squares fit involving parameters associated with
In the slender-body approximation applied to sub- the representations on 16 neighbouring janels pro- I
sonic flow the upstream influence of the trailing vided Sufficient stability for moet cases. In gen-

edge, as well as the singularity at t.he apex, is eral t"is (moptly usitg a rather coarse pan.ling)

nct accounted for. Furthermore discontinuities conputed forces and moments are in satisfactory
such as occur at the kink in the leading edge of sareement with experimental data, while pressure
straked wings are not allowed in the strict sense d.stributionx are often unsufficiently resolved to
of the slender-body approximation. Furthermore, it reveal the details in the distribution in the re-
must be realized that in subsonic flow a conical gion underneath the vortical flow region.
geometry cannot invoke a contcal velocity field In Ref. 82 a panel mathod (VORSEP) is described,
and pressure distribution, although geometrically developed at NLR, for the three-dimensional flow 4
the streamline pattern, vortex flow topology, problem. It is based on Johnson's formulation but
etc., observed in experiments on slender (nearly) has a near wake which is free to aseume the posi-
conical configurations in subsonic flow have a tion where both vortex-sheet boundary conditions
strikingly conical appearance. are satisfied. Also the numerical approach differs P

from the one of Johnson's (LEV) method, e.g. 4
4.2.2. Methods foi three-dimensional flow curved panels instead of flat panels and a simpler
In the framework of three-dimensional flow the scheme for the local representations of tht dou-
equivalent of the discrete-vortex method is the blet distribuition and the geometry.'
non-linear vortex-lattice method, which has at- In the neiit section some applications of the panel
tracted considerable attention, e.g. Belotsarkov- methods VORSEP and VORSBA to some incompressible
skii (Ref. 83), Reltbach (Ref. 84), Kandil et flow cases are discussed in some detail.

al. (Ref. 85), Kim & Hook (Ref. 86), Rusak et
al. (Ref. 87). In the non-linear vortex-lattice 4.3. Solution for delta wines-with leadina-edge
method the free vortex sheets from the leading and vrices
trailing edges are represented by discrete vortex In this section the potentil-flow solution is

* filaments. These trailing line vortices are re- considered for three flat delta wings of different
laxed until their direction corresponds, with the sweep angle (A - 65, 70 and5 .deg) all inclined
local flow direatlon. In r-egiono of large'varia- at an Agle of 20dAeg: with respect to the oncoming -

tiorw, as a~siiall occur ili cases with v6riii flow flow. The iolu-tich~from the 4ORSEP~panel method isf from leadiig ahd side edges-, consideiable nuieri- presented in Fig.. 10. It'shows-f6r-each~of the,

cal- prbbleis are encountered- which teaoiie wi°is'6 three c~ise"s t-h-'e -s-panvw e pressure distribution at
vhefi aloevoiti.ii are emplbyed•. kicht i~peis on the ch6rdwiae iitions x/ca -!0.1(061l)0.9 -and a
the *&Wiati6ii' of thete;latd
strakI'delti and �l6s•-C'6upled ii•i irdzconfi£g- wink, t lndj•ed-e te-jncludingthae -urations'haýi beeniresnteid'by Rom '(R-ef. 88) vo7txfil•/f diug 'ieet yortex-core~istel -.

and Odrdn(Ref; 89)-'I is showsithai the lift and i a oth;e

-- --- ---



Fig. 10 also demonstrates that on the wing surface
the pressure distribution is not conical (i.e.
constant along lines y/x - constant) at all: in
chordwise direction the pressure coefficient in-
creasss monotonically from a region near the apex
to the trailing edge. However, because of the geo-
metrical conicity of the solution the position of
the leading-edge vortex core and therefore the up-

SWEEP 65 DEG per-surface suction peak is at about the same per-
centage local semi-span for most of the spanwise
distributions shown. For the lower leading-edge
sweep angles the rate at which vorticity is gener-
ated at the leading edge is largest. which at a
given chordwise station results in the strongest
vortex and in the highest level of the suction
peak on the upper surface of the wing. on the
other hand, at the higher sweep angles the level
of the suction peak is lower but the influence of

the leading-edge vortex is felt on a relatively
larger part of the span of the wing.

.20. Comparison of the computational results with ex-
perimental data demonstrates that the VORSEP moth-

MELL*70 D od is capable of predicting the characteristics of
0• Tvortex flow, see Fig.ll. In this figure the com-

puted spanwise surface pressure distribution is
01 compared with experimental data of Verhaagen (.ef.

92) and of Hummel (Ref. 20) for the case of the
76-deg (unit-aspect-ratio) delta wing at 20 deg
incidence. Although agreement of computed (VORSEP)

and measured pressure distributions is quite sat-'
isfactory, it also demonstrates one of the main
difficulties of comparing computed (inviscid) and
real-life vortex flow results, namely the occur-
rence of (smooth-surface) secondary separation on
the upper surface of the wing. In Hummel's experi-

I V ,F ment the boundary layer was fully turbulent (trip
00 SWEEP -8 DE7 wire), while in Verhaagen's experiment (natural)

transition from laminar to turbulent flow took
ALPHA = 20 DEG VORSEP CODE place at about 60% root chord. This corresponds

with the secondary-separation effects being more

Fig. 10 Potential-flow solution of incompressible pronounced in the latter experiment when compared

flow about thin delta wings with Hummel's test.

which consists of straight vortex lines attached .,
to the last section of the near wake, is omitted
from the figure. The solution is obtained assuming
starboard/port-side symmetry with for half of the
configuration 13 strips of 32, 34 and 27 panels
for the 65-, 70- and 76-deg delta wing, respec-
tively. The length of the leading-edge vortex ,,

sheet is chosen such that at least one complete
turn of the sheet is taken into account. For the
70- and 76-deg delta wings the length of the
three-strip near wake is 30%, for the 65-deg delta .'

wing it is 10% root of the chord. / . .•.
It is clear that the leading-edge vortex sheet has - . a ./ 6 "a conical cppearance almost up to the trailing

edge of the wing. It is evident from Fig. 10 that MR
with increasing sweep angle the vortex system in- 0 -
creases in cross-sectional dimension relative to
the wing semi-span.In the VORSEP method the near-
wake is fully relaxed, but the trailing-edge vor-
tex is not modeled explicitly as another vortex- a MMREL --- VORSEA
filament/feeding-sheet combination. However, the
wrinkling showing up in the near wake vortex sheet
forms the smoothed-out representation of the Fig. 11 Comparison of computed and measured
double-branched trailingýedge vortex that forms at surface pressure distribution for 76-deg
precisely that location, delta wing at a - 20 deg

Analysis of the solutions has shown that at the I
trailing edge the magnitude of the circulation as- Further note that the method for three-dimensional

sociated with the vorticity of sigh opp6oiii to flow (VORSEP) cor~rectly predicts the: _.nresse of
thate-in the leading-idge -ortaex sy-iim is, in the presiurec6efficiini from apex towardde trail,

terms 6f the circulation of the leading-edge vor- ing edge. It 4al6 appears that the VORSiA method,
tax system, larjir-f6r the l6wev than foi the based on the slender-body approxisation, provides
higher sweep angles. Since all bo thi negitiVe a good jr'dib'tif iai~uld 50% ioot~chord. However,

vorticity eventually.will eid'vip inr'hetraiiiot. on the kfti pbotio of• he wing the upstream affect

edge-vortex, the latteir will b~i-ialtiiiy- of t a trail'ing edge -becomes rapidiy.,larger,~in--
stronger-and flore poinounced f6r'ings with "owir validoaatniha-aiiuosumions. undeilying the slender-
swe-p angles, sii ai|a-ividiili fF6 igJi O: tr

~k
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--- •PRESENTMEThOD Fig. 13 shows that inclusion of the second vortex
S6 CLCOCNIAPEX} ---- ATTACHED FLOW system has the qualitatively correct effect on the

(PDAERO) CL position of the primary vortex core, it moves in-
I' EXPERIMENTS board and upward. Furthermore, inspection showed

o that as the point of secondary separation moves
outboard the magnitude of circulation within the

.•.C c primary vortex system and that within the second-

0.. .-- ary system both decrease, while the normal force

0 CD is almost constant. The effect on the upper wing

surface pressure distribution is that the height

of the suction peak is reduced while its location

0 ois slightly more inboard. Just like In the expert-
e , 4 o* 2 t 0,. mental data a plateau of about constant pressure

. 70 70 5 K- COTA is formed just outboard of the secondary separa-

... .................- CM tion point. However, between thin plateau and the

-o .. leading edge the present computationat model pre-
dicts a second suction peak. This surtion peak,

CM VORSEP right underneath the vortex filament of the sac- £

F!g. 12 Lift, drag and pitching-moment coeffici- ondary vortex system, is much morr. pronounced than
ent for delta wings at a - 20 deg the one found in any experimental data, e.g. Refs

20, 56 and 92. In the numerical results the height
of the secondary suction peak is directly associ-

The effects of secondary separation becoae larger ated with the presence of the vortex filament,
for lower incidence and lower sweep (more peaky representing the concentrated vorticity of the
upper-wing-surface pressure distributions) and are secondary vortex, in the near proximity of the
more severe for laminar flow compared to turbulent wing surface. Including tertiary separation would
flow. probably reduce the height of the peak, but it may

also be argued thot In the real flow viscous ef-
The lift, drag and pitching moment coefficients as fects will have a relatively large effect on the
a function of K - cotA are plotted in Fig. 12 It relatively weak secondary vortex, preventing the

shows that as the wing sweep decreases the lift formation of a concentrated vortex core. Note that

increases, Just like in attached flow. The rola-• apart from the second suction peak the Improvement
tive amount of nonlinear lift decreases with de- of the correlation of computed and measured pres-
creasing sweep angle, as comparison with result-, sure distribution (with secondary separation at
of attached flow theory learns. Comparison with 77.5 percent semi span) is quite remarkable. At
experimental data shows further that the lift co- first sight the cross-sectional dimension of the
efficient is predicted quite well for sweep angle:. second'.ary vortex system appears to be rather
above 75 deg, but that at the lower sweep angles large, though similar large structures have been
the present method tends to overpredict the lift. observed in LDV surveys by Schrader (Ref. 54) for
This is primarily due to the neglected secondary 63-deg sharp-edged delta wing and have been ob-
separation effects, which as remarked above are served in water-vapour pictures for the round-
more severe for wings with lower sweep angles than edged 65-dog delta-wing configuration (Ref. 93).
for the more slender wings.

4.4. An attempt to model secondary seearation £
As indicated above secondary separation can have a 041 05 K - (OTA
large effect on the pressure distribution on the Z-KX

upper surface of a delta wing. The position of ,065 060
secondary separation is determined by viscous-flow
phenomena. In this section we study the effect on )GEOMETRY
the inviscid solution of modeling the region of
vortical flow due to the secondary separation by
an additional vortex sheet that starts at some OAS

prescribed location on the upper wing surface and
rolls up into a vortex core. Here it is assumed
that the Reynolds number is high enough for the y/KX
secondary separation vortex system to stand clear 0
from the boundary layer on *.ne wing. 05 45 00 o.ss 10
The test case chosen is the 65-deg delta wing at 0 05 07 0. a EXPERIMENTINLR)

20 deg incidence also discussed above, for which c e.0
secondary separation effects are relatively se-
vera. This choice of belrs ons the availability of
experimental data from the International Vortex
Flow Experiment for a similar wing (Ref. 56). For -2.0.
reasons of keeping the study as simple as possible
the method based on the slender-body approximation VORSBA
(VORSBA) was used, which avoids some of the com- a 0 07os 00

Splexities of the three-dimensional problem while " .
retaining the essential part of the problem. 0 o U R F

Furthermore the wing is considered to be infini- LOWR E. "

tesimally thin and conical, while the configura-
tion used in the experiment has a non-conical lo.

thickness distribution. The.results of the inves- b)PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

tigation are presented in Fig. 13. It shows the Fig 13 Simulation of secondary separation for
case where there is no secondary separation and 65-deg delta wing at a - 20 deg
the cases where secondary separation (SS) is pre-
scribed at 60(5)85 percent semi-span, respective-
ly. In the experiment (Ref. 56) secondary. separa- In an attempt to predict the secondary separation
tion was turbulent and took place at about 77.5 position it has bean tried to match the assumed
percent semi-span, as can ,be deduced from the separation point with the separation point as fol-

measured pressure included in-the figure. In the lows from a-boundary-layer-calculation with as in-
case of laminar flov-on-the.ving surface the sepa- put the 4nviscid pressure -distribution obtained in
rationwill be more inboard. - the presence of a primary and a secondary vortex

*~' .. 1 s*-W
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system, the latter emanating from the assumed From F. T. Smith's analysis and using quantities
secondary separation point (see de Bruin & obtained from a three-dimensional boundary-layer
Hoeijmakers, Ref. 94). This attempt was not suc- calculation, it can be shown (see Ref. 82 for the
cessful, the laminar boundary layer always sepa- details) that for a Reynolds number of 9H based on
rated just downstream (outboard) of the primary root chord:
suction peak, i.e. always upstream (inboard) of
the assumed point of separation. This appears to A, - 0.4506(Re,))5 -1 (8c)
be due to the singular behaviour of the inviscid
solution at the assumed point of separation. The where Re. is the Reynolds number based on the
singular behavior is indicated in Fig. 14 where chordwise distance along the root chord. It turns
two quantities are plotted: out that the so found permissible singularity in

the curvature of the vortex sheet is quite small,
- As, the parameter in the expansion for the posi- shifting the position of the secondary separation
tion ri the secondary vortex sheet near the point by at most 2.5 percent semi-span, see Fig. 14.

of secondary separation y..,, i.e. This shift is small, but presumably in line with
F.T. Smith's asymptotic theory, and does not help

z/Kx - A.((y-y.,)iKx)
31 2 

+ .- , (8a) much to arrive at a computed separation position
that agrees more satisfactorily with experimental

indicative for the magnitude of the singular be- data.
haviour in the curvature of the vortex sheet at This finding contrasts with the result of Fiddes
y,, see F.T. Smith (Ref. 95). (Ref. 96) where for the case of the (primary)

smooth-surface separation from a 5-deg cone a much
- A•, the parameter in the expansion for the pres- larger shift was found and correlation with ex-
sure upstream of y.. i.e. periment was remarkably good. Unfortunately subse-

quent inspection of the Fiddes' analysis revealed
CP- (C)p. - Ap((y-y..)/Kx;"

2 
+ . . (Sb) that a factor 4 is missing, reducing the shift by

this same factor and destroying the earlier found

indicative for the singularity (aCl/ay - a) in the excellent correlation with experiment However, it
pressure distribution as y , Y... brings the present result in line with the result

for the primary separation from a slender cone.
The case of so-called "smooth separation" corre-
sponds to the case of As (and A,) becoming zero. In case of turbulent flow the "weak-interaction"
Due to inaccuracies in determining A. and A5 from model does not result in a satisfactory match be-
the discrete solution they do not become zero at tween predicted and assumed locations of secondary
exactly the same value of y... For the present separation either, see de Bruin & Hoeijmakers
case smooth separation occurs at about 60 percent (Ref. 94). For the case of turbulent flow an as-
semi-span. Only in that case the singularity has ymptotic formulation has not yet been developed.
disappeated and the boundary layer calculation As a matter of fact, carrying out a boundary-layer
could proceed up to y... However, the so found lo- calculation with the measured pressure distribu-
cation is much too far inboard when compared with tion as input, such as attempted by DeJarnette &
experimental data. Woodson (Ref. 97) and Houtman & Bannink (Ref.

98), also results in a separation just upstream
A1Ap VORSBA of the measured location.

2S.04 So in conclusion, predicting secondary separation
20 location will require more elaborate models of the

viscous-inviscid interaction than employed here.

ACp 4.5. Solution within leadine-edee vortex core

1.0 In the potential flow solution the vortex core is
represented by a number of turns of the vortex

Y sheet as far as its outer region is concerned at.d

with the vortex-filament/feeding-sheet combinationS(Y/KX)s for its inner, tightly rolled-up part. The latter
only serves as a means to account for the inner

00.7 0.8 part in regions away from the center of the vortex
core. In the potential-flow model the vorticity is

K - COTA concentrated in the turns of the vortex sheet and

Fig. 14 Singularity at secondary separation in the direction of the velocity vector will be dis-
curvature and pressure distribution continuous across the sheet. In reality the vortex

region will consist of distributed vorticity and
the velocity will be continuous with at most steep

The way toproceed ito o allow for a strong inter- gradients near the edge of the vortex core where
action between the boundary layer and the inviscid some remains of the shear layer may still be dis-
flow field. In such an interaction the influence cernible. In order to investigate the potential-
of the singularity due to the inviscid separation flow vortex core a solution was obtained with a
is spread in upstream direction which is not pos- long (5 semi-spans) vortex sheet. The case con-
sible within classical boundary layer theory. This sidered is the (VORSBA) slender-body-approximation
then induces a displacement effect of the boundary solution for the 76-deg delta wing at 20 deg Inci-
layer which weakens the adverse pressure gradient dence. The solution, presented in.Fig. 15, has 20
and enables the boundary layer to reach the assum- wing panels and 112 panels on the vortex sheet.
ed line of separation. For the case of separation The panel scheme of the wing was uniform, that on,
from a slender cone Fiddes (Ref. 96) used the the vortex sheet non-uniform, the panel-width de-
triple-deck formulation of Sychev and F.T. Smith, creasing with-Increasing curvature.
as extended to some special three-dimensional flow The vortexashe•t loops 5'times around the vortex
cases by F.T. Smith (Ref. 95), an asymptotic theo- filament,- witlh the-last turns becoming- nearly' cir-
ry for large Reynolds numbers, to-derive the per- cular. The circulation ionfained-in the vortex
misaiblt value of As as a function- of the Reynolds sheet amoundts "to 77-5 per cent of~the total •o ••nimbr. The resulting •expression lrnvolves,• aside cirduliktiozi •zlthe .vortex,system:'ýýThe 7irength bof,

from the Reynolds -number, certain-boundary-layer tha exsie~t, 'argest attlie leadingedge, dea
quantities to be obtained fror-the "as of - creas'egradiayaiongthe orex heet; Th ;lo- J
"smooth-separation": cno
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Fig. 15 Comparison of computed and measured velocity components on horizontal
traverse through vortex core (A - 76 deg., - 20 deg)

in the curvature, have a good description of the flow field inside
Included in Fig. 15 are the distribution of the the core a short leading-edge vortex sheet suf-
streamwise (parallel to Ui. - tunnel axis) and ver- fices. However, predicting the onset of vortex
tical component of the velocity along a horizontal breakdown with this hybrid model proved to be un-
traverse, in plane normal to U., through the cen- satisfactory.
ter of the vortex core. The computed distributions A further experimental and numerical study into
show that towards the center of the vortex core the flow inside the vortex core can be found in
the streamwise (axial) component increases step- Verhaagen & van Ransbeeck (Ref. 101).
wise in magnitude, reaching a value of about 2
times the free-stream velocity. Steps corresponds 4.6. Separated flow from a slender cone
with passages through successive turns of the vor- In this section another interesting feature of the
tex sheet. The vertical (circumferential) compo- present nonlinear flow problem is considered:. the
nent has the saw-tooth like distribution one would possibility of multiple solutions.
expect from a vortex-sheet core model. Note that For this consider the flow about a slender circu-
the jumps in the velocity components become lar cone, with prescribed (primary) separation
smaller as the center of the core is approached, lines. The cone has a semi-vertex angle of 10 deg
corresponding with the decreasing strength o. the and is at 30 deg incidence with prescribed separa-
vortex sheet as it spirals around the center. tion at 0 - ±130 deg, where 8 - 0 denotes the
Since the spacing between successive turns becomes bottom of the cone (see Fig. 16,. Geometrically
smaller the corresponding spatial vorticity dis- this configuration is symmetric with respect to
tribution actually will increase in strength to- the vertical (y - 0) plane, while also the un-
wards the center, coming free-stream is symmetric with respect to
Comparison of the computed shape of the vortex this plane. However, since asymmetric solutions
sheet with the total pressure contours obtained by are to be searched for no symmetry can be assumed
Verhasgen & Kruisbrink (Ref. 99) at the Delft in the computations and both starboard and port
University of Technology has shown that the loca- sides of the cone, each with their own vortex
tion of the free shear layer and that of the com- sheet, are to be considered. Here results will be
puted vortex sheet agree quite well, while also presented from again the VORSBA slender-body-ap-
the positioi, of the vortex core is predicted sat- proximation panel method, applied directly in the
isfactorily. physical plane. Similar results have been obtained
Figs. l5a and 15b include a comparison of the com- by Fiddes & Smith (Ref. 102) using a succession
puted velocity components (invariant with x) with of several conformal transformations followed by a
the measured (5-hole probe) components for a hori- panel-method type of approach to solve for the
zontal traverse through the vortex core at the position and strength of the vortex sheets within
midchord position, also from Ref. 99. For the the transformed plane.

streamwise velocity component the agreement be- Fig; 16 shows the VORSBA solutions found for 30
tween computed and measured distribution is re- deg incidence, one symmetric and one asymmetric
markably good. For the vertical component theory solution. The mirror-image of the latter solution

and experiment still correlate qualitatively, but is of course also a valid solution.
theory appears to underpredict the measured values

of the circumferential illocity: Reasons for the The symmetric solution was obtained by starting
discrepancy could bijiimd 6unnel 'wall interference with short sheets and extending them panel by
which• for the ril•ti4•jl-.-iige hiLf-model employed panel using one of the continuation procedures of
are known to r iitijn aineffect"v1 incidence the VORSU method. The asymametric solution gave
larger than thevslue'of 20 deg oijd for the com- more problems; The solution for short sheets was

\, ~putatiorniý.Noe tg a•, e fir:si=tiw full .turns of easily obtained-by-choosirgý the, position of the

• " the lai e v• can be recojnized in vortex filaments in.an, asymeric manner. However,
the exp'erimsWil data, the remainder of the corc extending the port-sidae-sheet to a length.such-
-mayIAW•i~fiiidiiid-s -a. -region- withdistributed thit-it 194ps around.thefilemefivtusing-k-paiel by

vorticity. nopanel -mi zonwas nt sacc-esaful: the last~ons--
oLuckriig( . 100) dessoibes a method to in-ng

ai ~ dp~,riti a itle'zider-body -vortex core with distrib- tendasicyAo. c v&Aiiiserdi- ie- -to 'roll-up. bsfoiaý"�uted voricity and a viscous sub-core into the so- wiiidin arounxd the 4Votixcore-RiL. 82fdAicribes"

lutiosi of -the 6threek-dimensional -.pn~il-rsithod -(1EV) iudtailAi~'thsa ic4~iýta did iirik.16r,ýiiis
~~ ~ of iJohnson (Ref. 9l),.-shotuini'thai-in order to casEýý ~ ' -~ . -~
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Za larger-scale flow structure (rolled-up vortex
k"• Z/KX ZIKX core) depends on its nonlnea growth behavior as"1.5 5 allowed within the global flow pattern. However,

VORSBA vortex sheets employed here model free shear lay-v
ers at high Reynolds numbers. These (thin) shear
layers are also unstable, but not as dramatic- it
appears that perturbations with wave lengths

05. 05 smaller than a few times the sheai-layer thickness
are damped (Rayleigh, Ref. 106).

0 1 0 0 In potential-flow methods with free vortex sheets,
like the nonlinear panel methods discussed above,

-0 -0 othe numerical scheme necessarily Implies somemechanism to damp the local vortex-sheet instabil-

ity, though the important large-scale structures

still evolve as part of the solution. For the
panel method the parameter that implicitly con-

K COTA CPI_ trols the damping is the panel dimension. This has
Cp -become evident in various applications of panel-1 method type of methods (Ref. 82). For instance in

-05-05 the case of the method for computing the evolutionfof two-dimensional vortex sheets (wake roll-up)
the panel size actually determines the number of

x /KX vortex cores developing.

-1.0 0 0 05 1.0 - - -0 5 00 05 1.6, As far as the slender-body-approximation method
(VORSBA) for computing the flow about slender con- •

figurations with free vortex sheets is concerned
the following can be remarked. Applying the method

05 0.5 to a conical configuration means that the problem
reduces to just one cross-flow-plane problem. This

&I SYMMETRIC SOLUTION b) ASYMMETRIC SOLUTION implies that any perturbations to the free vortex
sheets will be constrained to be conical as well.Fig. 16 Symmetric and asymmetric solution for 10- It turns out that in this case the leading-edge

deg cone at a - 30 deg vortex sheet, such as shown in Figs. 13, 15 and
16, is very stable. The latter has been investi-

Fig. 16 presents the final result of the computa- gated numerically by taking a specific portion of
tion, where the symmetric solution has 72 panels the vortex sheet and increasing the panel density
on the cone and 20 panels on each of the two vor- for that portion by orders of magnitude. No mnsta-
tex sheets, while the asymmetric solution has 46 bility whatsoever was observed, not even for cases
panels on the cone, 30 panels on the starboard and for which in the literature (Payne et al., Ref.
45 panels on the port side vortex sheet, respec- 37) experimental evidence for the formation of
tively. There is a large difference betweon the small-scale structures has been given, nor for
two solutions, especially in the geometry of the cases for which vortex-breakdown has been report-
port-side vortex sheets and the pressure distribu- ed. However as noted above, signs of instability
tion on the lee-side of the cone, i.e. underneath modes haAe been experienced for the case of the
the vortex system. The pressure distribution on asymmetric conical flow about the slender cone
the windward side of the cone is not very much (Fig. 16). Furthermore, as is shown in Fig. 17,
different for the symmetric and asymmetric case, applying VORSBA to a slender double-delta configu-
Although the pressure distribution on the cone is ration using a fine paneling in the cross-flow
so different for the two solutions the normal planes and a very small chordwise step to march
force is about the same, which for the asymmetric from plane to plane in downstream direction, re-
solution is produced almost entirely by the star- sulted in waves on the vortex sheet in the region
board vortex. The side force produced by the asym- downstream of the kink in the leading edge (Ref.
metric solution amounts to about 20 percent of the 107). In this figure two waves are seen to
normal force. Further analysis of the symmetric travel along the vortex sheet, the first one
and asymmetric solution showed that the vortex starting at the kink, the second one further
sheet that moves away from the cone becomes downstream. The first one is not amplified as it
weaker, while the one that stays near the cone travels along the stretching vortex sheet. The
becomes stronger.
The problems we encountered for the asymmetric so-
lution with the port-side vortex sheet appear to 76/60 deg DOUBLE-DELTA WING, o - 20 deg
be associated with the circumstance that the rela- KINK AT x/cg - 0.5
tively long first part of this vortex sheet is al&-
most straight (Fig. 16a) and of uniform strength z/cR
which makes it susceptible to the Kelvin-Helmholtz lst WAVE
instability. It also suggests that still another 0.10 1

solution is possible, i.e. one in which-a third 2nd WAVE
(double-branched) vortex core is embedded within
the port-side vortex sheet.

4.7. Vortex-sheet, stability 1 0

In general one.may state that a vortex sheet is 0.05 -
unstable tosmall perturbations, unless it is cur-

r:edand/ormstetching faster than some~critical VRB""i-'--rate (amg.-, oors, Refs.,.103. 104, 105)-' VORSBA ,-,

Both-curvitture'andastretching are associated with VCR
a-variationwof the surface vorticity diat~ibutionx .... • --
In*fact; forla tkozdimensional vortexsheetof- - 0.10
constant strength-it~is.rather catastrophic:-the., - -• ,
smaller the- wave length of~the~peiturbation,.the. 0-' 37
faiter-is'ita linearrate-of growth.-Whither alo . -. .,_.- ,- -- -

- .-- ~.aeel distortiofi-of the vortex-sheet..-ausaady, this Figvv.lT 3--1olution fOr.7--
so-called Kelvin-Helmholtz instability grows into idcid -- " -" ;

A-l% V;
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second one develops into a highly curved part of (i) Across shock waves there is a convective

the vortex sheeL suggesting the formation of a mass transfer, across vortex sheets there is none;

second center of roll-up, i.e. the wing vortex. (ii) For shock waves uniqueness is provided by
Comparison with experimental data indeed shows the entropy condition, for vortex sheets there ap-

that the second wave closely follows the path of pears to be no such condition;,
the wing vortex. (iii) The strength of a shock wave is determined

by its shape and the conditions on one side of the

For the case of three-dimensional leading-edge shock, for vortex sheets the jumps are arbitrary,
',•vortex sheets a possible instability may develop except in the static pressure and tLe component of

less constrained than for the quasi-two-dimension- the velocity normal to the sheet which are contin-
al cases considered above. However, in the appli- uous across the vortex sheet;
cations carried out sofar no "standing wave" type (iv) Introduction of viscosity: The thickness of
of small-scale structures have been encountered a shockwave is independent of the dissipation,
other than the one representing the trailing-edge while the vortex sheet discontinuity turns into a
vortex, see Fig. 10. Possibly the panel schemes vortex layer which thickness does depend on the
employed sofar were not fine enough to resolve dissipation. Furthermore, depending on their
these instabilities. Whether refining the paneling stretching and curvature vortex sheets may be
to a still higher levels will allow corresponding- prone to Kelvin-Helmholtz type of instabilities,,
ly finer scale structures to develop, or that the while the stability of a vortex layer depends on
"standing-wave" type structures furnish sufficient the stretching and curvature of the layer but also
stretching to stabilize the sheet, can only be on the thickness of the layer, i.e. its stability
speculateo on. Also subject to speculation is decreases with decreasing thickness.
whether at each level of refinement the global
vortical flow structure as is predicted for the Specificelly the latter implies that for Euler
present level of panel densities, and which shows methods it will be much more difficult to accu-
good agreement with high-Reynolds-number experi- rately capture vortex sheet discontinuities than
mental data, remains the same. it is to capture shock wave discontinuities.

5.2. Tyoes of comoutetional methods
In the literature at least three different types

5. EULER METHODS of numerical approaches to solve the Euler equa-
tions can be found. Before describing some of the

5.1. Bac ond most used schemes a short description is given
In the fitted-vortex-flow methods the topology of first.
"the vortical flow field must be kn.wn in advance,,
i.e. one must decide on the global structure of a) Space-marchine method. This type of method ap-
the vortex sheets and filaments (embedded vortex plies to steadwsuoersonic flow only. In this case
cores). Furthermore, most methods require some the disturbances propagate in downstream direction
reasonable initial guess for the location of the only and a marching procedure can be devised.
vortex sheets and vortex filaments. For most slen- Starting at some station near the nose of the

der-wing configurations at subcritical conditions configuration where the cross-flow-plane flow
this is not much of a problem, but for geometri- field is defined using a known solution for a
cally more complex configurations it is much more cone, the solvtion is "marched" cross-flow-plane
difficult to derive the topology of the vortical wise in downstream direction. Only the flow field
flow field in advance, between the surface of the configuration and the

bow shock needs to be resolved. The latter is de-
Computational methods solving the Euler equations termined as part of the solution using a shock
have the advantage that regions with vorticity are fitting procedure which exactly satisfies the
"captured" rather than "fitted" as in the panel Rankine-Hugoniot relations. In most methods the
method approach, but one of the major drawbacks is embedded shocks are captured. The spatial marching
that now an adequate spatial mesh is required. procedure is rather efficient and requires a com-
Also, just like is the case for the potential-flow putational mesh in the successive cross-flow
methods the generation of vorticity, due to the planes rather than a fully three-dimensional
separation of the flow from the solid surface (blocked) grid. For the space-marching Euler meth-
whether at a sharp edge or at a smooth part of the od to work it is required that the component in

* geometry, must still be modeled since it is a pro- the marching direction of the local velocity is
cess dominated by viscous forces. It should there- supersonic. In many cases of interest here this
fore be expected that in order to obtain physical, will not-be the case and an alternative approach

X - ly relevant solutions of the Euler equations one is needed."or more additional conditions (i.e. Kutta condi-
tions) have to be provided explicitly or are sat- b) Time-steoninr-method. In this approach the un-
isfied implicitly within the numerical scheme uti- steadv Euler equations are solved using a time-
lized to solve Euler's equations. On the other marching procedure to drive the solutibn, from
hand distributed vorticity generated at strong some arbitrary initial state, to its time-asymp-

"shocks is accounted for., totic steady-state solution. Using such apseudo-

time dependent approach solutions have been ob-"Historically seen the development of computational tained in the subsonic, transonic and low-super-
methods for solving Euler's equations has been mo- sonic flow regime,
"tivated-by the need to- compute transonic, flow in- It is well-kniown thiat the, cofiveigence to steady
volving strong (non isenropic) shocks. Later .i state &te oras badlyor decreasing Mach. fu-,
was realized that'-these, methods allow for rota- bars. Foi iheý 6ftefi used ailti-siage Runge- utta

I tional' flow effects-and can be used to compute scheme the c'chaiteris'i times~cale li of the or-"convection dominated separated flows. In this view der of L/(i+ a), whereL is th, lng'th scale of

the mathematical model based-oh Euler's equations, the -pioble 'u the maitud of the loc•al velocity
Eq. (5) admits 'weak" solutions with both shock and a the speed of soiubnd The characteristic; tie-

wavesand vortex abeeta Howeverit sAould be ascale of thWe'hangis in physical flow-field fear,
- •-~ noted~here that -there are! s6ieBfundsmental-differ- tures are of-order L/u, whichfor the lower Mach

• •,-+ • e~encei betweenlihockýiyaes and-vortex- sheetsi, wich numbers is much larger- ±haz tha ine-scale of the

coldhaeston mplications, for their numerical Runge-Kutta scheii',1 i-tCiiitM.ulere eationsý,sreý
treatment- within Eulor-methoda: - - stiff Iihiii. methods f - df-oA
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pressibility concept (e.g. Rizzi, Ref. 108), second-order accurate. However, dissipative terms
also used for solving the Navier-Stokes equations have to be added to eliminate oscillations in the
for incompressible flows, vicinity of shocks. A problem associated with this

'A scheme, if used in time-stepping procedures, is
c) Vortical-earticle method, This method, due to that the ultimate steady state reached depands on

Rehbach (Rehbach, Ref. 109 and Horchoisne, Ref. the time step.
110) does not require the construction• of a An often used imlii central -difference method

¾spatial mesh. In the (incompressible flow) method is the Beam & Warning (Ref. 112) scheme. In ex-

the velocity field is expressed as the contribu- plicit methods the step size is limited for sta-
tion due to the "bound" wing surface vorticity bility by the CFL condition. An implicit scheme
(represented by the vortex-lattice method) and the may be unconditionally stable, at least in the
contribution due to free floating "vorticity- sense of linear stability analysis, so that there
carrying particles" The latter represent the is no theoretical limit to the allowable step
spatial vorticity distribution. The approach size. However, because of the way in which the
followed is a time-dependent one; starting from boundary conditions are implemented and most .m-
rest, the vortical particles are traced. At each portantly because of the nonlinearity of the Euler
time step the strength of the "bound" vorticec is and Navier-Stokes equations, too large time steps
determined by satisfying, for a given spatial can still lead to instabflities and in addition
vorticity distribution, the normal velocity can have an adverse effect on the solution accura-
boundary condition on the wing. Subsequently, from cy. Furthermore, implicit schemes are more expen-
predetermined separation lines, here sharp edges. sive per time step, more complex and difficult to
new vertical particles are shed into the flow vectorize.
field. The strength of the new vortices is derived The well-known Flo-57 algorithm of Jameson (Ref.
from Kutta-condition type of considerations. 113) employs a central-difference scheme for
The vertical particles already in the flow field the time-dependent flow equations. It is based on
are convected with the local velocity, while the an explicit multi-stage Runge-Kutta time dis-
rate of change of the total amount of vorticity cretization within a finite-volume formulation.
contained in any particle is obtained from an in-
tegral form of the vorticity transport equation. The Euler equations do not contain dissipation and
In this grid-free method for solving Euler's equa- the centered spatial difference schemes are not
tions for incompressible flow vorticity is pro- dissipative to lowest order. Artificial damping or
duced at predetermined locations only, but the viscosity is required to damp out high-frequency
vortex shedding mechanism used in the numerical modes in the solution of the discrete equations
model may have a considerable effect on the com- and to capture shocks and contact discontinuities.
puted flow. In this Lagrangian type of approach To this purpose blended second and fourth differ-
for solving the vorticity transport equation ex- ence dissipation terms are added to the discre-
cessive spreading of vorticity is avoided, which tized inviscid equations. The parameters control-
can not always be said from finite-difference or ing the precise blend of the added terms depend on
finite-volume methods. A drawback of vortical-par- the local pressure gradient and therefore adapt to
ticle method is that in order to obtain a suffi- the evolving solution. In some way the artificial
ciently detailed pressure distribution on the sur- dissipation mimics the effect of the true viscous
face of the configuration the number of vertical terms in the Navier-Stokes equations by smoothing
particles has to be quite large, resulting in con- out steep gradients and damping oscillations. The
siderable computational cost. order of magnitude of the added terms is of the

order of the truncation error of the basic scheme,
so that the added terms have little effect on the

5.3. Schemes for Euler and Navier-Stokes methods solution in smooth parts of the flow. Near steep
Before turning to specific methods a summary is gradients the solution is significantly changed,
given of a number of often used numerical schemes. e.g. near a shock it eliminates pre- and post-
The type of finite-difference and finite-volume shock oscillations but also smears out the shock.
schemes used to solve the Euler (and Navier- In conservative formulations usually the smoothing
Stokes) equations have been central and upwind terms are designed such that they retain the con-
difference methods. The evolution of the methods Lervation property of the algorithm.
has been from explicit ,finite-difference methods
with central differencing to implicit finite-vol- A disadvantage of explicit methods is that they
ume methods employing upwind difference schemes, only slowly converge to steady state. To improve
A e t e e ethe rate of convergence most computational methods
,At present finite-volume methods are preferred feature some or several acceleration techniques
over fifite-differ•nce methods, primarily because such as grid sequencing, local- time stepping, re-
the former have shown to be particularly suited sidual averaging. enthalpy damping. multi-grid,
for solving the Euler equatioas. In the finiteý etc.. It is also often found that the convergence
volume method the flow equations are expressed in rate is highly-sensitive to the grid size, grid-
integral form, i.e. from Eq. (1): point distribution, skeness of the grid, etc.. o

atfjUdV +r[F-FG-C,;H-G1].JndS -0 (9) method on the precise details of the grid is unde-
V .. sirable for any aerodynamic design and analysis

code that has to be applied in practise.

which is applied to a large number of patched vol- .
umes V. Each bontrol voltume V consiist' of eeee cell Dento the relartive simplicty of' theiexplicit
of the bomputationil grid (cill-ctiiteied mpthods) centrals-difference schemes theyvor fer high Icompu-'
or piifi -6f a number of neikhboriin caliis 6f the tionale fienyovctrcm trs'hhi'6&mpitat'i•nal grid (cell-vertex meth-da)' In the one ofthe reasons these schemes are' sno: those+
fii~ite-volume formulation the, flow/algorithm most commonly used' in the numerical simulation of

" be 'dermuple l f iom the " ft lodi w legorti h md canre- three-dim1ensionar flow... . ' , ' - i
f~iree giv~es- ',ri' flixibilit'ii,-h .:re:idcul~ rmteji ii 6i kioaihie I'ý ~ t- . '"

£o++e +ge~ +f+ •l•illty•+gth re+ 56p+-& .3.-2. UpwLhd-diffeiefice scheam, + tStry+.+ + • + • + ++ +o . + + .+ . *
-.In+re~ent yia....m odsbase on vai+:+ + . i••5 3 .' C'snit-+l+diff++e+'+ schemea• _ differenoiig'.teclbidquea (e +•'Bkfi,£1.l+14;++ :+--' ' + ""'..o•+•

m+ The' mosvidely •d' sicheme+ in e~i~lir'uler a+nd 115),haie betterieveloped forý alicaiion-to+ +++ +Navt~e"+S~kek"th~ds + +the • 'prdic+++ inviscid- and vilscoui-hýýý+ hir wiha•++•hods ++'+ °i+ ..
at closely folloving,'thb physical' properties of

Naie'Sok's~mthds L ~~i 1 1i).' 'peitorhnvsi d' an visco i'f le'ipihpertioe aimf-
two'level' 'c i ldiffe+nce sche+eme isý at'st•li iiM the Euler equatibns, In most of'tha1formulfation.
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based on the sign of the eigenvalues of the The treatment of flow separation at "aerodynami- :
Jacobians. These components are then discretized cally sharp" edges in methods solving Euler's
with one-sided differences in the direction upwind equations is a major issue. When inviscid flow"of the direction of the characteristic propagation turns around the edge it will expand to the limit
speed, often in some Total-Variation-Diminishing of vacuum pressure. However, viscous flow will
(TVD) formulation. Sometimes higher-order accuracy separate at the edge before the inviscid expansion
is attained by using so-called flux limiters near limit is reached. This suggests that truly simu-
critical points such as stagnation, sonic and lating high-Reynolds number flow using Euler's
shock points, equations requires some kind of modeling (Kutta
The upwind schemes possess inherent dissipation conditions). This is common practice in Euler
and usually it is not necessary to explicitly add methods for supersonic flow employing a space-
dissipative terms. Although user control of arti- marching solution technique (see above), but not
ficial dissipation may be a desirable option in so in the more recent Euler methods that use a
some applications, it is not necessarily to be time-stepping solution technique.
preferred and it does burden the application of
the method with extra parameters to be tuned, Two reasons have been put forward for the inviscid
sometimes on a case by case basis. The upwind for- separation phenomenon occurring in the latter type
mulations attempt to model the wave-like nature of of method,:
the Euler equations, but the physical interpreta- (i) During the time stepping process, from rest
tion of this flux splitting technique is clear and to steady state, a transient shock wave appears at
unambiguous only for one-dimensional flows. More- the leading-edge which produce vorticity due to
over, compared to central-difference schemes the the variation of its strength along the shock, re-
amount of algebraic operations involved is large. suiting in the formation of the leading-edge vor-

tex (Eriksson & Rizzi, Ref. 124; Hitzel & Schmidt,5.4. Examoles of Euler methods Ref. 125).
5.4.1. Soace-marchiny methods (ii) Separation occurs because of viscous-like
These methods are restricted to g - S.Q-•qB11 terms due to (explicit and/or implicit) dissipa-
flow.Space-marching Euler methods are most exten- tive terms in the numerical scheme, e.g. shock-sively used for the prediction of the aerodynamics capturing algorithm, terms cr procedures added for
of missile configurations, including flew condi- stability, surface boundary conditions, etc. (Raj,
tions at high angles of attack (e.g. Refs. 116. Refs. 127, l?8: Newsome, Ref. 129; Kandil
117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122).
In all cases it appears that in order to obtain & Chuang, Ref. 130).
consistent results a Kutta condition is required Raj (Ref. 128) reports that for the low Mach num-
at sharp leading edges, of for .2xample fins. Some bar cases he studied (using Jameson's FLo-57, Ref.
of these methods alea bave the possibility to im- 113) the flow near the sharp leading edge remained
pose aL Kutta condition eot•a-point on a smooth, part subcritical throughout the evolution to steady
of thei cross-sections of the-elongiitei ady of the state and still a vortical type of flow emerged.
configuration. This is utilized to provoke separa- It is also quite unlikely that in subsonic or
tin at empirically prescribed locations and to transonic flow a leading-edge shock of varying
include in the numerical sivulation the for mis- strength would produce the amount of vorticity
sile aerodynamics often important interference of actually found in the numerical solutions. Usuallybody vortices with downstream lifting surfaces, it is observed that attached-flow Euler solutionsWardlaw-& Davies (Ref. 123) apply their upwind for sharp-edged wings are obtained for very coarse
method space-marching Euler method (Ref. 121), meshes only.
without imposing any Kutta condition, to round-
and sharp-edged conical delta wints and demon- Influence of mesh density is more conveniently
strate the importance of the mutual interaction of being studied for conical flows, where just one
the cross-flow shock with the vorti cal-flow region cross-sectional quasi two-dimensional problemassociated with it and the influence of the numer- needs to be considered. In a careful study byical errors induced at the leading edge on this Newsome (Ref. 129) for the case of supersonic con-interaction. ical flow about a delta wing with subsonic (not
5.4.2. Time-steoning methods infinitely sharp) leading edges, using a central-

difference scheme, two Euler solutions evolved,One of the first applications of a finite-volume one for a relatively coarse mesh jdtj and one for
time-stepping method for solving Euler's equations a fine mesh withou leading-edge vortex separa-
to slender delta wings-was reported by Eriksson & tion. The latter soluti6n, with the explicii dis-
Rizzi (Ref. 124).-It emerged that this-method, sipative terms turned off at the edg• involves a
comparable to Jameson's method (Ref. 113) cross-flow shock about"25% inboard of the leading"generated a vortical flow~without explicitly edge, on its downstream side accompanied by a"imposing a Kutta-type of condition at the-sharp smell region ofdistributed voriity, similar to
leading edge. Comparing the computed results with solutions found earlier using shock-fitting. Fol-
experimental data. and also with results' from panel lowing :ibh time-accurate transient salutions it
method computations suggest, that due to the was obseived that the coaise-grid. solution evolved"relatively coarse'mesh usedlin--these early appli- from one with a crosi-£1& shock to oni with lead-
cations, the amount of-voitici4€contained in the ing-edge vortex separation. Using a similar con-
vortical fow, region is too',smali-and the vortici- figuration Kandil & Chuang (Ref. 130) confirmed
t y-is•spreadover a-too large~aiea. As a result these findingi aid also showed that increasing the"the, computed-upper, surface suctiod peaks are lower artificial dissipation- on one and the rams grid
thin "co mpmea ured, b in ex p si method.ev lower~y than cou-d ahange an attached-fl6w solution to aiepa-
""measuredk.ie, n oial rited;flow ialution., News6mse& Thos.as (Ref.

aper *c~f a-second,--spike-lk sucion peak 131) and Chakrivarthyl& Ota (Ref 2 132),S" - . - -, •:-° right at the leading edge. This indicates that the u6ing p biia' mei, obtained rttached coarse-
flow turns around the edge before it separates at mesh i-li-tions' fo a the'above'delta. ivig with iound
a location on the upper wing sirface slightly dn- ,•ig-it--. t-u ..... c.- . ' :'. . . ~e~dng'~lge, +su~e+•in P-• th up-ineschemes :•

!K"Iibboaid of the leading -ifivokce-liss A3s u -~iForthike sharp-edged wing"In- l.ter applications-f an atached coarse-grid anda separated-fine-mesh
l2adRiiRi.l6)h- sielie olutioi warn o'bt'iine.... .. ....
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The above investigations strongly suggest that in At sharp edges nor at other positions can Kutta
the time-stepping Euler methods numerical dissipae type of conditions be imposed.
tion is responsible for the flow separating "auto-
matically*, i.e. without explicitly having to im- The method can handle a grid with a patched multi-
pose a Kutta condition, at the sharp leading edge. block structure. Since at internal block inter-

faces special boundary conditions can be imposed

Hicheltree 6t si. (Ref. 133 ) use an Euler code slope-discontinuous grid lines as well as jumps in
based on Jamebon's formulation (Ref. 113) to com- cell size across the boundary are allowed, provid-
puts the roll-up of the wake immediately down- ing flexibility to facilitate application to com-
stream of a number of configurations. For this plex configurations.
initial wake roll-up problem the Euler method is 5
applied in a computational space encompassing the 5.5.1. CL1s
near wake region only, the inflow and initial con- For the results presented here two (8-block) grids
ditions were provided by a conventional vortex- of 0-0 topology have been used.
lattice method. The results of this study indicate (i) A "fine" grid, which (for the starboard half
that the Euler method gives vortex wake structures of the wing) has grid dimensions 288x76x56
comparable to experimental data and other computa- (1,225,728 cells), that is in chordwise direction
tional methods. 1" cells on both the wing upper and lower sur-
In the following we will concentrate on leading- face, in spanwise direction 76 cells and in normal
edge vortex flow, i.e. the case of strongly inter- direction 56 cells between the wing surface and
acting vortex flows, the outer boundary of the computational domain.

(ii) A "medium" grid, obtained by combining groups
In the literature many computational investiga- of eight cells of the "fine" grid. This grid has
tions report on predicting the steady vortex-domi- dimensions l4x38x28 (153,216 cells).
nated flow around delta wings, strake-delts wings
and canard-wing configurations employing a time-
stepping Euler method, addressing various aspects
of the numerical simulation of this type of flow
through Euler methods. Here we mention Rizzi PLANE OF SYMMETRY WING
(Refs. 134, 135, 136), Murman & Rizzi SURFACE
(Ref. 137), Powell et al. (Refs. 138,
139), Longo (Refs. 140, 141), Hitzel 72 X 38
(Ref. 142, 143), O'Neill et al. (Ref.
144), Raj et al. (Refs. 145, 146),

Sirbaugh (Ref. 147), Coodsell (Ref. 148),
I HMarchbsnk (Ref. 149),, e'tc..

In the following some results will be discussed
obtained with the NLR Euler method for the three-
dimensional inviscid flow about aircraft configu-
rations.

5.5. Anplication of NIR's Euler method
In this section some results obtained with the
Euler method under development at NLR (Ref. Fig. 18 Details of "medium" grid used in Euler
150) are presented for the flow about a 65-deg calculations
sharp-edged cropped delta wing at subsonic and
transonic speed. The wing has a taper ratio of
0.15. The chordwise airfoil section is the NACA Both grids are symmetric with respect to the hori-
64A005 airfoil which upstream 6f its point of max- zontal plane of symmetry of the wing.
imum thickness (0.4 c)is smoothly blended into a On the forward portion of the wing surface the
biconvex shape. For this configuration, with an grids are "conical" as is shown in Fig. 18 which
underwwing body, experimental data is available presents details of the medium grid. The quasi-
(Ref. 56).which was already used in the preceding conical. arrangement of'the grid preserves the grid
chapter. For this same configuration more detailed resolution near the apex. On the wing surface the
information has recently become available, see grid lines are clustered near the apex, near the
Ref. 151. It'is presumed that the presence of leading edge and near the-trailing edge. In normal
the unider-wing body has only a small effecton the direction the cell stretching ratio is close to
flow field away ficm the apex of the wing,' so that unity in the region-where large gradients in the
the c6sputa•iofial results for theý wing'=alone coi- flow quantities are expected, specifically close
figuration can be ;6paied with tbhe:easuied dia to, the-wing surfacer - -f

for the'cmlt i onfiguiiti~h. purtheicmua
tionalheaulte ooifer o r compqta- The outer boundary of the computationalV domain is
"tiofial results on different aspects o_ the simula- formed by;the surface of a sphere-with-a.radius of
tion"have been r d . 1W 5 root chords cX; •whlch~h&9 proven to be~iuffici-
and 154. ,a ent for the present' applications"• :'• - i " " -The gidl conists. bf~eight patehed~blockg,. the

The kiE uder method '(Ref. 1(50) sAVies_ the t`ime gridlines are continuous across block-boundaries
aspezi'dginEul I a-tiiii,A employing the- 'f'ully-- while' the slope of~the! grid-linies is-very'nearly
conevti veiiii, cellýcentered schema of. jasi~6ri it continuous; The'grid'contains a singular: lineiuý; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ whi t6 bai•hi saesouin

al;(e 1Y.T bi a steady stt oui~, which starts 'at~ the~apak and runs along, the' x-axis

i ''Rntgeiatta jh~ ln i~ai-iaihieh th 'Odissyi~tivefaj 1w inustieastadirection unhtil it; meets the~outeriKA eims b6uniday.-Rumge-Kutta scheme. In •ici tlie'd.ei~let~a xtd•• : •- ,o- ;

'~" ~-' are &valuatedia 't4 f isstpol Convergence .-

tasteady, statej sacaeiefratedb _g usilcid - - -''-

_2, me eteppingf enthagpy 'daming and rsidfial ver- 5.5.2. ! n-, • - - - "
- - ~aging. -;' The flow, arouimd'tihelcro-pp'ed! 65-dig. sharp 'edged,

Pot h~n~tio~ e alids acthe'iho delta ~hsbe-am'
~ ~employs a linear exiof theen"j' pRessr ulatid~n~t he-sAsbsosdcflow reim i i e~~-Z
- -s from the flow field to-the wall; The boudadry con- samliNac-ieifl ;4& O- "-
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For the .results of the computations presented the _ 1.0

Euler method converged in 1500 to 2500 iterations, 211. 1.0 4

in which the root-mean-square norm of the time- ''

like variation of the density dropped by four or-
Sders of magnitude,, starting from the solution on

the preceding grid level and from uniform free
stream on the coarsest level. *,

Typical computing times, on the NEC SX-2 supercom-
puter installed at NLR, are one CPU hour for a
complete computation on the "medium", five CPU L
hours for a complete computation on the "fine"
grid. a) "MEDIUM" GRID 144x38x28 b) "FINE" GRID 288x76x56

5.5.3. Subsonic flow M. - 0,50. a - 20 dee Fig. 20 Isobars in cross-flow plane
For the calculation on the "medium" grid the sec- K.-0.5, a- 20 dog
ond-order dissipative term was not used. The cal-
culation on the "fine" grid was carried out with
both the second- and the fourth-order dissipative terns clearly reveal the presence of a leading-

terms switched on. edge vortex above the wing upper surface. The min-
imum value of the pressure, attained at the center

of the vortex core, is lower for the solution on
the "fine" grid than it is for the one on the "me-

dium" grid. The position of minimum static pres-
iSO5AS.INCs1(MENT-Cp 02 sure, i.e. the position of the center of the vor-

39-35 tex core, is almost the same for the two grids. It

turns out that the solution on the "fine" grid
features a "cross-flow shock" underneath the vor-
tex and just outboard of its center. In the cross-
flow plane isobar pattern (Fig. 19b) the weak
cross-flow shock is most clearly seen as a clus-
tering of isobars at that location.

-c -- 288 X 76 X 56
-.-31 -0 4- 0•- xlc.- 144 X 38 X 28

O EXPERIMENT7NLR HST Re 9m

a) "MEDIUM" GRID 144x38x28 b) "FINE" GRID 288x76x56 us. , "I

Fig. 19 Isobars on wing upper surface SECONDARY
K. -0.5, a -20 deg SEPARATION

The isobar pattern on the umoer wine surface oh- .0510

tained from the computed results on the "medium"
and "fine" grid are shown in Fig. 19a and 19b, re-
spectively. For both'grids the low-pressure region Fig. 21 Spanwise pressure distribution
on the wing upper surface, forming the footprint M. - 0.5, o - 20 deg

of the leading-edge vortex, indicates that flow

separation from the sharp leading-edge starts very
close to the apex. As already observed for the po- In Fig. 21 the soanwise oressure distribution as
tential-flow solutions of the preceding chapter computed on the "medium" and 'the "fine" grid are

the lowest values of the surface pressure coeffi- compared with each other and with experimental

cient are found near the apex underneath the vor- data (Ref. 151) for the station x/c 5 - 0.6.
tex, typical for subsonic flow cases where there Comparison of the solution on the "fine" mesh with

is a relatively large effect of the singularity at the "medium" one shows that when the grid is re-

the apex as well as a relatively strong upstream fined, 'the upper-wing surface pressure peak be-

influence of the trailing edge. For higher free- comes steeper and higher while its position shifts
stream Mach numbers the region with lowest presý slightly in outboard direction. There is an ixcel-

aures moves to a more 'aft position on the wing, as lent agreement in the spanwise pressure distribu-
will be shown later on. tions on the lower wing surface, as well as on the

upper wing surface in the region close to the
Comparison of Figs. 19a and b shows that the Euler plane of ty-ietry and the region near the leading

solution on the "mediumi" grid and the one on the edge. Thame lcto ftecosfo hci h
""fine" grid do not differ in character. However, "fine", grid result just outboard ofthe suction

on the "fine" grid the pressures in the sucti6n piak' is recognized as the "location where the span-

peak ares ubstantially lower than those found in wise pressure distribution steepenst up.
"" the•Xrenlton'ho- "mediumi''giid. Comparison of the computed resultS with experi-

For b6bt grids the flow on'th ,upperiwing surface mental dta shows that for the lower wing surface -'& -

is supersonic.in.the low-pressure-.ragion, reaching the~areeiint-is~quite-satisfactory; However, on . -

Machi numberi above 1.5 on the "fine`-gIild. . t~ prvn~iraeteEuler ieth~d grossly

ovsr~p~ei~&idtsthi-iuciton jie4 atlso reiiulfing in
"In Fig. 20a the'isobar ;atterins n-the-eioss-flow ian overvre0tk.c th.of ajhe. lift coefficient by about

'- 111a - x/cg -~ 0.6 arellpreeted, a insd.•ro 15 percenf•l.t, 1j primrly due to the circum•
"the- solution on thes edos-lwpan o i Or the,- -, stance that ptaeý&1ler method lacks oth sabilfty, to

"*fine" grid. These cross- flow-plasne, so a -pa;, ~a~uaeo~v j tionzfroma -smo'oth sufface'
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I.e. here the secondary separation, without ex- (less than 0.5% gain) for the solution obtained on -
plicitly incorporating some kind of a model for both grids, with the "fine" having the smallest
such viscosity dominated phenomenon. It might be error. The error on the lower wing surface is due
expected that seen in the light of the findings of to the smaller gradients in the solution an order

the study within the framework of potential-flow of magnitude smaller.
theory (see preceding chapter and Fig. 13), also In the solution obtained on the "medium" as well
wtithin the framework of an Euler method the inclu- as in one on the "fine" grid one observes that on

sion of a model for smooth-body separation will the upper surface, at about 75% local semi-span,
result in an improved correlation of predicted and there is a sudden increase in total-pressure loss,
measured surface pressure distributions, to about It and 2% on the "medium" and "fine"

grid, respectively. This increase is due to the
OCKMdEN A0-Pl,)-00 occurrence of the (weak) cross-flow shock discuss-

ed above, which is strongest on the finer grid."".M. Right at the leading edge, where the flow sepa-
rates, without explicitly prescribing separation,
total-pressure losses increase rather abruptly to
values of about 10% of the free-stream value.

sa' .- '=' }Figs. 22a and b clearly reveal that in the lead-

a) "KEDIUH" GRID 144x38x28 b) "FINE" GRID 288x76x56 ing-edge Vortex above the wing upper surface the
total-pressure loss becomes largest, attaining

Fig. 22 Contours of equal total-pressure loss in values of 30 to 35%. The value of total-pressure
cross-flow plane. M. - 0.5, a - 20 deg loss at the center of the vortex core is higher in

the "fine" grid solution than in the "medium" grid
solution. However, on the "fine" grid the area in

Figs. 22a and b show the cross-flow olane contours which there are significant total-pressure losses
of egual total-pressure loss in the cross-flow is smaller, i.e. it Is more confined around the
plane at the station x/ca - 0.6 for the "medium" center of the vortex core. Apparently for the pre-
and "fine" grid, respectively. For inviscid flows sent subsonic case the reductions due to grid re-
without shocks the total pressure should be con- finement of the errors in total pressure cause the
stant, equal to its free-stream value. In Euler area in which they occur to be reduced, but at the
methods errors are caused by the artificial dissi- center of the core the reduction due to grid re-
pation introduced by the numerics. Primarily due finement cannot balance the increase of the errors
to a fine grid resolution in the direction normal associated with the improved resolution of steeper
to the wing, the error in total pressure on the gradients.
major part of the upper wing surface is small Spanwise cross-sections taken at different chord-

wise stations of the wing indicate that there is

I-pip very little variation with chordwise distance of
R t =0.4 the total;pressure loss, including the values at

4288X76X56 the center of the vortex core.
04---- -144X 38X 28ft 05.5.4. Solution within leading-edge vortex core

As for the case of potential flow (see Fig. 15)
the solution within the leading-edge vortex core
is considered in more detail. Fig. 23 presents the
"medium" and "fine" grid solution along a horizon-

02 - tal traverse through the center of the vortex
core. The traverse is located in the plane x/cs -
0.4. Fig, 23a shows the distribution of the total-
pressure loss along the traverse. In this figure
the effect of the fineness of the grid Is clearly

evident, namely the total-pressure loss decreases
0 everywhere except near the center of the vortex

core and in the leading-edge vortex "layer". In

010 1.0-
a) TOTAL-PRESSURE LOSS wT/ j = 0.4

TUT/UO j 0.4 0

----- 28X76 X 56

----14X38X2

/ ,.0 - ..... i-o - -

X71X-

--P
b) ii iMUISEi iibi fin IC66 M-

i4rk~a traere, fojh
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the "fine"-grid solution two passages of the layer where ze[-5.8}, i.e. within the layer. Setting' •through the traverse can be detected. Fig. 23b then ý x Z yields:

Sshows the distribution of the streamwise (parallelto the direction of Ue) velocity component of the a(z) - 1/cosh f(z) (lOe)

velocity vector. At the center of the vortex core b(z) - tanh f(z) (10f)
this component reaches values of about 2.3 times
the free-stream value for the "fine" grid and where f(-6) - -f(O). It may be expected that these
about a 10% lower value on the "medium" grid. types of total-pressure conserving velocity pro-
Crossings through the vortex layer appear as files can be supported by a discrete Euler solu-
clearly steeper parts in the distribution. Fig. tion as long as locally the thickness of the layer
23c displays the distribution of the vertical is of the order of 3-5 cells of the grid. This is
(circumferential) component of the velocity vec- confirmed by the cross-flow iso-contour plots of

tor. Also here it is demonstrated that refining the total pressure, such as Fig. 22,. where the

the mesh results in an improved resolution of total-pressure losses in the leading-edge vortex
steep gradients, i.e. the change in the direction layer rapidly diminish with distance from the
of the velocity vector across the vortex layer is leading edge where the vorticity is less high and
better represented on the "fine" grid. the numerical dissipation has spread the layer to

a sufficient degree.
Above kinematical arguments are quite similar toIt may be concluded that the computational results the ones used by Hirschel and Powell,. but with the

on the two grids are qualitatively the same, i.e. difference that in above analysis the component of
both solutions feature the same flow phenomena. the velocity along the average direction (;,) is
Quantitatively there are some differences which allowed to vary through the shear layer while it
can be understood in terms of differences in grid was held constant by Hirschel and Powell.
density. However, as far as the surface pressure An additional important question to be posed is
distribution is concerned the differences between whether the total-pressure losses invoked by the
the results on the two grids are considerably numerics (i.e. errors of the numerical method used
smaller than the differences with experimental to solve the inviscid flow equations) in the in-
data. sufficiently resolved thin shear layer near the
In Ref. 155 it has been demonstrated that the leading edge remain local k coiiect somehow, sub-
differences between an incompressible Euler solu- ject to some diffusion, along the vortex layer to-
tion and a potential-flow panel-method solution wards the center of the vortex core. The present
Sare small. (subsonic) results strongly suggest that the er-

rors have a local implication only, i.e. that the
numerical total-pressure losses behave differently

5.5.5. Total-oressure losses from the totals-ptessure losses encountered in the

As far as the total-oressure losses in the numeri- real viscous flow.
cal solution is concerned it will be clear thaf
they are largest in regions with the largest +ia- .3
dients in the fl6a field, such as occur in regions Z
where vorticity ii or becomes concentrated. For
the present applications these regions are the
center of the vortex core and the part of ,the
leading-edge shear layer closest to the leading
edge where it is strongest. It has been conjec-
tured by amongst others Hirschel (Ref. 2) and"Powell (Refi. 139, 156) that simulating numeri-
cally a shear-layer employing an Euler method as
the one used'ibova implies total-pressure losses.
Here it will be shown that this is not necessarily
the case. Starting from Crocco's relation

+Vh = TVS . •Z (10a)
' • •tower

where h•is, the total enthalpy (h - E + p/p), Z is
thýrý4oioity vector (Z - Q'u) and S is the entro- Fig. 24 Velocity'distribution through finite-
py.ThA'iltter can be related t6 the total pres- thickness shear layer
sure pt through

PJP. -+exp(-aS/a) (lOb) As -far as the iortx -core Ais concerned -it can be
remirked-that S•ewiar•te6n i.Hall'(Ref.; 157) de-

Since in unsteady in vlscia fl6w it follows from rived a "conaitoil-pliiiti Edlar solution
the equation for the conservation of energy that h orte cai e of an visolated ilod, r conican l v•itex

tis consetnt uona find from Eqs. (10a),and (10b) - c .iiie )

an~-eeprall(so-called' to ifis' The
Beltrami flow) Athe to*tral~prossurei~will not~chanige inviscdideoluitoisf_ -aiup to the axis the04
across-the*a y 'ibaroArethore+distributiois of Uand core where a singularity is present., By mat~hifg a

jiiat satify. s. conditionsi D -cposing the, viscous solution for the region very close to the
v s o c vngec to lnint orm s o ffitr c'a one n tuae pn gr c o r -a --c-t 'thi
the aiverage of the locity aLtathe upper and-vth - nfthdhi

loe ,iaof the-iayer~aod &,component, normal't t oad~rmve~Ii'l
(;is(seFg2)p:.mde total-pesr a

-~ id O'oh Y, reion. l -,

it followsi from .tlbe~dainition c~f.the vortic y~. d~rbt~t~uhh~p~!t~itrlU10 a. (40Vef: 17)^exerimen1 aJUU1ýn•, +...
-- ~~~p..v-~~~~'W - R fA8id i i s -a 6fsAi 'solaited-

~, e -d u Uo•b.a.(z)s. # a,,(z)e), - )+ '1ld'i•Aonid vt, x com;froiL idcompr eas

.+~~K 
M Ira ateatRll
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proximate framework derived, but analytical, in- edge without an explicit Kutta condition and a
viscid solutions singularities appear at the con- leading-edge vortex is formed. It has been checked
ter of the core. The large gradients near the sin- numerically that •h and VS are at machine-zero
gularities will not be resolvable on a finite grid levels. Indeed, it turns out that the magnitude of
"of a discrete solution leading to total-pressure G x Z is acceptably small everywhere, except

losses in the vortex core. However, as the mesh is close to the leading edge and near the center of

refined more end more the total-pressure losses in the vortex core where larger values arG found. It
the nuerical Euler solution will be confined to also turned out that the cross-flow-plane velocity
an region near the sharp leading edge and a region components and the static pressure are not much
around the center of the vortex core and Beltrami different from the ones found using a Jameson-type
flow will prevail everywhere else. Euler solver, while the chordwise velocity compo-

nent Is affected somewhat. Kandil et al. (Ref.

In Euler solutions on a finite grid it appears in 164) found similar results. They investigated
general that for a given geometry at one specific several non-standard sets of non-standard zero-
free-stream condition (K.,o,• ... ) the total-pres- total-pressure-loss Euler equations by replacing
sure loss at the very center of the vortex core is the energy equation by a homentropic or isentropic
rather insensitive to computationql parameters, condition and/or the x-momentum or continuity
such as the coefficients in the explicitly added oquation by the condition that the total enthalpy
artificial dissipation terms, as well as the den. is constant.
sity of the grid, e.g. see Jacobs et al. (Ref.
152), or, but to a lesser extent, the numerical Finally the Eulerian/Lagrangian scheme proposed by
algorithm used to solve Euler's equations (Ref. Felici & Drela (Ref. 165) is to be mentioned.
159). This insensitivity has been found espe- In this scheme numerical diffusion of the Euler
cially for Euler solutions at transonic and super- solution in vortical flow regions is reduced by
sonic free-stream Mach numbers (see also next sec- locally correcting the Euler solution employing a
tion), and to a lesser extent at lower Mach num- Lograngian (vorticity and entropy) particle-track-
hers where for given incidence etc.. the total ing solution.
pressure losses (in terms of ps,) are smaller. For
conical flow about delta wings at supersonic free- 5.5.6. Transonic flow H. - 0.85. a - 20 deo
stream Mach numbers Powell (Refs., 139, 156), The solutions on the "medium" and "fine" grids
Murman et al. (Refs. 137, 160) iriestigated were obtained with the parameters ýontrolling the
(central-difference) Euler solutions and found dissipative terms set at their standard values for
them to be insensitive to computational parame- transonic flow, i.e. using both the second- and
ters, implementation of boundary conditions, grid the fourth-difference dissipative terms.
density, etc.. Furthermore, the level of the
total-pressure loss at the center appears to agree
with experimental data. However, it must be con-
cluded that also at transonic and supersonic Hach
numbers this is fortuitous and the total-pressure
loss at the center of the core, just like in the SOBARS.IaCREMENT AC& SI
rest of the core, is a purely spurious numerical
artifact.

On the other hand, similar to the poiential-flow a
solutions, the position of the vortii core, its
vorticity contents, as well-as the-flow outside -,2
the core appear to be influenced only very little
by exactly what occurs-wit•hn the vortex core. .0. 5
However, it is to be expected ,that the-chiracter- -,3
istics, such as the onset of vortex breakdown, of .2
the vortex core are affecied by the numerically
induced total-:pressurel6sses withinwEuler solu- -17

tions. Models for isolated axisyrmietric conical
vortex cores have'been cdrnsidered by -Powell & -0A
Murmafi"(Ref. 161) for incompressible viscous
flow and by Mayer & Powell (Ref. 162) for both
incompressible and compressible viscous flow. For
incompressible flow it is shown that the total- 02

pressure loss at the.center.of the core is only a
function of the swirl (- circumferential / axial a) "MEDIUM" GRID 144x38x28 b) -FINE• GRID 288x76x56
component of~the velocity) attheedge of the vor-
tex core, i.e. not.6f the Reyniolds~.number. How-, Fig. 25 Isobars on wing upper surface

Sever, the,radial1diiitiutiin'•f[- total-pres- M.-0.85,a-20 dog
Bur. dlaos _,s os : ".2•o•Reynldi n ,umber, as.aoes - -o -"-the iocati~n ofibie iof ihe,'ýoie. The latter

iunotntsnet he diejoo .ilading in Fig. 25s. the u 414 in s~iiface' isobar Raften
edge 4ort6e6i ii "alikýSjiidpjna ntf ieihkde is ptesezitedfo'r-the "midli" grid, ifi" Fig. 256
number. - - ..... . . . - - f6risae fi giid aeth'fljri-'ýididcate that

'the frmkioiiia otbv6iiei starts - ii~y close to-
Stot l aýe - the-apex. 1rfhurolko i P-t' botiiinki- , the edosn-

indica•t at prence ofa-cross-flow shock',

caractsedMristics, Inwihiebwsoka ~ I~ otceryso on 6the- reariart- of- the -winig On-
chiand n tiao , io is fiatitidc this-part of the wing, outboardkof the crossf•lowdissipat1i iS required;. The shock a second shock appearsAt about 931 root
axiel componen o eo t iasobginsiafr6i, chord these twosjhocsseg adfrm a-shped"a theco•dption'trated oalog otelpya in ostC shock ayewnflowthe £9•r oth oid aro~s On / -

~ shck sstem writh as stem the strong cross-flo
~eaion; Eq' 04, thon~yields-that-. W - thecnrlpr ftewnga bu 3 o~~

For, t w 4?V iwe sbock,,donidier;a, i.J1 chord a -third shock appears, tihaesoclled *rearflU0At p Date 75lun- Ke;iiZ .,5 T~j- shoc;k" -This wkabkisnua1tothe plane of-
-ethe flow' 1rdese, eparates at -tii 1.s ter d
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rection. Comparison of the upper wing surface iso- -28 8X76X56
bar pattern of the solution on the "fine" grid - -- -14 IX38 X28
with the one on the "medium" mesh shows that on -_ -@. 0 EXPERIMENT
the "fine" prid the shocks are steeper, but more .*NLR HST Re 9M
importmntly-, chat no new flow features evolve.
hopaeight. o tihe prsuek distriwbalsoin atheit loera
Mach number the suction peaks are much zeduced in - -
about constant in chord-wise direction, i.e. at SECODAR cemotows Oc
least on the forward part of the wing the surface
pressure distribution is more conical.

lfia~ ace-i 51 us

V as- T

Fig. 28 Spenwise pressure distribution
H. -0.85, a- -20 deg

L___ \Jmay be concluded from the pronounced second suc-

A) "MEDIUH" GRIO 144x38x28 b) *FINE" CRTD 288x76x56 tion peak, that the cross-flow shock provokes an
early secondary separation that results in a rela-

Fg26Isobars In -2ross-flow plane. tivaly strong secondary vortex. As for the case ofK.- G.PS, c. - 20 deg subsconic vortex flow it is clear that in order to
Simprove the correlation of the numerical simula-

Fig. 26 pr03entr the igs~~w-lnJ~ ojbgAr ul.t tion with experiments secondary separation effects
t=~ in the plane x/cy, - 0.6 as obtained fLos the must be included in the simulation. However, be-
solution on the *mediu%* and the "fine' grid. For cause of the less negative pressure coefficients
this case of compressible vertex flow the cross- for the higher Mach number, for the present case
flow shock is strong and clearly evioent in the the effect of secondary separation is less severe-
plot. The shock appears to bridge the gmp betwo'in ly felt in the integrated force and moment coeffi-
the wing upper surface and tha vortical f 1ev re- cients.
gion. Outboard (i.e. dowrzstresm) of Lhe cross-flow
shock and underneath the shear layer emanating Fig. 29 presents the chordwise surface pressure
from the leading edge tbere exists a ralative ditibto along the section situated in the
large region where the static and as will be seen plane of symmetry. Computed results are compared
later on also the total pressure ato only slowly w~th experimental data from Ref. 151. It is seen
changing. Especially on the "fine" grid (Fig. that on the "fine! grid the "rear shock" is better
26a), where the shock is somewhat stronger. this resolved than on the *medium" grid, but also that
is &. rather extensive' portion of tbf, flow field, it in at about the same position on both grids.
The "rear shock" is clearly visible in ths isobar There is a difference between the predicted and
pattern in the plane of symmetry (Fig. 2/), ob- the measured position and strength of the "rear
tained from the solution on the "fine" grid. Al- shock", presumably in part due to visc -ous effects.
though it is a weak (normal) shock it apparently On the other hand, it may be expected that the po-ý
extends quite some distance into the floed field. sition and strength of the leading edge vortex,

the cross-flow shock and the rear shock are

meassei ace-sr strongly interrelated. Improving the numerical
- ~ simulation by including a secondary separation

-;model will affect all three flow features.aIn terms of lift coefficient the Eule-r-solutions
01 result in values which are about 7.51 higher than

* the value found in the experimental investigation.

-288 X76 X56
-P, ---- 144X38X28

0 EXPERIMENT
at INLR HiST Re- 9M

"FIRE" GRID 288X76X56 UL-

Fig. 27 Isobarsý in the plane of symmetry.-
K. - 0.85, a- 20deg e

in Fig. 29 (note change in vertical scale compared - '5
vith. ig. Zl) the soanwiac surface nressure.dis- --

tigburEanIat x/cs - 0.6 computed on 'the "medium"-
and hs~fiWgrid are coepared with each other a

VordeL~-wi experimantal dats. of the Interniational h oe -
ing -V5ae l~ agreementi of computed an~d mea- ,-~-r '

asred- pregsuredoistribution is jexcellent. For the Mem
O psr, wing s1urlace* it is ýshown ~tha~t thife~comput-

70 ,and 75t. - oCaISSOE-4~pani in ,th4q measued 'dataFi.2 ltdi5
I- . ~~ ~ frthor, inboard, naeyajbu 6%lclsm- .1. O.,j, a- 20,deg .-

a4~ f~thr 4di

spanTheOxpeimstaidatafutberIndiate as -~ .~~ ~ , .~,A

4N e
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th eut on the "medionmluded tha the "fine" grid A-,,,,.
indicates that for the surface pressure distribu-
tion increasing th- grid density results in atue r o
steeper but also se•ewhat stronger "cross-low:
shock" shifts the suction peak, i.e. the position
of tbe vortex, slightly inboard steepens the "rear
shock" has no effect on the lower wing st-face
pressure distribution. *

Fig. 30a presents the cross-flow-glane pattern of
contours of ecual total-pressure loss in the plane L z I
x/cx - 0.6, as obtained from the solution on the 4 4
"medium" grid. Fig. 30b shows the corresponding

plot for the "fine" grid. For this case of com- a) SUBSONIC FLOW K - 0.5, a - 20 deg
pressible vortex flow the cross-flow shock is
strong and clearly shows up in plot. As the flow
passes through the cross-flow shock the total
pressure is reduced by 13-141 on the 'medium" and
by 23-24% of its free-stream value on the "fine"
grid. For the latter grid the shock is stronger,
which explains the larger loss in total pressure.
On the wing surface away from the shock the errors J
in total pressure are smaller on the "fine" grid
than those on the "smdium" grid and comparable to
those encountered at the lower Mach number. Out-
board (i.e. downstream) of the cross-flow shock
and underneath the shear layer emanating from the
leading edge there exists a relative large region
where the total pressure is about constant, equal
to the lower value outboard of the shock. Acrnss b) TRANSONIC FLOW K - 0.85, a - 20 deg
the shear layer from the leading edge the total

pressure jumps again to its free-stream value.
Fig. 30 shows that at the center of the vortex Fig. 31 Contours of equal total-pressure loss in

core the total pressure drops to 45 percent of its near-wake cross-flow plane ("fine" grid)

free stream value, both on the "medium" and on the
"fine" grid, higher for transonic flow than for
subsonic flow primarily because Ct + K.e. Further refinement does not result in new flow features
note that compressibility has a considerable ef- and differences between computed and measured re-
fect on the shape of the vortex core. Increasing sults. though considerably smaller here, are due
the Mach number results in a more flattened vortex to the Euler method not simulating secondary sepa-
core, which as a result of the interaction with ration. In addition it is demonstrated that ef-
the cross-flow shock is at a more inboard loca- fects due to compressibility result in very signi-
tion. As for the lower Mach number the total-prep- ficant changes in the flow solution, not unlike
sure loss at the center of the core does not vary those found in the experimental investigation of
very much with longitudinal distance along the for instance Bannink et al. (Ref. 166) for a
vortex core. sImilar 65-deg delta-wing configuration.

-all PtPtm).0M 5.5.7. Flow field in the near wake

-ra ~~~~The developmentoftefoinheeawkejs
downstream of the trailing edge is considered for
"both the subsonic and the transonic free-stream

Mach number. This region of the flow field is of
extreme importance for cases at somewhat higher
incidences where the experiments (e.g. Refs. 56.,

a) "MEDIUM" GRID 144x38x28 b) "FINE" GRID 288x76x56 151 and 166) have shown that vortex breakdown
occurs. For low subsonic flow Hummel's (Ref. 20)

Fig; 30 Contours of equal total-pressure loss in mushroom-shaped vortex wake-consisting of the
cross-flow plane. K. - 0.85, a - 20 deg leading-edge vortex and the trailing-edge vortex

is well known. It forms, even in inviscid flow, as
Comparing the cross-flow-plane results obtained on has been demonstrated in the preceding chapter for
the "medium" grid with those obtained on the the case of potential flow (Ref. 82). 4

"fine" grid it is observed that on the "fine" grid Fig. 31a shows for•ihaubsofic case (K. - 0.50., a
the region of the flow field with total-pressure - 20 deg) die contours of equal total-pressure
losses has shrunk in dimension. However, the mini- loss. in four consecutive planes x/c& - constant,
mum total pressure, which occurs at the center of namely x/e, -!,1.0, 1.025, L;05 and 1.10, as ob-

the vortex core, is about the same for both grids. tain3d from the solution on the' "fine* grid. This• •. ~~It is hypothekized-that as far as the tutal-pres- figr -ceryidctethe.--ormati• of'i sAish-

sure loss near the center of the core is concerned ioom.ahaped.wakivwithlt•o.-regi6naof i Lcieased
here also refining the mesh tends to decrease the dal-preýduael s indicative for~r~gioa "with

discretization.error and at the same time in- vortical~flow.-'-Inrthe'near wike the-leadifig-'edge
creases the gradients in the flow solution and vortex can be identified a theocontinuation -be-

thus the discretization error, now apparently such yond the tratiling edger of the regioiwith sinifi- i
-" •. ~~~that, on tha prieiet-type of-grid anid-ior this -cant-ttkml;prosiura1se.sc~a ~~£Fgparticulaifree-stream flow condition and this 22b andiin the~topfgure of Fig 31a~for-the f

setting of the artificial dissipaiion parameters, plane • x/c 0.6ýd 10, iiespectyeloThii/vr ..
"the net effect is about the same loss in total tax moves outboard !?upward. rApparently because '-"

pressure at~ the center of the core. - in t6e'go olidrdtEgi'~a'tl'ea

The overall 6onclusions thai can be drawn for this vorrea a copact ig aotidiifusdThe
V.o flow condition are very similar to the ones drawn

for the subsonic flow condition, namely that grid ofte remains at the am level-(a 35-401) .

V-,A

- --- '4:_-V' 1
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L.E.
The formation of the trailing-edge vortex starts UPPER SIDE LOWER SIDE -

right at the trailing edge (x/c - 1.0) as evi-
denced by the local maximum (0.15) in the total- /
pressure loss at about 90% semi-span, caused by ii
the high gradients in the solution in that region.
Further downstream a vortex-like structure devel- . ' L.E. .
ops with increasing total-pressure losses at its N /
center. Eventually, just like in low-speed flow a /
mushroom-shaped vortex wake, consistiog of th'
leading-edge and the trailing-edge vortex evolves.
For the transonic case (K. - 0.85, a - 20 deg) the
contours of equal total-pressure are prejented in
Fig. 31b, for the same 4 cross-flow planes, again
obtained from the solution on the "fine" grid. For
th, case of compressible vortex flow the situation
is complicated by the presence of the strong
cross-flow shock. It follows from Fig. 31b that
downstream of the trailing edge the cross-flow Fig. 33 Surface velocity vectors near the leading
shock disappears very rapidly (actually between edge, M. - 0.85, a - 20 deg ("fine" grid)
x/cs - 1.01 and 1.025). As for the lower Mach num-
ber the leading-edge vortex continues downstream
of the trailing edge, again without much diffu- tial) flow a vortex sheet will form which, because
sion, but now it does not appear to move upward of the nonzero trailing-edge angle, will leave
and outboard that much. Furthermore, the formation either the upper or the lower surface tangentially
of the trailing-edge vortex, by the ro11-up of the (e.g. Matagler & Smith, Ref. 167). For the pres-
wake, is now more vigorous resulting in higher ent flow conditions this contact discontinuity
total-pressure losses at its center. At x/cs - 1.1 will be tangential to the lower wing surface, im-
the wake has again a mushroom-shaped structure but plying that on the upper wing surface the velocity
now occupying a larger area ii the cross-flow right at the edge (still being a weak singular
plane than is the case for the lower Mach number, point) has to be directed along the edge. On the
In the first. two cutting planes presented in Fig. upper side of the vortex sheet, just downstream of
3lb an additional'flow feature is observed, char- the trailing edge, the velocity vector will then
acterised by a local 'minimum in the total-pressure to some extent turn back in chordwise direction.
distribution. This feature can be traced back to In the present -discrete solution of the Euler

the kink in the leading edge, i.e. to x/cs - 0.85, method it appears that on the upper surface, 2 to
and is termed the "tip vortex". Seen in consecu- three grid cells, upstream of the trailing edge
tive cross-flow planes this vortex travels around the velocity vector already starts to turn in
the leading-edge 4ortex and at x/cX - 1.05 is so chordwise direction.
close to the core of the leading-edge vortex that Fig. 33 presents the corresponding velocity vec-

it can no longer be distinguished and may be as- tors in a small region close to the leading edeg
sumed to be fully merged with the latter at about the mid-chord position. Here the main

component of the vorticity vector is along the
T.E. T.E. edge. It is shown that at the leading edle the ye-

UPPER SIDE LOWER SIDE locity vector on the upper and the one on the
lower surface are equal in magnitude but different/in direction, resulting in a vorticity vector of
positive sign. In an inviscid (potential) flow mo-
del the leading-edge vortex sheet will be tangen-

/ •. tial to the lower wing surface, so that on the up-
per surface the velocity at the edge should be
tangential directed along the edge, turning away
from the edge on the (here strongly curved) vortex

/ Icore. However, in the present discrete solution of
Euler's equations the surface velocity vector
starts to turn already 4 to 5 cells before the

/ / /// /V .. ~ - _--leading edge is reached.

Fig. 32 Surface velocity vectors near the trailing VORTEX SHEET 7"edge, H, -0.85. a - 20 deg ("fine" grid)

5.5.8. Flow near the 'sharn adiesVOTXBBL
In the following the asolution near the sharp' /-
triiling and -leading edge 'is considered in some

% more detail' for the'transonic ca'se (N,';--0;85, t -

20'deg)"- It' has-beei 44fifie' that for the, subson-
"ic case: the" ,olutfdii naar the edges behaves ýquali-
"tativaelyV quiteW-iuilar"to" th-e tria-sofii case' dis-
cu-edpbliwFig,'32 "e'sesnth• -"th v'l6cii' 'ved- ,-
tars "(ththh• •lr-fac&' iidpo'ii~ 6f-the "fihes' Fig. 34 Possible inviscid separation at a sharp edge '

grid) on the 'pperan-'d-lower wiii nsurffe in' i,
sCuise t""thi tra •jkt be posi- 'be conjectured that -f6r the case of-,flows

where theh maiuti 'of te ra-ingi 4orticity8 wbicliuegions Vitlistributed& vortici'are 6lf • ,-
edge, p li erntcve" for the 'forms an appro-

ii'iafjil' ii ii h~b" f'riif a• • iiite'dte priate- aI'el tclh'ded"fir.-'th' 01bliss-icaI'1'(poten.
thE of n egti x'gb. 1n t eay nvasidpoe- tVibted voshtiipede eal'ratio m r'Tien, "Ve... t ,-'t--

fer'ent in direction, resulting in a vorticity, vec- a~the Sharp edg*, results in a hubbli,,ith ~dis-ttor of negative sign. In truly inviscid (poten- tifedvorticity ajituated'in the cone btween
7 t h e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ n
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the vortex sheet and the wing upper surface. This component of the velocity decelerates and stag- 1
[ greatly relieves the singularity at the edge, fa- nates on the vortex axis and a region with revers-

cilitating a more smoothly variation of the veloc- ed flow appears apparently with (bubble) or with-
ity field in the immediate neighborhood of the out (spiral) a zone with recirculating flow, i.e.
sharp edge. Above bubble-type model has been in- in the vortex core the flow changes from a jet-
spired by KCtchemann's (Ref. 168) bubble-type like (as in Fig. 22c) to a wake-like type of flow.
separation model for the flow near the trailing- Downstream of the stagnation point the flow usual-
edge of an airfoil section. ly becomes unsteady and turbulent.

The process of leading-edge vortex breakdown is a
5.6. Anolication of Euler methods to more complex three-dimensional unsteady and highly nonlinear

eonfiturations problem and is not yet fully understood. Important
There have been already quite some attempts to ingredients appear to be
apply time-stepping Euler methods to more complex (i) an in axial direction adverse external pres-
configurations in subsonic and transonic speeds. sure gradient and
An early example is given in Ref. 169, where an (ii) the strength (circulation) or rather the
explicit finite-volume modified HacCormack pre- swirl ratio (circumferential / axial component of
dictor-corrector scheme is employed to solve the the velocity) at the edge of the core.
Euler equations on a grid with about 525K cells If there is an adverse pressure grsdiunt and the
around the F-16. At the free-stream condition H. - swirl ratio exceeds a critical value (slightly
0.9, a - 4.1 deg convergence difficulties were re- above 1.0) vortex breakdown will occur.
ported while also comparison with experiment re-
vealed some deficiencies. Argawal at al. (Ref. The role of the total-pressure losses at the cen-
170) use an Euler code based on Jameson's Flo57 ter of the vortex core in the breakdown process is
(Ref. 113), enhanced with amongst others a TVD not clear. However, if these total-pressure losses
formulation, to simulate the flow about generic play an important role (as conjectured by Lambour-
fighter consisting of a wing, body, horizontal and ne & Bryer, Ref. 30) it might also be expected
vertical tails and a faLred-in inlet. The 269K- that viscosity and the Reynolds number would play
cell grid is still rather coarse, possibly for the an equally important role, precluding an inviscid
higher incidences contributing to a less satisfac- model to be used for predicting vortex breakdown.
tory correlation of predicted surface pressures This appears to be the case when (bubble-type)
with experimental data. Goodsell at al. (Refs. vortex breakdown is explained in terms of an anal-
171, 172) apply an Euler code also based on ogy with boundary-layer separation, i.e. the flow
Jameson's Flo57 (Ref. 113) to the generic fighter with low total-pressure encountering an adverse
configuration testea by Erickson (Ref. 6), i.e. a external pressure gradient. However, also note
configuration with a sharp-edged 55-deg swept that in the case of the boundary layer the pres-
cropped delta wing, a fuselage with relatively sure through the layer is constant and the veloci-
long forebody with or without a (decoupled) chine ty near the wall is low, while in case of the vor-
and a bump as canopy. Computed results, obtained tax core the pressure decreases rapidly towards
on a grid of about 425K cells, for subsonic and the axis and the velocity is high although both
supersonic flow conditions are compared with ex- quantities are lower than they would have been in
perimental data. It appears that in case of the an inviscid flow.
fuselage/wing configuration attached flov-is pro-
dicted quite satisfactorily. At the higher inci-
dances the flow is dominated by the smooth-surface
separations on the forebody, precluding good cor-
relation with results of an Euler method. For the
fuselage/wing/chine combination the sharp-edged
chine fixes the separations on the forebody and a SPIRAL TYPE
much better correlation of theory and experint
is obtained. For flow conditionseat which the ex-
perimental data show the occurrence of vortex
breakdown, the Euler results become unstable and
exhibit an oscillatory behavior.
Application of a F10-57 type of Euler method to a
canard-wing-body and to a rather complete close-
coupled wing-canard fighter configuration, the BUBBLE TYPE

Sfirst one at M. - 0.9 on seviral grids with up[ to

500K points, the second one at K. - 1.19 employing
a grid with about 375K points, has been reported Fig. 35 Possible iilviscid vortex breakdown
by Raj at al. (Ref. 173) showing reasonable

agreement of predicted and measured surface pras- inb a n
sures, with aoisedoviatioits occurring due to In tha following a possible expianatien of the
shock/boundary-Layer interaction, spiral-type breakdoan ii given in terms of invis-

cid flow, derived frg 'charaiteristic3 of vortex
cores given in Ref. 82. In the vortex core, up-

5.7. Euler methods and vortex breekdown stream of the breakdown point,. the vortex lines

It has been claimed-that the finite-volume time- (curves at ea-h rqin.t tangent to thesvoit icity
stepping method.,for solving Euler's equations vector, i.e., if Crocc66's,;lation is satisfie.d,
alsoesimulate vortex-~breakdown. Experimental tpvi- curves-identical to stream line*) spiral heiýcoi-
dents indicates Itin l daiiy inwards•, from thi edge, towards 'the &xi,,of,
its onset, depends only weikily-oi Reynolds number, the core1-(•eeu sketcb th 1t&, 35). In this process
so indeed, there may be some possibility that it the circmerential" cq'ne tpo•hevor"can be modeled by Euler's equations. conveoced ifii6 an -axial. CýoPohenk and a't the ai, A si

ine~r~navoteir~kowor burst, is where the vortex- lnes are directed sbuS the sx-
characterized by , sudden *afiaion and a change is, tihi v4orta:Zln•a,' closely to-gther; -hhis. "j irtcexoentstrmtuTwo imp L-' iaiietha -is- thevoiiclty :is.hr$._
type# of brieak down-- ,ebepqj,16atifiod _-buble- eat oamponstiU
tya.1cuiferentlI- v6ýaci-sedn'tdl'etheirtllm-

whLI&e Fterin ,tha Ray-. feKentiaI,4'toapoetw oteo I4'iyTdcta
nt~~u~aif nivt ..t re'eiussusly,-i6 th p~ral- axiallo comynnt otifhe va ompot

MM - a owaccurs.t, bactspes L 'aat the"'i
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Upstream of vortex breakdown the axial component decrease at 35 deg incidence. Rizzi & Purcell
of the velocity near the axis of the core is re- (Ref. 135) report for a thin round-edged twisted
tarded and even reversed in direction. In an in- and cambered cropped (55/45-dog) double-delta wing
viscid flow model with distributed vorticity this at M. - 0.3 and 10 deg incidence a grid
implies that the circumferential component of the sensitivity investigation. For the coarse (76,800)
vorticity has to switch sign somewhere as it is 0-0 type grid the Euler method converged, for the
convected from the edge of the core towards the much finer (614,400) 0-0 grid a converged solution
center of the core. One possibility to accomplish was obtained with about the same integrated forces
this is that the region with highly concentrated and moments, but with smaller-scale features ap-
vorticity near the center of the core (the "sub- pearing in the free shear layer from the wing
core") is regarded as a vortex filament of small leading edge, which is conjectured to be the onset
but finite cross-sectional dimension, embedded of the instability of the vortex core. Continuing
within the remainder of the rotational core. If thi3 Investigation Rizzi & Purcell (Ref. 180)
curved such a filament may be subject to some tor- (see also Kurman & Rizzi, Ref. 137) report conver-
sional instability mode (e.g. Betchov, Ref. genes on the coarse mesh also for higher inci-
174) and the core axis could start to meander dances. On the fine mesh the situation is differ-
in a spiral fashion, the direction of the spiral ent, at 12.5 deg incidence the flow becomes un-
being opposite to the direction of the circulation steady while at 20 deg incidence the flow is
of the filament. The tilting of the filament (that steady but the vortex appears to be fully "burst"
region of the core with the highest vorticity con- and the lift is lower than at 12.5 deg incidence.
tents) then provides the large circumferential On the surface relatively large errors (total-
vorticity component in the sought for direction, pressure losses) occur. For this case of rather
and associated with it a large axial velocity com- low sweep, experiments indicate vortex bursting at
ponent reducing abruptly the net velocity in up- higher incidences than 10 deg, so the onset of
stream direction. Whether the spiralling vortex "vortex breakdown" is predicted prematurely.
core is a standing wave and steady or a travelling Raj et al. (Ref. 145) found that the solution on a
wave and unsteady or breaks up rapidly is to be C-H type of grid with about 105,000 cells became
investigated. In this model the outer part of the unsteady, i.e. that the solution procedure did not
vortex core has still the more or less coherent converge, for a straked wing-body configuration at
structure of the original vortex core, while high incidence., For the strake-off case the criti-
closer to the axis the vortex lines spiralling eel incidence lowered from 30 to 18 dog. Pao (Ref.
around the meandering core center yield a less co- 181) used Raj's (Ref. 145) TEAM Euler code to
herent picture. The internal structure of the vor- investigate the flow about the F-1065 aircraft
tax filament will be determined by viscosity, but (60-deg round-edged thin delta wing) and reported
its strength and position in space will be deter- for a C-H grid with about 80,000 cells failure of
mined by the external, basically inviscid flow the solution to converge at 30 dog subsonically=field. and at 19 deg transonically. In these two cases a
An alternative to the meandering vortex filament, region with reversed flow started to occur at 23
yielding a more continuous description of the vor- and 17 deg, respectively.
ticity and velocity distribution in the inner
parts of the vortex core, is that the sub-core Hitzel (Refs. 142, 143) presents Euler solutions
"opens up". In this model it is conjectured that for the sharp-edged 65-deg delta wing considered
the axial vortex lines close to the axis suddenly earlier in this chapter. For 1. - 0.85 and o - 24
start to spiral (counter-circulation wise) around dog experiments indicate that vortex breakdown
a central region, so forming a cigar-shaped shell occurs above the configuration. In the computed
of high vorticity (Fig. 35). results complex flow structures appear which

include shocks and regions with reversed flow. It
A possible further alternative explanation for the is also indicated that in solutions for different
(inviscid) onset of vortex breakdown is that the grid densities rather different features may
outer turn of the leading-edge shear layer becomes appear..Also for the subsonic case M. - 0.4, a -
unstable near the trailing edge and prevents the 28.7 deg results with reversed flow regions are
shear layer from rolling up into a JJ& vo'.tex given. Longo (Ref. 140) applies a cell-vertex
core. However it seems unlikely that this can re- Euler method to the same 65-deg delta wing
sult in a situation in which the circumferential employing anO-O type grid with about 110,000
component of the vorticity switches sign and a re- points. He finds that reversed flow indicates the
gion with reversed flow is induced, onset of "vortex breakdown", Furthermore it is

found that while the~total-pressure loss at the
Quite some.research on .-ortex breakdown (e.g. cote axis is more or less independent on the
Pagan & Benay, Ref. 175; LA et al,, Ref. parameters-governing the explicitly added
176), both experimental and theoretical, has artificiaitdissipationgterms, the location where

concentrated on confined vortex flow inside a tube reversed flow appears firstois a function, of these

"(sea Hall, Ref, 31 and oe;iew by Leibovich, Ref. parameters. InRef. 141 Longo shows that for the
177). It is not quite clear whether this type case of a ocanard/delta wing configuration -the
of vortex has exactly the same characteristics as Euler method.appears-to simulate realistically the

a leading-edge vortex resulting from the roll-up "bulging"_of-thescanard vortex-as it undergoes
of a&free shear.layer. o. reversed flow and-subsequent restructuringLin the
Experimental investigations, including flow-field region betweeni'th ei, nard- and the-main wing.
surveys on-delta,,jings.,aboae the incidence at . Goodsell et-al,'.(Ref. .172) report- vortexbreak;
which vorex ,breakdown .starts, havibeen pursued, down- to ocou• in-their ýEuler ,solutions-for-a"at low.spead, by amongst others'kegalman,&'lRoos chine-delta 6onfIguiation. -

(Ref.. 33, 34 ,35), .Payneet al. (Refs.,37, .
r7T),and.3Iawketal, (Rýef 179). -Insome ohf The Euler methods discussed-above-are all ,central-

so . investigaiiinstýhe~spiiral-tp diiine .ty o, faod.-,OINeil method"instability has'been obserd.' 144)•'pren-t~resulisofan upw nd.iuimathod

-... -whichritl "ic~-vortexibreakddwn" for sharp.-edged
In theaapplications gfEulertmetho•d-to• ,nfigura- 60.,1n70-deg"delta wvtgsattlok,,speedland'higher
-tionswi~tli~le~dingtedge vortex flow.,-oikbea- Icdne novag p stb higheri
doin* :has- been a vays~onrvergsnce - er, chonvergencethountghjaoti,• •"Prubbly hee first-,ones wr-lzl&:,cmd.,= £o-e n~~tsFf hfHOx the•integrate •

(Ref 125) whowraportedj_.a prsumsblyq s iith - sbo~ti70, 000-poinlu, theyC.obierve ý,theispiial
"vortex "bekd o, ofenderingothevorxore. iTlhey argue . r!f

05t e cue h ,1i ', tinset .. of vortex ,br dvn daii.bsdete-r
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mined employing an Euler code by using a so-called - M 0..3,I Ile,
shear-layer-collapse" criterion. This criterion -L . .- " ..-

considers, in cross-flow planes, the locus mapped -/
out by the point at which the swirl ratio reaches ' - , "
its maximum on successive radial lines emanating -05 . 9W. -

from the vortex axis. For part of the circle the .

locus turns out to coincide with the shear layer - I;
from the leading edge, rather than to identify the
edge of the vortex core. It is observed that evor- .. _ _I
tel breakdown" is preceded by the swirl ratio hav- 0e

ing its maximum at the axis and consequently a
part of the locus (not the shear layer as they 9
claim) collapses onto the axis. Actually this
"collapse* occurs because at the axis of the core
the axial component of the velocity becomes small - - - - -

and even zero yielding large values of the swirl X/C, 0. iP
ratio. It is shown that the locus obtained from I I\1
computed results correlates reasonably well with
the locus derived from measured data. Although the
determination of the locus requires some cr:terion
for finding the axis of the core, which may be a as

non-trivial matter for "burst" vortices, while - -0.

also the notion of decomposing the velocity in an- .
axial and a circumferential component is not real-, "
ly relevant for parts of the flow field not close
to the vortex core, the locus provides some mea&
sure of the structural change of the vortex core
near breakdown.

For all of above pseudo-time marching Euler meth-
ode the non-converged ('unsteady*) solutions are , ,
physically meaningless and often large errors in
total pressure (losses and gains) appear, not only '*, ,
in the flow field but also on the upper surface of onl I.

the configuration. It appears also that as far as

the onset of vortex breakdown in converged Euler 0
solutions is concerned quite often observed simi-
larities between experimental findings and compu-
tational results of Euler methods are spurious nu-
merical effects associated with the particular
discretization used. It is not uncommon that com- a) M. - 0.10, o - 10 deg b) K. - 0.85. - 10 deg
pared with experiments "vortex breakdown" occurs GRID: . 1M POTNTS GRID: - 285K POINTS
at too high an incidence on relatively coarse
meshes and prematurely 6n fine meshes. This means Fig. 36 Euler soluLion for 65-deg cropped delta win&
that detailad studies of the influence on the Rizzi, Ref. 174
Euler solution of grid characteristics such as
lay-out, density, stretching, skewness and aspect 5.8. Euler methods and smooth-surface senarerton
ratio in the vortical flow region, is a prerequi- For highly-swept wings at incidence the primary
site for further progress in the understanding of source of the vorticity in the flow field is the
the phenomenon as well as in its prediction, shear of the velocity vector across the separation

line, not the boundary layer approaching the sepa-
Also developing models for the viscous vortex ration line. However, the location of the separa-
cores (e.g. Powell et al., Refs. 161, 162) is of tion line is determined by viscous effects. In the
practical interest to help in unraveling the me- case of a shae leading edge the geometrical sin-
chanisma involved. Similar to what Luckring (Rsf. gularity fixes the separation at the edge all
100) did for'a potehitiil-flow method, it is along the leading edje, in reality as well as in
worthwhile to investigate the feasibility to the Euler solution. In the latter case through the
incorporate a viscous-core model into an Euler numerical dissioation due tI the explicitly added

method. Lee & Brandt (Refs. 182, 183) have terms, the solution algorithm, grid characteriz-
attempted to embed a simple viscous-core model in tics, implementation of the b6undary conditions,
a Jameson-type Euler method. The viscous-core etc.. In the case of a ron leading edge near the

model is derived-from,the NaviervStokes equations edge the gradients. and iccordingly the numerical
for steady, incompressible,-axisymmetric and dissipation, in the Euler solution will be large,
laminar flow-in a slender vortex core. The sometimes so large that the fl6w separates at or
solution in the core is formulated employing, in close t6 the edge. 'The-resultingvortical flow

axial direction similar, velociy ,profiles for the pattern dependa strongly on the-location of the
axial and circumferential-velocity components, -oint at which the sepiration - tarts and the part-
allowing the equations to be integrated - - span voifet Negifii t6build-up-initrength. -This
algebraically. The coupling is'acComplished by ioies- •ithat sepiratihn-fo6i r6und leading-edges
adding a source of momentum,l directed along the may occur ii Euler- •olutidns but in a'manier de-
axis of the core, to the momentum and energy equa- pendent on &6erical disaipition and in general
tions::Duiingthe iteratioaproceissthe Eullai so. different-fr6m reality whiee sgpaatio-1idi~sdeter-

"lutidh iivtfse coreiregion itupdated!regularly. mined by ti ifk i6f- y -
Results obtainid-foria tsumber-of.delta wings at- 4- -

-low- speed ona rather• coarseH;60- ype of-grid-with There have been several applicatiors of Euler l-½
an tr 300001points show- that withbut~thie viscouts- m thod i odnouMddjeab'ighiy' swaej~ving5It-ir~ci-

- corme'odel: thetonsatvof "vortex breakdownm-is~pr6. d_ ei i£ neral-te measure ofsuccess dependent '- . - -"•::- ~ ~dite~d-tt~aý.too~high,•tn;-,donc6 whileWit, h .~ whilewith-?the ogti edigeg 0iunnd';tia-grid chracit 41
n model-thevpredictibn°oft hea•upstream Progress of as idi Eijisciilly at rlner'Kcehnimbers were •the 6

'5Z ~k reiarkably accordance-with ejxperimentalVdata. ,i•pa ioniltso-large, (e-g -see'gection 2 7.and ... --
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data is not possible. As an example consider the Marconi applies the Kutta-type of conditions to a
result of Rizzi (Ref. 184) for the 65-deg number of flat-plate delta wings with leading-edgeround-edged cropped delta wing, which sharp-edged separation in conical supersonic flow. demonstrat-

counterpart was considered in section 5.5, at a ing that vorticity is generated at the prescribed
relatively low incidence of 10 deg. The comparison location and subsequently captured in the Euler
of computed and measured spanwise surface pressure solution as a free shear layer rolling up into a
distributions is reproduced in Fig. 36. The Euler second vortex. Correlation with experiment is
solution shown in Fig. 36a is obtained for 4. - greatly improved. However, not unlike described
0.1 on a fine mesh with about one million grid for the attempt to model secondary separation in
points. Analysis of the computed and measured (K. potential flow (see section 4.4 and Fig. 13), the
- 0.4) pressure distributions revealt that in the surface pressure distribution underneath the sec-
experiment the primary flow separation occurs near ondary separation is higher than found in experi-
the station at x/cR - 0.8, while in the Euler so- menta. This discrepancy is attributed to viscous
lution the flow is already separated at the x/cA - effects, such as in the boundary layer underneath
0.3 station, resulting in large discrepancies be- the secondary vortex. In Ref. 187 this same mo-
tween theory and experiment. These cannot be ex- del is used in a space-marching Euler method to
plained in terms of the difference in the Mach predict the three-dimensional supersonic flow over
number since at lower Mach numbers experiments simple missile-type bodies, now prescribing both
generally show the primary separation to start at primary and secondary separation lines. The re-
stations even further downstream, suits for the primary vortex are satisfactory,
At higher Mach numbers where the flow separates those for the secondary separation region are sim-
earlier, the correlation might be better. This is ilar to above less satisfactory, again attributed
demonstrated in Fig. 36b for M. - 0.85 and the to dominating viscous effects.
same incidence of 10 deg. On the grid with about
285,000 points the flow separates just downstream In the model of Smith and Marconi the conditions
of the x/c 5 - 0.3 station, in the experiment just applied on the surface at the separation line are
upstream of this station. derived from the properties, i.e. the jumps in the

flow variables, of a tangentially (in the case of
As far as secondary separation is concerned it is isentropic flow) separating vortex sheet. Kwong &
noted that on the surface underneath the leading- Hyring (Ref. 188) propose a similar model for a
edge vortex generally the gradients (along stream- finite-volume time-marching three-dimensional
lines) in the flow quantities are much smaller Euler method. Their model involves the choice of
than near the round leading edge. This implies four parameters with which the direction of the
that *secondary separation* usually does not occur velocity on either side of the separation line
in Euler solutions. This implies that, though typ- have to be specified. Applications sofar for
ically integrated forces and moments are in satis- rather coarse meshes only show promising results,
factory agreement with experimental data, pre- though having to specify four paramet--s, possiblyf dicted spanwise upper-surface pressure distribu- varying along the separation line, mi. t introduce
tions have higher suction peaks too far inboard arbitrariness and turn out to be impractical.
and no plateau region characteristic for secondary
separation. Lee & Brandt (Refa. 163, 182), employing a

Jameson-type of Euler method, account for the
It has to be concluded that Euler methods are in- viscous boundary layer on the wing. Using simple
adequate to capture-consistently separation of the formulae from the theory for incompressible
flow at geometrically siooth parts of the surface,, turbulent flat-plate boundary layers, a shear
in particular: stress directed along the surface velocity vector
- secondary separation on sharp- or round-edged is added as a source term to the momentum and

configurations, and energy equations. The effect of the shear-layer
- primary (often part-span) separation on round- thickness is simulated by modifying the usual way

edged configurations, of extrapolation to find the surface pressure.
Although no detailed comparison with experimental

It might be of practical importance to extend the data is carried out it is suggested that for the
capability of Euler methods by a model for these 65-deg cropped delta wing with round leading edgesphenomena such that also the effects of smooth- improved results are obtained, including both
surface separation are captured. Fox such a model primary and secondary separation.
incorporated in an Euler method, the location of
the smooth-surface separation,lines on the surface•.• of the configuration have •to be prescribed, i.e.

have to be obtained from experiments, empirical 6. NAVIER-STOKES METHODS
correlations or otherwise. The primary objective
is to obtain withasuch an augmented Euler method 6.1. Bcflg d
an aerodynamic tool with ,an improved modeling ca- An Euler method is not the suitable method for
pability for which the computer requirements are high-Reynolds-number flows with extensive regions
affordable and the turn-around times practical of rotation originating from massive boundary-enough for routine application in an design envir- layer separation on smooth partseof the configure-
onment. Such a/method bypasses the computational tion surface., In 'these cases there exists a close
issues, typical for Navier-Stokes methods, which coupling betweenthe ,strength~and the'location ofare associated with-the small length scales char- the leeward vortical flow and'the position of the
acteristicof Viscous phenomena 'such as high-Ray- viscous layer separation-lines on~the•'surface of
nolda-number boundary layers. However',.because of the configuration, which.has precluded consistent,
the empiricism required.as well as 'the assumptions let alone accurate, predictions of ,the high-angle-
that boundary And freeýsbear layers remain thin, of-attack flows withEuler'methodse This is also•" ••, ••:.no reciiculatig-lr•-£ regions *occur, -etd., ýtha the case •vhaný,regions with-recirculating flow-and
augmented viethod~can be viewed upon as being com- other !closed-type! .of£ separation phenomeina ap-

plementoary to, rather -than as an 'alterniative for, pear, 'possibly'whenvortex breakdown oicurs and in
a Navier-Stokes method& ' .- "' general when-frictional forces.ha e to,,bi.account-

~ ~'.. '~. ~adefor.-
There- have ~been -attempts toincoiporate-imooth- C mitatiof.al-;eth6diýtatiakethe triii-viicotis

Marconi ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~s cRf 28)peetdAsot-ufc " itl'eorrec'tly 411 -f'above fovphejiomena;.-In
separatio mdl'based on the work of:1mithv (Ref. prcie~fo i~iinCapability-is;'liiited -by " Ti'-
186), or secondary ,sparation. In R6f" .163 - the grld resoluion XeaibIeofurzent. computers;I0fll
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and by the lack of adequate turbulence and transi- resolved primary Aad secondary vortex, very much
tion models. resemblingýthe vapour-screen visualization of
Navier-Stokes'methods have been developed for Miller &-Wood (Ref. 8). Also the computed spanwise
three-dimensiona flow as well as for conical surface pressure distribution is in good agreement
flo. The latter case relates to the supersonic with experimental data for a range of incidences.
flow about a conical geometry. In inviscid flow It is demonstrated that the results of the method
the assumption that then the flow does not depend run in conical mode and those of the method run in
on the streamwise coordinate (i.e. is conical), is 3D mode on a grid with 20 planes of the same
exact for supersonic flow, and approximate for cross-flow-plane grid point density and distribu-
subsonic flow about slender conical configure- tion (- 226K points in total) are in close agree-
tions. For viscous flow the streamwise coordinate ment. up to 20 deg incidence. In Ref. 191 the
cannot be eliminated from the viscous terms, which conical flow computations are extended to other
leads to the notion of "locally conically" flow in flow conditions and sweep angles. Furthermore the
which the Reynolds number determines the location laminar flow results are compared with results of
of the cross-flow plane (or intersection with a Powell's (Ref. 139) Jameson's type Euler method
sphere centered at the apex). The assumption of (on a different grid). It is demonstrated that the
conical similarity reduces the 3D problem to a 2D Navier-Stokes method captures both the primary and
problem in the cross-flow plane. Note that in case the secondary vortex, while the Euler method cap-
of viscous flow the method does not properly ac- tures just the primary vortex. At the relatively
count for the upstream influence of the flow, in- high Mach numbet chosen (2.8) for the comparison
stead it is assumed that the flow at an infinites- the differences in the surface-C. distributions
imally small distance upstream is conically simi- are only small. Also compared are results of the
lar. which might be a valid approximation for vis- laminar thin-layer Navier-Stokes method with re-
cous flows that vary slowly in streamwise direc- sults of the method extended to solve the thin-
tion. However, the computational expense of run- layer Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations
ning a conical-flow method is a fraction of that for turbulent flow employing the Baldwin & Lomax
of a fully 3D method. For solving the conical flow (Ref. 60) turbulence model as modified for exten-
problem two ways can be followed. The first one is sive cross-flow separation by Degani & Schiff
to introduce the conical similarity directly into (Ref. 63). This comparison does show some signifi-
the governing equations and boundary conditions cant differences in the flow field, not in the
and reformulate them in terms of cross-flow coor- surface C. distribution.
dinates, resulting in source terms in the equa- In Ref. 192 the method is used to investigate
tions. The second possibility is to employ a 3D computationally the onset of primary separation on
method on a single array of volumes obtained by round-edged-65-deg-delta'wings for the case of su-
linearly scaling a cross-flow plane grid towards a personic (K. - 1.6) conical laminar and turbulent
second cross-flow plane. At each iteration of the flow for incidences between 0 and 8 deg. Employing
solution procedure the inflow conditions are up- a 0-type grid with 93 points in normal and 121
dated with the results of the previous iteration, points along the cross-section it is shown that
yielding a conical solution, for turbulent flow increasing the leading-edge ra-
Especially for the high-speed flow about missile dius delays the primary separation. The effect of
configurations there exists a rich history of increasing the Reynolds number from 1 to 5 million
numerical flow simulation employing some for this has not much effect on the primary separation but
type of flow appropriate form of the Navier-Stokes moves secondary separation in outboard direction.
equations (e.g. see Ref. 189 for a survey). For Re. - 1M it is shown that for a~given wing and
Here the emphasis is on subsonic and transonic fixed incidence the flow pattern may change from
flow about wings and bodies, attached for turbulent flow to separated for lami-
In the present paper the flow about relatively nat flow, while separated turbulent flow always
simple, generic, configurations is considered, corresponds with separated laminar flow. In gener-
Luckring (Ref. 56) paper includes a survey of al cases with attached flow converged better than
Navier-Stokes computations for the flow about cases with separated flow. For laminar separated
complex configurations, flow "unsteadiness" in the solution could be elim-

inated by changing to a constant time step in the
6.2. Leading-edge vortex flow region encompassing the viscous layer, which also
Several numerical simulations of leading-edge vor- improved the convergence history dramatically. For
tex flow using Navier-Stokes methods have been re- turbulent separated~flow much more severe "un-
ported. Distinction can be made between implicit steadiness*, in the region between the primary
and explicit methods. The implicit methods to some vortex and the leading edge, could not be elimi-
extent avoid the CFL-condition time step restric- nated and convergence is only marginal. It is con-
tion when fine grids are to be used to resolve the jectured that this problem is due to the interac-
viscous layers. In the next sections results of a tion of secondary sepiration'with the turbulence
number of implicit and explicit methods will be modal, specifically the determination of the I
discussed. length scale inthe region wheie the separating

6.21 mshear layer forms within the boundary -layar.
S6.2.1. UI&mleitethods •In Ref. 193'thalmethod, with multi-grid-imple-
The method developed.by Tho.g, Newsome and others mented to seed u con ergence, Is applied to the
solves the .thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations for low-speed laninar-flow over the sharo:edyed-76zdee I• • unstead~~y; three-dimaensional conmressible laninar eawi o tal(e.20:h 6uinob

Sflow. It is a-finite~volt-ke~method employing an reined on a'HýO - ype-!irid with - 545K -pdints 'for

"upwindz(first flux-vector, later fluxzdifference Ho - 0'3,- Rei •--O095K'andý.- 20;5"deg revealsas f
splitting) scheme for the corfvective-fluxes. a- wellzdevel•ped'primary vortex and a relativelyý
central-difference 'sdheissfor the viscoutsi terms large siecondary 'vo6tex almost entirely euisedded, in
andaan impliciti.time -fntegration with 'elaxation a thick leading'e. shear layer-(eeeFig. '37, ia-
in,astreamwise' andtapprokimate factoftiation ini- produced from Rif--.193). •The computed-surface'
cross-flow.planes; Local timehstepping .is used 'to pressurie dist-ributiodsinremasooble agreement
speed up Convirgence i-eo-,steady -state. ,ýIn the -meth- with ex'periientraldita, ,with soimediscrepancies in
od~artificial dizsipaiioh te-ioas =" 'not ireqiiied." the secondaryj separation region close to the -'. -

In Ref. 190 the meihod is applied to the conit' leadinig edge. Grid refinement studies Indicated -. '

cal~as-'well';as' the"3'lwa~tafaj2 htte~eo od~ouldrcino~te

tion tan ýan0-tyi~d t~5~oniciiifr tay ubetto'i-e~radii~et
entially :and-75'poiikt-ýýiorally~:i,-fiireaa~i~welIz roverse a-il lv'i~idit-n~b~t~ls~'
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companying extensive secondary "oparation. Inter-
f kestingly it is also shown that introduction of the

' •Prdmry vali$ thin-layer approximAtion gave almost identical re-
nsudts9 albeit with smatll (2t) saving in colput-
aprg time. Computir. i ns at i nuidsnces up to 40 dog
bincidence resulted Into steady-state solutions
dwith for incid(nces above 32 5 deg a bubble-typeS~of "vortex breakdown* with reversed flow, In Refs. 197

• Tt~it;•iand 198 the investigation with the thin-layer

S~approximation is continued using different grids,

Sewayvre but with very similar results. Also including the
•+ Seentyv~exBaldwin & Lomax (Ref. 60) turbulence model as mo.

dified for extensive cross-flow separation by
Degani & Schiff (Ref. 63) in this formulation did

76-dOg THIN DELTA WING not improve the correlation with experiment.54 76dgT IN , DELT ý NR
GRID - 545K POINTS Aex In Refs. 198 and 199 the method is applied to

,•the thin round-edeed 80/60-der doubleg-del-ra VI
Fig. 37 Navier-Stokes solution, laminar flow, of Brennenstuhl (Refs. 41, 42). The Reynolds

M..-03a 205egRe- of51 Benum er u rondedefs 41,/6 2).de e Reynol-dsI~i~& ~ t- 0.3, a - 20.5 deg, Re. - 0.95H number was 1.3H. On the H-0 type of grid witht
Thomas. Ref. 193 531K points the laminar-flow solution for 12 deg

In Ref. 194 the method is applied to the low- incidence does show the strake vortex, but not
speed laminar flow about a sharp-edged 75-deg del- much of the wing vortex or the secondary
ta wing, using a grid-embedding technique. In this separation. In Ref. 200 this case is considered
technique the (structured) H-0 type grid is en- for a range of incidences using a H-0 type grid
riched in those regions of the flow where large with - 850K grid points. Steady solutions could
gradients are expected. The basis grid consists of only be obtained for incidences below 25 deg.
37 cross-flow planes, each with 65 x 65 points. Although this grid is not refined in the vortical-
From the apex to the trailing edge the grid is flow region the merging process of the strake and

doubled in all three directions in a region about the wing vortex is resolved more or less in
75% of the way circus'erentially around the lead- accordance with experimental observation. However,
ing edge, with a second doubling in the two cross- details like the total-pressure loss at the center
flow-plane directions in the region around the of the two vortex cores and the pressure suction
vortex. The effective grid density amounts to a peaks on the upper surface of the wing are
grid with nearly 5 million grid points. It is predicted at lower levels than found in the
shown that for K. - 0.3, Re. - 0.511 and a - 20.5 experiment. These differences are attributed to
deg the solution in the leading edge vortex core too low grid density in the flow field and to
improves considerably. The peak value of the laminar/turbulent transition effects not modeled
streamwise velocity increases from 1.5 to 1,85 and in the numerical simulation. On a coarser mesh
2.0 for successive grid enrichments, while in the with - 225K points the solution remained "steady'
experiment a peak value of 3.1 was measured, and is reported to feature a bubble-type of

"vortex breakdown" including a region with
The method developed by Hartwich. Hsu and Liu reversed axial flow.
solves the Navier-Stokes equations, in artificial Further results for this case and for other plan-
compressibility formulation, for three-dimension- forms have been reported in Refs. 201 and 202.
al, unsteady, incon2ressible laminar flow. The
method employs an algorithm with an upwind TVD- Eg=, Kutler and Schiff developed a method that
like finite-difference scheme for the inviscid solves the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations forSfluxes, central-differences for the viscous fluxes three-dimensional unsteady congressible laminar

and an implicit time-integration procedure (with flow. The algorithm employs central differences
local-time stepping). In the method Approximate. for both convective and viscous terms in combina-
Factorization (AF)' is employed in cross-flow tion with an implicit time-integration scheme with
planes and Gauss-Seidel relaxation in chordwise an LU-ADI factorization adaptation of the Beam-
direction. No artificial dissipation terms are re- Warming (Ref. 112) method. A mix of nonlinear
quired for numerical stability. Later the method second- and fourth-order artificial dissipation
was extended to the solve the thin-layer (Rey- terms is added to ensure stability.
nolds-averiged) Navier-Scokes equations for lami- FuJii & Kutler (Ref. 203) simulate the laminar
nar (turbulent) flow. flow about thick rounded and blunted delta-wings
In Ref. 195 the method is applied to the uharxp as well as, strake-wing configurations at M. - 0.5.
edeed 76/60-dee double-delis wine of Verhaagen At the leading edge pressure spikes occur similar

- (Ref. 23). The Reynolds, number was 1.4M. Results to those that show up in the results of finite-
obtained on a H-0 type grid with - 531K points for difference methods for solving Euler's equatiois.,
the case 20 deg incidence indicate thai the strake These again indicate that the flow, is attached at
vortex is rather diffuse, the wing vortex is not the leading edge and separates a short distance
resolved at all, upper-surface suction peaks are inboard of'the leading,edge. In general this re-
too low and too fai outboiid while the secondary sults in a weaker vortex than in case the flow
separation is very shallow. This is th6igkht to be separates at the edge. Although laminar flow was
due to a too coarsi'grid it the vorticil flow re- assumed, there is no sign of any secondary separa.
gion and the upwind icheme (at that time still tion so dominantly present in laminar-flow experi-
fijit-oreir bio--TVD)' )havifig too •iich numerical ments. In Ref.- 204 the method is applied to the
"dampiiig. I ir• -g-.i upw'nd schema to a higher- 80/60-dee. round-edred .thin double-delta discussed

"""der .TD-lilke' ssh•& •iroiea the raelts sub- above. Using also a e-Otype of~grid, with - 853K
stantiallý, th6ugh r's.eon~dry ieparation is points, thesblution is obtainedat M. - 0:3 for
"still n6i iesoliedjsufficiently and 'utchtoo far Re. -'1.3M at a& numberv of incidences; At- the
ou~ticaid,, indiostiat thill dcheme has higher Incidences flow •insteadiness was observed
still -,oo uhdsiltjnTiisi is- ilio th'& deise so that- a conistant, time step was used in all coo-
for Hmel,'s (ef.-20) 76;'dej sai'edjedeltis ' putatib'ni. For 12 dog ificidisicethe merging of the
wing at 20.5 d'ag incidence and Re. -' zo0gcouild- staike and the wing vortex is well simulated, al-
eiied ii Re'f. 196. Thiis"iompuiatibon wias•I1-rii~d though reportedly the upper-surface suction peaks

i- o-ut 'o'n `s-ii H-;6 tj'e krd 'Aa b- 370K-Pioints, -ppar- areý under ` edicted and the secondary separation
,17 io afifffiiiini'6io-' is 'too far outboard indicative for a fo6.weak
-pctI'Ieading-e-yvrtex ad masocihad wiUti it a leadiig-edge'vbo ex system. At 30 deg incidence
-s'achtory 'heighpt of theiat tio eiki and - b Vq breakdown", withreversed
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I .flow, occurs. Computations on much coarser grids In Refs. 210 and 211 Webster & Shang discuss
revealed no vortex breakdown. At 35 deg incidence several aspects of the application of (approxi-

a spiralmtypa of vortex breakdown' occurred with mately-factorized implicit Beam-Warming (Ref. 112)

small regions with recirculating flow and increas- algorithm, central-difference) Navier-$tokes
ed unsteadinesss The same code but with the vis- methods to the supersoLn flo around a thi"

cous terms switched off was also run on the same sharp-edged 75-dee-delta wine with subsonic lead-

grid. This Euler solution showed for the present ing edges. For H. - 1.95 and Re. - 4.48H the flow

round-edged configuration much weaker vortical is considered at 10, 20 and 30 deg incidence.
flow with, lift coefficients lower than those of Most comparisons were carried out for the 20 deg
the Navier-Stokes solution. In an attempt to im- case on a H-H type grid'witho512K points. It turn.

prove the accuracy of the numerical simulation ed out that there are only minor differences be-

Ref. 205 considers a zonal method with overlap- tween results of the thin-layer laminar method,
ping zones of different grid densities. In Ref. those of the thii-layer turbulent (Baldwin &
206 results of an upwind version of above Lomax) method, as well as those of the full
method are presented, together with a comparison Navier-Stokes method. Also doubling the number of
of results of the upwind and the central- grid points to - 1N did not result in essential
difference method. This indicates that the upwind differences. For the case of 30 deg incidence the
scheme is less dissipative than the central laminar solution of both the thin-layer and the
scheme. full Navier-Stokes method revealed an embedded re-

verse flow region, surprisingly not in the primary
Ekaterinaris & Schif (Ref. 207) investigated vortex core but in the region of the secondary
several aspects of simulating the flow about the vortex core. Per iteration and time step the full
sharp-edged 75-des delta wine of KJelgaard & Navier-Stokes method is about 30% more expensive
Sellers (Ref. 24) with the unsteady three-dimen- in CPU time than the thin-layer method.
sional compressible laminar Navier-Stokes equa- In Ref. 212 the above laminar full Navier-
tions in the thin-layer approximation. Use is made Stokes method is applied to the low-speed (M. -
of Fujii's (Ref. 204) central-difference implicit 0.2, Re. - 0.9H) flow about the sharp-edeed 76-dee
method end of Steger & Schiff's (e.g. Ref. 208) da1wnx of Hummel (Ref. 20) at 20.5 deg inci-
implicit partially upwind method in which for the dence. On an H-H type of grid with - 435K point.s
inviscid fluxes flux-vector splitting is applied the solution is steady but shows only fair agree-
in chordwise and central differences in cross-flow ment with experiment, especially in the secondary
planes. The viscous fluxes are centrally differ- separation region. For the same type of grid with
enced. Artificial dissipation terms are added for increased resolution in normal and spanwise direc-
numerical stability. Considered are an 0-0 and a tion and a total of - 1M points the (temporal in-
H-0 type of grid with - 823K points-in single- accurate) solution did not reach a steady state.
block as well in multi-block ("zonal*) mode. Also The resulting flow field features a leading-edge
the Chimera scheme of cverlapping ("embedded') shear-layer with small-scale structures conjectur-
grids was used to preserve the grid resolution in ed to be due to a Kelvin-Helmholtz type of insta-
the leeward vortical flow structure but to reduce bility. However, the small-scale structures appear
the number of grid points in less critical areas, close to the leading edge, i.e. in that part of
Results were obtained for M. - 0.3, Re% - 1M and the shear layer that is most changing in strength
incidences of 20.5, 32 and 40 deg. At 20.5 deg a (stretching) and most curved, and not In the least
good agreement with experimental data is obtained curved part of the shear layer like observed ex-
using the upwind method on the single-block fine perimentally by Payne at al. (Ref. 37).
grid, though there are discrepancies in the sec-
ondary-separation region. For this condition the
effect of grid density, grid topology, zonal and
embedded grids as well as numerical scheme were 6.2.2. Explicit methods
investigated. The study into the effect of the As early as 1983 Krause, Shi & Hartwich (Ref.
;rid density emphasized the need for adequate res- 213) reported on results of an explicit finite-
olution in the direction normal to the wing upper diffcrence Navier-Stokes method for three-dimen-
surface. Grid topology had a slight, multi-block- sional incompressible flow, formulated in terms of
ing had little, and grid reduction through embed- Cartesian coordinates. It concerned a flat-plate
ding had some effect on the solution. As far as delta wing of unit aspect ratio at 15 deg inci-
the numerical algorithm is concerned it appeared dence. It was found that in the numerical simula-
that the central-difference method resulted in a tion the influence of the Reynolds number on the
smaller secondary separation located further out- development of the leading-edge vortex is negli-
board. At the higher incidences of 32.5 and 40 deg gible. It is also indicated that the effect the
steady solutions were obtained with a bubble-type truncation errors associated with the finite-dif-
of vortex breakdown with reversed flow. ference scheme for inviscid flow already introduce
Further study in Ref. 209 using the upwind an (artificial) vorticity production term in
method with the Baldwin & Lomax (Ref. 60) turbu- otherwise irrotational flow. However. on the rela-
lance modal as modified by Degani & Schiff (Ref. tively coarse grids used a secondary vortex did
63) showed no major influence of the turbulence at not develop.

-' • 20;5 deg angle of attack. an unexpectedly slight
shift of the secondary separation in outboard di- Riz cta- Jbnr (Ref. 214) compare results of
rection and not much of an increase In the height an Euler and a Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
of the upper surface suction peak. As far as the method based on MacCbrmack's -(Ref. 111) time-

solutions.,at higher incidences is concerned there dependent, :eitlicit, two-step ipredjctor-corrector,
appears .to be an affect of the inclusion of the- central-difference scheme. The methods are applied
turbulence modelingon the "locaption-and extent, of to a.hariR-edge 2-d d-de. •estig. withisubsonic
the vortek breakdown region.. -Above -50 , -inci- leading edges ii thriizdimreionsl- supersonic flow
dence vortex breakdown changes from-bubble- -into a ( 19, -ofdei) on one and the same of H
spiral-type-and.the solution-becomes unsteady. typecof gzfd:with juist 5 points` Comparso

3• f ;•:• Also considered:is the influence of the -sveep the Euler af•d th'a (lamijiar) Navier Stokes results
ankle on the :solution~by-considering tehiincate tI ueceo eodr eaain

J sharp-edged wing ofSchrader at al;--(Ref. 54), emedded within the viscous 3*yer. inthe Navier-"- - - "-, S.ok -ol- • •It• is'•also s•ow th'at theize

- - - -) .. . and, o pri eorx is not iaf-

-- t fnc Idail xpch d: t2~& incfvei, ofothe vicourste rms, .

us --ie'd efjixitivet conclusions could ,not-be" drawn•'--,-
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Wfafiller & Rlzzi extended Rizzi's Euler method (ex- -.2 I
plicit Runge'Kutta with local time-stepping, cen- ,..
tral-difference finite-volume. added artificial I I W
dissipation terms) to a method solving the time- .0 1 1 • I
dependent laminar Navier-Stokes equations. .9
In Ref. 215 the method is applied to the round-
edeed-65-devf croeeed delta wing for the flow con- .-

dition N. - 0.85, a - 10 deg, Re. - 2.38M for . " V!
which experiments indicate primary separation
along almost the whole span. Employing an 0-0 type
grid with only - 53K points, the numerical solu- .,
tion also appears to feature primary separation . .4 .4 ,.. .2 A .9 .6 .3 .2 .1 0 .2 * .'
along most of the leading edge, but the suction 's
peak underneath the resulting primary vortex is
too low and the secondary separation is absent or __
very shallow. In Refs. 216 and 217 the same Transition 0%case is considered on a much finer (- 410K point)
&rid, for which convergence is degraded remarkably
but which gives a much better resolution of the
primary vortex and of the secondary separation.
Compared to an earlier ruler solution (on grid
with 1M points) correlation of computed and mea- V EXPERIMENT
sured surface pressure distributions is also much V EHE T( -T
improved, but there remain relatively large dis- Transition 2.5%
crepancies in the region of the secondary separa-
tion where further vortices appear in the numeri- ,.2
cal simulation.
Comparison of the Navier-Stokes solution with an ..
Euler solution on a similar (- 300K point) grid .8
with about the same density along the surface but 6 /
coarser in normal direction can be found in Ref. 6

218. ..

Development of a Navier-Stokes method starting -
from an Euler method has been carried out at sev-
eral other places. For instance Wi et al. (Ref. -- .17 3) developed .a mthod for th ree-d imns ional "" 1 ., ...... . 4. 9 0 .. . 0. ...2 . 8
viscous flow starting from their on Jameson's " 2.s" .. .2 * ".

time-explicit, spatial central-difference finite- X 0.a x/0 c 0.6 x/c- 0.8
volume scheme based TEAM code. This method can INFLUENCE OF TRANSITION LOCATIONsolve for laminar flow or for turbulent flow. Inthlvefor latte arflowor casefeRey ol ra Narbu e r- f65-deg CROPPED DELTA-WING/BODY CONFICUR\TION, ROUND L.E.the latter case the Reynolds-averaged Navier- GRID - 214 POINTS
Stokes equations are solved with the usual Baldwin G P
& Lomax turbulence model or with some other more Fig. 39 Navier-Stokes solution, laminar/turbulent flow,,
sophisticated models. - 0.85. a - 10 deg Re. -SiclarL et al. (Ref. 219) describe a (cell-ver- Hilgensto;k, Ref. 220

tax) finite-volume method for solving both the
time-dependent Euler and (laminar) Navier-Stokes
equations for conical flow. The scheme used em- In the (full) Reynolds-avergd Navler-Stokes
ploys explicit Runge-Kutta time integration and method of ileenstock (Ref. 220) a finite-vol-
central differences to spatially discretize the ume cell-centered central-difference scheme is

inviscid and the viscous fluxes. The usual arti- used together with a four-stage Runge-Kutta proce-

ficial dissipation terms are added for stability. dure for time integration. The multi-block method

Hultigrid is used to speed up convergence. employs an algebraic turbulence model based on

Also KAD~J, et al. (Ref. 164) report ott the devel- that of Baldwin and Lomax (Ref. 60) and includes

opment of a Jameson type explicit, central-differ- the modifications for separated flow proposed by

ence Euler and (laminar) Navier-Stokes method for Degani and Schiff (Ref. 63). The method is applied

conical as well as three-dimensioral flow. to the 65-deg crooned delta wing configuration of
the "International Vortex Flow Experiment' (Ref.

V EXPERIMENT (NIR-HST) 56) for the flow condition M. - 0.85, a - 10 deg.
•-- THEORY (WING AfLON) For the case of the sharp leading edge, employinga H-H type of multi-block grid with - 770K points,,

2 the computed surface pressure distribution for
.. turbulent flow at Re. - 9M correlates satisfactor-. ily with the meiasuied data '(Fig. 38, reproduced

"from Ref. 220). The discrepancies on the lower
s ' surface are due t6 Wihe" isision of the untderwing

- fuselage/sting in this ýcoput•ation. The in suan;
wise direction H-tyia of grid is 'near the apex too

.2 -2 4C coarse to ritl~ the 'flow accuratily 6rithse for-;
ward part of the uipper 'wfng surface (sea x/ci -

3 0.3). On ihi'afi pairt of the wing both the posi-

• ".8 . e., .2 .# . .3 j E.* .2,-., .9 1.4 suction peak is ,poediLtid veW' well.' iowe~ve, in -

0C, -03 0.6 -/c - oio r tsepiar.f :eso ,ation is slightly 66.

SPANWISE P1IESSUREZ DISTRIBUTION fa nbii~ lis nT ,sz e se ondar
.65-de g ,G R PPED--'.*DELTA . , SHARP . . . ty.. . . . e .de.nc. .by', ii

GRI. -770 DETAIIM SHI~PL.E~ wiftiruore pronounced secon'sciM - -pa k b -hiRI,-70 POINTS - - rs-fo PFig. 38 Naiiie'r~tokii si6litiion. i~ruieiiint flow, cniuaii a i badkd
llgiitck sfd20 ~ -'.an.£r t mere demanding cs-e it -•turid

N. M,
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out that for a given user-specified location of Uniqueness is assessed by starting the solutionl • il•the transition location the solution for Re. -procedure with the free stream at a slight (2 deg)

4.5M is almost identical to the one for Re. - 9H. side slip, returning to zero side-slip after a
However, the solution proved to be rather sensi- number of iterations, which as reported results in

tive to the choice of the transition location, as the same asymmetric solution but at lower compute-
is shown in Fig. 39 for Re. - 9M, also reproduced tional expense.
from Ref. 220. Unfortunately for the present flow Although, as shown in Fig. 40, the vortical struc-

condition the precise transition location has not ture in the near field is rather asymmetric the
been recoided in the experiment. Apparently the location of the starboard and port-side primary
best computational results are obtained for the separation points is almost symmetric.
case in which the -primary separation is laminar. This contributes to the conjecture that the asym-
For the latter case the agreement of theory and metry may be an inviscid-flow feature and provides
experiment is excellent on the lover wing surface prospects for the inviscid flow computations with
but requires still some improvement on the upper user-specified peparation lines (e.g. see Fig. 16
wing surface, for the VORSBA potential-flow solution for the

case o/6 - 3). In the symmetric solution shown in
6.3. Slender-body vortex flow Fig. 40 (for a/6 - 4) three centers of roll-up ap-
The flow about slender smooth bodies like cones pear in each half plane: the primary vortex, the
and ogival bodies is dominated by flow separation counter-rotating secondary vortex and a third co-
at some separation line along part of its length, rotating vortex within the primary vortex layer.
in the cross-sections located near the shoulder of In the asymmetric solution one of the vortex sys-
the body. Besides the primary separation and the tems has the above described topology, the other
vortical flow pattern associated with it, is it one features just the primary vortex which has
the possible occurrence at higher incidences of moved away from the cone. This contradicts the
asymmetric flow patterns that has attracted much findings from the VORSBA computations. There it
attention. Though the latter may be inviscid in was conjectured that possibly the relatively long
nature, as has been indicated in the preceding free shear layer of the second vortex system might
chapters, primary separation is a viscous process become unstable and a co-rotating embedded vortex
which simulation requires Navier-Stokes methods, was expected to form.

At incidences above 25 deg the asymmetry of the
Siclari & Marconi (Ref. 221) present results of still steady solution is reduced and symmetry is
their explicit, central-difference method (Ref. recovered, which is also observed in experiment,
219) for solving the Navier-Stokes equations for though there the flow then becomes unsteady.
the supersonic laminar flow about a slender 5.fg In Ref. 222 the investigation into asymmetric
semi-vertex anale circular cone. The free-stream solutions is extended to other Mach numbers as
condition chosen is M. - 1.8 and Re. - O.lM, the well as to other cone angles and other cross-sec-

tional shapes. At higher Hach numbers the asymmet-
ry is reduced, conjectured to be due to diminished
communication between starboard and port side vor-

'a CROSS-FLOI4 STREAMLINES tex systems associated with the cross flow becom-

to ing supersonic. Also in accordance with experimen-
,•. tel evidence it is demonstrated that thinning the

circular cone to a cone with an elliptic cross-
section reduces the asymmetry, while adding a
small sharp-edged strake completely eliminated the

k 
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4" asymmbtry. It is also reported that the upwind im-
plicit method of Thomas (Ref. 193), run in conical
mode on a similar grid, produced the same steady
asymmetric solutions. However, in order to reduce
the residual to "machine-zero" the flux limiters

S" X 50;had to be turned off.
Z "Taftc= Finally three-dimensional flow computations are" CONVERGENCE HISTORY FOR ASYMMETRIC SOLUTION reported on for the case of the flow about a cone-

ogive-cylinder configuration. Taking the asymmet-
5-deg SEMI-VERTEX-ANGLE CONE nic conical solution as the solution at the start-
GRID 161x81 POINTS ing station, results are obtained of an implicit

marching (parabolized) Navier-Stokes method with
Fig. 0both cross-flow viscous terms retained. These re-

.- 1.8, o - 20 deg, Re. - O.IM sults indicate that the solution, computed on 26
Marconi & Siclari, Ref. 221 cross-flow planes with a 191 x 95 grid, remains

asymmetric and on the cylindrical part of the con-

grid contains 81 points in normal direction and 81 figuration evolves into a vortex-street type of
points on the half-circle in circumferential di- vortical flow pattern.
rection. It is shown that half-plane solutions Results similar to Siclari's have been reported by

with symmetry forced at the vertical plane feature Iandil at al. (Refs. 223, 224 and 225)

primary separation for incidences over 10 deg. using various implicit methods for laminar flow
On trhe full-plane grid without symmetry invoked including thin-layer, double-layer and full
the solution remained syinetkic up to about 12.5 Navier-Stokes methods employing upwind and central
deg incidence and becomes asymmetric aboveý this difference schemes. However, for the cases at
critical value. Fig. 40 reprodoices the result for higher incidences-unsteady asymmetric solutions
20 deg incidence. For this case the solution are reported.
started out iysisetric but afteir a 'aubstintial re-
duction ofthe residual asymmetry creeps into the Vats-& Thombas (Ref. 2- 26) compare"resulti of
s6lution iaid following an increase in the residual -two thin layer NavierzStokes methods, both using
the itiriitiobi pio~iscss ere owraanaya Baldwin & Lomax's turbulence model, applied to the,
metric ,s6oition. The latter is a, truly converged low--speed (4. - 0.4 Iii the 'calculations) turbulent
solution +iith •ie•rsdual which ould be held at flow over a 6-L-Polat~spbheioi&d (extensively mes-

aachine-zer'6* fori any number of further itera- sured'hbyMaLeir:at DLR)';avhigh;cincidence. One
.tions. Theconvergence historyjsu jijst tit above method is Vatsasi Jamesihfis psekeplicit central-
the riticai'incidence+•he ai trI Goli .......... .method exoii.ded ;t6 ...iNavier-Stokes'+ • +,++7.," • --+•.- + ~+. •+.+. +•+ +.•++ : ... . ... ++ . •+•, usr~bl, +ble thtaby'et, while the thes syle, quattri, chiiacunidsh difference Impiceth--d

usalw a setric 'soRltion siatleble. I~tatcS ,h'a~ O*ks o~Imp *''ý
upwind fu•x ife' c jitinm7a . The com-
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parison is carried out for a range of Reynolds where a the disturbance due to a jet could turn
numbers and incidences. For the C-0 type grid with the asymmetry on or off. This leads Degani and
~ 175k points it appears that the two approaches Schiff to the conjecture that in their numerical
give qualitatively similar results; often the dif- solution procedure the asymmetry is caused by a
ference between the two methods being smaller than convective type of instability growing in space
the difference between the experimental data and only, rather than an absolute type of instability
either of the two computational methods, growing both in space and time. For incidences ex-

ceeding 40 deg the flow around the cylindrical
Hartwich applies his implicit upwind flux-differ- part becomes unsteady and vortex shedding develops
ence splitting scheme (Ref. 198) for solving the as soon as for some finite time a small temporal
thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations to the f ow dibturbance is introduced.I about the 3.5 ealibre-tanaent-ogive! forebodv con-

figuration tested by Keener & Chapman (Ref. 49, 6.4. Vortex breakd
see also Fig. 5). The incompressible three- Employing viscous flow methods vortex cores in
dimensional turbulent flow at Re. - 0.8M is isolation or in tubes have been studied rather
simulated using the Baldwin & Lomax turbulence intensively, e.g. Hafez & Ahmad (Ref. 232). Liu
model with Degani & Schiff's modification and also &Henne (Ref. 233), Spell & Catski (Ref.
modified slightly different in the region of 234) and Krause & Liu (Ref. 235). In these
primary separation. numerical simulations of viscous flow both bubble-
Steady-state solutions are obtained on C-0 type and spiral-types of vortex breakdown have b'-n
grids with for the half-space calculations (Ref. found. However, it is not very clear how tube vor-
227) about 190K points with a refinement to tax flow is related to the flow in a three-dimen-
353K points, for the full-space calculations (Ref. sional leading-edge vortex.
228) about 375K points in some cases refined to The discussion in section 6.2 of results of
a grid of - 535K points. Solutions are'obtained Navier-Stokes methods for leading-edge vortex flow
for a variety of flow conditions, including cases already included cases with vortex breakdown. Here
with transitional flow. The numerical results show it is to be noted that though the mathematical mo-
a satisfactory agreement with experimental data. del used is more complete than the one of the
For 20 deg incidence the solution is symmetric, Euler methods, the grid densities used in the vor-
for both 30 and 40 deg the solution is asymmetric. tical flow region for calculations with Navier-
Modification of the axisymmetric geometry by de- Stokes methods is usually not much different from
forming the nose into an elliptic shape demon- the grid densities used for Euler computations.
strated that with this imperfection the symmetric This implies that in the vortex core the flow fee-
solution remained symmetric while the asymmetric tures captured by a Navier-Stokes method will not
solution could be biased to yield either positive differ much from the ones captured by an Euler
or negative side force, i.e. the flow could be method. Resolution of viscous-flow dominated fea-
controlled, by rolling the configuration. It is tures (if any) of importance for the process of
further reported that for the case of laminar flow (the onset of) vortex breakdown will require much
the solution also becomes asymmetric above 20 deg finer grids, both in the cross-flow plane and in
incidence, but then is unsteady, axial direction near the breakdown point, than

hitherto used. Also of importance in this respect
Also Deeani. Schif at al. study the simulation of is the way in which turbulence models are to be
viscous flow about slender smooth bodies. The flow implemented in vortex cores, a subject that has
is simulated-solving the thin-layer Navier-Stokes not received much attention at all.
equations for three-dimensional laminar or turbu-
lent time-dependent compressible flow using Stager
& Schiff's (Ref. 208) implicit, in streamwise di-
rection upwind and in cross-flow planes central- 7. ASSESSMENTS
difference scheme. Several aspects of the solu-
tions were considered; such as the influence of 7.1. Potential-flow methods
gridding, the effect of different turbulence ma- The main limitation of the potential-flow methods
dels, etc. (see Refs. 229 and 230). As far (i.e. panel methods) considered in the present
as the influence of the turbulence modal is con- survey is that they are based on a limited mathe-
cerned it is shown that for the low-speed flow matical model of the physics, i.e. the model gov-
about Neier's 6:1-.rolate spheroid the Baldwin & erned by the Prandtl-Glauert equation for linear-
Lomax model with degani & Schiff's modification ized sub-critical compressible potential flow, or
performs best or comparable with more sophisticat- Laplace's equation for incompressible flows. The
ed models, especially'in,capturing primary and methods can handle flows with vorticity by means
secondary smooth-surface separation. In Ref. of'free vortex sheets and vortex filaments fitted
231 Degani numerically investigated the three- into-the otherwise potential flow, but cannot ac-
"dimensional compressibli flow-about the same 3.5 commodate shocks. A practical drawback of poten-
calibre tangent-ogive as considered above by tial-flow methods applied to configurations with
Hartwich for the case of incompressible flow, but strong-interaction vortex flow is that for complex
this at a lower Reynolds number (Re. - 0.2M) and geometries vortex-sheet fitting becomes too com-
for laminar flow'. Timeýaccurate solutioins-were - plex for routine application,;An advantage of the
obtained for N. - 0.2 on a full'ipace C-O type relatively low-cost method'is that it can give a
grid has - 354K points. Near the nose of the body good insight- in -some of the fundaaental 'aspects of
-a space-fixed time-.invarisnt geometrical distur- low-speed well-ordered vortex flows. This because
banae could be added. For 20 deg incidence the so- the method treats thin free shear layers as vortex
luti6n is steadyi afd' symmitric," irrespective of sheets rather than layers smeared out by numerical
the presence-of- a nose 'disturbance;-F6or404deg in- effects-
cidenca. the' solution 'is steady anid'syissetric for '

° " the unperturbed nboe,- steadysandeasyimmetric'-for 7.2. Eulsr.nathods
"++ the perturbed'hbse. In the lktter. case .the level The Euler methodi allow rotational 'flow as well as

"" "of asnmeetry wass.ouiid~to-b.:pendent 'oýothe size sh6cks everywhere vithin'the'flow-field'ad'con- -"
and'-'the locationi of, -the. perturbstion,f with' th~e vection ,and s'tretchiig~of 40ktfldty is iaiountied
asiyitry disappearing complif1teyiip6n-thi -.xikoval forwithoui having -to deal-explicitiy wiih dii•- -
of-the" imp ifictibn,"Tia isfi~iidifi-ikiln~ -cohrast- continuii-,ity ufaces.c"Solutionsi iato t"Efilei~ijui-

- ~ ~ with the results of some of the conical. anfd thiiie- tions 'ermit geinerationi of-vorticity, '-ftiiidlfdly,
dimensional flow computations discusse~d~abve,- but through ih•ockt's-of-varying strength or't •he inter2.'

+ in accordance with the results of earlier three- sectio6 of 'shoks. However, EWear's equaiios'•lo '

- 'f:'.•.•+•.••.'+" dimensional flow computations with the sameme-thld v i n t vis;
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cous processes such as boundary-layex separation. It is now possible, at least in principle, to
In three-dimensional flow fields such as on the treat high-angle-of-attack flows over bodies andlee-side of a smooth slender body at incidence, at aircraft components with methods based on theround leading edges, or on the configuration sur- Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations with
face underneath a primary vortex, open type of sufficient grid resolution to resolve the mainSboundary-layer separation is outside the viscous features of the three-dimensional separated flow

layer accompanied by a shear in the velocity vec- field. The practical limit is set by the time re-
tor across the separation line. This shear in the quired for convergence of the calculations and by
velocity acts as the source of the flow field vor- the cost of these large-scale computations. The
ticity. To simulate these flows the effects of CPU requirement for a Reynolds-averaged Navier-viscosity have to be modeled employing Kutta type Stokes method for steady flow is typically of theconditions at user-specified separation lines. As order of 50 pocc per grid point per iteration. The
is the case for the potential-flow methods above number of grid points is of the order of 1K and
the position of these lines is obtained empirical- more, the number of iterations may be severally or possibly through a (strong-interaction) thousands, which leads then to run times exceedingboundary-layer computation. In pseudo-unsteady 35 hours. These computer-time requirements aremethods to solve the discretized Euler equations such that a frequent application within a designthe Kutta condition at sharp, subsonic.-edget is,, environment is not feasible.
or appears to be, enforced implicitly by the nu-
merical dissipation invoked by the numerical Navier-Stokes methods have demonstrated their ca-scheme. Since the separation point is determined pability to simulate viscosity-dominated featuresby the geometry its position is insensitive to the in vortex flow aerodynamics. However, the currentmagnitude of both physical and numerical viscosi- status of turbulence and transition modeling isty, at least for the high Reynolds numbers of in- not such that reliable predictions based on the
terest. For separation from smooth parts of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are pos-surface smooth-surface separation models have to sible for those flow situations where they arebe applied at user-specified separation lines, most needed: high angle-of-attack transitional or
Utilisation of such models could enhance the use turbulent flows with shocks and separated vortexof Euler methods as an aerodynamic tool with for flow.
an industrial design environment affordable com-
puter requirements and practical turn-around In most applications of Navier-Stokes methods thetimes. grid is refined adequately near the solid sur-

faces, this to resolve the viscous surface flowIn numerical flow simulations using the Euler and secondary separation. For the simulation ofequations vorticity may be generated by numerical vortical flow the grid should also be refined inerror, while on the other hand the numerical the vortical flow regions, i.e. the grid should be
schemes are dissipative and even without the ex- fine enough to resolve the convection-dominated
plicit addition of artificial dissipation will free-floating shear-layers and vortex cores. Fordiffuse vorticity. This counteracts the concentra- cases with vortex breakdown, though presumably nottion of vorticity into strong vortices in a manner a viscous-dominated process, the grid should be
that may not be similar to what occurs in the real still fine enough to capture the small-scale de-(viscous) flow. Since the degree of diffusion de- tails of the flow near the point where the bubblepends on the grid quality and in particular ths and/or spiral-forms within the leading-edge vor-grid point density it means that grids should be tex. This implies that in the numerical simulationfine not only near the surface of the configura- it has to be made sure that the inviscid (Euler)
tion but also in the vortical-flow regions. Also terms in the equations will behave consistent andin order to accurately predict the strong interac- in the appropriate manner.
tion of "long-living" vortical flow structures,
due to separation from a forebody or from canard 7.4. Asymmetric vortex flows
surfaces, with the flow about the rest of the con- The vortical flow about configurations at high in-figuration will require a large number of grid cidence constitutes a nonlinear flow problem. Evenpoints. for the case of linearized potential flow the pro-

blem is nonlinear, namely through the boundaryAs far as vortex breakdown is concerned the situs- conditions on the free vortex sheets. The nonlin-tion is not yet clear. Euler methods do seem to earity of the problem allows multiple solutions to
indicate a transition of the-vortex core structure exist. The intriguing grossly asymmetric vortexfrom a compact filament ,type of core to a spiral flow patterns at nominally symmetric free-stream
or bubble type of structure, More research is conditions, observed in experimental Investiga-needed in this area to sort out the sensitivity of tions on slender bodies, have also been found inthe computed "vortex breakdown" to grid topology, numerical simulations by potential-flow methodsgrid point density, artificial.dissipation, 'etc., within the frame-work,of slender-body theory asas well as into the fundamental physics of the well as by Euler and Navier-Stokes methods forvortex breakdown phenomenon, conical and for three-dimensional flow. The origin"of the asymmetry as well as the stability of both7.3. Navier-Stokes methods- the symmetric and the asymmetric solutions,needs"The advent of'supercomputers and mini-suporcomput- to be further investigated.
era has brought the application of Euler codes
within reach of the airframe designer. The-compu- 7.5. Grid sensitivity of-solution
rational requirements for a Navier-Stokes~method In the literature there are not 'too many examplesare an order of magnitude higherthan those for an of investigations into the sensitivity of the.Euler method. This because additional termsin'the Euler 'and'Navier-Stokes solutions to grid-pointS - , "flow equations have to be evaluated and specifi- density anid grid~poirt distribution.. It~appears
cally because the grid must be substantially finer that, the resolution of ;the- grid has, a' large, Lnflu-in orderto,resolve 'adequately, the'viscouis-layers. ence on the way, in which vorticity,is, concentrated
The introduction of supercomputersi.uchij the- into vortex cores., This has a, direct, influence, onCRý2sddYU-hipritda he induiced low, irnssure,,regibns, on, neirby co~fIfg- : <•in the size ofcompurational.grids;. Cen.ral'memory uration surfaces and,6n;iecondary-separation,phe-
of thesig computers isso large _hat-the~ s izeof, nomeM caused'by-'he-piiiaiy'vortidal,-fl6w struci, T.
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SA more fundamental matter concerns the solution of Viscous flow methods have demonstrated their prom-

the Euler equations for increasingly finer meshes. ising potential capability, but much research is
In the limit of zero mesh size the free-shear-lay- required to reduce their computational costs and
era, captured within the solution, tend to free- to improve their turbulent-flow capability.
vortex-sheets. The latter however, may be prone to
Kelvin-Heluholtz instabilities which, in a time- Verification of computational methods requires the
stepping method, will become evident as "unsteadi- detailed comparison of results produced by compu-
ness* in the numerical solution. In this respect tational methods based on different mathematical
it is quite useful to compare solutions of differ- models as well as produced by methods based on the
ent methods, such as a Navier-Stokes solution, an same mathematical model but using a different nu-
Euler solution and a free-vortex-sheet panel meth- merical scheme. Furthermore verification requires
od solution, the comparison of predicted results with well-

understood, clearly documented experimental data.
7.6. Grid gneration The experimental data must be of the proper type
To obtain the numerical solution of the flow field and in sufficient detail to accurately describe
other than with a panel method, i.e. using an the physics of the flow field. Only a few system-
Euler or a Navier-Stokes method, the flow domain atic experimental/theoretical programs on obtain-
must be discretized first. The basic requirement ing detailed tailor-made data for CFD verification
for an accurate and efficient numerical simulation have been carried out to date.
of the flow field about a 3D configuration is a
computational grid possessing the for the specific Vortex flow aerodynamics has many interesting fa-
CFD method required level of smoothness and or- cats on a more fundamental level. This includes
thogonality. The generation of such a grid which the behaviour of evolving wakes, the formation of
in addition has an adequate density in those re- vortex cores, the interaction of vortices with
gions, often of disparate length scale, where solid surfaces, the interaction of vortices and
large gradients are expected while still having an shock waves, the stability and dynamics of vortex
acceptable number of points is a task that re- systems, multiple solutions and their stability,
quires much expertise and a substantial number of the generation of vorticity, vortex breakdown,
manhours. etc. Computational methods are indispensable in
A description of the various approaches to grid the analysis leading to a further insight into and
generation and developments aimed at obtaining eventually exploitation of these flow phenomena.
more flexibility in the grid generation process is
beyond the scope of the present paper. However, it
is generally recognized that especially for
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COMPARISON OF SOLUTION OF VARIOUS EULER SOLVERS AND ONE NAVIER-JfOKES SOLVER

FOR THE FLOW ABOUT A SHARP-EDGED CROPPED DELTA WING

! ~by

B.R. Williams - RAE, Farnborough, UK
W. Kordulla - DLR. Gbttingen, West Germany k
M. Borsi - Aeritalia, Turin, Italy
H.W.M. Hoeijmakers - NLR, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

SUMMARY The main conclusion that could be drawn from the

comparison of these numerical results was that for

For the flow about a sharp-edged cropped 65-deg this sharp-edged wing the differences which existed
delta wing numerical solutions obtained with between the Euler solutions obtained by the various
different Euler methods are compared with each methods appear to arise more from differences
other, with the numerical solution of a Reynolds- between the grids than from differences between the

averaged Navier-Stokes method and with experimental solution algorithms.
data. At the selected free-stream Mach number of
0.85 and angle of attack of 10 deg the flow features To confirm this conclusion a so-called "common
a leading-edge vortex, is transonic but contains exercise" was set up. It involved each participant
weak shocks only. The results of the Euler methods using its own Euler solver to produce a flow solu-
have been obtained on one and the same C-H type of tion on one and the same high-quality grid. The

grid with close to 300,000 cells. This investiga- free-stream condition to be considered was once
tion, carried out within the frame work of a four- again M, - 0.85, a - 10 deg. For this condition the
nation collaborative program, indicates that for flow features a full-span leading-edge vortex, is
the test case considered there are, from a theore- transonic but contains weak shocks only. At the
tical point of view, significant differences between incidence selected vortex breakdown has not to be
results from different Euler methods, even if arti- accounted for, because for this configuration
ficial dissipation is minimized. However, the corre- vortex breakdown occurs above the wing for angles
lation of the Euler solutions with experimental data of attack in excess of 20-22 deg.
shows much larger differences due to the failure to
represent secondary separation in the Euler methods Any solution algorithm for numerically solving
and is therefore unsatisfactory. the Euler equations introduces implicitly or
The results of the Reynolds-averaged Xavier-Stokes explicitly artificial dissipation into the solu-
method demonstrate an improved correlation of theory tion, which affects the accuracy of the solution of
and experiment, the Euler equations. It was decided that, as far as

the explicitly added dissipation is concerned, all
INTRODUCTION solutions to be generated should have the minimum

amount of artificial dissipation commensurate with
Vortical flow plays a critical role in the high- obtaining a converged solution.

angle-of-attack aerodynamics of contemporary fighter
aircraft. Improving the performance of these aircraft The purpose of the present paper is to present
and of designs of the next generation of fighters the results of the comparison of the "minimum-
requires advances in the knowledge of the physics of dissipation" Euler solutions with each other. It
vortical flow, improvements in wind-tunnel techniques concerns seven solutions, namely the ones obtained
and assessment of the capabilities of numerical flow with Euler solvers available at:

simulation methods.
- British Aerospace Warton (BAe) (United Kingdom),

To aid the development of computational methods - MBB-Minchen (MBB) (West-Germany),
for simulating the vortical flow about fighter air- - Dornier-Friedrichshafen (DOR) (West-Germany),
craft a collaborative program is carried out under - DLR-Braunschweig (DLB) (West-Germany),
the auspices of the Independent European Programme - Aeritalia-Turin (AIT) (Italy),
Group (IEPG), Panel III Sub-Group 6. Four nations - Aermacchi (AEM) (Italy),

(United Kingdom, Germany, Italy and the Netherlands) - NLR (Netherlands).
participate in this 5-year program, designated
Technical Area 15 (TA15) "Computational Methods in Euler methods are capable of simulating flow
Aerodynamics". The program started in June 1987. separation from sharp leading (and trailing) edges:

it appears that at sharp edges sufficient artificial
" One of the first cases considered for assessing viscosity is introduced to model faithfully the

the capability of Euler and Xavier:Stokes computa- effects of the true viscosity (Ref. 2). Secondary
tional methods is the flow about the isolated separation, which occurs in a smooth region of the

sharp-edged wing of the configuration considered in upper surface of the wing, just outboard of the
Ref. 1. It concerns a cropped 65;deg delta wing of vortex induced suction peak, is not modeled auto-

taper ratio 0.15. The chordvise section is the NACA matically in the Euler methods. Like any other sepa-
64A005 airfoil which at its point of maximum thick- ration from a smooth part of the surface it has to
.ess is smoothly blended into the bi-convex shaped be simulated through a viicous-flow method. To
nose. During -the earlystage of the collaborative address the influehce' of secondary separation the

prograi flow solutions were obitlied by all parti- results of the Euler.methods are compared with
cipants with-different Euler solvers on differaen results of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes me- • -

grids for the-tranaonic condition of If 0.85 and thod of DLR-CSttingen, for the same case but ob-
a - 10,dog. tained on a different grid, as well as with avail-

"able 4xperlmentil data (Refs. 1, 3). 1
*Tis , vsatiaatilo hasmbeencarried out viihin~the framework of'IEPG-TAIS, under contract with:

-(I) for 11K,- the .Ethe A _(icrmnExecutlves) j_ (it) ,for-Wast-Germany. the

German, Ministry. oif De--ofij;(iif~iay -v:-for
the Netherlands, the Netherlendi Agii j -•oiriospae Proars"OlIVR) fO he'Miiistry of

xDefence.
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OUTLINE OF THE METHODS USED -1 2p + -

v i~j,k i+'j i,jk -Jk

The Euler methods of British Aerospace, Dornier, 'Pi+I,j,k + 
2
p',j,k + Pi-l,j,k'

Aeritalia, Aermacchl and NLR are quite similar. All (
five methods are based upon-the finite-volume the factors c and e(') are defined as
central-difference cell-centered scheme of Jameson () (
et al (Ref. 4). Discretization of the five time- (2) ' K (2ui+) j
dependent nonlinear equations for the conservation
of mass, momentum and energy, expressed in integral 2Mi( )u
form, proceeds In two steps, spatial and temporal. - jq J,k) DOR,AIT,NLR
These two steps are not independent since the sta-
bility of the temporal integration depends on the . I n(

2
,Min k I

type of the spatial discretization. The central 4'

difference scheme (h~ere with the flow variables lo- and
cated at the cell centers) for the spatial discre-
tization allows odd-even decoupling of the flow C(4) - Max(OK(

4
)- C

variables at adjacent cells. Due to aliasing errors i44,Jk i+fj.k
this decoupling may inhibit convergence of the tem- (4)
poral integration of the nonlinear semi-discrete - Max(O,K a- Bui,j,k) DORAIT
equations. Furthermore, discontinuities in the flow
field may cause divergence of the time-integration K K(4)Max(O, 6u -- E
procedure. Therefore the following artificial dis- '64

sipative terms are added to the semi-discrete equa- respectively, with u+ - Max(U , J )
tions. Fourth-difference terms to provide the back- i+ij~k i+IJk'ijk
ground dissipation for suppressing point-to-point and a is a switching parameter.
oscillations. Second-difference terms, to provide
damping for stabilizing the integration in regions The Euler-equation method of DLR-Braunschweig
with large pressure gradients such as near shocks. (Ref. 5) uses a finite-volume central-difference
The steady-state solution is obtained using a four- scheme in which the flow variables are located at
stage or five-stage (AEM) Runge-Kutta procedure to the cell vertices. A 5-stage Runge-Kutta procedure
integrate the discretized equations in time. In is used for time integration. The distribution for-
this procedure the dissipative terms are evaluated mula for the cell fluxes is as proposed by Hall
at the first stage or a few selected stages only, .Ref. 6). Second- and fourth-order artificial dissi-
this to reduce the computational cost. Convergence pative terms identical to the BAe ones above, are
is accelerated employing local time-stepping, im- added for stability. In the code several convergence
plicit residual averaging, enthalpy damping and accelerating techniques are implemented.
multi-grid, not necessarily implemented in each of
the five Euler solvers considered here. For the The Euler-equations method of MBB uses a Godunov
conditions on the solid surface the methods employ type averaging procedure based on an elgenvalue
an extrapolation of the pressure to the wall. The analysis of the unsteady inviscid equations by means
conditions on the far-field boundary of the compu- of which the fluxes are evaluated at the faces of
tational domain are implemented using Riemann in- the finite volume, with separate sets of constant
variants. flow variables on either side of the face (the flow

variables are defined at the cell centers). The sum
Since Euler solutions with minimum dissipation of the flux differences is approximated by a third-

are the interest of this paper the explicitly added order spatial characteristic flux extrapolation
artificial dissipation terms are described in more scheme. Sensor functions are used to detect non-
detail. Added to the right-hand-side of the discre- monotonous behaviour of the flow variables. At lo-

Stirzed equations, written as cations where such behaviour is detected, e.g. at
shocks, the scheme reduces to a first-order accurate

d -scheme. Dissipation is inherently provided in thed ijk uijk - jk upwind formulation and in this method no explicitly
* added artificial dissipative terms are required.

with wijk the vector with the 5 flow variables at T btain a steady-state solution, an explicit time
relaxation technique is used. For a more extensive

Sthe center of cell uk. Qijkthe net convective description of the method, see Ref. 7.

flux out of cell iJk and Vijk the volume of cell The (full) Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes methodu oof DLR-Gattingen uses a finite-volume central-dif-

ijk, is the net dissipative flux D' ference (flow variables located at cell centers)
uk approach with a four-stage Runge-Kutta procedure

dk d- +d d for time integration. The code can be run on a
i j k i+I J i-ik-k i~bk i~j-multi-blocked grid. In turbulent flow calculations

a modiflod algebraic turbulence model based on that

S+ d -d of Baldwin and Lomx is employed. A more extensive
Si.j,k+'- ij,k-i descriotion of the method can be found in Ref. 8. 1

.• } ~ ~ wtrh for exampleGRD

h
i+ijk At- i+ ,j,k(wi+l,Jk wij,k) The seven Euler solutions were computed on the

(4) + so-called BAe-A grid, generated by British Aerospace
-i+I,4lk(wi+2•j4•-3•i+I,jk_ _ Warton. Since it may be assumed that the'flow is

- symmetric, only the solution in the starboard half
t,. + space is 6onuidered; The grid~is generated as a one-3
"i,j,k- w_.j~k)) block grid, with C-H type of topology, which for

some of the codes was sub-divided into a multi-block

and Lh hi+IJk a non-linear scaling factor grid. There are 192 cells in chordwise direction, "
t d32 cells in the direction noraal to the wing and 48

depending on cell dimensions, the velocity and the cells"60n nthie sd•epecti w e'theie are 72 cells

z +•'•speed of sound. With the pressure sensor defined as in chfdirdi and:34 cells in •pagwls 'diiectloi.
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SFor the plane r - 0, the outer boundary, the wing algorithm such as the non-uniformity of the grid,reetdiFg.I.For the plane z0thouebofnday.mtr the wigtihn Imepleectaiallyf thefa-il boundary conditin a h
planform and the outline of the "tip extension" are the implementation of the far-field boundary condi-

Spresented in Fig. Ia. For the plane of symmetry the tions and especially the boundary conditions at the
outer boundary, the wing, the wake cut and the grid wing surface, play a different role in each of theline Intersecting the wing trailing edge are shown Euler codes considered.in Fig. lb. The upstream farfield boundary is more
than 10, the downstream one more than 4 root chords DESCRIPTION OF EULER SOLUTIONS* away from the wing. In lateral direction the outerb-ndary is at-5 semi-spans from the plane of sym- The solutions obtained on the BAe-A grid by themetry. The grid on the wing surface consists of various Euler codes are qualitatively very similar.curves of about constant percentage chord and about Before discussing the quantitative differences inconstant fraction of the semi-span, see Fig. Ic. detail the global characteristics of a represents-i,z mesh Is dense near the leading edge and near tive solution are described. Fig. 3 shows the solu-the wlt.Z tip, with mild stretching ratios every- tion computed with the MLR Euler method. Presentedwhere. Fig. Id shows part of the grid in the plane are the isobar pattern on the upper wing surfaceof symmetry. Close-ups of the grid near the apex of the wing, the isobar pattern in three consecu-and near the trailing edge are presented in Figs. tive planes perpendicular to the wing planform andle and If, respectively. the contours of equal total-pressure loss in theThe Euler code of DLR Braunschweig was run on the same three planes.grid described above with two grid surfaces nearthe trailing edge deleted, i.e. such that in chord- The low-pressure region on the wing upper sur-wise direction the grid Immediately upstream of face, which is the foot print of the leading-edgethe trailing edge is coarser. The Euler solver of vortex, indicates that flow separation starts veryAermacchi was run on the grid with one grid surface close to the apex. The lowest values of the pres-near the wing tip deleted, i.e. such that in span- sure coefficient are found on the aft part of thewise direction the grid inboard of the tip is coar- wing, which is typical for the higher free-streamser. Hach numbers. In the cross-flow plane isobar pat-

terns the center of the leading-edge vortex is lo-The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes solution was cared at a point of minimum pressure. Although theobtained on a different grid. This multi-block grid flow ia supersonic over a large portion of the wingis of R-H type of topology with about a total of upper surface, judging from the isobar patterns,2 million cells. On the wing upper and lower sur- shocks are absent in the flow field, except possi-faces the grid has 40x40 cells each, see Fig. 2a. bly close to the trailing edge where a weak cross-In order to resolve the boundary layer, the grid flow shock develops just out-board of the positiondensity in the direction normal to wing near the of the vortex.wing surface is much higher than for the BAe-A gridused for the Euler calculations, see Fig. 2b. For the wing in steady inviscid flow without
shocks the total pressure should be constant, equalCOMPARISON OF RESULTS OF EULER METHODS to Its free-stream value. For such a flow Euler
methods introduce variations in total pressure byThe following characteristics are compared: the discretization, the explicit artificial dissi-.

- pressure and total-pressure distributions pation terms, boundary conditions, etc. Due to the- lift, drag, pitching moment, root-bending fine grid with low stretching rates close to themoment, number of supersonic points wing the error in total pressure is small on the- position of and total-pressure loss at the upper and lower surface of the wing. Right at thecenter of the leading-edge vortex, sharp leading-edge, where the flow separates, there
is a spike in the total pressure loss. Also in theBefore presenting the results of the compari- flow field the high gradients in the free shearson, the setting of the parameters of the explicit layer and in the leading-edge vortex cause signi-artificial dissipation terms is discussed and the ficant losses in total pressure, up to about 40Zgeneral features of the Euler solutions are descri- at the center of the core. Therefore contours ofbed, equal total pressure are instrumental in outlining
the structure of the vortex system.Numerical Dissipation

Each of the seven Euler-equation methods has SPANWISE DISTRIBUTIONS OF STATIC AND TOTAL PRESSUREdemonstrated to be able to compute a fully-conver-&ed solution on the BAe-A grid. For the Euler- Fig. 4a presents spanwise sections of the pres-equation methods with explicitly added artificial sure distribution on the upper and lower surface ofdissipation terms, the minimum values of the param- the wing. In each plot the results of the sevenstars in the expressions for the artificial dissi- Euler methods are identified by different symbolspation required to obtain a converged steady-state connected by straight-line segments, solid ones for".minimum dissipation" solution were: the upper surface, dashed ones for the lower surface
(2 ) K(4) a (of the wing. All plots aresat the same scale, faci-a . a4 e 6 litating easy assessment of the correlations.

BAc 0.0 1/64 - 0 1/64
DOR 0.0 1/32 2 0 (0,1/321 The results indicate the following:ArT 0.15 1/125 0 [0. 0 1/125 (i) The pressure distributions on the lower wingAM 0.0 1/64 a0 1/64 surface, are almost identical (AC < 0.02), exceptMNLR 0.0 1.75 0 0 - 7/256 near the apex and neat-the traillng edge where theDL8 0.25 1/256 - fu 10,1/256] differencesare one order of mgntude liager. tiujk gntdlaerIt turns out that because the flbw ia very nearly (ii),,The pressure distribution on the upper sirface"shock sree the sec6nd-diffeience dissipatidn term of the w Indicates that all soltions lieaiie'aS can be awched off in most Euler:codes. Aiure oi e th rteuThe hia tlghliofeihaprecisecpi•afisonof th.i"664t 'of Wiiftiisl suction peak underneath the voexjý aho -dlfferiha--dissipation useid'n 'ithe' ~i'-I cd i '~nt poi.. CeS in C~,o~h.Cdro 0.15. over ot piaosiblebeec'uasiit also dle-pend i Othe saliJfacZ the wing, so9 what rer valPes lear thep•iind"" tor ebve ii.isiiO6jiZoI i.c•i-PPeamts the trailg edge. The spreading in the lateial j"tohbe differ~i, k - position of the suction peak IS of the order of~~ ~. of numerical-dilsspiil'n~iii iK*s0it~ 5% local aei0iispai.
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(iii) The solutions fall into two groups: CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF STATIC AND TOTAL PRESSURE
A) Those from the Euler methods of BAe, Dornier,
Aeritalia, Aermacchi and NLR; these are the In Fig. Sa a chordwise section of the surface
central-difference (flow variables at cell ceon- pressure distribution is given for y/s - 0.0. 0.5
ters) methods based on Jameson's approach. The so- and 0.9, where a denotes the local semi-span. In
lution of AIT's method is quite similar to the the figures the same identification is used as in
other four but with a somewhat lower suction peak, the previous sections. In the plane of symmetry
giving evidence of the nigher levels of numerical (y/s-O.O) the solutions are close together. At the
dissipation. trailing edge the Kutta condition appears to be
B) Those from the Euler methods of DLR and MBB, a satisfied. At the apex the solutions show a sharp
central-difference (flow variables at cell verti- peak. negative Cp on the upper, positive Co_ on the
ces) and upwind method, respectively, lower wing surface, indicative of the singularity

in the solution at that point?
(iv) The suction peak of the second group is higher
and narrower than that of the first group of solu- Fig. 5a confirms what was observed in the span-
tions. wise sections of the pressure distribution, i.e.

the solutions fall into two groups with acceptably
(v) The differences in the results of the seven small differences between the solutions of the two
Euler codes, despite strong similarities in the groups.
formulations of five of them, are most apparent at Near the wing tip (y/s>0.9) the pressure distribu-
the apex, the leading edge and the trailing edge. tions on the upper wing surface show larger diffe-
However, from a practical point of view, the dif- rences (up to 0.5 in Cp), probably due to the
ferences between the various results are accep- large gradients in the solution provoking a dif-
tably small. ferent behaviour of the artificial dissipative

terms in that region.
(vi) In most results the pressure distribution on
the upper surface of the wing shows a spike, or a In Fig. 5b chordwise sections of the total pres-
spike and a wiggle at the leading edge. sure distribution on the surface of wing are com-

pared. Except in the plane of symmetry and right
Fig. 4b shows spanwise sections of the total at the tip the total pressure losses on the wing

pressure (loss) on the upper and lower surface of lower surface are small. On the wing upper surface
the wing for the same five stations considered in the total pressure coefficient (losses or gains)
Fig. 4a. It is observed that: differs from method to method, though the charac-

ter of the distributions is quite similar for the
(i) On the lower surface the total pressure losses Euler methods of NLR. BAe, Dornier, Aeritalia and
are rather small, with losses of the order of 0.01 Aermacchi (group A). The result produced by the
of the free-stream value near the plane of NLR code has total pressure production over rela-
symmetry. tively the largest part of the upper surface.

Group B of Euler methods apparently features some-
(ii) Total pressure losses (or gains) on the upper what more numerical dissipation at the wing sur-
surface are larger, and are quite different for face than the methods of group A. In MBB's result
each solution, but considering characteristic wiggles are apparent which appear to travel in
features of the distributions the same classifi- downstream direction, i.e. in a direction away
cation (groups A and B) of the solutions can be from the leading edge. In theresults of each par-
made. ticipant wiggles appear near the trailing edge.

(iii) In all solutions the largest values of total FORCES, MOMENTS, NUMBER OF SUPERSONIC POINTS
pressure losses are attained at the apex, at the
leading edge and near the suction peak, i.e. at Using the surface pressure distributions from
locations with large gradients in the solution, the Euler solutions the lift, drag, pitching no-
The highest values exceed 10% of the free-stream ment (with apex as moment center) and root-bending
value. Away from these regions the errors fall moment coefficients were computed. Arbitrariness
below 52, with the method of BAe having the lowest was eliminated by using the same numerical inte-
and the upwind method of MBB having the highest gration procedure.
losses.

The result is given below reference area - 0.2279
(iv) Over some part of the upper surface of the reference length - 1.0):
wing the solutions of group A exhibit a gain in CL CD CMy(apex) CMX NSUP
total pressure, a feature most pronounced in the
solution of NLR (about 3Z of the free-stream BLR 0.530 0.0868 -0.332 0.1015 30,600
value). DOR 0.522 0.0857 -0.327 0.0997 29,853

The comparison of the local Mach number distri- MBB 0.515 0.0842 -0.319 0.0969 21,761
bution (not shown here) has indicated that this DLB 0.518 0.0841 -0.322 0.0978 19,867

quantity is more susceptible to differences in the AlT 0.526 0.0861 -0.328 0.1002 28,872
methods than the static pressure distribution. This AEN 0.530 0.0869 -0.334 0.1022 30,564
suggest that in Bernoulli's equation the loss in
total pressure is converted in changes in velocity 0.023 0.0041 0.018 0.0065 -

rather than in static pressure. Notably on the wing
upper-surface thi Mach number distributionbetween Exp. 0,457 0.0846 -0.271 n.a. n.a.
the plane of symmetry and the suction peak shows aSconsiderable spreading (AW-0.06). In this sme re- where _C and tara he lift and drag coefficient,
gibn the diffeirnces in the static pressure are rel- I o • g ComHnta the anxlud
atively much smalleri The• differences in the peak isthe• -roo-t. g -inomnt. Tnal Vtable includei-
values (1.7 undeiiiith the vortex) of the local Mach valuesi from ti "Int) atifn• l Vo• oedw Ei"er -

number are of tWe order of 0-.15 at mbst. meut"c0eaf. I) for ieýl's" i& 9b1idoidi-:,
-denice and,ait aJ& Reyno a nuber 6of 9'idllioi; "Noie

that theltiiasiured data-ir- ad fo -
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The predicted lift coefficients vary between 0.515 (i) Comparison of the results from the Euler me-

and 0.538, the measured one equals 0.457, i.e. the thods with the experimental data shows that the
lift coefficient Is over-predicted primarily due Euler methods predict an upper surface pressure
to theo neglect of the secondary separation in the distribution with a auction peak which is too high

to te nglet o th seonday spartio inthe and too far outboard and without a plateau region
Euler computations. The drag coefficients vary be-
tween 0.0841 and 0.0822, the experimental value is between the suction peak and the leading edge.

0.0846. The pitching moment coefficient (referen- These differences are primarily due to the failure
Scad to the apex) has been predicted in the range of the Euler methods to predict secondary separation

-0.319 to -0.337, the experimental value is con- and associated secondary vortical flow region.

siderably less nose down, namely -0.271. The pre- C
dicted root-bending moment coefficient has a (ii) Comparing the results of the Euler methods

spreading of 10Z with values between 0.0969 and with the one of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-

0.1034. Stokes mcthod shows that correlation of computed
results with experimental data is much better for

The table also lists the number of supersonic the Navier-Stokes method. However, note that on

points found in the computation. It is clear that the forward part of the wing (xcR < 0.4) the reso-

there is some scatter in this global flow charac- lution of the Navier-Stokes grid o the wing sur-
teristic, with the solutions grouping together as face is rather too coarse (Fig. 2a) to yield use-

teritic wih te slutons rouingtogthe as ful resultsfound before for the pressure distributions.

POSITION OF THE CENTER OF THE VORTEX CORE (iii) On the upper surface of the wing, secondary
separation is observed at about 78, 81, 83 and 92

The position of the minimum of the total pres- percent local semi-span at x/c - 0.3, 0.6, 0.8

sure in subsequent cross-flow planes is often pre- and 0.967 respectively, while It is predicted by

sumed to indicate the trajectory of the "center of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes method at about

the vortex core". This trajectory and the magni- 80, 78, 78 and 882 at the corresponding stations.

tude of the total-pressure loss along the trajec- Anyway, the predicted location at x/eR - 0.3 will

tory are presented in Fig. 6. The "center of the not be very accurate because of the low resolution

vortex" follows a path which more or less lies of the grid on the forward part of the wing. So it

along a ray from the apex. The differences in the appears that the secondary separation occurs too
lateral position of the center of the vortex com- early in the computation with the Reynolds-averaged

puted by the various codes are of the order of Navier-Stokes method. Furthermore, the clearly vi-
5 percent of the local semi-span. It appears that sible second suction peak in the computed results,

the vertical positions of the vortex center pre- which is not that pronounced in the measured data,

dicted by most Euler methods are close together, suggests that the predicted secondary vortex is

The magnitude of the total pressure loss at the stronger than the real one.

"center of the vortex" shows that the loss is of It is suggested that the main reason for the die-
the order of 40Z of the free-scream value, with crepancy is the lack of adequate turbulence model-

near the trailing edge larger values for the ling, i.e. the algebraic model employed is not

solutions of DLR and MBB. The HMB solution shows a entirely suited to simulate turbulent secondary
linear increase in total pressure loss, starting separation correctly.
with 25Z at the apex and increasing to 55% at the
trailing edge, while the other solutions exhibit an (iv) There are also discrepancies between the re-

almost constant total pressure loss along most of suits of the Navier-Stokes method and experimental

the vortex axis. data in the tip region and near the plane of sym-
metry close to the trailing edge. In the latter

COMPARISON OF RESULTS OF EULER AND NAVIER-STOKES region the influence of the sting, not represented

METHODS AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA in the computation, is probably the reason for the
less satisfactory correlation,

Fig. 7 shows the isobar pattern on the upper
surface of the wing as obtained from the results (v) On the lower surface the result of the Reynolds-
of an Euler method (NLt), the one obtained from the averaged Navier-Stokes method is in close agreement

(turbulent flow) results of the (full) Reynolds- with the result of the Euler methods. Correlation

averaged Navier-Stokes method of DLR-C5ttingen and with experimental data is also satisfactory, taking
the one obtained from experimental data (Ref. 3). into account the effect on the flow of the underwing
It should be remarked here again that the "ind- body of the wind-tunnel model.
tunnel model has a body attached to the lower sur-
face of the wing. The body extends in the upstream (vi) The lift and drag coefficients predicted by
direction almost up to the apex and fairs smoothly the Navier-Stokes method is in better agreement
into the sting downstream of the trailing edge. It with experimental data of Ref. 1 than those
is presumed that on the major part of the upper predicted by the Euler methods, as is indicated in
surface of the wing the influence of the body on the table below:
the pressure distribution is small. For the case
considered here it is estimated that downstream of CL CD
the 25% root chord station the body influence is EULER-MAX. 0.538 0.0882

% negligible. EULER-NIN. 0.515 0.0841

The three isobar patterns of Fig. 7 show quali- NAVIER-STOKE§ 0.461 0.0855
tatively the same dominating feature, i.e. the
region with low pressure underneath the leading- EXP.(REF. 1) 0.457 0.0846
edge vortex. However, quantitatively there are sub-
stantial differences. This is exemplified in Figs.
8a and 8b which present four spanwise and three
chordwise sections of the pressure distributions,
respectively. To indicate differences in the re- "
suits of the Euler methods both the results of the
NLR and of the RAe Euler code are included. The
following is observed:

~$
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 5. Rossow, C.: Comparison of Cell-Centered and
Cell-Vertex Finite Volume Schemes. Proceedings

Results of seven Euler solvers have been compa- of the 7th CAMM Conference on Numerical Methods
red for the test case (M - 0.85, a - 10*) of the in Fluid Mechanics, Notes on Numerical Fluid
flow about a 65-deg swept sharp-edged cropped delta Mechanics, Vol. 20, pp. 327-334 (1987).
wing. The results have been obtained on one and"the same grid (BAe-A) with about 300,000 grid 6. Hall, M.G.: Cell-Vertex Multi-Grid Scheme for
points. It appears that if artificial dissipation Solution of the Euler Equations. In Proceedings
is minimized as much as possible similar solutions of Conference on Numerical Methods for Fluid
are obtained from the central-difference (flow Dynamics, Reading, U.K. (1985).
variables located at cell centers) methods of NLR,
British Aerospace, Dornier, Aeritalia and Aer- 7. Eberle, A.: Characteristic Flux Averaging
macchi. Approach to the Solution of Euler's Equations.

VKt Lecture Series 1987-04 (1987).
A second group of solutions by DLR with a central-

difference (flow variables defined at cell verti- 8. Hilgenstock, A.: Ein Beitrag zur numerischen
ces) scheme and MBB with an upwind scheme, tend to Simulation der transsoniachen Stramung um einen
a similar solution which is different from the one DeltaflUgel durcb L~sung der Navier-Stokes'schen
of the first group. The most pronounced difference Bewegungagleichungen. Dr.-Ing Dissertation,
between the two groups of solutions is that for Universitiit Karlsruhe, February 1990. Also report
the latter group of two methods the upper-surface PLR-FB 90-13. See also Paper 7 of this Symposium.
auction peak is somewhat narrower, higher and at
a more outboard location.

Locally near the apex, leading edge, tip and trai-
ling edge the solutions can be quite different,
but practically speaking the results show a suffi-
cient degree of agreement.

Comparison of the results of the Euler methods
with experimental data emphasizes the necessity to
include some modeling of the effects of secondary
separation in these methods.

The results of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes method demonstrate, compared with the
results of the Euler methods, an improved corre-
lation of computation and experiment, primarily
resulting from a simulation of the secondary
separation.
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Vortical Flow Simulation by Using Structured and
Unstructured Grids

M. Borsi, L. Formaggia, E. Hettena, S. Santillan, V. Selnin, S. Tarditi

AERITALIA G.A.D.
TEVT - Computational Fluid Dynamics
C.so Marche 41, 10146 TORINO, ITALY

Abstract 0 Cons:

Two Euler equation solvers based on finite volume for- - Grid generation and solution time may be
mulations on structured and unstructured grids are ap- greater on relatively simple geometries.
plied to the simulation of transomc vortical flow around - Less experience on solvers and grid genera-
a delta wing-body configuration. The description of tion algorithms.
the mesh generation techniques, some details on the - More difficulties in visualisiig meshes and so- Iflow solvers and a comparison between the methods lutions.are prsented. ,- Higher memory requirement per grid point.

Introduction Its geometrical flexibility makes the approach partic-

In this work we will present numerical results for a ularly suited Zor complex 3D geometries and for grid

vortex flow on a wing-body configuration obtained by adaptation [5,6]. In particular, the possibility of hay-
employing both structured grids of hexahedra cells and ing highly localised refinements, thanks to the lack of

unstructured tetrahedral meshes. The reason of using structure in the grid, may allow to place points exactly
both strategies is twofold. f irstly, we believe that the where needed, thus resulting in a better control on the

level of maturity reached nowadays by unstructured global number 'f mesh points.

grid generators and solvers, which is testified by several Structured Grids
works [2,3,4,5,6], make3 this approach liable to belong
with full rank among the tools used for computational 9 Pros:
fluid dynarmics in an indusorial environment. Secondly,
we wanted to assess the capabilities of the unstructured - Fast generation and solution on simple grids
grid generator and solver developed at Aeritalia G.A.D.
versus a more traditional structured grid approach. In lativesy
fact, the nature of the flow problem one wish to solve
may tip the balance in favour of the use of one or the - More experience on the numerical schemes.
other methodology. We then feel it is appropriate to
have the ability of using effectively both sLrategies. * cons:
We will here briefly recall what are, in our opinion, the - Difficult handling of complex geometries,
pros and cons of the two approaches. with necessary implementation of multiblock

Unstructured grids strategies.
- Requires an highly experienced user to gen-

* Pros: erate good quality meshes.

- High geometrical flexibility, no need to use - In an adaptive refinement procedure there is
-multiblock strategies even with complex 3D a risk of g1o)s overmeshng, due to the re-
configurations; quirement of maintaining the grid structure.

- Possibility of localised refinement. - More constraints on grid density control.

R l t mIt seems that the, two approaches somehow balance,=•-•-•" •adaptive procedures.
adapiveproedues.each other, Moreover, they must not be thought nec-

essarily as alternatives. Some authors are investigating
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the possibility of combining the two methodologies, see Structured mesh generation algorithmSfor instance [7,8].
The structured grid generator is based on the multi-

In the present work a 65-deg. sharp edged cropped block approach [12,14,17] implemented without con-
delta wing-body configuration described in Ref. [1] straints on the mesh topology, but with the restriction
has been studied. A sketch of the configuration is il- of block continuity across faces (i.e. one face can be
lustrated in Fig. 1. shared by at most two blocks and there must be grid

line continuity across faces).
Unstructured mesh generation algo- The first step necessary to handle a new grid is the
rithm choice of its overall topology. The H-O topology has

been selected for the 65 degree wing sweep configura-
The algorithm adopted for the generation of unstrc- tion in order to obtain a quasi-conical mesh that seems
tured 3D meshes is based on the front advancing tech-tobmreappiteorslvthexcedvt-

niqu [59].Theappoac maybe ivied ntotwoto be more appropriate to resolve the expected vorti-
niqu 159]*Theappoac maybe ivied ntotwocal flow. The far field is a cylinder oriented along the

steps: surface discretisation and domain triangulation, longitudinal axis. Its elliptical sections have the major

In the first step triangular meshes are generated over lnisdalgned.wIts elspal section.

the surface elements which define the boundary of the axis aligned with the span direction.

computational domain. This triangulation forms the The second step is the generation of suitable surface
boundary discretisation. The geometry of each surface meshes on both the body and the far field. The grid
element is normally defined by means of surface splines can be generated with algebraic techniques [13] that
passing through an array of points (knots). Fig. 2 allow a good control of the grid points distribution with
shows the surface definition and corresponding trian- few parameters.
gulation of 4 of the 10 surface elements which define the The block decomposition of the flow domain follows.
wing body configuration of Fig.t . The surfaces defining The body and far field surfaces are subdivided in order
the exterior limits of the domain are illustrated in Fig.consistent with the adopted topology.
3. In order to generate a mesh with the desired density Blocks with degenerated edges and/or faces are allowed
distribution, a measure of the local spacings required Blck it degera r face ar allo wed
inside the domain must be provided. The dimensions and, in our case, asingular line on all the blocks in con-
of a typical tetrahedron are defined by means of three tact with the wing apex was generated. Inner and outerspacing parameters st~ s, and associate directions boundaries are connected with lines whose shapes are
Sc, Paam [91. The specification of the value of those properly chosen in order to control some grid proper-

parameters over the computational domain provides ties such as orthogonality and smoothness.
an effective tool for the control of the mesh density The grid generation process is carried out working first
and skewness. For a uniform mesh only one param- on edges then on faces and finally on blocks and once
eter is required, which represents the desired spacing an element subdivision has been established it will be
throughout the domain. Fig. 4 shows the surface mesh kept fixed in the next step.
obtained by two different spacing distributions. In the
second mesh an higher mesh density has been provided The mesh generation on block faces is performed by
in the vortex region. algebraic techniques. The point distribution depends

on the shape of the face edges, on their subdivision
In the second stage of the generation process a mesh and on the type of interpolation function used to blend
of tetrahedra is built inside the domain. The informa- an edge with the opposite one [15,17]. The direction
tion about the assembly of triangular boundary facets of grid lines can be controlled also by imposing ad-
is set up to form the initial front. The front is a data ditional constraints like surface parametric derivatives
structure which keeps track of the information about on the boundaries in order to obtain the desired mesh
the set of triangular facets still available for the gen- characteristics. Care must be taken, in this case, to
eration process. The assembly of those facets forms avoid mesh overlapping.
the boundary between the part of the domain which
has been triangulated and the part which has not yet. Finally grid generation inside blocks is carried out. The
The front must be updated every time a new element same technique developed for the faces is used also in
is formed and it becomes empty at the end of the trian- this case, so the previous considerations can be applied
gulation process. The generation proceeds by choosing again.
a triangle in the front as a base for a new tetrahedron.
The triangle will be joined either with an existing node Euler solver
or with a new one in order to form an element whose
dimension is as near as possible to the prescribed one. Steady solutions to the Euler equations are captured

by pseudo-time integration of the usual conservation

&n - - 1 0.
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laws: We describe now a way to construct such artificial dis-

+OF(W) +O(W) +OH(W) sipative terms both for structuted cell centered and for
+7 OX - OZ = 0. (1) unstructured node centered schemes.

Structured cell centered scheme:
Eq. (1) is a locally differential version of a more general In a structured mesh, we can associate to each cell C,
conservation principle a triplet of indices i, j, k. The dissipative operator can

be written as
jWdfl + j -F Vda = 0 (2)

Di~()= d.J,k - d-jL

which expresses that the rate of change of the quantity + di,+J.k - di,,- ,k

W in a volume 0 is equal to the balance of the fluxes 7 + didj,k+ - d,,,kj 1 (7)
of this quantity through the boundary r of fQ. Namely,
it expresses the conservation of mass, momentum and where the dissipative flux d,+½j,L is defined by the

total energy for an inviscid flow. usual formula [10]

Spatial discretisation is performed by computing the d,+Ij,k =
integral form of the Euler equations on a finite control .
volume C,, illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6, and assuming C'(2)

a constant value for W over the control volume. The 2( -
flux balance is evaluated by splitting the control vol- -C (4) Wi.• - 3Wi+ljk
ume boundary into panels OSil, so that each panel is
shared by a pair of cells C, and Cj. Thus, the flux +3 Wi,,,k - W.-Ij,k)) (8)
balance reduces to the sum of the contributions due
to each panel over which we assume that the fluxes
are constant. The following integrated normal can be Unstructured node centered scheme:
computed: In a similar manner, the dissipative operator fo- the

unstructured grid solver is written as
V. f a. 3

- - ,, -- "d. (3) Di ) Dij (9)

The discrete equation can then be written as it follows
where the dissipative flux D,j is defined by

area(C,)- + E 1ý( W., j, 7-1, 0 0, (4) 2Aj(,(2)(w-W ,)-N W -V ,)(0

where K(i) represents the set of indices of neighbour- where VW is a discretized version of an undivided
ing cells of Ci. The numerical flux 4, is a function of Laplacian operator.
the quantity W at the cells C, and C3, and of the inte- Fl
grated normal. This formula is general and the prop- For the two schemes, the scaling factor t represents the

erty of the scheme will depend only on the choice for local value ofthe spectral radius ofthe Jacobian matrix

the numerical flux, which is required to be consistent OY/DW. Shock capturing is controlled by the coeffi-
with the physical one: cient J2)(_< 1), which is made proportional to a non-

dimensional shock sensor; typically, the normalised sec-
S / )°ond difference of the pressure. The coefficient e(4) pro-4,(w,"w,• = .. vv,') Ff + F .Ga+-Hi1 (5) vides the background dissipation in smooth parts of

the flow and can be used to improve the ability of the
A second order spatial approximation can be obtained scheme to damp high frequency modes. In the neigh-
by setting: borhood of shock waves, e(4) is put equal to zero to cut

off the fourth difference operator which could otherwise
4, (we ' "w = F(Wj) + F(Wj) :7 cause oscillations. More details about the unstructured

2 r solver can be found in [11).
G(W,) + G(Wj)

+ 2 %, The multiblock flow solver used for this calculation has
+ H(Wi) + H(W• been developed with the main goal of treating grid
+ 2 17. (6) blocks independently from the overall mesh topology.2 Two layers of halo cells are needed to compute the sec-

This approximation does not allow a clean capture of ond and fourth order terms in the artificial viscosity
flow discontinuities without undesirable spurious oscil- model. These cells areoplaced on each.contact faces
lations that could induce numerical instabilities, there- between two~blocks and the variable values are taken

. fore, we needs to add some artificial dissipative terms. from the adjacent block. The sche"e does 'not require

Ini
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Sany special treatment of degenerated edges or faces. on the wing, in this kind of vortical flow, is strongly

Boundary conditions at the symmetry plane are im- related to the resolution of the vortex, whose core is
posed by simply mirroring the variables, at solid walls located over the body surface. Therefore, a better res-
linear pressure extrapolation from the inner values in olution of the vortex will induce a better resolution of
the flow field is assumed, while at the far field a flux the pressure distribution on the body surface without
splitting procedure is used. needing to create more points on it.

The unstructured solver does not require any special The criterion used for the mesh refinement procedure
technique for symmetry and wall boundary conditions, is based on an entropy deviation sensor, which best
as it is a node centered scheme. At far field, it uses the identify the vortex location. A refined mesh of 55722
same procedure as the structured solver, nodes was generated by splitting the mesh sides where

An explicit multistage Runge-Kutta time stepping the value of the sensor exceeded a prescribed limit.

scheme is used to integrate the equation in time. Con- The new solution indicates that the pressure in the suc-
vergence to steady state is improved by the use of accel- tion peak is substantially lower than the one found in
eration techniques such as local time stepping, residual the results on the coarse level grid as shown in Fig. 15.
smoothing and enthalpy damping Figs. 16 to 18 illustrate the effect of mesh refinement

on the solution. Isoplots of the pressure are shown in
Fig. 19. Finally, the surface pressure in correspon-

Numerical experiments dance of three cuts on the body is presented in Fig.
20.

We have investigated transonic vortical flow over

the previously described wing-body configuration at Comparison between the two approaches:
M. = 0.85 with a 10 degrees angle of attack. Figs. 21 to 23 present comparisons of the solution ob-
Structured grid: tained by the two methods. The results appear to be
Structur ued ged: aquite similar in the flow field. The vortex in the un-

Using the technique described above a mesh composed structured grid solution is well resolved, thanks to the
by 12 blocks with a total of 309760 cells was gener- adaptive strategy, even if the number of nodes is much
ated. The final result is shown in Figs. 7-9. The block lower than the one used in the structured grid. Com-
structure is reported in Fig. 7. The symmetry plane parison in terms of pressure coefficients on the body
and the body surface are shown in Fig.8, while Fig. 9 surface indicates some discrepancies in the vortex re-
illustrates three I-constant surfaces to give an idea of gion, but in our experience we think that they could
the mesh resolution in the flow field, depend from different mesh resolution in critical areas

A vortex over the wing upper side has been captured by where vorticity is generated. Further investigations are
our calculation. Fig.10 shows that it seems to originate still necessary to better understand the effects of mesh
quite close to the configuration apex, while Fig. 11 density on the solution.
depicts its development in the flow field in terms of
pressure. The vortex core is detectable by the analysis Conclusions
of the ti*al pressure losses distribution. Isoplots of this
variable, a hown in Fig. 12, are used to trace it in the Solutions of vortex flows around a wing-body configu-
flow field and indicate that vorticity is generated at the ration obtained with structured and unstructured grids
wing apex and is fed also from the sharp leading edge. have been presented. Comparable results have been
Finally, the surface pressure in correspondance of three obtained which confirm the suitability of the unstruc-
cuts on the body is presented in Fig. 13. tured approach also for transonic vortical flow simu-

Unstructured grid: lation. We have found that the mesh density in the
Firstly, an experiment with a coarse mesh (30256 vortex core largely influence the accuracy of the solu-
nodes) was made in order to get an initial solution tion, making the use of adaptive strategy quite attrac-
which would indicate the trends of the flow structure. tive. However, we believe that additional studies on
Fig. 14 shows the body surface discretisation, which the effects of mesh density in the vortex region and at
consist approximately of 12000 triangular facets. This sharp leading edges are needed, together with further

initial result shows a vortex on the wing leeward side. research on adaptive strategies.

In order to improve the solution, we have used a mesh
refinement technique. A first problem appears: where
Ashdl we refine? References
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Fig 1 Surtace definition of the wing-body
configuration.

Fig.3 Definition of outer boundary and symmetry
(unstructured case).

F'g.2 Definitiort and correspoiiding triangulation igjSraetanuton for two differentor four surfacc, of the wing-bod Fig.4g dsurfacetrianguato
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Fig. 7 Block structure of the stutrdmesh.

1 g.5 Sk~etch of the structured control volume
lattice.

Fig.8 Symmetry plane discretisation.

Fig.6 Sketch of a unstructured control volume.
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I

Fig.11 Pressure coefficents contours at several
Fig.9 Three surface cuts at constant I of the cuts in the structured grid.
structured grid.

Fig.12 Total pressure loss contours at several cuts
Fig.10 Pressure coefficent contours on the upper in the structured grid.
surface.
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Fig.15 Comparison of pressure coefficent for the

Fig.3 Pressure coefficent distribution ou the ~ ~ h~dltdusrztrdgi t8%o
body surface in correspondance of A0%,60% and
80% of tbe root chord. N
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Fig.16 Two cuts showing the bructe resolut;on in
theo vortex regon for ifhe adapted grid (right).

Fig.14 Surface discretisation of the coarse
unstructured grid.
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/tre gF3f22 The entropy deviation for the structuredFis,21 ThOM Pfe-Zure Coefficents for The -trur grid (bf*j are comnpared %ith tho unstructuredanid Pft~) are compared with the, Unstructurcil rnsult (reigt) at 30,o,60% and 80% of root chord.result (fighit) at 30%,60% and 80% of root chord.
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS OF AN EULER-EQUATION METHOD
APPLIED TO LEADING-EDGE VORTEX FLOW)

by

J.1. van den Berg, H.W.M. Hoelijmtakers and J,.MJ.W.Jacobs

National Aerospace Laboratory NLR

P.O. Box 90502,1006 BM Amsterdam
The Netherlands

SUMMARY Many investigations have been carried out to study
the prediction of steady-state, vortex-dominated

The flow about a 65-deg sharp-edged cropped delta flow by methods based on the Euler equations

wing with and without an under-wing body is aimu- (Refs. 2-7), addressing various aspects of the nu-

lated by solving the Euler equations. merical simulation of this type of flow.

Results are presented for the wing-body configura-
tion at a transonic free-stream Mach number at in- In the model based on the Euler equations viscous

cidences ranging from 10 to 20 deg for which in effects are neglected. However, these effects are

the flow field above the wing a strong vortex de- known to be responsible for the occurrence of sec-

velops as well as shocks for the high incidence of ondary separation underneath the leading-edge vor-

20 deg. tax (see Fig. 1). The secondary vortex which re-

Results for .bsonic to transonic free-stream Mach sults from this smooth-surface flow separation,
numbers at high incidence are obtained for the affects the position and strength of the primary

wing-alone configuration for which in the presence vortex. To take these effects into account more

of a strong vortex, at transonic free-stream Mach elaborate models of the flow must be used. In the

number shocks appear in the solution. literature several investigations into numerical
For the wing-body configuration, the computational boundary conditions to prescribe this secondary
results are compared with experimental data, and separation within an inviscid flow model can be

the solution in the near wake is investigated, found (Refs. 8-10). Furthermore several investiga-
tions have already been made t• extend the flow
model based on Euler's equations to a flow model

INTRODUCTION based on the Navier-Stokes equations (Refs.
11-13). However, compared to Euler methods, Na-

Vortical flow due to separation from sharp leading vier-Stokes methods require relatively fine grids
edges plays an important role in the aerodynamics to resolve the small-scale viscous effects, lead-

of high-performance fighter aircraft and missiles ing to computer time requirements too large for
operating at high incidence. The formation of the applications in a design environment.
leading-edge vortex above the upper surface of the

wing as a result of the rolling-up of the free In the present paper the Euler method under deve-

shear layer which forms at the sharp leading edge, lopment at NtR is applied to the subsonic and

as well as the influence of the vortex on the flow transonic flow about a 65-deg sharp-edged cropped

over the upper surface of the wing, is only delta wing with and without an under-wing body.

slightly dependent on Reynolds number. This
implies that this type of high-Reynolds-number The delta wing has a taper ratio of 0.15. The

flow can be simulated by inviscid flow models. chordwise airfoil section is the NACA 64A005 air-
foil which upstream of its point of maximum thick-

Potential-flow methods have been applied success- ness (0.4 c) is smoothly blended into a biconvex

fully to the sub-critical flow about delta-like shape. Attached to the lower wing surface is a

wing configurations (Ref. 1). In these methods t,.e body which starts at the apex of the wing, has an

vortical flow is modelled by "fitting" vortex ogival type of nose (x/ca < 0.35) and smoothly

sheets and vortex filaments into the potential blends into a cylindrical body. Downstream of the

flow field. Although their position and strength trailing edge, the body is attached to a sting of

is determined as part of the solution, the topolo- circular cylindrical shape. The diameter of the

gy of the flow must be well-defined and known in sting is substantially smaller than the maximum

advance, width of the body.

The mathematical model based on the Euler equa- For the wing-body configuration detailed experi-

tions allows for rotational flow everywhere in the mental data is available up to high incidences and

flow field. Computational methods based on this the structure of the vortical flow field is rea-

flow model "capture" vortical flow regions along sonably well known (Refs. 14-15).
with (strong) shocks as part of the discrete flow
solution. This implies that computational methods
based on this mathematical model are rather at- The purpose of the present investigation is to as-

tractive for cases with vortical flow, shocks and seas the capability of the Euler method to simu-

the mutual interaction of these two non-linear late accurately the details of the flow around the

flow phenomena. At transonic speed the latter type generic fighter-like configurations considered.
of flow occurs for the case of highly-swept wing
configurations at high incidence. For these configurations the flow is dominated by

"The computer resources required for an Euler a strong vortex resulting from flow separation at

method can be met by the presently available su- the sharp leading edge. At transonic speed there

percomputers. Application of Euler met" As to vor- is, in addition, the interaction of this vortex
tax flow have already demonstrated their potential with shocks resulting in a rather complex flow
for utilizati6n in the aiodyn analysis of pattern. The present computational study is mainly -

fighter-like'aircraft and missiles, concerned with the following:

S' .- , *) This investigation has been carried out under contract with the. -_ I
Netherlands Agency for Aerospace Programs ,(IVR) for theNetherlands -,

4Ministry of Defence.
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- comparison of computational results with exper- Visualization and inspection of the solutions is
imental data for the wing-body configuration;, carried out on graphical workstations using in-

- analysis of fundamental aspects of the flow in house developed software (Ref. 19).

the near wake of the wing-body configuration;, The methods are developed and implemented on the

- evolution of the solution with increasing inci- NLR computer network consisting of a NEC-SX2 su-

dance for the wing-body configuration at fixed percomputer, a Cyber 962 mainframe supplemented by

Mach-number;, graphic workstations for visualization, a file-

- evolution of the solution with increasing Mach transfer and a terminal network.

number at fixed incidence for the wing-alone
configuration. 

GRIDS

In Ref. 16 earlier computational results have been For the wing-body configuration a 16-block C-0

presented for the flow about the wing-alone con- type grid is used to discretize the starboard half

figuration. of the computational domain. In chordvise direc-
tion the grio is of C-type, in spanwise direction
of O-type topology. The grid has dimensions
108x82x28 (247,968 cells), that is in chordwise
direction 108 cells (80 from the apex towards the

OUTLINE OF METHODS USED trailing edge, 28 from the trailing edge towards
the downstream outer boundary), 82 cells in span-

The Euler simulation system under development at wise direction (38 on the upper wing surface, 44

NLR consists of subsystems for geometry proces- on the lower wing-body surface) and 28 cells in

sing, grid generation, flow calculation, flow vi- the direction from the configuration surface to-
sualization and data processing (Ref. 17-19). wards the outer boundary. On the forward part of

the upper surface of the wing the grid is "coni-
The computational meshes for the wing-alone and cal* (see in Fig. 2). Grid lines are clustered
the wing-body configuration have been obtained u- near the apex, near the leading edge and near the

sing the NI! grid-generator (Ref. 17). With this trailing edge. Adjacent to the solid surface,
grid generator, multi-blocked surface-fitted grids where the gradients in the flow are expected to be

are produced. The grids are initialized through large, the cell-stretching ratio in the direction
transfinite interpolation, and tuned through a normal to the solid surface is close to unity. The

method based on elliptic partial differential grid has a singular line running from the apex in
equations with interactively controlled weight upstream direction towards the outer boundary.

functions. The grid lines are continuous but may The outer boundary is 4.5cR from the apex in
be slope-discontinuous across block boundaries, upstream direction, Scs from the trailing edge in

downstream direction, 3cR from the leading edge in

The Euler method (Ref. 18) used solves the time- spanwise direction and 5cz from the configuration

dependent Euler equations employing the fully con- surface in normal direction, where cs is the root
servative algorithm of Jameson et al. (Ref 20). chord.

The five equations for the conservation of mass,
somentum in each of the three space directions and
energy are discretized using a cell-centered cen-

tral-difference scheme. Second- and fourth-order For the wing-alone configuration an 8-block grid

artificial dissipation terms are added to the dis- has been generated with an 0-0 type topology. The

cretized equations. The fourth-order dissipative grid has dimensions 144x38x28 (153,126 cells),.

term provides the back-ground dissipation required that is in chordwise direction 144 cells on both

to suppress the tendency for odd-even point de- the wing upper and lower surface, 38 cells in

coupling of the solution. In regions with large spanwise direction and 28 cells between the wing

gradients, e.g. near shocks, the second-order dis- surface and the outer boundary of the computation-

sipative term is required to damp pre- and post- al domain. This grid is symmetric with respect to

shock oscillations. A switch function, dependent the horizontal plane of symmetry of the wing. On
on the second derivative of the pressure, is used the wing upper surface the grid characteristics

as sensor to detect the locations where the sec- are comparable to those of the grid of the wing-

ond-order dissipative term is switched on and the body configuration. The grid is quasi-conical,

fourth-order term is switched off. cells are clustered near the apex, leading- and
trailing-edges. Also in normal direction the cell

To obtain steady-state solutions, integration in stretching ratio near the wing has been kept close

time is carried out by a four-stagu Runge-Kutta to unity. The grid has also a singular line which

scheme in which the dissipative terms are evalu- runs from the apex in upstream direction towards
ated at the first step only. Convergence to steady the outer boundary. The outer boundary of the com-
state is accelerated by applying local time-step- putationa

1 
domain is formed by the surface of a

ping, enthalpy-damping and residual-averaging, sphere with center at • - x/ca - 0.7,

S- y/s - 0.0, r - z/s -0.0 and radius of ScR,
At the solid wall the boundary condition of zero where a denotes the local semi-span.

normal velocity is applied, combined with a sec-
ond-order extrapolation of the pressure from the

flow field towards the solid-wall. The boundary FLOW CONDITIONS
conditions at the outer boundary of the computa-
tional domain are based on one-dimensional Riemann With the Euler method the flow around the wing-
invariants. body configuration has been simulated in the tran-

sonic flow regime for a fixed free-stream Mach
The NIR Euler method can handle multi-blocked number of 0.85 and angles of attack of 10, 15 and
grids. At the internal block inteifaces a sjecial 20 degrees.

boundary condition is implemented which accommo- The flow around the wing-alone configuration has 1

dates slope-discontinuous grid lines as well as been computed for 'both the subsonic and transonic
jumps in call size across block boundaries. It is flow regiiie. Results will be presented foi free-

permitted to have a grid with degenerated cells, stream Mach-numbers of O.1f, 0.50 and 0:85 for a

i.e. cells with faces and/or edges collapsed into fixed incidance of 20 dag.
a line or a point. Presently the blocks are pat-

chad one-to-one, in the near future this severe
S4; -:"? constraint in constructing a multi-blocii grid will

be relaxed.
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SAll calculations have converged in 1500 to 2500 second (weak) shock appears at the Junction of the
iterations, In which the root-mean-square norm of wing and the sting. Here the flow first acceler-
the time-like variation of the density reduces by ares sharply over the discontinuity, followed im-
four ctders cf magnitude, starting from the solu- mediately by a compression throt'gh a shock. Exper-
tiu,1 on te preceding grid level and from uniform imental data is not available that close to the

fýee-streayi flow on the coarsest level. trailing-edge, but it may be expected that viscous
On the NEC-SX2 supercomputer typical computtng effects cause local rlow separation which will
times are one to two CPU hours for a complate smooth out the local suction peak.
computaton on the grids described.

Fig. 5 presents the pressure distribution in a 4
ANALYSIS OF COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS :ross-flow plane perpendicular to the configura-

tion at x/cR - 0.6. Due to the clearly visible
Sa.ilnfeaturesf transonic flow solution cross-flow shock anc other compressibility ef-
For the transonic free stream Mach number of 0.85,; fects, the vortical Zlow region in transonic flow
20 deg incidence, the numerical solution on the has a flatter shape than in cabe of subsonic flow.
wing-body configuration is compared with experi- This cross-flow shock causes the isobars to lean
mental data obtained in the NLR HST wind tunnel at backwards towards the p~ane of symmetry. Outboard
a Reynolds number of 9 uIllion for nominally the uf the cross-flow .hock and underneath the shear

same configuration (Ref. 15). The most important layer from the leading edge there is a relatively
difference between the geometry used in the corpu- large region where the variations in the pressure
tation and that of the wind-tunnel model is that are small.
for the first, the body starts at the apex of the
wing, .while for the latter the body starts some- In Ftg. 6 the computed surface pressure distribu-
what downstream of the apex of the wing. tion at the spanwise section x/cR - 0.6 is compared
The solution was obtained with the parameters con- with NLR experimental data (Ref. 15). On the lower
trolling the artificial dissipative terms set at surface the agreement of computed and measured
their standard values for transonic flow, i.e. data is excellent. For the upper surface the situ-
with the fourth-difference term switched on, the ation is less satisfactory. In the Euler solutions
second-difference term taking over at locations the cross-flow shock is located at about 75% local
with large gradients, semi-span, while in the experiment the (weaker)

cross-flow shock is located much further inboard
Fig. 3 shows the isobar pattern on the upper sur- at 60% local semi-span. The experimental data fur-
face of the wing-body configuration obtained from ther indicate, as may be concluded from the pro-
the Euler solution and the ,ne obtained from the nouncee seconu suction peak, that the cross-flow
measured pressure distribution, shock provokes an early secondary separation that
The low-pressure rtgion on the upper surface, results in a relatively strong secondary vortex.
forming the foot print of the leading-edge vortex,
indicates that flow separation from the leading
edge starts very close to the apex. On the forward Fig. 7. which compares the computed and measured
part of .he wing the pressure distribution is more surface pressure distribution along the chordwise
or lesb conical. section in the plane of symmetry, in general shows
In the computed result the closely spaced isobars a satisfactory correlation. The rear shock shows
outboard of the pressure minimum indicates the ip clearly in the Euler solution. However, in the
presence of & "cross-flow shock" underneath the computation, it is situated at a slightly more
vortex core. On the rear part of the configuration downstream location than in the measurement, prob-
upper surface, a second shock appears in the com- ably due to the neglect of viscous effects in thi
puted result. At x/cs - 0.95 this shock, which numerical simulation. At the trailing edge the
starts near the kink in the leading edge, merges steep expansion and subsequent shock associated
with the cross-flow shock into a Y-shaped shock with the flow over the junction of the wing and
system, with as stem the strong cross-flow shock, the sting, appears to be rather pronounced. Vis-
On the central part of the wing a so called "rear cous effects probably will modify this feature
shock" appears, normal to the plane of symmetry. considerably. Finally note that at the apex there
This shock is due to the upstream effects of the are rela'ively large differences between theory
trailing edge, where the Kutta condition must be and experiment. These are presumably due to dif-
satisfied, ferences in the geometry as well as to viscous

effects.

In the isobar pattern of the measured data the Flow solution in the near wake
rear shock shows up, as does the cross-flow shock. In this section the development of the flow field
However, the Y-shaped shock system is not present. just upstream and just downstream of the trailing
For this the following explanation is given. In sage in the near wake is analyzed in detail. The
the experiment a cross-flow shock is formed just case considered is again the transonic flow ibout
downstream (-outboard) of the suction peak under- the wing-body configuration at a free-stream Mach
nenth the leading-edge vortex. Viscous effects number of 0.85 and 20 dag incidence. Since experi-
will cause the flow to separate immediately down- ments have indicated onset of vortex breakdown for
stream (-outboard) of the cross-flow shock. The h4;her incidences than the one considered, we
secondary vortex that is subsequently formed, don't have to consider this complex and not yet
causes the leading-edge vortex as well as the fully understood flow phenomenon.
cross-flow shock to move to a more inboard loce- Hummel (Ref. 21) showed that, at least for subson-
tion and simultaneously will lower the suction ic flow conditions, a complex vortex structure
peak due to the primary~vortex. In the final equi- develops in the near wake., The constitutive ale-
llbrium situation the cross;flow shock is at a ments of this mushroom-shaped vortex structure,
much more inboard position than formed in the in- are the leading-edge vortex and the so-called
viscid flow solution without secondary separation trailing-edge vortex., The latter vortex contains
and a Y-shaped shock system does not form.

In Fig. 4, showing the calculated isobar pattern
in the plane of symmetry (y/s - 0.0)i the rear
shock is clearly vsible; The extent of the region
with supersonic flow can be detirminad easily '
since the Cp - -0.3 isobar corresponds with the
critical value of the pressure coefficient. Also a
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vorticity of sign opposite to that contained in Evolution of Euler solution with incidence
the leading-edge vortex and forms immediately In this section the evolution wit% incidence of
downstream of the trailing edge. Although the sign the Euler solution around the wing-body configura-
(negative) of the vorticity in the trailing-edge tion at the transonic free-stream Mach number of
vortex is the same as that in the vortex resulting 0.85 is discussed. Computational results are pre-
from the smooth-surface secondary separation un- sented for incidences of 10, 15 and 20 dog.
derneath the leading-edge vortex, it is a differ- Fig. 9 shows the isobar pattern on the upper sur-
ent vortex. This has been confirmed in inviscid face of the configuration for these three inciden-
flow simulations (Refs. 16,22). It forms as a con- ces. Judging from the region with low pressures it
sequence of the wake at the trailing edge is seen that with increasing incidence the lead-
(x/cR - 1.0) containing vorticity of both signs, ing-edge vortex becomes stronger and shifts to a
i.e. negative in the shear layer between the plane more inboard position. For all cases the leading-
of symmetry and some lateral location near that of edge flow separation and the vortex formation
the leading-edge vortex, positive in the remainder starts at the apex. At 10 deg incidence the flow
of the shear layer from of the trailing edge, in is still nearly shock free, with only a cross-flow
the shear layer from the tip and in the leading- shock near the wing tip. For the incidences of 15

edge vortex itself (Ref. 22). and 20 dog the cross-flow shock develops on the
remainder of the wing, moving in inboard direction
with increasing incidence. On the rear part a Y-
shaped shock system evolves, resulting from the

In inviscid flow simulations total-pressure losses process in which a second shock develops on the
should occur in shock waves only. However, in re- aft part of the wing near the wing tip, which sub-suits of Euler codes total-pressure losses also sequently merges with the cross-flow shock. As faroccur due to discretization errors, implementation as the "rear shock" is concerned it is seen that

of approximate boundary conditions etc., as well it starts to develop at 15 deg incidence and is
as due to the explicitly added artificial viscosi- well-developed at 20 deg incidence.
ty terms of the numerical algorithm. For the pres-
ent type of applications, these numerically in-
duced total-pressure losses are largest in regions In Fig. lOa the isobar pattern in the cross-flow
with large gradients, specifically in regions with plane x/ca - 0.6 are presented for the three inci-
concentrated vorticity such as, free shear layers dences. With increasing incidence the region on
and in particular vortex cores, the upper surface influenced by the leading-edge

vortex becomes larger, while the center of the
Fig. 8 shows the distribution of the losses in vortex moves more inboard and upward. In the flow
total pressure in five consecutive planes field above the upper surface, the cross-flow
x/cx - constant, namely x/cs - 0.95, 1.0, 1.025, shock develops accompanied by 4 gradually more1.05 and 1.10. In the planes x/cR - 0.95 and 1.0, backward leaning of the isobarý around the center
the leading-edge vortex can be identified by the of the vortex core. In the vortex core itself, the
region with significant total-pressure losses, up static pressure decreases with increasing inci-
to a loss of 60% of the free-stream value at the dence, indicating that the vortex becomes stron-
center of the vortex core. The closely-spaced iso- get. Also note that downstream (-outboard) of the
lines perpendicular to the surface underneath the cross-flow shock the region where the static pres-
vortex core indicate the cross-flow shock which sure is about constant increases in area. Fig. lOb
gives rise to a loss of 15% of the free-stream shows the corresponding cross-flow plane isolines
value. That the total-pressure losses due to the of total-pressure losses. It indicates that at low
cross-flow shock are that high, can be explained incidence the vortical flow region is rather close
in terms of the local Mach number upstream of the to the surface while with increasing incidence,
shock having a value in the order of 2. the region with vortical flow increases in cross-
It follows from Fig. 8 that the leading-edge vor- sectional area. The maximum total-pressure loss
tax continues downstream of the trailing edge, as occur at the center of the vortex core and its
a region with total-pressure losses of about the magnitude increases with incidence from 35% at 10
same magnitude, gradually changing its shape in deg to 60% of the free-stream value at 20 deg in-
response to the changing flow field. Downstream of cidence. Across the cross flow shock the total-

pressure losses amount from 5% at 15 deg incidence
the trailing edge a second region with significant to 15% at 20 deg incidence. In each of the three
total-pressure losses ( up to 45% of the free- cases considered in Fig 10b, the shear layer from
stream value) develops rapidly. It is the "trail- the leading edge is clearly outlined as a region
ing-edge vortex" which results from the roll-up of with significant total-pressure losses.
the negative vorticity contained in the wake. The
leading-edge and the trailing-edge vortex interact
with each other and at the section
x/c 5 - 1.10, a mushroom-shaped vortex system re-
sults, just as found in subsonic flow. Also note Fig. 11 shows the development with incidence of
that downstream of the trailing edge the cross- the distribution of the surface pressure coeffi-flow shock has disappeared. cient at the spanwise section x/cR - 0.6. Again iti

shows that the height of the suction peak and
Another feature can be detected in the sections at therefore the strength of the vortex, increases
x/cs - 0.95, 1.0, 1.025, namely a distortion in the with increasing incidence. The suction peak grows
isobar pattern signifying a t,ird region with con- both in height and in width and moves in inboard
centrated vorticity. This feature has associated direction, while on its outboard flank the cross-
with it a loss in total pressure of 30-35% of the flow shock develops. 'rhe upper-surface attachment
free-stream value and can be traced back to the point, indicated by a local maximum in the pres-
kink in the leading edge, i.e. to x/ca - 0.85. It sure coefficient inboard of the leading-edge vor-
is termed the "tip vortex". Because this tip vor- tax, rapidly moves towards the plane of symmetry
tex leaves the leading edge at a relatively large with increasing incidence. At 20 deg incidence it
angle with respect to the surface, it has little has reached the plane of symmetry. The primary at-
effect on the surface pressure distribution. From tachment point on the lower wing surface, which at
the contours in the consecutive cross-flow planes 10 dog incidence ia still very close to the lead-

it can be seen that the tip vortex travels around Ing edge, gradually moves away from the leading
7 the leading-edge vortex. At x/c 5 - 1.10 it is so edge with-increasing incidence.

close to the core of the leading-edge vortex that The distribution of the strface pressure coeffi-
Z4 it can no longer be distinguished and may be as- ciant along the chordwiso.sectin in the plane of

sumed to be fully merged with the latter, aymmetry; presented in Fig. early shows the
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development of the rear shock with incidence. As cross-flow shock appears and associated with it a
incidence increases, shock strength increase: and region with about equal static pressure. In Fig.
its location moves to a more aft position. Fur- 14b the corresponding cross-flow plane patterns of
thermore note that with increasing incidence a isolines of total-pressure loss are presented. It
suction peak on the upper surface develops near confirms that at the transonic free-stream Mach
the wing apex. It is assumed that this is due to number the region with vertical flow is much flat-
the singularity in the inviscid transonic solution ter than at subsonic free-stream Mach numbers. The
at the apex which will also include the influence maximum total-pressure loss, occurring at the cen-
of the body. ter of the vortex core increases rapidly with in-
Also shown is the development of the suction peak creasing Mach number.
and shock at the junction of the wing and the Comparison of the patterns for M. - 0.85, a - 20
sting, deg in Figs. 10 and 14, for the wing-body and the

wing-alone configuration respectively, confirm
Evolution of Euler solution with Mach number that at x/cR - 0.6 for this flow condition the
In this section we investigate the effect of in- effect of the presence of the body on the flow
creasing the Mach number at a fixed incidence of above the upper surface of the configuration is
20 deg from a low subsonic (0.15) to a subson- small.
ic (0.50) and a transonic k0.85) free-stream Mach
number. For this study the wing-alone configura-
tion is considered. It is assumed that at the high In Fig. 15 the spanwise surface pressure distribu-

incidence of 20 deg the influence of the under- tion is presented at x/cR - 0.6. On the lower sur-

wing body of the wind-tunnel model on the flow face the pressure coefficient is not effected very

field above the upper surface of the wing will be much by compressibility effects. On the upper sur-
g con- face the effect of the Mach number on the distri-

so small, that we can consider the wing-alone bution of the pressure coefficient is very large.
figuration instead. At the section at x/cR - 0.6, increasing the Mach

number from 0.15 to 0.50 increases the height of
the suction peak somewhat, reduces its width

Fig. 13 shows the isobar pattern on the upper sur- slightly and moves it to a more inboard position.
face of the wing for the three Mach numbers. The Increasing the Mach number to 0.85 reduces the
patterns show that in each case a region with low height of the suction peak dramatic~lly and moves
pressure develops on the upper surface indicative its position still further inboard, while also one
for the presence of a strong leading-edge vortex, sees the development of the cross-flow shock.
On the forward part of the wing the lowest values
of the surface pressure coefficient ore obtained
for the lowest free-stream Mach number. This is The chordwise surface pressure distribution along
typical for subsonic Mach numbers where there is a the section in the plane of symmetry (Fig. 16),
relatively large effect of the singularity at the indicates the effects of compressibility on the
apex as well as a strong upstream influence of the flow. Increasing the Mach number results in a dis-
trailing edge, and for which in addition the vacu- tribution that is more conical, at least on the
um pressure coefficient (which varies like l/Mj) is forward part of the wing. On the aft part of the
lowest. With increasing Mach number the height of wing the rear shock is required to increase the
the suction peak decreases rapidly and the region pressure discontinuously in order to enable ful-
with the lowest pressures moves to a more aft po- fillment of the Kutta condition at the trailing-
sition on the wing, resulting in a more conical edge. Comparison for H. - 0.85, a - 20 deg of the
pattern. Simultaneously the location of the suc- result in Fig. 12 for the wing-body configuration
tion peak moves to a more inboard position and a with the one in Fig. 16 for the wing-alone confi-
shock-wave pattern evolves. guration shows, naturally, large differences for

the lower side of the configuration and near the
It should be realized that apart from the circum- apex and wing-sting junction for the upper sur-
stance that the flow is still not fully supersonic face.
the flow pattern cannot become exactly conical be-
cause the wing-body nor the wing-alone configura-
tion have a conical geometry.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The effect of the presence of the under-wing body
on the upper-surface pressure distribution can be Results of an Euler method have been obtained for
assessed by comparing those isobar patterns in the transo-ic (M. - 0.85) flow around a wing-body
Figs. 9 and 13 that were computed for the same configuration consisting of a 65-dog sharp-edged
condition (K. - 0.85. a - 20 deg). It indead con- cropped delta wing and an under-wing body for in-
firms that for the wing-body (Fig. 9) and for the cidences of 10, 15 and 20 deg. For the wing-alone
wing-alone (Fig. 13), a pattern is obtained with configuration results have been obtained for sub-
strong similarities in the shape of the region sonic (K. - 0.15, 0.50) and transonic (M. - 0.85)
with low pressure, the location of the cross-flow flow at 20 deg incidence. For the wing-body confi-
shock, the occurrence of the Y-shaped shock struc- guration the calculations were carried out on a
ture on the aft part of the configuration, the lo- grid of C-0 topology with 240K cells. For the
cation of the rear shock, etc. Some more signifi- wing-alone configuration a comparable grid of 0-0
cant differences are found near the Junction of topology with 150K cells is used.
the wing and the sting. Smaller differences may be
attributed to differences in grid topology and For the wing-body configuration at K. - 0.85 and
grid density. o - 20 dog computed results were compared with ex-

perimental data available for this configuration.
The differences in the height and the position of

In Fig. 14a the isobars in the cross-flow plane at the suction peak in the pressure distribution on
x/cR - 0.6 are presented for the three Mach numbers the upper surface of the configuration as obtained
considered. With Increasing Mach number the canter from the Euler method and these found in the ex.o
of the vortex core (- the point of minimum static periment are primarily attributed to the effect of
pressure) moves inboard and downward. Also, with secondary separation, which is not modeled in the
increasing Mach number the pressure coefficient in present numerical cimulation; To obtain a better
the core increases rapidly. For the transonic Mach agreement between theory and experiment it is - -.

number the contours near the center become less deemed necessary to include some kind of explicit
circular in appearance indicatiag a vortex core of modeling of the-effect of secondary separation in . - -
a flatter shape. Furthermore at K, - 0.85 the the Euler method.
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It is shown that the Euler method is capable of 9. Marconi, F.: On the Prediction of Highly Vor-
simulating the mushroom-shaped vortex structure tical Flows using an Euler Equation Model. In
formed by the leading-edge vortex and the trail- Studies of Vortex-Dominated Flows,
ing-edge vortex in the near wake of the wing. This M.Y. Hussaini and M.D. Salas,
investigation has also revealed the occurrence, at Springer Verlag ed., pp. 311-364 (1987).
transonic speed, of a third vortex, termed the
"tip-vortex". 10. Kwong, C.M., Myring, D.F.,, Fusiform Body %p.

arated Flow Field Calculation Using Eulr.c and
The investigation into the evolution of the flow Boundary Layer Methods. Paper 27, Pr. ;eedings
field about the wing-body configuration with in- of the Royal Aeronautical Society Conference
creasing incidence has shown that there is a on "The Prediction and Exploitation of Sepa-
strong influence of compresaibility on the flow rated Flow". London, (1989).
solution. Increasing the incidence leads to the
formation of a strong "cross-flow" shock under- 11. Chaffari, F., Luckring, J.M., Thomas, J.L.,
neath the leading-edge vortex, while on the aft Bates, B.L.: Navier-Stokes Solutions about
part of the configuration a "Y-shaped" shock sys- the F/A-l8 Forebody-LEX Configuration.
tam evolves On the aft part of the configuration AIAA Paper 89-0338 (1989).
in addition a "rear shock" appears. It is shown
tr.at these shocks develop quite gradually for the 12 Fujii, K., Obayashi, S.:* High-Resolution
incidence increasing from 10 to 20 deg (still Upwind Scheme for Vortical Flow Computations.
below the onset of vortex breakdown observed in J. of Aircraft, Vol. 26, No. 12,
experimental investigations). pp. 1123-1129 (1989).

Compressibility effects have also been assessed by 13. Hsu, C.-H., Liu, C.H.. Upwind Navier-Stokes
considering, for the wing-alone configuration, the Solutions for Leading-Edge Vortex Flows
evolution of the Euler solution at fixed incidence AIAA Paper 89-0265 (1989).
but increasing free-stream Mach number. It is
shown that at low Mach numbers, the lowest values 14. Elsenaar, A., Eriksson, G., Proceedings of the
of the surface pressure coefficients are attained Symposium on "International Vortex Flow Exper-
on the upper surface near the apex. iment and Euler Code Validation"
With increasing Mach number the height of the suc- FFA, Stockholm, 1-3 Oct. (1986).
tion peak on the upper surface decreases rapidly
on the forward part of the configuration and less 15. Elsenaar, A., Hoeijmakers, H.W.M.: An Experi-
so on the aft part of the configuration, resulting mental Study of the Flow Over a Sharp-Edged
in a more conical appearance of the isobar pat- Delta Wing at Subsonic, Trvnsonir and Super-
tern. sonic Speeds.

Paper presented at the ACARD FDP Symposium
"Vortex Flow Aerodynamics", Oct. 1990.

16. Hoeijmakers, H.W.M., Jacobs, J.M.J.W.,
Berg, J.I. van den: Numerical Simulation of
Vortical Flow Over a Delta Wing at Subsonic
and Transonic Speeds.
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EXPERIMIENTAL AND NU11ERTCAL INVESTIGATION OF THE V{)RTEX FLOW
OVER A DELTrA WING AT TRANSON'tC SPEED
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SUMMARY flow ficld mey be %,cry orr~plsi ar-d tlfFiu!t to pred~ct by compula-
The flow around a sharp-edged delta wving with 650 sweep and a tional methds.

flatntppei surface iq investiga~ed experimentally as wvell as noumeIri-
caiiy. no expenimental program contains surface pressure Coimputationial mtiehods NiSsed -WX the- fuler CqsatioitS are able to
measurements, oil flow visuilization and flow field explorations a' captuire, 3reng shck viasc an, voelical flow regions as inteigral part
the Mach numb~ers 0 60 and 0.85 and angles of attack up to 200.Te 2' h disret solitoi. For tihe case of qcrod'nainlcally sharp
results show a tiansoibc leeward flow struicture with several shock leadirg tedes the, iornietinti of leoding edge vor*tex flow thue to
,waves. At a Mach number of 0.85 and 200 angle of attack vortex separation is ondly slightly depedent (in the Reynolds number. This

breakdown is observed. The vortex breakdown goes along with a iniolies that such a fic~w can be Si-imulated by an. invisod So.% modeci
double shock system itt the symmenitity plane region. In the numniercAl The opposite, 'however, is true for secondai- and ever. lerti~ry
vrogramn a 3D Euler code is used with two upwind schemecs; one of vortices, shed otiff ront the smooth upper sirftace fIliese ateclioof
the flia-splitting ty~pe and one of the flux-difference-splittinty. vortices is of an entirely viscous nature, siece they crc gcnear:r-i at
'he results show significant differences between the two discretir those locations where the bsoutidary laycr capran longer sustain an
ation schemes. in particular in the region of the vortex. Between adverse pressure gradient utid will bepprate Times vonicoi. have a
ccimputatiotis and experiment-. large differences are observed due large influence on :tie pressure distribution on the suTfact. and also
to The absence of secondary separationt, and, di the higher angles of on the strength anid ;ocat:on of the primar,~ vortex. The conse-
attack, due to the absence of voritex breakdown in the consputations qlucnce is that Eider methods tisuall) ovierestimiiac the expznsiosi

due to thec primtary vortex.
LIST OF SYMBOLS In 1983 ajoi-ted experimental and iheoretitz programn, known as

Al primary attachment lioe The. International Vortex Flow Experimernt on Euler Code Vsdi-
cr rootchord dation' lil,21, was started up. The purpose was to obtain an t-peri-
E total energy per unit mass mental data bases for a 650 deita wing in t0e high speed regime, to
e internal energy per unit mnass validate computational results This program ronaiaund not only
f h flux vectors cptprinieiits to get intitagal data such as forces and surfAc.- pres.

IR numerical flux functions (appioximate Riemaus t.otter) sures, butl alsodetatled flow field explorations, in order to be able to
H total enlhalpy nmake a more complete comparisotn and to gel a better insight in the
h, characteristic mesh siz physics of the flow field. Ithe analysis of the experimental and
'%f Mach number computational data was concentrated on scmee topics, rwo of which
n outward unit normal vector on control %olume are mentioned. First there is the formation of different types of

p static pressure shock waves. Globally two dtfferent types of shock waves can be
Pt total pressure distinguished: embedded shock waves of a conical nature between
q stale vector of conserved variables the primary vo.rte,, and the upper surface and the so-called rear
S2 secondary separation line shock waves in the sym-netryplane region. Another topic is the

t tnestructure and imechasnism rf vortex breakdowvn. Especially in the
t4 Y, w velocity components in Cartesian coordinate system transoric region there is a complicated interaction between the rear

;;y, z Cartesian coordinate system shock and the vortex breakdowni Although a large amount of data
at angle of attack is available, the topics are as yet far from understood.

6 angle between unimt normal anidit-axis Within the scope of the International Vortex Flow Experiment
P desitysome investigations were done at the Delft University of Techno-

logy on a 650 della wing with flat upper surface and cropped wing0 angle of unit normal in y-z plaits with y-axis tips [1,3J. This model was based on an early design concept of theIt
I) control volume model proposed by the International Vortex Flow Experiment

Dil11 finite volume Group. These investigations included oil flow visualization,
all boundary of control volume Schlieren pictures and flow field explorements by a 5-hole probe. A

rathe- good insight in the topological flow structure was obtained,
W damping parameter in Defect Correction Iteration but the existence of embedded shock waves could only be suggested.

After the Int, Vortex Flow Exp. Test series, a new, somewhat dif.
subscripts: ferent, model was manufactured with pressure orifices, in order to
iQk indices in, computational domaln obtain a more complete set of experiments (4].
ke leading edge Beside the experimental program, a nulmerical experiment was

S free stream value accomplished with a 3D-Euler code. This code is developed by the
first author as an extension of a 2D-code developed at the Centre of

INTRODUCTION Mathenmatics and Computer Science (CWI) in Amsterdam by
Korent and Spekreijse [51,[6]. The 3D3-code uses three different typesThe vortical flow field of a delta wing in the high speed range has fuwn cee ae nteResn rbe o Dfos

the ubjct o inensie sudy urig th lat deadeThe the flux-splitting scheme of van Leer [7] and the flux-difference-dvelopment of numerical codes based on the Euler- or Navier sltigshmso se 8 ndRe[] o h ouinpo

vs rse th deand or xpermenal dta o vaidae t e dure a nonlinear Gauss-Seidel relaxation, accelerated by
numerical results. in the high speed 'iige the flow above a detaultigrid, is used. The investigation of the behaviour of these

ablein tohandsthe the simulation of vortical flows was the object of [

waves. ~ ~ ~ ~ .s thsnmrclporn

Even ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -intecs fasmlegoer ieafattin a 'g h
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EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT where T is a rotation matrix defined as:

The experiments have been performed in the TST-27 tran- a a0 0
somc-supersonic windtunnel of the Laboratory of High Speed [0 cos si0 cos¢ si sn 0

Aerodynamics, Department of Aerospace Engineering at the Delft T - 0 -sine cosOcos¢ cos0stn 0

University of Technology. The windtuannel is of the blow-down type, 0 a - s n coso 0
with a test section of 26cm x 27cm and with a slotted upper- and 0 0 0 0
lower wall. T~o identical models with a flat upper surface and a

leading edge sweep angle of 650 were used, the rootchord of the The angles 0 and 0 define the unit normal: (n •, n . n,) =

models was 120mm (fig. lab). One of the models is provided with (cos0. sinecos, sin 0sin 0)r.
43 pressure taps, the other one (without pressure taps) was used for A straightforward and simple discretization of the steady equa-

oilflow visualization tests and flow field measurements. The tests tions is obtained by subdividingfŽ into disjoint hexahedral cellsf),,,

have been performed at angles of attack from 50 to 200 and at free (finite volumes) and then requiring tisat for each volume D),,,
stream Mach numbers of 0.6, 0.7, 0 75, 0 8, 0 85 and 0.90, with

emphasis on 0.85; this Mach number was a target in most tests separately:
within the framework of the International Vortex Flow Experiment. (f T". f(T - q)ds - 0
The Reynolds number based on the root chord varied from 3.0 to'ff,

3.6 million. For practical reasons the physical domain is ,ub divided into a

Furthermore some flow field investigations were made with a structured grid, where ,fG,, . I, andf n,.| are the neighbour-
5-hole hemispherical head probe The probe has been calibrated at ing cells offl,,. Assuming constant states within the cells and con-
Mach numbers from 0.55 to 1.8 and up to angme s of attack of 600, stant flux vectors at the cell interfaces, the finite volume
which covers the region of Mach numbers and flow angles to be discretization may thus be written:
expected in the flow field above a delta wing in transonic flow. Due

to the time consuming character of the flow field tests have been .0 - , .f -f - f - -0

performed at only one Mach number (0 85) and at two angles of

att;ýck (100 and 150). The measurements were made in cross-flow with, - TJ q).s and similar expressions for

planes normal to the free stream direction, by traversing the probe 2

in spanwise direction at constant heights above the surface. The f f and r is thr 'irface of the cell interface.
flow field in the symmetry plane was investigated by malang tra- 2 1" " and *.a e

verses in upward direction (away from the surface). The flux vectorsf T,.,,k q) have to be calculated by a numerical

NUMERICAL METHOD flux function. For this purpose three different upwind schemes may

be used: the flux-splitting scheme of van Leer [71 and the

fl'sx-difference-spltttig schemes of Osher [8] and Roe [9]. These

The governing equations are the Euler equations, expressing the schemes need no additional dissipation te~ms. Advantage of the

conservation of mass, momentum and energy for an inviscid, flux-difference-splitting schemes over the van Leer scheme is that

non-heatconducting perfect gas in the absence of external forces, contact discontinuities (shear layers) are maintained in a better

The equations in integral form are given by: way. On the other hand the computational costs are higher. An

f ffrosa-f n, gq)..g(q)-n,,h(q.n,.)ds-0 upwind scheme may be written as:

Mi fT. J - q ,T1.

wherebf) is the boundary ofa control volume A ,(n,.ny., n,)r is ilk " T '. (T . " 'T " -

the outward unit normal on ,f), q is the vector of conserved vari- where]f, is the numerical flux function andq - and q" are the state

ables: vectors at either side of the cell interface in negative and positive
i-direction, respectively. The spatial accuracy is determined by the

q - (p pu, p v, p w. p E)r way in witich the states q" and q" are spe(:fled. A scheme with first

Here p is the density, u. v, w are the velocity components in the order spatial accuracy is achieved by assuming constant states

x.y.z direcuons respectively;"E is the total energy given by within the cells: `7 -!k qwqIlk ;q,' " q,,k. First order accuracy is

2- e + r (u * w
t
),in which e is the internal energy per unit too low for practical application, and discontinuities not aligned

mass. The internal energy rmay be expressed in terms of the ores- with grid lines vre smeared out disastrously. A second order accu-

sure p and the density p with the ratio of specific heats y as rate scheme is obtair.ed by applying an interpolation of the states in

e- p/(y- O)p. adjacent finite volumes with the K.-scheme, using the Van Albada

f(q).g(q)andh(q) are the flux vectors: limiter [10], which has the property of second order accuracy in the 4

p p puvpuw. puH )r smooth part of the flow field and of steepening discontinuities,
(q) ( .pu .. without introducing non-monotonicity (wiggles). The interpolation i

g(q) (pV.puVsp
2 .pVpuW.pVH)

7  formulae are:
. $.

h(q) (P W , pu W p VW P W 2 _ p .pwH ) ? q .•' q,,k *' (l' s,)(q ,,, -q,- 1.) +( ÷ xs )(q 1. t - q'•)]

where H is the total enthalpy defined as H-F .This equation -•s)(q -q).(l÷.s,)(q,,=-q,.)]

may be simplified by the use of the property that the Euler equa-

tions are rotationally invariant: where:
)n q)n,Sh(q)'nkT',(T'q) - 2(q iji-q)lA)(qJt,-q't-)'

2 J

in which e is a small number (-i9 ovi ivdohzr.'h

computations sbwhi' in this paper are performed with O - O(Fromm

2M, s "

:i4

Nip, 
"
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The treatment of the boundary conditions is very consistent with The first. and second order operators do not need the use of the f
the numerical flux calculations at the internal cell faces following same numerical flux function. For reasons of computational costs

the Osher scheme. If the boundary conditions are not completely the van Leer scheme is preferred, in particular in the time-consum-
specified, the unknown components are determined by means of the ing relaxation procedure. For th-s second order operator the more
Rieman invariants 5]. sophisticated Osher or Roe scheme may be used, without a

substantial growth of computing costs, since the IDeC mehtod
B. Solution Procedure requires only one evaluation per cycle.

ThI system of nonlinear discretized equations is solved by a

multigrid technique. Within this multigrid a nonlinear variant of the C. Grid

Collective Gauss-Scidel relaxation is applied to the first-order For the computations a grid of a C-O topology is used. This grid

accurate discretized equations. In the relaxation method one or consists of 5.levels; at the lowest level it consists of 4x 4x 2cells and

more Newton steps are used for the collective update of the five at the highest level 64 x 64 x 32 cells. This means m chordwise

state vector components in each finite volume. Tne relaxation direction 64 cells (C-type) with 48 cells on the wing, in spanwise

sweeps start from alternating comer points in the computational direction 64 cells (O-type) covering a half wing and 32 cells between :S

domain in order to improve the robustness of the method. In order the wing surface and the outer boundary. Views of the grid can be

to permit vectonzation and parallelization on a modem supercom. seen in fig. 3a where the grid in the symmetry plane and on the

puter, the relaxation sweeps are performed in diagonal planes of the surface is shown and in fig. 3b where the grid in a wing cross-section
computational domain; finite volumes in such a plane can be is shown. On the surface the grid is conical, which preserves a good

updated simultaneously without any recursion. For the second- resolution near the apex. The grid lines are clustered both near the

order accurate discretized system of equations, however, no robust apex and the trailing edge.
relaxation method is available. In that case a an Iterative Defect
Correction (IDeC) process is used to find an approximate solution RESULTS
of the second order accurate discretized equations [6]. The nonlin-
ear multigrid is preceded by a nested iteration, which consists of a A. Experiments
number of nonlinear multigrid iterations on successive finer grids. The pressure distributions at the surface for the lowest Mach

A nested sequence of grids D . (m - 1 .2. .... n) is developed, number (M. = 0.6), shown in fig. 4 and 5, are typical for conditions

with corresponding mesh sizes h, > h 2 > ... h,. Hence f is the at which no phenomena like embedded shock waves and vortex

coarsest grid and D, is the finest grid. A coarse grid is created by breakdown occur. The suction peak induced by the primary vortex

skipping every other point in the three directions on the finer grid, increases with increasing angle of attack and moves towards the

so that a finite volume on a given grid is the vnion of 2x 2x 2 finite wing symmetry line. A second much less pronounced suction peak

volumes on the next finer grid. LetF .(q) - r,. and F2. (q,,) - r, appears outboard of the primary one at higher angles of attack (150

denote the nonlinear systems of first- azd second-order accurate and 200), which is caused by secondary separation. The pressure

discretized equations onfl ,, withr,, a possible non-zero right-hand distribution along the rootchord (fig. 5) shows that the 21ow is not

side. Then the nonlinear multigrid (NMG) is defined in the follow- conical; at all angles of attack a compression towards the trailing

ing way: edge is found.

- improveq, by a number of (pre-)relaxation iterations to Some results of the oil flow visualization study are shown in fig 6
and 7 (a = 100 and 200, respectively). At angles of attack up to 180

compute the defectod , = r,- F 1 (qm) a well known flow pattern is found, which is almost independent of
the free stream Mach number. Apart from regions in the vicinity of

- calculate an approximateq,,. on the next coarser grid: the wing apex and the trailing edge a rather regular surface

q.- - I`q*,, where I1. is a restriction operator; here the streamline pattern is found, which seems to have a conical similar-

average of the values at the eight cells at the finer grid is used to ity; this in contrast to the pressure measurements. In the oil flow

set the value on the coarser grid picture for a - 100 (fig, 6) a primary attachment line can be

. calculate a right-hand sider..= - Fý,.I (q,,. 1 ). 1) .d,., where distiguished. The place of the attachment line may also be recov-
ered from the spanwise pressure distribution, where a local pressure

I."' is a restriction operator for the defect; the defect on the maximum appears. The flow in between the two lines is
coarser grid is the sum of the defects in the corresponding eight approximately parallel to the wing symmetry line. For angles of
finer grid cells attack of 150 and higher the primary attachment line coincides with

- improve the solution of F,._(q,._)- r,.- by a number of the wing symmetry line. In the secondary separation lines an out-

NMG-iterations; the result is called t,7. board shift at approximately 40% rootchord position can be

- correct the approximationq. by: observed. This is caused by transition from a laminar boundary

q." - q 1
4

.1d ( 1 -q,,-) where 1..i is a prolongation layer upstream to a turbulent boundary layer downstream, since a

operator; the correction to the coarse grid cell is given to the turbulent boundary layer can sustain an adverse pressure gradient

corresponding eight finer grid cells over a longer distance than a laminar boundary layer.

- improve q,, by a number of (post-)relaxation iterations to At an angle of attack of 200 (fig. 7) the flow pattern reveals a
breakdown of the starboard vortex. At that side the secondary- and
tertiary beparation lines ruis into each other at 60% rootchord

The Iterative Defect Correction for the solution of the second position- and froni that position on only one line continues at a

order accurate system of equations can be written as: further outboard position.

F,(q, )- F'(q,).o (r,- F,(q•)) , t- O, 1,2... Increasing the Mach number to 0.85 introduces some drastical

where q * is th- solution on the finest grid obtained by the nested changes in the flow field. For angles of attacK up.to 150 rather reg-

iteration followed by a number (normally 1) nonlinear multigrid ular pressure distributions are measured (fig. 8), except that there

iterations to the first order 0iccurate syisem of equations, and w is a appear large supersonic zones inthe flow field. At an angle of attack

damping parameter. In the first part. of the solution procedure (ab- of 200 an'irregular' behaviour appears in the pressure distribution.

out-10 IDeC iterations) the process had to be damped (Q " 0.5); The suction peak in spanwise direction has collapsedý apparently

lateron no damping(w, 1.0) was necessary. A schematic view of due to breakdownof both vortices, whtichan-be observed inthe oil

olution procedure is given in fig . The total amount of DeC flow pastern (fi& 10). Thýeadn•g edge vortex becomes dimorgat'-

iterations was 'about.S0.-The computations are performed on a ized a smounto fcircilar motion.-lo the rpoch-.

"ConvexC240mini-upercomputer. - ord pressure distribution has changed drastically (fig, 9) There is a o

oer
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a strong compression in the 30%o- 65% rootcord region, followed by computations overestimate the pressure peak, due to the absence of' a substantial expansion downstream of 65% rootchord. At 80% the secondary senaration. Noteworthy is also the existence of a local
position again a compression towards the trailing edge is recog- pressure maximum in the Roe-scheme result at the position of pri-
nized. The expansion may be explained from the size of the burst mary attachment in contrast to the van Leer-scheme result. This
vortex, which is always larger than that ofa non-burst vortex. Due tc local pressure maximum is in agreement with the experimental
this obstacle a sort of converging streamtube of chordwise flow result and with The theory for conical stagnation points.
develops near the symmetry plane, with an acceleration of the flow.
The rootchord pressure distribution allows two shock waves to be Next, a transunic flow at a Mach number of 0.85 is considered. In
implemented, one between 50% and 6S% rootchord and the other fig. 19 the pressure distribution at the rootchord st~stionx/c, = 0.70
at 82.5% rootchord. The resolution of the pressure orifices and in fig. 20 the pressure distribution along the rootchord are
upstream of 65% rootchord is too low to illustrate this. These poss- drawn. For this case also the Roe-scheme result is in better agree-
ible shock locations are however confirmed by Schlieren pictures ment with the experimental result than the van-Leer scheme result.
(fig. 11). Following the change of the pressure distribution and The local pressure maximum at the position of the attachment line
observing the Schiieren pictures at the angles of attack below vortex is recovered better, and the pressure increase towards the trailing
breakdown to values at breakdown, one observes that the upstream edge is more realistic. For both computational results no eftects of
shock already exists before vortex breakdown occurs. Therefore a secondary separation are encountered.
tentative conclusion would be that the downstream shock is gener- The existence of the primary attachment line can also be
ated by the vortex breakdown, and not the reverse, observed in the directional' t-d following a conical representation,

A compilation of the spanwise and rootchord pressure distribu- in the plane x/c, = 0.70 (fig. 21). In this picture also the line p,/ p'.
tions at an angle of attack of 200 for various Mach numbers is given - 0.98 is drawn, enclosing a region of flow with total pressure losses
in figs. 12 and 13. The pressure distributions for the Mach numbers caused by the primary vortex. The value of total pressure loss is
0.75 and 0.80 show the same (but less pronounced) behaviour as in 45.1% at the centre of the vortex, which is comparable to that of the
the case ofM. - 0.85, but in these cases no pressures less than the experimental result (fig. 15).
critical value are measured (no supersonic zone). Also in the At an angie of attack of 200 some shockwaves appear in the 5ow
Schleren pictures no shocks have been ob.,erved. The conclusion field. In the pressure distribution at the station x/c =- 0.70 (fig. 22)
could be that the shocks occurring at the high subsonic free stream a steep pressure gradient can be observed at about 77% local span,
Mach numbers do not have a large influence on the vortex break- which is clearly a cross-flow shock. For both schemes the shock
down position. consists of only one interior point. The suction peak for the van

Next, some results of the flow field explorations will be con- Leer-scheme result is less than that for the Roe.,cheme result. The
sidered. These explorations have only been performed at angles of second shock (the so-called rear shock) can be observed in the
attack of 100 and 150. For an angle of attack of 200 the flow field is pressure distribution along the rootchord (fig. 23) at about 77%
dominated by vortex breakdown and shock waves. Some explora. position, also consisting of only one interior shock point for both
tions with the probe in this flow field showed drastical changes in schemes. The agreement with the experiments is bad, because of
the Schlieren picture while traversing the probe, indicating that no the absence of vortex breakdown in the computational results.
reliable measurements could be obtained. The shape of the two shocks on the upper surface is visible in the

The directional flow field in a plane normal to the free stream isobar pattern (fig. 24). The cross-flow shock, which has a conical
direction is shown in fig. 14. The flow field is drawn according to a shape, is present over practically the complete -'ng length. The rear
conical representation, since the oil flow visualization study gave an shock in the synmctry plane region extends - e distance in the
indication of at least a 'geometrical' conical flow. By 'geometrical' direction of the leading edge vortex.
conical we mean that certain phenomena like attachment lines, The conical directional field in the cross-plane normal to the
separation lines etc. occur along straight fines through the apex. The wing surface at 70% rootchord is drawn in fig. 25, together with the
positions of the primary attachment line (Al) and the secondary linep,/ p,. - 0.98, enclosing a region of total pressure losses. The
separation line (S2) have been obtained from the corresponding oil length of the arrows is proportional to the conical Mach number, i.e.
flow picture. The directional flow field suggests an attachment line the ýelocity component normal to a line through the wing apex
at almost the same position. The lines of constant total pressure at divided by the speed of sound. At the position of the cross-flow
the same cross-section have been drawn in fig. 15, which shows the shock the length of the arrows changes abruptly. Fig. 26 presents the
great influence of the shear flow of the leading edge vortex. A total isobars in the cross-plane x/c, = 0.70. The cross-flow shock shows
pressure loss of 43.4% with respect to its free stream value is up in the clustering of the isobars. It appears to extend up to the
measured. vortical flow region.

B. Numerical Results The contours of total pressure are drawn in the figs. 27 and 28 for
the solutions with the Roe-sch-me and the van Leer-scheme

For the present configuration calculations have been performed respectively. The result for the van Leer-scheme gives a slightly
for the Mach number 0.60 and 0.85. First the subsonic flow at Al. , larger total pressure loss in the vortex core than the result for the
0.60 and a = 100 will be considered. Roe-scheme, 67.6% and 65.7%, respectively. Furthermore the

The pressure distributions at the rootchord station x/c, - 0.70 region of flow with a loss of total pressure for the van Leertscheme
and along the rootchord are drawn in figs. 17 and 18, respectively, result is largeo than t otat for the Roevscheme result. As has beenThe results of the computations with the vazg Leer- and the Roe noted before, this may be written on the account of the better
scheme are compared with the experimental results. Along therstch rd the agroemenwit ofbth numeriental resolutions. w the modelling of shear-layers by the Roe-scheme. For this result alsorootchord the agreement of both numerical solutions with the the cross-flow shock can be recovered better in the lines of constantexperiments is rather good. Major differences between both
numerical solutions and experiments ire observed in the spanwiso total pressure.
pressure distribution in the regiofi of the flowa iffected by the pri-
mary vortex. The pressure distribution from the Roe-scheme result
is in better agieement with the experiment than the van CONCU ING REMARKS
"Leer-scheme result. An explanation for this could be the fact that Experimental and computational results have been obtained for
the Roe-scheme models contact discoiitinuItes (shear layers) in a a delta wing with 650 sweep angie in subsonic (AM..= 0.60) and V
better way thin tie van Leer-schemfie. The' iessrei-i peak in the transonic flow (M. - 0.85). From the measurements'of surface , I
Roe-scheme result is of ifie smehiagnitude as that of the experi- pr( ,suies, Schlieren pictui, oil flow visualizations and 5-hole
"meaits. This is in contrast with the usual experiefiee' tht Euler probe explorations the following conclusi6ns may be drawn.
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- Local supersonic flow regions terminated by shock waves exist in 2 A. Elsenaar, L Hjelmberg, K. Butefisch, WJ. Bannisk : "The
t the leeside flow over a delta wing at a Mach number of 0.85 and International Vortex Flow Experiment", in: Validation of

angles of attack a > 150. Computational Fluid Dynamics, AGARD CP-437, 1988
- Vortex breakdown can be observed in the pressure distributions 3 EM. Houtman, WJ. Bannink : "Experimental Investigation of

at a spanwise station (sudden collapse of suction peak) and along the Transonic Flow at the Leeward Side of a Delta Wing at High
the rootchord (sudden expansion followed by a strong compres- Incidence", Report LR-5 18, Delft University of Technology. 1987
sFon). 4 WJ. Bannink, E M. Houtman, S.P. Ottochian :"Investigation of

- From the measured spanwise pressure distribution no decision the Vortex Flow over a Sharp-edged Delta Wing in the Transonic
could be made about the existence of cross-flow shocks. From the Speed Regime", Report LR-594, University of Technology Delft,
measured pressure distributions along the rootchord some shocks 1989
could be observed confirmed by Schlieren pictures. 5 S.P. Spekreijse : "Multigrid Solution of the Steady Euler Equa-
From computational results with a multigrid Euler-code with tions", Doctoral Thesis, Delft, 1987

upwind discretization schemes the following conclusions may be 6 B. Koren : "Defect Correction and Multignd for an efficient and
drawn, accurate computation of airfoil flows", Journal of Computational

- The differences between computational- and experimental Physics 77, pp. 183-206, 1986
results are primarily due to the effect of secondary separation, 7 B. van Leer : "Flux-vector splitting for the E-iler Equations",
which is not modelled in the numerical method. Secondly differ. Lecture Notes in Physics 170, pp. 507-512, 1982
ences are observed at conditions where vortex breakdown occurs 8 S. Osher, S. Chakravarty : 'Upwind Schemes and Boundary
in the experiments. This phenomenon has not been observed in Conditions with applications to Euler equations in general
the numerical results, geometries", Journal of Computational Physics 50, pp. 447-481,
Attransonicspeed(M. = 0.85)andhighangleofattack(a = 1981

200) a cross-flow shock of almost conical shape develops on 9 P.L Roe : "Approximate Riemann Solvers, parameter vectors
practically the complete wing lerSth and a rear shock on the aft and difference schemes", Journal of Computational Physics 43,
part of the wing. pp. 357-372, 1982

- The flux-differeace-sphtting scheme of Roe leads to a better 10 G.D. Van Albada, B. van Leer, W.W. Roberts : "A comparauve
simulation of the flow field outside the vortical flow region (pri- study of computational methods in cosmic gas dynamics", Astron.
mary attachment line, rootchord pressure distribution) than the Astrophys. 108, pp 76-84, 1982
flux-splitting scheme of van Leer. Furthermore the region of flow
with loss of total pressure is smaller. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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a) Perspective view on symmetry plane and wing surface b) Cross-sectional view
Fig. 3 Computational grid (64 x 64 x 32)
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Fig. 7 Oil flow visualization at M. - 0.60 n20*
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'RECENT PROGRESS IN COMPUTATIONAL VORTEX-FLOW AERODYNAMICS

! '; iJames M. Luckring
'• 1 NASA-Langley Research Center

., Hampton, VA, 23665-5225, USA

SUMMARY

A review of recent progress in computational v* wall-friction velocity, \/-7
vortex-flow aerodynamics at the Langley Research y/S fraction of semispan. Also,

Center is presented. Emphasis is placed on Navier- fraction of LEX exposed semispan.

Stokes methodology, both for compressible and in- Y+ inner-law variable, yv*/v

compressible flows, and results are presented from a angle of attack, degrees

central and upwind-biased schemes for fully laminar, crb a for incipient vortex breakdown

transitional, and fully turbulent flows. In addition, P angle of sideslip, degrees. Also,
results are presented from selected potential-based incompressible coupling parameter.

methods to address the hierarchy of formulations 7 ratio of specific heats, cp/c,

presently available for the computational analysis of JA viscosity

aerodynamic vortex flows. Some comparisons among v kinematic viscosity, p/p
this hierar:hy of methods are shown. 0 circumferential angle

eb boat-tail angle

NOMENCLATURE 0ý cone angle
A sweep angle, de~greesSCA axial coefficient, Axial Force/qooS,.,fsepanld~re

Cp draxi coefficient, Axialoo~re/q ; 0 Perturbation velocity potential. Also, X
CDdrag coefficient, Drag/q00 S~,,rllagldereCDroll angle, degrees :

CD,. drag coefficient at zero lift •, ,, ( body-fitted coordinates
ACD CD - CD,. p density
C! skin friction coefficient, rw wall shear stress

Skin Friction/qooS wer

CL lift coefficient, Lift/qoSre!
CL'V vortex-lift coefficient Subscripts

C Cm pitching-moment coefficient, le leading edge
Pitching Moment/q,•,$jre I laminar

CP pressure coefficient, (p - poo)/qoo max maximum
CS suction coefficient, Suction/qo,,Srej t turbulent

specific heat at constant pressure te trailing edge
cv specific heat at constant volume v viscous
e• section side-force coefficient,

Section Side Force/qod 1.0 INTRODUCTION
mean aerodynamic chord

D body base diameter Vortex flows have long intrigued scientists and
d local body diameter engineers from both a fundamental fluid mechan-
E- total energy per unit volume ics as well as an applied aerodynamics perspective.
F, G, f flux vectors They occur at all aerodynamic scales (e.g., boundary
FBL Baldwin-Lomax function layer, wing, trailing wake) and, more broadly, also
h, total enthalpy, (E. + p)/p occur on geophysical scales in the form of tornados,
J Jacobian of coordinate transformation hurricanes, and large scale ocean structures. To this
k conductivity day vortices continue to be a very challenging and
I reference body length important flow to measure, compute, and use effec-
M. freestream Mach number tively. Along with shock waves and boundary layers,
Pr Prandtl number vortices complete a triad of extensively studied fluid
£ state vector entities in aerodynamics and fluid mechanics.
q total velocity The focus of this pa~per is on separation-induced
qoo freestream dynamic piessure vortex flows such as those which emanate from fore-
Ri, RD, Rj Reynolds number based on E, D, t bodies or swept-wing leading edge. The concept of
r. nose radius this type of vortex flow appears to have been 6rig-
Si! area of reference wing planformi inally put forth by Wilson and Lovelt (1947) to ex-
S,-'extended to'configuration centerline plain large vortex-lift indeifieinbbtained on aýDM-

4 "i• "•• uivt body-axiseCaitesian velocity coinponcnts I glider model'being'tested iin the Langley-30 x 60

!5:M 4 wci- z.'ýv~
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foot full-scale wind tunnel. They postulated the oc- ods employed. Some details of the Navier-Stokes for-

currence of a cross-flow separation near the leading mulations are included in the appendices to clarify

edge which, when superimposed with the longitu- differences among them.
dinal flow on the slender delta wing, would cause
a vortex to form inboard of the leading edges and 2.0 METHODOLOGY
above the wing. It is from their origin in a cross flow Consider first the governing equations cast in an
separation that these vortex flows are referred to integral finite-volume form
as "separation-induced" vortex flows, as contrasted
with, for example, the vortices which form in the 0 J 'dV ff(
wake of a three-dimensional lifting surface due to the dV + j j ids = 0 (1)

spanwise variation of lift. The primary length scales
of these vortices is larger than typical viscous length Here the time rate of change of the state vector
scales, thus distinguishing the separation-inducedI
vortes, fromoth er vorticus whinth arisithion viscous within a cell is balanced by the net flux f across the

vortex from other vortices which arise within etc.) cell surface. Discretization of the governing equa-
layers (e.g., Gortler vortices, juncture vortices, etc.) tions results in a consistent approximation to the

Efforts to computationally simulate separation- integral form of the conservation laws
induced vortex flows for aerodynamic applications go
back at least to Legendre (1953) for delta wings and, Q, + (F - + (C - ) + (if - it),C = 0 (2)
more classically, to Riabouchinski (1922). Most re-
cently, significant strides in numerical algorithm de- cast in general curvilinear coordinates.
velopment coupled with advanced computer technol-
ogy have resulted in practical formulations capable of 2.1 Compressible, Upwind Difference
simulating the subject flow with the Euler equations The upwind method CFL3D has been developed
or the thin-layer form of the Navier-Stokes equations by Thomas (1985b-1987) for the thiee-dimensional,

in three dimensions for elliptic problems. Reynolds-averaged, Navier-Stokes equations. The

Navier-Stokes predictions of viscous separation- state vector is taken as

induced vortex flows are emphasized in this paper.

Potential-based methods have also been included due j-1 pu, pv p, pwEO]T (3)
to their speed and accuracy in estimating force and
moment properties. This class of technology plays an The equations are typically solved in their thin-layer
important role in preliminary design. All methodol- form
ogy selected for this paper has been developed at the 0 (4)
Langley Research Center; it is indicative of present
state of the art techniques in use at other institu- thus accounting for viscous flux terms only in the ¢
tions as well. direction (normal to the body) and the various flux

Three Navier-Stokes methods which have proven terms of equation 2 are presented in Appendix 5.1
to be both accurate as well as efficient have been for the thin layer approximation. With the ideal gas

selected. They are i) CFL3D, an upwind-biased, assumption, the pressure and total enthalpy are ex-

finite-volume formulation for compressible flow, ii) pressed as
TLNS3D, a central-difference, finite-volume formu-
lation for compressible flow, and iii) FMCl, a high- p= (77-1)(Eo- pq ) ; 1 = _ 2

resolution finite-difference formulation for incom-
pressible flow. (See figure 1.) Both of the finite-
volume formulations are cell-centered schemes. All Turbulence effects are accounted for through the

of these methods provide for laminar, transitional, notion of an eddy viscosity and eddy conductivity.

or turbulent flow and can also model inviscid Euler
flow. They have all been developed for structured I pt + Ps = Pt (1 + Pt/pt) (7)

grids.
! grids k =it + k. = ki (1 + kt/kt) (8) i

i : : Two potential flow formulations which have con-

tinued to be extended and used have also been se- and k = p /Pr for laminar or turbulent flow. Tur-
lected. They are i) FVS, a free-vortex-sheet "fitting" hulence effects are modeled with the two-layer al-
higher-order panel method based on the Prandtl- gebraic eddy-viscosity model developed by Baldwin

Glauert equation with nonlinear boundary condi- and Lomax (1978). For regions with separation in-
tions, and ii) the Suction Analogy, a conservation duced vortex flow, the vorticity function constructed

principle most often coupled with linear techniques by Baldwin and Lomax,.FB,(), will exhibit two rel-
such as lower-order panel methods. (See figure 2.) ative extrema, the first of which is associated with

Salient attributes of the •Navier-Stokes and po! the attached boundary layer eddy.,viscosity. The sec-

Stential methods are presented first, followed by a ond (and larger) maxima is-due to the vorticity, asso-
g• l "•:S aiety ofpplications,d deostrating present capar diated with the separatiqn-induced ivortex flow. Tihe )

bilities andincluding comparisons among the meth- notions of Degani andSchiff (1983) are drawn.upon

"ve-n
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to differentiate between these extrema and thus de- developed by Hartwich (1986-1989) for the incom-
termine proper turbulence length scales. The search pressible three-dimensional, Reynolds-averaged,
for FBL,,OX is terminated when local values of FBL Navier-Stokes equations. The state vector is ex-
have diminished to approximately 90% of the first pressed as
relative extrema found searching away from the wall. Q =C'hJ-o [p, U, V, W[T (9)

The inviscid fluxes can be evaluated with either TThis draws on the artificial compressibility concept
of two upwind approaches, the flux-difference split- and the coupling can
ting approach of Roe (1986) or the flux-vector split- be found in the appropriate flux terms of appendix
ting approach of van Leer (1982). Viscous flux terms 52. In most cases this parameter is set to unity.
are evaluated with central differences. Characteristic 5. rbuIn ce tes are in set with

far-field boundary conditions are used as described Turbulence effectes are again represented with
by Thomas and Salas (1985). Typical surface bound- the algebraic Baldwin Lomax (1978) model. In addi-tion to the Degani-Schiff (1983) model for rrassively

ary conditions are employed which include options ted towth eanich (1983) model for a
for adiabatic wall or specified wall temperature.

The flow is advanced in time with the cond- determining proper length scales in the case of mas-

tionally stable three-factor approximate factoriza- sively separated flows from a smooth surface such asS~a forebody or a missile. This model has been used
tion scheme as described by Anderson (1988). On

for transitional flow computations about a 3.5 caliberthe NASA-Langley Cray-2S Voyager the algorithm

requires approximately 22 p-seconds/cycle/grid tangent-ogive model.
Inviscid fluxes are determined with second-orderpoint for the Roe scheme and approximately 45 - discretization based upon Total Varation Dimin-

seconds/cycle/grid point for the van Leer scheme.The ethd alowsforall lases f stuctred ishing (TVD) principles as described by Hartwich
The method allows for all classes of structured

grid topologies. Most recently the Ramshaw (1985) (1988b) Viscous fluxes are evaluated with central

approach was implemented by Thomas (1989) to ex- differences. Hartwich refers to his approach as a

tend this method for blocked-grid applications, high-resolution scheme since spurious oscillations are
suppressed but not eliminated, as would be the case

2.2 Compressible, Central Difference for a TVD scheme, when applied to one-dimensional
nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws and linear

The central-difference scheme, TLNS3D, has systems.
been developed by Vatsa (1986) for solving the three- Far-field boundary conditions are treated explic-
dimensional, Reynolds-averaged, Navier-Stokes equa- itly by imposing free stream conditions on all bound-
tions. This development was done in close collabo- aries except for the the outflow boundary where first-
ration with Swanson and Turkel (1986) who devel- order extrapolation is used in conjunction with free-
oped TLNS2D, a related two-dimensional method. stream pressure. No-slip surface conditions are used
Both methods are extensions to the Euler methodol- along with pressure extrapolation from the limiting
ogy developed by Jameson (1981, 1983). The basic boundary layer form of the Navier-Stokes equations.
governing equations and fluxes are the same as de- The solution is advanced in time with a hybrid
scribed for CFL3D. Turbulence quantities can be algorithm comprised of approximate factorization in
evaluated either with the Baldwin Lomax (1978) al- cross-flow planes with symmetric planar Gauss-Seidel
gebraic model or with the Johnson-King (1985) clo- relaxation in the third dimension. The algorithmsur model.sure mrequires approximately 55 p-seconds/cycle/grid point

The numerical evaluation of the fluxes is per- of Cray-2S time.
formed with central differences. Dissipation terms The method allows for all classes of structured
are minimized in TLNS3D, principally through a grid topologies and is restricted to single block appli-
local Mach number scaling as discussed by Swan- cations.
son and Turkel (1987) and employed by Kaynakand Flores (1987). Characteristic far-field boundary 2.4 Potential Formulations

i • conditions are used along with conventional surface
ndboundary conditions. Consider now the case of a subsonic or super-

bou-ddr condimeiotssonic flow with small perturbations. This flow is gov-
The flow is advanced in time with an explicit

four-stage Runge Kutta technique, and the method erned by the linear Prandtl-Glauert equation
makes extensive use of multi-grid and mesh sequenc- (1 -I + , + , =0 (10)
ing along with other convergence acceleration tech-
niques. The algorithm requires approximately 50 subject to appropriate boundary conditions. When
p-seconds/cycle/grid point of Cray-2S time. the vortex is directly simulated or "fitted", the asso-

The method allows for most classes of structured ciated boundary conditions render the overall prob-
grid tepologies and is presently restricted to single lem to be nonlinear. The free-vortex-sheet method
block applications, was developed to solve this problem with higher-

orderpanel technology by Brune (1975) and subck-
2.3 Incompressible, High Resolution oub-•...• • • • ~sequently improved by~ohnson (1980) andlck •.o

This high-resolution scheme, FMC1, has been ring (1986). The method has also, been extended

7 Fý -- Rm ( m im l-
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by Luckring (1985) to model details of the vortex ogy from approximately 20 degrees angle of attack to
core flow by coupling the asymptotic Stewartson and the point where breakdown is once again manifested
Hall (1963) solution along with Hall's (1961) parab- experimentally. The suction analogy has tradition-
olized Navier-Stokes vortex core model to the three- ally been viewed as providing a conservative upper
dimensional free vortex sheet for estimating incipient bound for vortex lift increments and the decrement
vortex breakdown (figure 3). between it and the free vortex sheet is due to vortex

When the vortex is not directly simulated, it's curvature and crowding effects implicitly represented
effects on forces and moments can be represented in the free vortex sheet. (This decrement can also
through the Polhamus suction analogy (1966). This be viewed as a lack of full suction recovery.) Also
is a concept of conservation of leading or side-edge shown is the theoretical condition of incipient vor-
suction. It has historically been coupled with simple tex breakdown (labeled critical swirl) along with the
linear-theory panel methods to achieve rapid and ac- theoretical condition of incipient vortex asymmetry
curate estimates of the nonlinear force and moment (labeled diverging cores). These correlate well with
properties associated with the vortex flow. For sub- the appropriate breaks in the experimental data.
sonic applications, Lamar and Gloss (1975) coupled Force and moment estimates for the unit-aspect-
the suction analogy with the vortex-lattice method of ratio Hummel (1979) delta wing are presented in fig-
Margason and Lamar (1971) and this method is used ure 6. The free vortex sheet provides accurate esti-
for the subsonic results presented in this paper. mates of lift, drag, and pitching moment, including

For supersonic applications Carlson (1979, the camber effects, up to the angle of attack where
1980) developed an approach to evaluate attainable vortex breakdown occurs at the trailing edge. Al-
leading-edge suction by accounting for various limit- though not shown on the figure, Navier-Stokes so-
ing factors (such as vacuum pressure) in the suction lutions from CFL3D (Thomas and Newsome, 1986)
computation. The approach has been effective even and FMC1 (Hartwich, 1988) also predict the lift well.
for relatively complex configurations (Carlson, 1990). Hartwich has also shown good predictions for the

pitching moment from FMC1. Both methods pro-
3.0 RESULTS vide a reasonable approximation of the aerodynamics

Results are organized to wing-dominated sepa- associated with vortex breakdown.
ration followed by forebody-dominated separation. Predictions of the spanwise turbulent pres-
Finally, recent applications to the F/A-18 aircraft sure distributions are shown in figure 7 for the free-
are presented which embrace both wing and forebody vortex-sheet method. Differences on the upper sur-
separated vortex flows, face are primarily due to secondary vortex effects not

modeled in the inviscid theory. These computations
3.1 Wing-Dominated Separation are viewed as an upper bound which the experiment

Subsonic force and moment properties can be would approach if viscous flow effects were to dimin-
estimated quite accurately for isolated vortices at ish.
subcritical conditions with the potential methods. Predictions of the spanwise laminar surface
More recently, estimates of the vortex state (coher- pressure distributions are shown in figure 8 for the
ent, burst, or asymmetric) have been obtained as Navier-Stokes methods CFL3D and FMC1. Both
well. An example for predicting the vortex break- methods predict the flow quite well. Both methods
down boundary is presented in figure 4a. Results differ from experiment in a very consistent manner.
from the coupled FVS viscous-vortex-core model Most notably, they both predict a more negative suc-
(Luckring, 1985) predict the experimental trends tion peak for the secondary vortex at the aft two
(Wentz and Kohlman, 1968) due to leading and trail- stations and they both predict more negative lower
ing edge sweep variations quite well. The leading- surface pressures at the aft most station shown. A
edge trend is repeated in figure 4b along withi the comparison of the laminar surface flow pattern be-
predicted vortex asymmetry boundary from con- tween FMC1 and experiment is presented in figure 9
sideration.of a diverging core criterion of Polhamus and shows good correlatir, . Similar predictions of
(1986). Also shown are data for vortex asymmetry the durface flow pattern have been obtained with
from Fox and Lamar (1974) as well as vortex burst- CFL3D.
ing as determined from buffet onset by Boyden and Force and moment properties of fairly complex
Johnson (1981). configurations can be estimated through the suction

Lift estimates from the free vortex sheet as well analogy approach -with considerable accuracy. An ex-
as the suction analogy are compared to the experi- ample for a generic high-speed configuration (Luck-
mental results of Wentz and Kohlman (1968) in fig- ring, 1988) of figure 10 is presented in figures 11 and
"ire 5 for two delta wings of differing leading-edge 12 for low-speed aerodynamic properties. These com-
sweep. For the 700 wing, both methods provide putations were performed with full vortex lift esti-
a good estimate of theý lift up to the point where mates. For configurations where attainable leading
vortex breakdown is manifested in the experiment, edge thrust is a factor, Carlson's approach also pro-

• However, for the 800 wing the free vortex sheet pro- vides quite reasonable estimates. See figures 13 and
Y vides a better estimate than does the auction anal- 14.
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At supersonic speeds the leading-edge vortex Results from this formulation are presented for
flow becomes more complex due to shock interac- RD = 0.2 x 106 and a = 200 ia figure 15 and for
tions. A useful parametric data base for delta wings RD = 0.8 x 106 and a = 300 in figure 16. At the for-
was developed by Miller and Wood (1985). They ward stations the flow is laminar, and either the fully
extended the Stanbrook and Squire (1964) classifica- laminar or transitional flow computations predict the
tions to account for a variety of shock, vortex, and data well. Further downstream the flow transitions
shock-vortex flow regimes in terms of the angle of at- and the transitional flow computation provides good
tack and Mach number normal to the leading edge. estimates of the surface pressure distributions. There
A limited number of computations by Thomas and is apparently little upstream influence of transition
Newsome (1986) with CFL3D showed good predic- on the laminar flow on the forward portion of the
tion of shocked, vortex, and shock-vortex flows, both configuration. Good predictions of Reynolds number
in terms of surface pressure distributions as well as effects were also shown by Hartwich (1989).
off-body flow structure. A more detailed analysis of The data at a = 300 (figure 16) indicate the
these flows has recently been completed by McMillin flow to be slightly asymmetric. It is well known that
(1990) with CFL3D. The McMillin results led to a roll orientation of the model can play a major role in
refinement in the flow classification, the extent of asymmetry (see, for example, Keener,

1977) and the data selected for figure 16 correspond
3.2 Forebody-Dominated Separation to the minimum asymmetry condition. In addition

to laminar flow results, transitional flow results are
also presented not only for Hartwich's model (labeled

Tangent Ogive - Computations for the sym- method A) but also for for a variation on that model
metric flow about a 3.5 caliber tangent-ogive cylin- (labeled method B) where turbulence effects are pat-
der have been performed by Hartwich and Hall terned more closely after the Degani-Schiff extensions
(1989) with the incompressible solver FMC1 for to the Baldwin-Lomax model. Either formulation
a = 200, 300 and RD = 0.2, 0.8, 3.0 x 106. As with provides reasonable estimates of the data.
many forebody flows, transition effects and blunt Computations allowing for flow asymmetry were
shear-layer separation details can play an important performed by Hartwich (1990) for a = 200, 300,400
role in both the local as well as the overall aerody- at RD = 0.8 x 106. At higher angles of attack the
namic properties. Hartwich addressed these features flow continues to become more asymmetric, and
with a variety of techniques. Hartwich showed that the data at a = 40" exhibited

A longitudinal transition location of the at- a bi-stable state. The flow exhibited two "equal but
tached flow was extracted from the data baset for opposite" states which occurred with every 900 of
one set of flow conditions. The variation of this lo- roll angle; the flow repeated itself with 1800 of roll.
cation with angle of attack and Reynolds number Hartwich deduced that a small out of roundness
was approximated with an Esch factor (1975) as de- of the forebody apex could be a causative agent for
scribed by Polhamus (1984). Laminar cross-flow sep- this observed flow behavior. For asymmetric compu-
aration was modeled until the scale of the separation tations the tangent-ogive geometry was modified by
exceeded an empirical boundary-layer thickness. At linearly increasing the cross-sectional ellipticity over
this point the turbulence model is invoked, thereby the first 3.6% of the forebody from unity to a value
representing a flow with laminar separation followed of 2 at the apex (where the geometry itself is singu-
by transitional shear layer. lar). The grid was comprised of 40 x 145 x 65 points

C-O topology grids were generated with an el- and incorporated increased longitudinal clustering
liptic solver of Hartwich (1986) and the baseline grid to resolve elliptic apex effects as well as increased
was comprised of 40 x 73 x 65 points in the longitu- radial stretching for improved laminar sublayer res-
dinal, circumferential, and normal directions respec- olution. The circumferential branch-cut orientation
tively. Grid sensitivity studies showed no appreciable and boundary condition formulation had no effect on
effect of varying the far-field location from 7 to 28 the results.
body diameters or of varying the longitudinal dis- The general character of the asymmetric flow is
cretization from 40 to 105 stations. Cross flow grid shown in figure 17 and a periodic vortex shedding

7 :sensitivity demonstrated second order convergence of is observed. The condition of maximum or mini-
normal-force coefficient to the experimentally deter- mum asymmetry in the local flow pattern was found
mined value. These solutions require approximately to correspond to a maximum or minimum sectional
400 cycles to converge which, for the baseline grid, sideforce, in absolute value, respectively.
correspond to about 1.2 hours of Cray-2S time. Results for a = 400 are shown in figure 18. For

T a ltc l n figure 18(a) the elliptic nose was rolled 450 and the-. + ~ t The data included in Hartwich's publications were comparison is presented against Lamont's data for -(+

obtained by Dr. P. J. Lamont while at the NASA one of the bi-stable states which occurred experimen- , I
Ames Research Center; access to these otherwise un- tally for = 00. For figure 18(b) results are shown
published data was provided by Dr. L. B. Schiff, also for both experiment and-computational model hawi'

q'-i of NASA Ames. ing been rolledby 900. In both cases, the correlation
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is quite good. Other computations for a 200 with been directed towards the F/A-18 aircraft in as-
the asymmetric geometry yielded essentially symmet- sociation with the High Alpha Research Program
ric flow solutions, as was observed experimentally. (HARP) being conducted by NASA. Computations
The conjecture of an apex out-of-roundness trigger- about the forebody-LEX portion of the aircraft have
ing the stable asymmetric flow patterns seems to be been performed by Ghaffari (1989) with an extended
substantiated by these results. Integration of the sur- version of CFL3D for longitudinally blocked grids by
face pressures in the side-force direction is consistent Thomas (1989). The computations have been per-
with the observed flow patterns and correlates with formed matching recent wind-tunnel test and flight-
experiment well, figure 19. test conditions. Some of these computations will be

summarized in this section.

Prolate Spheroid - Computations for the sym- H-O topology grids were generated using estab-

metric flow about a 6:1 prolate spheroid have been lished transfinite interpolation techniques with the

performed by Vatsa (1987) for ca = 10*, 300 and method (Richardson, 1987) applicable to slender

RI = 1.6,7.2,7.7 x 10s. These Reynolds numbers shapes. A baseline grid (of approximately 185,000

correspond to RD = .27,1.2, 1.28 x 106 which are points) was established with sufficient normal cl,'s-

within the range investigated by Hartwich for-the tering near the surface to adequately resolve the lam-

3.5 tangent-ogive configuration. This work included inar sublayer for the turbulent boundary layer flow

a detailed comparison of the upwind solver CFL3D for the selected wind-tunnel freestream conditions

and the central-difference solver TLNS3D (Mo = 0.6, Re = 0 8 x 10', and a = 201). This

C-0 topology grids were generated with an al- grid produced an average normal cell size next to the

gebraic method based upon the principles of transfi- wall of approximately 10-4E which corresponds to

nite interpolation (Smith, 1982, Eriksson, 1984). The Y+ • 2 for the turbulent computations; a laminar

baseline grid was comprised of 73 x 49 x 49 points sublayer generally extends out to yj+ •t 8.5. The

Grid sensitivity studies showed expected trends in same grid was used for the laminar computations asGridsenitiitystudes howd epectd tend in well. At the flight freestreamn conditions (M.o = 0.34,
solution properties with the baseline grid produc- wEll. At the fh e a o ins gr04
ing a faithful rendition of the flow. Solutions from Ro = 13.5 x 106y and a = 190) the baseline gridTLN3D equredappoxmatly 500cycesto con- produced y+ 8. Converged results required ap-
TLNS3D required approximately 3500 cycles tco- proximately 2.5 hours of Cray-2 computer time
verge the flow which corresponded to about 7 hours
of Cray-2 time. (Extensions to the algorithm since
the prolate spheroid study have resulted in many Wind-Tunnel Computations - The computed
solutions being obtained in nominally 300 cycles.) total pressure contours and surface streamline pat-
Approximately 3500 cycles were required for CFL3D terns are shown in figures 22 and 23 for fully laminar
solutions which corresponded to 3.5 Cray-2 hours. as well as fully turbulent flow, respectively. These so-
Results were computed for M. = 0.4 whereas the lutions are obtained at M. = 0.6, Re = 0.8 x 106,
experimental results were obtained at Moo = 0.1. and a = 200. The cross flow total pressure contours
Numerical studies showed little change in computed for the laminar computations (figure 22(a)) clearly
solution properties for 0.4 > M,,. > 0.1 although con- show the LEX primary and the secondary vortex sys-
vergence for these compressible flow solvers degraded tems. Furthermore, there exists a clear primary sep-
as M. decreased. aration line (as indicated by the converging surface

Typical results are presented in figure 20 for a streamlines) on the forebody along with a secondary
transitional flow simulation. Both formulations pre- separation line on the leeward side of the aft fore-
dicted similar surface flow patterns, and the agree- body. These are fairly flat bubble-type separations
ment between theory and experiment is excellent. which, in general, occur on the order of a boundary

(Discussion of the experimental findings may be layer thickness.
found in the papers by Kreplin (1982) and by Meier A closeup view of the LEX-body laminar flow
(1984, 1985).) Laminar flow results were similar ex- structure is shown in figure 22(b). This result shows
cept for skin friction results at the rear of the model a very complex separated flow that exists under
which were underpredicted. At the higher angle of the LEX. Figure 22(b) also provides a close view
attack and Reynolds number condition the structure of the surface flow in the vicinity of the longitudi-
of the off-body flow field is comparably predicted be- nal grid-patching station (i.e., the LEX apex sta-
tween the two formulations, figure 21. The central tion). Note that the flow properties are very smooth
difference method is slightly more dissipative and across this interfacing patch between the two blocks
most of the differences between the two formulations of grid. The laminar LEX upper surface pattern (fig-
is consistent with this feature. ure 22(c)) clearly shows the secondary separation

line with the subsequent reattachment line (indicated
by the diverging surface streamlines) between the j

3.3 Aircraft Application secondary separation line and the leading edge. A
Computations about aircraft geometries with tertiary vortex is also indicated outboard of the see-

Navier-Stokes formulations have recently begun to ondary reattachment line.
appear in the literature. A considerable effort has The turbulent flow computations demonstrate L
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a drastically different flow structure as shown in fig- shown in figure 26(a). This figure also shows part
ure 23. For example, it appears that the primary of the LEX geometry. The surface flow pattern ob-
and the secondary forebody separations are corn- tained in flight as reported by Fisher (1988) is shown
pletely eliminated in the turbulent case, figure 23(a). in figure 26(b) from a similar vantage point. The
In addition, the separated flow pattern beneath the body separation line under the LEX is well predicted
LEX (figure 23(b)) has been reduced in scale and by the theory. Furthermore, the overall surface flow
simplified in the turbulent case. Compared to the pattern around the forebody agree well, qualitatively,
laminar flow results, the turbulent flow pattern on with the flight test results. A good correlation is also
the LEX upper surface (figure 23(c)) shows an out- achieved on the windward side (of the front part) of
board movement of the secondary separation line, as the forebody as shown in figure 27.
expected, and reduced evidence of the tertiary flow Results from Thomas (1989) are presented in

A comparison of the computed surface pressure figures 28 and 29 for ot = 300 and comparable
coefficients for both laminar and turbulent flow are Reynolds and Mach numbers to the results of fig-
shown in figures 24 and 25 for six stations located at ures 27 and 28. At these conditions the forebody
x/a = 0.334, 0.587, 0.891, 1.390, 1.701, and 2 143. flow is separated and the correlation between theory
For reference, the nose is located at x/1" =0, the and experiment is still quite good.
LEX apex is located at x/1 = 1.006 and the LEX-
wing juncture at z/Z = 2.482. The experimental 4.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS
data obtained by Erickson (1988) are also shown for A review of some recent aerodynamic compu-
both the starboard and port sides of the model to tations for cases dominated by separation-induced
assess flow symmetry. Figure 24 shows the varia- vortex flows has been presented. The results demon-
tion of the surface pressure coefficients as a function strate that a wide range of computational methodol-
of azimuthal angle 0 on the forebody. (The wind- ogy exists for analyzing these flows. The simplified
ward and leeward sides of the forebudy correspond methods included in this overview are based upon
to 0 = 00 and 1800, respectively.) Differences be- potential flow assumptions. They typically provide
tween the laminar and turbulent solutions occur in good force and moment estimates for a range of con-
the range 1300 < 0 < 1650 in association with flow figurations including fairly complex geometries.
separation which occurs for laminar case. In general, Advanced computational methods presently
a good correlation with experiment is achieved. Most solve the Navier-Stokes equations in the thin-layer
differences between theory and experiment can be form. These methods have also been successfully ap-
attributed to grid resolution effects. plied to a variety of configuration geometries rang-

The LEX computed surface pressure coefficients ing from simple delta wings and forebodies to the
are shown in figure 25 along with the experimental forebody-LEX portion of the F/A-18 aircraft. As
data as a function of LEX exposed semispan, y/s. part of these results, the Navier-Stokes methods have
(In this way, y/s = 0 corresponds to the LEX-body been demonstrated to provide good predictions for
juncture and y/s = 1 corresponds to the LEX lead- both sharp-edged wing separation as well as blunt
ing edge.) Figure 25(a) reveals a good agreement forebody separation. In addition, successful compu-
between the experimental data and the turbulent tations have been achieved for laminar, turbulent
flow computation; the laminar flow under predicts and transitional flows.
the primary vortex suction peak. The correlation
between theory and experiment begins to degrade 5.0 APPENDICES
at station 5 and continues to do so at station 6. Basic features of the governing equations used
This trend is consistent with differences between for the results presented in this paper are provided
the computational and experimental geometries (i.e., below. Additional details may be found among the
forebody-LEX vs. complete aircraft), particularly as references.
regards wing and inlet induced effects. None the less,
it is noteworthy that the forebody pressures as well 5.1 Compressible Governing Equations
as the pressures on the forward portion of the LEX The inviscid flux terms from the governing equa-
can be accurately predicted with the turbulent com- tion are defined as follows:
putations on the isolated forebody-LEX geometry.

u pU +
Flight-Test Computations - Flight-test solutions 1 1 pUu+ p I

were obtained at M. = 0.34, Re = 13.5 x 106, and Q pv ; = pUv + ,yp
a = 190. Grid sensitivity effects in the normal direc- PW pUw + Cp

tion were assessed for various flow parameters (e.g., EO (E. + p)U

Mach contours, density contours, surface flow pat- pV pW W
terns, surface pressure contours, etc.) and no major pVu + 17,xp - pWu + (.,p
differences were found. G pV + 11p i H + Cap

r A side view of the computed surface flow + / pWw + (,ip 1
S.. • ••. streamlines on the forebody at flight condition is (E. + p)V J (E' + p)W
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The contravariant velocity components in these The viscous flux terms from the governing equa-
equations are given by: tion are defined as follows:

U ,tL +~t) +tW +V = 27,u + q,YV + 7,zw = -L VCOI + (,V(2
L ,u +RdY +( u; E ,OI+ý.

The viscous flux terms from the governing equa- 2 + WOS2

tion are defined as follows: and 0(i and 0(2 are given by the expressions in ap-

0 pendix 5.1.
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Figure 1.- Navier-Stokes formulations. (a) Vortex breakdown boundaries. (From Luckring,
1985.)
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Figure 4.- Prediction of vortex flow regimes.
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Figure 9.- Upper surface flow patterns, Hummel (b) Drag-due-to-lift estimate.
delta wing. Laminar FMC1, laminar experiment.

Figure 11.- Estimates for low AR canard configura-

A 75.960 tion. M. = 0.3, RI = 18 x 106. (From Luckring,

S1988)
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(a) Arrow-wing configuration. (a) Forward-swept configuration.
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(a) Forebody-LEX. (a) Forebody-LEX.
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(a) Computation. (a) Computation.

(b) Experiment. (b) Experiment.

Figure 26.- Comparison of computed turbulent Figure 27.- Comparison of computed turbulent
surface streamlines with flight test. Bottom view, surface streamnlines with flight test. Bottom view,

M.= 0.34, Re 13.5 x 106, or 190. (From M. = 0.34, Re = 13.5 x 106, a 190. (From
Gliaffari, 1989.) Gliaffari, 1989.)
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(a) Computation. (a) Computation.

(b) Experiment. (b) Experiment.

Figure 28.- Comparison of computed turbulent sur- Figure 29.- Comparison of computed turbulent sur-
face streamlines with flight test. Side view, M,, ;t; face streamlines with flight test. 3/4 front view,
0.3, RL ;t 10 x 10', a -30'. (From Thomas, 1989.) M,,. ;t 0.3, R6 , 10 x 106, a =300. (From Thomas,

1989.)
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On the Simulation of Compressible Turbulent

Flows Past Delta Wing, Delta Wing-Body
and Delta Wing-Canard

A Hilgenstock, H. Vollmers
DLR SM-TS, Bunsenstralle 10,

D-3400 Gottingen

ABSTRACT

The turbulent flow around a delta wing at Inci- upper surface. Inside the vortex core a distinct area of
dence Is simulated numerically using a finite-volume low pressure can be found The 'footprint' of the vortex
Navier-Stokes method. The numerical simulation makes is measured by pressure taps In the experiment. A typ-
use of a simple algebraic turbulence model. Using a Ical spanwise pressure distribution is shown on the left
sharp leading edge delta wing, the influence of grid (portside) side of the wing The pressure is nearly con-
refinement Is investigated. The realistic wing-body con- stant between the plane of symmetry and the attach-
figuration with round leading edge is used to discuss ment line of the primary vortex Then the pressure
the Influence of the position of the transition line decreases rapidly to its lowest value below the vortex
Experimental and numerical data are compared to vail- core. Going further to the leading edge, the pressure
date the numerical method The topological structure Increases again decelarating the flow and yielding a
of the flow Is discussed. An explanation is given for the smaller counter rotating secondary vortex beiow the
low particle density area close to the primary vortex as primary one The secondary vortex displaces the pri-
it Is visualized by laser light sheet technique First mary vortex Inbord and upward. The secondary sepa-
results for a closed coupled delta-wing-canard config- ration line is also shown in the sketch.
uration are discussed also.

GRID SENSITIVITY STUDY FOR THE WING WITH A
INTRODUCTION SHARP LEADING EDGE

Within the IEPG-TA15 program a reference Navi- As mentioned for the sharp-edged delta wing the
er-Stokes solution is generated to be compared with the primary separation Is due to the geometry and not pri-
results of Euler solutions and with experiments. The marily dominated by viscous effects As the separation
comparison with the Euler solution is described in [1]. Is fixed, this leading edge case is selected to Investi-
This paper covers the comparison of experimental and gate the grid dependency of the numerical solution.
numerical data, generated by the solution of full Navi-

er-Soke equtios. Te gid enertio tecniqe aThe mesh Is divided into 10 Blocks with H-H and
er-Stokes equations. The grid generation technique and O-H topology (Figure 3) The reference mesh has near-
the numerical method as well as additional results are ly 770,000 node points. The upper wing surface is
reported In [2]. represented by 40*40 points and 40 points are distnb-

The delta wing has a leading edge sweep of 650 uted In the wing normal direction. The mesh density is

(Figure 1) and Interchangeable leading edges: a sharp Increased close to the wing to resolve the boundary
l layer. The first cell above the wing has a mesh size ofleading edge and a rounded one. For the sharp-edgedthoreofC10 orsovtevicusbay.C

wigthe primary separation Is due to the geometrical the order of C.- 10-' to resolve the viscous sublayer.C
wing the imary s ep an is not dependicao Is the local chord length In spanwise direction The
singularity at the leading edge and Is not depending on mesh topology as well as the spacing o! the first cell
viscous effects So this geometry can also be consid- and the farfield boundary is kept constant throughout
ered as a proper test case for Euler methods. For the the mesh variation.
round edge, the primary separation depends for small
angles of incidence on viscous effects, so that Euler For the second mesh the number of points in
methods fall and Navier-Stokes methods have to be spanwise direction is Increased from 40 to 70 node
considered. For the selected free-stream conditions: points while for the third mesh the number of points in

the wing normal direction is increased to 70 The
* free-stream mach number M_ = 0,85 refined meshes have approximately 1,400,000 node

angle of Incidence a = 10* points. The mesh variation is shown in table 1 for block
3 (in Figure 3)

yaw angle f00 The comparison of experimental pressure meas-

* Reynolds numbers for turbulent flows urements and numerical data Is shown for three differ-
Re_ = 4,5• 10' as well as Re_ = 9,0 . 1W ent stations and for each of the three different meshes.

In Figure 4 for the reference grid, In Figure 5 for the
the location of the onset of primary separation for two second grid and In Figure 6 for the third grid. The
different types of leading edges Is also sketched in experimental data-are represented by triangles, the
Figure 1. The separation of the sharp-edged wing is numerical results by lines.

f sketched on the starboard side of the wing, the sepa- L r eer
ration at the wound~edged wing Is shown on the port- Looking first at the results for the reference mesh

sside. Here'the primary separation starts not at th apex 4), the spanwise location of the suction, peak Is

of the wing but outside the plane 0f'symmetry 66 the well predicted. At 30% root chord the numerical result

suupper wing sbace. , on below the Vortex core on the upper wing surface Is not
. .-i g ood- agree ent -w th " the experim ental ' data; The

A typical flow situtation for the sharp~edged wing sane is 'Ild•it the loWer wing sidi. In the'expiriments i
Is Shown In FIgure 2. The primay vortex separates at a leass.utd in thi• l6w•eidesoh the wing,

:4fX the&Pei °fthilng al6'ng therenthlheaiig edgeand dx a tog up i tiewi. At'30%rot'lih•d
theiap ex ii i tattaches at the, prmary itti,4hient fhite in the ~winfg t6W~dy-`Q - '--u

lk
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wing chord span normal to the wing

1 grid (reference) 40 40 40
2 grid 40 70 40
3 grid 40 40 70

Table 1. Number of grid points [it block 3 (Figure 3)

ence of the body on the flow may not be neglected This by selecting a C-H mesh topology, keeping the mesh
may even influence the flow on the upper wing surface resolution constant compared to the sharp leading
where the flow Is probably accelerated due to the dis- edge case. The wing upper surface is resolved by 50*58
placement effect of the fuselage. At 60% root chord the points and 65 points are used in the surface normal
body influence is negligible and the agreement between direction. The total number of blocks is 15. The blocks
experimental and numerical results is much better around the wing have C-H mesh topology, behind the
Only the pressure decrease between the primay wing a H-H topology is used to simulate the turbulent
attachment line and the vortex core is not as strong as wake flow with the Baldwin/Lomax turbulence model.
in the experiment. The same is true at 80% root chord. Beside the wing tip two blocks with O-H type meshes
At this station additionally the secondary separation is are introduced to model the flat cut-off tip of the wing
not well predicted correctly (Figure 7)

The second mesh is refined in spanwise direc- Experiments for the selected free-stream condi-
tion The suction peak at 30% root chord is slightly lions were carried out at NLR 13] with a Reynolds
better predicted (Figure 5) This is due to the better number based on the root chord lenght of 9. 10' and

spanwise resolution of the primary vortex. As the H-H- at DLR [4] with the Reynolds number 4 5. 10' The first
type mesh topology creates a rather coarse mesh in the step is to compare the two experimental surface pres-
front part of the wing a more conical mesh type may be sure measurements in Figure 8 At 60% and 80% root
better to resolve the vortex in this area At 60% and chord the agreement between the two wind tunnel

80% root chord the results are nearly the same as in results is excellent, but at 30% root chord a major dif-

Figure 4 for the reference mesh ference appears The NLR results show a distinct pri-
mary vortex (the pressure minimum is inbord the wing).

The third mesh is refined only in the wing normal whereas the DLR results indicate just an onset of pri-
direction The results are shown in Figure 6 Although mary separation with the suction peak right at the
the mesh density is increased, the numerical results at leading edge. This suggests that the difference in the
the 30% station are comparable to the reference mesh. experimental results are due to the differences in the
In this area the primary vortex is that close to the sur- Reynolds numbers In order to check this, both Rey-
face In the already highly resolved boundary layer that nolds numbers were simulated numerically and the
a further increase of mesh points is not necessary. At results are shown In Figure 9 for the high and in
60% and 80%, however, the pressure decrease Figure 10 for the low Reynolds number together with
between the attachment line and the vortex core is now the related experimental data. Differences between the
in better agreetthment i nal data The vori two numerical simulations cannot be found. This di-

in betterer pagreet withe experisimen dtahe vighl rtlexd cates that there is another reason that forces the dit-
at the rear part of the wing is outside the highly densed ferent onset of primary separation in the two wind tun-
mesh of the boundary layer. So the increase of mesh nel results
points In the normal direction will result In a better
resolution of the main vortex. The secondary vortex The numerical simulations were carried out with
separates too early in spanwise direction and the suc- the assumption of fully turbulent flow on the entire

lion peak is too strong This indicates that the flow in wing, because experiments with an artificial transition
the experiment is more turbulent (higher viscosity strip at 10% root chord and free transition did not

delays the secondary separation) than in the numerical result In differences in the experimental data. Earlier
simulation. laminar numerical simulations indicate strong depend-

ence of the onset of primary separation on the local
The agreement at the lower wing surface at 30% flow conditions, i.e. whether the flow is turbulent or not.

root chord can be increased by simulating the body To check this assumption, the transition position In the
below the wing. The grid sensitivity study shows that numerical simulation is changed from the former lead-
the numerical solution is very close to the expermetal ing edge position to 2.5% and 10% local chord The
data if the vortex area is highly resolved. To avoid transition position at 2.5% local chord shows good
wasting of mesh points outside the boundary layer in agreement concerning the pressure distribution at the
areas where no vortical flow occours, some grtd 30% root chord location (Figure 11) except that the
adaption technique should be used to 'optimize the slope of the pressure decrease-between the primary

mesh and improve the numerical results. attachment line and the vortex core cannot be resolved

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA FUR THE properly due to the low slahwlse mesh density in this
WING-BODY CONFIGURATION WITH ROUNDED LEAD- area. At 60% root "chord -tle 'agreement between
"ING EDGE experimental data and numniril slniilati6n is good but

with the restriction thit the secoidary ýepaiitloih is too
Most of the experiments have been performed domlnint. The secondai- sep0iiahtn startsjoo early i o"

on the delta,wing with the rounded leading edge. For beciuse 6f unadi-uateCurlitlince.imodehln and lifts
thisileading edge type the,primary separation is highly the pl'ar r'v-oiei off-the •lig'hire•zcieth suc-
dependent-on, viscous effectsand, rot as ruch,-on the tion peak calculated on the wing surfaCe.' the sime -" -

geometry asJt Is the-case. for ,the-sharp-edged wg. ples to the 80%.roochord station.
Figure .7 shows the surface m eh~ue adtemshin ----------
the plane of symmetry, for-the wing-yconf !n Anotoer possiblity to compare -ody"xpermental.data......
th-oa nube 6fg polnti li rduce'td '1-0~ Tr 60 600 U16436 cor~npa ~re1epefintidtThetoalnuber o gri . with, the rinlbcaloen tl(oon li oil

I
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flow pictures and skin friction lines as is done in three-component laser-doppler anemometer Is used to
Figure 12. The oil flow picture on the portside of the measure the velocity vectors in an plane at 80% root
wing was taken after the tunnel run. The skin friction chord. The cross flow above the vortex and a 'hole" In
lines on the starboard side are numerically integrated the area of the primary vortex are clearly Identified The

with a computer graphic system called comadl[9] To "hole" Indicates a region where no experimental LDA
compare both results one has to look at the spanwise data could be received within an acceptable sampling
position of the primary attachment line and the sec- time. The reason for this will be discussed in the next
ondary separation line. These lines are marked with chapter. Figure 14 presents the numerical result where
arrows at the 60 % root chord position. For this root the loci of the velocity vectors are the same as in the
chord position the general agreement between the experiment, such that in the ideal case the vectors
experimental and numerical pressure distribution is should be aligned.
excellent with respect to the spanwise position of the Comparing Figure 13 and Figure 14 the velocity
attachment and separation line (Figure 11). The span- vectors above the vortex look the same. Below the vor-
wise positions are listed in the following table 2:

attachment line vortex core separation line

primary primary secondary
vortex vortex vortex

cr-distrlbutlon 60% 75% 90%
(exp.) [4]

skin friction 54% 86%
line (num.)

oil flow visualsation 78% 97%
(exp.) [5]

Table 2. Spanwlse position of primary attachment and secondary separation line at 60% root chord.

The first line In the table shows the spanwise tex close to the wing upper surface, the numerical sim-
position for the experimental data resulting from the • ulation Indicates a high cross flow velocity which is not
pressure measurements, the second line represents the present In the experimental data. In this area close to
results of the numerically simulated skin friction lines the surface the LOA method experiences difficulties.
and the third line represents the data figured out from The high cross flow velocity vectors are also found in
the oil flow picture. Especially the spanwise position of a FFA experiment (Figure 15, [6]), where the velocity
the primary attachment line determined by the oil flow vectors are determined using a 5-hole probe. This
"picture deviates from both other results, the exper- experiment validates the numerical simulation
Imental pressure distribution and the numerical skin
friction lines. The oil flow picture suggests a primary PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE NUMERICAL
"vortex much smaller than In the numerical simulation DATA FOR THE WING WITH ROUND LEADING EDGE
and the experimental surface pressure result. The rea- Figure 13 shows that inside the primary vortex
son for this may be found in the oil flow visualisation area no velocity vectors could be measured because
technique Itself. To obtain an oil flow picture, the model of low fluid particle density inside the vortical area.
surface is covered with some fluid during the wind tun- These fluid particles are essential necessary for the
nel is set off. Then the tunnel is turned on and the flow LDA technique. Another technique to visualize the par-
is accellerated to the desired free-stream conditions ticle distribution Inside a plane is the laser light sheet
To reach these conditions will take a finite time during technique. In this case the wind tunnel is filled with
that the oil flow Is moving on the wing surface. If the oil disco smoke ahead of the test section. The smoke is
flow dries up before the selected free-stream Mach transported with the flow and eluminated by laser light
number In the tunnel is reached, the oil flow picture will In the plane of interest. Figure 16 from [8] shows the
show a smaller primary vortex because of lower flow experimental laser light sheet at around 50% root
speed. chord. The smokeless hole Is clearly Identified in the

The numerical simulation of the skin friction lines area of the primary vortex. This Is an Indication that In

also Indicates that the secondary separation is not this area the LDA technique can not be used with the
adequately modeled. Due to the lack of correct turbu- employed seeding to determine the velocity vectors.

lence modelling the secondary separation will be too Two questions arise:

dominant. So the secondary separation occurs too ear- * what Is the reason for the 'hole" In the laser light
ly (at 86% span at 60% root chord). This Will, of course. sheet, and"displace the primary vortex too much inboard (54%
span Instead of 60% as In the experiment). * how is It possible to avoid the "hole'?

"The comparison between the oil flow picture and The numerical simulation will give the answer to these
the numerical results indifcates that the .experimental questions.
result iepiesihts' hot-thieyselected free-stream condi- T-
tion. This statement Is supported by the fact tha i both The creation of a numecal solution forithe three I
experimental results (oil flow picture and pressure dis- dimensionat N ayierrStokes equations.wllf result In a
tributlon)ire' IreII•lstefit with each "other c6ncernng huge amount of.data,ofthae.ord6er of 8..- I '' tdi. The

4, th'e.spinwise, op.slion of primary attachmen and•ec- only possiblity to. interpretthis data b~se~isto use high~sl~onended, computer- gf~phcs.. Used for- thjeii~suhsý.e-ondary,'t 16 n, e'.:• . ....... v-- . ,,, • • sented in this pa-Id" I" graphtc..es -,pqilled
• . • •. 1-ýFlgu rt* 13'shtows another exoerimental,rosult-for ¢entadl[9] . W ithin this program, besidei san ar i

S. 't1fe deltaling-with the~roundlesdlng edge [7:]:Here a graphics, like IlsofrInges, solid surfaces' MtE., more

Y
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sophisticated graphics can be employed for the analy- sheet technique was simulated numerically Start points
sis of the data. One can, for example, find vortices for streamline Integration were homogeneously distrib-
automatically Not only well known vortical structures uted In front of the wing to simulate the smoke at the
like primary and secondary vortex can be found but inlet plane of the wind tunnel test section (Figure 22).
also vortical structures unknown in advance are identl- The integration of the streamlines is then performed for
fied by the program. The technique to do this is the whole area Like the laser light sheet eluminates
described in the appendix. only a small slice out of the flow field, the graphic pro- 4

The information given by the oil flow technique gram cuts a plane with finite depth out of the stream-

in the experiment which shows the primary attachment lines (Poincar6 cut) The result for this simulation is

line or the secondary separation line can also be shown In Figure 23 together wih the experimental
extracted from the numerical results (Figure 17) In laser light sheet picture. The numerical result shows

Figure 18 the global Information Is reduced to the the same topology as the experiment. The area of the

important lines. The primary attachment line starts at vortex core is not filled wit" smoke (particles)

about 10% root chord for the selected free-stream con- For the LDA measurment technique it would be
ditions. Streamlines starting ahead do not pass under necessary to feed disco smoke into the primary vortex
the primary vortex and remain between the plane of very close to its origin, that is directly off the surface
symmetry and the primary attachment line. At about and between 10% and 25% root chord The other pos-
25% root chord the primary separation line can be sibility is to elect smoke out of the wing directly into the
identified. Only skin friction lines starting in this very vortex. This is of course a problem because the origin
small area between 10% and 25% root chord are of the vortex Is unknown in advance. Additionally,
passing below the main vortex At about 60% root changes in the flow conditions will result In changes of
chord the open secondary separation takes place the position of the onset of the primary vortex.
Again the secondary separation line is formed only by
skin friction lines starting between 10% and 25% root DELTA WING-CANARD CONFIGURATION
chord

The investigated delta wing-canard configuration
Figure 19 shows the streamlines of the primary c6nsists of two sharp-edged wings with cut-off wing

and secondary vortex as well as an additional vortex tips. The leading edge sweep of the canard is 600, the

close to the plane of symmetry This additional vortex trailing edge sweep is 35*. The main wing geometry is
was earlier found by applying the laser light sheet the same as for the wing alone configuration. The sur-
technique ([8]). The streamlines are plotted with a hid- face mesh used for the numerical simulation is shown
den-line technique which allows a detailed insight of in Figure 24 Because of the sharp-edged wings the
the vortex formation. The core of the vortex is displayed H-H-type mesh topology is used, although it is well

by black lines only, the outer part is represented by known that this type of mesh is not very efficient away
gray (coloured In the original plot) lines. It is clearly from the wing. The total number of mesh points is
seen, that the outer-part streamlines do not move 2,000,000, that is twice the number of points used for
towards the center of the vortex. They do not mix up the C-H-mesh for the wing alone configuration,
with streamlines representing the vortex core. although the mesh resolution is not increased For

Figure 20 shows a sketch of relevant selected simplicity the numerical simulation is performed with

streamlines. The area of the core is marked with num- the assumption of laminar flow. Note that turbulence
ber one. The streamlines marked with the number two modelling with scalar approach is rather difficult Typi-

separate at the primary separation line (number four) cal results for the selected free-stream conditions-

on the front part of the wing, turn around the vortex • free-stream mach number M. = 0,85
core and separate again at the primary separation line

coming from the plane of symmetry. The same is valid * angle of Incidence c = 10*
for the streamlines marked with number three, except
that these streamlines will form the secondary vortex • yaw angle p =00

because of the positive pressure gradient below the * Reynolds numbers Re. = 4,5. 10'
primary vortex core and the leading edge of the wing.

are shown in the following Figures.
After looking at the skin friction lines and the

streamlines the question of the 'hole" of the vortex in Figure 25 shows the surface pressure distrib-
the laser light-sheet picture is considered. Figure 21 Is utlon on the canard and the wing The canard vortex
a perspective view from the rear of the vortex in the separates at the apex of the wing very similar to the
direction of the origin of the vortex. The streamline flow for the wing alone case. A small secondary vortex
number two In Figure 20 moves around the leading is also formed below the main canard vortex At the

edge, separates at the primary separation line number rear part of the canard a strong pressure gradient in
two In Figure 21, turns around the vortex core towards the plane of symmetry is visualized indicating a shock.
the primary attachment liMe (number three), separates The primary separation on the main wing is very differ-
at the secondary separation line (number four) and ent from the wing alone configuration. The onset of prl-

reattaches close to line number five. mary separatloni Is now delayed due to the Interaction
between the canard vortex and the main wing primary

For, the laser light sheet technique the area vortex., The separation of the main wing primary vortex
"ahead of the wing is homogeneously filled with smoke. starts not at the apex of the wing as it was the case for

Moving downstream the smoke Is also in the small rib- the wing alone configuration. Below thils.vortex again a
bon (left wilte in FIgure 21) bel6W'f(hewi#iig. The parti- , secondary vortex can be found..
cle denilty In-thi ribbbr is'Wf'o6oirsithd ime as in In
front o6f the-•vlrib.M6vlhg itwnsti-.ai this 'iibbon will 'A compadioh' 6f exerfmeft~ilt ([3])ý md numter-

lie extenled 6Ve" the w6i616 w6fex aiea 's6 that tle ical prsured i s"lrbui6i t nshsowiiFlgure:26. IIhe
piiirtli~la-density' TI~ be_,i~dtc~idYesultlhg tn the -hole' :3061 :in root dho" M ~tilbn thi • m•~:•deen •

""- {-l"fe . .;- the experimental data and thenunil'aý • 66t Is

th T10 0 -good-,onithe7,upper wingisuiface,:9n the lpWer wing

S- ••ii !• ... To verify ,the above -statement the laser! light asukadethe~dlsia ieement Is dueitoithe~l~jk nc Ift
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fuselage which Is not modeled in the numerical simu- flow field visualisations) allow an explanation for the
lation. At 60% and 80% wing root chord the spanwise "hole" in the laser light sheet photograph. The stream-
position of the primary vortex is well predicted but the lines, that Is for stationary flow the smoke particle trac-
suction peak below the vortex core is not well simu- es, do not swirl into the vortex core so that no smoke
lated. The reason for this Is the strong influence of the particle will be transported into the core area. Here the
secondary vortex. Due to the laminar flow assumption used computer graphic system was extremely helpful
this vortex is enlarged, and separates too early in for understanding the flow phenomena. A short intro-
spanwise direction. So the main vortex is lifted off the duction to this graphic system will be presented in the

wing increasing the surface pressure on the wing upper appendix of this paper.
surface. At the lower wing surface the influence of the The results for the delta wing-canard configura-
fuselage can be neglected as in the wing alone case. tion show that the two vortex systems remain uncou-
The spanwise position of the vortex core is well pre- pled. The main wing primary vortex separation is
dicted. delayed due to the interaction with the canard primary

Figure 27 shows the total pressure loss distrib- vortex. Comparisnn with experimental pressure distrib-
ution in spanwise direction for 13 different cuts, starting ution shows that the spanwise position of the vortex is
at -10% wing root chord on the canard The maximum well predicted, but the pressure minimum is not in good
total pressure losses are more or less related to the agreement with experimental values due to the laminar
vortex core area The canard primary vortex forces the flow assumption
wing primary vortex to separate not at the wing apex APPENDIX
but at about 30% root chord. Both vortex systems
remain uncoupled. The canard primary vortex as well The development of post processing systems for
as the wing primary vortex are accompanied by the two CFD results are going on in almost every institution
trailing edge counter rotating vortices, treating fluid flow fields. There are three main reasons

for this. One is the visualization of the huge amount ofFigure 28 shows the streamlines of the canard data because the eyes are the broadest channel of
vortex, the canard trailing edge vortes and the wing information to a human being. The second is the appli-
primary- and secondary vortex. It is clearly seen, that cation of tools to reveal the physics of a flow field. New
the canard and the wing vortex remain separated, that diagnostic tools have been suggested for the classi-
the canard vortex is above the wing vortex and that the fication and description of the physics in order to
wing vortex origins far outboard beside the canard reduce the huge amount of Information, e.g. by captur-
vortex. The canard vortex is highly accelerated over the Ing the topology of the flow field. The third reason Is
main wing This reduces the cross flow velocity relative closely related to the second' The validation of the CFD
to the axial velocity resulting in a smaller "swirl" of the results is mainly achieved by comparison to other
canard vortex numerical results or to experimental data. While for

CONCLUSIONS other CFD results the same tools may be applied, the
experimentalists are considerably restricted in their

The paper discussed the validation of the tools. Thus comparisons can only be mad. by simulat-
numerical method. The first step was the sensitivity Ing the experimental tools, e.g. lighI rheets, schlieren
study concerning mesh dependency of the solution for and shadow pictures. Comparisons of oil flow pictures
the sharp-edged delta wing. The comparison with and lines of skin friction as well as particle traces and
experimental data Indicates that the agreement is stream lines have been extensively applied, thought
improved if the mesh is adapted to the vortical flow there are shortcomings due to the finite mass and vol-
solution, yielding a very fine mesh In the vortex region. ume of particles in experiment.
If the mesh Is sufficiently fine the numerical solution
shows excellent agreement with the experimental data The immense number of tools for the investi-

gation of data and ways of graphical representation of
More extensive investigations were performed data require an arrangement of these possibilities in a

for the delta wing with the round leading edge. Here the system that
influence of the transition from laminar to turbulent flow 0 leads to a good synopsis for the user,
conditions were found to be very important for the
onset of primary separation. The location where the * makes selections transparent to the user,
transition takes place Is not known in advance and has 9 allows enhanced control by the user.to be determined by careful comparison with exper-
imental data. Once the transition position is found, the & allows easy Implementation of innovations.
agreement between experimental and numerical results
is good. Considering other experimental data like oil The analysis ano graphics system comadl has
flow pictures or LDA measured velocity vectors the been developed along these lines. As the understand-
numerical simulation give some hints, where the Ing of geometrical entities as grid fields, surfaces built

up from polygons, lines, etc is common, they are intro-
eluced to the system as data. The system is considered 4velocity distribution below the primary vortex or the

attachmenty istrtione beof the primary vortex In te o w as a set of data transformations from and to these enti-attachment line of the primary vortex In the oil flowtis
picture.

On the other hand the comparison indicates that * Reading I Writing: Transformation (conversion) of
the numerical simulation is strongly dependent on the file data to sytem data and vice versaturbulence model used. This turbulence model is not * Making: Transformation of system data Into other
adequate to simulate separated flows well. The primary system data. The transformations inay be

"separation Is weli';imulatedbecadse of some modifi- described by physi•aI laws (evaluation of Mach
catlons of the turbulence model, but especially the sec- number, pressure loss) or by geometrical: opera- 4

ondary separation Is predicted much too early resulting lion (contours, Integration of lines, plane.cuts) 2
In a slight falsification of the entire flow solution.

• t,. ., "opologl•i flow consideetians (or numerical Image. The .creption of start p oints using .(ouse A
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position may be considered as an invers of this Images of any size from or to the screen or of
transformation. images from experiments, e g laser light sheets.

shadow graphs, schlieren photos, oil flow patterns
A geometrical illustration of this idea is given hp

Figure 29. The kinds of data are the entries of a chess- 9 Text & Layout may be applied for storage and dis-
board, while the transformations are arranged in the play of texts.
third dimension. Though the display to the screen and
the input/output operations and the functions may be * GINO Simulation Data are used for simulation of

treated in the same abstract way as data transf- calls to several subroutines of the GINO plotting

ormations, they are distinguished In order to have a system using constant parameters

better understanding for the user and to emphasize * Axis Parameter may be applied for storage and
their roles as shown in Figure 30 The name comadl is display of scaling axis of rather general nature.
derived from this construction data compile make & e g curved
display (9].

The memory for the storage of these data is allocated
The interactive user interface is mouse controlled dynamically. Thus the machine memory is optimally

and uses menue and button techniques A window with used.
editing facilities is supplied for input and output of
control strings like file names The repeatibitity of cre- Detection of Vortices
alton and drawing of data without interactive inter-
vention as well as the creation of movie pictures is fur- As mentioned in the text above the graphic sys-

nished. tem Is able to detect vortices automatically. For this
comadl evaluates the discriminant for complex eigen-

Currently the following kinds of data have been values of the gradient tensor of the velocity field. i.e. in
Introduced: cartesian coordinates (x,yz)

* Grid Field 3d and Grid Field 2d are considered as(u vx Wx
the usual output of computer programs for flow IUy v, w
simulation. These results may be stored in the uz vz wZ
system up to four dimensions. The values of coor-
dinates of vectors or values of scalars are stored where (u,v,w) are the cartesian components of the
on each node of the grid. For reasons of storage velocity vector and u,, etc are the respective partial
saving a subspace of the grid nodes may be read derivatives. If the discriminant indicates complex
in. The information of the original grid is saved elgenvalues there exist locally a generic vortex in a
during data transformations. Grid Fields are also gallian frame, where the local velocity is at rest [10]
the result of data transformation, e.g. evaluation of In order to have the more accustomed two-di-
Mach number, enthalpy, norm of vector. The infor- mensional view the tensor may be prolected on a plane
mation contained in Grid Fields may be displayed being perpendicular to the local direction of velocity. In
In several ways, e.g. the grid edges in different this case the regimes of the flow field may be classified
manners, as a shaded surface using some given as shown In Figure 31. As this may be evaluated at
direction of tight, or with colours corresponding to every point it may also be used to Indicate volumes
Intervals of a scalar function (colour coding). with vortices. A more convenient and uniform scaling

* Surface of Polygons and Surface of Polygons with of the discriminant Is achieved when it is locally divided
Scalar are used for displaying generaly shaped by the norm of the velocity. Typical results are shown
surface, which might be created as the countour In paper No. 9 of this report [11].
surface of some function being constant, e.g Mach
number. They can have a further information (sca-
lar value) at each node that may be used for shad-
ing the surface Thus it may nearly be displayed
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Figure 5. c,-distribution at ticr=03 (left), 0.6 (middle

Pd. nasi. and 0.8 (right), (grid refinement In spanwisee
direction, 40*70*40, M_ 0.85. a=10*1.

.2

Figure 1. Geometry of the delta wing as well as primary
separation for different types of leading edges.

0.. . 1.6 (middle

dIrection, 40*40*70, M_. 0.85, a =10*).

Figure 2. Vortical flow over a sharp edged delta wing.

IFigure?'. Wing-body configuration: surface, mesh and
mesh in the plane of symmetry, with C-ti, 111-11,

-' a~nd 04 mesh topolog~ies1 blockt poiogy onthe_
Figure 3. Block structure for the sharp edged delta wing.rgt
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xlcr 0 3 x/cr 0 6 xlcr=0.8

42 4

00 101
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Figure 8 Comparison of surface pressure distribution
for two wind tunneis, triangles = NLR-, circeis

O LR-measurements (M.. 0.85, a 101)

, Figure 12. Comparison between oil flow picture (bottom
A ~and akin friction line (top) at x~cr=0.6

M_ .0.85, at10*).

~4421I M2~IT4MWWR112

Figure 9. c,-distribution at xlcr=0.3 (left), 0.6 (middle)
and 0.8 (right), transition at 0%, measurement
(NLR): triangles, Re= 9,000,000, M_.= 0 85,

5=101). Figure 13. Velocity vectors at x~crS80% (LDA-technique,
M_. 0.85, a = 10').
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I stagnation lIne
2 separation line primary vortexA V
3.atlachinent lie promary volie
4 separation line secordoryvortex
5attachmnent line sodtvre

Figure 16. Laier~ ~h. 1 he~i~o a to, th "anio Fiure 21. Streamline sketch (three dlmesional drawing,
symmty(, N 08) looking inside the vortex core from the rear

oflineig)

Figure 17. Skin friction lines.wt rmrysprto

line, primary attachment line and secondary
separation line (sketch).

Figure 22. Numerical laser light sheet simulation

Figure 19. Streamlines of the vortex core (black), and-

arudtevortex core.(rO)
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Figure 23. Numerical laser light shet-ai-niiit " iiiý4
comparison with expei~ment-fitaiult.'

Figure 24. Surface grid for the delta wing-canard confiig-
uration. Canard grid: 50140, wing grid: 50*40.

Figure 25. Surface pressure distribution for the delta
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Figure 26. ;ý-dlstrlbution at xIcr= 0.3 (left), 0.6 (middle) and 008 (right), (WCI SLE, M_-0,=85, ac 10*).

Figue 27 Total pressure loss at x/cr -0.1, 0., CIA, 0.2,

27 . 0.0, 0.9, 1.0 and 0.95 wing root chord

iWCI-SILE, Al 0.85, a=101).
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main wing secondary vortex ard primary-vortex

main wing primary vortex

Figure 28. Streamlines of canard-vortex, canard trailing
edge vortex and main wing primary and sec-
ondary vortex (WC1-SLE, M_, = 0.85, a = 10*).
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Abstract effectiveness of control surfaces since the leeside pressures

are near vacuum. They are however characterized by shock

We investigate hypersonic vortical flow on the leeside waves, separated flow, and shear layers, and these may have
of a blunt delta wing by solving both the Euler equa- important consequences on heating and local effects like a

tions and the Navier-Stokes equations with two different shock wave or shear layer impinging on a configuration de-
and independent numerical methods in order to evaluate tail, e.g. a flap or other protuberance. What is of interest

then are the Hlow features of this low-pressure region, what
the inviscid and viscous mechanisms of leeside vortex for- th are the anowfatureseof ctis l-se regio hat
mation. The emphasis of the paper is on the analysis of its structure is, and what interactions take place. It is here
the results, which includes a very detailed and side-by-side knowledge is incomplete.
comparisons of Euler versus Navier-Stokes results from the
same method as well as comparisons of results from the
two different methods. The intent is to reach a reasonable
understanding of the computed flow structures, including
flow separation, shear layers, vortices, shock waves, entropy The way we approach the problem is to study the simpler

losses. We have found that instead of the concentrated hut typical case of hypersonic flow over a wing. Current
vortex usually found over a delta wing in transonic speed, understanding follows from classical analysis based on flow
the flow in hypersonic speed is dominated by a shear layer past a flat thin delta wing of zero thickness. Squire [1) and
that separates just past the blunt leading edge and forms later Miller and Wood [2] among others have studied the
a more distributed vortical region over the wing. However, various types of structures that may occur (Fig 1). At mod-

the flow predicted by Euler is quite different from Navier erate supersonic speed the bow shock is detached, and the
Stokes, also distinct from the transonic case. The Navier flow attaches on the windward side inboard of the leading

Stokes results agree qualitatively with the sparse exper- edge. It cannot expand smoothly around the sharp leading
imental data that we have, but not quantitatively. The edge but separates and develops into a vortex. At higher

quantitative details of the solutions, but not the overall speed the attachment point shifts outboard to the lead-

flow structure, show some sensitivity to mesh resolution. ing edge. Now the flow can deflect smoothly around the
. •The windside features like the bow shock agree well in all leading edge through a Prandtl-Meyer expansion fan. But

the numerical solutions. But there are substantial discrep- at some inboard point on the leeward side it must turn in
Sancies in the prediction of the Stanton number on the wing the freestream direction through a cross.flow shock. This j

surface, shock may cause the boundary layer to separate. In an Eu-
ler simulation it may be strong enough to create sufficient
vorticity and thus vortex flow. At still higherspeeds the

Introduction bow shock attaches atthe leading edge, but the expansion"and crossflow shock remain as at lower speed-

Current interest in developing advanced space planes like There are, however, limi to each of the above processes.
"the NASP, HERMES, and the superConcorde has brought For exampleFig 2 presents the usual classical-analysis of
forth the problem of understanding the leeside vortical flow flow normal to the leading edge. ,The flow expands around
over these vehicles when they 6ravel at hypersonic, speeds. the leading edge until it, is.parallel, to the~upper surface,

4 Unlike the subsonic and transonic speed regimes, these vor- i.e. it remains attached. But if the freestream Mach num-
mi:,• • tical flows have little affect on the lift performance and the ber is great enough, it can happen that the flow expands

-........--- --- ',w .2 -
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to vacuum before it becomes parallel to the upper surface. Numerical Method

Another situation occurs on the upper surface. The leading t
edge influences the flow only inside the Mach cone shown in We describe only briefly the two fnite-volume ap-
Fig. 2. Outside of it the flow is in the freestream direction, pioaches (4- 7] we tsake to solve the Navier-Stokes equations
and the crossflow shock appears , -here these two regions written in Cartesian coordinates over a control volume V
meet. Again, if the speed is great enough, the trace of the with boundary &V
Mach cone can move to the left of the centerline. Non-
linear effects must be important and the exact flow pat- 8 III udV-+ 7(u). rndS = 0 (1)
tern is not known. Figure 2 summarizes the limits of shock Ot JfIf Jv v

detachment and expansion to vacuum [L. Squire, private where the vector of state variables u = (p pu pt pt pE)T
communication]. For a 700 swept delta wing, vacuu .i eetevcosfsaevribe pp vp;p)
coenuication]. h For at 0 swept delta wing, vaecunum is contains density p, z, y, and z components of velocity u,
reached in the flow at M., = 7 and a = 40'. The conclu- v n ,adeeg e ntms .Texdrcini
sions from this analysis lose precision when the wing has a a ind wt, and energy per unit mass E. The f direction is
round leading edge and thickness. The analysis must then aligned with the body axis. The flux tensor s/is composedroundof inviscid and viscous parts
be carried out by numerical solution.

7"i= (Fg'- Fv)e.+(Gz- Gv)e5 + (2

An important issue is the creation of vorticity in the

numerical solution of an inviscid flow. At high super- ( Hr - Hv)e.

sonic Mach numbers and angles of attack, the entropy loss in the z, y, and z coordinate directions, respectively.
through the bow shock can vary considerably from wind-
ward to leeward side. From Crocco's theorem, this can in- The inviscid fluxes are given by

troduce significant vorticity. These features are generally PU
well understood for cone flow (3] of circular cross-section pu + p

where a vortical layer forms on the cone surface which is F- puV ,

wetted by streamlines passing through various points on puW
the shock, and a vortical singularity emerges on the lee- pu /
side symmetry point. The corresponding pattern which
develops as the cone is continuously distorted into thinner
elliptical delta wings is not known (at least to the present I P I

authors), but it is possible that the vorticity generated by +
the bow shock could concentrate into a leeside vortex. The - pa2 + p (3)
same conclusion holds for the crossflow shocks. paH

Hr p'vW
Outline of Paper Pta +p

pdu H

The subject of the paper is the numerical simulation of and the viscous fluxes given by

a hypersonic vortical flow on the leeside of a blunt delta / 0

wing. The primary results to be presented are for flow "..
at M. = 7.15 and 30' incidence past a thick delta wing Fv
of 70° sweep and constant leading edge radius; a non- I..

conical wing. We study this flow by solving both the Euler Utr.. + 2',.+

equations and the Navier-Stokes equations with two differ- WoT.. - q.
ent and independent numerical methods in order to eval-
uate the inviscid and viscous mechanisms of leeside vor- / 0

tex formation. Both methods are cell-centered finite- vol- Ty.

ume techniques, but they differ in a number of ways, and Gv = (4)
"the computer codes have been written completely indepen- TN:Sdently. The first (4,51 is denoted KTH, and the second [6,7] ur., + Vrsy+
MIT. Some experimental measurements are available for \ o.V- q J
comparison. The emphasis of the paper is on the analysis 0
of the results, which includes a very detailed and side-by-
side comparisons of Euler versus Navier-Stokesresults from

the same method as well as comparisons of results from the Hv
-" • - ~~~~two different methods. The intent here is to reach a sound u••--•v~-..

description and reasonable understanding of the computed ur..t d m Th t

"flow structures, including flow separation, shear layers, vor-

tices, shock waves, and entropy losses. Surface pressure H ii the stagnation enthalpy, H k'+ pIp, andp is the

and heat transfer results are also presented. static pressure.

-,:1I TRA. "k Zip2w "t
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Components of the viscous stress tensor are,

2p,+p-z (12)
(2~~dp -f a* p+ + 21p + p,-s

al ...... r..-. A Mi W

j02+112 maxi11y + 1-- - C,+1/2, 0) (13)

Sa + a

(5)
The heat flux terns are It must be pointed out that the numerical smoothing

terms have to be treated correctly near boundaries in order
q. = -- - -.- , to maintain good convergence and to keep the variations in""(6) entropy small (8]. The condition for pressure on the wing

or, using the perfect gas relation H = CT + .5(u
2 

+ v2 + surface is set by second-order extraploation from the field

Wu
2
) to eliminate the temperature T, and introducing the values.

Prandtl number Pr =

q. = -*- (a- - - - Space Discretization: Viscous Terms

(elf a - The usual boundary conditions are enforced on the wing,"9Y - n , W- ,- ". (7) WW which is isothermal •' = 288K. The farfield is assumed to
be inviscid and is treated by either setting or extrapolating

S= - - u• - ;T. - w -) the locally one dimensional Riemann invariants. But the
viscous terms are treated differently in the two codes.The value of the Prandtl number Pr was taken as a con-

stant 0.72 for the laminar flow solutions presented in this
paper. The Sutherland formula relates the coefficient of Cell-Vertex Method (KTH)
viscosity to the local temperature (or enthalpy) and closes
the system of equations. In the KTH code the viscous terms are computed by

We make the usual finite-volume approximation to a 3-point celU-vertex scheme using an auxiliary staggered
Eq.(1) for a hexahedra cell of volume V (Fig. 3) grid. The vertices S of the staggered grid are given by

the cell centers of the main grid where the state variables
are located (Fig. 4). The vertices of the main grid N

d Vr u are then taken as the cell centers of the staggered grid.
uvf -V .iu) ds Derivatives at the vertices, say N1, are computed fromW sthe gradient theorem applied to the cell defined by the

S = F�(u), (8) surrounding staggered-grid points, S1 to S4. The viscous
L=J t= tensor can then be obtained, and the viscous and thermal

fluxes computed at the vertices N. They are averaged over

the cell face to give the numerical flux at the center of the
Space Discretization: Inviscid Terms face for use in Eq.(8).

The scheme for the inviscid terms is the same in both
codes. It is a cell-centered finite volume discretisation in Thin Layer Approximation (MIT)
space that is fully conservative (at steady state with local I
time stepping). The flux at a cell face is computed as the The viscous terms in the governing equations can be
flux of the average of the two state variables to the left and simplified if one asssumes that gradients of viscous stress
right of the face. An artificial smoothing term that is a and heat flux in directions parallel to the body are negli-
nonlinear blend of second and fourth differences stabilizes gible compared to those gradients in the direction normal
this discretisation. The semidiscrete form of the scheme to the body. All viscous terms that contain derivatives
applied to Eq.(8) in one space dimension illustrates these parallel to the body surface can then be eliminated, giv-
points ing the thin-layer form of the Navier-Stokes equations. In

a real flow this assumption holds only in attached, high

d Reynolds number regimes. However, in a numerical solu-
Wu% ='6Fj = P1+1/2 Fj-1/2 (9) tion the assumption is consistent with the full equations

when the computational grid does not adequately resolve
where gradients of viscous stress and heat flux in the stresinwise

F + Uj+u or cross stream directions. The terms then are discretised
2F+i/2 F( 2 by centered differences in the normal direction.

+CXj+2 12 6U,+ 1/2 -Pi+ 51/26
3 U,+1 12 (10)

and Time Integration

,;'; " =J+'l= = yt(-+ = t,, ",,+--•-'ma(dPj'dpi+j) (11) •+ -( After space discretisation Eq.(8) becomes

-5-
-g-
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the shock and the separation occur in different locations in

* 6 the two solutions. !

u = • F(U)! = 6F,., = (6, + 6, + 6&)F,, k (14) Figure 8 compares the isoMach contours and the total
f=1 pressure coefficient C,, = 1 - im the 50% chord plane.

where Eqs.(9)-(13) imply the meaning of the difference On the windwnrd side there is a strong bow shock (normal

operators. The resulting semidiscrete system of ordinary Mach number of 4.5) with a large total pressure loss (90%,

differential equations (14) is solved in either of two ways which is consistent with the normal Mach number). The

with local time steps. The first is a standard explicit four flow expands rapidly about the leading edge but remains

stage Runge-Kutta time integration (KTH). The second is attached. Curiously, there is additional total pressure loss

a novel semi-implicit solver (MIT) which is implicit in the through this expansion which may be numerical in origin

direction normal to the wing and explicit in the two di- or which may be related to the entropy layer and vortical

rections tangential to it. This approach enhances stability singularity in flow over a circular cone (more about this

and convergence, below).

The standard four-stage scheme applied to Eq.(14) is What is most surprising about this comparison is that

the two solutions are so different (cf Mach contours). On

the leeside at about mid-span the flow separates from the

u(1) = u, +a aAt 6F.I, surface in the MIT results, and an oblique crossflow shock

U,2)= of short extent occurs. A shear'layer is evident which trav-
u, = -u'l +) aAt 6Fý'( els inboard and upward until it meets a crossflow shock
u () + ^ (that turns the flow downstream. A vortical flow is trapped

U(,'k + -u ,At " 6- •'h) between the shear layer and the wing surface. The KTH

u+1= uP) + c,.At 6FN() results on the other hand show a crossflow shock that bub-

(15) bles out at its foot and the resulting vortical flow region

is more confined. We have here a case of two quite differ-
where the superscript. ;dentify the temporal level and the ent Euler solutions, and we must ask ourselves why. One
multistage coefficients are •, = 1/4, a 2 = 1/3, a 3 = 1/2, probable answer is that the problem is nonunique. We are

and a4 = 1. The local time step is used. solving the inviscid equations for flow over a very blunt and

smooth body which does not invoke a Kutta condition for
The semi-implicit scheme of MIT leads to a lnear tridi- the flow to separate at a specific location. This situation

agonal matrix multiplying the left-hand side of each stage contrasts to the usual situation in transonic delta wing flow
of Eqs.(15). See Ref. [7] for further details. vhere the leading edge is very thin and often sharp. In the

tbsence of a geometric Kutta condition to fix separation,

Computed Results o.,e has to expect nonuniqueness because now even small
disferences in artificial dissipation, which plays a role in in-

viscid separation, can lead to very large differences in the
To investigate the suitability of these techniques for by- solution. The plots of the total pressure loss C,,, on the

peronic flow simulation, INRIA and GAMNI organised a surface (Fig. 8) suggest that this may indeed be the case.
workshop on "Hypersonic Flows for Reentry Problems" in Through the bow shock both solutions lose over 90% of its

Jan 1990. Calculations of laminar flow over a 70* swept total pressure, then an additional loss occurs around the
blunt delta wing at 30* angle of attack, Mach number leading edge. Small differences here may be responsible
of 7.15, Re of 5.85:r0s, wall temperature of 288K and for large differences in the point of separation, and conse-
freestream temperature of 74K have been carried out as quently lead to the two different leeside flow patterns.

part of the workshop and are presented here.
In any case the flow patterns in these two solutions are

Three different types of grids, H-O (MIT), 0-0, and C- quite different from that expected in the classical thin-wing
O (KTH), are used with point densities ranging from 150 analysis, and also different from circular cone flow. Pre-

to over 400 thousand, and they allow us to study the effect sumably the vortex results from the vorticity created in
of grid topology as well as grid resolution in the MIT and the cross-flow shock. But the reason for the entropy gain
KTH solutions to the Euler and Navier Stokes equations. around the leading edge is still unclear. This local feature

may be related to the vortical singularity found in circular-

cone flow where streamlines possessing different entropy
Euler Equations levels converge. In our case a very strong entropy gradient
FlsTmay exist around the leading edge because of the conflu-
Figure 5 displays the grids used in the KTH and MIT ence of streamlines witnh different levels of entropy since

results. The KTH mesh is an 0-0 type where the trailing they have passed through different parts of the bow shock.
edge is rounded, as is the trailing-edge tip because of the
presence of the parabolic singular line there. Streamlines Let us investigate this matter further. Figure 9 presents
integrated in the KTH Euler (and NS) results (Fig. 6) four streamlines, the first with libel I passes closest to the

show that a vortLx does in fact develop in the solutions, leading edge and the fourth, (abel 4), closest to the how
and it may be generated by the cross- flow shock in the shock.' The total pressure coefficient Cp, is plotted versus

Euler case. Surface streamlines in Fig. 7 indicate that the distance along these streamlines. As said earlier after pass-
flow does indeed separate at the shock. The comparison in ing through the bow shock, the value starts at about 90%,
Fig. 7 between the KTH and the MIT results show that but we now see that the loii around-the leading edge is A

S''-

2,2
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greatest for the streamline closest to the leading edge. An- separation, Fig. 14 shows that the locations of these two 4
other increase occurs further downstream where the trace separations are different in the two solutions. Figure 14
passes through the trailing edge shock. We conjecture that also indicates that there are substantial differences in the
the loss around the leading edge is due either: 1) entirely computed Stanton number St but not in the skin friction
to truncation error, or 2) to a physical entropy layer that is component Cfp. It is disappointing to see that the two so-
strongest nearest the wing surface, and that gets smeared lutions cannot predict heat transfer to the windward sur- j

out across streamlines in the numerical solution, face more closely than they do. However they do agree
very well on the peak heating at the leading edge (wind-
ward attachment line). The peak value is about 3.1 times

" Navier-Stokes larger in magnitude than that at the windward symmetry j
plane. It is noteworthy that this factor agrees well with

The MIT-NS grid has 32 cells in the streamwise direc- the value 3.2 given by the infinite yawed- cylinder analysis
tion, 96 in the circumferential and 96 in the body normal of Reshotko and Beckwith [9]. Agreement between the two 4

directions, and the KTH-NS grid has 32, 96, and 128, re- solutions is better on the upper surface, except near the
spectively (Fig. 10). The C-0 mesh used for the KTH-NS symmetry plane where the shear layer hits the upper sur-
solution has a polar singular line at the apex that caused face. Here the MIT results predict a substantially higher
insurmountable problems for the NS solver. We overcame surface heating than do the KTH results.
these by rounding off the first 2% of the apex. Since the
results with this rounding were no different than those oh- Lastly Fig. 15 shows that the pressure distribution un-
tained with a 5% rounding, we conclude that the rounding der the vortex is quite different in the Euler and NS results
has very little effect overall. The trailing edge and its tip of KTH. The pressure on the upper surface is extremely
are thick with sharp corners. Here, and in the MIT re- low. It is lower in Euler than in NS, but Euler shows a typi-
suits, all variables in the computation are extrapolated at cal vortex signature in Cp near the symmetry line. Vacuum
the outflow boundary, which in effect makes the wing in- occurs at C. , -0.028 and the Euler solution very nearly
finitely long. No problems were encountered with this type reaches it. Figure 16 shows this pocket of near-vacuum
of boundary condition, flow over the wing in KTH-Euler and KTH-NS solutions.

Notice that in Euler the pocket touches the wing surface,
Figure 11 compares the KTH Euler and NS Mach con- but in NS it does not.

tours in the symmetry plane, and shows the bow shock.
The windward flow is quite similar in the two flows, but
the leeside flow pattern is alittle different. The Mach con- Mesh Refinement
tours nearest the upper surface and ahead of the trailing
edge axe not as dense in Euler as they are in NS. The same In order to ascertain how dependent these features are on
remark applies to the isobars plotted only on the leeside in the mesh resolution, we present here a comparison of two
the range -0.028 <C , < -0.020 with increments 0.0005. NS- KTH results, one on the fine mesh (discussed above)
We interpret this pattern to be the indication of a small and the other on a medium mesh with half the number of
shock (cf Fig 12). points in each direction of the fine mesh. The skin fric-

tion lines in Fig. 17a show that the general flow structure
Figure 12 presents isoMach contours of the flowfield at (one primary and one secondary separation) remains un-

the 50% chord and compares KTH-NS with MIT-NS, and changed, but that their locations are grid dependent. On
KTH-NS with KTH-Euler. It is reassuring to see that the the other hand Fig. 17b indicates that the flow structure in
two NS solutions agree rather closely in their overall fea- the mid-chord section is relatively insensitive to the grid.
tures, and an indication that the problem is uniquely posed.
On the leeside the Euler and NS solutions are quite differ-
ent. The Euler flow displays a crossflow shock that bubbles Boundary and Shear Layer Structure
out at its foot, causes the flow to separate, and a vortical
region to develop behind it (Fig 12). The NS flow on the The variation in flow properties along the vertical line
other hand separates just past the maximum expansion at L above the wing in the 50% section are plotted in Fig
the leading edge. The shear layer extends inboard to where 18. The Mach number varies continuously from 0 to over
it meets the crossflow shock over the wing, it then turns 6. Almost all of the total pressure is lost in the bound-
downward towards the wing surface where a small embed- ary layer, and there is a temperature gradient right at the

ded shock (cf Fig 11) turns it once again outboard towards wall because it is cooler than the surrounding flow, but the
the leading edge. It finally rolls up to form a vortical layer. temperature drops off rapidly in the outer layer. There is
Between the wing and the shear layer a secondary vortex substantial shear in the layer because the spanwise velocity

develops from the boundary layer separating from the wing v swings from positive to negative
(Fig. 13). The direction of the flow motion in this plane
is given by velocity vectors (Fig 13a) and their integrated
path lines (Fig 13b), i.e. in-plane streamlines. In each case Comparison with Experiments
the vortex is clearly identified-.

The oil flow pattern in Fig. 19 confirms the flow struc-
ture of one primary and one secondary separatiofi on the

Upper Surface upper surface of the wing, but it also shows a very substan-

tial:trailingpdge e!&it oni the boundasy layer that exteds
While both NS solutions have the same qýalitative fea- almost up to midchord. The reasoni foritbltire still un-

tures, namýe one primary separation and one secondary clear, but it may be due to 1) upstream influence through

M -- 6 i
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the boundary layer, or 2) vortex breakdown, or 3) nitrogen 2. Miller, D.S. and Wood, R.M., "Lee-Side Flow Over 1 '
liquefaction effects in the tunnel. In any case the abrupt Delta Wings at Supersonic Speeds", NASA TP 2430,
kinkm the secondary separation line suggests that laminar June 1985
to turbulent transition has taken place. Since our calcula- dtions are purely laminar, we have to expect diffierences in 3. Sears, W.R. (editor), General Theory of High Speed

the comparisons. Aerodynamics, Vol 6, High Speed Aerodynamics and

Jet Propulsion, Princeton University Press, 1954
Four pressure taps are located at the mid-chord station,

just ahead of the separation bubble. Figure 20 presents 4. Muller, B. and Rizsi, A., "Navier-Stokes Calculations

their comparison with the KTH-NS and MIT-NS surface of Transonic Vortices over a Round Leading Edge

Cp values. Although there is a shift in the levels of the Delta Wing", Intl J. Numerical Methods Fluid

two sets of results, the trend to a higher pressure at the Mechanics, Vol 9, 1989, pp 943-962.
symmetry plane, where the shear layer meets the wing, is EA
similar in each result. The data is rather sparse, but what 5. Ellutson, P. and Ri Ci, A.: Hypersonic Leeside Flow

little there is seems to confirm our picture of a shear-layer Equations Ucihg C ont S umeh fo uiddomiate vorica flw stuctre.Equations, Proc 8th GAMM Conf Nurn Meth Fluid

Mech, (ed) P. Weaseling, NNFM 29, Vieweg, Braun-
Lastly, Fig. 21 compares the KTH-NS computed flow schweig, 1990.

direction and Mach numbers in the midchord section with

measurements made with a Pitot tube. Unfortunately the 6. Lee, K.M., "Numerical Simulation of Hypersonic Flow

pressure level in the vortical region was too low for the tube Over a Blunt Leading Edge Delta Wing", MIT SM

to make reliable readings, so we cannot obtain confirma- Thesis, October 1989. Also MIT CFDL-TR-S9-9.

tion of this feature here. However, there is good agreement 7. Loyd, B , Lee, K.M. and Murman, E.M. " Semi- Im-
in some regions, while there are one or two marked discrep- plicit Navier Stokes Solver (SINSS) Calculations of
ancies. Separated Flow about Blunt Delta Wings", AIAA Pa-

per 90- 0590, January 1990.

Conclusions 8. Olsson, P.: Flow Calculations Using Explicit Methods

on a Data Parallel Computer, Rep. No.117, Uppsala
We have found that instead of the concentrated vortex Univ. 1989

usually found over a delta wing in transonic speed, the
flow in hypersonic speed is dominated by a shear layer that 9 Reshotko, E. and Beckwith, I.E.: Compressible Lam-
separates just past the blunt leading edge and forms a more inar Boundary Layer Over a Yawed Infinite Cylinder
distributed vortical region over the wing (Fig 22). with Heat Transfer and Arbitrary Prandtl Number,

NACA Report 1379, 1958, p.15.

However, the flow predicted by Euler is quite different
from Navier Stokes, also distinct from the transonic case.
This may be due primarily to the very blunt leading edge.

The Navier Stokes results agree qualitatively with the
sparse experimental data that we have, but not quantita-
tively. We have seen some sensitivity to mesh resolution in
regards to the quantitative details of the solutions, but not
to the overall flow structure. The windside features like the leading edge
bow shock agree well in all the numerical solutions. But

there are substantial discrepancies in the prediction of the onical vortex
Stanton number on the upper surface.

i -• -detached shock
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MED IUM FINE
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Fig. 17 Mesh refinement effects KTH-NS a) skin friction lines
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ON THE FOOTPRINTS OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL SEPARATED VORTEX FLOWS AROUND BLUNT BODIES
Attempts of defining and analyzing complex flow structures

Uwe Dallmann, Achim Hilganstock, Stefan Riedelbauch,
Burkhard Schulte-Wernming, Heinrich Vollmers

DLR Institute for Theoretical Fluid Mechanics,
Bunsenstraae 10, 0-3400 Gdttingen, FR Germany

Abstract wall (body surface) would be preferred However, it will
not be necessary that all such changes will be seen In

This paper summarizes an analysis of vortex flows ntb eesr htalsc hne ilb eniThispapr smmaize ananalsisof ortx fows the velocity field The topological structure of a flow
around different configurations In very different onsists of topological properties of, at least, all of the
(Ma, Re)-reglmes. Subsonic, transonic and hypersonic cont t alpee of, a leastall oth
separated vortex flows are considered. The common depede variables.imn: ' chat e- ern
Interest was to study the relationships between the raised the following question: "What are the necessary
topologies of steady or unsteady, two-dimensional or and sufficient topological (rather than analytical)

informations about a flow that have to be equivalent
three-dimensional separated vortex flow structures and and have to be compared In any two simulations such
their 'footprints' which they leave on the boundaries
(walls) or within any sections across the flow field. that any further topological properties of any other
From this poInt of view we analyze numerical Navier- quantity (variables or Invariants) will be preserved In
Sromtokes oimltios vinw te foallowingeres ct: these two simulations?' The answer Is not known, and
Stokes simulations In the following respect: we concentrate the present investigation on qualitative
Topological changes of the instantaneous sectional changes which occur In velocity fields and a few parts
streamlines and the skin-friction patterns of Incompres- of a more complete analysis.
sible flows are considered during vortex shedding and
during onset of three-dimensionality of the flow. Two- A precise definition of unsteady separation struc-
dimensional separation bubbles, separation from a cyl- tures or unsteady vortex motion is still lacking (Lugt
Inder In crossflow and separation from a sphere are [2)). A description of topological changes in a

analyzed. sequence of Instantaneous streamline patterns is, nec-
essarily, dependent on the frame of reference and

The formation of vortex cores and their relationship to therefore calls for other, additional and, if possible,
so called open or closed flow separation, wall vorticity, Invariant topological properties to be analyzed. How-
wall pressure, wall heat flux and various sectional flow ever, In a frame fixed either to the body (for the pur-
data are Investigated In compressible flows such as the pose of analyzing flow separation from that body) or
transonic transitional flow around a round edged delta fixed to a certain convection speed of moving vortex
wing and the hypersonic laminar flow around a double structures (for the purpose of analyzing physical prop-
ellipsoid. ertles of vortex motion like entrainment, vortex pairing,

etc.) the topological analysis of instantaneous velocity

Introduction fields has been proven to be a usefull Investigation tool
It allows to restrict the discussion of huge data fields to

Apart from the common interest in calculating drag, an analysis of topological changes and their depend-
lift. Strouhal numbers and several other quantities of ence on numerical or physical perturbations or param-
flows around complex configurations, there are com- etric variations.
plex vortex flow phenomena under the most simple
boundary conditions which lack even a qualitative It is quite surprising that no general picture exists
understanding. As a matter of fact, little Is known about on the topological sequence of Instantaneous stream-
a) the formation of three-dimensional vortex flows lines during the temporal evolution of two-dimensional

although the boundaries are either two-dimensional vortex shedding. How stationary can separation and

(cylindrical) or axisymmetrIc or even spherical, attachment points be in unsteady separation bubbles

b) the bifurcation from a steady separation bubble to or during von Kfirman-vortex shedding?

unsteady vortex shedding, It Is often stated that during the vortex shedding
c) the mechanisms which lead to the creation of stable, process the instantaneous separation and attachment

three-dimensional (often steady) vortex configura- lines move on the body and annihilate each other at the
tions with the formation of multiple vortex cores very Instant when a vortex Is shed. However, this plc-
around or in the wake of simple shaped bodies like lure does not fit to those observations In surface flow
prolate spheroids, hemisphere-cylinder configura- visualizations where sharp almost stationary separation
lions, etc., and lines but oscillating or blurred attachment lines are

d) the relationships between the topologies of different seen (Dallmann & Schewe [3], StOcke [4)).
flow quantities mn-a given Incompressible or com-
pressible vortex flow. Many papers have been published In recent years

on topics of experimental' or numerical visualizations
The last topic ralses the question whether the local of thrae-dlmensioflal separating flows around blunt or

I" formation of the onset of e vortex flow feature ; (namely Ininted bd•des. Quialittive changes In the observed ,

the ci6t6or0 of a swilidng flow region In mid-air)ýz can surfaie flows were recognized tbooccur due to changes
Sbe assigned tboa topologlcalchange of physical quanti- In parameters like Reynolds number, Mach tfiimber, " .

ties; From an applicationat point~of view any quantity angle:of aftkkk, Ieoy. shape; etc. A'deif'lbfr 6f sur- '• •
which leaves a 'unique measurable 'footprint-on' the face flow o turnedout t he'a lsefull ,hea i*",o
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reduce the qualitative information provided by the sur- In fig. 2b which is different to fig 2a. The difference lies
face flow data (or visualizations) to give a precise In the incipient formation process of a vortex behind the
description of flow changes In terms of topological body before It starts growing and will be shed down-
changes. However, surface flow trajectories, especially stream. The sequence of fig. 2a leads to an annihilation
wall shear stress Informations are never - even In two- of separation and attachment lines during each cycle
dimensional flow - sufficient to conjecture qualitative of vortex shedding, while the sequence of fig 2b creat-
features within the outer (mid-air) flow field. Hence, for es a vortex without annihilation of instantaneous sepa- '

the formation of a vortex core - (even when a precise ration and attachment lines and hence avoids large
definition would allow to locate or define it in mid-air) - amplitude oscillations of those (primary) separation
a wall shear stress topology in general cannot provide lines of zero skin friction This is in agreement with the
sufficient conditions for a vortex existence. The so oil-flow visualizations shown in Dallmann & Schewe
called open separation Is one such striking example [3] and with Stucke's laser visualizations [4]. Sharp
Although the surface flow topology in terms of the wall and almost stationary separation lines are observed on
shear stress pattern on the delta wing considered in cylinders during vortex shedding! In addition we
this paper or on a prolate spheroid, does not change in remark that the first vortex which is shed from a cylin-
a wide range of angles of attack, separated vortices are der results from the sequence shown in fig 1. The sep-
observed on the leeward side of the bodies (We arated recirculation zones become at first asymmetric
remind the reader that any, arbitrarily weak or strong before a global bifurcation (break-up of separatrices)
convergence of nelghboiurIng wall shear stress trajec- leads to the first shed vortex. Hence, the sequence of
tories does not cause any topological change of that fig. 2b exhibits identical global bifurcations of all the
surface flow). vortices which are shed, while the sequence of fig. 2a

It should be well known that any connections of the does not. Although the secondary separations ('sec-
locations of extremum values of quantities measured ondary eddies') In the higher Reynolds number cases

within sectional planes across a flow do not provide an of Braza at al. [8] complicate the topological analysis
Information which is invariant under changes of the considerably the basic vortex shedding sequence is of

sections' orientations. For instance, the locus of maxi- the type shown in fig. 2b.

mum values of iso-vorticity sectional plots or helicity Unsteady separation bubbles
density, etc., Is not an Invariant trace of a "vortex core"
within a general three-dimensional flow. Therefore, an Fig. 3a shows one commonly considered possibility
invariant definition of a vortex core is required and will how the instantaneous streamline topology could (from
be used here and such well-defined vortices can then a kinematical point of view) change during unsteady
be considered with respect to open or closed sepa- flow separation associated with vortex shedding from

ration lines, wall-pressure and wall-heat flux topology, single separation bubble. One recognizes the annihi-

sectional plane data etc. lation of separation and attachment lines during every
cycle of vortex shedding. A different model has been

The problem of thermal loads on reusable space proposed by Dallmann [9] and a sketch is given In fig
vehicles requires an accurate prediction of the body 3b It shows how a single separation bubble splits into
surface heat-flux or temperature distribution It is well (at least) three Instantaneous vortices and that a global
known, that high heat-fluxes are present In the stag- structural flow bifurcation (reconnection of separatric-
nation region and on the windward side of blunt -'od es. es) leads to the downstream shedding of initially two
But, increased heating can be also observed on the vortices before the remaining bubble starts growing
leeward side caused by the separated flow. Therefore, again with an almost spatially fixed primary separation
the present investigation also tries to throw some light line Of course, the instantaneous streamline pattern
on the relationship between the qualitative changes of may change after the global flow bifurcation has
the structure of thermal flow quantities and the outer released the vortices and the pattern will depend on the
vortex flow structure. For that purpose the numerically actual vorticity fields. The numerical simulations of
simulated flow fields past a double-ellipsoid are ana- Gruber [10] and Pauley et al [11] are consistent with
lyzed. the model proposed in fig 3b. This topological model

The Interpretation of the resulting huge data bases allows to understand how unsteady fio.as may show
of the numerical simulations presented in this paper is (almost) stationary, well Identifyable separation lines
done on SUN-graphics workstations with the graphic while two-dimensional attachment lines are blurred in
program COMADI by Vollmers [5]. most flow visualizations. The choice between sequence

3a or 3b could be due to different Reynolds numbers

No experiment to clarify this point is known to the
Topological description authors.
of unsteady separation and vortex shedding

At this point we may introduce a Galilelan invariant
In the following we reconsider earlier conjectured definition of a vortex. An Instantaneous, "swirling

structural changes of instantaneous flows associated motion', which we may call a "vortex" within an arbl-
with unsteady two-dimensional vortex motion and flow trary Galilelan frame of reference, certainly exists whe-
separation. re the local velocity gradient tensor exhibits complex

elgenvalues. Hence, a necessary condition for incipient
Unsteady wakes behlnd'cylinders or local vortex formnation is the change of sign of the

Perry et al. [6] examined the properties of the local Jacobtan dbterml,".:nt, and a sufficient criterion is

instantaneous streamline and streakflne patterns fulfilled by having those complex elgenvalues (Dall-

behind a circular bylrifder for Inc-ompressible low Rey- mann [12], Vollmers [13]).
nolds number flow during the process of vortex shed-
ding. The Instantaneous flow topology had been Threa.dlmenslonal wake formation behind spheras
deduced from a movie of Prandtli's water tunnel exper-
iment..They proposed a simple model for, the vortex Three-dimensional wakes develop around spheres
shedding sequence (fig. ,2a) indicating Instantaneous or around axisymmetricbodies eyen ,at zero angle of
"vortex" motion when the'observie Is moving With the attack. A symmetry break of the axisymmetric flow to a
cylinder. Sun jt al. [7] numercally simulated the tylln- three-dimensional near wake flow necessarily precedes
der flow for Re .1500 and Ma = 0.3. -After analj'zing the onset of~unsteady vortex.iheddlng from, a.sphere. •-.1

t• the topological structures andthe structural changes No . unsteady., axisymmetric ve shedding is
extracted ffom-their'paper wa obtain a seiquence shobwin observed. This is one difference. bte~i nvorte xhed-
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ding from cylinders In crossfiow and from spheres as We are finally Interested in finding out if and how
one Increases the Reynolds number. We want to check topological changes In the wall-flow pattern are related
whether the primary separation on a sphere remains to the wake flow unsteadiness. Fig. 6 shows a time-se-
stationary during vortex shedding cycles. quence of calculated skin-friction patterns. Analyzing

the associated topology at each time level leads to a
The present analysis Is based on solutions of the minimum Strouhal number based on the topological

complete, time-dependent viscous equations of motion changes of the wall vorticity distribution (skin-friction
for a thermal and caloric perfect gas The dimension- pattern) of St = 0.038. This value Is much smaller than
less parameters governing the flow field (Re, Ma, Pr) the experimental value based on force measurements
are defined in the usual way where the sphere diameter or wake flow visualizations (see Clift et al. [17], page
is the characteristic length The free stream Mach 107) which is about St % 0.2. Hence, In order to get this
number is set to Ma =0 4. As initial condition the experimental value In agreement with the simulation,
impulsively started body is employed where the initial- the sequence of topological changes shown in fig. 6 has
Ization Is done with the freestream quantities. to appear on a time-Intervall of AT = St" = 5 which is

To solve the equations of motion numerically, shorter then the Invervall chosen for two successive

Implicit finite-difference schemes of Beam and Warming plots In fig. 6.

type are employed which are second order accurate in We would like to emphasize, that the stationarity of
space. The axisymmetric flow is computed by a fully the primary separation line, the three-dimenslonality
Implicit scheme with second order accuracy in time which preceeds unsteadiness and the topological
(MOiler [14]), the three-dimensional flow Is computed (rather than quantitative) changes of the skin-friction
by a hybrid implicit/explicit method with first order pattern have to be in agreement with experiments at
accucary in time, which was initially developed by Rie- first, before quantitative agreements can be achieved.
delbauch & MQller [15] and extended to a fully implicit We should mention, that recent incompressible calcu-
scheme with second order accuracy by Schulte-Wern- lations of Shirayama & Kuwahara (18] on a
Ing [16]. Fourth-order damping terms are added
explicitly to damp high frequency oscillations, second- 200 x 100 x 81 A -type grid had an effect on the Strouhal

order damping terms are added implicitly to extend the number. At Re = 500 two modes with fAr = 0.125 and
stability range of the algorithm. For the axisymmetric S12 = 0.204 were Identified, while for a 50 x 50 x 81 grid
tablcaty s range Of-the agoridwthm.Fortheaxidsyntric they resolved a Strouhal number St = 0.133 based on

calculations an 0type grid with 111 xali grid points is lift force data. Results for Re= 750 are given by
used, while the three-dimensional calculations shown Schulte-Werning in [16] (see also [19] [20)) where,
In this paper are performed on a spherical grid system according to the axisymmetric flow calculations shown
with 71 x 71 x 71 points. For a better resolution of the in fig. 4b, three-dimensional secondary separations
physical situation the grid points are exponentially arise and a considerable spatial-temporal complexity
clustered in the boundary layer (at Re = 500 there are of the flow Is recognized In the separated flow region
approximately 15 points within the boundary layer) and only.
near the rear symmetry line.

Fig. 7 Is attempt to indicate that the near wake flow
In fig 4a we show the steady flow structure at sep- behind a sphere becomes three-dimensional before

aration as a result of an unsteady simulation of axi- vortex shedding sets in. As soon as the so called sin-
symmetric flows for Re = 300, 600 and 1000. Flow sep- gular streamsurface which initially trapped the near-
aration at the rear stagnation point starts at Re > 10 wake bubble breaks up due to instability above a cer-
and the now appearing closed axlsymmetric separation tamn Reynolds number, the resulting horseshoe-type
line moves upstream. Above Re = 500 secondary sap- vortices will exhibit streamwise vorticity. This behav-
aratlon (fig. 4b) takes place which leads, due to another lour, seen in experiments, has been visualized via vor-
bifurcation in the flow field, into multiple structured tax-line integration by Shirayama & Kuwahara [18]
recirculation zones. [21] as well as by Schulte-Weming & Dallmann [16]

Fig. 5a shows the non-axisymmetric and steady [1] (fig. 8a) where also vortex line reconnection in the
skin-friction patterns of the three-dimensional flow near wake has been observed. The streamwise oriented
around the sphere as seen by an upstream view onto vorticity In the wake induces two streamwise oriented
the rear for Re = 200, 300 and 400. A plane of flow vortices, iLe. helically swirling motions In the velocity
symmetry forms which is not imposed by the numerics. field. Fig. 8b helps to identify these vortices by plotting
Sectional streamlines in a plane of symmetry which is regions of complex elgenvalues of the velocity gradient
seen In fig. 5b,c are shown in fig. 5d for Re = 400. Even tensor. This definition of a vortex will be considered in
for Re = 100 a pure axisymmetric solution (which is more detail next.
topologically unstable against three-dimensional per-
turbations) at the separation line is not obtained but
small inherent perturbations of the numerical algorithm Open searation and vortex core formation

"stable three-dimensional flow behaviour with a small Wd

overlying swirl near the separation line. For Increasing We are Interested in the determination of three-di-
Re this line moves upstream approximately to the mensdonal vortices and vortex cores caused by so
equator of the sphere. During this movement a spatial called open flow separation from a round edged delta
symmetry break occurs, which was not imposed In the wing.
boundary conditions but may be regarded as a second The following discussion Is based on a numerical
answer of an unstable flow behaviour to numerical per- simulation of the compressible transitional flow around
turbations. A similar behaviour will lead to three-di- ation of th c ibl tranol flaw er
mensional wakes in experiments. The now visible flow a round edged delta wing at a Reynolds number

pattern on the wallindicates that a three-dimensional angle4.5 attack a = 1& In a e Newton anl d al
flow has formed and exhibits instantaneous saddle- angpe of a Igen a & onl n fud. (2 also
node-saddle and node-saddle-node bifurcations along the paper of Hilgenstoel & Vollmers [22))

the almost circular and almost stationary (I) separation For the freestrear conditions described, the flowline and within the 'separated' flow region, while the arund- delt wing, Isa,, domin•ated. -by . .... primar vote

"rear stagnation point moves off the geometrical axis. It separating close, to the leading edge Of -the wing. -A "

is of Interest that the bouhdary'liyer in the -ttached Belause of the' spanwise pressure gradlent a second-
flow region upstieam of tiie separatlo line remains ary vortex Is generated below the primary vortex.
fairly axisymmetric. . --

'I-9-: r z 1~- ii -
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SI," Fig. 11b shows the total pressure loss in seyeral

SIt turned out that for quantitative comparisons
between the different experiments as well as between planes between 50% and 90% root chord. The maxi-experimental and numerical simulations a precise mum total pressure loss is very much aligned with the
deterimntalatind o uetricansit ulcations c pruciahe primary vortex core. Fig. 11c shows that the vortex core
Sdetermination of the transition location Is crucial The Is not related, to the maximum of the local Mach num-transition location for the present investigation is kept ber, but Is rather accompanied by a local saddle pointat 2 5% local chord of the delta wing between twcr maximum values. The maximum Mach

The complete Navier-Stokes equations are inte- number value located above the vortex core is due to
grated with a finite volume four-stage Runge-Kutta high mainflow velocity, the maximum below Is due to
method. Extrem clustering of grid points near the lead- high cross-flow velocity Further analysis of the data
Ing edge Is chosen in order avoid possible vortlicity (not displayed) in planes between 10% and 90% root
generation due to numerical (resolution) errors. The chord shows that the vortex core is aligned with a local
boundary layer along the plane of symmetry is resolved static pressure minimum and a density minimum A
by up to 30 node points. The turbulent flow calculations maximum entropy Increase is also approximately
are based on An algebraic turbulence model For aligned with the vortex core (fig. I1d).
details see (22] (23] As fig. 9 Indicates, the steady streamlines roll up

A perspective view of the wing and of the leeward around a vortex core. However. they do not converge

vortices Is shown in fig 9. The skin-friction pattern dis- towards an axis within the vortex core On the other

played in fig. 10 delivers first informations in order to hand, the experimental findings of Engler [27] for sub-

detect flow separation. A so called open separation line sonic flow clearly Indicate that the vorticity is concen-

forms at about 25% root chord on the upper side of the trating in a sheet which rolls up until it winds around a

wing surface very close to the leading edge. Skin fric- core. Successiv windings have been identified by use
tion lines which reach the leeward side turning around of an ultrasonic laser measuring system Shlrayania

the leading edge between 0% and 10% root chord do L243 has Integrated the vorticity lines of a numerical

not enter the region below the primary vortex They Incompressible Navler-Stokes simulation of the laninar

stay between the plane of symmetry and a so called flow around a sharp edged delta wing at Re "= 10000.
primary attachment line. Only the skin friction lines a = 300 The flow turned out to be unsteady, while the

which enter the leeward side between 10% and 25% results presented here show a steady, transitional,

root chord will be trapped below the primary vortex transonic flow. We wanted to find out how the vorticily

Fig. 10 also shows that the wail-pressure minimum is behaves in our flow field. Fig 12a Indicates that

not at all in the region of separation line formation. For IcurIýI plotted In live sections across the wing gradu-
the rounded leading edge, however, the primary sepa- ally "separateso out of the boundary layer near the
theratioundsnotfied athe leading edge, howemary sepa leading edge. A local extremum value of vorticity is
ration Is not fixed at the leading edge, and depend squeezed off downstream of about 45% root chord
strongly on the geometry of the leading edge, the location. Further downstream this maximum develops
sweep angle, the transition from laminar to turbulent a plateau of vorticity which Is closely aligned with the
flow and so forth, vortex core defined above No roll-up of a vortex sheet

Let us now display the vortex core above the wing is recognized in our transitional, steady, transonic flow
Figs 11a-d show especially selected streamlines within simulation. Fig. 12b shows that helicity density max,-
the primary and secondary vortex cores. How can we mizes at the same location as vorticity does
define the location of such "vortex cores" when open Our delta wing has a round leading edge and the
flow separation takes place? We make use of an ana-lytical definition of a vortex already mentioned above separation lines are neither fixed to certain critical

lyicadnitn of2l and vortex alrehady mentined above points In the skin-friction pattern nor do they leave from
laocmann [12) and Vonlmers [13) have suggested to the wing tip. By the help of fig. 13 we Intend to show the
locate vortices in regins where the velocity gradient following. If there were critical points, like those shown
tensor grad ý exhibits complex eigenvalues and the in fig. 14 (bottom case) we would follow the so called
only one existing real elgenvector defines the local axis singular streamsurface defined by the special set of
of rotation of the fluid as seen by an observer moving streamlines leaving or reaching the critical points. Of
with the flow. Fig 1 Ia shows this region for the flow In course, the local axis of the developing vortex would
the vortex core above a round edged delta wing The start at a focus on the wall (or at a globally winding
findings of Vollmers [13], the studies of Shlrayama node). However. a local axis of the vortex leaving the
[24] and Levy at al. [25) as well as the basic consider- focus or node does not necessarily follow the single
altons of vortex structures and vorticity field topology streamline that leaves the focus!
by Dallmann [26] suggest that vortex cores also exhibit
regions of strong vortex stretching, by locally Increas- The singular streamsurface SS2 may fold, unfold, it
ing the parallel alignment of local velocity vector and may show so called focal windings [12] [26] with
vorticity vector and maximizing helicity densiy. streamsurface singularities. Its behaviour is a result of

the vorticity field Induction. The nodal-point / saddle-
After having identified 'vortices" other flow quanti- point combination (F- S) on the wall may also annihi-

ties like local Mach number, static pressure and total late. No critical points are then left on the wall (see fig.
pressure loss, etc., are now considered in selected 14 two middle cases). However, separated vortices are
planes normal to the plane of symmetry. Also the core still present and the difficulty arises how to trap vortic-
streamlines are displayed to relate the vortex to local es and vortex cores by proper streamline Integration
minima and maxima of the above quantities. As men- The same problem arises for vortex-line Integration. At
tloned In the introduction a trace connecting such the time being no topologically defined 'skeleton" of a
extremum values within sectional planes in general vortex caused by open flow separation can-be given
cannot serve to locate a 'vortex core". However, in the other than the vortex core definition by complex elgen-
special case of a delta wing flow the gradients of the value as discussed above. Fig. 13 also indicates that
above mentioned quantities within cross-sections are there may be regions (for instance the vortex core
much larger than alongthe vortex core (defined by the region) where streamlines are fed in via a narrow gap
region of complex elgenvalues of the velocity gradient of Initial points only. This is-an Important issue for flow
tensor). Hence, only In such a case the non-invariant visualizations. (See the paper of Hilgenstock & Vollmers
sectional data analysis turns out to be usefulafter hav- [22]).
Ing Identified the vortex cores by Invariant means.,.• • • E~ooking at any sectional-data or sectional streamlines • ;-
without additional Information about the location of as, with Interactlons o1'closed and open'separati-ns

Looking~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~(Wn at an etoa-aao etoa temie hral. [28]), ret consawidee ofsepartin.lccore streamlines might be misleading (Wang at at. [28]), are considered next. . -

I __ _ _ _ _ -. mr m m m• 0
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250, 300 and 400. Superimposed we have plotted the
,Seerated vortices and wall heat fluxes local wall heat fluxes by mapping it onto a gray scale
SIn hyllrsonc flows post a double ellipsoid where maximum values appear bright. Strong local
at various anglos of attack maximum values of wall heat-fluxes appear In the front

stagnation region at every angle of Incidence :

The hypersonic flow past a double-ellipsoid Is stgainrgo teeyageo9niec
ex hperimentallyfInvestigaste a CA ndonumeerclld s Increased heating appears In regions of flow attach-experimentally Investigated at CEAT and numerically ment on the canopy at a = 00.

simulated for comparison and validation purposes of
both numerics and experiments. This geometry was a Fig. 14b shows selected streamlines of the solutions
testcase for the Workshop on Hypersonic Flows for which, according to the behaviour of the numerical
Reentry Problems, too. The comparison of exper- residuum have converged to a steady state. At a = 0*
Imantally and numerically determined flow field data a horseshoe-type vortex flow separation Is indicated by
agrees well. This is also true for the heat flux in the the skin-friction behaviour In front of the canopy; it Is
symmetry plane being a very sensitive quantity. (No clearly a closed type of flow separation. A second vor-
other locations of quantitative values of the heat flux tex flow develops on top of the canopy according to fig
are available so far from the experimentalists). The 14b for increasing a which is of the open type according
assumption of laminar flow Is In accordance with the fig. 14a. No critical points of separtlon can be identified
experiments. The wlndtunnel conditions are, Mach along skin-friction lines D. At a = 00 two further open
number A#.= 8.15, freestream stagnation temperature type separations may be conjectured from local wall
To = 800 K, Isothermal wall TwIT0 t- 0.37, Reynolds shear stress convergence at B and C.
number Re, = 960000 with the characteristic length L
equal to the large half axis of the base ellipsoid and a The flow topology changes between a = 00 and
ratio of the specific heats V = 1.4. Flow field solutions a = 400 where we recognize that the former closed
are obtained for angles of incidence a = 00, 200,, 250, separation line of the horseshoe vortex has changed
300, 350, 400. Into an open type In order to describe the correct outer

flow topology It is necessary to Identify all the critical
The basic equations under consideration are the points within the flow field. Wall-flow analysis is not

unsteady Navler-Stokes equations In thin-layer approx- sufficient (see Dallmann [12] and Kordulla at al [30],
imation. An unsteady approach is necessary for the see also Chong at al [32] where "deformation tensor"
double-ellipsoid simulations since the flow field con- has to be replaced by "velocity gradient tensor").
tains a subsonic area in the stagnation region of the
base ellipsoid besides the subsonic part of the bound- Hence, we locate the other critical points in the
ary layer. In this case the governing equations exhibit velocity field. They appear In the plane of flow symme-
an elliptic behaviour requiring a time marching solution try In front of the canopy (fig. 15). It is seen that clas-
procedure. The use of a constant time-step in the whole sical types of horseshoe-vortex "footprints" appear in
flow field allows the computation of an unsteady flow this section: Footprints of three vortices are seen at
behaviour. Otherwise, the time-stepping approach a = 0" and 300 (perhaps there are additional smaller
(usually) converges the flow field to a steady state. ones right in the corner, possibly due to insufficient

numerical resolution). At a = 400 only one vortex is
The equations are solved numerically via a finite indicated. We recognize that there is local flow attach-

difference scheme on a surface oriented grid system. ment (instead of flow separation!) in front of the canopy
The bow shock is considered to be one boundary of the on the bottom ellipsoid. Based on these observations
computational space, where a shock-tiffing procedure we make use of the elementary topological structures
is applied. Thus, one result of the solution is the developped in Dallmann [26] In order to define a skel-
location of the bow shock On the other hand the eton of the complex vortex flow. The sketched parts of
shock-fitting approach requires a reliable updating of fig. 15 are an attempt to show how the horseshoe-type
the entire mesh after each time step. This Is done in an vortices associated with closed-type separation lines
algebraic manner. Details of the numerical procedure and other open-type flow separilons interact and
are given In [29]. change. One recognizes that, due to vortex-vortex

So far, me are not interested in flow field simu- interaction away from the wall via Blot-Savart induction,
latlons with an angle of yaw. Thus, a symmetry plane vortices caused by open-type separation (no critical
has been Introduced to reduce the computational effort, points involved) are trapped by the singular stream-
A simple extrapolation formula 82

q/aI, -= 0 Is chosen at surfaces defined by closed-type flow separations
the outflow boundary in the supersonic region modell- (ensembles of critical Points involved). However, this is
ing the outgoing signal propagation. This Is also done just a lucky event because the closed-type horseshoe
In the subsonic part of the boundary layer where the vortices are present In our case due to the canopy.
steady flow Is assumed to be governed by parabolic Otherwise we are left with the same problems of
equations. Thus, the present solutions do not include detecting vortex cores and proper streamline Inte-
the base flow and the wake probably being unsteady. gratlon as stated In the last section, Fig. 16 gives an
The number of grid points for zero angle of Incidence Impressive sequence of oil-flow visualizations, where
is 392000 and for all the other cases It Is 315000. For due to different nose configurations closed- and open-
a = 00 the distribution of the pointe in near wall normal type primary and secondary separations appear simul- A
direction Is chosen such that the boundary layer and taneously and combine with each other.
the slip surface downstream of the shock bow shock
Interaction are resolved. For the other angles of oci- eignvfig.17we haveplotted rgr ions tenof comp

nn fne msh ear he ow sockis u.ed elgenvalues of the velncity gradient tensor again indence no fine mesh near the bow shock Is u.ed order to locate vortex cores. Here the In-plane swirling
because the bow shock Is not longer interacting with motion has been excluded In such a way that only thethe embedded shock. streamwlse vortical, swirling motion within sections

The flow field Is characterized by a separated flow normal to each streamline Is considered.
region as well as an embedded shock caused by the We are finally interested in the relationship between
second ellipsoid (canopy). The strengh of this canopy the structure of the vortex flow (defined on the basis of
shock varies due to the different angles of incidence, the steady velocity field) and the thermal loads on the
This variation also causes changes of the footprints of body. In fig. 18 we show for a = 400 plots of skin-friction
the flow which are investigated In the following, patterns and wall-parallel gradients of the fii.e,: fluxS.;f •-across the Isothermal boundary (to fig. 18b,cC#,/3

Fig. 14a displays the structure of the skin-friction a
leaisuperimposed on skin-friction pattern). Based on figs.

14, 18 we Identify two special features: First we recog-

4;4
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nize that the maximum heat fluxes may appear consid- [7] Sun, Y C.; Shen, S.F. & Zhu. Z.: A Numerical Simulation
arable distances away from stagnation points (fig. of the Flow Development Behind a Circular Cylinder
18d,e) and that It Is not correct to assume that maxi- Started from Rest and a Criterion for Investigating
mum heat-flux values are always associated with stag- Unsteady Separatlnr, Flows. Acta Mechanics 71 (1988).

nation points In three-dimensional flowal As a matter [ 8] Braza. M.; Chassaing, P. & Ha Minh, H.: Numerical
Study and Physical Analysis of the Pressure and

of fact, there are two local minimum heat-flux regions Velocity Fields in the Near Wake of a Circular Cylinder.
on starboard and port in front of the canopy In regions J. Fluid Mech., Vol.165 (1986).
(fig 18e) where, according to fig, 14b and 18a the [9] Dallmann, U.: On the Formation of Three-Dimensional
external velocity field Is directed towards the base Vortex Flow Structures. DFVLR-IB 221-85 A 13 (1985).

ellipsoid In a swirling motion. The last feature is not [10) Gruber, K.: Numerische Untersuchungen zum Problem
observed at the low angles of Incidence. In conclusion der Grenzschichtablsung. Fortschritt-Berichte VDI,
we find that both, oil-flow visualizations and heat-flux Relhe 7. Nr. 146 (1987), VDI-Verlag, DOsseldorf.
visualizations, are required simultaneously and one [1I] Pauley, L. Main, P & Reynolds, W., On the Structure
information does not allow to conjecture the other. of Two- and Three-Dimensional Unsteady Separation

AIAA 89-0287-CP.
Conclusions [12] Dallmann, U.: Topological structures of three-dimen-

sional flow separations. DFVLR-IB 221-82 A 07 ,1982.
I. The sequence of topologies of instantaneous [13] Vollmers, H., Kreplin,H.-P., Meier. H.U.' Separation and

velocity fields of unsteady wakes behind cylinders vortical-type flow around a prolate spheroid - Evalu-
has been studied. We recognize that numerical ation of relevant parameters. AGARD-CP-342, 1983
simulations of the flow around a cylinder at [14] MOlter, B.: Navier-Stokes solution for hypersonic flow
Re = 1500, Ma = 0.3 [7] show a sequence which Is over an intended nosetip AIAA Paper 85-1504
essentially different to one deduced [6] from [15) Riedelbauch, S., MOller: The simulation of three-di-
Prandti's experiment. There Is no annihilation of mensional viscous supersonic flow past blunt bodies
Instantaneous separation and attachment points with a hybrid implicitlexplicit finite-dltference method

during a vortex shedding cycle. DFVLR-FB 87-32 (1987).
2. A topological model Is proposed which allows that [16] Schulte-Werning, B.. Numerische Simulation und topo-

separation lines may be (almost) stationary logische Analyse der abgelsten Stromung an elner
sepralthouh unesteay vortex sheddi rom seoary Kugel. Dissertation Univ. Munich, 1990; DLR-FB 90-43.
although unsteady vortex shedding from sepa- [17] Clift, R., Grace, J.R & Weber, M E : Bubbles, Drops and
ration bubbles occurs. Particles. Academic 1978.

3 The numerical simulations of the flow around a [18] Shirayama, S., Kuwahara, K.: Flow past a sphere
sphere exhibit a stationary separation line. This topological transitions of the vorticily field AIAA
line Is almost circular, the attached flow remains 90-3105, 1990.
almost axisymmetric while the separated flow [19] Dallmann, U.: Analysis of simulations of topologically
region and the wake become three-dimensional changing three-dimensional separated flows Proc
prior to the onset of vortex shedding. Periodic IUTAM Symposium on Separated Flows and Jets.
topological changes of the Instantaneous skin-fric- Novosibirsk, UdSSR, July 9-13, 1990, Springer. io
lion patterns are observed within the separated appear.
flow region. [20] Schulte-Werning, B., Dalimann, U.. Numerical simu-

4 'Vortex cores' as well as "vortices' In general lation of vortex chain formation by vorticity shedding
swirling flows can be located by identifying regions from a sphere into the wake. Proc IUTAM Symposium
where the velocity gradient tensor exhibits com- on Separated Flows and Jets, Novosibirsk. UdSSR.
plex elgenvalues The laminar wake behind a July 9-13, 1990, Springer, to appear.
sphere in subsonic flow, the transitional transsonic [21] Shlrayama. S. & Kuwahara, K.: Patterns of Three-Di-
flow around a round-edged delta wing and the mensional Boundary Layer Separation. AIAA-87-0461.

[22] Hilgenstock, A., Vollmers, H.: On the simulation oflaminar hypersonic flow past a double-ellipsoid compreas:ble turbulent flows past delta wing, delta
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5. Maximum values of the heat flux across the wall in Dynamics Panel Symp., The Hague, 1990.
general compressible flows do not appear at stag- [23] Hilgenstock, A.: Em Beitrag zur numerischen Simula-
nation points of the velocity field topology, tlion der transsonischen Stramung um elnen DeltaflO-
although they may occur nearby The wall shear gel durch Losung der Navier-Stokes'schen Bewe-
stress topology and the wall heat flux topology do gungsgleichungen. Dissertation University Karisruie
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Fig. 1 Topological change leading from a steady, symmetrical near wake bubble
via an asymmetric flow to unsteady vortex shedding (global bifurcation)

e f

Fig. 2a Simple model for steady incompressible Fig. 2b Sequence of topological changes of Instantaneous streamiline
vortex shedding at low Reynolds numbers patterns based on the simulations ot Sun et at [7). Halt a
proposed by Perry et at. [6]. Observer shedding period is sketched Re =1500. Ma - 0 3.
moving with the cylinder

Re=-300 Re=600 -Re=1000

Fig. 4a Streamlines In the flow separation region on the sphere

Re=300

Wa Re=500 *0

Mig. 3a Topological chang- P2
es of instantaneous0 ,
streami ne structure ~"
during vortex shed-~.t R~O O
ding from a sepa- Re=00
ration bubble. Sep-*
aration tine and
attachment n tie)

merge (an nihilatne)
before avortex is C
shed and a new t

separation bubble 4~( _____ 2
is Create at the

Fig. 3b Unsteady separation and vortex sheddlng.- Due to the f ir . tb

mation of multlplec6bnnected recirculation zones no anni- Pressure c. and vorticity we on the sphere, indicating
hilation of separation and attachment lines is required dur- Incipient secondary separation at Re 500 in axi- ~ . *.

Ing the process of vortex shedding. symmetric flow.
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ci

Temporal evolution of skin-frictian pattern in the rear part of the sphere

Fig. 5 Stationary skin friction lines on the sphere for
Re = 200 (a). 300 (b), 400 (c).
Sectional streamlines (d) In a plane of wake flow
symmetry based on fig. 5c, Re =400

Fig. 7 Topological structure of (a) two-dimensional or axi-4
symmetric separated flow with secondary separation
and (b) onset of three-dimensional separation.
Torus-like vortex rings (c) break up, azimuthal flow
develops and horseshoe-type vortices (d) form.

Fig. 8 (a) Vortex lines for Re 750. % L~
(b) Wake vortices defined by complex elgenvahie criterion. Re S 50.. ~

A" C
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Fig. 10 Skin-friction lines (black). and
iso-wail pressure contours
(white) In the vortex formation *

region,

Vortex core identified by regions of
complex etasovalues of the velocity
gradient trensor.

*., Fig. 11ib Total pressure loss con-
tours and core stream-

and core VORTEX

- fit lid Sectional plots of entropy Increase and core stream lines.
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Fig. 12 Sectional plots of Iso-vortlcity (a) and lso-hellcity density (b) on transonic delta wing.

F S WALL
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Fig. 13 Sketch Indicating singular streanisurfas W ALL.iV+ands 2"n 1oncr setli .A iectlonail
streamline pattern In P would proide&') a eydffei'ifralninysoeo y Jti~~et
S and F will provide the correct ýktlonaI InforMatlon in P (dots~,4ibifi~If~in aomoke or dye, 1r~ensIt In-
laser tight sheet visualization). The 'unfolded' jingulai iftreamnsurf(d 2 l~i o 'p~ t 2 isV
deveiop-iAvotex core by a fold or a focal 4irnatng,§iinimIIne _Vg t
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Fig. 16 Oit-flow visualizations on different bodies at
Re - 7.7 -- 8x W,. a - 30* 0* Fig. 17 Regions of complex eigenvaiues of velocity gradient
[by courtesy of H U.Meter, experiments done tensor.
at DLR Gottingen]

(c))

Fig. 18

(a) Skin-friction lines (top view),
(b,c) Iso-heat flux lines (black) and

* skin-friction lines (white);
(d) Close-up of front stagnation point
region with windward aide to the left;

-~. (e) Close-up of (b) at a local heat-flux
minimum
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L4AMINAR-FLOW SECONDARY SEPARATION ON A SLENDER WING

by

K. Kirkkbpruz and N. Riley
School of Mathematics, University of East Anglia

Norvach NR4 7TJ
United Kingdom

SUMMARY 'smooth' separation which is equivalent to Nutter's
solution. There is some experimental evidence, in

High Reynolds numbcr laminar flow of an incom- the water tunnel experiments of Thompson (Ref 6),
pressible fluid past a slender delta wing at which is in favour of the inviscid flow models.
incidence is considered. An interactive viscous- However the pressure distributions which result
inviscid calculation is carried out to determine from them are quite different from any that have
the secondary-separation flow properties on the been observed in practice.
wing The overall interactive procedure includes a
modification to the leading-edge vortex-sheet Experiments by, for example, Marsden et al (Ref.
configuration which represents the primary separ- 7), Hummel (Ref 8), clearly show the secondary
ation. Encouraging comparisons are made with separation phenomenon, and in particular that the
experiment, full pressure recovery beyond separation, of the

inviscid models, is not achieved. The results we
1. INTRODUCTION have obtained show qualitative agreement with the

measured pressure distributions over the wing
In this paper we are concerned with the secondary Thus the suction rises to a peak value beneath the
separation which occurs on the upper surface of a vortex core and after only a small pressure
thin slender delta wing placed at incidence in a recovery, to the point where secondary separation
uniform stream The fluid is assumed to be incom- takes place, there is a pressure plateau up to the
pressible, the flow laminar. Our starting point is leading edge. Over the Reynolds number range for
the inviscid, conical flow solution for primary which we have obtained solutions our pressure
separation, in which spiral vortices roll up from distributions display a conical character which is
the leading edge of the wing, based on the model of not a feature of the experimentally obtained
Smith (Ref. 1). With the pressure field and results. For example, the experimental pressure
surface velocities given from this configturation, measurements of Hummel cannot be said to exhibit
we solve the interactive boundary-layer equations any conical features Pressure levels increase
over the wing surface and along the leading-edge monotonically from the apex to the trailing edge.
vortex sheet. Although the interactive equations Our predicted pressures are higher than the
are multi-structured we treat them in the manner experimental values over the forward part of the
set out by Veldman (Ref. 2) for two-dimensional wing, and lower than those over the rear portion.
flows. This means that the main viscous layer, and By contrast, geometric features of the real flows
much thinner sub-layer are accommodated within the do exhibit conical flow properties, and our
classical boundary-layer thickness. Riley (Ref. 3) estimates of the positions of the secondary
has shown that at high Reynolds numbers, the separation line and the vortex cores show good
interaction in the situation under consideration is agreement with experiment. We may conclude that
largely two-dimensional in nature. This is our model of the secondary separation phenomenon is
reflected in the form the interaction law takes a significant improvement upon earlier models, and
The transverse component of slip velocity at the displays the main flow features that we attribute
wing surface, that is the component perpendicular to secondary separation.
to the separation line, is modified in the inter-
action. The corresponding modification to the 2. MATHEMATICAL TREATMENT
radial component is based upon the conical flow
assumption for the outer inviscid flow. The The problem we address is that of high Reynolds
viscous displacement velocity is represented, for number, steady, laminar flow of an incompressible
the outer inviscid flow, as a source distribution fluid past a slender, thin delta wing, of semi-apex

along the wing and the sheet. This source angle -y , at incidence a to a uniform stream,
distribution modifies the out.er inviscid flow, speed U. It is assumed that a - s/y - 0(1). A

which is re-calculated to give new positions and consequence of the high Reynolds number assumption
strengths for the leading-edge vortex configur- is that we may expect viscous effects to be con-
ation. We now have a new inviscid flow-field with fined to the neighbourhood of the wing and shear
which to carry out the interactive calculation, layers in the flow Vorticity is generated in the
This process is repeated until a converged solution boundary layers and is convected into the free
is achieved, shear layers which originate at, and roll up from,

the leading edges of the wing to form the coherent
Earlier models of the secondary separation pheno- leading-eage vortex structures. The flow outside
menon include the inviscid models of Nutter (Ref. the shear layers may be treated as inviscid and

I-) and Bruin and Hoeijmakers (Ref. 5). In these irrotational. The slenderness approximation allows

models the secondary separation is represented by a us to eliminate streaa•mise derivatives, in favour
spiral vortex sheet that leaves the wing surface of cross-stream derivatives, in the full potential

smoothly, with the inviscid secondary separation equation. However, whilst that allows us
line fixed arbitrarily on it. The solutions to solve for the potenti'al flow in a cross-flow
presented by these authors differ to tLe extent plane, it precludes streawise influence between
that they appear to belong to different solution one cross-flow plane and another. In particular it
branches. And in this respect we note that Mutter does not allow us to take account or the upstream
did find dual solutiois for his isolated vortex influence from the trailing edge of the wing. The
models of secondary separation. Nutter combined satisfaction of a Rutta condition at the trailing
his inviscid model with a boundary-layer calcul- edge has a marked influence on the pressure distri-
ation which is used to fix the position of flow bution over the wing surface, a point to which we
separation by varying the position of the inviscid shall return later when discussing our results. In
separation line until the boundary layer, develop- addition to the assumptions made above we also

Lng in the given inviscid flow field, separates at assume that the outer inviscid flow is conical. The
the line of inviscid flow separation. In Ref. 5 conical flow assumption is effectively a similarity
solutions are presented for varying position of the assumption under which the solution need be found
inviscid separation line,, including that for in only one cross-flow plans,, the solution in other

Nn- . . . . . . . .
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planes follows by simple scaling The conical flow stream surface then, following Smith (Ref. 1), we
assumption also proves to be advantageous in our have S

treatment of the thin viscous layers. 2

-n - -rsinO (6a)
As implied above our approach to this problem is to
seek a solution in an outer inviscid region and with the corresponding condition on the inner
match this with a solution which is valid in the suface of the sheet *

thin viscous layers at the wing surface and free
shear layers However, we should emphasise that 

4
,n - -rsinO + vN (6b)

our procedures, described below, are not strictly
hierarchical in the sense that the inviscid and The remaining condition on the sheet is that the
viscous calculations are completely separate. It pressure jump across it dC p - 0 where
is well-known that a classical boundary-layer
development in an adverse pressure gradient, such Cp/K2 - -24X - (•b + 4) + a2
as is encountered on the outboard part of the wing
in the present situation, terminates in a singular- Within the framework of our conical flow asumption
ity Our treatment of the viscous layers overcomes the pressure condition may be written as
this difficulty by incorporating an interaction
with the outer inviscid flow. This interaction is
a local one, and the role of the outer solution 4( - •cP(rcosý - 4sm) - fvN (7)
procedure is to adjust the position and strength of
the leading-edge vortex configuration to the dis-
placement effects associated with the thin viscous where the suffix m denotes the mean value of a
layers. It proves convenient to discuss the quantity across the sheet. The vortex sheets are
inviscid and viscous parts of our treatment of the of infinite extent;, for computational convenience
problem separately. only a finite part of the sheet is retained. The

inner spiral which represents the vortex core is
Consider first the inviscid-flow problem, and refer replaced by a concentrated vortex which is joined
to Fig. l(ab) for a sketch of the physical to the free end of the finite part of the sheet by
configuration, and appropriate co-ordinate sys- a cut. This cut not only renders the potential
tems. We introduce dimensionless variables for single-valued but also allows vorticity to be fed
which the free stream speed U is a velocity to the core from the sheet. Since the isolated
scale, the wing semi-span s as a length scale for vortex will not, in general, be aligned with the
the cross-flow co-ordinates, s/K, where K - tanry, flow it will experience a force This force we
as a length scale for the streamwise co-ordinate,, balance by the force on the cut so that, globally,
and KUs as a scale for the disturbance velocity the fluid is force free This force-free condition
potential The fluid velocity Y may then be is, on the starboard isolated vortex,
represented as

V - V(x + )() (l)m [dW r (""zvz ]Z M =- 2 -ZE , M,•
where, withu. our slender treatment, $ satisfies
the two-dimensional potential equatxon where r is the circulation of the starboard iso-

lated vortex. To construct the complex potential

Iyy + tzz - 0 ,, (2) it proves convenient to introduce the conformal
transformation

and a subscript denotes a derLvative. In Fig. 1(a),
dimensional co-ordinates are denoted by a prime. Z2 - I , Z* - y* + Jz* (9)
With the potential 4, as the real part of a
complex potential W(Z), Z - y + iz, our task now is Our vortex configuration in a cross-flow section of
to construct a complex analytic function that the Z*-nlane is shown in Fig. 1(c), where the
satisfies all the appropriate boundary conditions. cross-section of the of the wing has now been
The condition at infinity requires transformed to the slit y* - 0, Iz*1 4 1 .

W + iaZ 4 0 as Z -o, (3) The complex velocity in the transformed plane may
now be constructed as

whilst at the wing surface lyl I z - 0- , we
require cT

dWf dl.i~t ;Z-.....- - g*(a*) X
-vN (4)z d*-z4 z i

The quantity vN is a 'transpiration' velocity due r 11
to the viscous displacement effect of the boundary 1 d 1* + I f L dt*
layer on the wing surface. The remaining boundary Z*-Z*(o*) Z*+*() Z*-t* dt*
conditions are to be satisfied on the vortex sheets
which originate from the leading edge, and at the *
leading edge itself where a Kutta condition is to f i I lI *

be satisfied such that +r~NIZIl*Z(* *Z~*:~ d : Z*-Z*(u*) Z +Z * '

is finite at y -±1, z - 0 . (5) (10)

On the sheet, as on the wing surface, we take where q represents the length of the finite part
account of the viscous displacement effect, which of the vortex sheet in the cross-flow plane. In
is significant due to flow separation on the upper (10) the first term represents the free stream
surface of the wing. Thus, if A is the differ- whilst the second and third terms are contributions
ence operator across the sheet (inside minus out- from the isolated vortices, and distributed
side), and n is the unit inward normal to the vorticity, strength g*(o*) - -dM/d&*, along the

2 trace of the sheet in the cross-flow plane, then finite parts of the vortex sheets, respectively.
The remairing terms represent distributed sources

2 M, n - VN • on the upper surface of the wing, and along the ..
vortex sheets, due to the viscous displacement

If we take the outer surface of the sheet as a effect of the boundary layer and the free shear

I- 2 l l -ll l l
Z,-, rz

A .
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layers. The presence of this source distribution leads to,* in the high-Reynolds number limit,
means that the sheets are more correctly referred -0 -wup - -
to as source-vortex sheets. The conditions (3),v - - u1  - Ve(Ue - ye) ,, (15a)
(4) are automatically satisfied by (10). The -
remaining conditions, namely (5), which becomes wv + wvF + uv - v - ve(vee + Ue) ,, (15b)
dW/dZ* - 0 at Z* - 0, (6), (7) and (8) serve to 3
determine the unknowns which are the strength r and "u + vi + w. - 0 (15c)

position -- of the isolated vortices, and the For the viscous shear layers on the sheets westrength g and position of the finite parts of ignore curvature effects in the boundary-layer

as aknown quantity,, wth source gengfo thted equations, as if the sheets had been 'unrolled'as a known quantity,, with vN given from the onto the plane z - 0, so that (15) are still
viscous calculation. appropriate. The quantities ue , ve are the

external velocity components with which the
Our solution procedure follows that of Barsby (Ref. boundary layer solution must 'atch. We denote the
10), and we introduce intrinsic co-ordinates (see inviscid slip velocities calculated from the
Fig. 1(c)) (a*, 0*) I the transformed plane such potential flow solution described above as (Uep

thtvep) Additional conditions to be satisfied are

Sei(S)ds (11) that the solution is given at the line of attach-Z** -o eiO*(] (11) ment 8 - $a , obtained by a standard expansion
To perform the necessary numerical integrations procedure, and that the no-slip condition is
around the sheet, it is divided into 2n equal steps satisfied on the wing On the sheet we have
of length h in arc length o* . This defines 2n+l adopted a condition of no shear, so that w - ur -
pivotal points in terms of the angle 0* at these vy - 0 at r - 0. This latter condition is an
points, the first of which coincides with the approximation, but is found to have a negligible
leading edge at which 0*(0) - g*(0) - 0. We next effect on the overall flow properties which are
introduce intermediate points midway between each dominated by the secondary separation on the upper
pivotal point at which we denote the unknown surface of the wing.
quantities by ji , ji* , i - 1, 2. .,n. It is
these quantities we calculate, and together with Note that for conical flow all quantities are
Z,* and r they constitute a set of 4n + 3 independent of r , and the calculation of the
unknowns. These are determined from the force and three-dimensional boundary layer reduces to solving
Kutta conditions, which constitute three equations,, for the radial and transverse velocity components
and the sheet conditions (6a, b), (7), combined to at one cross-flow sLation;, the solutions at other
give stations follow from a simple scaling. Consistent

with this, the right-hand side of (15a) should be
I e* 1 . . idz.I set to zero, representing as it does -ep/8r . It

- *e 2Z -- 1 + fig*(O) lzvN is retained at present for reasons that become
clear below.

laM* The adverse transverse pressure gradient, which

-g*• - r + (, (12) arises from vep , may be expected to terminate
a thesolution of the boundary-layer equations (15) in

a singularity at the point of separation. Such
which, when evaluated at the 2n intermediate singular behaviour has been confirmed by Nutter
poinrs, yield a further 4n conditions The (Ref. 4). The singular behaviour is removed if the
conditions to be satisfied involve an evaluation pressure is allowed to adjust to local flow
of dW/dZ* in (10). For points on the sheet the conditions, and the work of Sychev (Ref. 11) and
singular integrals are interpreted as Cauchy Smith (Ref. 12) shows that a triple-deck structure,
Principal Values and the singularity is extracted centred upon the point of separation, is crucial
in a standard manner. All remaining integrals are for an interactive coupling between the boundary
evaluated using high-order integration formulae, layer and the potential-flow region. Veldman's
The resulting 4n+3 nonlinear algebraic equations approach (Ref 2) to the problem, which incor-
are solved using a multi-dimensional Newton porates the main features of the asymptotic
scheme. With the values of ?t , it determined at solution for Re >> 1 , is one in which a composite
the intermediate points the values of * , g* at equation, rather than composite solution, is
the pivotal points are then obtained by 

4
-point employed. It is this approach that we adopt.

Lagrangian interpolation. For the results des-
cribed in Section 4 we have worked with nine The two-dimensional asymptotic theory (Refs 11,12)
pivotal points, so that n-4, which we find gives a has been adapted by Riley (Ref. 3) for slender
good representation of the vortex configuration as conical flows of the type under consideration
compared, for example, with the results of Smith here. Our aim is to ensure that the dominant
(Ref. 1). features of that theory are retained in our present

treatment. The main deck of the triple-deck
We turn next to the thin viscous boundary layers on structure has thickness O(QRe-f), a scaling on
the wing surface and viscous shear layers at the which our equations (15) are based. The lower
vortex sheets Central to our study are the deck, of thickness O(gRe-S/$) is embedded within
classical laminar-flow boundary-layer equations this. Thus if at a large, but finite, Reynolds
which we present in the form used by Brown (Ref number sufficient numerical resolution is available
10) for conical flow. We work with the cylindrical (15) will encompass both the lower and main decks.
polar co-ordinates (r,O,z) of Fig. (la), where a In the region outside the main deck the pertur-
length Q has been used to make lengths bation to the inviscid potential flow is 'driven'
dimensionless. For the velocity (u,v,w) the by the viscous displacement velocity Yd. The
free-stream speed U is again used as a scale, asymptotic theory (Ref. 3) shows that since the
With the Reynolds number Re - UR/r,, we introduce changes which take place normal to the separation
the scaled variables line in this slender conical flow are very rapid,

compared with those parallel to it, the flow
f - z;-iRei w |ei , (13) structure exhibits many of the features of a two- . 7-

adtnt futrs piitodimensional flow. If therefore we write t - rf , •
, and then the further simplification 7 - z and scale the perturbation potential by U,

dntnitby then we have

w- + ~fu (14) + -. (6

-- - - -- - - 0- (16)

r ~~ ~ . ... __
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The solution of (16) is to vanish as J2 + n2 . c , Our first task is to obtain the initial inviscid
and on il - 0 , 4 - (iRe)-fwd . The solution for solution with vN s 0 ; such solutions have been
Syields a perturbation to the slip velocity va obtained previously by Smith (Ref. 1). From this
such that potential flow solution we have the 'slip' velocity

components usv, , and we are then in a
if - position to study the viscous boundary layers and

ve - vap + (rRe*) - d4 (17a) shear layers. To avoid the singular behaviour at
+ separation we use the interactive approach outlined

vep+ (Ror:=)- d , (17b) in Section 2, and allow the pressure to adjust as
the step-by-step integration of (15) is carried
out. In practice this leads to a continuous

where we have set 9, is dimensional adjustment of the external velocity component ve,
radial distance measured from the apex of the wing, at a fixed Rer , as in equation (17b). Beyond the
and Rer - Ur'/, , so that we now have a repre- position of secondary separation it has been found
sentation of the flow which is locally conical. In necessary to employ the FLARE approximation in the
(17) the integration extends over the interaction region of reversed flow. Beyond the leading edge
region which encompasses both the separation and the boundary layers from the upper and lower wing
re-attachment points. For the displacement vel- surfaces merge. Since we do not calculate the
ocity wd , we again invoke the two-dimensional boundary layer on the lower wing surface, we
nature of the flow in the interaction region, which replace the condition that the upper and lower
is indicated by the asymptotic theory, so that boundary layers merge smoothly, by the condition

( -.' that w-ur-vr-0at r-0 onthevortex
Wd - (ve v)d. (18) sheet. We are satisfied that our =olution is not

"sensitive to this condition, dominated as it is by
The numerical solution of the boundary-layer the separated flow on the upper surface of the
equations (15) is carried out using the Keller box wing. The elliptic nature of our viscous cal-
method (Ref. 13) in a form which allows us to culation which is reflected in the expression (17)
exploit Veldman's quasi-simultaneous interactive means that one sweep in not sufficient to complete
procedure (Ref. 2). The discretised forms of (15), the calculation. Further sweeps are necessary
in which ue is assumed known, and (17) yield a with vep in (17) fixed. At the commencement of
system of nonlinear algebraic equations for the each sweep ue is changed. Initially it takes the
unknowns u, v, w , v. and wd . Newton's method value usp , but is updated at the commencement of
is again employed to linearise these equations each sweep from the equation du,/de - ve in order
resulting in a matrix of coefficients which is of 5 to maintain local conicality.
x 5 block tridiagonal form with an additional
column of 5 x 5 matrices. The equations are solved When the above iterative procedure is deemed to
by the block elimination method, for which further have converged, and as many as 30 to 40 sweeps may
details may be found in Ref. 14. be required to achieve convergence, we may update

the outer inviscid solution. The changes to this
Numerical solution of the boundary-layer equations are brought about by the displacement effect of the
commences with the attachment line profiles. !ing boundary layers, and the shear layers. With
Initially the solution is advanced using the wd as in (18) we have vN - Wd/nej to represent
classical boundary-layer equations only. A switch the displacement effect in the inviscid solution.
to the interactive scheme is made when the region The inviscid solution is now recalculated to
of strong interaction is encountered, In this provide new values of the slip velocity (unp , vep).
region, where the pressure gradient is initially The viscous solution is then completed as before,
adverse, flow separation and concomitant flow but with one slight modification. Since the dis-
reversal is encountered. In order to continue the placement effect is now included in the inviscid
forward integration it has been found necessary to solution, as well as in (17), we modify (17) such
employ the FLARE approximation in the momentum that
equations (15a, b). In this approximation the
transverse convective terms are set to zero when Ve - ya p + (RerT)-i I d, . (19)
v < 0; a justification for this approximation is V d
that when v < 0 , M << 1. Also, because of the In (19) Wd is the displacement velocity obtained
elliptic character of our interactive equations, in the prevTous viscous calculation, and the dis-
implied by the interactive law (17), it is necess- placement affect is not now duplicated.
ary to mske several sweeps along the boundary layer
to obtain a converged solution. The overall iterative procedure outlined above is

In our calculations we have adopted a wing of continued until convergence, according to some
sei-apex anglcuat 10s w ithve 51ogrid powint on t pre-set criteria, has been achieved. In the con-semi-apex angle y - 100 with 51 grid points on the vresouion we have ;d - ;dp , thea right-hand
wing surface corresponding to 66 - 0.20 - 3.491 x verged solutio we av d t de othigh-hnd,
10-3 radians. The number of similarly spaced side of (15a) is zero, and the velocities vn ,th d
points on the vortex sheet varies with incidence which represent the displacement effect in the

parameter a , and the calculation on the sheet inviscid and viscous solutions respectively, are

extends to the point at which ;d is effectively self-consistent.
zero. There are, for example, 32 such grid points We discuss the results obtained by t above
on the sheet for a - 1. The extent of the compu- pedusi the next oetin.
tational domain normal to the wing surface is procedures in t next section.
dependent upon the Reynolds number, and increases 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
as the Reynolds number increases. We have taken
advantage of the boý. method to use a variable mesh As we have already indicated, the starting point
size, typically with St - 0.025 close to the boun- for our solutions is the inviscid-flow model in
dory and 6r - 0.5 at the outer edge of the boundary the pr iayertion isvrs endedobyo alayer which, again typically, is at •'M - 0(102), which the primary searfuation is represented by a

vortex sheet springing from the leading edge. For

3. smOLUIO STATEGY the case a - I we show, in Fig. 2(a), the dis-tribution of yvp from the initial inviscid solution

for which, of course, ;d m 0 in (10). Figs 2(b,c,d)The solution strategy we have adopved for lhe show the im•ediate succession to this in our sol-highly nonlinear problem outlined above Involves ution procedure. Thus, Fig. 2(b) shows the dis- j.S•f" several iterative processes, We outline here our
severall prcsssgr tribution of v, from the first interactive
Soverall strategy, boundary-layer calculation and Fig. 2(c) the

____________ -elfiI .... ..
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corresponding viscous displacement velocity wd Table 1
The latter is responsible for the modification to
the outer inviscid solution, and in Fig. 2(d) we Position of the separation line 0s/y, and iUolated

show the first change to vep brought about by the vortex core as functions of Rer' a .

displacement effect. The results shown in Figs
2(b,d) represent one global iteration. In Figs Rer Zv Z

2(e,f) we show the converged solution after ten
global iterations. There is a small irregularity 5 x 103 0.778 0.636 + 0 284i

at the leading edge in the inviscid solution which 5 X 104 0.679 0.637 + 0.2801

we have been unable to eliminate or explain. We 2 x 105 0.652 0.636 + 0.2781

remark that after six global iterations we have
introduced under-relaxation such that ve - J(ve + The above results imply that for Rer ý 104 the
Vep). However, a point of interest is that after main flow properties behave in a conical fashion in

the fifth global iteration the distribution of ve the range of Rer under consideration. In spite of

from the viscous part of the calculation is our procedures this is not a result that can have

virtually unchanged. Indeed on the wing itself ve been guaranteed. The conical nature of the dis-

and ep coincide after these five global iter- placement function has implications for thean napci coindid affe secodse sepraio considerter
ations. The reason that the rate of convergence of inviscid model of secondary separation considered
vep is lower than that of ve may be attributed to by Nutter. The vortex, springing from the wing

the changes which take place in the source and surface, which represents the secondary separation

vortex strengths on the vortex sheet during each phenomenon in Nutter's model, would be subsumed by

global iteration. These are small enough not to the thick separated viscous layer that we have
described above. Our results suggest that this

attect the result of the viscous-inviscid inter- region does not decrease in thickness as Re.
active calculation, but not sufficiently small that increases. This suggests in turn that Nutter's
changes in flow properties calculated from the inviscid model can never be the appropriate
inviscid solution, particularly in the neighbour- limiting flow at high Reynolds number. To be sure,
hood of the sheet, may be ignored The implication this particular criticism does not apply to the
of this is that important features of the flow, secondary vortex of Bruin and Hoeijmakers (Ref. 5)
such as wing surface pressures, may be determined which appears to be from a different solution
before there is complete convergence on the sheet branch frem Nutter's. However their solution
itself, appears to bear no more resembiance to reality than

Nutters.
The vortex sheet shape itself changes from that of
the primary inviscid flow, as is illustrated in We have extended the range of solutions obtained by
Fig. 3 where the results from the initial inviscid considering the effects of incidence variation at
solution, and after one and ten global iterations Rer - 5 x 104 . In particular we have obtained
are compared. The observed displacement is in solutions for the four values of the incidence
accord with experiment as we discuss later. In parameter a - 0.5(0.5)2.0
Fig. 4 we compare the pressure distribution with
the initial inviscid solution We see that the Results which we have obtained by varying a are
suction peak is lower and, as may be expected when shown in Figs 7,8. The pressure variations over
there is a region of separated flow, there is not a the wing surface are shown in Fig. 7 As with the
full pressure recovery beyond separation. For this case a - 1 the characteristic features of these are
case flow separation occurs when O/l - 0.679. that the suction peak is reduced, when compared
This may be compared with the values of 0/1- - with the inviscid flow solutions in the absence of
0.761, 0 607 obtained by Nutter (Ref. 4) from his secondary separation, and that beyond the suction
boundary-layer calculation, and inviscid secondary peak there is only a minimal pressure recovery.
separation model respectively. However, neither The position of the separation line itself is shown
the pressure distributions predicted by Nutter, nor in Table 2. The sheet shapes for this range of the
those from a similar model in Ref. 5 resemble in incidence parameter are shown in Fig. 8
any way those predicted by the present method, or
experimentally observed distributions. The Table 2
displacement effect associated with the flow Position of the separation line 0,/y as a function
separation is well illustrated by the displacement of the incidence parameter a; RPer - 5 x 104
function

•0 va es/7
8(8) -f(I- -. )dr (20) -

0.5 0.730
In Fig. 5 we show velocity profiles v($,r) through 1.0 0.679
the separated region of flow. In this figure we 1.5 0.657
also include the curve v - 0, thus delineating the 2.0 0.651
reversed-flow region, and the displacement function
2(0) . Some of the flow features we have presented above

may be compared with experiment. Detailed spanwise
With the incidence parameter maintained at a - 1 we pressure distributions have been presented by Fink
have also obtained solutions for 5 x 103 ( Rer < 2 at al (Ref. (15), Hummel (Ref. 8) and Harsden et al
x l0s . Pressure distributions in this range are (Ref. 7). We make a comparison between the experi-
shown in Fig 6. We remark that for Rer - 104 , in
this range, the pressure distributions are mental results of Ref. 15, for which Rer - 4 x 10,
virtually identical. Only towards the lower end of the inviscid results of Smith (Ref. 1) and our
the range does the separation line begin to move present results, in rig. 9. Our results exhibit
outboard-from the value 0/'y - 0.679. Eventually, features similar to those observed in experiments,,

of course, the region of separated flow disappears in the sense that as we move outboard from the
altogether. Similarly the position of the isolated position of peak suction there is not the signif-
vortex core is relatively unaffected by variations icant pressure recovery predicted by a purely
of Reynolds number in this range. Table 1 shows inviscid theory. In some of the experimental

the position of the separation line and isolated observations there is evidence of a turbulent re-
vortex as functions of Rer. The displacement attachment of the flow. In our model, which is

function b(0), (20), does increase dramatically based upon a laminar flow, the separated flow

with Rer , but when sealed with Rer-f it, too, is region extends beyond the leading edge. The
v experimental pressure distributions in Fig. 9 show=:•= ~ ~virtually insensitive to variations with Reynolds hierstonaustanurpsntodlp-

number n thisrange.higher auction values than our present model pre- .o z•--• number in this range. •"
dicta. However the extent to which the experi-

_ .. . .. . . .
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mental pressure distributions exhibit conical 7. J.E. Marsden, R W. Simpson and W.J. Rainbird,
features is open to question. This is clear from An investigation into the flow over delta wings
the streamwise surface pressures shown in Fig 10, at low speeds with leading edge separation,
adapted from Hummel (Ref. 8) where Re - 9 x 105 C.0 Ae., Cranfield Rept. No 114 43pp (1958).
based on chord The suction at 0/y - 0.6 is
approximately a maximum Over the forward part of 8. D. Hummel, Experimentelle Untersuchung
the wing the suction values are higher than we dreiiimensionaler laminarer Orenzschichten an
predict, and fall in the streamwise direction to sinem schlanken DeltaflUgel, Zelts. Flug. Welt
the trailing edge where they are lower than we 10 ppl33-145 (1986).
predict. Figure 11, which is an adaptation of
Smith's Fig. 37 (Ref. 1), shows the normal force 9. J.E. Barasby, Calculations of the iffects of
coefficient as predicted by the in~iscid theory, blowing fr= the leading edges of a cambered
and as obtained from the pressure measurements of delta wing, ARC R & M 3800 51pp (1978).
Refs 7,15 assuming the flow to be conical. To this
we have added the normal force coefficient from our 10 S N Brown, Singularities associated with
present work which, on the whole, shows good agree- separating boundary layers,, Phil. Trans. R.
ment with experiment. Soc. A257 pp

4 0 9
-

4 4 4 
(1965).

Although measured pressure distributions along the 11. V V Sychev, On laminar separation, Hekhanlka
wing surface are not conical, geometric features of ZhidostI I Gaza 3 pp

4 7
-

5 9 
(1972).

the real flows, which include the separation line,
the vortex sheet and the vortex core are remarkably 12 F T. Smith, The laminar separation of an
conical For a - 1.5 Hummel (Ref 8) finds 8,/y - incompressible fluid streaming past a smooth
0 67 whilst for 0 5 ( a < 0.75 Marsden et al (Ref. surface, Proc. R. Soc. A356 pp443-463 (1977).
7) measure 9,/y - 0 66. These values may be
compared with our calculated values in Table 2. 13 H.8. Keller, A new difference scheme for
Lowson (Ref. 16) has provided a useful correlation parabolic problems, in Numerical Solution of
of vortex core positions from no fewer than ten Partial Differential Equations (ed. J. Bramble)
investigations, which include both laminar and Academic, New York 1970.
turbulent flow. Our Fig. 12 is adapted from his
Fig. 2, which shows the experimental results in 14. K Kirkkopru and N. Riley, Secondary separation
more detail. There is general agreement that the from a slender delta wing, J. engg Math.
effect of the secondary separation is to move the (submitted).
vortex core both upward and inboard. That our
results are consistent with this may be see fron 15. P T. Fink and J. Taylor, Some low speed
Fig. 12. experiments with 200 delta wings, Imperial

College, Dept. of Aeronautics, A.R.C. 17854
We may conclude that our model of the secondary (1955).
separation phenomenon, based as it is upon a fully
interactive viscous-inviscid flow, is superior to 16. M.V. Lowson, Visualization measurements of
those which rely upon inviscid vortex sheet models vortex flows, AIAA Paper-89-0191 (27th
of the type discussed in Refs 4,5 However,, whilst Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno) lOpp (1989).
geometric features of the flow, such as the
position of the separation line and vortex-core
positions, are predicted satisfactorily,, we can
record only qualitative agreement between the
measured and calculated pressure distributions.
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NONEQUILIBRIUM TURBULENCE MODELING EFFECTS ON TRANSONIC
VORTICAL FLOWS ABOUT DELTA WINGS
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SUMMARY rived from the turbulent kinetic energy (t.k.e.)equation. The performance ot this turbulenceThe Johnson-King turbulence model that has model relative to popular "equilibrium" mod-proved to be a viable method for calculating two- els was measured for three airfoil test cases ofdimensional transonic separated flows has been the 1987 AIAA Viscous Transonic Airfoil Work-extended into three-dimensions. The implemen- shop, Reno, Nevada. It was observed that the
tation was done for Navler-Stokes flow solvers Johnson-King model exhibited impressive Im-written in general curvilinear coordinates. The provements for the prediction of the transonic
present approach used In turbulence modeling separated airfoil flows. Since then, this modelis based on streamwise integration of an ordi- was further Improved to account for some deft-nary differential equation (o.d.e.) that governs ciencles in the original modeP.
the maximum Reynolds shear stress behaviour.
Streamwise integration of the o.d.e. approach Although a direct extension Into three-was found to offer great mathematical simplic- dimensions doesn't seem to be straightforward,Ity and economy for three-dimensional Navler- some researchers have attempted to developStokes methods. Thus, the new method Is quick, forms of this "non-equilibrium" turbulence modelsimple and very cheap. The new method was in three-dimensions in which similar Improve-first checked against the data of a well-known ments In predictive quality were realized. Amongtransonic axisymmetric bump experiment, and these were AbId4 who made a simple extensiona good agreement was obtained. Later, the new of this model for an inverse three-dimensionalmethod was used to compute the flow around a boundary layer method, and Kavsaojlu et al.'low aspect ratio wing In a transonic wind tunnel, for a direct three-dimensional boundary layerFinally It was employed to study the nonequilib- method with significant Improvements for the se-rium turbulence effects on the transonic vortical lected test cases. As for the Navier-Stokes ap-flows about a 650 sweep round leading-edge delta plications, there are two cases that are known towing. the authors: the simplest extension of the model

using a stripwise o.d.e. for a wing calculation
1. INTRODUCTION as reported by Yoshiara# and a p.d.e. approach

The aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft in used by Abid et al.?. The latter has shown signif-
transonic regime are very sensitive to viscous ef- icant advancements in simulating the transonic
fects, and selection of te turbulence model In separated flow around the ONERA M6 wing.
numerical codes largely determines the level of
success for capturing these effects. One well The props method here for three-dimen-
known aspect of turbulence is that it is slow Slone modeis most relevant physics while main-
to respond to changes In the mean strain field. taining mathematical simplicity by solving theThe so-called equilibrium models that are widely governing o.d.e. on a mean streamline that
used In Navier-Stokes computations fail to ads- passes through the point at which the Reynolds
quately model this aspect of the turbulence, and shear stress attains Its maximum. This Ideaexaggerate the turbulent boundary layer's abil- was provoked by the fact that the turbulent ki-Ity to produce the Reynolds shear stresses In re- netic energy equation on which the present o.d.e. 4
glons of adverse pressure gradient. As a con- was derived, deascribes the time rate of change
sequence, too little momentum loss within the of the turbulent kinetic energy /tew"I a Pai Pati
boundary layer is predicted In the region of the ek. Therefore, It sounds reasonable to integrateshock wave along the aft part of the aerodynamic the o.d.e. on a mean streamline at the max
body. This In turn causes the equilibrium mod- shear stress point, thereby describing the down-.
els to predict shock waves too far aft of the ex- stream development of the shear stress. Solv-
perlment. Ing an o.d.e, Instead of a p.d.e.aiso offers great

mathematical simplicity and economy for three-.
Recently a 'nonequillbrium" algebraic tur- dimensional Navier-Stokes methods.

bulence model was formulated& which attempts
to capture the aforementioned Important as ect The present work specifically targets the
of turbi•enco, that is the slow response o the flow simulation of generic fighter wing (high
turbulence to rapid ch antn strain sweeplow nspect ratio winks and/or delh wgs) A thfield. This 'non-equilibriubi" algebraic model that ilas-beis an "area of co~ntinuous Improve- 4

(i~e. thg~ hns~ -K nmodel') eniployi an or. ment since the first tran sonceet~ ted f it
i difiary differebtlal equation (o~d.i.) that, Is de- win -simul in of Manid0u•. The transonlc fow• "• ' ' p~eictions for-th eb m wing *em etry- (W INGSS t*Research Scientist GTwere~furthir p~rfected~by, Kaydaket, i0 us- ,
S$Research Assistant Ing a zonal Naylor-Stokes approach;'# Another
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significant work In this area was by Vatsail for Tdf* AIAOA(I+A5,A,)
the simulation of the ONERA M6 wing. App xP(f+ A})'A4 " A4 " (
cation of a simple simple relaxation (nonequl-
librium) turbulence model for a finite wing in a Here, A's are the diagonal matrices, T, R etc. are
transonic wind tunnel wasn first realized by Kay- the similarity transformation matrices, h Is the
nak and Flores". In their work, computed sur- time step, A4 is the change in the vector of the
face skin-friction lines for the wing upper sur- dependent variables, and A Is the residual vec-
face very closely resembled the experimental oil- tor. For more details, please see the relevant
flow picture that shows a mushroom type sepa- papers.1649
ration. In the present work, the degree of the
accuracy of the new model will be first mea- 3. TURBULENCE MODELING
sured by comparing the calculations against a
well-known transonic axisymmetric bump exper- The simplest three-dimensional turbulence
iment. Later, a low aspect ratio finite wing with models are the direct extensions of two-dimension-
a NACA0012 croses-ction mounted in a tran- al models. This Is done by assuming an isotropic
sonic wind tunnel will b-e simulated. Finally, turbulence structure in which the eddy-viscosity
the Johnson-King model wall be used to study is the same for all directions. Thus the turbu-
the nonequilibrium phenomenon on a delta wine lent shear stresses in streamwise (x) and span-
in transonic flow. The subject of the numer - wise (y) directions read
cal simulation is the so-called AFWAL wing thatis a W5" sweep round leadin-edge delta win()
of the International Vortex Flow Experiment.'
This model was the subject of various earlier ()
studles'As using Euler and/or Navier-Stokes flow " = P &t =. (2b)
solvers in laminar and turbulent flow regimes. However, this assumption Is scarcely correct.
It was reported" that the effect of viscosity and The experimental data of Van den Berg and
turbulence modeling of these flows was not yet Elsenaart and of Bradshaw and Pontikosi show
fully understood. Furthermore, transonic flows that three-dimensionality of the flow affects the
around delta wings create complex shock pat- turbulence structure. As the three-dimensionall-
terns in which crossfiow and streamwise shocks ty develops, the experimental results show that
are known to exist. Such a complex shock sys- the outer level of the mixing-length reduces and
tem is bound to induce some nonequilibrium ef- the the ratio of the shear strew to turbulence
fects on the flow field. Thus, It Is hoped that kinetic energy decreases. Therefore, there is
implementation of the Johnson-King model will a significant decrease In the magnitude of the
possibly help us to better understand the vis- shear strew compared with an eqitvadent two-
cosity and nonequiicbrium turbulence effects on dimensional boundary layer. In addition to this,
transonic vortical flows. the direction of the shear stress vector lags be-

2. NUMERICAL METHOD hind the velocity gradient vector components.
All this certainly shows that the eddy viscosity is
not Isotropic and direct extension of 2-D models

The strong conservation form of the Navier- into 3-D moAels Is in fact not straightforward.
Stokes equations is used for shock capturing
purposes. To enhance numerical accura-.y and Furthermore, the calculation methods that
efficiency, and to handle boundary conditions assume a unique relationship between the shear
more esily, the governing equations are trans- stress and the mean velocity profile are not re-
formed from the cartesian coordinates (;,u,&m) to alistic for boundary layers in arbitrary pressure
general time-dependent curvilinear coordinates grFdlents, because the past turbulence history

r = , ( •(s,•,,), ' = q ,, , S •(s,g,')). In is also im portant for the shear stres , not just

high Reynolds numver flows, the viscous effects the local conditions. It was argued by Bradshaw
are confined to thin layers near rigid bound- et al. that the shear stresei is closely related
aries. Furthermore, one generally does not h•ve to the turbulent kinetic energ. Thus, models
enough grid points to resolve the streamrwise vis- aiming at including history efects by using an
cous gradients. Hence, for many Navier-Stokes equation governing the streamwise shear stres
computations the viscous derivatives along the development, as derived from the turbulent ki-
body can Le dropped. This leads to the thin- netic energy equation (t.k.e.) have shown suc-
layer (Reynols-Averaged) Navier-Stokes equa- ceese in the past.,A In this work, both the
tions that read B-ldwin-Lomax1 ' and Cebeci-Smith" models are

used as equilibrium models, and the Johnson-
+(Is) King' model is used to study the nonequllbrium

effects. In the following lines, the latter two
where i = J-',.•, is the vsctor of the depen- models are presented.
dent variables, r is the Jacobian of the transfor-
mation, Re is the Reynolds number1 £, and 0 The Cebeci-Smith Model
are the inviscid flux vectors and is the (thin-
layer) viscous flux vector, Complate description In this formulation, the boundary layer is a
of the thin-layer equations is documented in Ref. composlt,, two-layer structure consisting of inner
16. Inthis study, tie NASA-Ames ARC3D'I pro- and outer layers. In the inner layer, the eddy-
gram and multi-sone TN81' program wre used viscosity Is described by
to solvethe thin-layer equations. Then pro- (2)
gram use Implicit approximat factorization aj-
gorithms.,of the. Beami and Warning" for time- where v is th. magnitude of the vortlcity, t Is
accurate calculations, and a diagonal versionof the normal dista"ic from the wall and x - 0.41 is
thisalgorithmWby Puulliam and Chauese."-for the Karians con t. The ea-wall damping K "
staidy-state or firt-order time-,accurate calcula- terfa is given by
tions.. Just for a reminder, the latter algorithm D =I- (- )a '*" A
isgiven belo:.

.4,.

~"
k.
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with A+ = 35, and the wall friction velocity u, - where r, is the maximum value of the shear
stress to be found by solving an o.d.e. as will

In the outer layer, a Clauser formulation for the be explained below. The damping function D Is
eddy viscosity is used given by

au = o-o168#647 (2#) D .- - a*-(, ,.I,.A~j (3)

where q. is the magnitude of the boundary layer However, the constant A+ is taken to be as 17 as
edge velocitya, is the Incompressible (total) dis- opposed to 26, to account for the different wall
placement thiclnew given by distance dependencies of the two formulations.

The outer eddy viscosity is given by

where the magnitude of the mean velocity is The parameter v(,) provides the link between

S- (%2 + 92 + ,O)P. The boundary-layer edge was
simply determined by taking the f-location at the assumed eddy-viscosity distribution, and the
which the total pressure attains a value that Is o.d.e. that governs the streamwise dovelopment
equal to of the maximum Reynolds shear stress.

1% - C(pI),, + ( - C)(Pe).u (2#) The rate equation in the form of an o.d.e.
where C is a constant in 3 to 5 percent range. could be obtained from the turbulent kinetic en-
A recent methods# for predicting the boundary- rgy ( i + P + V+') uation by making an
layer edge using the Coles' rofile family may assumption similar to Br=1hnaw et al." that the
also be used for some class o problems. In this ratio of the maximum shear stress r to maxi-
method the boundary-layer edge is found by us- mum t.k.e. U is constant. Under this assump-
ing a relation that reads tion, the total Reynolds shear stress equation

in cartesian coordinates that is evaluated at the
6 = ls44," (24) maximum shear stress point (m) reads

where is.,, is the normal distance at which the &M-+ s.•rm + arm+•- -
moment of vorticity as(ri.-rj/')-aDm

AS•) - t&W(• The shear stress can be obtained by solving th!.,

takes on its maximum value. In the outer 'or- p.d.e. as was done in Ref. 7. However, an equi/-
mulation, the Kiebanoff intermittency factor is alent and cheaper way is available for solvingguiveon, b e ethis equation. Notice that the left hand side ofgiven by 1

[I +&(1 the above equation Is the material derivative of
1 ( (2)3 t,. following a fluid particle. From vector anal-

Finally, the eddy-viscosity distribution is found ysis, by makIng a steady flow assumption, this
from is equal to the directional derivative of z. in the

mean velocity vector direction q = u(n,, .).Ln.) Therefore, the above equation reduces to an
o.d.e.The Johnson-Ki n M odel A " = " 14

The Johnson-King model accounts for the few 1;D (3)
convection and diffusion effects by solving an Here, , d(d,d,) is in the direction of the
o.d.e. governing the streamwise development mean velocity vector passing through the point
of the maximum shear stress derived from the at which r is at its maximum. In Eqs. (3f)
turbulent kinetic energy (t.k.s.) equation. An and (3g) the subscript (oil denotes the equllb-
eddy-viscosity distribution is awumed across the rium value corresponding to ,(.) =i, subscript (m)
boundary layer that is functionally dependent denotes the value evaluated at maximum shear
on the maximum Reynolds shear stress. Us- point, f. is the magnitude of the mean velocity,
ing an isotropic turbulence assumption, the IgW and D6 is the diffus on term at r = r. (see Johnson
Reynolds shear stress at a point may be assumed and King, foe its modeling). Furthermore, the
to be in the following form: modeling constants, and the dissipation length

scale L. are given by

Here, &I and w are the eddy-viscosit and vor- -3h)

ticity at a point. Note that the tota Reynolds where a, is taken as 0.25, and s. is the dislppa-
shear strews r as defined above is in fact r/p, but tion. The dissipation length scale L. is assumed j
the above definition is used here for convenience, to scale with 4 in the inner part of the boundary
The following blending formula for the inner and layer, and with the boundary-layer thickness 5 in
outer layer eddy-viscosity formulations is used to outer part of the boundary-la.yer (see Ref.
set the eddy viscosity: for the functional form). The d!Pusion term is

Lis~iu1-'p(-ie~hh)Jmodeled as

which behaves like the inner and outer formu-
Ian for small and large 4. values respectively, and where.Ca: is, a modeling cefstant taken as 0.5.
smoothly blends theinner and outer reGons. It The above o.d.e." (Eql Sg) could bi solved eas-
also makes • f.unctonamly dependent on.n. across Ily by,•ug a standatd. tehnique sch as the 1
the boundary layer. The, iner formula-is given backWail (impHcit) ,Euler'inetlod. Making the
by A '' 6f ilab and implementing the

bakikfEul m'stho on' Eq, 3g t lciaion

'~~- Ž <I&
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{Uk) result in were repeated at NASA-Ames Research Center
,+D for fine grids usin the Cra -YMP supercom-Suter. One such gebral y generated flniti,difference grid is shown in Fig. 2. The grid has

where dimensions I x 7 x 46 In the streamwise, circum-
ferential and normal directions respectively. Ex-

0•" a', Dt . .( ponential stretching Is used in the normal direc-
2.610 *i.VII(I.M ) tion. Since the experiment was aximsymmetric,

noltio oonly 5 to 7 planes were used in the circumfer-q. (3j) necessitates the downstream ential direction in a 90 deg. pie. The first grid
value of _ (i.e. e.) at a certain location, t off the body Is 2 x 10 4 , and the stream-this is oh~ned by performing the extrapo ion wise grid resolution is 1% of the chord between
as shown in Fig. 1. The extrapolation could be S/C 8A0 and xl€ a 1.00. The Mach number is 0.87S
achieved In the following way: At grid point jk) an; t . eand T number is 0.87first the maximum shear stress point m is found and the Reynolds number is 6l0x 10/m.in the normal direction and the direction of thelocal mean flow velocity vector is determined. The results of the bump calculations are
Then &.0, Is extrapolated from the downstream shown in Figs. 3-8. In Fig. 3 surface pres-
cells, and also the spatial step As is determined sure coefficients using the equilibrium turbu-
to computes at point (,k). Once im is found, r, lence models of Baldwin and Lomax'e (B-L) andis computed and the link parameter e(a) is estab- Cebeci and Smiths (C-S) and the nonequilib-
lished according to the following scheme rium model of Johnson and Kingt (J-K) are com-pared with the experiment." As shown in the

(,p(). ,(. figure, whereas the equilibrium models (B-L and
C-S) predict the shock too aft of the experi-

where a denotes the iteration level of the time- ment, the J-K model predicts the shock wavemarching scheme. The initial conditions for in- location and the resulting pressure plateau verytegrating this o.d.e. may be obtained by smum- well. Note that the equilibrium models are quiteing that the flow is in equilibrium at the stari similar to each other and the pressure plateau is
of the calculations, i.e. st = hme, and r. = r,,". just nonexistent in these models.
The latter can be obtained from the experiment
or from the Cebeci-Smith model. Alternatively, The behaviour of the Reynolds shear stressthe wall shear velocity , as determined from the and viscous layer growth are very intimately re-experiments or calculations could be used. lated with the surface pressure. Fig. 4 shows

the maximum Reynolds shear stress (,.) distri-4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION butions of the C-S and J-K models. The equi-
librium model of C-S exhibits a very sharp peakIn this section, results of three different con- in the vicinity of the shock and a very rapid de-figurations using the new turbulence model will cay in downstream. On the other hand, the J-be given. First, detailed comparisons will be K model yields a softer increase near the shockdone for a transonic axisymmetric separated and more persistent level downstream in resultbump flow. Second, a low aspect ratio wing of of the solution of the Eq. 3g. Too much increaseNACA0012 crow-section mounted in a transonic of the shear stres in the equilibrium models alsowind tunnel will be simulated. Finally, transonic causes the lateral shear strews gradient arlas to bevortical flows around a 65 dog. sweep round larger than those observed in the experiment. Asleading edge delta wing will be studied, a result, the boundary layer displacement thick-
ness will be less and the pressure recovery will beValidation. Transonic Axiammetric Rumas Flow: higher. On the other hand, lesser increase of the
shear stres associated with the nonequillbrium

In order to validate the new turbulence J-K model will reduce the amount of the eddymodel, preliminary calculations were done for viscosity. As a consaquence, the inner part of thea flow case that has a good experimental data boundary layer will lose more momentum in thebase and that has been numerically studied by shock, and its ability to withstand adverse pres-other Investigators'* pr-viously. In general, v2a- sure gradients will be reduced. This will produceidation should include detailed comparisons in- a larger viscous layer growth. In Fig. 5, the dis-cluding the shear stress, boundary layer param- lacement thickness calculated by the C-S andestrs and velocity profiles. For ths p the Y-K models are compared with the experiment.axisymmetric bump experiment of Bacialo and In concert with the better shear stres predictionJohnson" was chosen. In this experiment, a thin in the boundary layer, the J-K model agrees with
wailed cylinder (15.2 cm outer diam.), with an the experiment quite well.
axisymmetric circular-arc bump attached 61 cm
from the cylinder leading edge. The bump has The mean velocity •roflles arecompared witha thickness of 1.9 cm and a chord length the experiment In Fig. 6. InP0. 2 thecom-
cm. This flow model was specifically t.slgnedtoeicid *igna tion puted velocity profiles were offset by 3% rela-tive to the experiment due to approximately thatthat can develop on airfoil sections at transonic much difference in the shock wave locations. The
conditions. The model was tested In- Ames 3- results of this paper were also offset by the same
by-2 foot transonic wind tunnel and 6-by-6 foot amount. Stitly pper w ere is ot as t hsupersonic wind tunnel for a range of Mach and strount. Strictly speaking, there is not as muchngjustificatlon to folow Ref. 2 i•n our case,Reynolds numbers, but stil some percentage of this offset may be

The new turbulence model was Included in ca uted to the present difference-in shock Io-
tons atud some percent, may be to 0 en-rimethe NASA.Aneb ARCSD. and TNS's tal uncertalitle.One thing -that may b addedStokes flow siolvers and the ARC3D programo was to the - is that-the prieset solution, a1-first run at'IBM'E30901503 caW computer In- gnot~givbn e, denot gvE-as m h-Wstled at TUSA$ A~ace Inditrim (TAl), shock curvature as the shadograph picture of the

Inc. usifig co$ars rd: tr the -calculition experiental shock.,Theidifeenicei In the shock
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curvatures rather than the shock locations may Reynolds Number Channel-I is shown in Fig.support to justify the present offset of 2%. As 10. The present grid has a total of 281,006 gridshown in Fin. 6, the J-K model qualitatively points. The individual grid point breakdown forpredicts the-boundary-layer profiles quite well the zones are the following: Zone 1 has $9x27x22superior to the profiles produced by the B-L and points, 7-cae 2 has 73 x 35 x 24 points and Zone 3C-S models. This is especially visible around and 4I.ve66xsx s points each. In the piresentthe separated regions in which the curvature of gritO the points are not clustered near the sidethe equilibrium profiles are of opposite sign to walls, so no attempt was made to model viscousthat observed in the experiment and that pre- flow near the walls. The wing has an aspect ra-dicted by the J-K model. In result of this, the tio of 1.5, a taper ratio of 1, a sweep of 20. andseparation and reattachment points for the J-K no camber and consists of a NACA0012 cross-model (0.73: z/c < 1.10) was in closer agreement section. he flow conditions were M. a 0J5,with the exper.ient (o.7< o < /e <0 us) than, say, a =. and RA. -s x 10.' Previous studies are avail-the C-S model (o.76! ýuc~L07). the mean veloc- able for this wing by the first author" and byity profiles Indicate that the equilibrium models Vatea and Wedanh for slightly lower Mach num-are not good in the inner layer producing cur- ber. Also, there is accumulated evidence withvature of the opposite sign. Also, it is obvious regards to the effects of grid resolution, tunnelthat the nonequilibrium model needs improve- exit boundary conditions, artificial dissipation,ments In the recovery region downstream of the turbulence modeling and tunnel side walls on thereattachment. accuracy of the simulations. Use of these previ-
ous studies".2 will be made for interpreting theFigure 7 shows the nonequilibrium state of present results.the flow, that is the streamwise variation of thelink parameter a(#) which may be regarded as The experimental oil-flow photograph andthe ratio of the production to dissipation. This computational skin-friction lines are shown inquantity attains hi h values at the recover re- Fig. 11. Fig. Ua is taken from Ref. 27 andon downstream ofthe reattachment and there- shows the so-called mushroom type separation.fore Is limited to a value of, say 2 in this region The strong qhock wave in the experiment sep-without any adverse impact in the C,-predictions arates the wing upper surface flow and bringsfollowing Ref. 2. Some experimental values are about two counter-rotating vortices. Figs. l1b,also put on the figure that shows a pretty good llc and lid are belong to the calculations us-agreement with the computation. Finally, the ing the B-L, C-S and J-K models respectively.convergence rate of the B-L and J-K models are First of all, in all these numerical simulations,compared in Fig. 8. First of all, since only an the strong shock wave separates the flow all theo.d.e. is solved as opposed to the p.d.e. for way to the side wall. Lack of viscous flow simu-the maximum shear stress, extra cost of com- lation at the wall have a very negative effect onputation in the nonequilibrium model is negligi- the simulations. It is known that viscous layerble. There is only added cost of the Interpo- displacement effects tend to reduce the strengthlation routine for calculating the downstream of the shock wave towards the wall." As shownvalue of r.. Also, as shown in Fig. 8, extra stiff- in Fig. lid, only the J-K model produces atnes associated with the nonequilibrium added least one of the vortices of the mushroom. Theto the equations does not cause a significant slow inboard vortex could not be captured by any ofdown in the convergence rate, and quite comps- the models, and lack of the viscous layer mod-rable speeds were obtained. As a result, the new sling near the side wall Is probably the leadingmethod is comparable to a p.d.e. approach in cause for this. Despite the inability to captureterms of accuracy, and furthermore it Is simple, the inboard vortex, the J-K model gives the bestcheap and efficient, result subject to the present limitations.

Low-Asnect-Ratio Wing in a Wind Tunnel. The comparison of the surface pressure coef-
ficients for the C-S and J-K models are shownTransonic flow around the low-aspect-ratio at three span stations (50%, 77% and 90%) inwing of Lockman and Seegmiller3l was simulated Fig. 12. As shown, whereas the comparison isusing the four-block version of the Transonic quite well at two outboard stations (77& andNavier Stokes (TNS)", program. In this pro- 904) for the J-K model the inboard station ofg im, the flow field around a wing is divided into 50t is not as good (in fact, the B-L predictionfour zones (Fig. 9), and the Euler and Navier- Is rather luckily right on the data). But, as wasStokes equations are solved. For this, an H-H already explained above, the sidewall boundarytype base coarse grid Is generated and then sub- conditions are probably the primary cause fordliided into zones. Zone I is the base grid with this. Also the J K modeliwas run only on thesome points removed around the wing. Zone 2 upper surface and the C-S model was used onis constructed by doubling the number of grid the lower surface. The effect of the exit planepoints by using the base grid closer tthe wing, boundary conditions are also important as wasagain leaving a hole near the wing. There is one documented in Refi. 11 and 28. Hence before Ior two cells of overlap between the zones. Fl- makin conclusive statements, more work needsnally, Zones 3 and 4 are generated by filling the to be dons for this case. It should, how6ver, bespace between the wing andZone 2 by cluster- remembered that some Iterations are necessaryIng points near the wing. In Zones I and 2, the to correctly assess the-right level of the down-Euler equations are solved, and in Zonies 3 aid stream pressure beundary condition. Beciuse,4 the (Reynolds-Averaged) Navler-Stokes equa- as that condition change, the location and the"tions ae' solved. This provides a flexibility in strength of the shock wave will change and Eq.grid generation for complicated geometries and 3gwill pioduce different'nonequilibri4m statesefficiency in the, flow solutlons. For mere infer- as It reponds to the shock jump. Ifinothi word_-mation, the reador is idrefriWto Rer. 10. limweri.g the downitraau-presmure Will suck the

shock de~wistteami but tenoneqlibiu stA finitd difference grid for *Wqiulitingthe fletw fects will puh Wbackforwardbythckeinthe
around the wing mounted in NASA-Ames High boundary layer. ours-thiiijl inte t with
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the aide wall conditions which will tend to lessen isons are quite good at the 60% and 80% sta-
the strength of the shock if viscosity is included. tions for both models, However the numerical
The final solution should match the experimen- predictions are rather poor at the 30% station
tal value of the incoming Mach number, the side due probably largely to the poor grid resolution
and upper and lower wall pressures correctly, so at the leading ge. Note that despite the lack
that one may more conclusively comment on the of modeling of the body support under the wing,
turbulence closure model's performance. the lower surface pressure comparisons are sur-

pgsinigly very good. The calculations predict
Transonic Vortical Flow About the AFWAL Win ouble suction peak at the 80% station that is

not very clear in the experiment. These auction
peaks are because of the primary and secondary

The flow over a swept delta wing Is charc- separations as shown in Fig. 15. In this fig-
terized by a primary vortex separating from the ure, both models find a primary separation very
leading edge and a counter-rotating secondary close to the leading edge and a strong secondary
vortex separating from the leeward aide inboard separation more inboard of the wing. Similar
of the leading edge. Since the nonlinear lift In- secondary separation was also predicted by the
duced by these vortices is very important for laminar simulation of Mfiller and Rizzi" for the
fighter aircradt manevourabilty, there are onge- same round leading edge wing. A perspective
ing efforts to study and predict such flows. The view of the primary vortex shed from the lead-
International Vortex Flow Symporlumli which ing edge computed by the J-K model is given in
was held in Stockholm October 1-j, 1986, was Fig. 11.
the result of a Joint U.A./European effort to ex-
porimentally and numerically study the tran- Since almost Identical results were obtained
sonic vortical flows about delta wings. The by both B-L and J-K models, the nonequillb-
model geometry was a round or sharp leading rium effects should be insignificant for this flow
edge cropped delta wing with a modified NACA case. This is demonstrated in Fig. 17 in which
64A005 profile with zero twist and camber, and the nonequilibrium state #(a) of the flow is given
with sweep angles of W5 or 6.. In order to check at s/c . 0.30, 0.60, 0.80. Here, I(*) generally stays
the performance of the new turbulence model, above the value of 1.0 which does not induce a
and to illuminate the effect of turbulence mod- significant change in the overall flow field. Note
eling on the flow field, the 65- sweep angle delta that the presure auctions of the vortices are
wing model that was manufactured by AWAL sensed bY .(.). it appears that this flow is largelywas chosen. convection dominated At this int, some com-

ments about the turbulence modes are warranted:
The C-H type finite difference grid for this The Baldwin-Lomax model that is very popular

delta configuration with total number of 354,246 for the Navler-Stokes computations have a dif-
grid points is shown in Fig. 13. The number of ficuity of distinguishing the proper peak among
grid points is 151x51x45 in streamwise, spanwise the sever&! peaks occuring in the moment of vor-
and normal directions respectively. The wing ticity, 7(u) for predicting the outer layer eddy vie-
surface has ill x 3o points In the streamwise and cosity. The tendency Is that the model picks the
spanwise directions, and the grid resolution in second peak Induced by the vortex sheet. This
the leading and trailing edges were 0.001 and in turn falsely results in much too high viscosity
0.005 chord respectively. The wake has 20 points that wipes out many flow features. Special tech-
aand the normal grid resolution off the body Is niques such as one given In Ref. 29 Is necessary
2xIC-4 chord. The outer boundary is 4 to 5 chord to select the propor pak. Since the present im-
lengths away from the body. In the grid genera- plementation of the J-K model uses the Clauser
tion, a hyperbolic type grid generation technique formulation (Eq. 2e) for tha outer eddy viscosity,
was used for each 2-D streamwise croses-sections, such a problem does not occur.
then those planes were stacked together to ob-
tain the final 3-D grid. The grid at the tip is CONCLUSION
defined by the revolution of the airfoil at that lo-
cation. The flow conditions were M- w OM, a = lop The Johnson-King model that has shown suc-
and Re... -s x 10.. The transition was fixed at coeses for two-dimensional separated flows has
the 11% of the root chord. The Baldwin-Lomax been extended into three-dimensions using an
and Johnson-King turbulence models were used streamwise o.d.e. approach. The new method
to study this flow field. Both models converged is equivalent to a p.d. a proach in accuracy,
more than three orders of magultude In the L2 computationally cheap and convergence rate is
norm of the residual in about 3000 iterations comparable to an equilibrium model. The new
on the Cray-2 supercomputer installed at the model was compared against three test cases.
NASA-Amnes Research Center. It took 10.01 and First, the accuracy was validated agalnst the
11.67 seconds per Iteration for the B-L and J-K transonic axisymmetric bump experiment and
models respectively. However, the overhead in very satisfactory results were obtained, Includ-
the computer time is largely due to the yet un- ing a fast convergence rate despite the stiffness
vectorised version of the J-K model, and the real induced by the nonequilibrium effects. Second
overhead shoulddrop to a perhaps a few percent the flow around a low aspect ratio wing mounted
after the vectorizatlon. In the clculations, the in & transonic wind tuinnl was simulated and
wing-wis modeled as a clean wing contrary to some vortical flow structure that is nonexistent
the experiment that has a support on the lower for the equllibrium models was captured. Fi-
side. nally, a transonic vortical flow around a 6. sweep

delta wingwas siiiated, and It was found that
Figure 14 shows, the calculated surface pres- the fow* i convection dominated and nonequlu

sure coefficients as. compared with the experl- libriuni effects do not tiagk a aigiftiaitp'nrtin
mont at the itreamwisestatioas of.0%, ,60% this flow. Ahi a rlilt,-th "now aimethoid Ist
and 80% 6f.the root 0Wrd First of all, both viable 0ife for thire-dlmnilo"Naie Stokes I. / -

turbulence models (B-L. and J-K) predictalmost methods 9with iacreased accurae wito•ut aigaif-
Identical results' for the, pressure., The compar- 444tknrel~h

A
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REVIEW OF AIRCRAFF DYNAMIC LOADS DUE TO FLOW SEPARATION

by

D.G.Mabey
Royal Aerospace Estabhshmcnt

Bedford MK41 6AE
United Kingdom

SUMMARY Somewhat surprisingly, for a fixed Mach
number the shock oscillation frequency does

This paper presents a detailec review of not change significantly with the angle of
the 70th meeting of the AGARD Structures incidence. This is inconsistent with
and Materials Panel, prepared for the AGARD observations on another supercritical
Fluid Dynamics Panel. Accordingly emphasis aerofoil described in the second paper.
is placed on the Aerodynamic information
presented, rather than on the Structural Here the prime objective is to measure the
Aspects. buffet onset on a typical supercritical

aerofoil (the CAST 7) and to see how this
Experimental results and computations are changes as Reynolds number j•s varied ovg r a
described for flows with bubble and vortex wide range (about 2.5 x 100 to 25 x 100).
separations. Some conclusions are drawn Most of the measurements were made with
and recommendations are made for further free transition but a few comparative
research. In particular, the review mieasurements were made with fixed
suggests that much greater attention should transition. Shock oscillations were
be given to establishing the magnitude of observed after buffet onset, driven by the
possible scale effects (both in experiments interaction of the complex flow at the foot
and calculations) and to the predic~tion of of the shock (ie the bubble) and at the
fin buffeting. trailih.g-edge. The variation of both the

shock height and the boundary layer
1 INTRODUCTION thickr.ass at the trailing edge is cyclic

(Fig 2). With free transition the shock
The 70th meeting of the AGARD Structures frequency decreased with increasing
and Materials Panel included a specialists' Reynolds number (Fig 3). Pull comparative
meeting on "Aircraft Dynamic Loads due to measurements w'ith fixed transition are not
Flow Separatiorn'. The problems to be available but would have been of great
considered had been defined by a pilot interest. In these experiments the shock
paper

1
, which also recommended a uniform oscillation frequency varies with the angle

notation. Sixteen papers were included in of incidence, in contrast to the
the propramme

2
-l

7 
and these have been measurements of Ref 2.

publishedi8. The current interest in this
specialised topic was indicated by the Refs 4, 5, and 6 relate primarily to
attendance of about 130 scientists at this investigations of the buffet and buffeting
meeting. on a low aspect ratio, trapezoidal wing,

which has a swept bubble separation from
The objective of the present review paper the sharp leading edge. The half model has
is to summarize aerodynamic results which an NACA 64-A-005 section and was tested
are of interest to the AGARD Fluid Dynamic both with and without a strake. Interest
Panel when discussing the problems of was centred mainly on flows separated from
"Vortex Flow Aerodynamics". However, some the sharp leading edge at high angles of
reference to structural problems is incidence, and hence no roughness wasSinevitable. applied to fix transition, although for

these low speed t§ sts the Reynolds number
S Sections 2.1 and 2.2 respectively review was only 2.4 x 100. The model was intended
! the experimental and computational results, to be stiff but was nrovided with freedomSSection 3 highlights major achievements and to move in pitch or roll. Even without the !

Sshortcomings, while Section 4 offers some strake the wing flow is highlySconclusions and recommendations. The views three-dimensional (Fig 4) yet despite this,
expressed are solely those of the author, the overall forces and th buffeting (Fig 5)

S~are the same in character as those observed•
S2 REVIEW OF PAPERS on aerofoils with a sharp leading edge.

S~Fig 5 shows that because of the high level•S2.1 Experimental Results of unsteadiness in the open jet tunnel, the
S~model has a significant response even under

S2.1.1 Bubble flows attached flow conditions. Analysis of the
S~measurements shows that the aerodynamicSTwo interesting papers describe shock forcing associated with the separated flow

oscillations at transonic speeds caused by is unaffected by the relatively small.Sbubbles on •upercritical aerofoils. The amplitudes of model motion. However, the
first paper" discusses measurements of motion dependent aerodynamic forces (which

normal force fluctuations •N ,on a 16% generate aerodynamic damping) are affected
thick supercritical aerofoil (Fig 1) strongly by flow separations (Fig 6).S•j• • provided with a trailing-edge flap. For Hence these variations in aerodynamic

S~every flap setting, shock oscillations at a damping need to be scaled carefully from •
discrete frequency occur over a wide range model to flight tests, as demonstrated

S• of Mach number and angle of incidence (of previously
1 9

.
' ~~Fig 1 for a flap setting, 6 4)
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Ref 7 provides a simple description of a paper gives no indicatic, as to how the
forward mounted spoiler as a source of position and size of the LEX were
buffet excitation on a wing at low speeds. determined. Ref 23 states many hundreds of
The spoiler creates a bubble which is different fixes were attempted before this
almost two-dimensional so that the steady particular fence was developed. It also
and fluctuating pressures agree well with gives many complementary observations on
those observed pre, .ously

2
O, the rms the flow about the aircraft.

pressures peaking just upstream of the mean
reattachment position (Fig 7). No large Ref 11 also relates to a directly
change in steady lift occura until the comparable investigation of fin buffeting
bubble r~attachment point reaches the on the F-18 aircraft. The authors suggest
trailing edge of the wing. that fin buffeting may be predicted from

either a simple analogue model
Ref 8 provides a summary of what must (representing the principal modes of
surely be the most comprehensive interest - first and second bending for the
flight-tunnel comparison of buffet and F-18) or by integrating the unsteady
buffeting ever made2l - that on the pressures measured on a rigid fin.
TACT-P 1-11. For this relatively stiff However, the authors make no discussion of
aircraft, the effects of stptic and dynamic the difficulty of establishing the
aeroelastic distortion are .sall, and scale aerodynamic damping in the modes. For the
effects are also small. The buffet analogue model, it is assumed (though not
excitation was judged independent of the stated explicitly) that the correct
wing motion, both in flight and the wind aerodynamic damping can be achieved by
tunnel, consistent with other research

6
,

1
9. representing the correct ratio of

In flight an LCO occurred in the wing aerodynamic/structure stiffness as well as
torsional mode which did not occur on the the frequency parameter. The rigid fin
wind tunnel model. A full explanation for provides no estimate of aerodynamic
this apparent anomaly has been given by damping. Levels appropr'ate to attached
quasi-steady theory

2
l. flow have been assumed iaen predicting the

response (again this is not stated
Ref 9 describes the effect of varying explicitly). This is unlikely to be a good
aspect ratio and sweep on buffeting at lov assumption because of the tremendous
speeds with well separated flows. The wing variations in the vortex field (eg Fig 12
sections were of constant chord, with a of Ref 14).
chamferred leading edge. This unusual
section was to ensure a fixed separation Using the measurements presented in Fig 3
position at the low Reynolds number of the of Ref ii, the present author has
tests, followed by a long separation calculated the rms level of pressure
bubble. The wing aspect ratios varied from fluctuations, p/q, for a typical point on
8-4, with sweep angles of 0%, 20" and -20". the fin and plotted these against the angle
For the frequency parameters, of incidence (Fig 11). A rapid increase in
n - fc/U > 0.1 typical of wing bending P' p/q occurs above a - 18', and a maximum
low speeds, the buffet excitation param.z€ , value of about 0.32 is reached at a . 36'.
in the first wing bending mode is about UsIng the measurements in Fig 6 of Ref 11,
Vn--7- 0.003 to 0.004 consistent with Fig 12 shows the corresp2nding rms pressure
previous measurements in wind tunnels and fluctuation spectra (/nF(n) according to
in flight on wings with more practical the AGARD definition) plotted against a
sections. For frequency parameters much frequency parameter based on an arbitary
lower (which would normally be reftrence length. Results are shown for
inappropriate for the bending mode) the a = 24', 32', 36" and 52'. It is important
levels of finidTiT were appreciably higher. to notice the sharp peak in the spectrum,
Increases in excitation at such low which moves to lower frequency parameters
frequency parameters could be important for as the angle of incidence increases from
rigid body motions at high angles of a = 24' to 36. [For this configuration
incidence. the bursting of the LEX Vortex is thought

to determine the peak in the excitation
2.1.2 Vortex flows spectra]. In contrast, for a = 52' the

buffet excitation is much lower and tLe
Two papers were specially related with spectrum is much flatter, resembling the
vortex flows, usual situationi.

Ref 10 relates to a wind tunnel and flight 2.1.3 Aerodynamics of controls
investigation of tail buffet and buffeting
on the OF-18 aircraft (the Canadian version Ref 12 shows how the interaction between
of the F-18). Measurements are presented the canard and wing flov~s on a model of a
of overall forces, fluctuating pressures typical combat aircraft is controlled by
(buffet excitation) and structural the canard effective inridence, ac. The
responses (buffeting). A significant measurements include overall forces, steady
feature of the w.nd tunnel tests was the and fluctuating pressures, canard buffeting
careful chgce of roughness used to fix and wing buffeting. All these measurements
transition" to ensure that flow can be related with ac.
separations on the model develop in the
same way as in flight. An interesting Previous experience suggests that scale
feature of the flight buffeting is that the effects will be significant on the canard
bending response of the fins is "in-phase" whenever Gc is close to the values
(Ref 10, Pig 43), The LEX fence provides a required for buffet onset (ac - +12"
significant reduction in buffet (Pig 8) and and -12" corresponding with separation on
buffeting (Pigs 9 and 10). However the the upper and lower surfaces of the I>.

. & - . .*
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uncambered canard of Ref 12). In addition time might be required to compute the
scale effects will be significant on the buffet excitation about the fins of an F-15
wing close to buffet onset.(about a - +12" model (Fig 18): this would require accurate
and -2.6' for this cambered wing). Hence calculation of the vorticity convection.
large scale effects can be expected at the Subject to a number of assumptions, Edwards
four points in the a ,c ,domain concluded that the total time required for
indicated in Fig 13. one condition would be 138 hours for an

Euler Code and 950 hours for a thin-layer
Ret 13 discusses the problems ot predicting Navier-Stokes Code (Ref 14, Table 1).
the buffeting forces on the wings of a Edwards gives additionil evidence for these
transport aircraft. High Reynolds numbers conclusions elsewhere

2  
and these

are required, and 12 x 106 can be achieved considerations are relevant to the
at reasonable kinetic pressures on large discussion of vortex flows in
half models when tested in the ONERA S-1 Section 2.1.2. Possibly these computation
Tunnel at Modane. Hence the effects of times could be reduced if the principal
static aeroelastic distortion are of feature of the separated flow which causes
reasonable magnitudes and can be estimated, the peak in the excitation spectra (cf
Ref 13 makes 3 important observations: Fig 12) could be established.

(I) For a transport aircraft wing Coastes and Petot provided a comparison
buffeting can be reduced by Active between a semi-empirical prediction method
Control Technology if a control can and measurements of the aerodynamic forces
be placed in a region where the due to unsteady separation on a high aspect
flow is still atteched after buffet ratio wing oscillating at large amplitude.
onset, Comparisons were presented for sweep

tngles, A , of 0, +20' and -20' and were
(ii) When exciting a transport wing In relevant to the performance of helicopter

pitch, very large oscillations can rotors. The results were generally good
develop at transonic speeds, for A - 0" but poor for A = +20"
immediately after the onset of flow and -20', particularly for sections near
separation (Her 13, Fig 14). the tip.

(iii) Great care is needed to establish Meyer and Zwaan1
6 

presented a quasi-steady
'buffet-onset' on a transport theory to predict LCO In fighter type 0
aircraft because what is prescribed aircraft (Fig 19) at transonic speeds from
in the air-worthiness regulations steady pressure measurements (or
is a particular level of response predictions). The prediction method
at a particular point - normally explains the LCO observed in flight and
the pilot's seat. In contrast, in stresses that the motion is determined by
a wind tunnel test buffet onset is the flow at the wing-tip, rather than at
normally synonymous with incipient the wing-root (cf Pigs 20 & 21). In
separation. A very different principle this method could be adopted to
'buffet onset' might be obtained predict LCD.
from the buffeting response, of
say, an engine nacelle. 3 DISCUSSION

2.2 Computational results It is convenient to discuss the findings of
this meeting under 3 general headings:

Edwards provided a comprehensive review
1

4 experimental results, theoretical results
of the capability of predicting unsteady and discussion of some general
airloads due to separated flows. Periodic shortcomings.
aerodynamic shock oscillations at transonic
speeds on eigid aerofolls can be predicted With regard to the experimental results, a
successfully (Fig 14), as can transonic wide range of problems was addressed
aileron buzz (Fig 15). Unfortunately including variations in wing aspect ratio,
similar success has not been achieved in sweep, section, Mach number and angle of
predicting the large Limit Cycle incidence; fin buffeting at high angles of
Oscillation (LCO) in the first bending mode incidence and canard/wing interaction.
observed at transonic speeds on a flexible However, although there were many
high aspect ratio wing with a supercritical interesting new measurements, some
section. The extensive measurements on presentations gave an impression which can
this three-dimensional configuration only be expressed adequately by the French
(Fig 16) constitute a serious challenge to phrase 'deja vu,. With respect to the very
Computational Mechanics, as well as important questlon of fin buffeting, it was
providing a warning to designers of alarming to learn that "some fins fail
advanced transport aircraft. Further after only 300 hours flying time". In the
details of this important experiment (which author's view such a low life is unlikely
might facilitate further analysis) are to be indicative of random scatter in
given elsewhere,4. fatigue testing, as one structural engineer

suggested. It is more likely to be
SEdwards discussed also the successful indicative of a very sensitive flow on the
computation of the highly three-dimensional aircraft which has been adversely affected
flow round the forebody of the F-18 by some minor imperfection, eg a small
aircraft at M = 0.30i a = 30D both for misalignment of the fuselage nose. Thislaminar flow at R - 0.2 x 106 (pig Ila) Important aspect of fin buffeting was not
and for turbulent, flow at R - 10,x 10 addressed, but the effect of the small LEX
(Fig 17b). Edwards also addressed the much fence on the P-18 is significantlO. For

more difficult problems of what computer the 7-18 the bursting of the LEX vortex is _

I _ _ _ _I__ _ _ _ _I
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thought to determine the peak in the Similarly there was often a marked
excitation spectra. However on other reluctance to present results in terms of a
combat aircraft the separations may be frequency parameter. Of course, in many
radically different, and yet the excitation problems there is uncertainty about the
spectra may still contain a sharp peak. best choice for the reference length for
This would mean that each configuration the problem in question. This is a
will have to be the subject of special particularly interesting and difficult
tests. question for fin buffeting (both in

experiments and in prediction attempts).
With regard to the theoretical results, the For aerofoils the chord is generally used
most impressive advance since the whereas for a bubble the local bubble
publication of the pilot paper' has been length can be used, even for a swept
the prediction of LCO, for which 2, rather bubblel2. Taking an aerofoil as a simple
similar quasi-steady methods are now example, it is much better to have a
available1 6

,
2 2

. However an early attempt frequency parameter.
to predict the LCO oscillation in bending
of the NASA Wing with an inviscid transonic n = fc , (1)
small perturbation code was unsuccessful 

1 4
.

Perhaps the quasi-steady method might be
applied here? The meeting has also or
confirmed that the linear model for the
prediction of buffeting works well as long v = 2,fc , (2)
as the modal aerodynamic damping --
appropriate to the separated flow can be
measured. The aerodynamic damping can be or
measured either on an ordinary, nominally
rigid wind tunnel model (made of aluminium k = ,fc
in preference to steel to give larger "T- (3)
motion) or by oscillating a nominally rigid
wing (as in the experiments cited

4
,5, 6

). than a frequency, f , in Hz. This may mean
However Edwards showed' 4 

that CFD a great deal to a pilot's comfort or to the
techniques cannot yet be used to predict fatigue life of the structure, but it is of
either the aerodynamic damping or the little interest to an aerodynamicist
buffet excitation, striving to establish the physics of the

problem.
Ref 1 issued 2 specific challenges to the
CFD community. The first, the prediction Another common shortcoming was a general
of shock oscillations on hi-convex wings - failure to address the question "How
is well established. However, despite this sensitive will this flow be to variations
success with thin-layer Navier Stokes in Reynolds number"? Fig 3 of Ref 3 for
codes, this method has not been applied as the CAST 10 aerofoll suggests that even
a matter of routine to more realistic with fixed transition large scale effects
supercritical aerofolls or NACA or RAE can persist at Reynolds numbers up to
aerofoils. It would have been particularly 25 x 100. Hence it could be dangerous to
interesting to have predicted oscillation suggest (as In Ref 13) that there is a
frequencies for the supercritical aerofoils universal, minimum test Reynolds number
of Refs 2 and 3. However, these which will ensure full scale results. It
calculations were not made nor was the type follows that much more attention should be
of shock motion specified, as recommended given to the ways in which transition is
in a previous AGARD paper

2 7
. (The shock fixed, and to careful comparisons with

motions in both Refs 2 and 3 appear to be transition free measurements (where
Tijdeman type A

2 8 
. The second challenge appropriate). This was illustrated in

to the CFD community was the prediction of Ref 3 and advocated in the AGARD Manual on
the buffet excitation caused by a bubble this topic 3

0. Ideally wind tunnel tests
(represented at this meeting by Ref 7). No and CPD computations should include some
author attempted the computation of this variation in Reynolds number. Often the
relatively simple flow. CFD specialist rests content at

successfully predicting an incipient flow
Opinions are likely to differ with regard separation og an aerofoil at, say M = 0.85,
to the shortcomings of the meeting. One R = 1.5 x 100. The aeronautical engineer
was the failure to use the consistent and would like him to iszke the calcul4tions
logical notation specified'. The also at R = 15 x 10 0 

and 150 x 100. This
prediction of aircraft dynamic loads due to philosophy will become particularly
flow separation is an extremely difficult important with respect to the prediction of
problem. Why make it more difficult by not the aerodynamic characteristics of
presenting results in non-dimensional form? hypersonic vehicles. In an attempt to
For example, it would have been invaluable clarify the controversial- question of the
to compare the independent measurements on simulation of scale effects, Ref 1
virtually the same aircraft in Refs 10 suggested that the meeting should include a
and 11 in terms of the buffet excitation special session devcted entirely to
parameter, but this was not done. AGARD unsteady measurements in cryogenic wind
has had a consistent notation for tunnels, which allow scale effects and the
measurements of pressure fluctuations2 9  

effects of aeroelastic distortion to be
since 1958 and for the buffet excitation distinguished 3

'. Unfortunately not one
parameter since 1988. paper was submitted on this area. No

papers were sUbmitted-on -flap or cavity
buffeting.

5 i
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It Is interesting to note that one paper (4) Wherever possible, the type of
addressed a question which arose out of a transonic shock motion should be
previous AGARD meeting on Unsteady identified in both theoretical
Aerodynamics 2 7

. The question was "What are studies and time-dependent
the reasons behind the constancy of the experiments.
buffet excitation parameter at the heavy
buffeting limit for wings of widely varying (5) For fin buffet at high angles of
planform". Ref 9 gives no answer, but incidences, a careful study should
confirms previous observations for unswept be made to establish what feature
and swept back wings. In addition, it of the separated flow determines
shows that the same limit applies for wings the peak in the excitation spectra.
swept forward 20'. These observations thus
still present a challenge to experimental (6) Researchers should be careful to
aerodynamicists and the CFD community. assess and remove any tare effects

of flow unsteadiness in wind h
In summary, the main achievement is the tunnels which will not occur in
prediction of Limit Cycle Oscillations flight.
(LCO) and the presentation of some
interesting new iAperiments. The main SYMBOLS
failures are the reluctance to adopt a
common notation, to identify the type of c chord
shock motions and to take an adequate
account of scale effects, both In rms normal force coefficient
experiments and computations. k = wfc/U frequency parameter (eqr: 3)
4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

M Mach number

This review suggests 4 main conclusions and
6 recommendations. n-nFT-7 rms level of excitation (AGARD

notation - Ref 29)
The conclusions are:

n =fc/U frequency parameter (eqn 1)

(1) Useful progress has been made in

the prediction of Limit Cycle Re Reynolds number
Oscillations.

Srms pressure fluctuations
(2) The linear model for the prediction

of buffeting has been verified q kinetic pressure
carefully in both wind tunnels and
flight tests. x streamwise co-ordinate

(3) Aerodynamic damping in separated
flows depends on the mode shape
ýrequency parameter, Mach number • angle of incidence
and angle of incidence. It cannot
currently be predicted 6 flap setting
theoretically but it can be derived
from experiments. 6

TE boundary layer thickness at
trailing edge

(4) On combat aircraft at high angles
of incidence, severe fin buffeting A sweep angle
may occur, even at zero sideslip.

v = 2xfc/U frequency parameter (eqn 2)
The recommendations are:

(1) The AGARD notation for buffet REFERENCES
excitation and buffeting response
should be adopted, so that 1 D.G. Mabey, Some aspects of
aerodynamicists can acquire a aircraft dynamic loads due to flow
better understanding of the separation. AGARD R-750 (1988)
separated flows giving dynamic
loads. 2 B.H.K. Lee, Effects of trailing-

edge flap on buffet characteristics
(2) Much greater attention should be of a supercritical aerofoil.

given to establishing the magnitude )
of possible scale effects, both in 3 E. Stanewsky, Experimental
experiments and calculations, Investigation of buffet onset and

penetration on a supercritical
(3) Special tests in cryogenic wind aerofoil at transonic speeds.

tunnels should be made to
distinguish between genuine scale 4 P. Bublitz, H. Zingel, Experimental
effects and the effects of investigation of buffet excitation
aeroelastic distortion. Such forces on a low aspect ratio
measurements would be of equal trapezoidal half-wing in
interest for landing configurations incompressible flow.
(say at M - 0.2) or cruise
configurations (say at X = 0.85).

A
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In-Flight Flow Visualization and Pressure Measurements at Low Speeds
on the NASA F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle

John H. Del Frate, David F. Fisher, and Fanny A. Zuniga

NASA Ames Research Center
Dryden Flight Research Facility

P.O. Box 273
Edwards, CA 93523-0273

1 ABSTRACT namics must be understood to avoid any adverse effects
such as buffet or a loss of stability and control, and to

In-flight results from surface and off-surface flow vi- take full advantage of the benefits that can be derived for
sualizations and from extensive pressure distributions fighter aircraft.
document the vortical flow on the leading-edge exten- Vortical flow interactions on scale models in wind
sions: (LEXs) and forebody of the NASA F-I 18 high alpha tunnels are not well understood at this time. Experimen-

research vehicle (HARV) for low speeds and angles of at- ta data from different scale wind-tunnel F-18 modelsI
tack up to 500. Surface flow visualization data, obtained have shown conflicting results even when tested at the
using the emitted fluid technique, were used to define same Reynolds number (ref. 2). For example, the in-

separation lines and laminar separation bubbles (LSB). teraction of the forebody and LEX vortices on 6- andI
Off-surface flow visualization data, obtained by smoke 7-percent scale F-l18 models typically resulted in appar-
injection, were used to document both the path of the vor- ent lateral stability for all angles of attack, including stall4
tex cores and the location of vortex core breakdown. The and post stall regions. However, airplane flight data and
location of vortex core breakdown correlated well with wind-tunnel results for the large scale (16 percent) model
the loss of suction pressure on the LEX and with the flow at low Reynolds numbers indicated a region of lateral in-
visualization results from ground facilities. Surface flow stability near maximum lift. This apparent scale effect
separation lines on the LEX and forebody corresponded is still being investigated. Unaderstanding such scale ef-

well with the end of pressure recovery under the vorti- fects is essential for successful design of future fightersI
cal flows. Correlation of the pressures with wind-tunnel intended to operate at high angles of attack.
results show fair to good correlation.

NASA is currently conducting a High Alpha Tech-
2 INTRO UCTIONnology Progra (HATP) to (1) increase the understand-

"2ing of the high angle of attack aerodynamics, (2) improve
prediction techniques, (3) provide design guidelines, and

In recent years, more emphasis has been placed on (4) investigate new concepts for vortex control on ad-
expanding the envelope of fighter aircraft to include con- vanced highly maneuverable aircraft.
trolled flight at high angle of attack exceeding the maxi-
mumn lift coefficient (CL). Fighters such as the F- 18 and This program uses the F-18 configuration as a vali-

dtoandeosrton tool NASA F.18 HignAlhareserchVehcl

F-16 use leading-edge extensions (LEXs) or wing body dto n eosrto ol h APicroaewind-tunnel tests of subsFale, (refs. 3 and 4), and full-
strakes which provide additional lift caused by the vorti-se en

DyeFigtRsclmoe lsc Fandc omoetslityain n aldto

cal flow these devices develop attmoderate to high angles
o fiahtack (ref. ts them puredic tn ad cour ol ofl v infonation for computational fluid dynamics (Ce D)

slztof s attac (r f. Hwvrom ethnie predictio adisotribtons ofightes, airrefs.59,pltedsmltosadulsaefih

this votical flow and the mutual interactions of the vor- oesrticfs -lowite iactions an d fuscale fl0-igh
tices are not well understood. The combined effect of testing are nded7. n
the LEX and the forebody vortices on the vehicle aerody-
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As part of this program, the Ames-Dryden Flight e length of aircraft from nose apex to engine
Research Facility has been conducting extensive flow vi- exhaust plane, 54.4 ft
sualization and pressure distribution studies on the NASA LEX leading-edge extension
F-18 high alpha research vehicle (HARV) to document
the characteristics of the forebody and the LEX vortices. LSB laminar separation bubble

Surface and off-surface flow visualization results have LSWT low-speed wind tunnel, McDonnell
been reported in references 10 through 16. The off-surface Aircraft Company
flow visualization results presented were performed us- M. free stream Mach number
ing smoke injection and are correlated to wind- and water- m.a.c. mean aerodynamic chord, 11.525 ft
tunnel results. The surface flow visualization was per-
formed using the emitted fluid technique. Pressure dis- R reattachment line location
tribution results have been reported for the flight case in RI primary reattachment line location
reference 16. The surface pressure measurements were R2 secondary reattachment line location
made at five forebody stations and at three LEX stations

on the aircraft and arc correlated with similar data from R3 tertiary reattachment line location
a 6-percent wind-tunnel model and selected flow visual- Rea Reynolds number based on mean
ization data from flight, aerodynamic chord

This paper presents a selection of results from both Red Reynolds number based on diameter
the flow visualization and the pressure measurement stud- Red' Reynolds number based on local maximum
ies conducted at low speeds and for angles of attack up fuselage diameter, corrected for angle of
to 500. attack using the method of reference 18.

8 local span distance from LEX-fuselage
3 NOMENCLATURE junction to LEX leading edge, in.

S1  primary separation line location
b aircraft span, ft S2  secondary separation line location
BART Basic Aerodynamics Research Tunnel, S3 tertiary separation line location

NASA Langley Research CenterNAS Langiey ResearcCx measured location along aircraft
CL lift coefficient longitudinal axis, positive measured
CP pressure coefficient aft from nose, ft
C• pressure coefficient corresponding to Y measured location along aircraft lateral

local speed of sound, axis, positive measured from center line

C;= t 2 ) 1( )(7-r1)AM2+2 
3 5 out left wing, ft

d Y distance along LEX local semispan,
d diameter of fuselage forebody, in. positive measured out left wing, in.
DTRC David Taylor Research Center 7 x 10 a aircraft angle of attack, right wingtip angle-

transonic wind tunnel of-attack vane corrected for upwash and

ECM electronic countermeasures angular rates, deg 4

F.S. fuselage station, in. (nose apex at 01 angle of attack used in the determination of
59.82 in.) Re,, deg. At E.S. 70,85, and 107,

FVF Flow Visualization Facility water tunnel, ol = oa - 5.60 because the nosecone
NASA Ames-Drydeni is depressed from the aircraft waterline

HARV high alpha research vehicle 5.60. At ES. 142 and 184, al a

HATP High Alpha Technology Program
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aircraft angle of sideslip, average of left introduced into the flow field through flush ports on the
and right wingtip sideslip vanes cor- forebody at approximately 28 in. aft of the nose apex and
rected for angle of attack, positive circumferential angles (0s) of 800 and 2800. On the LEX,
nose left, deg the smoke was muted to ducts which exhaust slightly be-

y ratio for specific heats of air, 1.4 low and approximately 4 in. aft of the LEX apex.
0 forebody cross section circumferential At the desired test conditions, the smoke was en-

angle (00 is bottom centerline, positive trained in the flow field vortices which were videotaped
is clockwise as seen from a front view, and photographed with onboard cameras (fig. 1) or from
00 to 3600), deg chase aircraft (ref. 15). Smoke duration was normally

30 sec. The upper surfaces of the airplane were painted
4 VEHICLE DESCRIPTION black to enhance visualization of the smoke traces.

5.2 Surface Flow Visualization TechniqueThe NASA HARV (fig. 1) is a single-place prepro-
duction F-18 aircraft built by McDonnell Douglas and
Northrop and is powered by two General Electric F404- The surface flow visualization technique used on the
GE-400 afterbumning turbofan engines. The aircraft fea- F-18 HARV consists of emitting liquid dye from flush
tures a mid-wing with leading- and trailing-edge flaps orifices on the forebody and the LEX upper surface as
which operate on a schedule that is a function of angle shown in figure 2. These orifices, which were also used to
of atttack and Mach number. For Mo < 0.76 and o> gather pressure data, will be discussed in the next section.
26*, the leading-edge flap is down 33* (miaximum) and- The hardware for the surface flow visualization system is

260,theleaingedgefla isdow 330(maimu) 31(1described in detail in references 10 and 12 and is similarthe trailing-edge flap is at zero. The LEXs are mounted described in reference 20 T ld d us s
on each side of the fuselage from the wing roots to just to that described in reference 20 The liquid dye used
forward of the canopy. The aircraft has twin vertical for this program consisted of a mixture of propylene gly-col monomethyl ether (PGME) and a red toluene-based
bilizers canted out 200 from the vertical and differen-
tial al n horizontal tails The NASA F-18 HARV dye. The dye is emitted from orifices on the forebody andtaal-moving hoiota5al. TeNSF-1 thAVwith the current flight control omputers and control laws the LEX upper surface while the aircraft is at the desired

flight condition. Upon evaporation of the solvents within(.o gryAmmined rigead only memory (PRo M)ig st),n wis- the mixture, the dye is left on the surface of the aircraft
and traces the surface flow streamlines as can be seen in

out stores. The aircraft carries no missiles and the wingtip figure 3. Photos are taken on the ground after the flight
missile launch racks have been replaced with special cam- . document the surface flow streamlines.
era pods and wingtip airdata booms. The flight-test nose-
boom has been removed from the aircraft. The aircraft
has an unrestricted angle-of-attack flight envelope in this 53 Static Pressure Orifice Locations
configuration with the center of gravity between
17-percent and 25-percent mean aerodynamic chord Pressure measurements were made on both the fore-(m.a.c.) as defined by the Naval Air Training and Op- body and the LEXs of the F-18 HARV (ref. 16) at fuse-
crating Procedures Standardization (NATOPS) manual. lage locations selected to correspond with orifice loca-

tions on both the 0.06- and 0.1 6-scale wind-tunnel mod-

5 TEST TECHNIQUES, HARDWARE, els (refs. 3 and 4).

SAND INSTRUMENTATION Five rings of static pressure orifices were installed on
the forebody forward of the canop3 as shown in figure 2.At 

the 
first 

two 
rows, 

fuselage 

station 

(E.S.) 
70 

(zle

5.1 Off-Surface Flow Visualization Technique 0.015) and ES. 85-(z/e = 0.038), 32 static pressure ori-
fices were spaced about the forebody. While at the lastThe vortex cores were visualized using smoke as the three rows, ES. 107 (z/.=0.071), ES. 142 (x/e=0.126)

tracer material as described in references 11 through 15 and ES. I84 (z/=0.190), 64 orifices were spaced about
and similar to that described in reference 19. Smoke was
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the forebody. For all the rows, the majority of the pres- Machnumbers varied from approximately 0.2 to0. 4 . An-

sure orifices were placed on the upper surface where the gles of attack ranged from 100 to approximately 549 over

greatest pressure gradients were expected. the course of this flight-test program, however, this report

Both the left and right LEXs were instrumented with only presents results for oa = 15.80 to 47.70, Sideslip an-

three rows of pressure orifices located at ES. 253 (z/g= gles ranged from 7.50 to -4.80 for the data in this report.

0.295), F.S. 296 (z/e= 0.361) and F.S. 357 (z/x= 0.454). The on-surface flow visualization data were also ob-
The number of orifices installed at each station on the tained in 1-g stabilized flight. When the aircraft was at
upper surface of each LEX varied from 13 to 20 and from the desired angle of attack, the PGME dye was emitted
4 to 5 at each station on the lower surface. through the flush orifices. The flight condition was held

Typical cross sections of the forebody and LEX ori- for approximately 75 sec to allow the PGME-dye mix-

fice stations and the orientation of the orifices are given ture to set. One surface flow visualization test point was

in figure 4. The view is looking aft on the aircraft with obtained for each flight with this method (ref. 10). Re-

the bottom fuselage centerline at 00 and the top centerline suits are presented for a -. 300 and 470.

fuselage at 1800. At the LEX stations, v/s = 0.0 is de- Surface pressure data presented were obtained in
fined as the LEX fuselage junction while V/s = 1.0 is the quasi-stabilized, l-g flight maneuvers. Data were ob- I
leading edge of the LEX, + 1.0 for the left LEX leading tained at nominal altitudes of 20,000 and 45,000 ft. At
edge and - 1.0 for the right LEX leading edge. the higher angles of attack, constant altitude could not be

Several protrusions on the forebody should be noted, maintained during the 1-g maneuvers and data were ob-

Two small, elliptical shaped electronic counter measures tained in a descent. Time segments of 0.4-sec duration

(ECM) antenna covers (fig. 4) were located on the sides were used for data analysis purposes. The data presented

of the fuselage centered at F.S. 134, 0 = 850 and 2750 are for angles of attack from 100 to 500 with sideslip

and were approximately 9.5-in. long, 4-in. wide and pro- angle 00.

truded approximately 1.7 in. Also, two aircraft produc- A ground augmented guidance system similar to that
tion pitot-static probes (fig. 4) were located on the lower described in reference 22 was implemented on the heads
fuselage at ES. 164 to 177 and 0 = 350 and 325*. The up display in the aircraft cockpit and used to assist the
LEX was virtually free of significant protrusions forward pilot to fly the desired flight conditions precisely.
of the orifice rows.

5.4 Airdata System 7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Airspeed, altitude, angle of attack (a), and angle of 7.1 Description of F-18 Flow Field
sideslip (,) were measured using airspeed booms shown
in figure 5, mounted on specially designed wingtip photo The F-18's flow field is substantially dominated by
pods as shown in figure 1, On the right wingtip a stan- vortices as seen in an example from a water-tunnel test
dard NACA noseboom (ref. 21), (fig. 5(a)), was installed shown in figure 6 at av = 300. The vortex cores noted on
with the tip mounted 7.3 ft forward of the wingtip lead- the figure are generated by flow which separates at mod-
ing edge. On the left wingtip, a swiveling probe (ref. 16), crate to high angles of attack from the forebody surface
(fig. 5(b)), was similarly located. It is estimated that av and at the sharp leading edge of each LEX. The LEX vor-
and 8 were accurate to ±0.50 for ai up to 400, and ± 1o tex cores are tightly wound and extend downstream until
for a up to 500. It is also estimated that M.. is accurate experiencing vortex core breakdown. Visible evidence of
to ±0.005 at ai = 500, and -0.003 for at < 300 (ref. 16). vortex core breakdown is a stagnation of flow in the core

with a sudden expansion in the core diameter. Similarly,

6 FLIGHT-TEST PROCEDURES the forebody vortex cores extend downstream where they
can interact with the LEX vortices. Interaction results in

, the forebody vortex cores being pulled beneath the LEX
The off-surface flow visualization data reported here- vort ex resi ng pulb eaheL

in were obtained during l1g flight conditions. The nom- vortices and then redirected outboard.
.- •inal altitudes were between 20,000 and 30,000 ft and the

- .....
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8 EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK water tunnel (ref. 15) and several wind-tunnel studies
ON LEX VORTICES (refs. 4, 15). Even though there is a wide variation in

model scale and Reynolds number and different fluid medi-
8.1 Off-Surface Flow Visualization ums, the plot shows reasonable agreement between data

from the different sources.

The occurrence of vortex core breakdown has been 8 r F i o
reported to be particularly sensitive to an adverse pres-
sure gradient along the vortex (ref. 23). It follows then
that as angle of attack increases, thus moving the onset Presented in figures 9 and 10 are photographs of sur-
of the adverse pressure gradient forward, the vortex core face flow visualization on the LEX of the HARV using
breakdown location will move nearer the LEX apex. Ex- the emitted fluid technique for a - 300 and 470, respec-
amples of this trend are shown in figures 7(a-f). These tively. The fluid emitted from the orifices marks the sur-
wingtip still photos show the path of the LEX vortex core face streamlines. Where the streamlines merge, lines of
and its breakdown as photographed from the right wingtip separation are defried and conversely, where the stream-
camera at ci = 15.80, 200, 24.20, 29.90, 350, and 42.50 lines diverge, lines ofreattachment are defined. Observed
with approximately 0*-sideslip. in both figures 9 and 10, the secondary vortex line of sep-

aration (S2) is defined by the inboard edge of the wideAt ai = 15.80, (fig. 7(a)), the LEX vortex is already band of dye while the tertiary vortex line of separationwell developed with the core maintaining inboard and (83) is defined by the outboard edge of the band. A sche-
close to the surface extending over the LEX and breaking matic of the flow is shown in cross section in the inset of
down aft of the wing trailing edge (not seen in photo). As figure 9.
the angle of attack increases from 20r to 350,
(figs. 7(b-e)), the LEX vortex breakdown, which was Althoughshown by the surface flow visualization tech-
defined previously as the location where a stagnation of nique, the secondary and tertiary vortices as shown in the
flow in the core occurs accompanied by a sudden expan- schematic were not observed using smoke flow visualiza-
sion in the core diameter, moves forward from just in tion. This was probably because of their relative weak-
front of the vertical stabilizers to near the aft end of the ness and small size as compared to the primary vortex
canopy. At at = 42.5*, (fig. 7(f)), the vortex core was not and the location of the smoke injection.
observed and itis believed that the breakdown has moved In comparing the surface flow visualization data at
all the way to very near the LEX apex. a -,, 30* and 47*, the separation lines are observed to

The LEX vortex core breakdown location showed fore be farther outboard for the a -, 47* case, especially at
and aft fluctuations at steady-state flight conditions. Av- ES. 357. As noted in the previous section, at a -, 470,
erage longitudinal LEX vortex core breakdown locations vortex core breakdown is very near the LEX apex. Even
were determined from onboard video cameras and are though vortex breakdown has already occurred, the sec-
plotted as a function of angle of attack in figure 8. For an- ondary and tertiary lines of separation are still evident in
gles of attack between 200 and 400, the LEX vortex core the surface flow. While the flow appears highly unorga-
breakdown position moved forward nearly linear with in- nized, it is in fact structured, though extremely turbulent.
creasing angle of attack. On average, a 5*-change in an-
gle of attack changes the longitudinal location 10 percent 8.3 Measured Pressures
of the fuselage length.S~The effects of angle of attack on the LEX surface 'The vortex core breakdown location was observed to pressure in
fluctuate fore and aft more at longitudinal locations aft static pressure distribution are presented in figure 11 for
of z/e = .43. Due to the fore and aft fluctuations of the angles of attack from 100 to 50* at the low speed (0.2 <
vortex core breakdown, the flight results are approximate M- < 0.4), 1-g flight conditions. Pressure coefficients
to within ±.04 x/. are plotted from the LEX as a function of LEX span, y

and . as defined previously in figure 4. As the aircraftIn addition to the F-18 HARV flight results, figure 8 angle of attack increases from 10.00 to 25.80 , (figs. 1 (a)
also includes results obtained with subscale models in
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and (b)), the LEX maximum suction pressure peaks in- and did not have distinct suction pressure peaks. At

crease in magnitude and move inboard. At F.S. 357, i -, F.S. 253, the pressure distribution was slightly asymmet-

300 and above (figs. II(b) and (c)) the effect of the LEX rical and the end of pressure recovery did not correspond

vortex core breakdown on the pressure distribution can as well with the separation lines caused in part by the un-

be seen. As shown in figure 8, at a = 30%, vortex core steadiness of the flow and the difficulty in locating the

breakdown occurs very near F.S. 357 (xlE = 0.454) and separation lines at this condition.
moves forward as angle of attack is increased further.
This causes a decrease in the maximum suction pressure 8.5 Correlation of Flight and Wind-Tunnel
and a flattening of the pressure distributions when vor- Pressure Distributions on LEX
tex core breakdown occurs at and moves forward of the
measurement station. Similar trends are noted at F.S. 296 The LEX pressure distribution results from a 6-percent
and F.S. 253 for a = 39.3* and 45.40, respectively. At the scale F-I8 model (ref. 4) are correlated with flight data at
highest angles of attack, (fig. 11(c)), the flow becomes a ,-, 300 at M., - 0.3 and at a = 500 at M. - 0.2
less symmetrical, particularly at ES. 253. in figure 13. Wind-tunnel data was available from only

the upper surface of the LEX. At a ,-, 300, (fig. 13(a)),
8.4 Correlation of LEX Pressure Distributions the wind tunnel tends to underpredict slightly the suc-

with Flow Visualization tion pressures at ES. 253 and 296. The suction pressure
peaks are predicted better at F.S. 357. Both the flight and

Surface flow features from the surface flow visual- wind-tunnel results indicate some asymmetry in the LEX
ization results previously presented in figures 9 and 10 pressure distributions at a = 500, (fig. 13(b)).

for ai - 300 and 470 have been correlated in figure 12
with the pressure distributions obtained on the LEX at 9 EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK

S= 30.00 and 48.10 . Surface flow visualization was ob-
tained only on the left LEX, however, the separation line ON FOREBODY VORTICES
locations are shown on both sides for comparison with
the pressure distributions because they were obtained at 9.1 Off-Surface Flow Visualization
near zero sideslip. At a - 300, (fig. 12(a)), the sec-
ondary separation lines, S2, correspond well with the end Two photographs of smoke entrained in the right fore-
of pressure recovery outboard of the maximum suction body vortex core, taken from the right wingtip camera,
pressure peaks. The tertiary separation lines, S3, seem to are shown in figures 14(a and b) for a = 29.50 and 47.70,
correspond with the end of pressure recovery inboard of and 63 - 00. At both angles of attack, the right forebody
the secondary suction peak near the LEX leading edge. vortex core is well defined. At 29.50, (fig. 14(a)), the

The lateral location of the primary vortex core on the forebody vortex stays very close to the aircraft surface as
F- 18 HARV was determined with smoke v:sualization for it moves over the top of the canopy and aft over the fuse-
ct - 30' (refs. 15 and 16). The locations shown in fig- lage. In contrast, the forebody vortex core at c = 47.70,
ure 12(a) atefS. 296 and 357 are justinboard ofwthe max- (fig. 14(b)), lies farther away from the surface of the air-
imum pressure p2(a)eatES.6an .37 a greeust i d oththe ma-craft from its point of origin and continues to a location
imum suctio pressure peaks. This agrees well with theafoftecnpwhritpersobedwnon

lateral position of vortex cores on a sharp delta wing sug-

gested by Hummel and Redeker in reference 24 and ver- into the region directly above the LEX. Additionally, the
tried by Seshadri and Biietefisch in reference 25, which forebody vortex core at 47.70 appears to have a largerdiameter.
showed the lateral position of the vortex core coincided
closely with the maximum suction peak. The forebody vortices do not appear to be as strong as

the LEX vortices because of the lack of persistence and
At a = 48.10, (fig. 12(b)), the LEX primary vortex tuniformity in the core definition. In fact, over the course

core breakdown occurred forward of ES. 253 and all three of the 100-flight series, natural flow visualization of the
stations experienced turbulent, buffeting vortical flowwhile the aircraft was in a mild wing rock. At FS. 296 forebody vortices caused by condensation was observed

by the pilot only once whereas the LEX vortices were
and 357 the pressure distributions were essentially flat observed frequently.
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9.2 Surface Flow Visualization increased, these footprints become more negative and in-
dicate the presence of the primary vortex cores above the

Surface flow visualization on the forebody of the surface (ref. 26). It should be noted that at these fuselage
HARV using the emitted fluid technique is presented in stations the pressure distributions in all cases are sym-
the photos of figures 15 and 16 for ,a -, 300 and 470, metrical about 0 = 180* for3 #- 0 for angles of attack up
respectively. Noted in the figures are the primary vortex to 500.
separation lines (Si), secondary separation lines (CS2), the At ES. 142, sharp peaks at 0 = 900 and 2700 in thelines of reattachment (R), and the laminar separation bub- pressure coefficient curve starting at a = 19.70 (fig. 17(a)),bles (LSBs). A cross section vitw of the flow about the are the result of local separation behind the two small, el-forebody is shown in the inset (fig. 15). Again, the sep- liptical shaped ECM antenna covers described previouslyaration and reattachment lines are defined as they were wider Experiment Description. As the angle of attack isfor the LEX. An LSB was observed on the forebody, ap- increased to 500 (fig. 17(c)), these peaks move up around
pearing as a kink in the surface flow streamlines. This the fuselage to 0 = 1080 and 2520.is confirmed by noting that this only occurred near thenose apex and that at a - 470, (fig. 16(b)), the turbulent At F.S. 142, the forebody cross section has become
boundary layer from the screwheads shown on the fore- elliptical in shape. The magnitude of the maximum suc-body do not create a kink in the surface tion pressure peaks at this location have become some-
streamlines, what diminished above a - 250 or 300, (figs. 17(b) and(c)), compared to the three forward stations. Distinct

comparison of the forebody surface flow visualiza- footprints of the primary vortex are present near 0 -, 1600
tion at a ,-, 300 with that obtained at 47* shows that the and 2000 beginning around a = 250 (fig. 17(b)). Theseseparation lines at o - 47* have moved much nearer the footprint peaks are less distinct at 0 -,, 1600 than at 0nose apex. This indicates a stronger, more fully devel- 200* because this area of the aircraft contains the doorsoped vortex system at ot - 47*. In both cases, the separa- for the in-flight refueling probe and is not as smooth andtion lines appear to be nearly symmetrical for flush as the left side where there are no doors, joints,
000. or other discontinuities. These footprints have a maxi-

mum magnitude at ot = 45* diminishing significantly at9.3 Measured Pressures ct = 500, probably indicating that the vortices have be-
gun to lift from the surface. Again, the pressure distri-The effects of angle of attack on the forebody pres- butions are generally symmetrical about 9 = 1800 withsure distribution are presented in figure 17 for angles of the differences accounted for by local protuberances orattack fiom 100 to 50* at low speed, 1-g flight condi- discontinuities.

tions. Pressure coefficients are presented as a function At F.S. 184, the maximum suction pressure peaksof circumferential angle, 0. and for each of the five fore- have moved up to 0 - 1200 and 2400, (figs. 17(b) andbody stations. Note the change in scale from the LEX re- (
suits. The maximum suction pressures are much greater s n(c)), caused by the lcal influence of the LEX( At thisi n m g ni u d e o r h e E X ( i g .1 1) h an f o r th e o re o d y s ta tio n , th e a pe x o f th e L E X s is o n ly 1 3 in . a ft, (fi g . 4 ) ,in magnitude for the LEX (fig. 11) than for the forebody adi oae t8-13 n 30 scnb eniat the same angle of attack (fig. 17). and is located at 0 -, 1230 and 237*. As can be seen infigure 4, the surface flow visualization shows the stream-

At F.S. 70, ES. 85 and ES. 107, and starting at ot = lines pulled up and over the LEX for a -, 260, The19.70, (fig. 17(a)), the flow accelerating around the fore- maximum suction peaks for a > 250 are further reducedbody induces a pair of maximum suction pressure peaks in magnitude compared to ES. 142 becaume the primary
on the sides of the fuselage at 0 - 1000 to 1200 and vortices are lifted farther from the surface. The primary2400 to 2600. As the angle of attack was increased, these vortex footprints at 0 - 1650 and 1950 can still be ob-maximum suction peaksbecamemuch morepronounced, served at a > 250, (figs. 17(b) and (c)), but are more
(figs. 17(b) and (c)). At ES. 85 and 107, the forebody pri- diminished in magnitude compared to those at ES. 142.mary vortex pair footprints (ref. 4), indicated by suction For o = 34.30 and greater, the peaks in the pressure co-pressure peaks at 0 = 1680 and 1920, first become evi- efficient curves at 0 - 480 to 600 and 3000 to 3120 aredent at a = 34.30 (fig. 17(b)). As the angle of attack is due to local separation caused by the aircraft production
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pitot-static probes mentioned previously. Again, at this deviation in the surface streamlines was detected in the
location, the pressure distributions are nearly symmet- flow visualization at these circumferential locations.
theal about 0 = 180" with only small differences in the T p sin he pressure distributions for ES. 142Sprimary vortex footprint due to discontinuities caused by aTh pe,9°aks 25,(in .the )) prss re disriutosd for th. 142

Sthe refueling probe doors. a 5 n 60 fg 8a) r asdb h C
S~antenna covers as noted earlier.,

The general trend in the data from the forebody is The primary separation lines, S1,as identified by the
for the maximum suction pressure peaks to first appear surface flow visualization in figures 15 and 16, correlated

at a i 20 and increase in magnitude as angle of attack well with the end of pressure recovery on the lee side
is increased. In addition, the footprints of the primary of the forebody. This can be seen most clearly in fig-
vortex first appear at a , h 250 at ES. 142 and ES. 184 ure 18(b) at FS. 85 to 184 and in figure 18(a) at F.S. 142
and progress forward toward the nose apex as the angle and 184. This correlation also agrees well with the data
of attack is increased, of references 26 and 27 for a cone and an ogive. Also

shown in figure 18, the secondary vortex separation line,
9.4 Correlation of Forebody Pressure and Flow S2 , occurs slightly outboard of the footprints of the pri-

Visualization Results mary vortex pairs at F.S. 142 and ES. 184 in figure 18(a)
and at ES. 107 to 184 in figure 18(b).

Surface flow visualization results for a - 300 and
47* (figs. 15 and 16) are correlated with forebody flight 9.5 Correlation of Flight and Wind-Tunnel
pressure distributions at a = 30.0* and 48.10 in figure 18. Pressure Distributions on Forebody
The surface flow visualization and the forebody pressure
measurements were obtained on separate flights. Some Forebody pressure distribution results from a
differences in the results can therefore be expected be- 6-percent scale F-18 model (ref. 4) are correlated with
cause of slightly different test conditions and test flight data at a ,-. 30* at M,,o -, 0.3 and at a = 500 at
techniques. Moo -, 0.2 in figure 19. Wind-tunnel data were available

In figure 18(a) at ES. 70 and for ai - 300, and in fig- at only three forebody fuselage stations, ES. 107, 142,
ure 18(b) at F.S. 70, F.S. 85, and F.S. 107 and for a ,- and 184.
470, LSBs were identified in the surface flow visualiza- In figure 19(a), flight and wind-tunnel data are pre-
tion (ref. 13). Laminar separation bubbles are more closely sented for a = 30.00 and M. -,,, 0.3. At these conditions,
identified with the critical Reynolds number range (2 X the comparisons are good with the exception at F.S. 142
105 < Red < 4 x 105) than the supercritical range where the wind-tunel data does not :ndicate the foot-
(4 x 10 < Red < 6 x 106) (ref. 24). The Red, values pre the winr-te x pata t 0ndicatn 20(r.
for the flight data are given in the figures. At F.S. 107, prints of the primary vortex pair at e 160" and 2000.
(fig. 18(b)), the LSB located by the surface flow visual- The wind-tunnel model did not simulate the protuber-
ization ate = 1130 and 2470 correlates well with the kinks ances caused by the ECM antenna covers, the production
in the pressure distribution at 0 = 1080 to 1140 and 2460 to probes, and the refueling doors and hence, these effects
2520. This is consistent with the discussion in reference are not present. At ES. 107, there appears to be a kink in27 where the kink or flattening in the pressure distribution the wind-tunnel pressure distribution caused by an LSB

at 0 -, 1200 to 132ý, which is slightly more leeward thanwas correlated with an LSB for a tangent-ogive cylinder, the flight values. The model and flight Reynolds num-
Laminar separation kinks in the pressure distribution are bers, Red,, for all three stations are all in the supereritical
also noted for the data at a = 300 at F.S. 107, (fig. 18(a)), range though the flight values are almost an order ofmag-
though laminar separation was only noted in the surface nitude greater.
flow visualization near ES. 70. Unfortunately, the ori-
fices were not dense enough to define the kinks in the Results from flight and wind-tunnel data at a = 50.0*
pressure distribution caused by the LSB at F.S. 70 and and Moo ,, 0.2 are presented in figure 19(b). At these
F.S. 85. The kinks on the windward side of the maxi- conditions, the comparison of the results is mixed. The
mum suction pressure peaks at ES. 107 for 0 = 840 to model Reynolds numbers, Reg, in this case are critical
90* and 270* to 2760 are not explained at this time. No whereas the flight values are supercritical. The footprints
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of the primary vortex are evident for both the flight and location of the vortex core breakdown for positive, neg-
wind-tunnel data. At ES. 107, the wind-tunnel maxi- ative, and 0*-sideslip conditions.
mum suction pressure coefficients are approximately 0.2 Figure 21 shows that at ci - 20*, for the small sideslip
lower in magnitude than the flight values, however the angles o his sthvtex breakdon sideslmrangles of this study, the vortex breakdown moves more
location of the LSBs and the pressure distributions at the along the longitudinal direction than in the lateral direc-
primary vortex footprints agree well. At F.S. 142 the data tion, however, this effect is reduced as angle of attack
at the maximum suction pressure peaks compare well but increases.
the comparison is not as good at the primary vortex foot-
prints. At !.S. 184, there appears to be an asymmetry in
the wind-tunnel pressure distribution that does not appear 10.2 Forebody-LEX Vortex Interactions
in the flight data.

10.2.1 Angle of Attack Effects

10 FOREBODY-LEX VORTEX ASYM- Shown in figures 22(a-c) is a series of photos of the

METRIES AND INTERACTIONS right forebody vortex taken with the right wingtip camera
for ai = 29.5* to 42.50 at - 00-sideslip. In the photos it

The effects of angle of attack on the LEX and fore- can be observed that an interaction between the forebody
body flows have been shown in the previous sections us- and LEX vortex cores exists (inset sketches which have
ing both off-surface and surface flow visualization tech- been reconstructed from other flight data are shown for
niques as well as surface pressure measurements. In this clarity). At a = 29.5* (fig. 22(a)), the forebody vortex
section, the effect of sideslip and the forebody-LEX vor- core is pulled down beneath the LEX vortex just aft of
tex interactions will be discussed using only the off- the LEX/wing leading-edge flap hinge junction. As the
surface flow visualization technique. angle of attack increases, (figs. 22(b-c)), the location of

this interaction moves forward. The longitudinal location
10.1 Effect of Sideslip on LEX Vortices of this interaction is plotted in figure 23 as a function of

angle of attack. Accuracy of the data is x/e= ±.04.

The effect of angle of sideslip on the vortex core break- Also plotted in figure 23 is the location of the LEX
down position is illustrated in figures 20(a-c) as photo- vortex core breakdown taken from figure 8. It should
graphed from the right wingtip camera during a wings be noted that the forebody-LEX vortex interaction, for
level sideslip maneuver at a -, 250. The right LEX vor- the presented as in 0*-sideslip cases, occurs aft of the
tex core breakdown position can be seen moving aft as LEX vortex core breakdown position. Since the diameter
sideslip angle is decreased from 4.50 (right LEX vortex of the LEX %ortex structure increases significantly after
on windward side) to -3.40 (right LEX vortex on lee- breakdownasseenpreviouslyfrom wingtipphotographs,
ward side) where positive angle of sideslip is flow from it is not surprising that the forebody vortex core might be
the right or nose left as viewed by the pilot, pulled under the LEX vortex core because of the down-

The following trends were observed from studying ward action of the LEX vortex which is now closer to it

the onboard video data as well as from the wingtip still because of its suddenly increased diameter.
photos. With sideslip, the windward vortex core moves The forebody-LEX interaction locations gathered N
inboard and down closer to the surface with breakdown from a water-tunnel test on a 3-percent scale F- 18 model
occurring much farther forward than at 00 sideslip. Con- (ref. 15) are also plotted on figure 23. Good correlation
versely, the leeward vortex core was observed to move between the flight arid the model data is found in spite of
outboard and away from the surface with the vortex core a large difference in Reynolds number and fluid medium.
breaking down farther aft than at 0* sideslip.

The breakdown location was determined using on- 10.2.2 Sideslip Effects
board video data, and plotted in figure 21 for ar ,-, 200,

25*, and 300. In this figure, the lateral location of the Sideslip has a significant effect on the forebody vor-
vortex core breakdown was plotted against longitudinal tices. Forward of the canopy, the two forebody vortices

ties Forwar oftecnptetw oe yvrie
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are nearly symmetrical at P "' 00, for the angles of at- wind-tunnel results for the vortical flows on the forebody
tack presented. With sideslip, these vortices are rotated and leading-edge extensions of an F-18 aircraft have been
about the forebody to an asymmetrical location similar to reported for angles of attack up to 500. Both off-surface
the schematic of figure 24. The rotation of the forebody flow visualization using smoke injection and surface flow
vortices due to sideslip wa, also illustrated in a report visualization using the emitted liquid dye technique were
by Erickson (ref. 12) where F/A-18 water-tunnel flow used to obtain photographic data from flight. In-flight
visualization photos showed the leeward primary sepa- surface pressure measurements were made at five fore-
ration line rotated down and that of the windward side body stations and at three LEX stations on the aircraft
rotated up. and were correlated with similar data from a 6-percent

At the higher angles of attack, the effect of sideslip scale wind-tunnel model.

causes the windward forebody vortex to travel up and The off-surface flow visualization showed a strong
over the top of the canopy. In some cases, this wind- vortical field above the LEX and that the LEX vortex
ward forebody vortex core has been observed to cross core breakdown location moved forward with increas-
the aircraft centerline and interact with the leeward LEX ing angle of attack. The LEX vortex core breakdown
vortex near the vertical tails. At the same time, the lee- from wind-tunnel and water-tunnel tests correlated rea-
ward forebody vortex moves along the side of the canopy sonably well with the flight results. In general, as an-
to interact and merge with the leeward LEX vortex near gle of attack increased, the LEX pressure distributions
the canopy. The location of this forebody-LEX inter- experienced an increase in the magnitude of the max-
action as determined from onboard video and still pho- imum suction pressure peaks as the vortex core break-
tos is shown in figure 25 as a function of sideslip for an down approached them and then a decrease and the gen-
or - 33*. eral flattening of the pressure distribution as the vortex

From figure 25 it can be seen that as the aircraft ex- core breakdown progressed forward of them. The LEX

periences greater sideslip angles, the interaction of the secondary separation, as determined from surface flow

leeward forebody vortex core with the LEX vortex core visualization, corresponded well with the end of pres-

occurs farther forward, and the windward forebody vor- sure recovery outboard of the maximum suction pressure

tex core does so farther aft. This appears to be caused by peaks. The wind-tunnel data tended to underpredict the

the location of the forebody vortices as affected by angle suction pressures at some locations ata = 30*. Both flight

of sideslip. With sideslip, the windward forebody vortex and wind-tunnel results showed asymmetries at ci = 500.
is moved up and over toward the top of the canopy and Vortical flow was also observed on the forebody us-
away from the corresponding LEX vortex. Conversely, ing flow visualization starting at a - 250. The gen-
at the same time, the leeward forebody vortex is moved eral trend for the forebody pressure distributions was for
down along the side of the canopy and closer to the cor- the maximum suction pressure peaks to first appear at
responding LEX vortex, a -, 19- and increase in magnitude as the angle of attack

Upon comparing the effect of sideslip on the longitu- was increased. Footprints of the primary vortex pairs
dinal movement of tme forebody-LEX vortex core inter- first appeared at oa -- 250 on the aft portion of the fore-
action and the longitudinal movement of the LEX vortex body and progressed forward as the angle of attack in-

creased. The forebody primary separation lines, as iden-
cores, it was noted that the trends opposed each other. As cresed The for pimarspation lines as idn
sideslip increased, the breakdown location of the wind- tiffed by surface flow visualization, correlated well with
ward LEX vortex core moved forward while the loca- the end of pressure recovery leeward of the maximum
tion of the windward forebody-LEX vortex interaction suction peak. Both the surface pressure Qp levels and
moved aft. The inverse was true on the leeward side. the off-surface flow visualization indicated that the fore-

body vortex system is weakei than the LEX vortex sys-
tem. At at = 300, the comparison of the flight and wind-

11 CONCLUDING REMARKS tunnel pressure distributions were in general, good, but
the wind-tunnel data did not show the presence of the

A low-speed correlation of in-flight flow visualiza- vortex footprints and also exhibited some asymmetry not
tion, suiface pressure measurements, water-tunnel, and present in the flight data.
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Figure 2. Forebody and LEX pressure measurement stations.
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12.72 In.
ý-9.28 In. -~

7.91 In. Angle-of-attack

Top view ý L
23.09 In. 0i I-

IfUpru32.62 In. Rear view

27.25 In.
Angle-of-sldesllp vane

Side vle-v 7 ;87I~ .-.

(a) NACA airdata probe, right wingtip, (ref. 2 1).

Probe body Pitot-static tube

24.4 In. 8.2 In.

Alignment fins

Gimbal

AAI.ef l~e-oI amp vane 7

(b) Swiveling-head airdata probe, left wingtip.

Figure 5. Ainlata Probes mounted on F- 18 HARV wingtips.
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vo oe rere

LEX vortex core

ý-LE X vortex core breakdown

KY Tp viewSievw

Figure 6. Vortex flow on a 3-percent model of the F-18 airplane in a water tunnel, ot 3O*, 0 O, (ref. 15).
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If

(a) &y 15.80 and 0=.2*.

cow.be~~i

(b) ot 2O00andI3(r,

m WIF

(c) ci 24.2* and j6 -0.80.

Figure 7. Right wingtip view showing effects of increased anpje of attack on LEX vortex core and breakdown Onint
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(d) a=29.90 and6 =O0.3'.

(e) a= 350 anidf 1.80.

(M a=42.50 and =O.9 0 .

Figure 7. Concluded.
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SFVF 1.26 x104  3 Water 15
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20 cOj~me a
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Figure 8. ComparisonoftP-19 LEixvortex core bireakolln# between flight arid ground facilities.
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FWigur 9. Surac flow viulzto n etLXoE-8 AVfra 3
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Figure91. Surface flow visualization on left LEX of F-18 HARV for a 47g.
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F.S. 296
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Cp P1

0I

(a) ot 10.00, 15.20, and 19.70; M.,, 0.35.

Figure 11. Effect of angle of attack on LEX surface static pressure coefficients on tie F- 18 HARV at low speed.
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(b) cr o25.8*, 30.0*, and 34.30; M., 0.25.

Figure 11. Confinucdl.
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.2 -a 0.23 50.0 0.0 6.6Cp Solid symbols - tower surface
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Figure 11. Concluded.
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M a 3Rea(106) M a 13Rej(106)
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(Ref. 15S)
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Figure 12. Comparison of LEX surface static pressure coefficients with flow visualization results on the F-1 8 HARM.
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Model *Model

Flight Flight
-upper surface -upper surface

- -- lower surface l- ower surface

M a Rai R(10 6) M a f3Re(106)
00 00

0.30 30.0 0.0 1.40 model data 0.20 50.0 0.0 0.96 model data
0.26 30.0 -0.1 10.3 flight data 0.23 50.0 0.0 6.6 flight data

-3 FS.253 __3 F.S. 253 __

C 1 - - 1-

F3 S . 2 9 6 _ _ _ _F .S . 2 9 6 _ _ _ -

-2 .2-2z

cp 1 - - CP

0 -

F.S. 357 - - - -F.S. 357- - -

I ___2----2 -2- - _

Cp -1 N 0Cp 1 'I

I~~ ~~~ L 1-

(a) o = 30.00,. (b) o = 50.00.
Figure 13. Comparison of flight- and wind-tunnel measured LEX surface static pressure coefficients on the
F-18 HARV.
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(a) a =29.5* p0.4.

(b) ci 47.70 p 0.70.

Figure 14. Photographs from wingtip cameras of smoke entrained in forebody vortex core at two angles of attack.
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Reattchmet, RF.S. 1424

separation lieS

(a) 1/4,vicw.

(b) closeup of nosecone.

Figure 16. Surface flow visualization on F-IS HARV forebody for a - 470*
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-. 5 _
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Cp 0 4000M -- 0 -
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(a) Ci = 10.00, 15.20, and 19.70; Mm - 0.35.

Figure 17. Effect of angle of attack on forebody surface static pressure coefficient on the F- 18 HARV at low speed.
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Figure 17. Continued.
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(a) ci= 30.0*.
Figure 19. Comparison of flight, and wind-tunnel measured surface static pressure coefficients on the F-18 HARV
forebody.
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(a) cae26* and 34.52*.

Core breakdown
LEX vortex core

(b) ar=25- andf3 10.

Coebreakdown

(c) at-24.70 and8-3.40.
Figure 20. Right wifigtip view showing effects of increased angle of sideslip on LEX vortex core and break-
down point.
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Figure 21. Comparison of left F- 18 LEX vortex core breakdown location for a range of angle of sideslip and angle
of attack.
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LEX vortex
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Figure 22. Concluded.
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60 * Flight, forebody/LEX
Interaction, Rec =8 to 13 x 1

50 0 0 Water tunnel, forebody/L-EX
Interaction, Rec =8.3 x 103

a,40 -AA Flgt Evotxcrdeg lgt E otxcr
A breakdown, Re =8to13 x10 6

300A 0 (taken from fig. 8)
A

AA0

20-
.3 .4 .5 .6 .7

X/I

.5

.7 o*Figure 23. Longitudinal location of LEX vortex core breakdown and of fore-body and LEX vortex interaction forvarious angles of attack, =00.
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Windward + Leeward

side side
SSi

Figure 24. Cross sectional view of forebody vortex system at sideslip.
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Figure 25. Flight measured location of forebody/LEX vortex interaction as a function of sideslip, ai 330.
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VORTEX FORMATION OVER A CLOSE-COUPLED
CANARD-WING-BODY CONFIGUPA•TION

IN UNSYMMETRICAL FLOW+'

by

A. Bergmann, D. Hummel
Institut fQr Str6mungsmechanik, TU Braunschweig

Bienroder Weg 3, D - 3300 Braunschweig

and

H.-Chr. Oelker
Dornier Luftfahrt GmbH

Pustfach 1303, D - 7990 Friedrichshafen

SUMMARY

A close-coupled canard-wing-body combination has been investigated in unsymmetrical flow.
The configuration consisted of a delta canard and a delta wing (A' - AW - 2.3) and a body of
revolution as fuselage. Six-component and surface pressure distribution measurements as well as
flow visualizations by means of the laser-lightsheet techniqui have been carried out at
Reynoldsnumbers (based on wing inner chord) of Re - (1.1)1.4-10 for the canard-off and the
canard-on configuration.

For large angles of attack distinct jumps of the aerodynamic coefficients have been detected
in unsymmetrical flow which are due to sudden changes of the flow structure. On the canard-off
configuration they are caused by the collapse of the vortex-type flow on the windward side of
the configuration into a deadwater-type flow which takes place when the vortex breakdown
position within the wing vortices reaches the wing apex. On the canard-on configuration the
sensitive and favourable interference between canard and wing is suddenly disturbed. Apart from
a small region in the vicinity of the symmetrical flow in which a vortical flow at the canard
can be maintained up to extremely large angles of attack, in unsymmetrical flow at high angles
of attack the flow over the windward side of the canard collapses from a vortex-type flow to a
deadwater-type flow due to a sudden loss of favourable interference, and this causes the jumps
in the slope of the aerodynamic coefficients.

LIST OF SYMBOLS S' Area of canard or wing which is not
shrouded by the fuselage (marked in

Geometric Quantities rig. 2 by hatching)

A . b2/S Aspect ratio of canard or wing b - 2s Span of canard or wing

N2 5  Geometric neutral point of canard c(y) Local chord of canard or wing
or wing (original planform: Lea-
ding-edge extended to yC -yW " 0 c, . c(y -o) Inner chord of canard or wing
according to Fig. 2)

N2 5  Geometric neutral point of those cr - c(y - rF) Root chord of canard or wing
parts of canard or wing which areSnot shrouded by the fuselage w
(marked in Fi. 2 by hatching) L- - CW2 dyW Meanoaerodynamic chord of the

SR - r/ciW Relative forward position of the

canard
dF -

2 rF Diameter of the cylindrical portion
•. S Area of canard or wing (original of the fuselage

planform:.Leading-edge extended to • .. '
S- yM° 0 according to Fig. 2) Length of the fuselage

+) This work was partly supported by Deutsche Forschungsgeineinschaft under co'tract DFG Hu 254/8.
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IF Length of the fuselage ca - N/q.SWs Yawing moment coefficient (Refe-
rence axis and sign according to

11F, 12F, 13F Length of front, cylindrical and Fig. 4)
rear part of the fuselage
Radius of the cylindrical portion cp -(p - p.)/% Static pressure coefficient

rF of the fuselage p Static pressure

SHorizontal distance between the q. Free stream dynamic pressure
geometric neutral points of canard
and 2wng ( 5 AXN2 5C - XN25W - a Angle of attack (Angle between
" XN25C - AXN25W) the free stream velocity compo-

nent V.cosp and the wing plane,s Half span of canard or wing see Fig. 4)

s1 Local half span of canard or wing p Angle of sideslip (Angle between
the free stream velocity and thet Maximum thickness of canard or wing symmetry plane y - 0 of the con-
figuration, see Fig. 4)

x, y, z Body-fixed coordinates, origin on

the axis of the fuselage at the z Kinematic viscosity
intersection of leading-edge and
fuselage contour (y - rF) for
canard or wing Subscripts

AXN25 Distance of the geometric neutral
point N of canard or wing from C Canard
the trating-edge of the wing (or
from the rear end of the cyl indri- F Fuselage
cal portion of the fuselage)

U Wing

AxN25 Distance of the geometric neutral
point N'I of canard or wing from - Free stream conditions
the trailing-edge of the wing (or
from the rear end of the cyl indri-
cal portion of the fuselage)

(- x/cr Dimensionless body-fixed longitu- 1. INTRODUCTION
dinal coordinate for canard or wing

y - rF Dimensionless local lateral coor- Canard configurations have been investigated for a
q rF dinate for canard or wing. long time and there exists a large number of publica-tions of experimental and theoretical work on this
fP Leading-edge sweep of canard or topic. It is known since H. Behrbohm (1] in 1965 thatwing close-coupled canard configurations with canard and

wing of small aspect ratios in the range of I < A <

3 have substantial advantages: The maximum lift
coefficient cam and the corresponding angle of
attack c(cl~ax can be increased considerably by

Aerodynamic Quantities adding a delta canard to a delta wing. The advantage"is due to favourable interforence between the vortex
systems of canard and wing. Therefore, today a close-

Re -V..ciW/ Reynoldsnumber coupled canard configuration Is a characteristic
feature of modern fighter aircraft.

V. Free stream velocity Short-coupled canard configurations have been
studied extensively in series of measurements at

cL - L/q.SW Lift coefficient Naval Ship Research and Development Center (NSRDC)
[2 - 5] and at NASA [6 - 13]. These experimental

cD - D/q.SW Drag coefficient investigations were mainly aimed at finding practi-
cable solutions. The trimming capabilities of close-

cm - M/q.SWZ Pitching moment coefficient (Refe- coupled, canard configurations in comparison with
rence point N2 5W, nose-up positive, conventional configurations have been investigated by
see Fig. 4) R. B. Eberle et al., (14] and S. E. Goldstein, C. P.

Combs [15] and the aerodynamics of such configura-
Cy - Y/q.SW Side force coefficient alon [ beyond-stall have beenconsidered by H. 7ohn,

Jail" c1 -L/q.SWS Rolling moment coefficient (Refe- More recently new activities related to short-
rence axis and sign according to coupled einird configurations hiave beeinitirted by J.
Fig. 4) - Er-EIA. Seginer (18] as well as-within the 'Inter--"

cy Yq.S Sid foce oeffciet ~ eenconiderd b Z,
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national Vortex Flow Experiment* (VFE) by G. Drougge place neither in the canard's nor in the wing's
[19]. These investigations were aimed at an under- vortex system. This is due to favourable interference
standing of the physics of the vortex formation over effects: In the canard's vortex system a strong A I
such configurations and a proper calculation of such tendency towards vortex breakdown is present down-

flows by means of Euler- and Navier-Stokes-codes. The stream of the canard's trailing-edge, but the accele-
investigation- were mainly concerned with symmetrical ration of the flow over the leading-edge of the wing
flow around a short-coupled canard configuration keeps vortex breakdown away from the canard vortices
described in Ref. [19]. Although much effort was apart from some vortex stretching between canard and
devoted to the canard-off configuration, some results wing [22]. Due to the downwash of the canard the wing
for the canard-on configuration are available and operates at lower effective angles of attack and

summarized by A. Elsenaar et al. [20]. Force and therefore vortex breakdown is also delayed in the

pressure distribution measurements as well as a wing's vortex system. Due to these favourable effects
detailed study of t0- incompressible flow around this the lift of a close-coupled canard configuration is
configuration have bi.n carried out by H.-Chr. Delker larger than that of the wing alone. At very large
[21]. angles of attack, the sensitive interference is no

In close relation to the Vortex Flow Experiment at longer able to avoid vortex breakdown and a sudden
Institut fOr Strbmungsmechanik of Technische Univer- lift loss is caused by vortex breakdown within the
sitAt Braunschweig a comprehensive research program canard vortices first and then also within the wing

has been performed on a second close-coupled canard vortices.
configuration with a delta wing and a delta canard Short-coupled canard configurations have also been
(A/ - Ac - 2.31). Force and pressure distribution investigated in unsymnetrical flow and some publica-
measurements, flow visualizations and flow field mea- tions, e. g. Refse [8], [9], [11], [16], [17],
surements have been carried out by 0. Hummel and H.- present lateral aerodynamic characteristics. The aim
Chr. Oelker [22 - 26]. From these investigations the of these investigations were considerations of
mechanisms of interference between canard and wing lateral stability and control of such configurations
may be regarded as well understood for this con- but details of unsymmetrical flowfields have not yet
figuration in symmetrical flow. fig. I summarizes the been ztudied. For this purpose the A - 2.31 delta
flow pattern. At the canard a primary vortex is canard wind tunnel model of the Institut for Str6-

formed which is accompanied by a secondary vortex mungsmechanik at Technische Universitit Braunschweig
(not shown in Fig. 1) and by a counter-rotating has been equipped with a body of revolution as
trailing-edge vortex downstream of the canard's fuselage. This extended version of the configuration
trailing-edge. This vortex formation is the same as has been tested in unsymmetrical flow by means of
for a single delta wing according to D. Hummel [27]. force and pressure distribution measurements and the
Over the wing the canard vortex system remains flowfield has been studied using the laser-lightsheet
separate from the wing vortex system. In the inner technique. The first results of these investigations
portion of the wing the canard's trailing vortex will be presented subsequently.
sheet merges with the upper surface boundary layer of
the wing. The flow separation at the leading-edge of
the wing is suppressed in the front part of the wing
due to downwash effects caused by the canard's vortex 2 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND TEST PROGRAM
system. Therefore the wing vortices are formed with
some delay. They are again accompanied by a secondary
vortex (not shown in Fig. 1) and by a counter-rota- The experimental investigations have been carried

ting trailing-edge vortex downstream of the wing. out in the 1.3 m wind-tunnel of the Institut for

With increasing angle of attack this flowfield Str6mungsmechanik of Technische UniversitAt Braun-
remains virtually unchanged. Vortex breakdown takes schweig.

vcoo

Fig, 1: Flowfield around the coplanar A - 2.31 delta -

canard configuration at lowangle of attack
in symmetrical, incompressible.flbw
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z Tab..1: Geometric data of the configuration t
- --- 4-- - Y

Canard Aspect ratio AC - 2.31
Leading-edge sweep VC- 60"

Thicknces ratio (t/ci)C - 0.05

J Wing Aspect ratio AW - 2.31

Leading-edge sweep - 60*
Thicknes, ratio (t/ca)W - 0.05

Fuselage: Body of revolution
Thickness ratio dF/IF - 1/10.05
Cylindrical section dF/1ZF - 1/6.05

Front and rear part dF/lIF - d/13F
N2w - 1/2.00

Ný. 4 Combinatio% Wing-Fuselage:

Relative fuselage width dF/bW - 1/6
Position of N*5u axp 15W - 0.433

Position of N '5• AXN2sw/bW - 0.361

60. Hid-wing position

Combination Canard-Wing:
Relative canard size bc/bW - 0.4
Position of N PC 42SC/bW - 0.931

d Position of 
M
25C &AXNZsC/bW - 0.859

Forward position

of canard R - T/ciw - 0.575

Fi.g,2: Canard-wing-fuselage configuration Coplanar

2.1 WIND-TUNNEL MODEL angle between the wing plane and the fuselage axis

was (W - 0. Concerning the canard-wing combination
The investigations have been performed for a the span ratio is bc/bu - 0.4 corresponding to an

canard-wing-body configuration, which is shown in area ratio of SC/SW - 0.16. The ratio of the areas of
Fig. 2. The geometric data may be taken from Tab. 1. canard and wing not shrouded by the fuselage is '
Canard and wing have delta planforms of aspect ratio - 0.078 which may be regarded as a reasonable value
AC - AW - 2.31 and a corresponding leading-edge sweep related to practical application., The longitudinal
5 WC - pW- 60'. In both cases symmetric parabolic position of the canard in relation to the wing is
arc airfoils for the inner section (yc - y= - 0) and fixed., However the wind tunnel model allows some
parabolic contours in spanwise direction have been variation of the canard's vertical location and
used. For canard and wing the thizkness at the setting ancle. In the present investigations the
leading-edge was 1 mm. In relation to the sizes of special case of a coplanar mid-wing configuration has
canard (b - 240 mm) and wing (bu - 600 mm) these been studied.
leading-edges may be regarded as sharp. The fuselage
is a body of revolution which consists of a cylindri-
cal portion of length 1 - 6.05 dF and attached are 2.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE TESTS
front and rear parts 0olength 1F " 13F ' 2.00 dF.
Their shape has been taken as a polynomial of fourth The wind tunnel investigations have been carried
order which meets the cylindrical part continuously out at free stream velocities of V. - 34 m/s and V.
with respect to slope and curvature. Canard, wing and : 40 m/s, which correspond to Reynoldsnumbers of Re
fuselage are equipped with a tube system underneath 1.1 - 10 and Re - 1.4 - 10 6.
the surface and with pressure holeF in order to Six-component measurements have been carried out
measure the surface pressure distribution. The for -5•oS40" with Ad - 2.5' and the angle of side-
arrangement of the sections 1 to 30 and the positions slip has been varied in the range -10O' 26" with hA
of the pressure holes are shown in Fig, 3. In the - 2'. The aerodynamic coefficients have been evalua-
sections 1 to 5 and 14, 15 the pressure distribution ted from the measurements using the experimental
could be measured on the fuselage only, and in the coordinate system and the reference point shown in
sections 6 andi7-on the canard only a reduced n6mber Fi,4. These measurements have been carried out for
of pressure holes was available. the wing alone, the canard-off wing-body combination

The geometric data of the combinations win-fuse- as well as for the canard-wing-body configuration. L
1age and canard-wing are a16 collected iti Tab. 1. Pressure distribution measurements have been
The wing was added to the-fus4l•g'en such a way, carried out for 8 selected angles of attack and for
that the trAiling-edge ofthe wing-concided with the a few angles of sideslip. The testprdgram for-the
rear end of the cyi.ndricalpart of thie fuselage. A canard-off and the canard.on configuration may be

mid-wing configuration was chosen and the setting taken-frbmi".,i-

II I- -ý7 c
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In addition the flowfield has been visualized by
means of the laser-lightsheet technique. For each
position of the wind-tunnel model the lightsheet was
adjusted perpendicular to the free stream and moved

Section ,downstream from the apex of the fuselage to its rear
Nr X end. The corresponding flow pattern was documented by

a video camera on a video tape.

7
9 3 RESULTS
11

14 - 3.1 VORTEX FORMATION OVER THE CANARD-OFF CONFIGURA-
- TION

16 - 10~x3,0* IO

3.1.1 SIX-COMPONENI MEASUREMENTS

Results of the balance measurements for symmetrical
22 -• • flow 0 - 0* are shown in Fig. S. The canard-off wing-
24-- 111111fuselage configuration reaches slightly lower liftI6-" coefficients compared to the wing alone [21] which- Irepresents the well-known interference effect. The
2- 11wing-fuselage configuration shows larger nose-up
30- pitching moments than the wing alone due to Hunk's

Fig. 3: Positions of the pressure holes on canard,
wing and fuselage

Wing alone Canard-off Canard-on

CL+1.40 -0.35

CLI C

+1.00 -0.25

Canard-off
+0.80 -0.20

Wing alone

Fi~g.,..4: Experimental coordinate system for wind +060-0.15
U tunnel data reduction

Canard-on
"+0.40 -0.10

Tab 2: Test program for the suction side pressure +0.20 .n0.

distribution measurements on the canard-off "Cm
and the canard-on configuration 0S0 0

iEa"] Remarks
- __________-0.201 1 -+0.05

8.7 0 10 20
14.5 0
19.3 0 6 10 20 -0.40 ' 0.10 "
24.2 0 10 20+ + pressure side also - 10* 0' + 10" + 20" a + 40"o 26_6 0 10 20 canard-on only
26-1 6 ) 0L 5.-.: -Results of three-component measurements for

341 0 wing alone (0 03 ), canard-off (0 (3) and
"39.1 0 canard-on (0 configuration at
-I "- _ _ __ __ __" _Re 1.1 10

Z*1,K;AU
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+1.20 Some results of the six-component measurements on
the canard-off configuration are plotted in Ftg. 6 .

SC1  -At low angles of attack lift and pitching moment

+1.00" 6-000 depend only slightly on the angle of sideslip and the
unsyemetry of the flow causes a rolling moment. The
drag is closely related to the lift characteristic

+0.80• -O D-0 and side force and yawing moment correspond to the
+0."0 1 v rolling moment characteristic; they are not shown for

simplicity. In symmetrical flow vortex breakdown is

+0.60 . present over the wing for a > 10* and in unsymmetri-
cal flow vortex breakdown takes place over the
windward side of the wing at even lower angles of

+0.40 - - attack. The effects of vortex breakdown are not
distinctly marked in the aerodynamic characteristics
plotted in Fig. 6. This is due to the well known

+0.20 - - -v-v fact, see e. g. D. Humuel, G. Redeker (28], that for
a delta wing of aspect ratio A - 2.31 the vortices
are relatively weak and the nonlinear effects in the

0 aerodynamic characteristics are small. At larger
-0.10 ___ angles of attack, however, considerable kinks occur

-0.10 lin the slopes of the aerodynamic characteristics
Cm _ -which are marked in Fig. 6 by hatching. These sudden

- changes of the aerodynamic coefficients are caused by
-0.08. corresponding changes in the structure of the vorti-

cal flow over the configuration which will be ana-

-0.06 lyzed in more detail subsequently.

-0.04
3.1.2 FLOW STRUCTURE IN SYM4ETRICAL FLOW

-0.02 -
A first sequence of pressure distributions measured

on the suction side of the canard-off configuration
0 --- OO' - is shown in Fig. 7 for symmetrical flow 0 - 0' and

-1 -0.12 angles of attack e - 19.3%, 29.1', 34.1' and 39.1".
-0.10 C1 This series is completed by Fig. 8a for a - 8.7' and

Cl  a. by Fig. 9a for a - 24.2". In these pressure distri-

-0.08 -0.10 butions the positions of the wing vortices are

0 29.1' clearly indicated by distinct suction peaks. At low

S24.2' angles of attack, see e. g. Fig. 8a, no vortex

-0.06 4 -0.08 breakdown is present over the wing. The vortex
D 19.3' breakdown position crosses the wing trailing-edge for

A - 10' and moves upstream with increasing angle of

-0.04 9-0.06 attack.. The vortex breakdown locations given in Figs.
-0 '0 9.6 7, 8 and 9 have been determined from the flow vi-

v 4.8"• sualizations by means of the laser-lightsheet tech-
-0.02-0 0' -0.04 nique. They can also be identified by the charac-

teristic shape of the pressure distributions. Up-
stream of the breakdown position in the region of a

0 -0.02 regular vortex formation a very steep suction peak is
present.. On the other hand downstream of the break-
down position in the region where a deadwater-type

0-0------ 0 flow in the vortex center is surrounded by an ordi-
narily structured flow, the suction is reduced and
the pressure distribution is flatened in spanwise

, , +0.02 direction. Nevertheless downstream of the breakdown
-10' 0' +10" +20" p +30" position considerable variation of the suction in

Fig. 6: Results of six-component measurements for spanwise direction is present and the pressure

the canard-off configuration at distribution is far away from a deadwater-type

Re - 1.1 1 106 structure with constant pressure.
At an angle of attack a - 34.1' vortex breakdown

within the wing vortices occurs very close to the
wing apex. For angles of attack a > 34.1' at the very

moment of the fuselage. The slight reductions of lift beginning of a flow around the wing leading-edge the

and nose-down pitching moment slope for e > 10" regularly structured front part of the vortex dissap-
indicate the occurrence of vortex breakdown over the pears. Consequently downstream of the vortex break-

wing. The results for the canard-on configuration down position the vortex-type flow in which the

will be discussed in section 3.2. deadwater-type-flow was emdedded so far dissappears,

L --- -.,---- -- -? • .$,
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3 a) b) c) d)
-IcP , • - 19.3 a- 29.1 a - 34.1 a- 39.1"

FV IFVJ0

0

{cl.O i WVB

0.5 i

i ~1.0
0.2 0.6 1.0 0.2 0.6 1.0 0.2 0.6 1.0 0.2 0.6 qW 1.0

SFV WV FV WV WV j

Fia. 7: Suction side pressure distribution for the canard-off configuration in symmetrical flow
3 - 0* for various angles of attack a, Re - 1.4 • 106 (WV Wing vortex, FV Fuselage

vortex, B Breakdown)

also. This means that a vortex formation along the deadwater-type flow downstream of the breakdown point
leading-edge of the wing does no longer exist. At a in such a way that some flow structures are created
> 34.1" the flow structure changes from a vortex-type there which delay the collapse of vortical flow over
flow with vortex breakdown to a deadwater-type flow the wing. This kind of interference might be respon-
over the wing. For a - 39.1' the pressure distribu- sible for the smooth slope of the aerodynamic coeffi-
tion on the upper surface of the wing becomes more or cients in the region of maximum lift.
less constant in spanwise and chordwise direction,.
The change of the flow structure over the wing leads
to a reduction of lift and to a certain increase of 3.1.3 FLOW STRUCTURE IN UNSYMMETRICAL FLOW
nose-down pitching moment which can be taken from
Fig. 5. No abrupt variations of the aerodynamic A second sequence of pressure distributions mea-
coefficients in the region of maximum lift take sured on the suction side of the canard-off confi-
place. This might be due to some favourable inter- guration is shown in Fig. 8 for a low angle of attack
ference effects which will be discussed subsequently. a - 8.7" and various angles of sideslip P. In sym-

At low angles of attack, see e. g. Fig. 8a, no metrical flow 0 = O no vortex breakdown is present
fuselage vortices could be detected neither from the over the wing, but the breakdown position is located ]
flow visualizations nor from the measured pressure close to the trailing-edge downstream of the wing.
distributions. At a - 19.3' fuselage vortices are With increasing angle of sideslip the wing vortex on
definitely formed over the body in front of the wing the windward side moves inboard and the wing vortex

-and their traces can be detected from local suction on the leeward side moves outboard. In the wing
in the fuselage pressure distribution. A tendency vortex on the windward side the vortex breakdown
towards merging of the fuselage vortex system into position moves upstream with increasing angle of
the wing vortex system can easily be recognized from sideslip. This behaviour is well known for delta

* Fig. 7a. With increasing angle of attack the fuselage wings, see e. g. D. Hummel, G. Redeker [28]. Up to
vortices increase in strength and the tendency an angle of sideslip of 0 - 10" no fuselage vortex
towards merging with the corresponding wing vortex could be detected from the pressure distributions as
increases as well. One has to bear in mind, however, well as from the flow visualizations. For - 20"> a
that within the wing vortices vortex breakdown takes a small fuselage vortex can be recognized from some
place close to the apex of the wing. Therefore the suction in the fuselage pressure distribution. This
fuselage vortices interfere with wing vortices which vortex passes downstream to the leeward side and
are already destroyed by vortex breakdown to a large causes suction on the wing and on the fu~selage in the
extend. Details of this kind of interference have not region of the wing body junction. A corresponding
yet been studied. Fig. ? shows that the traces of the counter-rotating fuselage vortex from the leeside is
fuselage vortices get lost over the wing for a > 30". located on the lower side of the configuration. The
"In this case the fuselage vortices may influence the fuselage vortex system remains separate from the wing

UKtZ
j,! !R,
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3 a) b) C)
p 1v A - 10, Vc ) 20'(0

1.0 -- 80.

WV8

O.S •

l.0

-1.0,-0.6 -0.2 0.4 rjTW.O -0.8 -0.4 0. W- O-.6- 0. 2/0.4O7W

W v WVv F0 wv

Fl. 8: Suction side pressure distributions for the canard-off configuration at angle of attack
a - 8.7' and different angles of sideslip P, Re - 1.4 i 1O (WV Wing vortex, FV
Fuselage vortex, B Breakdown)

vortex system. Its effect on the pressure dlstribu- leeward side and upstream on the windward side. At an
tion and the aerodynamic coefficients is very small, angle of sideslip of f - 10" vortex breakdown on the

Another sequence of pressure distributions measured windward side of the wing reaches the wing apex. In
on the suction side of the canard-off configuration this situation the same change of the flow structure
is shown in Fg. 9 for a moderate angle of attack a as described for a = 34.1' in symmetrical flow now
= 24.2" and various angles of sideslip 0. In this takes place on the windward side of the wing. At the
case vortex breakdown takes place far upstream over very beginning of a flow around the leading-edge the
the wing even in symmetrical flow A - 0*. The steep regularly structured front part of the vortex dissap-
and pointed pressure distributions upstream and the pears. Consequently downstream of the vortex break-
flatened distributions downstream of the breakdown down position the vortex-type flow in which the dead-
position are clearly indicated. With increasing angle water-type flow was embedded so far dissappears also.
of sideslip the whole vortex system moves towards the This means that a vortex formation along the windward
leeward side of the configuration. Vortex breakdown leading-edge of the wing does no longer-exist. A
within the wing vortices moves downstream on the sudden change of the flow structure from a vortex-

c a) V. b) C) flc
1 . 0-1" 10" * 20"'. V,,

0

1.01 
8

0.Oo WVB WV B 8

e WYB

1.0-
-1.0-0.6 -0.2 0.4 '4 1"°. -0.8 -0.4 -. 07.6 -0.2 0.4 mwl.0

i V FV FV WV W

-Fig. 9: Suction side pressure distributions for the canard-off configuralion at angle of attack
a - 24.2' and different angles of sideslip A, Re - 1.4 10 (WV Wing vortex, FV
Fuselage vortex, B Breakdown)
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flow takes place. The pressure distribution becomes namic derivatives at increasing angles of sideslip

constant in spanwise and chordwise direction over the occur more and more abruptly.
whole windward side of the wing and this indicates
that a deadwater-type flow is present over this part
of the configuration. The sudden change of the flow 3.2 VORTEX FORMATION OVER THE CANARD-ON CONFIGURATION
structure and of the corresponding pressure distribu-
tion on the windward side of the wing leads to losses 3.2.1 SIX-COMPONENT MEASUREMENTS
in lift and to additional positive rolling moments as
well as to a considerable increase of the nose-down The results of the balance measurements for sym-
pitching moment. These modifications of the aerodyna- metrical flow are shown in Fig. 5 already. Adding
mic coefficients are clearly marked in Fig. 6. the canard to the wing-fuselage configuration leads
However, this change of the flow structure leads in to a considerable increase of lift and to a reduction
symmetrical flow at high angles of attack to a smooth of nose-down pitching moment. This behaviour is well
variation of the aerodynamic coefficients whereas in known from the previous investigations of D. Hummel,
unsymmetrical flow at moderate angles of attack H.-Chr. Oelker [22 - 26] and H.-Chr. Oelker [21], but
abrupt changes in the aerodynamic characteristics one has to bear in mind that although the same canard
occur. The reason for this difference might be the and the same wing have been used the configurations
influence of the fuselage vortices. At high angles of were different. Due to the thick fuselage in the
attack in symmetrical flow a considerable effect of present investigations the ratio of the unshrouded
the fuselage vortices on the deadwater-type flow of areas SC/Sw of canard and wing is much smaller than
the wing is present. In unsymmetrical flow at mo- in the previous investigations with an extremely thin
derate angles of attack, however, the windward fuse- fuselage. Nevertheless the interference mechanisms
lage vortex remains always separate from the wing are obviously quite similar. The additional lift at
vortex. In Figs. 9b and 9c this vortex passes even to the canard is mostly compensated by lift losses at
the leeward side of the fuselage. Therefore the the wing through downwash effects. Thus lift is
fuselage vortex of the windward side does not in- shifted towards the canard which leads to additional
fluence the windward wing flow. The result is a nose-up pitching moments. The increase of lift at
sudden collapse from vortex-type flow to deadwater- higher angles of attack is due to favourable inter-
type flow on the windward side of the wing and this ference effects [21], [22] by which vortex breakdown
sudden change of the flow structure leads to the within the vortices of canard and wing is suppressed
abrupt modifications of the aerodynamic coefficients, simultaneously. The effective angle of attack of the

The flow structure at the canard-off configuration wing is reduced by the downwash of the canard and
for different angles of attack a and various angles this leads to a delay of wing vortex breakdown. By
of sideslip is documented in Fig. 10 for the right- adding the canard to the wing-fuselage configuration
hand half of the wing. For P > 0 this half represents vortex breakdown over the wing is shifted from a >
the windward side and for # < 0 the leeward side. The 10" for the canard-off configuration to a > 17" for
lower border marks the occurrence of vortex breakdown the canard-on configuration. On the other hand the
at the trailing-edge of the wing. It is not distinct- wing vortex system induces an acceleration of the
ly recognized in the results of the six-component flow mainly in the region of the canard's trailing-
measurements, since the nonlinearities are small for edge and therefore vortex breakdown does not take
a wing of aspect ratio A = 2.31. The upper border is place within the canard vortices over the canard up
related to the collapse of vortical-type flow over to very large angles of attack.
the wing and to the establishment of a deadwater-type Results of the six-component measurements on the
flow over the wing. This collapse is distinctly canard-on configuration are plotted in Fig. 11. At a
marked in the six-component measurements. With first glance they are very similar to those for the

canard-off configuration according to Fig. 6. In
symmetrical flow P - O" the vortex breakdown position

- leeward side - windward side- traverses the wing trailing-edge at a = 17' and in
409 unsyimmetrical flow vortex breakdown takes place over

the windward side of the wing at even lower angles of
a deadwater-type flow attack. Again the effects of vortex breakdown are not

distinctly marked in the aerodynamic characteristics
according to Fig.. 11 since the nonlinear effects are
relatively small. At larger angles of attack a > 24'
sudden changes in the aerodynamic characteristics

200 similar to those on the canard-off configuration takevortex-type flow with place. However the losses of lift and of negative
vortex breakdown over rolling moment as well as the additional nose-downI )vortex-type the wing

vflow without t0 h pitching moments are much larger for the canard-on
vortex breakdown configuration than for the canard-off configuration.
vor the wing The corresponding changes in the structure of the
over the wingflow will be analyzed in detail subsequently.

-300 -20o -10o 100 200 f 300

SFig. 10: Flow structure on the canard-off configura- 3.2.2 FLOW STRUCTURE IN SYMMETRICAL FLOW
tion for different angles of attack a-and
various angles of sideslip A (Flow state.is A series of pressure distributions measured on the
documented for the right-hand half wing) suction side of the canard-on configuration is~shown

- -(
S. . .-, -_ . . . . . . .. . . . . .
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_1.40 low angles of attack a < 20" the vortex systems of
wing and canard remain separate from each other over

CL the whole configuration, but a tendency towards
merging of the two vortex systems is clearly indi-

+ .2" cated. With increasing angle of attack the canard
vortices move downwards and outwards over the rear
part of the configuration. The traces of the canard
vortices are marked in the pressure distributions by
some local suction in the wing's pressure distribu-

+0.80 OOV tion. For a > 28" the merging process of the twoC vortex systems takes place over the wing., This"+080-t -D D behaviour is quite different from that found in the
previous investigations by D. Hummel, H.-Chr. Oelker+0.60- [22 - 26] and H.-Chr. 0elker [21] in which separate
vortex systems have been detected. The difference in
the flow structure is due to the fact that although"the same canard and the same wing have been used theunshrouded areas of canard and wing were different
for the two fuselage widths. This means that the

+0.20 - - -_ interference between canard and wing depends sensi-
tively on the relative positions of the interacting

0 vortex systems.
,_ _,_The fuselage vortices on the canard-on configura-

-0.02 tion are difficult to detect from the pressure
distributions according to Figs. 12a and 13a as wellCm •as from the flow visualizations. Some suction in the

0 pressure distribution on the fuselage in the region
of the canard indicates the existence of fuselage
vortices. They are much weaker than at the canard-

+O.O2 off configuration according to Fig. 7 since for the
canard-on configuration the free-floating nose of the
fuselage is considerably shorter. The relatively

+0.04 large suction on the fuselage close to the junction
with the wing should not be mis-interpreted as
generated by fuselage vortices. These low pressures
are caused by the nearby canard vortices in the case

a -C of the canard-on configuration (Fig. 12) and by the
I 0wing vortices in the case of the canard-off configu-

-0.12 - 29.1' -0.18 ration (Fig. 9b). This suction on the fuselage
-M 26,7" contour must be regarded as a thickness effect, Fig.S,12 indicates that with increasing angle of attack a

00 25.1" -0.15 tendency for merging of the fuselage vortices into
-0.09 -D 19.3- -0 the canard-wing-vortex system is present, This means

A 14.5" that at very high angles of attack a > 28" in sym-
-0.06.0 9.7'.. -0.12 metrical flow 0 - 0O a merged vortex system exists

over the configuration which consists of the vortices0 4.8" from wing, canard and fuselage.
-0.03 -0.09 The process of vortex merging over the rear part of

the configuration causes considerable effects related

to the pressure distributions according to Fig. 12
0-0.06 and to the aerodynamic coefficients according to Fig.5. For the canard-on configuration the upstream

movement of the breakdown position in the wing

+0.03 -0.03 vortices with increasing angle of attack is extremelyreduced. This important fact is quite obvious from a
comparison of Figs. 7 and 12. Furthermore the favou-

rable upstream influence of the wing vortex flow on
+0.06 the canard is large and due to this effect vortex

breakdown does not occur within the canard vortices

40.03 up to very large angles of attack. To maintain a

-10" 0. +10' +20" p +30' vortex-type flow on the canard at these high angles
of attack is only possible through the interference

Fio. 11: Results of six-component measurements for effects from the wing.
the canard-on configuration at Re = 1.1.10 At very high angles of attack this interference is

very complicated due to the fact that the canard
i f y c l 0 n l vortices show a bubble-type flow structure in the it
i F attack12 fo - .smetrcal flow 3 ' and angles of region between canard and wing. This phenomenon has

attacka- 19.3", 2., 34.1 and 39.1* This been demonstrated by 0' Hummel, H.-Chr. Oelker [21],
sequence is completed by Fig. 13a for a - 24.1% At [221 but it is not yet fully understood. Downstream
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of the trailing-edge of the canard the vortices canard. The bubble within the canard vortices is no
stretch consioerably in radial direction and form a longer closed at its rear end and this means that a
bubble in their center, but due to the acceleration final breakdown of the canard vortices takes place.
of the flow by the wing this bubble closes again in The breakdown position moves upstream over the canard
the vicinity of the wing's leading-edge and more and causes reductions of the suction which are
downstream over the wing ordinarily structured canard clearly indicated in Fig. 12. This means that at very
vortices without vortex breakdown are present. This large angles of attack the lift loss is also extended
bubble type structure of the canard vortices has been to the canard and this leads to additional nose-down
observed by H.-Chr. Oelker (21] for angles of attack pitching moments, see Fig. 5.
a > 14" on the configuration with a thin fuselage and The change of the flow structure from a vortex-type
this phenomenon is also present within the canard to a deadwater-type flow at high angles of attack on
vortices on the present configuration, the present configuration is very complicated in

For a > 17' vortex breakdown takes place in the detail. Therefore much more investigations are
wing vortices over the wing, but the effects on lift necessary to understand the bubble phenomenon, its
and pitching moment remain relatively small due to relation to vortex breakdown and its contribution to
the slow upstream movement of the breakdown position the decay of vortical flow.
with increasing angle of attack. At a - 32" the
maximum lift coeffIcient is reached for the canard-
on configuration, and its value is much larger than
for the canard-off configuration according to Fig. 5. 3.2.3 FLOW STRUCTURE IN UNSYMMETRICAL FLOW N
The flow structure in this region is characterized by
wing vortex breakdown at fW = 0.4 and by a vortex- A sequence of pressure distributions measured on
type flow at the canard. For even larger angles of the suction side of the canard-on configuration for
attack the destruction of the merged vortex system an angle of attack of a - 24.2" and various angles of
over the wing continues. The pressure distributions sideslip is shown in Fig., 3. In symmetrical flow P A
in the rear part of the wing indicate considerable - 0* vortex breakdown takes place in the wing vor-
reductions of suction, which might be due to changes tices over the rear part of the configuration. In
in the flow structure of the canard vortices down- unsymmetrical flow within the wing vortex system
stream of the bubble region. This leads at first to vortex breakdown moves upstream on the windward side
a loss of lift on the wing and to a corresponding and downstream on the leeward side. The tendency
increase of the nose-up pitching moment according to towards merging between the vortex systems of canard
Fig. 5. The pressure distributions measured at the and wing decreases on the windward side and increases
canard for a = 34.1" and 39.1' show still very high on the leeward side of the configuration. At 0 - 10*
suction generated by a vortex-type flow there, but on the windward side -the wing vortex (with vortex
the favourable interference from the wing vortices is breakdown) is separate from the:canard vortex. On the
no longer able to avoid vortex breakdown at the leeward side vortex breakdown has dissappeared and
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merging of the canard vortex into the wing vortex canard. In this case the collapse of a vortical flow
takes place. At 0 - 20" the merging process of the on the windward side of the canard is caused by the
two vortices on the leeward side has further de- sudden loss of favourable interference effects from
veloped and in this case the wing vortex may be the wing by which a vortical flow without vortex
regarded as the continuation of the canard vortex breakdown at the canard had been established so far.
close to the leeside leading-edge. On the windward After the collapse of the windward canard flow a
side of the configuration, however, the flow struc- deadwater region generated by the canard interferes
ture has completely changed. Vortex breakdown within with the vortex-type flow (with vortex breakdown)
the wing vortex takes place far upstream and only a over the windward side of the wing. The final col-
small portion of the wing vortex close to the wing lapse of vortical flow on the windward side of the
apex has the ordinary structure without vortex configuration takes place when the vortex breakdown
breakdown. This wing vortex which is destroyed to a position with"r the windward wing vortex reaches the
large extend by vortex breakdown is no longer able apex of the wing.
to avoid vortex breakdown within the canard vortex by The system of fuselage vortices on the canard-on
means of favourable induced velocities. This means configuration is difficult to detect from the pres-
that with increasing angle of sideslip 0 vortex sure distributions according to Fig. 13 as well as
breakdown suddenly occurs within the canard's vortex from the flow visualizations. In symmetrical flow 0
system on the windward side. Details of the destruc- - 0* some suction in the pressure distribution on the
tion of the bubble-type canard vortex flow and the fuselage in the region of the canard indicates the
abrupt occurrence of vortex breakdown within the existence of fuselage vortices. They are much weaker
canard vortices over the canard are not known at than at the canard-off configuration according to
present. The vortex breakdown position moves upstream Fig. g since for the canard-on configuration the free
very rapidly and already at 0 - 20* the canard vortex floating nose of the fuselage is considerably shor-
is completely destroyed by vortex breakdown and a ter. With increasing angle of sideslip the fuselage
deadwater-type flow is present over the windward side vortices increase in strength due to reduced scree-
of the canard. The corresponding changes in the ning of the fuselage nose by the canard. The trace of
pressure distribution lead to sudden losses of lift, the windward fuselage vortex for 0 - 10" and A - 20'
of nose-up pitching moment and of negative rolling is clearly indicated by local suction. This vortex
moment which are clearly indicated in the results of passes separately over the leeward parts of fuselage
the six-component measurements according to Fig. 11. and wing. In this case a favourable influence of the

The sudden changes of the aerodynamic characte- fuselage vortex on the flow over the windward side of
ristics at high angles of attack for the canard-off the wing does no longer exist and since also the
and the canard-on configuration according to Figs. 6 interference between the canard vortex and the wing
and 11 are closely related to the collapse of vorti- vortex on the windward side of the wing is reduced
cal flow on the windward side of the configuration, with increasing angle of sideslip, the wing vortex is
For the canard-off configuration this collapse is rapidly destroyed there by means of vortex breakdown.
caused by the facts that the breakdown position in The leeward fuselage vortex merges quickly into the
the windward wing vortex reaches the apex of the wing canard-wing vortex system with increasing angle of
and that a vortex-type flow separation at the wing sideslip.
leading-edge no longer takes place. For the canard- The flow structure at the canard-on configuration
on configuration the situation is much more compli- for different angles of attack and various angles of
cated due to the interference between wing and sideslip is documented in Fig. for the right-hand
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half of the configuration. The lower border marks the - leeward side windward side-
occurrence of vortex breakdown within the wing 400 %
vortices at the trailing-edge of the wing. In compa- \@ i collapse of - ortical flow
rison with the flow states at the canard-off configu- o I \ t\ canard, atc win
ration according to Fig. 10 this border has been D
generally shifted towards higher angles of attack due 300 wiBg
to the favourable effects of the canard on the wing.
This shift is small on the windward side and large on
the leeward side since the favourable merging process 200 vortex breakdown vortex breakdown
takes place mainly on the leeward side. This lower
border is again not distinctly marked in the results at trailing-edge at trailing-edge

of the six-component measurements since the nonlinear anard

effects are small. At large angles of attack a second 100

border indicates the occurrence of vortex breakdown
within the canard vortices at the trailing-edge of
the canard. The contribution of the bubble-type 00

canard vortex flow to this process needs further -30° -200 -100 100 200 P 300
investigations. The second border is well documented A Vortex-type flow without vortex breakdown over
by the six-component measurements, the pressure wing and canard
distribution measurements as well as by the flow ® Vortex-type flow with vortex breakdown over the
visualizations up to an angle of attack of o- 27.5 wing but without vortex breakdown over the canard
For even larger angles of attack all lines in the Q Vortex-type flow with vortex breakdown over wing
diagram are dashed and they are still subject to some and canard

discussion. The second border should pass to the a c r

leeside of the configuration at very high angles of 2 Vortex-type flow with vorteA breakdown over the

attack since the favourable interference effects wing and deadwater-type flow over the canard

should get lost on this side also. After crossing the (?) Deadwater-type flow over wing and tanard

second border at large angles of sideslip the vortex- Fig. 14: Flow structure on the canard-on configura-
type flow collapses abruptly and a deadwater-type tion for different angles of attack o and
flow is present over the canard. For small angles of varieus angles of sideslip # (Flow state is
sideslip in the vicinity of the symmetrical case P - documented for the right-hand half of the
0%, however, a small corridor exists in which a configuration)
vortex-type flow is present over the canard which has
been documented by Fig. 12 up to very large angles of vortices. The tendency towards merging the fuselage

attack. At high angles of attack a and large angles vortices into the wing vortices increases on the
of sideslip # a third border should occur which marks leeward side and decreases on the windward side of
the final collapse of a vortex-type flow close to the the configuration. The collapse of the vortex-type
apex of the wing. That part of Fig. 14 which is given flow takes place at first on the windward side. This
in dashed lines needs further investigations, causes losses of lift and of negative rolling moments

as well as an increase of nose-down pitching moments.
With increasing angle of attack the sudden change of

4. CONCLUSIONS the flow structure takes place at a lower angle of
sideslip and the abruptness of the corresponding

A close-coupled canard-wing-body combination has changes in the aerodynamic coefficients is reduced
been investigated both in symmetrical and unsymmetri- due to the increasing interference effects from the
cal flow. The coplanar mid-wing configuration con- merging fuselage vortices.
sisted of a delta canard and a delta wing of aspect On the canard-on zonfiguration a vortex formation
ratios AC - AW - 2.31 and a body of revolution as has been observed on the wing and on the canard.
fuselage. Six-component and surface pressure distri- Fuselage vortices could be detected for large angles
bution measurements as well as laser-lightsheet flow of attack and/or sideslip only, and these vortices
visualizations have been carried out at Reynoldsnum- were much weaker than those for the canard-off
bers Re - (1.1)1.4.106 for the canard-off and the configuration due to the shorter free floating front
canard-on configuration. part of the fuselage. In symmetrical flow, p - 0', at

On the canard-off configuration a system of wing first all three vortex systems developed separate
vortices has been found for all angles of attack from each other, but the tendency towards merging the
whereas fuselage vortices could be detected for canard vortices into the wing vortices and the
larger angles of attack and/or sideslip only. In fuselage vortices into the canard-wing vortices
symmetrical flow, 0 - 0%, vortex breakdown is present increased with increasing angle of attack. Between
in the wing vortices for a > 10% With increasing canard and wing a very strong interference is pre-
angle of attack the fuselage vortices merge into the sent. The lift gain at the canard is compensated by
wing vortices and this leads to a delay in the a lift loss at the wing due to the downwash effects
upstream movement of the vortex breakdown position caused by the canard. At larger angles of attack a
within the wing vortices. At a > 34" vortex breakdown delay of vortex breakdown is observed at the wing due
reaches the apex of the wing and a collapse-of the to the same downwash effects and also at the canard
"vortex-type flow into a deadwater-type flow over the through a favourable-upstieam influence froi the wing

t wing takes place. Correspondingly lift is reduced and which causes an acceleration of the flow-over the

a certain increase of the nose-down pitching moment upper surface of the canard. Vortex-breakdown takes
is observed. In unsyimtrical flow, 0 * 0% unsywee- place over the configuration within the wing vortices <
trical vortex breakdown occurs within the wing for a > 17" and within the canard v6rtlces for a > A

P
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31". In unsymmetrical flow the whole vortex system [11] R. P. Boyden: Subsonic dynamic stability charac-
moves towards the leeward side of the configuration. teristics of two close-coupled canard-wing con-

The tendency towards merging of the vortices in- figurations. NASA TP-1291 (1978).
creases on the leeward side and decreases on the [12] B. Q.G : Effect of camber on the trimmed
windward side. At larger angles of attack unsymmetri- lift capability of a close-coupled canard-wing
cal vortex breakdown takes place within the wing configuration. NASA TM 78686 (1978),
vortices first and at even larger angles of attack [13] B. B. Gloss. E. J. Ray. K. E. Washburn: Effect

also within the canard vortices. The occurrence of of canard vertical location, size and deflection
vortex breakdown at the canard is due to the sudden on canard-wing interference at subsonic speeds.
loss of favourable interference effects from the NASA TM 78790 (1978).
wing. At larger angles of sideslip the vortex-type [14] R. B. Eberle. R. T. Stancil. W. C. Fowler: A
flow over the windward side of the canard collapses critical review of canard relative to aft

abruptly into a deadwater-type flow and this causes horizontal tail based on low- and high-speed
sudden losses of lift and of negative rolling moment tunnel tests of a fighter/attack configuration.
as well as an additional nose-down pitching moment. AIM-Paper No. 71-8 (1971).
For very low angles of sideslip, however, a s-iall [15] S. E. Goldstein. C, P. Combs: Trimmed drag and
corridor exists in which the interference between maximum flight efficiency of aft tail and canard
wing and canard still keeps a vortex-type flow with configurations. AIAA-Paper No. 74-69 (1974).
vortex breakdown at the canard up to extremely large [16] H. John. W. Kraus:' High angle of attack charac-
angles of attack, teristics of different fighter configurations.

AGARD-CP-247 (1978), 2-1 to 2-12,
[17] W. Kraus: Delta canard configuration at high
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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE FLOW OVER A SHARP-EDGED DELTA WING AT
SUBSONIC AND TRANSONIC SPEEDS"

by

A Elsenaar and H.W.M Hoeijmakers
National Aerospace Laboratory NIR

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

SUMItARY distribution and with that the aerodynamic forces
and moments experienced by the aircraft.

The flow about a sharp-edged cropped delta wing is
investigat-d experimentally. The experiment com- To validate and further improve these computation-
prised detailed surface pressure measurements at al tools there continues to be a strong need for
low-subsonic, transonic and low-supersonic free- detailed experimental data especially in the tran-
stream Mach numbers for angles of attack up to 27 sonic flow regime. With this in mind, a joint ex-
deg. The major part of the measurements were car- perimental and theoretical program was carried out
nied out at a Reynolds number of 9 million, but between 1983 and 1987, known as the "The Interns-
some data was also obtained at lower and at higher tional Vortex Flow Experiment on Euler Code Vali-
Reynolds numbers. The investigation included con- dation" (see Ref. 13), The parties involved in
tinuous schlieren flow-field visualization as well this rather successful international cooperation
as surface-flow visualizations at a limited number were FFA, NLR, AFWAL, DLR, MBB, DORNIER and the
of free-stream conditions Technical Universities of Delft and Braunschweig.
The analysis of the measured data embraced flow- Experimentally the program concentrated on a 65-
field phenomena such as primary separation and the deg cropped delta wing with a sharp, round or a
formation of the leading-edge vortex, secondary drooped leading edge, although other configura-
separation and the formation of the secondary vor- tions (55-deg cropped delta wing, addition of a
tex, shock waves and the onset of vortex break- canard) were tested as well. At NLR wind-tunnel
down Considered are the influence of Mach number, tests were carried out on a model with inter-
incidence and Reynolds number on these flow fea- changeable leading edge (the "AFWAL model") for
tures. Hach numbers between 0.4 and 4.0. The experimental

data obtained include surface pressure distribu-
1. INTRODUCTION tions, surface flow visualisations as wel) as

flow-field surveys. Also DLR, FFA and the two uni-
The vortical flow over highly swept delta wings versities contributed to the experimental part of
has raised the interest of the aerodynamic coamun- the program. Ref. 13 describes all experimental
ity since more than forty years. The introduction work as well as the application of computational
of leading edge sweep postponed the adverse ef- methods to numerically simulate the flow. A review
fects of compressibility to higher Mach numbers,, of this cooperative effort, including a list of
thus allowing more efficient flight at greater recommended test cases can be found in Ref. 14
speeds. At high angles of attack the vortex that
is formed due to flow separation at the leading The analysis of the experimental data carried out
edge interacts with ýhe flow over the wing upper within the framework of the international program,
surface, resulting in a lift increase and hence concentrated primarily on the round leading edge
improving the take-off and landing performance, configuration. A round leading edge is of greater
This vortex induced lift increment is also benefi- practical interest but the flow about a round-
cial at transonic and supersonic speed where it edged configuration is also more complicated as
contributes to the manoeuvring capabilities of far as its flow physics is concerned. The part-
fighter aircraft, span flow separation at the wing leading edge,
Tho vortical flow on delta wings has been studied which governs the build-up and strength of the
extensively in the past though mainly at subsonic leading-edge vortex is a complex phenomenon, that
(e.g. Refs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7) or supersonic strongly depends on the leading-edge radius in
(e.g. Refs. 8, 9 and 10) and not as much at tran- combination with the Mach number, Reynolds number
sonic speeds (e.g. Refs 11 and 12). The predic- and incidence. The situation is considerably less
tlon of the aerodynamic characteristics of config- complex in the case of a sharp-edged configuration
urations with vortical type of flow could for a for which flow separation will take place all
long time only be done with semi-empirical methods along the leading edge and a full-span leading-
or with methods requiring an a priori knowledge on edge vortex will be formed for a wide range of
the (simple) topology of the vortical-flou struc- Mach number, Reynolds number and incidence. For
tures. However, the improvements in computing both round-edged and sharp-edged configurations
power over the last decade have enabled numerical the flow field at transonic conditions becomes
simulation of these complicated flows by solving even more complex due to the occurrence of shock
the Euler or (Reynolds-averaged) Navier Stokes waves and their interaction with the vortical flow
equations. These new capabilities stimulated the and flow separations.
interest of the CFD community in vortical flows
and numerous papers have been published over the Sharp-edged configurations are, the preferred choi-
last 5 years that show impressively the degree of ce for comparing experimental results with theore-
sophistication that has been achieved today in the tical results. For inviscid-flow methods, i.e. po-
simulation of this type of flow. tential-flow and Euler methods, in which viscous
The latter type of computational methods provide effects such as separation and the mechanism be-
the detailed flow field quantities as an integral hind the generation of flow-field vorticity are to
part of the numerical solution. This gives the reo be modeled explicitly, at least the location of
searcher the opportunity to investigate in detail the primary separation is known. However, the
the structure of the flow field and to unravel the smooth-surface secondary separation occurring oni ,Z low features that determine the surface pressure the upper surface underneath the leading-edge vet- "

*)This investigation has been carried out under contract with the Netherlands Agency
for Aerospace Programs (NIVR) for the Netherlands Ministry of Defence
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tex is a viscous-flow dominated flow feature not pressure holes were present, 230 on the upper wing
easily captured in inviscid-flow methods For surface and 39 on the lower wing surface arranged
Navier-Stokes methods the sharp-edged configura- in spanwise and chordwise rows as indicated in
tion is also the preferred first choice since one Fig. 2. The dense distribution of pressure holes
can then focus on the secondary separation rather allows a much more detailed analysis of the pres.
than having to deal with capturing both smooth- sure distribution than possible with the AFWAL mo-
surface primary and secondary separation. del which features only three spanwise rows of

pressure orifices.
For these reasons the sharp-edged 65-deg cropped
delta wing configuration was selected as a test 2.2. The wind tunnel and the test program
case in another joint program (e.g. Ref 15) The model has been tested in the high speed wind
aimed at the development and validation of Euler tunnel (MST) at NLR. The tunnel with test section
and Navier-Stokes methods for configurations ex- dimension 1 6 x 2.0 m2 has closed side walls and
ploiting vortex flow. It was deemed necessary to slotted top and bottom walls The tunnel can be
extend and enlarge the original experimental data pressurized to vary the Reynolds number. A photo-
set, especially in the transonic speed regime. At graph of the model installed in the wind tunnel is
NLR a new model was built similar to the sharp- shown in Fig. 3. In the tests with the AFWAL mo-
edged one tested in the "International Vortex Flow del, in the plane of symmetry top and bottom wall
Experiment" but with three times as many pressure pressures have been measured to assess the wall
tais. At the present stage in the program pressure interference. From the results of these tests and
measurements and flow visualizations have been from comparisons with results produced in other
completed while flow-field surveys will be carried wind tunnels with the same or a smaller model
out in the near future. The present paper de- (Ref. 14) it can be concluded that wall interfer-
scribes and analyzes these new results. ence effects are negligible. Based on the experi-

ence during the previous free-transition tests,
which showed predominantly turbulont boundary lay-

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT era, it was not considered necessary to impose
boundary-layer tripping.

2.1. ThLe mdl
The model is a 65-deg cropped delta wing mounted Pressure measurements were taken at a Mach number
on an under-wing fuselage, see Fig. I The wing (M.) of 0.15, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5,, 0.7, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9,
has a root chord of 0.6 m and a semi-span of 0.238 0.95 and 1.2, for incidences between -3 and 27 deg
m The wing has a fixed sharp leading edge and with increments of 1 degree,. but for zero side-
neither camber nor twist. It has a chordwise air- slip conditions only. The major part of the test
foil action consisting of: the NACA 64A005 sec- program was carried out at a Reynolds number
tion from the point of maximum thickness (40%) to (Re.), based on root chord, of 9x106. At M. - 0.2
75% chord;, a straight line from 75 to 100% chord; tests were also carried out at an additional
a circular arc, at 40% chord fitting slope-contin- Reynolds number of 2.7x10l. At MK - 0.85 measure-
uous to the NACA section and at the (straight) ments were taken at the additional Reynolds numb-
leading edge fitting slope-continuous to a circle era of 4.5xlO6 and 12x406, but this over a limited
of radius 0.00013 m. This leading edge radius is range of incidence only. The measurements at the
small enough that the edge can be considered aero- lowest speed took place at Re, - 2x10

6
. In addi-

dynamically sharp, tion to the pressure measurements schlieren visu-
Due to the choice of nowinally similar chordwise alization has been recorded continuously while
sections the spanwise sections (see Fig. 1) are surface oil flow pictures have been taken at a
not conically similar,, the wing thickness in terms number of selected characteristic flow conditions.
of local semi-span decreases in chordwise direc-
tion rather than being constant as is the case for 3. DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS
conical similarity. Furthermore, on the forward
part of the wing the cross-flow-plane leading-edge 3.1. A 2eneral description of the flow field
wedge angle becomes rather large. This implies The isobar plots in Fig. 4, the spanwise (Fig. 5a)
that compared to a flat-plate delta wing the sepa- and chordwise (Fig. 5b) surface pressure distribu-
ration at the leading edge will start ac a higher tions for a - 5, 10, 15 and 20 deg, for one sub-
incidence, sonic and for one transonic flow condition, are
The straight-line wing tip is rounded with a radi- illustrative for the results obtained during the
us equal to the local semi-thickness of the air- present pressure measurements.
foil section. The straight-line trailing edge is Due to the sharp leading edge flow separation all
also rounded with a radius of 0.00013 m. along the leading edge starts already at relative,

ly small values of the incidence a. This separa-
The under-wing fuselage consists of a cylindrical tion is the source of the vorticity in the shear
body, with a cross-section build-up out of a semi- layer emanating from the leading edge. The shear
circle and vertical tangent lines,, and an ogival layer rolls up to form the leading-edge vortex
shaped fairing as nose. The apex of the wing ex- that dominates the flow field above the wing. As
tends a short distance (2.1% root chord) in front seen in Figs. 4 and 5a the presence of this prima-
of the nose of the fuselage,, yielding a sharp and ry vortex is reflected in the upper surface pres-
well-defined wing apex (Fig. 1). Also note that sure distribution:, underneath the vortex a pro-
the fuselage does not intersect the upper wing nounced suction peak with large spanwise pressure
surface. The fuselage accomnmodates three duplex gradients is observed. For a given Mach number and
scani-valves for pressure measurements but no at a given station x/cl - constant the suction
balance for force measurements and is attached to peak induced by the leading-edge vortex increases
a slender sting. in height with increasing incidence, broadening in

the process,
The model has nominally the same scale and geome-
try as the (sharp-edged) configuration used in the Just outboard of the suction peak the adverse
"International Vortex Flow Experiment". The main pressure gradient causes the flow to separate, re-
differences are the more slender sting, the dif- suiting in a secondary vortex system; In oil-flow
ferent wing tip, the different apex area and the pictures like the ones presented in Fig. 6, again
fuselage not protruding the upper wing surface (in for one subsonic and one transonic condition, sac!S~~~the "AFWAL model' this could not be avoided due to ondary separation is identified as a region where'••••"••

the balance housing). The most important improve- oil accumulates and moves in downstream direction
ý wsent as compared with the previous model is the along a ray through the apex.

large number of pressure taps, specifically on the Fig. 6 presents two oil-flow-picurmes, one taken
tuppr surface of he wing. A total number of 269 while the tunnal, was still running. the other one , '
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after the tunnel had been stopped. This may lead (ii) Comoresaibililty
to an appreciation of the difficulties encountered Compressibility affects constitute another cause
in the interpretation of this type of flow visual, of deviations from the above sketched general flow
ization. pattern. Compressibility causes the C.-distribu-

tion to become more constant in chordwise direc-
In the pressure distribution secondary separation tion, as can be seen from Figs. 4 and 5. The pros-
is characterized by a plateau-like region between sure coefficient increases considerably in the
the location of secondary separation and the lead- apex region and ýecreases somewhat on the rear
ing edge,. as can be seen from Figs. 4 and 5. Under part of the configuration. However, the effects of
some conditions the secondary vortex is so strong compressibility are most prominent when shock
that it produces a detectable suction peak within waves are formed in the flow field, which is dis-
the plateau region, cussed in the next section.

On the upper surface between the plane of symmetry (lII) Vortex breakdow

and the suction peak and on the lower surface away Finally, vortex breakdown occurring at incidences
from the leading edge the pressure distribution is exceeding 20 dog has a very large effect on the
relatively flat. A local maximum in these areas overall flow field At a given station x/ca - con-
indicates the location of a (re-)attachment point. stant the suction peak underneath the leading-edge
The isobar pattern (Fig. 4) as well as flow visu- vortex increases gradually in height with increas-
alization (Fig. 6) suggest that the flow is more ing incidence, until vortex breakdown reaches the
or less conical. This is often the case for slen- station. Above this critical incidence the vortexder configurations like the present one, though loses its well-ordered compact structure resulting

this can be only approximately so due to the non- in the suction peak becoming lower and broader,
conical geometry of the wind-tunnel model, see section 3.3.
Furthermore, one should realize that even in case
of a conical configuration in supersonic flow 3.2. The occurrence of shock waves
truly conical flow is not possible because of vis- In Ref. 16 a discussion is presented on shock
cous effects. Here importantly, at subsonic flow wave formation in the flow above a delta win& at
conditions conical flow is not possible since the moderate to high incidence. Due to the overall
presence of the apex will be felt in upstream di- circulation and the vortex induced flow fleld, the
rection while also near the downstream end of the local flow velocities become already supersonic at
model the flow has to return to free stream condi- moderate free-stream Mach numbers. In a three-di-
tions in some continuous fashion (e.g. see Fig mensional flow field this is a necessary but not a
5b). The apex and the trailing-edge effects cause sufficient condition for the formation of shock
the pressure to vary in chordwise direction, the waves. In Ref. 16 it is conjectured that shock
chordwise gradients decreasing in magnitude with waves might be formed in a decelerating flow when
increasing Mach number the Mach number component in a direction perpen-
In this respect the flow may possess a geometrical dicular to the local isobar surface exceeds 1.0.
structure resembling the one of a conical flow but Based on this hypothesis, shock waves might be !
flow quantities like velocity and pressure will formed at two locations, both on the upper surface
inevitably vary along rays from the apex of the (see Fig. 7):
configuration rather than being constant like in (i) underneath the primary vortex, at a about
conical flow. constant percentage local semi-span, just outboard

of the suction peak induced by the primary vortex:.
Three different phenomena prompt deviations from this shock is termed the cross-flow shock
the description given above, (ii) on the aft part of the wing near and perpen-
(i) Part-soan seoaration dicular to the plane of symmetry at about constant

At low incidences (a < 5 deg) and specifically on x/cR: this shock is termed the rear (or terminat-
the forward part of the configuration the presence ing) shock.
of the fuselage affects the local flow direction
near the wing leading edge. The forward part of The formation of these two shocks will be discus- 4

the configuration may be considered to have a nag- sed next, primarily by considering at fixed inci-
ative chordwise camber. At low incidence (up to dence the development with Mach number of the sur-
about 3 deg) this causes the flow to separate at face pressure distribution (see Fig. 8), but also
the leading edge on the forward part but not yet by considering at fixed transonic Mach number the
on the aft part, this in spite of the circumstance development with incidence (Figs. 4 and 5).
that the above mentioned with increasing x/ca de-
creasing leading-edge wedge angle tends to in- 3.2.1 The cross-flow shock
crease the susceptibility to separation. Fig. 8 presents for a - 15 dog the development

with Mach number of the spanwise pressure distri-
The resulting vortex trails over the upper surface bution on the upper wing surface at the stations
of the configuration at a rather inboard location X/cR - 0.3. 0.6 and 0.8. At the two most forward
and is discernable as a bump in the spanwise pres- stations, due to the effects of compressibility, 4

sure distributions at the downstream stations the peak in the C.-distribution reduces in height
where the flow is still attached. At incidences and shifts inboard with increasing M.. On the aft
approaching 5 deg the flow also separates along part of the wing the height of the suction peak
the aft part of the leading edge and it appears remains about constant but the inboard shift still
that two vortices are formed, which at about 5 deg occurs. Near the plane of symmetry increasing M.
incidence start to merge into one leading-edge results in a Ce-distribution which is almost con-
vortex. This 'part-span" vortex formation is stant in chordwise direction. On the .ower surface
rather different from the part-span separation an- the Ce-distribution is almost invariant under
countered on round-edged configurations where the changes in the free-stream Mach number.
vortex formation starts near the wing tip and
moves forward with increasing incidence. However, Secondary separation causes the plateau region be-
the present fuselage induced effects are no longer tween the peak and the wing leading edge, while
easily detectable for incidences above 5 dog for the presence of the secondary vortex is indicated
which the flow separates all along the leading by a small suction peak in this sa- plateau re-
edge. Comparison of results of calculations for gion. Note that as M. increases the secondary sep-
the isolated wing with measured data for the coa- aration line moves inboard just like the suction
plate configuration have indicated (Ref. 14) that peak due to the leading-edge vortex. The latter
for incidences of 10 deg and higher the influence indicates that presumably also the leading-edge
of the fuselage on the upper surface pressure dis- vortex moves inboard with increasing M.. Although
tribution is rather small, the pressure distributions of Fig. 8 do not clear-
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ly reveal the presence of a cross-flow shock wave separation to another occurs at a • 14.5 deg.
underneath the vortex, it is seen that at M. -
0.85 there is a disruption of the gradual change Figs. 4 and 5, which include the Cp-distributions
with Mach number of the Cr-distribution. for the present case, indeed show that at 10 deg
A similar break in the development of the pressure incidence there is no cross-flow shock wave pres,
distribution is seen in Figs. 4 and 5a, but now ent while at 15 deg a weak and at 20 deg apparent.
for varying incidence at fixed Mach number. ly a stronger cross-flow shock has formed, causing

secondary separation at a much more inboard loce-
The possibility of .he appearance of the cross- tion. Furthermore, it is noted that the break in
flow shock wave, at least on the surface of the the curves of Fig. 10 occurs at a conical Mach
wing, can be established on the basis of theoreti- number close to 1.4. This is a value representas
cal reasoning. As indicated schematically in Fig. tive for shock-induced separation in other (prima-
9, it is required to determine the component of rily two-dimensional) situations as well, e.g.
the velocity in the direction perpendicular to the Ref. 17, which tends to support this explanation
isobar. This can easily be done when the flow is of the formation of the cross-flow shock.
conical, in an approximate fashion only otherwise.
In the conical case the isobars are simply rays The surface oil flow patterns for H. - 0.85, o -
from the apex, which in the region inboard of the 20 deg, as shown in Fig. 6 (photographed during
suction peak is indeed more or less the case, e.g. and after the run), indicates a very sharp line
see Fig. 4. From the pressure coefficient the lo- and change in the direction of the oil streak
cal Mach number is derived using the isentropic lines at the location of the secondary separation,
relations, which presumably may be applied outside strongly suggesting the presence of the cross-flow
the boundary layer and upstream of the cross-flow shock. It should be noted that the occurrence of a
shock The direction of the velocity along the cross-flow shock has been suggested by others
surface is deduced from an integration of the (Refs 18, 19 and 20) although a clear experimen-
(conical) Euler equations employing the spanwise tel confirmation through flow-field measurements
C.-distribution. The integration starts from the and or flow-field visualization has not been re-
attachment line. At the attachment line, which ported thus far. To map out such a shock wave the
manifests itself as a local maximum in the pres- flow field has to be probed with a very high reso-
sure, the flow direction is known, i.e. here the lution, while flow-field visualization through for
flow is directed along the ray through the apex. instance schlieren requires special arrangement of
The approximate analysis has been carried out for the experimental set up. As reported in Ref. 13
a number of flow conditions, using the spanwise and more recently in Ref. 21 thsre is some theo-
surface pressure distributions as shown in Fig. retical support for the occurrence of a cross-flow
S. shock, i.e. computational simulations of the flow

using Euler methods have shown the formation of a
Results for the case M. - 0.85, Re. - 9x105 are cross-flow shock. However, in the Euler methods
presented in Fig. 10 as a function of incidence, smooth-surface separation is not simulated and the
for one representative station (x/ca - 0.6). Shown cross-flow shock is not associated with secondary
is the Mach number at the location of the peak in separation, rather is required tn the numerical
the Cp-distribution, the latter is upstream and solution primarily in order to turn the flow in
usually close to the position where secondary sep- chordwise direction again.
aration occurs and more readily identified in the
measured CY-distributions. It indicates that the 3.2.2. The rear, terminatinE shock
local Mach number in the peak (M_,) exceeds one From Fig, 8 it is also clear that with increasing
for incidences above 5 deg and increases steadily H. on the rear part of the wing upper surface, in
with increasing incidence up to a certain level of addition to secondary separation and the cross-
1.85 at a a 16 deg. The flow angle V(M,,), mea- flow shock, yet another flow feature comes into
sured relative to the direction of the ray, at the play. This flow feature, which causes the distri-
same spanwise location also increases with in- bution for M. - 0.95 at x/cR - 0.8 to be different
creasing incidence. It shows that the relative in character from the ones for lower free-stream
flow angle can reach values as high as 45 deg. The Mach numbers. Also for the development of the Cp-
break in this curve is associated with the rapid distribution with incidence this same flow feature
inboard shift of the secondary separation position is of importance for the flow on the aft part of
and therefore with the first occurrence of vortex- the configuration, e.g. see Fig. 5
induced separation.

Fig. 11 shows for a - 15 deg the development with
The local mach number and the local flow direction M. of the chordwise pressure distribution on the
yield ( the component of the Mach num- upper surface in the plane of symmetry. At low
ber normal to the isobar. Fig. 10 shows that the free-stream Mach numbers a pressure peak is ob-
surface flow Mach number perpendicular to the iso- served at the wing apex and the pressure increases
bar exceeds 1.0 already for a - 10". Since out- all along the chordwise section. Increasing K. re-
board of the suction peak the flow has to decele- duces the height of the peak at the apex and over
rate and the pressure has to return to the higher the central part of the section a pressure plateau
values in the plateau region an (oblique) shock develops, followed again over the aft part of the
wave might be required to realize this. The shock wing by a region with an adverse pressure gradi-
will also help to turn the flow into chordwise di- ent. When the free stream Mach number is Increased
rection again. At locally sub-critical conditions the pressure peak at the apex disappears complete-
secondary separation is due to separation of the ly and a favourable pressure gradient is observed
boundary layer in an adverse pressure gradient. At over the first part of the wing.
sufficiently high M.-m combinations the cross-flow This is very similar to the flow development with
shock wave will start to form. The adverse presa increasing Mach number of the flow over two-dimen-
sure gradient will become even more adverse and sional airfoils, a phenomenon due to compressibil-
secondary separation will occur earlier, i.e. at a ity effects known as "Mach freeze".
more inboard location. For a given a the suction i e

peak will be lowered in the process, though the For Mach numbers exceeding K. - 0.7 the pressure
height of the peak in the C5-distribution still distribution on the rear of the wing becomes
continues to increase with incidence until the steeper, indicative of the onset of shock wave
maximu, is attained (see Fig. 10). formation. For K. - 0.85 and 0.95 the pressure co-
The switch from pressure-gradient to shock-induced efficient over the central part of the wing is be-
boundary-layer separation results in the break in low the critical value C(N.), as follows from the
the curves shown in Fig. 10. For the station con- list of -,alues in Fig. 11, and the flow is super-

' - sidered the switch from one type of boundary-layer sonic. This is more clearly indicated in Fig. 12
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where for a number of free-stream Mach numbers the breakdown occurs the vortex core seems to have
distribution of the local Mach number has been lost some of its coherent structure, though the
plotted rather than the pressure coefficient. From global strong circulatory flow pattern does per-
Fig 12 it is evident that for the chosen inci- sisc. Also, upstream of the vortex breakdown point
dence of 15 deg the flow over the central part of the flow is hardly affected at all, another indi-
the wing becomes supersonic at a free stream Mach cation of the slender type of flow one is dealing
number between 0.8 and 0 85. with. Although vortex breakdown has been studied
Since, in order to return to frýe stream condi- extensively in the past (see e.g. Refs. 24,
tions, the flow has to decelerate near the trail- 25, 26, 22 and 27) as well as more recently
ing edge, and since the local isobars are perpen- (Refs. 28, 29 and 30), the understanding of
dicular to the plane of symmetry a shock wave will this phenomenon still appears to be incomplete.
be formed that terminates the region with super-
sonic flow. This "rear" shock wave moves down- At least two types of vortex breakd&,ui are distin-
stream with increasing Mach number, as is seen in guished, i.e the spiral and the bubble type of
Figs 11 and 12. vortex breakdown. The spiral type of vortex break-

down is thought to be initiated by a hydrodynamic
Very similar to the development of the rear shock instability ef the swirling flow. The bubble type
observed in Fig 11, where for fixed a the free- of vortex breakdown is usually associated with the
stream Mach number is varied, is the development occurrence of reversed flow in the vortex core In
seen in Fig. 5b, where for a fixed M. of 0 85 the the latter case, in analogy with t1- separation of
incidence is varied and in the first two chordwise a boundary layer, it is conjecturea that the flow
sections the rear shock appears between 15 and 20 in the vortex core, which has suffered total-pres-
deg. sure losses due to viscous effects, can no longer

negotiate the external adverse pressure gradient
Contrary to the cross-flow shock, the rear shock and stagnates.
can actually be observed employing schlieren flow
visualization, as already noted by Elle (Ref. It should be noted here that this latter explana-
22) in 1960. For the condition M. - 0.85, a - 20 tion is also used to explain why Euler calcula-
deg, Re. - 9xlO this is illustrated for the pres- tions (e g. Ref 31) seem to describe vortex
ent configuration in Fig. 13. In this picture the breakdown reasonably well It is argued that, sim-
rear shock shows up rather clearly as a discontin- liar to the real viscosity, the numerical viscosi-
uity, more or less normal to the wing surface, ty introduces total pressure losses that (fortui-
with also some wavelets visible further away from tously?) appear to have the same order of magni-
the surface Upstream of the rear shock the axis tude as the actually observed total-pressure
of the core of the leading-edge vortex can be losses (Ref. 32)
identificd as the sharp nearly horizontal inter-
face between the lighter and a darker area. Down- Direct experimental evidence of vortex breakdown
stream of the rear shock the look-through image of can only be obtained by studying the vortex it-
the highly three-dimensional flow field provided self Butefisch (see Ref. 16) has actually measur-
by the schlieren technique can not be uced direct- ed the increase in cross-sectional area of the
ly to single out specific flow features vortex core due to vortex breakdown for the round-

edged version of the present 65-deg cropped delta
As far as the surface oil-flow visualization is wing configuration at M. - 0.85 employing Laser
concerned, unlike the cross-flow shock, the rear Doppler Anemometry (LDA).
shock hardly leaves any Imprint on the surface oil
pattern (see Fig 6). Most likely the shock is too 3.3.2 Vortex breakdown in subsonic flow
weak (the Mach number upstream of the shock is An example of the vortex breakdown phenomena that
1.16) to affect the boundary layer. Alzhough the became manifest during the present experiment, is
extent of the shock in vertical direction is given in Fig. 14 Presented are for the case of K.
clearly visible from the schlieren pictures, the - 0 2, Re. - 9x406 the schlieren picture before (a
extent in spanwise direction is still open to - 20 deg) -.,; the one after (a - 24 deg) vortex
speculation. Away from the plane of symmetry the breakdoin. This figure shows that, at this entire-
flow turns rapidly towards the leading edge of the ly sub-critical condition, the axis of the vortex
wing, whereas the isobars (at least on the wing core again corresponds with the marked inierface
surface) curve from the direction normal to the between the lighter and the darker area aboe% .he
plane of symmetry into chordwise direction, i.e model At a - 20 deg this axis can be followed all
towards the wing trailing edge (see Fig. 4). This along the length of the model and into the near-
suggests that the component of the Mach number wake region. For a - 24 deg vortex breakdown has
normal to the isobar will decrease away from the occurred and downstream of the breakdown point the
plane of symmetry, unless the local Mach number axis of the vortex core can no longer be identifi-
increases rapidly which however is only the case ed, also due to some unsteadiness of the flow.
underneath the leading-edge vortex

Ref. 23, which describes a detailed investiga- The effect of vortex breakdown on the pressure
tion of the flow field above a sharp-edged pure distribution on the wing surface is only small for
65-deg delta wing, includes some discussion on this condition. Fig. 15 shows, for a number of in-
whether or not and if so how the rear and the cidences before and after vortex breakdown, the
cross-flow shock might be connected. This uncer- surface pressure distributions along the chordwise
tainty in the process of attempting to reconstruct section in the plane of symmetry. The more than S
the flow structure is illustrative for the highly proportional increment in the C5-distribution on
complex nature of this three-dimensional vortical the aft part of the wing when increasing a from 22
flow field, It is hoped that the future flow-field to 24 dag is the only quantitative effect. This
smeasurements will shd more light on the flow corresponds with the observation that the point of

vortex breakdown along the vortex core moves gra-dually upstream with increasing incidence. This3.3. Vortex breakdown relatively small and gradual effect on the wing
3.3.1. Backero pressure distribution is also evident from the

Vortex breakdown can be described as a sudden in- isobar pattern before and after vortex breakdownSCrease of the cross-sectional area of the vortex (Fig. 16), which have the same general appearance.

core, in many cases accompanied by the onset of
unsteadiness and turbulence in the vortical flow
region. Downstream of the point where vortex
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3.3.3 ore down in transonic flow vortex core causes an acceleration of the flow and
At transonic conditions (14. - 0.85, Re. - 9x10

5
) an decrease of the pressure on the rear part of

vortex breakdown is a much more dramatic event, the wing. This effect is small at i. - 0.2, see
Now it becomes apparent in the surface pressure Figs. 15 and 16 However, at the higher Mach num-
distribution and the isobar pattern changes rather bers this effect changes the downstream condition
drastically upon the occurrence of vortex break- of the rear shock terminating the region with su-
down. This is demonstrated in Fig. 17 which shows personic flow. Since the rear shock is rather weak
the isobar pattern just before (a - 22 deg) and (see Fig. 19) even a small change in the down-
just after (a - 24 deg) the onset of vortex break- stream condition will be sufficient to frustrate
down. The region with an approximately conical the necessity for the existence of the shock at
flow structure, which extends up to 80% root chord that location. A somewhat similar situation occurs
before vortex breakdown (e.g. see Fig. 4),, is sig- in the development of the transonic flow on an
nificantly reduced after vortex breakdown. The airfoil. Sinnott (Ref. 34) has shown that the
most important change that occurs is that the rear shock location in transonic flow results from a
shock shifts upstream from about 80% to about 50% precise and susceptible match between the super-
root chord, while also the flow pattern downstream sonic upstreAm and subsonic downstream conditions.
of the rear shock is completely different. In the For airfoila a sudden upstream shift of the shock
latter region the cross-flow shock is absent, but is associated with a change in the pressure at the
in addition to the forward shifted rear shock a trailing edge
second shock normal to the plane of symmetry forms
at about 90% root chord For the present three-dimensional flow it is con-

jectured that the change in the pressure down-
The corresponding schlieren pictures (Fig 18) stream of the rear shock, caused by the breakdown
confirm the very pronounced change in the position of the vortex core, forces the rear shock to jump
of the rear shock and the presence of the second to a new equilibrium position further upstream
shock further downstream. It was also observed in Downstream of this shock the flow seems to expand
the experiment that the change in the flow struc- rapidly to supersonic conditions again. Since the
ture occurs rather abruptly and is accompanied by flow eventually has to return to the subsonic con-
more unsteadiness than at lower Mach numbers. The ditions the second shock is required For still
change in the position of the rear shock is also higher Mach numbers the rear shock becomes
clearly reflected in the pressure distribution stronger and is located closer to the trailing
along the section in the plane of symmetry (Fig. edge, which results in a delay of vortex breakdown
19). The single rear shock system before vortex and the branching from the one-shock to the two-
breakdown has changed into a two-shock system shock system.
after vortex breakdown. This shock system persists It should be stressed here that the above hypothe-
up to the highest incidence considered in the tical view is based on aerodynamic reasoning,
present investigation (a - 27 deg). Similar rather than on direct experimental evidence.
changes from a one- to a two-shock system have Clearly more detailed experiments are needed to
been reported in Ref. 33 for a pure 65-deg swept substantiate this explanation.
sharp-edged delta wing for which the vortex break-
down occurs at a somewhat lower incidence (a - 17 Finally it is of interest to have some insight
deg), into the level of unsteadiness of the flow for
The question can be posed whether the rear shock conditions with vortex breakdown To this aim
provokes vortex breakdown or vortex breakdown unsteady pressure and velocity distributions
causes the branching to the second type of shock should be measured rather than their mean values
system. A possible explanation that supports the as was pursued in the present experimental inves-
second possibility is given below tigation. However, the mean pressure measurements,

taken with a filtering time of order 0.1s, appear
Fig 20 presents, as a function of the free-stream to be satisfactorily reproducible. This is illus-
Mach number, the incidence at which vortex break- trated in Fig. 21 which shows a comparison of the
down occurs above the configuration. The critical isobar patterns obtained from two measurements
value of a has been derived from the break in the taken at different timas for the same post-criti-
development with incidence, for fixed H., of the cal transonic flow condition The largest devia-
spanwise pressure distribution at x/c 5 - 0.8. Also tions are observed underneath the burst vortex,
information has been deduced from the continuous suggesting that the two-shock system itself is
schlieren visualization recorded during the ex- reasonably steady
periment. Fig. 20 suggests a rather weak effect of
compressibility on the onset of vortex breakdown. 3.4. The effect of Reynolds number
For free-stream Mach numbers up to values of 0 7 To investigate the effect of the Reynolds number
the onset of vortex breakdown is delayed somewhat, on the development of the flow a limited Reynolds
presumably due to the diminishing upstream influ- number variation has been made at H. - 0.2 and
ence. 0.85. For the flow over a delta wing the Reynolds
For higher Mach numbers, but still below K.. - number can have an effect on amongst others the
0.85, the flow becomes supersonic over most of the following:
win-, and the cross-flow shock forms. Close to the (i) primary separation and associated with it
trailing edge the flow returns to subsonic, event- the strength of the leading-edge vortex;,
ually through the rear shock. In this .ange of (iU) the development of the boundary layer
Mach numbers the onset of vortex breakdown occurs starting at the attachment line on the wing
somewhat sooner the higher M, upper and lower surface;,
For Mach numbers near and above 0.85 the more dra- (iii) secondary separation;
matic type of vortex breakdown with the switch (iv) the development of the flow near the center
from one shock pattern to another takes place. At of the vortex;
M. - 0.9 the dip of the vortex-breakdown-onset (v) vortex breakdown.
boundary drawn in Fig. 20 is reached. For this Mo.t of these will be discussed subsequently.
flow condition vortex breakdown occurs at a - 19
deg. 3.4.1. Primary seoaration

Since the formation of the leading-edge vortex is
related to the (primary) separation of the bound-

The gradual variation for K. < 0.85 suggests that ary layer at the wing leading edge, a variation in
the same phenomenon, i.e. a change in structure of Reynolds number will have an effect for the con-
the vortex core itself, might be responsible for figuration with a round leading edge. The Reynolds
the observed flow development on the wing surface, number effect in this case has been discussed to •,'--
The increase in the cross-sectional area of the some extent in Ref. 14. The configuration con-
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sidered here has a sharp leading edge, so that always separate and usually the free shear layer
separation is fixed entirely by the geometry and thus formed rolls up into tht secondary vortex
Reynolds number effects are absent. Underneath the shear layer, i.e. at the downstream

side of the secondary separation line, the veloci-
3.4 2. Upoer-surface boundary laver ty is directed along the separation line which ap-
In the flow field induced by the leading-edge vor- proximately runs along a ray through the apex.
tex the flow is forced around the vortex and re- This can be recognized on the oil-flow pictures
attaches on the upper wing surface at an attach- presented in Fig 6.
ment line which is approximately aligned with a
ray through the apex. At higher incidences the at- Secondary separation is intrinsically coupled to
tachment line moves inboard until it lies in the primary separation. However, the location and the
plane of symmetry. The boundary layer flow start- extent of the region affected by the secondary
ing at the attachment line ca,, be laminar or tur- separation is strongly influenced by the state of
bulent, depending on the Reyn)lds number and the the boundary layer (laminar or turbulent; and, but
local pressure distribution •ven in case the to a lesser degree, by the Reynolds number A lam-
boundary layer flow at the at:achment line is lam- inar secondary separation will be located more in-
inar, transition might occur 2urther downstream board, whereas a turbulent secondary separation
due to Tollmien-Schlichting or cross-flow Insta- will take place at a location further outboard.
biliites In Ref 35 a discussion is presented The latter will result in a smaller and weaker
on the development of the boundary layer on the secondary vortex system than is the case for lami-
upper surface of a 65-deg delta wing in incom- nar secondary separation In the present experi-
pressible flow. It is shown on theoretical grounds mental investigation the boundary layer was turbu-
that the boundary layer is most likely turbulent lent with the possible exception of the region
for a Reynolds number (based on root chord) of close to the apex, where for the lower incidences
9x10

6 
This has been substantiated in the present the boundary layer might have been laminar

expcrimental investigation by acenaphtene tests
However, it should be borne in mind that part of Fig. 24 displays the spanwise pressure distribu.
the boundary layer can be laminar at the lower tions for M. - 0.2 and for the two Reynolds num-

Reynolds numbers employed. This is especially the bers considered in the present experiment, namely

case near the apex of the wing. The difference in Re. - 2.7xI0
5 

and 9x10
5

. This figure shows that,

the displacement thickness due to a laminar or a judging from the position of the secondary separa-

turbulent boundary layer will hardly have any ef- tion line relative to the position of the peak as-

fect on the pressure distribution near the plane sociated with the primary vortex, the boundary

of symmetry. Also,, for a given type of boundary layer was turbulent at the secondary separation

layer, the effect of a different Reynolds number line, and this :or both Reynolds numbers Here we

will be small used, as a practical way of determining the loca-
tion of the seconiary separation line, the most

For the Reynolds numbers used in the present ex- inboard point of :he plateau region as the point

perimental investigation this is indicated in where secondary s,!paration takes place.

Figs. 22 and 23 for M. - 0 2 and 0.85, respective-
ly Considered in these figures is the development At the lower incidences increasing the Reynolds
with incidence of the surface pressure distribu- number from 2 7 to 9 million shifts the secondary
tion along the section in the plane of symmetry. separation location in outboard direction, which
For the subsonic condition there are some minor results in a higher primary suction peak In the
differences between the results for different plateau region outboard of the secondary separa-
Reynolds numbers and that in the apex region of inon position the peak associated with the second-
the wing only For the transonic flow condition ary vortex system is detectable for Re. - 9x10

6

differences between results obtained for Re. - only. The explanation for this is that at the
9xlO and 12x40

6 
are negligible At the higher higher Reynolds number the boundary layers and the

incidences there are small differences between free shear layers are thinner so that the second-
these results and the results obtained for Re. - ary vortex can develop into a compact vortical
4 5xl06, specifically around the rear shock, flow region rather than being (partly) embedded

within a region with viscosity-dominated flow.
3.4 3 Lower wing surface At a - 15 and 20 deg the difference in the loca-
On the lower wing surface the attachment line tion of secondary separation due to the difference
shifts gradually with increasing incidence from a in the Reynolds number becomes small at x/cR -
location very close to the leading edge in inboard 0.3,, but larger at the stations further down-
direction towards the plane of symmetry (e.g see stream. Here we see for the higher Reynolds number
Fig. 5a) The flow on the lower wing surface is an a shift of the location of both the secondary sep-
accelerating flow and Reynolds-number effects are aration and the primary suction peak in inboard
small, as might have been expeuted This is illus- direction, i.e. contrary to what one would expect.
trated in Figs. 24 and 25 for a subsonic (K. - This is thought to be connected with above men-
0.2) and a transonic (M. - 0 85) flow condition. tioned effect that for the higher Reynolds number
Shown in these two figures are the spanwise sur- the secondary vortex system is less diffuse and
face pressure distributions at x/cR - 0.3, 0.6 and stands distinctly clear from the viscous layers.
0 8 for o - 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 deg for the Such a secondary vortex system will have a
Reynolds numbers considered in the present inves- stronger interaction with the primary vortex, ap-
tigation. The differences in the pressure distri- patently resulting in an inboard shift of the sec-
butions on the lower surface measured for differ- ondary separation position as Reynolds number is
ent Reynolds numbers are small indeed. increased.
3.4.4. Secondary separation At M. - 0.85 (see Fig. 25) the flow is presumably
The most pronounced effect of the boundary layer turbulent as well. The suction peak underneath the

being laminar or turbulent is its effect on the primary vortex appears to be affected only slight-
location of the secondary separation. Starting at ly by increasing the Reynolds number from 4.5 to 9
the attachment line the boundary layer on the wing and 12 million. Especially the results for 9 and
upper surface first accelerates, this until the those for 12 million are almost identical. As far
peak in the Cp-distribution underneath the lead- as the results for 4.5 and 9 million is concerned
ing-edge vortex is reached. Subsequently the it is noted that for the lower incidences the dif-
boundary layer, still flowing in the direction of ferences are negligible. For the higher mnci-
the leading edge, encounters an adverse pressure dences, where the cross-flow shock develops, dif-

t gradient and therefore decelerates. The pressure ferences become more significant. It is again hy-
gradient is such that the boundary layer will pothesized that at the higher Reynolds number the

II |



secondary vortex is more distinctly developed, as The local Mach numbers in the flow field upstreamindicated by the more pronounced suction peak in of the cross-flow shock can well exceed a value of
the plateau region, which results in a stronger 2. Though over the shock the increase in static
interaction with the primary vortex. In the tran- pressure is only modest, and of the same order of
sonic case this will lead to a somewhat earlier magnitude as the one over the rear shock, the high
formation of the cross-flow shock which shifts the value of the Mach number upstream of the oblique
location of the secondary separation further in- cross-flow shock will result in very significantboard, total-pressure losses across the shock.

The interaction of the cross-flow shock with the
That the secondary vortex itself and its effect on boundary layer changes the type of the secondarythe pressure distribution is more pronounced at a separation from pressure-gradient induced to
higher Reynolds numbers due to thinner free and shock-induced separation.
wall shear layer has also been suggested by J H.B.
Smith in the technical evaluation report of Ref. The onset of vortex breakdown is only weakly in-
13. However, it should be added that the interac- fluenced by the free stream Mach number. The ef-tion of the secondary vortex with the primary vor- fect of the occurrence of vortex breakdown on the
tex and the rest of the flow field might shift the surface pressure distribution is relatively small
location of secondary separation, promote or delay for sub-critical flow conditions. However, for
the formation of the cross-flow shock, etc., transonic flow conditions the effect on the C-weakening or strengthening the Reynolds-dumber ef- distribution is dramatically large. The rear shockfect. shifts abruptly to a much more forward location
Nevertheless, the effects seem to be relatively that lies upstream of the breakdown locationsmall. Downstream of this location the rear shock has as-sociated with it an re-expansion to supersonic

flow terminated by a second (nonmal) shock
3.4.5. Vortex breakdow
It has been suggested in the literature (Ref. In general Reynolds number effects appear to be
36) that the Reynolds number effect on vortex small for the present sharp-edged configuration
breakdown is small. This is in line with the with predominantly turbulent flow. The secondary
notion that the development of free shear layers vortex is more pronounced at the higher Reynolds
(viscous losses in the absence of a wall) depends numbers, which also leads to a somewhat stronger
only on their initial conditions and not on the interaction with the rest of the flow field.
Reynolds number Only their thickness and internal However, it should be mentioned that even for the
structure depends on the Reynolds number (Ref. present case of the high-Reynolds-number flow
37). about a sharp-edged configuration viscous effects
The present experimental results also show in are instrumental in the separation at the leading
general a very small (of the order of 1 deg) vari- and the trailing edge, in the occurrence of the
ation with Reynolds number of the onset of vortex smooth-surface secondary separation and in the
breakdown. However, such a weak dependence might formation of the leading-edge vortex core as a
still resul. in large changes in the pressure dis- compact region with distributed vorticity.
tribution when near the boundary for the onset of
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CARACTERISTIQUES D'UNE COUCHE LIMITE EN AVAL

IYUN TOURBILLON DE BORD D'ATTAQUE

G. PAILHAS - J. COUSTEIX

ONERAJCERT
Departement d'Aerothermodynamique

2 avenue E. Belin -31055 TOULOUSE CEDEX (FRANCE)

RESUME

On dtudie expdrimentalement le comportement de la couche limite se d6veloppant en aval d'un
tourbillon de bord d'attaque sur l'extrados d'une aile misc en fltche et en incidence.

Le profil d'aile considi6r est un profil ONERA D de type peaky, l'aile est sym~trique avec une
dpaisseur relative de 0,10 et une corde de 200 mm; elle est montde entr les deux parois haute et
basse de la veine d'essais et maintenue en une position telle que I'angle de fl~che soit dgal A 600 et
langle d'incidence Ai 15'.

Le champ de la vitesse moyenne et le champ turbulent ant dt6 m-.surds en diverses stations en
aval de la ligne de recollement du tourbillon de bard d'attaque mais dgalement en quelques statians au
cocur du tourbillon ii l'aide de sondes andmomdtriques A 1 fil et 4 fils chauds.

SUMMARY

The boundary layer develaping dawnstream a leading edge vortex has been investigated. This
experiment is devoted to the understanding of the behaviour of such a boundary layer submitted to
the effects of a leading edge vortex developing an the suction side af a swept wing.

The infinite swept wing considered for the present study is mounted between the top and the
bottom walls of the test section at a sweep angle of 600 and at an incidence of 15o.. The aerofoil is
symmetric and has a maximum thickness ratio of A1 and a chord length of 200 mm : it is an ONERA D
aerofoil, i e. peaky-type aerofoil.

Mean and turbulent velocity profiles surveys have been carried out in various positions located
downstream of the reattachment line but also for few positions in the vortex core by means of hot
wire anemometry ; measurements in the vortex care and in the boundary layer have been made by
using respectively a four and single hot wire probe.

1 - INTRODUCTION

Les phdnom~nes a6rodynamiques relatifs au cas tr~s gd6nral de l'aile en attaque oblique
constituent encore aujourd'hui, apr~s avoir suscitd un intdrat certain pendant des dicennies, un des
p6les essentiels de Ia recherche adranautique moderne. En effet, que cc salt dans le cadre du vol dans
le domaine du haut subsonique, du vol aux grandes incidences ou du vol purement dans le domaine
suporsonique, iI importe d'approfondir davantage les connaissances et les enseignements issus des
mesires ou des visualisations ddicoulements autour d'un tel type d'aile.

De ces recherches et investigations sur la structure de ces 6caulements dipendent les qualiti~s et
les performances de l'avion.4

Que connaissons-nous d~ji, fruit de nos recherches et de nos investigations, de Ia structure de
I'dcoulement autour d'une aile en flkche?

estplus savons qu'ufle structure tourbillonnaire se d6v:Ioppe A 1extrados de Iraile, lorsque celle-ci

es pace ve sfismmntdofice t 'ic -ene qu .rit et'U& inlec x ulse

performances.
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Le schima d'un 6coulement tourbillonnaire, aliment6 par du fluide provenant de l'intrados, se
dicomposant en un v'i.,rbillon principal, 6ventueliement accompagni de tourbillons secondaires contra-
rotatifs (dans le cas d'une aile 6paisse), est depuis longtemps acquis.

On sait que la presence tourbillonnaire pour un angle de fl~cho donn6 U~pend de lincidence de
laile ; mais cette incidence, necessaire A lanimation tourbillonnaire est fortement Hite A la g6omitrie
du bard d'attaque de l'aile (Rif. 1).

On sait 6galement que le nombre de Reynolds constitue un facteur d~terminant dans la pr6sence
d'un 6coulement tourbillonnaire sur one aile ; d'une faqon tr~s gndnralc, une augmentation dii nombre
de Reynolds conduit A one diminution sensible de son domaina d'existe! :e.

Ainsi, dans Ie cas de profils de type "peaky", par example, caracterises par l'existence d'une
pointe de survitesse importante, c'est le nombre de Reynolds qui r~git It "caract~re transitionnel'" de
lecoulement au bard d'attaque (notion de bulbe long ou billbe court) et c'est prdcis~ment de cc
caract~re transitionnel dont dUpend avant tout It comportement dii tourbillon sur l'aile.

De fait, aux fortes valeurs dii nombre de Reynolds, l'origine dii tourbillon qui apparait sur la
pantic externe de l'aile se d~place lc long du bord d'attaque vers l'apex lorsque lincidence croit (rif.
2) ; aux faibles valeurs du nombre de Reynolds, l'axe du tourbillon gardant la m~me origine dans la
r~gion de l'apax pivote, comme pour se rapprocher de Ia icorde d'emplanture. Par la mesure dui champ
de vitesse autour dii tourbillon, il est aujourd'hui ais6 de d~terminer avec precision A la fois sa
trajectoire et son intensitE.

Un tourbillon de bord d'attaque siir one aile en f!~che nest pas seulement un enroulement du
fluide en cornet, bien organis6, mais aussi Ie signe d'une certaine instabilit6.

'Des exp~riences r~centes (Ref. 3) ont montr6, par lc biais d'une Etude spectale, tine forte
contribution 6nerg~tique des fluctuations dans las basses friquences, d'autant plus marqu~e qua I'on
se rapproche de la frontitre dii tourbillon ; il semblerait que des instabilit~s soient g~n~ries dans la
region dii d~collement de bord d'attaque et se propagent sir la nappe tourbillonnaire jusqu'au
recollement.

11 apparait clairenient que l'on d~finit la structure tourbillonnaire de 1Idcoulement autour d'une
aile en fl~che, en mesurant Ies vitesses moyennes et fluctuantes au scmn de la nappe tourbillonnaire
afin de pr~ciser Ie comportement, Ia trajectoire at Fintensit6 dui toutbillon mais aussi en dffinissant
precis~ment la nature de H~coulement dans cette r~gion, creuset de son histoire, comprise entre le bord
d'attaque de l'aile et la ligne de d~collement.

Mettant A I'6cart laspect essentiellement diterministe de l'6coulement tourbillonnaire, nous
avons pense qutil Etait peut-8tre intdressant de eattacher A la "qualit6" de I'dcoulement juste en aval

dii tourbillon ; que devient la couche limite d'extrados apr~s avoir subi les effets fortement
perturbateurs d'un Ecoulement tourbillonnaire ?

La couche limite h~rite-t-eile d'une tridirnensionnalit6 qui ne liii serait pas naturelle ?
S'enrichit-elle d'une turbulence qu&A elle seule, ella ne pourrait convecter ? Garde-t-elle Its "stigmates"
d'un cisaillement accentu6 ?

Cette etude exp~rimentale s'inscrit dans le cadre tr~s general de Ia caracterisation d'un
Ecoulement cisaillC tridimensionnel autour d'une aile en fl~che. Une precedente Etude avait Etd nen~e
qui avait pour but de qualifier I'6coulement de coin dans one r~gion d~limitie par l'aile et Ie plancher
de Ia veine d'essais (Rdf. 4).

Avant de presenter Ies risultats essentials relatifs A la couclie limite se dvevloppant en aval dii
recollement, nous donnons quelquas rdsultats de mesures effectuies am scin dui tourbillon.

2 -MONTAGE EXPERIMENTAL

La montage experimental est constitu6 d'un profil d'aile (il sagit d'un prcofil ONERA"D" de type
Peaky de 200 mm de conec et d'6paisseur relative egale A 0,10) place avec inc flicho de 60' et one
incidence normnale de 150. dans la veine d'essai de la soufflerie. En fait, l'aile traverse Ia veine d'essai
de pant en pan, au niveau dii plancher at do plafond. La maquette est Equip~e de 5 rangees de prises
de pression et grace i tin micanisme (fig. I) assurant sa translation, il est possible de definir tits
finement Ia r~partition de Ia pression sur l'aile.
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vetne d'essais

/ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Fg I M acii et~stn-Aontage expcrimnental

3 - CONDITIONS D'ESSAIS ET TECHNIQUES DE MESURE

Lors de ces essais, la vitesse de rifdrence dans la veine a 6t fixde A 30 ms-1 correspondant A
un nombre de Reynolds de corde de 4 105.

Le syst~me d'exploration (fig. 2), enti~rement automatisd, comporte 5 motorisations
,attach~es" A 5 degr~s de libert6 : trois translations et d-ux rotations.

Ce dispositif permet donc de d~placer une sonde dans des plans perpendiculaires ý Iaxe veine
en alignant celle-ci dans ure direction privildgide, la direction de la lignc de courant locale par
exemple, et en assurant si translation suivant une normale en tout point au profil. Cet expiorateur est
relid A un calculateur qui assure son pilotage permettant le d~placement de la sonde et son
positionnement automatique au point do mesure.

3 4

3 -14

T 3
O,7mm

Ej".. Schuima du d~sposifif d'exploration Ei&..- Schema de la sonde d quatre fils Chauds

-- ~~ ~~~ --i7 g--~

Z , ~ --

-~7
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Les mesures effectufes sont essentiellement des mcsures par an6mom6trie fit chaud deux
types de sondes ont Wt utilis6es

-sonde I quatre fits chauds (fig. 3) pour la ddtermination & la fois du champ mnoyen et du
champ turbulent dans des plans perpendiculaires A l'axe veine ; chaque plan constitue un
maillage de 30 points de mesure (suivant la direction OY) par 35 points (suivant la direction
OZ) ; les points tes plus rapproch~s du profit se trouvent environ I I mm de celui-ci;

-sonde miniature A I fit sp~cialement adapt6e A la mesure de la vitesse moyenne et de sa
composante fluctualnte dans la direction longitudinale de l'6coulement, au sein d'une couche
limite de faible dpaisseur.

3.1. Mithode de mesure avec la sonde a quatre fits

La sonde A quatre fits (fig. 3) est conque de telle sorte que tes fits forment un ensemble de
deux sondes en X. Si l'on suppose que l'angle y entre un fit et l'axe de la sonde est le memo pour bous
les fits et que la vitesse effective Ueff est .. vitesse normale au fit, on peut 6crire pour une sonde
id6ale

Ueff', = (Usiny' - Wcosyý + V2

Ueff23= (Usny -WcosY + V2

Ueff2,= (Usiny - Vcosrf + W2

Ueff24= (USiin'.-VC0SI +W2

o6i U. V, W sont les composantes de la vitesse dans un rep~re cart6sien lid A la sonde.

La mesure des tensions El, E2, E3 et E4 fournit les vateurs de Ueffl, Ueff2, Ueff3, Ueff4 d'apr~s
lesquelles on doit calculer les composantes de la vitesse.

Le principe de la m6thode misc en oeuvre consiste A d6terminer trois fonctions des vitesses
effectives qui donnent directement la valeur de la vitesse en module et direction.

Le vecteur vitesse est reprdr par rapport A la sonde AI taide de deux angles 0 et (P tfig. 4) et Paon
forme les quantitds:

f=Artg g [(Uff Ucff, _(Ueff, Uh q,
f=AgUefA , Ueff' g = Ru 2 4]1 /2  h=IUcftq

Ueff I Ueff3' I Ueff.

On a:
Ueff - Ueff3 4 UW siirfvos Ueff2 -Ueff' 4 UV sin'zos y

f = (P g= ~~sin ?y tgO 4sn2 t9 I+cs2)
2sin~ + tg2o (I + COS2,y) h~I[sny2ge1.~o2

vies.Ces formules permettent donc de diterminer directement les angles ip et e et Ie module de ]a

La solution est unique si Paon admet quc 0 est inf6rieur A une vateur 0m pour laquelte la fonction
g poss~de un maximum gm -l 1expression de g montre que em et gm sont fu)nctions de t'angle Y.

En fait, tes formules donndes ci-dessus sont th6oriques et un dtatonnape est n6cessaire. It
consiste essentietlement A mesurer les vitesses effectives en fonction des angles 0 et (p pour une valeur
fixde du mudule de la vitesse.

~;4 :
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L'6talonnagc est rdalisd pour les valeurs de q- comprises entre -1800 Ct + 1800 par pas de, 150
et pour les valeurs de 0 comprises entre 0 et 45' par pas de 50 ; la vitesse de la soufflerie est done
fixde et la sonde est ddp)acde par rapport au vecteur vitesse.

Pour chaquc valeur de 0 er 9, on reI~ve la tension E et Ion en diduit ]a vitesse effective Ueff.

En fonictioni de 6 et .p, on d~terrnine alors les variations des fonictions F, G, H ddfinies par:

F=Arcr -Gef4 lef -UeffA + IUeff -Ueff4) 2 Ucftl

Ueff" - Leff, Z Ueff, L. Ueff',e6o0

Lp. touna:ion F est identique a la foniction f d~finie pr~cddemment, mais les fonictions G et H sont
diff~rentes de g et N ; la forme, de G a did pr~f~rde A celle de g car ii a di observ6 qu'elle permet
d'6tendre ldgarement le, domaine de mesure en 6 et la forme de, H est simplement dgale h/Ii(e=o), cc qui
nernet d'0iminer l'influence du mrodule de !a vitesse.

Les fonictons F, G et H dttermindes exp~rimentalement sont repr~sent~es sur tes figures 5a, b,
c. On observe que F West pas foniction de 6 F est foniction seulement de (P notons que pour une sonde
iddale, on aurait F D

/-lK .90 0 90 ~
-~~~ ~F~arctg Ufjet

igA D~ffinilions Eiz.,a - Etalonnage angulalre 1volution de F

s 5is 21 25, 4 0 .10 ~ ~

0 L .0
-90 1: -40

0-1820G~JI 30 180 -.eU-120 -60. 0 60. 12

L -c-Elalonnage angulaire ivolution de H

-ýR Ezltlnzt-ge a'ngulaire , voiugman dec

La fonction G, fonction th~criqucment de 0 seulement, d6pend en fait de 0 et (p ; la fonction HI

Upend peu do qp aux faibiles valeurs de 6, mais ses variations s'accentuent lorsque 6 augmente. Dans
une cxp~Srience, la direction du vecteur vitesse par rapport I la sonde nest pas ronnue. En un point de
I'dcoulement, la mesure consiste A relever Its tensions El, E2, B3, E4 appliqu~es h chaque fil. A partir de
ces tensions Ei, on calcule lea vitesses effectives Ueffi et on forime, la fonction F. On en d&Iuit la valeur
de IVangle (p on forme ensuite la foniction G, cc qui fournit la valeur de 1'angle 0. Enfin, connaissant 0

73
------------------------- ~ - --- --- --
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et aP, on determine Ia valeur de la fonction H X Ue uF/S Ueff&-o or, d'apr~s Ies mesiares, on connait

2 2
la quantit6 Z Ueffi , on obtient donc la valeor de Z Ueffj (0=0) qui, par d~finition, :st idgale 5 4

IU12sin2y; doii la valeur du module de la vitesse IUj.
De cette fagon, on calcule finalement Its composantes de la vitesse instantan~e ;ces tnesures

sont rdptdtes on grand nombre de fois, de mani~re A r~aliser on Micantillonnage conver~able.

Les composantes de la vitesse moyennte ainsi qoe lesi tensions de Reynolds sont alors calcul'des
par traitenlent statistique.

3.2. Mkthode de mesure avec la sonde miniature A on fil

Une sonde "miniature" A un fil de longoueur 0.6 mim a Wt r6alisde de telle sorte que soit
minimisd son encombrement lors des mesures au sein de la couche limite en aval du tourbillon.
Rappelons que la sonde ert montde stir on support motoris6 qui autorise notamnment one translation
suihant u-t axe normal A la paroi du profit et uoe rotation autour de cc meme axe.

Le principe de la mesure consiste A faire tourner la sonde autour de son axe et 4 enregistrer lat
tension ddlivrhe par l'andn'om~tre pour diffdr.-.ntes inclinaisons do fil par rapport A ledcoulement.
Ainsi, la direction de la vitesse correspond i l'angle d'inclinaison do fil pour lequel Ia tension A Ses
botnes est maximum. La position do maximum est obtenue par ]a m~thode indiqu~e sur la figure 6,-
la courbe formie par le3 points de mesure est coupee par diffdrcntes droites E = cste et la position do
maximum est determinde en extiapolant Ie lieu des milieox des segments formes par les points

d'intersection des diffirentes droites E =cste.

7Z

Ej"j. Visualis'atin par~itale

-3 2 1 K 20 30

Eiý- MJthode de mnesure ave., la sonde d on fil

La direction de la vitesse locaic 6tant ainsi d~teruiinde, la sonde est alignia dans cette direction
priviligi~e et l'acquisition de ia tension delivrie par le fil est alors declenchie.

4 - VISUALISATIONS ET REPARTITIONS DE PRESSION

4.1. Visualisations pariktales

Les visualisations parittales nc fournissent, certes, qu'une vue densemble et figie de - --

l'coulement mats donnent de cc dernier. dans It cas plus particulier des 60coolemlenls h 3tructure
tourbillonnaire, une prernibre et indispensable caractirisation.

Lail e-st entitrement recouverte d'un enduit, composd de phitalate dre butyle et de noir do -

fumde, dont la viscosit6 niccssite d'Etre finement adapt~e au cas de l'essai.---

- '--Y' 'Z'
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Compto tenu de l'incidence et de la flche du profil, l'6coulement d'intrados contourne le bord
d'attaque et d~colle sous 1leffet d'un gradient de pression positif intense ; I'dcoulement s'organise alors
en forniant un tourbillon en coviet qui s'amplifie au fur et A mesure que I'on s'6loigne de Femplanture.
Lt I.,urbiIlon imprirne trUs netteme'st sur l'enduit visqueux cc que nous appelons abusivement sa trace
ot qui correspond en fait ý une ligne de recollement (R) du fluide ; tras schdmatiquement, on peut dire
que Ja rdgion comprise entre Ie bord d'attaque et cette ligne (R) correspond A la region tourbillonnaire
(figure-,). Cette ligne de recollemeni cst aussi bien souvent appelde ligne de partagc, car c'est A partir
de cette dernil~re que le fluide tente df. se r6tablir en une couche limite stable sur l'extrados du profit.

On note aussi que, vers ie boid de fuite, les lignes tracies sur l'enduit visqueux son, mains bien
femi~es -,signe quo l'enduit est mains entraWn et donc que le frottement est plus faible.

Cc schema de I'tcouiement tourbillonnaire sur l'extrados du profil semble etre parfaitement
valid6 par nos r~sultats expdzimentaux ; sur ]a figure 8, nous avons retrac6 la ligne de recollement
telle que nous Favons obtenue Wapr~s les sondages de couche limite sur le profil et nous I'avons
compar&c i son cies~sn issu de la visualisation paridtale;, l'axe du tourbillon d~duit des courbes de
pression. en considirant le Cp tourbillonnaire minimum, est dgalement reprdsentd l a coh6rence des
r6sultats d& resure!ý et de viualisation est tout A fait satisfaisante.

200- 0

tignh de reotlemet -Sc/2emarisation de l'doulement

Y tahsabons C tourbillonnaire sur l'aile

200 300 400 500

120-~ Z

Z.Z. 200-
x

Ii'

z .P- 1 1

-CpC I 0 -o

J 01 I3
02 11

200 30r 4(Y' -w 300 400 5300 ~ m

Fi -a Ripartition de pression sur ladie

~ 'n'
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4.2. Rkpartitions de pression

Orfice aux prises de pression dont est dquip6 le profit et au degr6 de liberte de translation dont
it est dot6, on peut definir assez prdcisement les r~partitions des pressions sur toute sa surface
d'extrados.

Les figures 9a, b donnent l'Cvolution du coefficient de pression (Cp = p - po/lI2 p U0 ) sur laile

en diffdrentes lignes Z =cste paraliles 4 la ligne d'intersection entre le profit et le plancher de la
veine et forrnant l'axe OX', lorigine 0 dtant situde a l'intersection du bord d'attaque et du plancher.

Un pic de survitesse (non reprdsent sur les figures) apparalt dans !a rdgion du bord d'attaque
et dicroft progressivement lorsqu'on se rapproche de la jonction aile-plancher. La poche de
ddpression apparaissant apras le pic do survitesse est caractdxistique de la prdsence du tourbillon de
bord d'attaque;, on peut observer sur cette distribution de pression que la forme de "cloche" est plus
prononcee dans Ia premi~re moiti6 de laile (c6t6 emplanture) que dans sa rdgion extdrieure.

Quelle que soit la station en Z considrdre, cette poche de ddpression est toujours suivie d'une
forte recompression jusqu'au bord de fuite du profit.

La deermination de l'axe tourbillonnaire, comnie it a dt6 signal6 au paragraphe prdcddent, peut
8tre ddduite de faqon approximative A partir de la localisation, en diverses sections de l'aile, du Cp
tourbillonnaire minimum.

5 - MESURES AU SEIN DU TOURBILLON ET DANS LA REGION EXTRADOS DELIMITEE PAR
LAILE ET LE PLANCHER DE LA VEINE

La localisation des plans YOZ perpendiculaires A l'axe veine ciý ont 0t6 effectuees des mesures A
I'aide de la sonde andmomdtriqut' 4 quatre fils est donnee sur la figure 10 -,ces mesures ne
concernent pas seulement la rdgion tourbillonnaire sur l'extrados de l'aile mais tout un plan
perpendiculaire h ]a direction de I'6coulement amont et ddlimit6 par laile et le plancher de la veine;
les sondages ont et6 effectuds en divers plans YOZ situds A X = - 75 mrm, 50 Mm, 150 mmn,
250 mm, 350 mm. Nous ne presenterons que les r~sultats relatifs A deux plans de mesures
X 150min et X =250 mm.

ZW Fig 10 -Repiire de projection -Stations de mesure

5.1. Champ des vitesses secondaires (V, W) (fig. 11a, b)

Prdcisons, tout d'abord, que l'importance relative de Ia composante transversale de Ia vitesse V
suivant Ia direction Y est due au repbre de projection XYZ considdrd; en effet, par rapport A Ia
direction de Ia vitesse h I'infini amont, Ie plan (OX, OZ) est inclin6 de 7,5*, ce qui entraffne une
r~percussion sur le module de la composante V de la vitesse.

Dans la r~gion proche du coin, A la station X =150 mm par exemple, on pout noter que les
vitesses secondaires sont faibles ; cependant, pr~s; du profit, Ia composante transversale W est
relativement forte; il en est de mime h la station X 250 mm.

~S

- t ~ __Iki
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X. 150M X= .250m

ZmM' - -- -- --

--- -T - - -~

. .0

- ------------

-l - - - --- - -- -

005 .- - ------

F--1a Vitesse.s secondaires 0 o 1

La structure tourbillonnaire du fluide contoumnant le bord d'attaque du profil est bien misc en
dvidence dans cette representation ;I'amplification de la zone tourbillonnaire est ddjA d6celable en
considdrant ces deux stations de mesure.

De meme, l'inclinaison de l'axe du tourbillon par rapport au bord d'attaque du profil ainsi que
son dcartement progressit' de la paroi peuvent Etre vdrifi~s.

5.2. Champ turbulent

Les figures 12a, b donnont une repr~sentation sous la forme de lignes de niveau de la
fluctuation longitudinale de la vitesse aux deux stations de mcsure consid~rdes. On peut bien sar
noter l'accroissement du u' lorsque Yon se rapproche do l'axe du tourbillon ; les niveaux de la
fluctuation do vitesse varient tr~s peu d'une station de mesure A l'autre. Par contre, cette
reprisentation met bien en 6vidence l'expansion de la zone tourbillonnaire lorsque l'on so rapproche
de l'extr~mit6 de laile.

Notons aussi quo dans la r6gion confin~e du coin, on nobserve pas de mouvement
caract~ristique des lignes iso-u' traduisant, comme la montr6 par exemple SHABAKA (R6f. 5), Ia
pr~sonce d'un tourbillon do type fer A cheval dans le cas d'une aile droite.

L'utilisation de ]a sonde A quatre fils chauds nous a permis d'obtenir les six composantes du
tenseur de Reynolds datis la region du plan YOZ int~ressant le tourbillon.

Les corrdlations uv , v'w , u'w sont donn~es sur la figure 13 ;nous pouvons remarquer
quo los trois composantes du frottement turbulent A l'int~rieur du tourbillon sont du meme ordre de
grandeur. D'autre part, les; termies uv et v'w pr~sentent un changemont de signal franchoment
marqut au tiers environ de la hauteur du tourbillon suivant Z. L'dvolution de ces deux quantites. qui
reprfscntent los composantes du frottement turbulent dans le plan XOZ, est A rapprocher de cello des

au av -av CM
gradients des composantos de la vitosso moyenne -- pour uv et -- pour v'w ; Ia quantit6

-y a az' au
u'v' pr6sente un changement de signo bion que le termei gradient a soit faiblo devant le termo

axy
iLe terme u'w' , caract~risant le frottemerit dans Ie plan XOY, bien quo lit principalement au termo

grdin no pr~sente pas do changoment do signe.
az
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Sur la figure 14, est repr6sentde l'dvolution des trois composantes du frottement turbulent
suivant une direction Z =cste passant par l'axe du tourbillon ;,nous pouvons observer la faible
contribution de la composante uY , dans la g~n~ration du frottenient sur I'axe, en comparaison des
deux autres composantes uw' et VW'.

6 -MESURES AU SEIN DE LA COUCHE LIMITE EN AVAL DU TOURBILLON

Afin de sonder la couche limite aussi pr~s de la paroi que possible, le capteur utilis6 est une
sonde A un seul fil chaud.

Les sondages ont i effectuds dans 9 plans de mesure suivant X .,X = 200 mm
X =600 mmn (fig. 15).

La couche limite a Wt sondde en diverses altitudes Z pour une station X donnee en aval de la
ligne de recollement, mais aussi pour quclques stations situdes en amont de celle-ci, c'est-A-dire dans
to tourbillon.

Les r6sultats soft exprimds dans un rep~re OXYZ (fig. 16) 1i6 & la ligne de courant extdrieure;
QY est normal ii la paroi du profit, OX est tangent A la ligne de courant ext~rieure, OZ est
perpenidiculaire I OX et QY.

*Stations de mnesurez

-~~~ ~~ ..Z12m 20-~-2mnm

tz240mm
46mm

N' ~Xý,3Or..n 45Orhm SS0ilnm

Lý-d Repere de projectionI

17 4

x i

u6-1. Champ dets vitesses nioyennes

6.1a. Vitesse longitudinate A

Pnur la elait4 do Fexposd. no-j- tit pr~sentons que les r~.sultat; rc~ is un plan de aliesure, on
I'occurrence ?Z 350 trmm.

Le3 pretils -it vikes',e loi.aiiudinale daus le plan tie mesure X 350 mm ct aux diverse%
siatioris en Z son! ptdsemits figure 17, Nous avonr trac6 d'un.e pan ic-- proffis mesur~s uniquement au
stir de ht couche iNmite de r~a!e et itautre part, les prt'ils mcstir&s dans la Couche 1Inite et dans le
loin't-i'llon, It eat int~rrsaatut de remerquer que I'tspaisieur do IQ couche limitrj diminue lorsq'ie Y'on so
ratpproche de Bl iiue Jý ricoccIkment, Cest-ý-dire lorsquz Z croft A l'altitude z i20O trim, daiui; tne

JJ
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r6gion proche de celle du recollement (localis6 i Z =130 mm), la couche limite a une dpaisseur de
I1mm environ.

La zone tourbillonnaire est parfaitement d6tectde par tin accroissoment rapide tie la vitesse
dont It module dans la pAdriph6rie de cette zone devient supdrieur ý celui de la vitesse prise comme
r6firence A l'extirieur du tourbillon, au niveati de I'axe veine. Cette observation d'une couche limite A
l'dpaisseur fortement diminu6e pr~s de la region de recollement du tourbillon est valable, quel que
soit It plan de mesure oib l'on se situe.

Y".mf - -i I o n

8 - ~-""' - 16

6 -- 12 -

V 2.lOMM

2 4-

0 0 A

.3 .5 .7 .9 U /U .3 .5 .7 .9 U U

Fig, 17 - Vutesse ton gitudinale dans a) la couche limite
b) la couche lsimue et le tourbullon

Ce phhnom~ne-li est bien ind~pendant du chemin parcouru par le fluide, en d'autres termes
ind~pendant d'un "effet Reynolds", comme en t6moigne Ia figure 18. Stir cette figure, nous avons
reporti deux grandeurs susceptibles d'6tre caractdristiques de l'dpaisseur de la couche limite
immfdiatement en aval de la ligne de recollement pour Ies diverses stations en X:

- l6paisseur 8 de couche limite pour laquelle la vitesse locale est 6gale A la vitesse extirietire;

l'dpaissetir 8ui' pour laquelle la valcur RMS de la fluctuation longit' Hnale de la vitesse est
udgale A 3 % de la vitesse ext6rieure.

Except6 pour Ia premiere station de m~esure, on petit dire que 8 oti gu' reste pratiquement
constant quel que soit le plan X considir6 et, donc, quelle que soit Ia distance AX entre It point de
mesure et le bord d'attaque de l'aile ;Stir la figure 18, nous avons associ6 cette distance en
pourcentage de corde au point de mesure consid~rt.

10 A/

FJ ig...18 - Epaisseur de la couche lmt
en aval du recollemeng

O 0

200 300 400 500 600

- - - -- - - - - -

I~-VA --
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La figure 19 pr6sente une analyse des profils do vitesse i laide de la loi logarithmique de
paroi, A partir de laquelle nous avons ddduit le coefficient de frottement. Dans la region situi~e en yai
du recollement, cette 101 semble exister sur une portion appri~iable de la couche limite.

La figure 20 met en dvidence la decroissance du coefficient de frottement (ddduit de la loi
logarithmique de paroi), decrojssance odns une r6gion soumise A un gradient de pression positif.
Notons 6galement la valcur constante du coefficient de frottem-nt A la station de mesure situ6e
iimmddiatement en aval du recollement dans les plans do mesure concern6s, X= 350, 400, 450 mm.

Le param~tre de fortne (donn6 pour quciques stations de mesure figure 21) dvolue peu (H-
1 4 -1,5) exceptd dans la region comprise entre X =300 et 350 mm.

Z=60Omm Z=80mm

ýCvq-'.2i26E.O2 2 .18E0

V -8 -6 o-Lg
Z=lOOMM Z=12Omm

Cv2=.310/.E-02 -C/z=.2989EO02

Fi,1 Analyse de la lot logarithmique de ao

10 3cj,I2

.-150rnm

Z~O~m ~ Nmm

350 400 450 500 550 660

EiV2 - Evolution du coefficient de frottement

it est int~ressant d'observer F'ivolution du param~tre de forme immddiatement I laval du-
recollement (fig. 22) ; dans la premi~re region de l'aile, c'est-A-dire entre X =200 et 300 mm, le

t param~tre de forme semble croltre bien que sa dietermination A Ia station X =300 mm paraisse
entachi~e de, quelque impr6cision exp6rimentale ; tout au long de la ligne de recollement, depuis
X =350 mm jusqu'A X 600 mm, i1 garde une valeur pratiquemtent constante et voisine de 1,6.

.---- ;69

-f--7
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fH+ Z=93fMm

Li 110mm

t7 0 120rmm

1,6

300 3S0 400 450 5oo 550

Fig, 21 Evolution du parametre de forine

*3OD1 130m,,

'03 ~2000
Eiz~Z Evlutin dupara~grede frme

FigEi~2 22 Evolution de R9amr duen fome j

On pout igalement remarqUer (fig. 23) que le nombre de Reynolds Re form6 avec l'ipaisseur
do quantit6 de mouvement reste faible aux stations en X oil ii est mesuri (X = 300, 400, 500 mm),
cuii gard au fait qu'il est cens6 caractiriser un 6coulement turbulent.

La diminution dui Re, Iorsque Z augmente, est en accord avec une diminution du coefficient de
frottement lorsque Z diminue ; ccci correspond, en fait, A in "effet Reynolds", 1IM A la variation du
trajet turbulent depuis le bord d'attaque dii profil jusqu'A la station de rnesure suivant la ligne
Z = cste consid6rde.

11 est dgalement intiressant de remarquer que les diff~rentes courbes se regroupent assez bien
par translation ; ccci montre que la couche limite (par la valeur de son dpaisseur de quantit6 de
mouvement 8) ivolue de fagon identique A partir de la ligne de recollement, quelle que soit la station
de mesure considi6rd.

* ~6.1b Vitesse transversale .-

Apr~s analyse des profils de vitesse transversale fg. 2.4), on constate que les effets
tridimensionnels sont peu marqu~s A l'aval de la lignc de recollement; aux points de mesure les plus
proches de la paroi, la vitesse transversale atteint environ 10 % de la vitesse extericure.

IR -,U -0,4

$p ~ M
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Cette observation est d'ailleurs confirmie par la visualisation paridtale de l'icoulement qui
n'indique des effets tridimensionnels importants que dans la zone confinde entre le bord d'attaque du
profil et la ligne de recollement .du tourbillon, ainsi que dans une rigion tras proche du bord de fuite.

Lorsque Z est suffisamment dlevd pour que I'on se situe en amont de la ligne de recollement,
les vitesses transversales deviennent nettement plus importantes et leurs profils prennent la forme
do ceux rencontrds dans un dcoulement tourbillonnaire.

] X 2-1OMt -

4-6 - -

21 - -

44

0 .2 A /e -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 WU

Fig-24 Profils devi: esse transversale

6.1c Profils de vitesses en reprisentation polaire

L'6volution des profils de vitesses suivant X A une altitude Z =cste est igalement donnde sous
forme polaire (fig. 25).

On peut observer un changement de signe ainsi qu'une tendance vers une diformation en"S
de ces profils lorsque X croit. Le changement de signe des vitesses transver'sales est li au changementt
d'Etat n~gatif-positif du gradient de pression et s'effectue avec un certain retard par rapport ii cc
dernier. La figure 26 montre la courbure tr~s marquie que prdsentent les lignes de courant
extdricures.

Les profils polaires; au nivcau de la ligne de recollement (fig. 27) prisentent un changement de
signe trý-s net A partir de la station X = 350 mmn; Vinfluence du gradient do pression sensible i Ia
distance s~parant le point de mesure du bord J'attaque du profil nWest certainement pas Etranger A cc4
fait.

6.2. Champ turbulent

La faible Epaisseur de Ia couche limite dans Ia r~gion proche du recollement interdit l'intrusion
s au sein de celle-ci de toute sonde autre qu'une sonde an~momttrique i I fil ; de fait, une seule
t composante du tenseur de Reynolds peut 6tre d~terminde: Ia fluctuation longitudinale de la vitesse.

Les profils de la-fluctuation longitudinale de Ia vitesse sont repr~sentds figure 28.

Le maximum de la quantit6 4I 
2 IUc vanie trbs peu-quelle que soit Ia station de mesure et Ia

ligne Z cste considdrie's; cc niveau est relativement peu Elevd puisque seulement voisin de 8 %.

2 U~~Q ;L'incursion dans Ia zone tourbillonrv4irc est rapidemnent signal~c par une modification du
niveau des fluctuations longitudinales do la vitesse et de la formne de leurs profils associds.

Vr
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+ Z. 0a
a a ~ E~t. 0 120mm

.2 - 50vh510u

300 400 Soo 600

450mm Fi -2 Diviation des lignes de courant extirieures

I Ix200mmr W/Ue
.2 .4 .6 .8 U/U8

25Orfrni

.2
Fig. 25- Reprifscntatio polaire dcx profils die Vitesses 300lmg1

.6 .8 x
0

Ejý- Profils polaires au niveau de la ligize de recollement
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i -2 Profils de la fluctuation longitudinale 30mm;
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7 7CONCLUSION

La premiere partie de 1'6tude expdrimentale concernant la caractdrisation de ldcoulement
autour d'une aile en flache, a consist6 en une analyse de ldcoulenient dans la r~gion du coin d~limit6e
par I'aile et le plancher de la veine ; nous n'avons pas observ6 dans cette region de phdnom~ne
particulier comme, par exemple, la pr~sence d'un tourbillon en fer A cheval rencontrd dans le cas de
l'aile droite.

La secondc pantie de I'tude expdrimentale a eu pour but d'analyser le comportement d'une
couche limite se d~veloppant en aval d'un tourbillon de bord d'attaque sur une aile en Mlche et en
incidence.

Des mesures de vitesses moyennes ct de turbulence ont 6t6 rdalisdes A laide de 1an~momdtrie
fil chaud dans le tourbillon ainsi que dans la couche limite imm6diatement en aval de la ligne de
recollement.

Nous avons prdsent6 quelquei risultats typiques et essentiels de mesures r~alis~es dans le
tourbillon afin qu'apparaisse, de faqon plus frappante, le contraste existant au niveau de la
tridimensionnalit6 et de la turbulence de part et d'autre de la ligne de recollement.

La principale observation que nous pouvons rapporter est la faible 6paisseur de la couche
limite au voisinage de la ligne de recollement.

Nous avons aussi notE que ]a loi Iogarithmique de paroi existait sur une portion appr~ciable de
la couche limite bien que les profils de vitesse soient netternent d6formts dans Ia rigion proche du
raccordement avec la Ioi u+ = .

D'autre part, les effets tridimensionnels sont peu marqu6s imm~diatement en aval de Ia ligne
de recollement. Lorsque Von s'61oigne de la ligne de recollement, les profils de vitesse en
repr~sentation polaire se ddforment ; un changement de signe des vitesses transversales apparaft.

Nous avons Egalement observ6 que la couche limite prdsentait des niveaux de turbulence du
maine ordre de grandeur que ceux d'une couche limite turbulente classique meme au voisinage de la
ligne de recollement.

11 semblerait donc que tridimensionnalitE, turbulence, cisaillement, viatiques incontestds de
l'agitation tourbillonnaire, demneurent confin~s dans cette r~gion de I'aile oai nait et se d~veloppe le
tourbillon de bord d'attaque, de telle sorte que la couche limite semble subir comme une r~g~n~ration
A partir de la ligne de recollement.
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ECOULEMENT TOURB!LLONNAIRE SUR FUSELAGE DE MISSILE
ETUDE EXPEEIME2ITALE ET MODELISATION

par
P. CRA!PIOUY - D. BAUDIN

office National dlStudui at do Rechercbeu A6rospatiales (ONERA)
D.P. NO 72 - 92322 CHATILLON CEDEX (France)

RESUME

La connaissance de l'6coulement qux s'6tablit autour d'un fuselage en incidence est d'une irportance
primordiale pour la prdvision des caractdristiques akrodynamiques des missiles.

Dans ce contexte, one 6tude expdrimentale a Wt rdalisde A la soufflerie S2MA de IONERA pour des
nombres de Mach de 0,8 A 3.0 et des incidences allant 3usqu*A 200. Les mesures effectodes A Vaide de
sondes 5 trous cot permis de restituer les caractdristiques locales de ld6coolement :vecteurs vitesse,
nombre de Mach local et pression d'arr~t locale.

A partir de la banque de doonnes a~nsi constitode. une caractdrisation des tourbillons qui se
ddveloppent A 1Vextrados do fuselage a 6t4d menke (position, intensit6. taille do noyau visqueux) et one
modklisation du champ a~rodynam~que basde sur des tourbillons filament A noyao visqueux a Wt etablie.

Les exemples dapplication de cette mod~lisation montrent la n~cessit6 de prendre en compte ces
tourbillons dams lea m~thodes de prdvision, si Von veut estimer correctement les performances des
missiles.

ABSTRACT

The knowledge of vortex flowfield around body at incidence is of primordial importance for the
prediction of missile aerodynamic characteristics.

In this context, an experimental study was conducted in the ONERA S2MA wind tonnel, for Mach numbers
0.8. 1.5, 2.0 and 3.0 and angles of attack op to 200. The five hole probes measurements gave the local
characteristics of the flow such as the transverse velocity vectors, the local Mach numbers and the local
stagnation pressures.

From the large data base generated, the position, strength and core radios of the vortices are
analysed and a 2odeling of the flowfield based on viscous vortices is described.

Some applications of this model to missile aerodynamics are presented. They clearly show the need to
take into account the nose vortices in engineering methods for good performance predictions.

1 - INT'RODUCTION

La connaissance de ldcoolement tourbilloonaire qui s*6tablit autoor d'un fuselage en incidence est
d'une importance primordiale pour la pr~vision des efforts adrodynamiqoes de voilores aontdes sur
fuselage et poor la pr~vision des performances de prises d'air de missiles sopersoniques.

De nmobreoses 6tudes exphrimentales relatives A ce problL~me ont dE3& 6tE effectu~es, Isais les
r~sultats publi~s [1], [2] ou 13] sont mouvent limitds et pas toujoors cob~rents entre -eux, l'objectif
recherch6 n'6tant aussi pas toujours le sfine.

Dams le but de faire ume moddlisation des toorbillons, aussi simple mais r~aliste que possible, at
pour on grand domaine de nombres de Mach, la ndcessit6 est apparue de constituer one large base de
donndes.

Avec l'appui des Services Of ficiels franogais (DEN/STET), one Etude exp~rimentale a dt6 rkalis~e A la
soufflerie S2KA de VONERA pour des nombres de Mach de 0,8 A 3,0 at des incidences allamt jusqulk 290.

Les mesures effectudes ont permis entre aotres de caractdriser la position et l'intensit6 des
tourbillons mais aussi la taille de leur noyso visqocox: at lea pertes de pression d'arrit en leur coeor.

L'objet de cette communication est de pr~senter ces divers rdsultats, la moddlisation do champ

missiles.

a :rayon do fuselage

Cw portance doune voilure

- ---- - - - - - - - - 7 =- -t,. ,..'-
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D diam~tre du fuselage

M. nombre de Mach A Vinfini smnot

p. pression d'arr~t A l1infini amant

pi. pression d'arr~t au coeur des tourbillons

qo pression dynamique de 1Vdcoulement A linfifli amont

qi pression dynamique locale

q. pression dynamique au coeur des tourbillons

r distance A V~axe du fuselage

rt distance des tourbi3.lons A Vaxe du fuselage

rý rayon du noyau visqueux des tourbillons

X distance depuis le nez de l--ogive

X. abscisse de lorigine des tourbillons

V. vitesse de V~coulement A linfini smnot

a. incidence du fuselage

ai incidence locale de Vdcoulement (voir fig. 2)

0 id~rapage local de l'6coulement (voir fig. 2)

r. intensit6 des tourbillons (circulation)

r rendement de la prise d'air

rotationnel local

0 position azimutale

Ot :position azimutala des tourbillons.

3 M - EXZhPUIIYhNTh~lK

Lea essais out dt6 rdalis~s A la saufflerie S2MA de lONERI. sur une saquette composdc d'uue ogive
parabolique dallongemeut 3 t d'un cylindre de 11 calibres de longueur et de disamtre 6gal A 100 mm
(figure 1).

Les sesures out Wt affactudes i Vaide de 10 sondes andsoclinobarom~triques A 5 trous de diamdtre 3
mm (figure 2) rdparties sur un peigne A 4 branches (figure 1). Le peigne est notoris6 en roulis et lea
acquisitions ont 6t6 faites sur 360* de roulis avec un pas de 50, ce qui correspond A la grille de
sondage prdsentde figure 2.

Gn~le do sondage

D = 10mm 1,75
0,5,.,6 15020 30

Soufflerie ONERA S2MA 1.25Verne: 1.8 m x 1,8 m - 25
Nombre do Mach: 0,811.5/2,0/3,0 p. ,te r /
Incidence: a --+ 20*
Maquette. 0 0 01 m Sonde 5 trous

&Eý) =3 mm

60.

figure 1I dispositif exp~rirental figure 2 - grille de sondage at sonde 5 trous

Pour estimer plus prdcisemment lea caract~ristiques des tourbillons (position, intansit6, ... ), lea
masures exp~ritnentalas out ensuita Wt interpoldas aur une grille plus fine at rkgulidra = 2.5' at
r/a 0.05.

Las sondes A 5 trous ont Wt 6tudi6as et ktalonndas A V0NERA dana le domaine 0,4 (o H< 3,
0 at 400, 0 Pt 400, suivant une technique pr~ciste dana I& rdf~ranca j4].

-~ -- 7.274<•~iU ----- __.~v ~ 'c:
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A partir des lois dd6talonnage. 21 eat sinsai possible de reatituer l'orientation du vecteur vitesse
W!~, 50), le nombre de Mach local et Is pression d'arr~t locale.

Lea nombres de Mach considoras dana cette 6t~ide sont : ,8/1,5/2,0 et 3,0 pour des nombrea de
Reynolds, raPport~s au diam~tre du fuselage. voisins de 10s. Af in d'asaurer un 6coulement turbulent sur
toute la maquetto, la transition de la couche limite a Wt d~clench~e par des bandes de grains de
carborundum plac~es sur la pointe de logive.

4 - ANALYSE DES RESTJLTATS

4.1 - Descri2tio~n Ae I'Aqqulement

Aux tr~s faibles incidences, 1'6couloemet inci.dent contourne le fuselage sans d~coller (exemple
ao = 50, XID =3, figure 3) et sea caract~ristiques peuvont 6tre d~crites par la th6orie lin~arisde du

pot en tze0 .

MO 2,0 ®r/

3

o~19 figure 3 -vectoura vitesse transverse

7~7

Aux incidences modfrdes, sous leffet des gradients do pression positifa, l'6coulement d6colle A
lextrados du fuselage, pour engendrer deux tourbillons contrarotatifs (exemple a. = 150, XID = 9, figure
3). Outre laspect rotationnel, on, note dana ces zones tourbillonnaires uno chute importante de la
prossion d'arr~t locale et do la pression dynamique locale (figure 4). qu'il eat important do prendre en
compto dais les programmes do moddlisation. car cossie on pout le voir dana Vexomple pr~sent6, i1 no

reste plus quo 35% do !a pressioi, d'arr~t mLnfini amont.

Au fur et A mesuro quo lVincidemce croit, ou quo ion s'6loigne du noz du fuselage. Is zone
tourbillonnairo prend do lamplour en ospaco, puia a tondance A so ddsorganiser A partir do 200
d'.ncidemce, on particulier en aupersonique (figure 5). L'aspoct circulaire des tourbillons quo Von

pouvait motor prdc~demment a disparu. ot ceux-ci saint plus ailorgds vera lextrados, avec des miveaux doIrotatiommel moina 6levds, maim plus 6tal6s (exemple du cam M. =2 a. 200).

M0  2.0 ao = 10 X/O=12

Pression d'arret Pression dynamiqtte

figure 4 -distributions do pressioms d'arrfit

et dnamquefigure 5 -distributions du rotationnel

4.2 - Abac~isse do d~part dest tourbillons

Cosine on le verra plus loin. los caractdristiquos des tourbillons sont functions do la longUeur do
d~veloppemont do Is nappo, ce qui n~cessite de connaitre labscisse Xs & partir do laquelle elle sleat
form~e.

Pour cola doux techniques peuvent itre utilis~es

- soit A partir de v7,sualisatious paridtales des lignes do courant dons ce cam XZ pout 6tre consid~r6 [I7~ -

F cotme 6tant l'origino de la ligiio do dhcolloaent

-, ~.-4-X4

g-~
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- soit &partir de Vexamen des vecteurs vitesse dans des plans transversaux on suppore alora que d~s

que Von observe des coorants de retour dans 1Vdcoulerment transversal la nappc a pris naissance.

df11 faut noter que lea deux techniques condoisent & une certaine 'iaprdcision lIde & l'interprktatxon
dificile des aesures expdriaetales so voisinage, du ddcollesent naissant.

En labseace de visualiLsations des lignes de courant pour cette 6tude, la deuxidme technique a 6t6
utilisde ici, et les rdsultats sont prdsentds figure 6. On note 6videmment que plus lincidence augmente,
plus les tourbillons se ddveloppent tdt, mais Vabscisse de ddpart des tourbillons semble inddpendante du
nombre de Mach.

8 XSID =24o% -0,725

6101,5 fiue6 -ahscisse de ddpart des toorhillons
5- 3 ,0

4,

3]

0 5 1'0 1-5 i0O-*

4.3 - Poaxtxon des tourhillons

La position des tourhillons a 6t6 ddterminde cosine 6tant le lieu oO le rotationnel est maximal. Ce
point correspond aussi aux minima de pression dsrrit et de pression dynamique.

Les coordonndes des tourbillons sont prdsentkes figures 7 et 8 en coordonndes polaires, plut6t qu'en
coordonn~es cartdsiennes, ce qui permet d'obtenir one meilleore corr~lation avee les psrsm~tres d'essais.

II 0,8 rt

=o 1,5/2,0/3.0 r7

rt/D X/D rt/D -.16~ X/D e

1,0 ý- A 12 90 .00 9 90.
70A1 70. 0

0,5 0 ~0,5 -x 150 14-w

0 5 10 0 5 10 0 5 10 0 5 10

figure ? - position des tourbillons en subsonique figure 8 - position des tourbillons en supersonique

Au fuor et A nesure que X ou a. augisente, les tourh-illons s'6cartent do fuselage et is seilleure
corrdlatjon entre leur trajectoire et lea paramatres dCessais eat obtenue en consjd~rant des lois

On remarque ainsi quc Vangle polaire relatif A leur position, Ot, reste voisin de 700, et qu'il y a
peu d'influence do notbre di Mach em aupersonique sur leur position. Cependant, les toorhillons
s'6loignent moins vite do fuselage en subsonique qo'en supersonIque,

4.4 - Intensitd des tourhillons

Compte teno do caractdre visqueux des tourbillons, ceox-ci doivent 6tre ddfinis par au momns deux:
grandeurs caract~ristiques cosine leur intensit6 (circulation globale co rotationnel masi au coeor) et is
taille de leur noyso visqueux.

La circulation r., pent 6tre dfterminde par int6gration des Vitesses aur on contour suffisassent grand
autoor do tourbillon. Lea valeurs obtenues sont pr~sefit~es figure 9 o4a Von reiarque que la circulation
augmente r6gulikresent avex X 00 a.*, et coase pour leur position, avec des niveaux plus faibles enl
subsonique quoen aupersonique.

4 -~.u
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r2 t

M < 1 2 na Vosin a./

2 naVo sino a. X/D

1. 0.5 figure 9 -circulation des tourbillons

A ~ 12
'15

0,5- A' 12 0,5.

015
X ýsin 0 c 2L:X Xs snnoo

0. -a 0 a
5 105 10

En ce qui concerne leur caract~re visqueux, si l'on consid~re que la distkibution dui rotationnel est
de type gaussien:

ce qui eat assez bien vdrifii expdrimentaleraent (figure 10) tant que lea tourbillons reatent bien
organisda, alors le rayon viaqueux (r,) eat d~fini conne 6tant la distance otý la vitease induite V est
naximale.

0.
Vo Qr10.9/ =1

fie'ure 10 -r~partition dui rotationnel 13

40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 140

Exp6rience
-Prediction

Sachant que

2,6' 27cr

alora

'V

ce qui perset de d~duire le rayon viaqueux; des valeurs de la circulation r. et du rotetionnel b~ par

1,256r,

rExp~riaentalement, 4 partir des vecteurs vitesse transverse, il eat facile de calculer le rotationnel
a x i a l 

w d
dW.-d
dy dz

et den ddduire le rotationnel maxi Co. au coeur des tourbillons.

9" on suppose ici que Iea tourbillons sont peu inclin6s par rapport & lame dui fuselage momns de 60
d'apr~s lea trajectoirsa prdsent6es figures 7 et S.

*i. __________

____________________________________ 
M ~
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Les valeurs des rayons visqueux: ainsi obtenues sont pr~sentaes figures 11 et 12. En fonction des
diff~rents paramatres d'essai, on observe que leur taille augmente rdgulibrement au fur et A mesure que
les tourbillons se d6veloppent, et ce d'aUtant plus rapidement que M. est grand.

MO 1.5 =o 2,0 M0  3,0

MO = 0.8 rv/D rID r0ID

X/DO,
5  

7' X/O 0.5-/ XD 0,5-

0.4 rv/D + 6 0.4 0 9 0,4- / 5 0,4
0,3 a,- A12 0 '3 A12 0.3- 6'1~2 0,3- /'- 15 ~ 15 0 015
0, - ~ .0,2 xx 0.2 -Xx 0,2-_ '.1 X -X,

-_ýd -SfO Xs -S0a X 0.2
-a 0.1oasnGOsn0 - ol -a. , sin ao

0 5 10 0 5 10 0 5 10 0 5 10

figure 11 -taille du noyau vxsqueux pour figure 12 -taille du nbyau visqueux pour

M. = 0,8 et 1.5 M. = 2 et 3 '

Cosise nous l'avons vu pr~c~demment, pour les grandes valeurs de X et a. las tourbillons sont assez
allongds vers 1'extrados (figure 5), aussi le calcul du rayon visqueux utilisd ici, bas6 sur le
rotationnel maximal et la circulation globale, donne en quelque sorte une valeur moyanne dans laspace de
sa taillle.

4.5 - Pertesoe_,pression

ILors de is description de l'dcoulement qui s'dtablit autour du fuselage. nous avons observe& des
pertes de pressions d'arrtt et dynamique tr~s importantas au sein des tourbillons (figure 4).

Les minima de pression relevds sont qussi~ment ind6pendants de X at co (figure 13). autremant dit
de l'intensit6 des tourbillons, mais sont essentiellemant fonctions du nombre de Mach M. (figure 14).

M0  0.8 Mn 2,0

XD
.3

0,5-* 6 0.5-

A12

0 5 10 15 201 0 5 10 15 2

figure 133 -6volution de la prestion d'arrit au coeurl N
des tourbillons en fonction de 1 incidence/

qmlqo

01

figure 14 -pressions d'arr~t et dynamique minimales 12

5 - MODELXSATION DE L E COIJMU TOURBILLONNAIRE

5.1. Principte

Un des buts de cette d6tude exp~rimentala 6tant lamdlioration des a~tbodea de prddiction des
coefficients a~rodynamiquas, at plus particuli~rement du rrogramme MISSILE 151, une mod6lisation est
propos~e at quelques examples d'application sont ansuita pr~sent6s,

Dans leas m~thodes de pr4diction, le champ des vitasses. n~cessajre au calcul de la portance d'une
voilure mont~a aur fuselage, eat d~fini A partir de la solution de 1'6coularsant potential, A laqualla on -0

* ~~ajoute I& contribution des tourbillons. soit d'apris le scb~ma de la figure 15 .- , -

e 411'

0 *0'~ '~f ~~747

' : MA
A Z T



u-V~coo a
2  

+A ai,

v -- VO sin a.sin 4'(i-) + A V,

W Vo sin aoCos (I +)2 +A w,

potentiel tourbillons

a r

IVo sinl no figure 15 -schdss du mod~le tourbillonnaire

En assinilant les zones tourbillonnalres A des tourbillons Si noyau visqueux, de longueur inf-,nie,
parall6 Ies A I'axe du fuselage, la distribution des vitesses transversales induites est dapr~s la lox de
Biot et Savart donn~e par lea relations

Aw r4 Fu '"~ I +(J96-r)

2. (f-' 912 ,r

oil 1 1,4 est reistif sux deux tourbillons principsux et A leurs images respectives n~cessaires pour
respecter la condition de glissenent A Is psroi.

Par ailleurs, on suppose dana cette mod6lisation que lea tourbillons nWont Pas d'influence
sensible sur la vitesse longitudinsle, soit Aut = 0, ce qui est asaez bien vdrifi6 expdrisentalesent.

A partir de ls connaissance de Ia position et de Vintensit6 des tourbillons, le champ des
vitesses eat ainsi parfaitement d~fini, et done les incidences et d~rapages locaux.

Des comparaisons entre le sod~le exposd ci-dessus et Vexp~rience sont pr~sent~ea figures 16 et 17
p our P incidence locale et le ddrapage local respectivesent.

0. G

ut

4Ww

WoOWe Expirlence WOO"diine

figure 16 -distribution des incidences locales f~igure 17 -distribution des ddrapager locaux

%.
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On i-emarque quo le mod~le propos6, avec tourbillons &noyau visqueux, reprdsente tr~s bien le

Parmi lea autres caractfiristiques de l'6coulement :Mi , Pii, Qi , seule une mod~lisation de 1a A
pression dynamique locale et de la pression d'arrfit locale a Wt effectude

En effet mx Von observe c.~s grandeurs, moyenndes par exemple sur Venvergure d'une voilure de
hauteur 11), on note

-que le nombre de Mach local moyen ndLvolue que de ± 10%6 ce qui compte tenu des gradients lea
coefficients adrodynamiques en fonction flu Mach peut 6tre consid~r6 cosine n6gligeable pour ces afithodes

de calcul

-quo lea pressions d'arr6t et dynasique locales, moyennes, 6voluent dana des proportions beaucoup plus
importantes, en particulier au scmn des tourbillons.4

Lea distributions do pression d'arr~t ou dynamique ont Wt prises en compte sous Ia forse de
distribution gaussionne (cosine pour le rotationnel) soit par exemple pour la presmioii dynamique

1.2564,, 12%4

oý r, et rz mont lea ditstances du point consid~rfl aux doux tourbillons principaux et qa/qo la pression
minimale au coeur des tourbillons.

Cette moddlisation, bien que tr~s schflmatique, reprdsente assoz bien la rtdalit6 comme le reontre la
figure 18.

MO 2 ao =lO0 X/D 12

figure 18 -distribution des press ions
~-~i dynamiquos locales

Mod~le Exp6rience

5.2 -Appnlications

Le premier exeample d application de cette moddlisation eat relatif A ld6volution de Ia portanco d'uno

voi~lure en fonction de am po05 tion en roulis sur 1e fuselage (figure 19). I

11 set nettement en 6vidence la n6cessitd de prendre en compte ces tourbillons si Von veut estimor
correctement Is portanco de la voiluro lorsque celle-ci se trouvo A lextrados du fuselage, et en
particulier l'xnversion de signe du Ce au voiainage des tourbillons.

Le deuzi~me exesple dapplication eat relatif au rendement d'une prise dlair supersonique mont~e sur
un fuselage, flu cflt6 extrados.

La figure 20 montre d'une part lea performances dluno prise d'air axisysfitrique plac6e en incidence
dans un champ uniforme A M. = 2, et d'autre part lea performances de celle-ci, installde sur le fuselage.

0,54501

Mach = 2 il
Incidence =20*

EssalsPrime d'air Sur to fuselage

Calcuis du fuselage
-- Avec 2 tourblllons A noyau visquoux 0 10

figure 19 -portance d'une silo mont6e sur fuselage figure 20 -rendement d'une prise flair
supersonique.

- jý
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L'importante chute de rendement en fonction de Vincidence que Von note sur cette figure, peut tr~s
bien Atre moddliske par ca~cul si Von bient compte do l'6coulement local et en particulner de la
pr~sence des tourbillons pour Ce cas particulier.

6 -CONCLUSION

Dles sondages de ld~oulement autour d'uo fuselage en incidence ont Wt rdalis~s pour une large plage
de nombres de Mach (0.8 A 3,0) et d'incidences (0 A 200).

Ils ont pernis de constituei- une isportante banque de donn~es, & partir de laquelle un mod~le
ddcrivant le champ a~rodynamique au voisinage des tourbilrons a 6t6 6tabli..

Cette 6tude expdiimentale a permis d'am~liorer les mdthodes de pr~diction des performance; de
missiles, mais est aussi diLne grande utilit§ pout la validation des mdthodes num~riques.

Pour ces derni~res, la connaissance pr~cise de 3Vdcoulement au voisinage des lignes de d~collement
est primordiale, et devrait faire l'objet d'6tudes compl~menta!.res,, cosine par exemple un sondage de
couche limite. qux apporterait de prdcieux rer.sesgnements sur les mecanisnes de formation des nappes
tourbillonnaires.
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ASYMMETRIC VORTEX FLOW OVER CIRCULAR CONES

by

M. Pidd
J. H. B. Smith

Aerodynamics Department
Royal Aerospace Establishment

Farnborough, Hampshire, GU14 6T UK

1 INTRODUCTION relevant at this point to discuss the relationship between
the predictions of the two models. Fig 1 shows the star-

This paper presents an update on earlier RAE work on board side of a circular cone in symmetric flow at an inci-
the formation of asymmetric vortices from slender pointed dence parameter of 3. A vortex sheet solution is shown,
bodies at large angles of incidence. The emphasis is on sprnging from the seprtolieSathendfte
theoretical and experimental work on flow over circular sinprtnlneSathendote
cones. horizontal diameter of the circular cross-section. and

ending at E ,with its core at C joined to E by the usual
The theoretical work began with the generalisation of 'feeding-sheets. This separation position is typical for

Brysn's model 1 for symmetrical vortex flow over bodies of lamninar separation. The arc identified by the figures 40* to
revolution to f lows with lateral asymmetry. We formulated 49 is the locus of the vortex positions in the line-vortex
the model for asymmetric vortex flow over circular cones model for angular positions of the separation line, Sv , of
using slender-body theory, with arbitrarily chosen, straight between 400 and 490 above OSs. The first point to be
separation lines, and the single line-vortex model of the made is that this locus passes very close to C, indicating
separated flow. We looked for conical solutions, in which that the predictions of the simple model have a certain
the line-vortices are straqight, and eventually found a family resemblance to those of the better model. The second point
of asymmetrical sotutionsZ. When the separation lines are is that this resemblance is found for positions of the separa-
placed symmetrically on either side of the incidence plane, tion lines in the simpler model which lie well to leeward of the
the symmetric solutions of Bryson occur, and the asym- position in the better model. The reason for this is brought
metric solutions then bifurcate from this symmetric branch out by the difference in the shape of the separating stream
of solutions. The solutions depend only on the angular surface. For the better model this is the vortex sheet
position of the separation lines and on the incidence para- S5BE. For the simpler model, the separating stream sur-
meter defined as the ratlo of the angle of incidence to the face springs from the separation fine Sv , which is a typical
semi-angle of the cone. At values of the incidence para- conical flow stagnation point, so that it takes a course like
meter above that at which bifurcation occurs, a side force is that indicated by the arrow. Because the initial part of the
predicted. This grows rapidly with the incidence parameter, vortex sheet, SsB , lies relatively close to the surface of
reaching values comparable with the normal force, even the cone, similar f lows near C are generated with very
though the separation lines are placed symmetrically. Quite different separation positions in the two models. The posi-
large asymmetries in the positions of the separation lines, tion of point B has been chosen so that the circulation in
on the other hand, perturb the symmetric flow relatively the sheet model about the core C and the segment BE is
little. This work pointed to an inviscid mechanism for the the same as the circulation in the line-vortex: model with
observed side-force on slender pointed bodies. separation at Sv~ .

This early work was followed by calculations using the Beore leaving this discussion of the theoretical models
more realistic vortex-sheet model, developed previously for it is appropriate to mention the prediction of asymmetric vor-
symmetric flow on wings3 and bodies4 This retains the tex flow by more complete models. For inviscid supersonic
framework of slender-body theory, separation is still spci- f low over cones, conical solutions of the Euler equations
fled along arbitrarily chosen straight lines, and the restric- governing the flow exist. Such solutions displaying lateral
tion to conical flow is retained. This work confirmed the asymmetry have been obtained by Marconil 0. who forced
conclusions reached previously about the primary role the occurrence of primary separation along symmetrically
played by bifurcation and the limited importance of asym- located separation lines. Ageement between these solu-
metry in the position of the separation lines. It also allowed tions and those of the vortex-sheet model in slender-body
favourable comparisons to be made with observations of theory was pointed out by Fiddesw wand iam8 For laminar
vortex flow and with measured levels of side force5'6. The viscous flow, as described by the Navwe-Stokes equations,
solutions are extended without difficulty to elriptic cones coniclo~ flows do not exist. However, a slightly modified
and it was demonstrated that a reduction in the vertical axis equation set does display conical sokitkins for supersonic
of the elliptic cross-section leads to an increase in the angle speeds. Asymmetric solutions of these equations for flows
of incidence at which bifurcation from the symmetrical past circular cones have been obtained by Siclail and
solution takes place7. Further work using this vortex-sheet Mairconil 1. These display slight asyjmmetry In the position
method for more general shapes has been presented by of the primary separation lines. Secondary separation also
Fiddes and Williams8 and Williams9. occurs, but In their overall features the flows are not

markedly different from the Euler solutions ot Marconi10
The theoretical work In the present paper Is based on and the vortex-sheet solutions of FkIdes and Smith5.6. 4.

the simpler lIne-vortex model studied initially, so it Is

M -
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On the experimental side, it is quite impossible to and a general body of revolution. With the axes as shown,
review the investigations which have been carded out within we introduce the complex variable
the space of this introduction. A comprehensive review was z
provided by Hunt12 

in 1982. Since we are particularly
interested in the flow over circular cones, we shall make in the cross-flow plane, and define the vortex positions
extensive use of the measurements made by Fiddes, Lean by
and Moir

1 3 
in the 5 m Wind Tunnel at RAE and briefly

reported in Ref 14. Details of their wind-tunnel model are Z - Zl(x) and Z - Z2(x).
shown in Fig 2. Then, the condition of zero transverse force on the star-

board vortex system can be expressed asFig 3 shows an example of the results obtained. The

local side-force coefficient, Cy, based on the local dia- i. dr1  d_.
meter of the cone, is plotted against the angle of roll, *, (Z1 )au") + ur
about the axis of the cone. The angle of incidence is 35,. dx 1 dx
the results are for the first station, and the tunnel pressure r __

is only just above atmospheric, so that the boundary layer a2
growing from the windward generator is laminar at the +I1 2U ) + Za dx
separation line. We see that, at about half of the selected L1 1
values of roll angle, the side force takes an approximately
uniform numerical value, approaching in magnitude the local r1 z1
normal force coefficient, CN , shown on the upper curve. +
As usual, the sign of Cy changes several times in a com- 2ni(Z1  a2 )
plete revolution about the axis. At about half the remaining
values of 1, Cy is small enough for us to believe that the
flow is essentially symmetric. All this is consistent with the +1"2 1 ."predictions of the inviscid model, that symmetric solutions 2:i Z1 - 2  Z1and asymmetric solutions of right- and left-handed forms 2
both occur. However, the remaining quarter of the points ...... (1)
show values of side force which are dearly intermediate
between zero and the extreme value. It is these inter- Here r1 and -172 are the circulations of the vortis, a
mediate values which provoked the work to be described is the local radius of the body and the separation line OSj
below. lies along Z - aseoj The first term represents the force

on the feeding sheet, the second term represents the force2 SOLUTIONS OF THE UNE-VORTEX MODEL on the line-vortex due to its inclination to the freestream,
FOR CONICAL FLOW OVER CIRCULAR
CONES and the third term represents the force on the line-vortex

due to the cross-flow. The corresponding equation for the
In an attempt to explain the occurrence of the Inter- port vortex system has the suffixes 1 and 2 interchanged.

mediate levels of side force shown in Fig 3. the solution The generalised Kutta condition representing the occur-
space of the line-vortex model of Ref 2 was explored more rence of separation on the starboard separation line is
thoroughly. The essential features of the model are illus-
trated in Fig 4. A pair of line-vortices OV1 and OV2 lie r 1 (ZA 2

) 2 )
downstream of the pointed apex 0 of the body. Their r211-' (Z2- _ -a - 2a-tU cos -1
circulationsare r1 and -112 . Each is joined by a feeding "l7 12 22Z2_ Uccoel
vortex-sheettoaseparationline OS1 or 0,9 onthe lZ1
surface of the body. These feeding sheets are surfaces of ...... (2)
discontinuity in the velocity potential, with the magnitude of provided the angular position, 0l, of the separation line
the jump depending only on the streamwise variable x, provndedeng of t sepaation line
that is to say, as vortex-sheets in which the vortex-lines are is independent of x. The corresponding equation for the
transverse to the main stream. The velocity field is con- port side is obtained on replacing e1 by e2 .

structed using slender-body theory and two conditions are
formulated. We require In the first place that each vortex For a slender circular cone of semi-angle 8. we have
system, comprising a lins-vortex and its feeding sheet, is a - Bx (3)
free of transverse forces. This is achieved by balancing the
force arising from the pressure difference across the and we can introduce non-dimensional variables ; and T
feeding sheet by a force acting on the lins-vootex. The by
second condition expresses the occurrence of separation. 7i - aj , 1 -, 2xa- lJr j - 1,2. (4)
It forces the velocity vector at the separation ine OS tolie
along OS. Both these conditions are gros smplificatlons Then equation (2), and the corresponding equation for the
of the conditions that a vortex-sheet model would satisfy, port side, become
but they provide a rprepsentation of the principal kinematic
and kinetic constraints on the vortex flow.

Fig 4 is drawn for conical flow over a cimular cone, but it
is straightforward to write the conditions for non-conical flow

4 Z
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which is often referred to as the lower bound for solutions.
In fact it is only the lower bound to the right of point B, which"/ {1I - 1)_2{;,2 - ) a• os8 lies at 8 . Oc, - 46.1 * where

eo2 ie 2
I '1 5) tanec = and ýL- - 2.08 (12)

13 86 N

1 2- To the left of point B there are solutions for values of oL/S
1ýl '1 ' A -less than 1.5 cosec 6. lying in the region between the

28 cos e2  curve BD and the curve BC. The curve BC is simply theI.-1- '0212 1;2 - eie212 edge of the projection of the surface, so that it represents a
fold-line in the projection of the surface. Two points of the
solution surface are projected onto every point of the

Introducing a non-dimensional streamwise variable • by (6,o/6) plane between the curves BD and BC, so that two
solutions exist for each pair of values of 0 and or/8 in this

x - x0 e4 (6) region. The significance of the remaining curve AEB
appears when we consider the symmetric solutions as one

we find equation (1) becomes branch of the set of solutions of the equations (5) and (10)
with 01 + 62 - N, which govern the flow when symmetry

d [yri ei) - F , •2. y1 Fe c is not assumed. The solution surface now lies in a space of
"7 e even more dimensions, and it now contains a double curve,

or curve of double points, along which bifurcation takes
...... (7) place, so that two branches of the surface intersect along

where the double curve. The projection of this curve onto the

;2 (0,otiS) plane is the bifurcation locus shown as AEB in
F(,a)a ' - 2 - + 1 Fig 5. It can be shown that the determinant of the Jacobian"" matrix used in the solution process vanishes on the bifur-

'1 cation locus, so the locus can be identified by monitoring
y -the sign of this determinant as the symmetric branch of the

1 _ iTl 1• i72 (2 2- 1) solution is explored.

+ 1 + 1 (+1" ;2) (;1 2" 1) We now turn to the corresponding picture for the asym-
metric solutions, Fig 6. The curve AEB is the bifurcation

The corresponding equation for the port side becomes locus, the same curve as in the previous figure. Asym-
metric solutions arise when ct/ is increased, at constant

d0 \ , from points on the bifurcation locus. Once again, there
i - are edges to the surface of solutions where one of the vor-tices reaches the surface of the cone. The projections of

...... (9) these edges are the curves BJG and AHA. Also, once
again, there is a fold line FG which results from our choosingFor conical flow, the non-dimensional variables are to project onto the (1,odb) space, rather than any intrinsicindependent of the streamwise coordinate, so the governing feature of the solution itself. There is now an extra boun-

equations reduce to dary of the region of consistent solutions. The condition
applied at separation, that the velocity is parallel to theF (;l;2.71,"Y2,9 01. F(;2,;f2I,2., 2 0 separation line, is also satisfied by an attachment line. In

6) '21 f) 2the region labelled 'inconsistenr in Fig 6 one of the postu-

...... (10) lated separation lines is, in fact, an attachment line.

and the generalised Kutta conditions, equations (5) and (10) The small region of intersecting curves in Fig 6 is
consist of two complex equations, equivalent to four real enlarged in Fig 7. Two curves from Fig 5 have been added,
equations, so that we have six equations in all to determine so that the figure now indicates the regions of existence of
the two coordinates of each vortex and their circulations., both symmetric and asymmetric solutions in this small part
The parameters on which the solutions depend are the inci- of the (8,a/B) plane. Following up the account of theasymmetric solutions, we see them occurring above the
dance parameter ct8 and the positions 01 and 02 of bifurcation locus. It is easiest to trace the solution surface
the separation lines. oy moving downwards and to the left from the edge BJ of the

surface where the vortex lies on the cone. Then we find
Some solutions given in Rat 2 for symmetrically placed either that the asymmetric solutions disappear when the

separation lines illustrate the generation of asymmetric lower part of the bifurcation locus, BFE. is encountered, or
solutions by bifurcation from the symmetric branch as the the solution surface folds back on itself at the fold line FG.
incidence parameter increases above a critical bifurcation The asymmetric solutions then extend upward and to the
value. This dependence is illustrated in Fig 5, for 01 - 0 right In thn region bounded below by the bifurcation locus
and 02 0 -. The figure represents the projection of BFE. Note that ther- is a narrow region between the fold lineFG, the edge BJ and the bifurcation locus BF in which there
the solution surface onto the plane of the solution para- are two pairs of asymmetric solutions for each choice of 6
meters 6 and at/6. The curve ABD is the projection of and a/8
the edge of the surface along which the vortices reach the
surface of the cone and their strength vanishes. The curve Our search for additional soiutlons has, therefore, led
is given by us Into this narrow region of the parameter space. When the

at/8 - 1.5 cosece (11) sideforcescorrespondingtothedifferentpairsofasym-
metric solutions in this region are calculated, they turn out

--
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to be quite similar, so they do not correspond to the flowsSwith the very different levels of side force that are illustrated du I
in Fig 3. Moreover, no further bifurcation occurs at values - J1 {V') } (15)
of a/8 up to 10. There might be other solutions which are d'1
not connected to the solution surface we have explored, but
there is no simple way to search for them. where the matrix J1 is the Jacobian matrix of the real and

imaginary parts of the right-hand sides of equations (7) and
3 STABILITY OF CONICAL FLOWS (9) with respect to the variable '.i- Its elements depend

on the conical solution, but not on •.The situation depicted i- Figs 5 to 7 is of a confusing

variety of solutions of the model for conical flows over Now, equation (15) is a system of four first-order linear
circular cones. We now put forward a stability argument now, equations a syst officsThe line
which indicates which of these solutions is likely to core- differential equations with constant coefficients. The stan-
spend to the flows that actually occur. dard treatment (theorem 8.11 of Ref 15 for example) shows

that the stability of the system depends only on the real part
The disturbances which we treat in the stability analy- of the ergenvalues of Ji . We have stability if the real

sis are spatial rather than temporal. We suppose that a parts are all negative and instability if any eigenvalue has a
conical flow solution occurs and then, at some lengthwise positive real part. The consequence of instability is that a
station, a small disturbance is introduced into the flow, disturbance with a component in the direction of the appro-
taking the form of small changes in the positions and priate eigenvalue will grow exponentially in ý, as long as it
strengths of the vortices. Since we are using slender-body remains small enough for the linearised treatment to apply.
theory, no upstream effect of the disturbance is possible. In particular, K the largest real part is ).r > 0, the growth
We investigate the initial rate of change of this disturbance is 0tg
in the downstream direction. If all disturbances decay, we is like
say that the solution is stable, while if any disturbance )Lr
grows, we say that the solution is unstable. exrt =

The disturbed flow is clearly non-conical, but the body
shape is still a circular cone. For simplicity we assume that by equation (6). Thegrowth ratein x stherefore, alge-
the separation lines are not altered by the disturbance, and byaequation exgowth ate in is threfre age-
that the vortex strengths are still coupled to the positions braic rather than exponential, and it is more rapid the nearer
through the generalised Kutta conditions. (Some calcula- to the apex the disturbance is introduced.
tions with the vortex strengths unaffectod by the disturb- The solution surface described in the prevous sectin,
ances to their positions showed stability boundaries very both symmetric and asymmetric branches, was re-explored,
slightly displaced.) Then the goveming equations (5) to (9), evaluating the eigenvalues of J1 Wong the way. The
for the particular solutions with symmetric separation, are
considered. stability of the solutions can now be identified. For the sym-

metric branch the outcome is shown in Fig 5. We recall that
For onvenience, we introduce new variables 1, 2, the disturbances under consideration are not restricted toF)3, e)4, by being symmetric. The only symmetric solutions stable to

by general disturbances are in the region ABEA, the multiple
solutions are unstable. The change in stability takes place

I + W'2 = - e'1 9i) across the bifurcation locus.(13) •For the asymmetric branch, Fig 6 shows the asym-

u)3+ 4 = 72V2 e'ie2) J metric solutions are generally stable. The exceptions are
shown in Fig 7, where we see that the asymmetric solutions

Since we are concered with small disturbances about springing from the lower part of the bifurcation locus are
a conical solution we write each variable as the sum of a unstable. Stable solutions only occur above and to the right
term independent of F, with suffix c, and a small quan- of the hatched boundary and nowhere is there more than a
tity, identified by a prime, thus: single stable symmetric solution or a pair of asymmetric

solutions. Hence, it is hydrodynamic stability that deter-
;() - ;c*+;(4),1j, - Yic+YU(•). j - mines which of the possible solutions occurs. The figures

show that a value of 0 in excess of 300 is required for any

0(g)- Vic+vj), .- 1,2,3,4 stable solutions at a reasonable value of W/SE This
)j should be taken in conjunction with the conclusion drawn

Ifrom Fig I that the separation line in this model is well to

When these are Introduced into equations (5) and (13), leeward of the separation line in a more representative
the resulting equations are linear and homogenous in the model.

small quantities, so that , r. y1 and can be Although the distinction between stable and unstable
expressed in terms of 'u;, -j. Vj and ')4, with solutions is of theoretical importance, in a practical situa-
constant coefficients depending on the conical solution tion the growth rate of disturbances also plays an important
quantities with suffix c. With ;i IY' and Y2 part. Here we are concerned with spatial disturbances and
expressed in this way, the introduction of equation (?4) into there is only a finite length of body over which they can
equations (7) and (9) Wads to four real equations which can grow. It is therefore interesting to see the actual values of
be written in matrix form as

_+w
-- +

- 4j- i- L_.
" - ? " '

S. . . . + . ..... . .. . ...

S.. . . - • • "--'-• "" - : -- . . . .. . . .. . . ... . .. . . . . . . . ° " "
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the largest real part, Af , of the eigenvalues of the matrix There are also a number of longer arrows, which reach, or
J 1 • For symmetric separation lines 560 beyond the mid- approach, the extreme values; these seem to correspond to
plane of the body, these quantities are displayed as func- flows which are evolving towards the extreme states. Car-
tions of the incidence parameter in Fig 8. At small values of tainly. the extreme values are more common at station 2.
r/8 there is no solution. Just above 1.8, a symmetric Finally, there are a number of arrows which lie away from the
solution becomes possible. This is initially stable and the extreme values and often also point away from the extreme
eigenvalue is negative, though numerically very small, so values. If these are evolving toward the extreme states, it
that disturbances would decay very slowly, and conversely is clear that they have a long way to go. Many of these
evolution towards it from a neighbourirlg non-conical solu- arrows are long, indicating a marked non-conicality. It is
tion would be very slow. At a value of u/8 of about 2.08, clear that all the intermediate side force levels at station 1
bifurcation occurs and the eigenvalue of the symmetric have long arrows leading from them, so they must corre-
solution becomes positive. The eigenvalue of the asym- spond to non-conical states. Many of these flows have
metric solution is negative corresponding to its stability, reached, or are approaching, extreme states, which are
The eigenvalues grow numerically, but remain small for probably conical, by station 2. Unfortunately, measure-
cE/6 5 5. The kink in the curve for the asymmetric solution ments further downstream at this angle of incidence are not
at ot/h - 3.8 corresponds to the eigenvalue becoming available, so their further evolution cannot be traced.
complex at the larger values. Pressures were measured at all stations at a - 30* and

these results are considered in section 5.
The small values of Xr suggest that, if we are pre-

pared to admit solutions that are not exactly conical, then The appearance of conical flows with extreme or zero
approximately symmetrical and highly asymmetrical solu- values only is consistent with the solutions of the simple
tions may be found for the same value of W/S, despite the flow model and the predominance of extreme values is
outcome of the stability analysis for the conical solutions. consistent with the stability analysis. To obtain a more

complete explanation, we need to consider what happens
4 MEASUREMENTS ON A 100 CONE AT AN close to the apex of the tunnel model. We note first that,

INCIDENCE OF 35* since the model imperfections are finite, their size relative
to the local diameter increases without limit as the notional

The experiment, using the model shown in Fig Z was apex is approached. Secondly, we note that such undei-
designed so as to ensure that the flow was as nearly conical standing of the flow as we have is based on concepts rele-
as possible at the first ring of pressure holes, at the lowest vant at high Reynolds numbers, while the local Reynolds
total pressure available (110 kPa). The shape of the model number tends to zero as the apex is approached. Our flow
is conical for several local diameters downstream of this model can therefore only apply downstream of some station
station and the Reynolds number is low enough for the whose distance from the notional apex depends on the
boundary layer to be laminar at the primary separation line. scale of the imperfections due to manufacture and handling
The direct evidence for the state of the boundary layer is of the tunnel model and on the unit Reynolds number of the
the visualisation based on the difference in evaporation rate test. At this station we must suppose that the initial condi-
of methylsalicicylate held in a film of china-clay, carried out tions for the system of ordinary differential equations (7)
by Molt16 . Fig 9 is reproduced from his paper. Note that and (9) may be quite unrelated to the symmetric or asym-
his observation is for a - 30*, instead of a . 35°, at a metric solutions with which we are familiar. We should,
total pressure of 2.0 atmospheres instead of 1.1 ainos- therefore, not be surprised if non-conical flows are some-
pheres, and at a Mach number of 0.2 instead of 0.15. We times observed. it is the preponderance of approximately
assume that the tunnel temperatures are the same. We conical flows that requires explanation. The outcome nf the
cannot allow for the difference in angle of incidence, but stability analysis, that Oisturbances to stable conical solu-
differences in total pressure and Mach number simply lead tions decay like (x/x0o)*" and disturbances to unstable
to the prediction of a different strearnwise location at which conical solutions grow in the same way, with Xr - X
transition begins to affect the separation line. Note also illustrated in Fig 8, does show that the evolution either
that the streamwise location at which the separation line towards or away from conical solutions may be slow, even
first encounters a turbulent wedge depends on where the when the flow is close to being conical.
wedge originates along the transition front. Even with the
wedge on the separation line, this still loaves separation 5 MEASUREMENTS ON A 100 CONE AT AN
laminar all along the conical part of the model for the test INCIDENCE OF 30"
conditions of Fig 3. At smaller angles of incidence, the variation of side

However, when the local side-force coefficient at the force with roil angle is not dominated by the occurrence of
first two stations are compared, it becomes clear that the extreme states. Fig 11 shows the variation of the local side
flow at many roll angles is not conicaL Fig 10 illustrates force coefficient at station 1 for a - 30* and the same
this. The peak levels of Cy at the two stations are slightly Mach and Reynolds numbers as Fig 3. The local normal
different, so the values at each station have been norma- force coefficient is also shown for comparison. At this lower
lised with respec to the peak value of Jlyl at that station. incidence, the side force is smaller absolutely and in rela-
The resulting values at the two stations are then plotted and lion to the normal force, but it is still significant. There is no
the values at station I are joined to those at station 2 by obvious correlation between the side and normal forces.
arrows, so the arrow indicates the direction of the flow
development There are a number of short arrows close to t this angle of incidence we have local side force
the extreme itats-and two short arrows near the zero axis, values at all six measuring stations, of which the first four
These may well correspond to conical flow conditions. lie on the conical pat of the model, see Fig 2.- We shall use 4.

a ,71ZoO. .
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values at these four stations to assess the degree of approach to a constant value comes at the Intermediate

conicality of the flow. We also have values measured at Reynolds number. In Fig 16c, all the variations are small,

three different levels of total pressure In the wind tunnel, but two distinct near-constant levels appear, a near-zero
110 kPa, 200 kPa and 300 kPa, providing three unit value at the two higher Reynolds numbers and a non-zero
Reynolds numbers at the same Mach number, M .0.15. value, about the same as that in Fig 16b at the lowest

Reynolds number. In Fig 16d we see a change from a rising
Fig 12 shows the variation of the local side-force coef- to a falling side force coefficient as the Reynolds number

ficient with roll angle at the first three measuring stations at varies, with a near constant level in between.
atmospheric pressure. At nearly all the roll attitudes there
is a significant variation in force coefficient along the length 6 CONCLUSIONS
of the cone, so that conical flow concepts are not likely to
be helpful. (a) For the single line-vortex model of asymmetric conical

flow over circular cones with symmetric separation lines, a
Fig 13 shows the same quantity at the first station for thorough exploration of parameter space has revealed only

the three different total pressures. Separation should be insignificant regions of multiple solutions and no further
laminar for all three conditions, in accordance with the bifurcation locus from which asymmetric solutions could
previous discussion. It is clear that Reynolds number arise.
effects are present and we can tentatively identify two of
them. As the Reynolds number increases, an extra change (b) An examination of the stability of solutions of this
of sign appears in the side-force variation. We can asso- model to small spatial disturbances has shown that stable
ciate this with an additional feature of the nose shape symmetric solutions are confined to a narrow band of values
becoming effective as the thickness of the boundary layer of the incidence parameter, but that, with insignificant

decreases. Also as the Reynolds number increases the exceptions, the asymmetric solutions are stable. There is
no combination of separation line position and incidence

peak value of the side force increases. This point is pur- parameter for which both stable symmetric and asymmetric
sued in Fig 14, where the numerically largest value of Cy solutions are possible. The growth rate of disturbances to
measured in a complete revolution in roll is plotted against symmetric solutions is algebraic rather than exponential
Reynolds number based on the distance from the apex to and the growth rates are not large.
the measuring station. Results are shown for all three unit
Reynolds numbers and for all four measuring stations which (c) An examination of low-speed experimental data shows
lie on the conical part of the body. The increase in peak that asymmetric flow over a circular cone can be signifi-
value shown in the previous figure now appears at the left- cantly non-conical with large variations In local side-force
hand side of the picture, followed by a sharp fail and a coefficient along the length of the cone. At an angle of

levelling off. An attempt is made to define a band within incidence of 354 on a 10* cone, the approximately conical
flows appear to predominate, but at 30* they only occur

which the measurements tie. The range of values of exceptionally.
Reynolds number over which transition might occur at the
separation line is indicated. We might guess that the (d) This behaviour may be described using ideas from the
reduction in peak side force is associated with turbulent theory of systems of ordinary differential equations. Very
reattachment since this progresses gradually in the three- near the apex, any real body departs significantly from an
dimensional flow, and obviously ends when the boundary ideal circular cone, so the flow there defies rational descrip-
layer is turbulent at separation. tion and provides initial values for the system which are

essentially arbitrary. At the larger angles of Incidence, for
We might hope that the consistent behaviour shown by which a stable conical solutions exists, the flow evolves

the first five points on the left of Fig 14 would be reflected in towards it in the downstream direction, the solution acting
consistent behaviour at specific roll angles. C as an attractor. This conical solution will be asymmetric at

nng 1 larger incidences and symmetric at smaller incidences. At
*270,whichisnearapeakin Cy.weobtain FV 15. even smaller incidences, for which no stable conical.

where values at all six measuring stations have been Inclu- solution exists, but separation still occurs, a non-conical
ded to establish trends with more certainty. Concentrating behaviour emerges.
on the left-hand edge of the plot, we see that an Increase in
Rex, brought about by an increase in unit Reynolds num- REFERENCES
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AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF FINENESS RATIO

ON LATERAL FORCE ON A POINTED SLENDER BODY OF REVOLUTION

by

I.R.M. Moir

Aerodynamics Department
Royal Aerospace Establishment

Farnborough, Hampshire GU14 6TD, United Kingdom

SUMMARY force that results in the change of sign of the overall side
force as typified in Fig 3.

Tests have been made on a slender body model in the
RAE Farnborough 5 metre pressurised low-speed Wind Furthermore, as fineness ratio is increased, and
Tunnel. Measurements of side force variation with angle of consequently as the first vortex pair withdraws from the
incidence and with roll angle are presented in this paper, afterbody, we must expect a secondary vortex cell to be
together with an examination of the angle of incidence at formed even at low angles of incidence and independently
which side force onset occurs and how this varies with nose of the nose apex angle. Intuitively, we might expect such a
apex angle, overall fineness ratio and Reynolds number. A flow structure to be less stable. The implication is, there-
flow visualisation technique was used to study the develop- fore, that we should expect the variation of side force with
ment of vortical asymmetry as angle of incidence was angle of incidence to be strongly dependent upon fineness
increased, ratio.

The mechanism which causes one of the vortices in a
pair to leave the surface is thought to be essentially due to

1 INTRODUCTION the appearance, above the onset angle, of stable asym-
metric states 7, the choice of which state, left- or right-

It is well established that a pointed body of revolution, handed, being dictated by small imperfections in the geo-
although axially symmetric, can nevertheless give rise to an metry of the nose close to the apexO. The radial distribution
asymmetric flow field at moderate angles of incidence'-5 . of such imperfections usually results in the sign of the
This results from the separation of the cross flow around the overall side force being sensitive to the roll orientation of
body, the separated shear layers from which roll up to form the body, as illustrated in Fig 4. The roll angles at which the
vortices In the lee of the body. At first these are oriented side force changes sign are often referred to as 'switching
symmetrically about the incidence plane as shown in points'.
simplified form in Fig ta, but as the angle of incidence is
increased further, one vortex of the pair moves closer to the Notwithstanding the wealth of previous research on
body and usually towards the incidence plane, while the slender body configurations, the foregoing suggests that
other moves away, as shown in Fig lb. The consequence of further investigation into the effects of nose apex angle and
this phenomenon is that an out-of-plane, or side force is overall fineness ratio would be profitable. Furthermore,
induced on the body as a result of the asymmetric pressire whilst flow visualisation techniques have been used to
distribution now occurring on the surface, as shown in the examine the flow over the nose region of slender bodies,
exsanple In Fig 2. very little such work has been carded out on cylindrical

afterbodles. A research programme, based on the RAE
A typical variation of side force coefficient with angle 5 metre pressurised low-speed Wind Tunnel, has therefore

of incidence, together with the corresponding variation of been carried out and the main results are presented in this
normal force coefficient, Is shown in Fig 3. The region of paper.
zero side force consists firstly of attached flow, followed by
separated flow with symmetric vortices. The coefficient 2 RAE TEST PROGRAMME
becomes non-zero as the vortices start to show asym-
metry, and the angle of incidence at which this occurs is Experimental tests on slender body configurations at
usually termed the 'onset angle'. As may also be seen from low speed has been undertaken in the RAE by a number of
Fig 3, side force ". n attain similar magnitudes to normal workers, most recently by MundelIg, and Smith10 . Smith
force. it has beer, established by Wardlaw and Morrison6 , carried out some preliminary tests in the 5 metre pressur-
amongst others, that the phenomenon Is essentially a low- ised low-speed Wind Tunnel to establish the basic principles
speed one; the side force decreases progressively from of this type of test, and to investigate the dependence of
about M = 0.4 to become virtually zero as M - i is side force on Reynolds number and Mach number. These
approached. It is however of great significance to the tests were of a limited nature as only two nose shapes and
control of missiles and combat aircraft, both of which may one afterbody length were available. Also, the need to use
be required to manoeuvre subsonically. an existing strain-gauge balance and mounting resulted in a

model which was too large (about 300 mm diameter) to make
As the angle of incidence, (or the length of the body) is it possible to test at the lower values of Reynolds number

increased further, the separation of the vortices from the where transitional effects were thought to occur. However,
surface also increases, and at some point a new vortex some useful work was done in the early 1980's, which was
system forms closer to the surface under the first pair, and extended to include measurement of surface pressures on
further downstream. The effect is to generate a cellular the noses by Fiddes at a/11 to provide data for the CFD work
structure along the length of the body, the side force 'cells' of Fiddes and Smith 7.1 2, and also the development of a
being of alternating sign, appearing as a stable Karman device to control the side force onset by Moir, Peckham and
vortex street In the cross-flow plane. It is the progressive Smith13.
change in the distribution of positive and negative side
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In view of the known dependence of side force on two higher Reynolds numbers. The onset angle does not
Reynolds number near 0.5 x 108 (based on model however appear to be affected significantly.
diameter)

14
, and of the probability, discussed in the Intro-

duction, that side force could depend on both nose apex Fig 8 again shows the variation of CY with angle of
angle and the overall fineness ratio, a new model was incidence, but in this case three nose shapes were tested
manufactured. As shown in Fig 5, this is about half the each with an ovorall fineness ratio of 15:1 Itis seen that
diameter of the earlier model at 150 mm, and has three inter- the onset angle is virtually the same for all three

changeable nose configurations and three afterbody configurations.
lengths available The three noses are: Fig 9 gives an example of the variation of CY with

(i) A cone with a 100 semi-apex angle, faired into angle of incidence for one nose shape (the 3:1 ogive), but
the constant diameter portion via a circular arc. for the three values of overall fineness ratio. it is obvious

that fineness ratio has a major influence on onset angle.
(ii) A 5:1 circular arc tangent ogive (semi-apex angle While it has been suggested's that onset angle is only

11 4). dependent on the semi-apex angle of the nose, it is evident
from the present data that this does not appear to hold for

(iii) A 3:1 circular arc tangent ogive (semi-apex angle most of the configurations tested. Fig 10a shows the onset
18.90). angles from all the nine configurations tested plotted

against semi-apex angle. The figure also shows the
Noses (i) and (iii) have an integral constant diameter relationship of onset angle with semi-apex angle as

portion to bring their overall fineness ratio to 5:1. proposed by Keener and Chapman
15

, amongst others:

Together with the nose sections, the constant COnset - 2 x 
0

A - (1)
diameter cylindrical afterbody sections give total fineness
ratios of 5.5:1, 10:1 and 15:1. No surface pressure It is seen that there is quite a good correlation of the
tappings were incorporated due to the small size of the measured results with apex angle for the lowest fineness
model, ratio, but the longer bodies show progressively worse

correlation. This confirms the speculation that onset angle
The model was tested mainly on a 76 mm square should also be fineness ratio dependent

strain-gauge balance, which, while not being well suited to
slender body work (the normal force and side force Fig 10b shows the measured values of onset angle
component ranges differ substantially), has yielded useful plotted against fineness ratio. Also shown is the relation-
results as will be described. The model and balance were ship derived by Sarpkaya1 8 

from measurements of the
mounted via a roll gearbox, which allowed 360° of roll angle angle of incidence at which asymmetric flow first appears at
variation, on the 5 metre Wind Tunnel sting rig as shown in the base of an inclined blunt nosed cylinder, relating onset
Fig 6. This latter having a 19o crank angle enabled an angle directly to fineness ratio:
incidence range from about 1 * to 38* to be provided. Model
pitch and roll attitude was measured with accelerometers (..•
which were mounted within the model. oonsst - tan-

1 
' (2)

A more accurate strain-gauge balance that was The figure. shows that there is some correlation
specifically designed for slender body work has now been between the experimental values of onset angle and this
acquired, as has also a high incidence mounting rig which function of fineness ratio, at least for the higher values of
allows angles of incidence of up to 900 to be attained; some fineness ratio and the larger apex angles. The figure also
of the data presented here were obtained with these shows the onset angles suggested by the semi-apex angle
facilities. relationship; these show that for the lower values of fine-

ness ratio and smaller apex angles, onset angle is
Forces and moments on the model were measured increasingly Influenced by apex angle.

over the range of angle of incidence at constant roll angle,
and over 3600 of roll at various fixed angles of Incidence. It would appear, therefore, that in general, onset angle
Visualisation of the surface flow was carried out using is a function of both apex angle and fineness ratio. Making
diesel oil mixed with a dye which fluoresced when viewed use of the admittedly approximate measured values of
under ultra-violet light, onset angle, Fig 10c suggests the form that this function

might take. The constant onset angle 'contours* in the
The tests were carried out in the RAE 5 metre Wind figure have been derived by using equations (1) and (2) to

Tunnel mostly at M - 0.2 and Reynolds numbers of 0.7, define the end points, and fitting the best possible curves
1.3 and 2.0 million, based on model diameter. The Reynolds through the present data points.
number range was also extended by running at M - 0.1 at
minimum tunnel total pressure, giving 0.35 million. Reference to the work of Sarpkaya'

8 
would suggest

that a slender body of sufficiently high fineness ratio
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION behaves as a blunt nosed cylinder, irrespective of the nose

apex angle. Furthermore, this might also lead to the con-
3.1 Variation of side force with angle of cluslon that the flow asymmetry similarly first appears at the

Incidence base of the afterbody. In an attempt to verify this suppr-
sition, flow visualisation was carried out over a range of

Fig 7 illustrates a typical variation of side force coef- angles of incidence, starting from below the onset of side
ficient with angle of incidence over the range of Reynolds force. Examples ire shown in Fig 11 of the 3:1 ogive nose
number tested; the model configuration chosen has a 3:1 with 15:1 overall fineness ratio, the photographs being
ogive nose, and has an overall fineness ratio of 15:1. It is taken from the leeside of the modeL At the lowest angle of
seen that there is some dependence on Reynolds number in incidence shown, 12i, vortical flow was already established
that CY at 0.7 million is significantly lower than that at the over almost the full length of the body, but did not yet show

t
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any asymmetry. The nxt picture is at 250 of •icidence - 3.2 Variation of side force with roll angle
here it can be seen that there was substantial asymmetry
on the afterbody but the flow over the nose region was As discussed In the Introduction, when a slender body
essentially symmetrical. The following picture Is at 35°, is rolled abdut Its axis at an angle of incidence above that
which is less than 30 below the apex angle for this nose. for side force onset, it will. in general, exhibit a character.
Here the afterbody asymmetry had almost reached the nose istic Iswitching' of side force direction at cermaln roll angles.
region, although the nose itself retained substantially it is generally accepted4.

1
s that the switching points are

symmetrical flow. (The leeward generator has been drawn in determined by the distribution of minute Imperfections at the
the figure, showing that the photograph was taken from extreme nose apex, at least for conditions where vortical
slightly off-axis.) The final picture of the set Is at an angle asymmetry is occurring on the nose. These switching
of incidence of 42, some 30 above the apex angle. It Is points then appear to be charactelistic of a particular nose;
seen that there was now asymmetry on the nose as well as this view Is supported by a comparison of the variation of
over the entire afterbody. side force coefficient with roll angle for the three nose

shapes of the present tests, as seen in Fig 13. It is
It would appear, therefore, that, in this case at least, supposed that two noses of nominally the same axisym-

the afterbody asymmetry has reached the nose region at an metric shape would have different switching points since it
angle of incidence close to a value of twice the nose semi- would be implausible to suppose that, in general, manufac-
apex angle (37.90) above which the flow over the nose is turing imperfections would be reproduced. Indeed, it has
seen to become asymmetric. This is In agreement with the been found, during the present tests, that the switching
results obtained by Keener and Chapman

15 
who estab- points for one of the noses changed over a period of time;

lished, by means of measurements on a slender nose in the this is thought to be due to the nose being cleaned before
presence of a decoupled afterbody, that the nose does not each run, a process which eventually resulted in some of
develop side force below an angle of incidence equal to the imperfections being smoothed until they no longer
twice the semi-apex angle, even in the presence of an affected the flow.
afterbody.

It became apparent during the present tests that the
Flow visualisation on the 5:1 ogive nose, illustrated in flow field can be highly unstable in the neighbourhood of the

Fig 12, appears to show a similar trend. The nose is again switching points. Onanumberofoccesionswhen CYwas
shown with the 15:1 overall fineness ratio, and at angles of in the process of changing sign, the model was excited into
incidenceof 171,216,220and230 . Itisseanthattherewas a state of severe vibration, resulting in the neod to carry out
very small asymmetry at 170, but by 21 * there was easily an emergency shut-down of the tunnel This phenomenon
detectable asymmetry on the afterbody. By 220 this often occurred over a small range of roll angle and rolling the
asymmetry was well developed, and by 23* it had moved model in either direction by as little as 10 was suffic•ent to
forward to just aft of the nose region, which itself showed stop the vibration. The vibration was most severe when the
signs of Incipient asymmetry. variation of CY with roll angle was of 'square wave form, and

under these conditions it was noticed that as the side force
On the basis of the semi-apex angle relationship, we changed sign, substantial movement of the model occurred

would expect the angle of incidence for side force onset to as a result of insuffent rigidity in the model mounting. it is
be 22.80 whereas the onset angle for this configuration is supposed that the movement of the model resulted In an
about 150. Therefore, it would appear that, as with the 3:1 effective change in angle of incidence or in roll angle which
ogive, asymmetry has again developed on the afterbody was sufficient to trip the flow into a further reversal and that
and moved forward to reach the nose region by an angle of this built up Into a vibration. Evidently the anplitude of the
incidence approximately equal to the apex angle of the oscillation was dependent upon the resonant frequency and
nose. The inference to be made from these two cases Is stiffness of the mounting.
that the rate of the progression of the afterbody flow asym-
metry with increasing Incidence is governed by the nose In many of the present configurations, significant flow
apex angle; this rate of progression is such that the asymmetries apparently occur only on the afterbody. In
asymmetry reaches the nose at an incidence for which an these cases, one might reasonably expect to re.examlne
isolated nose would be expected to reach its onset angle. the hypothesis that the switching points are related to the
Thus, while the present results would appear to agree with nose geometry rather than that of the afrtbody. However,
those of Sarp•.aya'1 in suggesting that the angle of when we~compare the variation of sWde force coefficlent with
incidence at which asymmetry first occurs at the base of a roll angle for the two longer afterbodies but with the same
long cylindrical body is Independent of the nose shape, it nose (3:1 oglve in this case), Fig 14 shows that the switch-
also shows that the subsequent flow behaviour, as ing points are Identical. It is ilso interesting to examine the
incidence is increased, is strongly dependent upon nose result of a test inwhich the 3:1 ogive nos Sidon was
shape. This aspect is discussed further in the following displaced from its normal angular position relative to the
section. Further resolution of the question posed by the afterbody by an angle of 720. Fig 15 Shows that the
foregoing, namely, the relationship between nose and switching points were also displaced from those for the
afterbody flow asymmetry, is probably not possible with the nose in Its regular position by an angi ver rclose to 7r".
data obtalned from existing noses as the 5:1 oglve nose
has an apex angle rather too close to the value of the onset -he above ea-mple wa for the ws odel at an Incidence

angle for the 15:1 finenes ratio. A 4:1 ogive (pex angle of 27i, which asn Senea WLris wonl lw that at which flow
28.50) would give more opportunity tostudy the progression asymmetry -ppears on the 3:1 oglve 0o6s itsilf. From
of the afterbody flow asymmetry and Its relatnhip 1n sh IS I Is soi that tl4*itdhk4g kf'rerain t same
asymimetiy on the nose.., Aso, l i ivwie• •r to F whether On angse of I n jrboini#', belmw tht atme

""ersurface presuresoverthe'entirebody, the development of which theflow on the nose becomes P.,ymmetcal. Hance it
flow asymmetry with Increasing angle of incidenc could be can be concluded that a gh th ,.nose Itself may, exhibit a
-studied rmuch~ greater deta.• Alatvly a wae symmetrical- fijolafton, it can r-virthel Influe the
imaging teh iqu ch assa laegr light sheet'17 could be behaviour of the asymmetry on tMe aflerbody. it would

use tostdy hestramisedeelomet o dtesv]tca appearithat M40houl th uiefow pattern on tenose is
structure. --- i br•fj tfiileithere Is Inhert in

the flow a finite and persistent asymmetry convected with

z4
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the stream which is capable of triggering afterbody nose apex angle on the angle of incidence at which side J
asymmetry. This mechanism appears to be another force onset occurs, and the way in which this phenomenon
example of the influence the nose has over the afterbody is influenced by Reynolds number. The development of flow
flow, in addition to that of the rate of forward movement of asymmetry has also been examined using flow
the afterbody asymmetry. visualisation.

3.3 Reynolds number effects It has been found that, for high values of finenessratio and high semi-apex angle, the onset angle is
In section 3.1, reference was made to Reynolds dependent only on fineness ratio, while for low fineness

number effect on the variation of CY with angle of incidence, ratio and low apex angle, the onset angle becomes purely
Throughout the present experiments, there was evidence apex angle dependent. An expression derived empirically
that at a Reynolds number of about 0.7 x 106, side force is by Sarpkeyays for blunt nosed cylinders has been found to
smaller than at the higher values and that from about produce a reasonable collapse of measured onset angle for
1.0 x 106, the maximum CY remains virtually constant as configurations in the former category, while the generally

accepted dependence on semi-apex angle appears to apply
for configurations of the latter type.

In order to obtain greater understanding of this van- The former case has been found to be associated with
ation, measurements have been made at the lowest practic- the development of vortical asymmetry on the cylindrical
able value of Re. This was provided when the tunnel was afterbodiesof the configuratios tested, and the asym-
run at M - 0.1 at atmospheric pressure, it being presup- metry, having first appeared near the base of the model
posed that compressibility effects were negligible at these progresses forward, reaching the tapered nose region at anMach numbers. Unfortunately, this resulted In a deterio- porse owrrahn h aee oergo taMahonumbers.pUnfortunately, th is e resuhed sInade teorcf- angle of incidence dose to twice the semi-apex angle of the
ration of repeatability in the measured side force c nose. Asymmetry was seen in the surface flow pattern on
ficients -- a variation of up to 0.3 was seen at constant the nose for angles of incidence just above this value. It is
angle of incidence This was possibly due to a mismatch of concluded from this that the rate at which flow asymmetry
the balance to the low level of loads being measured. on the afterbody moves forward with increasing angle of

incidence Is governed by the nose geometry. However, theFig 17 shows the variation of CY wi,'h angle of question of whether the development of asymmetries on the
incidence for the 3:1 ogive nose with 15:1 fineness ratio. It qetion of the the de o symmetris on
is seen that, as stated above, for Reynolds numbers of 2.0 whether they ad linked is not resolved -athis might be
andclarifed by further tests with a nose of apex angle of aboutficient are very similar, while at 0.7 million the value is more c0oridie theg te en the noses apen t
than halved. For these three values of Reynolds number available Measurem en the poses at nose
sideavailable. M ment of surface pressures on the noseand afterbody of bodies of high fineness ratio might alsosection 3.1 for a fineness ratio of 15:1. At 0.35 million, assist the investigation, by providing a more precise
however, a very different pattern emerges. Taking into
account the large amount of scatter mentioned earlier, the allowed by surface flow visualisetion.
side force appears to remain near zero until the angle of at
incidence approaches twice the semi-apex angle of the When the model was rolled at a constant angle ofnose. Side force then increases rapidly, reaching a incidence above that for side force onset, the expected
maximum value higher than at the other values of Reynolds characteristic switching' of side force direction was seen.
number. The roll angles at which this occurred were found to be a

characteristic of the particular nose used and were unaf-These results agree in general with the tindings of fcdb h hl~o h wthnC h a m ig n 14, h o e m o stra ed h at Y c ang s ra idl in f ac ted by the choice of afterbody length. T he sw itching
Champignygeo who demonstrated that C0 changes rapidly in points also remained at the same positions throughout the
the range of Reynolds number 0.4 to 0.6 mIllion; this vari- incidence range covered. This implies that even for angles
atlon was found to be accompanied by changes in the of incidence at which vortical asymmetry existed on the
longitudinal distribution of CY on a slender body. Addition- atterbedy only, the nose controlled the orientation of the
ally, it would appear, from this single case, that the appear- asymmetry.
ance of asymmetric flow on the afterbody is strongly
dependent on Reynolds number. The effect of Reynolds number on side force was also

It my will be that the variation of CY with Reynolds investigated during the present tests. For values of 0.7number Is related to flow chngeas In the nose apex region million and above this appears to have lite Influence on the
numberlsrelatedtoflow cthangehownthanse-ctap ,ins angle of Incidence for side force onset or the angle of roll at
where flow visualisitio has shown that sub-critical, trans- which direction switlching occurs, There does, however,critical and super-critical boundary layer conditions all exist
in a small area. The fact that the Reynolds number effect appear to be a sharp change in the magnitude of side force
has been observed at angles of Incidencebelow which at about Re -0.7 x 106. At this value, the maximum CY
asymmetric flow is seen on the nose s-uggeits that the nose measured was less than half that at higher Reynolds num-
flowagain influencesthe flowovertheafterbodyinasimilar ber5,andtherliaum CYatthehighesttwo Re values
manner to that described isieL. Unforlunately, the flow was constam At lower Reynolds numbers there appear to
vistarmatlbn iuivey thai has been arir-Zed but was ibsue, be major changes in the way in which the flow- oirthe body"ficient to provide clear evidence of these effects. 'Clealy. develops. and the magnitude of maximum side force coaf-
f urther investigations in'this-iria are required. ficlent appears to be higheit at Iow Reynolds number.- How-

ever. furtherWork Is requied in this area in order tO identify
the flow features which imight aoodunt for the Flrnowd

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUtURE WOFK number effedoi: These large ibai effetiil highlight the

need to dany out tests, such as thiosepeiented hare, over
Tiesthave been•carried out o ne• n...body of a range of Reynblds-numberK in this respe•cce it--

revolution to ivestgatehe effects of fineness ratio and high Reynbods mbfficity, s*u-h as thes RAE...M
Famborough 5 metre Wind Tunnel, is very important

7Zi • -----
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- a) Low Angle Of Incidence

-Fi'gure 1 Vortex Shedding from a Slender Pointed Nose

b) High Angle of Incidence
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Figure 2 Local Pressure Distribution on a a 4
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AGARD/FDP Sympoosium sur "l'Adrodynpmiaue des 4coulements tourbillonnaires'
I - 4 Octobre 1990, Scheveningen, Pays-Bas

PHYSIQUE DES ECOULEMENTS TOURBILLONNAIRES

par

J. DELERY

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches AMrospatiales (ONERA)

92320 -CHATILLON - France

RESUM1- I INRODUCTION

En dcoulement tridimensionnel, le d4collement cond- Le vol & grande incidence des avions de combat ou
ult A la formation de structures tourbillonnaires blen des v~hicules hypersoniques lors de leur phase
formdes par enroulement de la "nappe" de fluide de rentrde et aussi des missiles tactiques conf~re
visqueux qul, jusqu'alors collde A la parol en une un lnt~rfit pratique dvident & l'4tude des
couche mince, surgit brusquement au sein de l'6cou- dcoulements tridimensionnels d~collds. Les applica-
lement externe non dissipatif. La compr~henslon tions concernent dgalement les dcoulements
physique de ce phdnombne doit s'appuyer sur une internes, les prises d'lair et les turbomachines en
analyse ratlonnelle du champ faisant appel A la particulier, 0~ la gdomdtrie souvent complexe du
thdorie des points critiques. On peut ainsi donner canal ainsi que la prdsence 4ventuelle d'ondes de
une interprdtation correcte des spectres paridtaux, choc provoquent Presque immanquablement le ddcolle-
vdritables empreintes du champ externe, et ddcrire ment de la couche limite.
avec pr~cision l'organisatlon des enroulements
tourbillonnaires. Cette d~marche est appliqude A Or, en tridimenslonnel, le dkcollement entraine la
des ddcollements engendrds sur des corps de forme formation de structures tourbillonnaires; - appeldes
typique dont le champ a dtd soigneusement dtudi6 & pour simplifier, mals improprement, tourbillons-
partir de visualisations et d'exploratlons par formdes par enroulement de la onappe" de flulde
sondes multi-trous et vdlocimdtrie laser. Le vlsqueux qui, jusqu'alors collde a la parol en une
problime de l'dclatement tourbillonnaire, s1 impor- couche limite mince, surgit au sein de l'dcoulement
tant dans de nombreuses applications, inst discut4 externe non dissipatif. Bien que connu depuis long -de fa;on plus rapide, le sujet mdritant & lui seul temps, le phdnombne est encore incomplhtement dluc-une coammunication entibre. idd sur le plan physique Pt sa moddllsation se

heurte a des dlfficultds s~rieuses en raison de la
complexitd do champ a~rodynamique dont 11 est

SUMMAB difficile de captorer toos les composants.

In three-dimensional flows, separation leads to the De nombreuses m~thodes de pr~vlsion sont basdes sur
formation of vortical structures resulting from the des modbles de flulde parfait, les premiers d'entre
rolling up of the *sheet' of viscous flow, initial- mux falsant appel au concept de nappes tourbillonn-
ly contained in a thin boundary-layer, which aires - en tant que surface de discont*.nultd du
springs out from the obstacle surface into the champ de vitesse - avec discrdtisation sulvant dif-
outer perfect fluid flow. A clear physical underst- fdrents proc~dds (doublets, filaments tourbillon-
anding of this phenomenon must rely on a rational naires, particules tourbillons, etc... ). Les
analysis of the flowfleld calling upon the critical travaux dans ce domalne sent trop nombreux pou- que
poi:ats theory. Wlith this theory it is possible to noos les citions ici. Un plus grand rdalisme dans
correctly interpret the surface fow patterns which la description de l'dLOUlement a ensoite dtd obteno
constitute the imprints of the outer flow and to par la rdsolution directe des dquatlons d'Euler
give a rational description of the vortical system. compl~tes, ce qui permit en thdorie - une capture
This kind of-analy~sis is applied to separated flows automatique des discontinultds do type nappe
generated by t'ypical bodies, the field of which has (Hitzel et Schmidt, 1984C Rizzi et Erlksson, 1984;
been carefully investigated by means of visualizat- Borrel et al., 1988; Siclari et DOl Goidlce, 1990;
ions and surveys Us~ing multi-hole probes and laser Lordon et al. 1990). -Toutefois, lef modbles de
velocimetry. The problemi of vortex -breakdown, so flulde parfait,ý d6nt certains -doiinen't'Uine bonn~e

impotan fo a arg nuber-of applications, is descriptioji d-s ddcfliemehis au*W ' a, coif~r-'
discssed afore rapidly, the subject being worth of t1ns 66pxs sn n~b~ ~rd~el M
a, ftill piper. noi ni qu est par essence
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- un processus visqueux. Ce n'est que dans des sit- ultent est mise en dvidence, en particulier par
uations bien particuli~res (bord d'attaque ou bord l'analyse de situations obi des structures peuvent
de fuite aigu d'une aile, culot franc d'un project- s'organiser en plusleurs centres tourbillonnaires.
ilie) que le "sens coninun" ou bien la viscositd nun-
drique du code de calcul permettent de situer Enfin, le ph6nom~ne de l'dclatement tourbillonnaire
l'origine de la nappe tourbillonaire. Quand le ddc- - si important dans de nombreuses applications-
ollement se produit sur un obstacle rdgulier, dont est bibvement discut6, le sujet mdritant A lui soul
la surface a partout un rayon do courbure grand une communication enti~re. 11 s'agit plut~t d'une
devant l'4paisseur de la couche limite locale, la introduction au problme basde sur l'exanen de cer-
ligne de separation est une donnde du prob~bme de tains aspects expdrimentaux.
fluide parfait. Elle dolt 6tre fournie, soit par
des corrdlations empiriques, soit par un calcul de 2 - DECOLLEt4ENT EN ECOULEMENT TRIDIMENSIONNELj
couche linite qu'il conviendra dventuellement de
coupler avec le calcul de l'dcoulement extdrieur. 2.1 - REMARQUES INTRODUCTIVES

One solution vraiment satisfaisante au problhne ne Pour un dcoulement bidinensionel stationnaire, 11
peut ~tre apportde que par la rdsolution des dquat- est gdn~ralement admis que le d~collement se pro-
iorns de Navier-Stokes qui contiennent le ph~nom~ne duit quand le frottement pari~tal -r. s'annule en un
dans sa globalitd. Cette approche soulhve, bien point D, appel6 point de d~collement. En aval de D,
6videnmment, de nombreux problhmes sur le plan numd- il existe une region 0~ T P est n~gatif, la distri-
rique, sur celul de la mod6lisation de la turbulen- bution de vitesse selon une normale A la surface de
ce et exige des ressources informatiques import- l'obstacle comportant - prbs de la paroi - une zone
antes. Toutefois, les r~sultats d~ja publids oOi ]a conposante longitudinale u est a contre cour-
montrent que de tels calculs pernettent une repr6- ant de l'4coulevent principal. Souvent, & une
sentation trbs fidbles des phdnom~nes, notamment certaine distance en aval de 0, 1'6coulement recol-
dans les rdgions de formation des d6collements le en un point R o6i le frottement paridtal repasse
(Kordulla et al., 1986; Elsenaar et Eriksson, 1986; par z~ro pour redevenir positif. Comme indiqud sur
Rizzetta et Shang, 1986; Fuji et Schiff, 1989; Han, le schdma de la figure la, l'4coulement slorganise
1989; Thomas et Newsome, 1989; Wong et al., 1989; en un bulbe de reecirculat ion - appeld parfois tour-
China et Yokota, 1990; Hsu et Liu, 1990; Hartwich billon - o4i les lignes de courant sont des courbes
et Hall, 1990). refermdes sur ellos-mimes. Une ligne particuli~re,

la ligno de courant discrfminatrice joint le point
11 est remarquable que ces progrbs spectaculaires de d6collenent 0 au point de recollenent R. Elle
dans le donaine th6orique aient Rtd accompagnds, sdpare le fluide pid96 dans le bulbo du fluide
sur le plan expdrimental, par une vdritable percde s'dcoulant de l'infini anont vers 1'infini aval..
en mati~re de m6trologie. En effet, grAce au ddve-
loppement de techniques d'exploration fines par En dcoulement tridimensionnel, la d~finition du
sondes de pression multi-trous at surtout par vdlo- d~ccllamant i partir du passage par zdro du frot-
cim~trie laser, on est d4sormais en mesura de tement pari~tal est inaddquate at mame inopdrante.
ddfinir avec prdcision la structure d'dcoulements En effat, sur un obstacle tridimensionnel, il
complexes. n'existe pas en gdn~ral de directions privildgides

le long desquellas le signe du frottement - qui est
Dans cette communication, nous nous proposons d'ut- alors un vecteur frottement - a une signification
iliser ces renseignements expdrimentaux pour donner physique bien d~finie, exceptd dans des situations
une description des processus de d6collenent tridi- tr~s particulibres, telles qu'un plan do symdtrie
nensionnel et de formation des enroulements tour- ou bien une configuration d'aile en f~bche d'enver-
billonaires. Ii s'agira de d~gager, ou de rappeler, gure infinie. En outre, le schdna de la figure la
certaines "dvidences' physiques dont la connais- ne correspond plus A la rdalitd, l'dcou'ement tri-
sance est indispensable A la bonne comprdhension dimensionnel ayant la possibilitd de d~velopper des
des dcoulements ddcollds tridimen sionnels et A composantes do vitesse transverses qui perm-ettent
l'dvaluation des mod6lisations numdi .ques. au fluide de s'dchapper latdralement. Au schdma la,

On cnsi~re 'abrd e prbl~e d d~clleent doit 6tre substitu6 le schema lb oýi - dans le plan
On cnsibre 'abrd e prbl~e d d~clleent conslddrd - la "ligne de courant' stagnant au point

proprement dit - ou separation - en dcoulement tri- de recollenent R est distincte de cella dnmanant du
dimensionnel oO cette notion dolt Otre soignau- point de d~collament 0, le fluide qui s'dcoule
semant d6finie. Le passage du bidimensionnel au entre ces deux lignes s'echappant dans le tourbil-
tridimensionnel oblige , en effet, & reconsiddrer lon T. Nais ces notions demandent A Utre
compl~tement la question par 1'introduction do con- approfondies.

cetspusgndraux et une torminologia prdcise.
Les concepts du bidimensionnal sonr en fait inuti-

pement 'du tourbillon qui, progressivament, que celul do la terminologie assoclie, sont.souvent

"dcli ela surface de 1 'obstacle en croissant sources de confusion. La 'ribre enAtiepu
enintensitd et en taillo. Diffdrents. modes de~gd- donner una difinition ratlonnalle ot - gdrale 4u

nepration des tourbillons -sont dtudids en consid6- ddcoll enkent tridimensionnel est probablement'04 A
rant des d~coilemints s r des' aqupttes de forse Haskell -(I955). Toqutofols,, los progrhs dicisifs
tyiqe Llraiainýe c'lmnsquI en-rds- dans ce domaino ont 4t# apportis par lis~rdflexions

It:~~rfi
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de Legendre (1956, 1977), d'Oswatitsch (1958) et de dx dz
Lighthill (1963). Ces considdrations s'appliquent, (1) 7. , _Z J rT x ,z
notamment, aux structures parfois tr~s complexes
rdvdldes par les visualisations parlitales par Ces dquations d~finissent une infinitd de courbes
enduit visqueux, qul moyennant certaines prdcau- appeldes caractdristiques ou trejectoires qul
tions, peuvent Atre assimildes au spectre des slidentifient aux lignes de frottement. En gdndral,
lignes de frottement sur l'obstacle. Ces visuali- par chaque point de la surface passe une trajec-
satlons, qul apportent des informations capitales toire et une seule. Les seuls points ne satis-
sur la structure des dcoulements tridimensionnels, faisant pas A cette rbgle sont les points singu-
sont largement utilisdes pour diagnostiquer les liers du systame (1) 0~ le frottement s'annule,
d~collements. Mais prdcisons ces notions. c'est-&-dire oýi Von a 0imultandment:

2.2 - LA THEORIE DES POINTS CRITIQUES
x , z 0 1 , ( X ,Z) 0

Les considdrations qui suivent s'appliquent & un
dcoulement stationnaire, donc en principe lami- Pour dtudier Vl'alure des trajectoires au voisinage
naire. En fait, il est possible d'inclure dans la d'un point singulier P. ( x, z ), recherchons une
discussion les dcoulernents turbulents A condition solution sous forme d'un ddveloppement de Taylor
de considdrer un champ moyen dont les propridtds lipiit6 au premier ordre:,
sont difinies A partir de moyennes temporelles in-
d~pendantes du temps. Les reprdsentations dites r. Or Z) ax x- T2+az z- Ostationnaires sont fictives mais elles sont cohd- 12(x ) z) ( j!X ),x)+- (z-~
rentes avec une modihisation faisant appel a la p0  ~0
notion de moyenne au sens de Reynolds et donc une O-
approche thiorique fondde sur les dquations de r2 (x z) ax x x-x0) + az I (- ZO)
Navier-Stokes moyenn~es en temps. )po(

Comme on le sait, quand la distance y A la paroi Dans cm qui suit, par connodit6 nous placerons
d'un obstacle tend vers zdro, la direction du 1 origine au point P0 et nous supprimerons l'indice
vecteur vitesse -dont le module est nul I la paroi 0, d'oO le systime:
- tend vers une limite colindaire avec celle du dx dz
vecteur frottement paridtal r . En mime temps, la ~ , , a- ~
ligne de courant tend vers Pune position limite-x+-z -x+-z

appelde 11 gne de courant 7imite, ou encore ligne de x O Ox 0
courant paridtale. En vertu de ce qui vient d'fitre Supposant que les ddrivdes partielles de '-x et
dit, cette ligne est 6galement une trajectoire, ou ne sont pas simultandmee'c nulles ?,. point singulier
ligne de force, du champ des vecteurs T P: pour et d~signant ai, x et g deux constantes, nous
cette raison, on l'appelle aussi ligne de frot- pouvons dcrire:
tement, concept qui nous semble plus convenable et
que nous adopterons par ha suite, car il est as-
socli & une grandeur physique mesurable, A savoir (2)dxz

La discussion du probhime du d~collement en 6coul- x dx + dz
ement tridimensionnel s'appuie sur ha thiorie des - ' X 0 a
points critiques. Cette thdorie, qui dicoule des X ( x +! + (ý
travaux de Poincar6 (1892) sur hes points singu-
hiers des systbmes diffdrentiels, envisage dans sa Une solution inst recherchie en mettant (2) sous la
gdniralit6 un espace A n dimensions. Toutefois, forme d'une ddrivde logarithmique, soit:
pour des raisuns de simplicit6, nous considirerons
dans ce qui suit l'espace A deux dimensions const-
itu6 par la surface d'un obstacle. Les implications d(.\ x + p z) x dx + IL dz
pour 1'dcoulement A trois dimensions seront uti- S(A _x+ t± z-) - aT ~~Or
lisdes par la suite dans l'exameii des enroulements X x + 5- )
tourbillonnaires, mais sans Justification
thiorique. Une telle formne est possible si les conditions sui-

vantes sont satisfaites simultandment:
Soit, dans ces conditions, un systbme d'axes ortho-
normis local ( x , z ) repdrant la position d'un

9point surlI&surface et ddsignons par r ( x , z !L ajx~

et r, ( x , z lescomposantes de ' selon xet z Or

4En 6coulement stationnaire les lignes de frottement Pour que ce systbme homogbne en x( A IL~ admette
parlitales sont rdgiei par le systime diffirentiel. des-solutions uion triviales, 11 est 6esieu

I A ýLautonome (inddpendant du temps): son diterminant- soit nul), d'o6 Ua coniditfon'ýsur S.,

Ira

zý3 -'
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(3) - T, 8r foyer (orFig. 3d). Si p est nul pspour q

ar,, aT, ferindes ayant une allure d'ellipse (Fig 3e), Ce
5T -W point singulier est appeld un centre.

Le comportement des lignes de frottement au voisi- Si q= 0 (region I dans le plan [ p , q 3), la
nage du point singuller - ou critique - P0 est dd& solution prend l'allure schdmatisee Fig. 3f qui
termind par la nature des solutions de l'dquation peut Atre interpretee comme une suite infinie de

(3), c'est A dire par le caractbre reel ou lea- noeuds ou de cols.
ginaire ainsi que le signe des valeurs propres S~

eS2sltosd(3 Selon les cas, comme indiqu6 sur la figure 2, les
traJectoires sont parcourues soit en s'eloignant,

Introduisant la matrice Jacobienne: soit en s'approchant du point singulier. D'aprbs laI
terminologle mathematique habituelle, le point cri-

0;xa~ tique est alors dit stable ou instable. En mdca-
F ax axnique des fluides, oOi les trajectoires sont inter-

0; i.,.prdtdes comme des lignes de courant ou de frotte-
ment, le point singulier sera dit-,

et posant: - d'attachement si l'dcoulement s'en dloigne,

p =-trace de F et q = ddterminant de F d ~aainsi 'nrprce

les valeurs propres sont donn~es par: Come nous le verrons dans ce qui suit, les cols et
foyers sont 6troitement lids au phenomine de
dec01 1ement.

S1p2 .p2.. Les noeuds et les foyers sont en fait topologi-

les diffdrents types de comportement obtenus en quement equivalents: ce sont des "sources" ou des
fonction des valeurs propres sont situ~s dans le "puits" de lignes de frottement. Compte tenu de
plan C p , q ] de la figure 2 et les trajectoires cette remarque, on dtablit la relation suivante
au voisinage des points critiques sont dessinees entre la sonae des noeuds/foyers et la somme des
Fig. 3. La representation adoptde est la forme ca- cols pour un corps isold simplement connexe:
nonique, clest-A-dire que les vecteurs propres sontZnods- os=2
perpendiculaires (pour le M~ail des calculs, voir ned o
Chanetz, 1986)., Cette formne, caui peut toujours dtre
trouvde par un changement de coordonndes approprie, Cette relation peut Atre utfie pour s'assurer de la
correspond physiquement A des situations au vois- coherence de la description d~un dcoulement tridi-
inage de plans de symdtrie. Il est A noter que le mensionnel en termes de points critiques. 11 faut
problbme, tel qu'il a dtd pos4, est indetermine, toutefois bien garder present i Ilesprit be fait
les parambtres x et ýL pouvant Atre choisis arbit- qu'elle s'applique A un obstacle complet.
rairement. Une solution au problbme de mecanique
des fluides exigerait l'insertion des develop- Les deux trajectoires passant par un col sont
pements dans les equations de Navier-Stokes. appelees s~paratrices ou lignes sdparatrices. Nous

verrons qu'elles jouent un r8le spdcial et impor-
tant dans Ia topologie d'un champ.

Si les deux racines S, et S2 sont reelles et dis-
tinctes, le point singulier est du type noeud. Bien que relativement ancienne pour son application
Alors, toutes les trajectoires - sauf une - ant en & la mecanique des fluides, la theorie des points
P0 une tangente commune (voir Fig. 3a). Dans le cas critiques connait un regain d'interAt suscite par
o6 les deux valeurs propres sont egales (points le besoin, deja mentionne, de disposer d'un cadre
situes sur la parabole 11 d'equation q = p2 / 4 ), rationnel pour apprdhender les ecoulements tridi-
les trajectoires ant toutes des pentes diffdrentes mensionnels complexes (Perry et Fairlie, 1974;
en P0. Le noeud est alors dit Isotrope (voir Fig. Wang, 1975; Tobak et Peake, 1978; Dallmann, 1983;
3b). Hornung et Perry, 1984; Perry et Chong, 1987). En

outre, cette theorie constitue un outil precieux
Si les valeurs propres sont reelles et de signes pour interpreter et analyser les masses de resul-
contraires (c'est-&-dire si q est negatif), le tats produits par les moyens; modernes de mesure et
point singulier est du type Mc. Alors, seules deux de-calcul appliques I l'Etude et A la prdvision des
courbos solutions passent par P0 , les autres ecoulewits tridimensionnels (Icaynak et al., 1986;

1'4vitent en prenant des allures en forme d'hyper- Mehta et Lim, 1986; Ooerffer et Dallieann, 1989a, et

Si los valeurs props-es sont imaginatres conjugudes, 2.3 - SEPARATION ET ATTACHEMENT
les traJectoires aboutissent toutes au point sin- L iuto epu ipeetcledu op
gulier en slenroulant autour de lui pour constituer LasttinU pusmle s cl dncos

- ____ ___ .r
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fuseld A incidence nulle, ou tr~s faible, dont le Ce *ddcollement" des lignes de courant est d'autant
spectre paridtal comporte un noeud d'attachement au plus brusque que la convergence des lignes de cou-
point d'arr~t et un noeud de d~collement & l'arrit rant est plus rapide, 11 peut conduira - come le
re. Les lignes de frottement enveloppant l'obstacle montreront les r6sultats qui suivent - A un vdri-
ont pour origine le noeud d'attachment. Elles se table "surgissement" au sein de l'dcoulement extd-
tercinent toutes au noeud de d~collement, comme le rieur non dissipatif du fluide visqueux initiale-
contre la figure 4a, cent cantenu dans la couche licite. Ce phdnombne

est certainecent la caractdristique la plus typique
On dira qua l'dcoulement sur un tel corps est et la plus spectaculaire du ddcollacent en dcoule-
ddcolld - suite A un accroissement de l'incidence cent tridicensionnel.
par example - si son champs paridtal contient plus
de deux noeuds. Puisque les lignes de frottenment Le comportacent local des lignes de frottement au
passant par des noeuds de m~me nature ne peuvent se voisinage d'une ligne de s~paration (S) a fait
croisar, un point critique - obligatoirement du ty- l'objet de certaines discussions, les visualisa-
pe col - dolt Otre plac6 quelque part entre ces tions paridtales manquant souvent de finesse pour

dexnoeuds (voir Fig. 4b). On en conclut que tout bien distinguar ca qul se passe. O'aprbs le schdma
dcoulement tridimensionnel ddcoll4 possbde au coins original de fMaskell (1955), 11 y avait contact en-
un col par o6 passent deux lignas de frottacent tre (S) et les lignes voisines, la ligne de sdpara-
particuli~res - les s~paratrices - dant l'une est tion apparaissant alors comme un lieu de points de
appelde la ligne de s~paration. line tella ligne dd- rebroussemant. Cette interprdtation a Mt cise en
finit deux domaines dans 1'6coulement de surface. doute par Legendre (1956), puis par Lighthill
Les lignes de frottecant appartanant A ces docaines (1963), qui ont avancd qu'une telle concentration
ont des origines distinctes, c'est-&-dire provian- de singularit~s 6tait hautecent improbable. En
nent de noeuds diffdrents, fait, la convergence des lignes de frottecent vers

la ligne s~paratrice - quand ella se produit - se
Les lignes de frottecent de chacune des deux facil- fait sans contact.
les longent la ligne de s~paration sans qu'il soit
possible souvent de ddterminer sur un spectre En d'autres terces, ce qua V'on pourrait appalar le
quella est la s~paratrice qui - horcis le fait qu'- d~collement effectif, en tant qua phdnombne carac-
ella passe par un col -ne se distingue pas des t~rnsE par un 6paississecent rapide des r~gions
autres lignes de frottacent. dissipatives, jusqu'& l'anvahissecent du champ de

fluide parfait, est A associer -non pas A la nais-S
Tautefois, sous l'action d'un gradient de pression, sance de la ligne de s~paration - ais A la conver-
11 tend A se produire une convergence des lignes de gence rapide des lignes de frottacent.3
frottecent voisines vers la ligne de s~paration qul
davient alors bien distincte, cc ph~nombne pouvant Ainsi qua nous l'avons d~ja soulignd, catte conver-
se produire loin en aval du col anigina de la ligne gence peut survenir assaz loin en aval du col,
de s~paration. Or, comae la montrd tr~s simplecant cause rdelle de la s~paration au sans stricte.
Lighthill (1963), une telle coivargenca a une pro- Cette distinction, en fait purecant quantitative
fonda r~percussion sur 7'6coulacent axtdriaur. cais ne portant pas sur l'essance du ph~nombne, est t

A l'origine de bien des confusions at des pol~mi-I
En effat, se r~fdrant A la figure 5, considdrons un ques, cella concernant notamment las concepts de
tube de courant de section rectangulaira, infini- s~paration ouverte ou fennde (Wang, 1983). Pour
mant ddliE, licit6 par deux lignes de courant (1i ~scr
at (1,) at deux lignes de frattecant (f,) at (f2̀).
La d~bit cassique traversant la section rh de cc - nous dirons qu'il y a s~paration si une ligne
tube de courant est: sdparatrlca existe dans le spectra des lignas de

= p n hfrottacent pari~tales, La prdsence de catta ligne
q. = pn h Vast obligatoiracent li~e & la prdsence d'un cal.

oýz Vast la valaur cayenne de la vitasse V, suppo- - la s~paration affective, qua Von pourra alors
sde rester parallble & ella-cmam at varier lin~al- appeler ddcollecent v~ritable, a lieu quand 11 y a
recent sur la distance h normala localecant & la convergence des lignes de frottacent an direction

paroi. de la ligne de s~paration.

Alors nous avans: La processus sycdtrique de reco~l aent ou d'attac-
hecent peut se ddfinir - mutatis cutandis - dans

h (6 des terces analogues, & cette diffdrence pr~s qua,
h ncaintanant, 11 y a divergence des lignes.da frot-

pnV tecent de part at d'autra de la sdparatrice qui

relation qul contra qua la convergence des lignas prend le nom ~de ligne d'attachemant. Dans ce cas,
de -frattecent en direction d'une ligne de sdpara- l'dcoulement Iplange".en direction de~la paroi.* La
tion ( n -.0 )-entrafne~une croissance de h. Autre- figure 6 contra I& diffdrence entra une ligne de
cent dit, las lignes de courant las plus voisines s~paration at une ligna d'attachemant.
de l'obstacle tendent, pr~s d'une ligne de sipara-
ti on, & s'Eloigner da la surface. 11 en rdsulte une La- notion de sdparatrice s'attache aussi, bien-i une

k dilatation~des rdgions dissipatives. - s~paration effective - ou ddcolleinent-,oqu'&'un~atý-

-iftA* -Vt. f
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tachement -ou recollement. De ce fait, 1e terme description en termos de points critiques et do
ligne de s~paration est parfois utilisd au sons lignes s6paratrices. Clest cm qui est fait danis le
g6ndrique de ligne s~paratrice sans que los notions schdma de la figure lb qui montre one situation o0
physiques de ddcollement et de rocollement soit la vitesse a en rdalitd one compos~nte perpendicu-
distingudes. Cotte absence de rigoeor dans le Ian- haire au plan do des~in.. 11 convient tootefois de
gage ambne & une certaine confusion contribuant & garder pr6sent & l'esprit le fait qu'une telle
obscurcir un peu plus la notion de d~collement en image du champ nWest pas objective, puisqu'elle est
dcouloment tridimensionnel. Pour 6viter cm travers, fonction du plan de coupe, 00 du point de vue, ado-

dasce qui suit nous ferons une distinction nette ptd. Sauf situation particuli~re, on plan de sym6-
entre sdparatrice, ligne de s~paration et ligne trie par exemple, les lignes de force d'un champ en
e'taheet bien que ces concepts soient iden- coupe ne sont donc pas des lignes de courant. Pour
tiques au sens mathdmatique. 6viter toute confusion, nous les appellerons

trajectoires.
2.4 - CAS DE L'ECOULENENT BIDIF4ENSIONNEL DECOLLE

La ligne de stparation est la trace sur l'obstaclea
Le d~collement bidimensionnel - plan ou axisym- d'une surface de courant de I'6coulement tridimen-
m~trique - apparait conme un cas bien particulier sionnel qui Joue aussi on r8le particullor. Elle
de la d~finition g~ndrale tridimensionnelle. En fait en effet office de barri~re entre les lignes
effet, dans le cadre de l'analysm qul prdcbde, one de courant ayant "ddcollE" de la surface d'un des
ligne de d~collement (ou de recollement) bidimen- c~tds de la ligne de s~paration de collins qol ont
sionnelle est constitude par one suite infinfe de "ddcollE" de l'autre c~td. La figure 8 reprdsente
cols r~partis sur one droite perpendiculaire au sch~matiqumment one telle surface de s~paration (Z)
plan contenant l'ecoulement (rdgion I do diagranime passant par le col C, origine de la ligne do sipa-
de la figure 2). On con~oit intuitivement qu'une ration (S). L'mxistence d'une surface de courant
telle situation est 'iauteinent improbable sur le telle que (E) prenant appoi sur le corps n'est pos-
plan physique. L'dtude expdriinentales des Ecoule- sible qu'en raison de la nature d'une s~paratrice.
ments d~collds dits plans montre, qu'en fait, Les ligries de courant constituant (2) ont pour oni-
l'influence - indvitable -des bonds lat~raux do gine le point C qui - sur (2) - prend le caract~re
montage conduit toujours & ne situation tridimen- d'un noeud (en fait on demi-nomud).
siorinelle. tMlme qoand des pr~cautions panticulibres
sont prisms, on observe que l'dcoulement pari~tal La surface de s~paration (2) peut Atre assimildea
tend & s'organiser en structures plus ou moins cm que Vlon nonee one nappe de ddcollexent, bien
rdguli~rms (Ginoux, 1958; Settles et al., 1978). que le concept de nappe - d~finie connie surface deA
Sur les configurations de r~volution - en Principe discontinoit6 pour le champ de vitesse - soit atta-
libres de tout effet de bond - l'dcoulement prend chE au modble de fluide parfait. Dans la ndalit6,
aussi one structure tridimonsionnelle. Au recol- en fluide visqumux, les champs de vitesse et de
lement, notanuent, les visualisations pari~tales rotationnel sont continus, si bien qo'il inst sou-
mettent clairement en Evidence one structure fine vent difficile de d~finir avoc prdcision de telles
oei la ligne de recollement porte one succession de nappes a partir de l'examon des rdsultats
nomuds et de cols (Roshko et Thorake, 1966). Ainsi, exp~rimentaux.

la figure 7a montre one visualisation do recol-I
lement turbulent sur one jupe a on nombre de Mach De par son onigine, la surface de s~paration inst
de 5 (Joolot, 1990). Le sch~ma intmrprdtatif de la situde dans la r~gion do champ o4i le rotationnel
figure 7b montre que la ligne de recoilement porte tend aso concentrer et los structures tourbillon-
one succession, en nombre fini, de nomods et de ,aalres ,caract4d-istiques des Ecoulements tridimen-
cols traduisant Ilexistenco dans l'6coulement de sionnels d~coll~s, peuvent Atre interprdtdes connie
structures analogues aux tourbillons de GWrtlor on enroulemont de la surface do s~paration. En rb-j
(Inger, 1977). gle gindrale, unm ligne de s~paration (S) se ter-

mine en on foyer autour duquml elle s'onroule en
2.5 - SURFACE DE SEPARATION ET NAPPE TOURBILLONNAIRE spirale. Ce foyer inst la trace sun l'obstacle do

tourbillon provenant do l'enroulement de la surface
Les notions qul pr~c~dent se gindralisont aux do s~paration portde par (5). Une tolle situation,
lignes de courant do l'Ecoulement & trois dinen- avec deux foyers F, et F. do part et d'autre do col
sions entourant 1'obstacle puisqu'elles s'appli- C inst reprdsentde sun la figure 9a. Elle correspond
quent a tout champ do vecteurs contino et perma- a ce qom Ilon nonue on tourbll on troabe. Le foyer
nent. 1e formalisme mathdetatique devenant tootofois "portant* le toorbillon pout Atre situi dans un
nettomont plus complexe, nous nous limitorons dans plan de symdtrie, comme nous le verrons dans los
cm qul suit A Enoncer on certain nombre do oxemples qol suivert; on panle alors do tourbillon
propridtds. en fer A cheval (voir Fig. 9b).

Egalement, si V'on considire 1'Ecouleuent dans un Do fait de I'enrouleaient de la surface de sipara-I

plan do coupe (P) - opdration souvont pratiqude tion, 1e rotationnol n6 dans la couche liuitm et
pour-ddcrire los champs tridimensionnels - il inst ayant migrd dans Il'coulement externe va avoir ten-
possible do construire~les trajoctoires, 00 lignes dance & so concentrer fortement au cocur-de I 'en-
do force, do champ de vectours constitu6 des pro- rouleMent. Ainsii loin des parois, le champ eft
jections do la vitisso dans (P). L'onseible de~ce$ constitud de r~gions ;isoldes-oD 1e rotationnel'se
"pseudo" lignos do courant so prete aussi & one trouve concentrdi. Cetto propridtd, biercofnnoe'et
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mise &profit par les modbles thdoriques de fluide L'objectif principal de ces exp~riences dtait de
parfait, peut aussi Otre utillsde pour ddcrire produire, A partir d'une gdomdtrie simple, un dcou-
l'dcoulement d~colld A partir d'un "squelette" de lement fortement tridimensionnel afin de constituer
tourbillons (Hornung, 1983; Perry et Hornung, un cas test pour valider les mdthodes de calcul
1984). (Cambier et Escande, 1989). Cet dcoulement a donc

dtd soignousoment dtudid au moyen de visualisations
paridtales, de mesures de pression et de sondages

3 - ANALYSES DE FORMATIONS TOURBILLONNAIRES du champ par vdlocim~trie laser i trois composantes
TYIQUIES (Benay et al., 1986). Dans ce qul suit, nous por-

terons uniquement notre attention sur l'examen des
3.1 -. REMARQUES INTRODUCTIVES spectres paridtaux, notre propos dtant d'illustror

l'intdrflt de la thdorie des points critiques pour
Les notions de point critique, de ligne s~paratrice ddcrire un dcoulement complexe.
et de surface de separation s'appliquent A tout
champ de vecteurs continu et stationnaire. Elles ne Les figures Ila A lid montrent des photographies
sont pas attach~es & une thdorfe des dcoulements des visualisations par enduit visqumux pratiqudes
tridimensionnels ddcollds avec valeur pr~dictive. sur los quatre parois du canal. Les schdmas inter-
Plut~t, ces concepts constituent une "graimnaire" pr~tatifs, dessinds sur la figure 12, ont Wt dta-
permettant de ddcrire des dcoulements complexes de blis d'apris ces photographies et une observation
fa~on rationnelle et avec une terminologie rigou- directe des visualisations en cours d'essai qui
reuse (Peake et Tobak, 1980). Leur emploi se rdvble rdvble des informations perdues lors de la prise de
vite indispensable quand il faut interprdter des vue, notaamment le sens d'dcoulement de l'enduit.
visualisations ou des mesures de champ af in d'en Ces sch~mas, bien qu'ayant valeur qualitative, res-
donner une repr~sentation cohdrente (Werld, 1975). pectent fidblement los proportions de la rdalit6,

Ces notions sont donc largement utilisdes dans les L'examen de 1'6coulement sur la bosse (Figs, Ila et
paragiaphes qui suivent oOi Von se propose de ddc- 12a) montre l'existence de deux foyers F, et F2
rire des dcoulements tourbillonnaires observds au bien visibles dans la moitid gauche du canal. La
cours d'expdriences, effectudes pour la plupart A s~paratrice (S,) passant par le col C, et s'enrou-
1'ONERA. La d~marche adoptde va consister i damon- lant autour de F1 et F2, constitue une barri~re
trer d'abord l'intdrdt do la thdorie des points situde approximativement au pied de l'onde de choc
critiques pour interpr~ter des spectres pari6taux oblique du systbme en lambda engendrd par
dans des cas particulibrement complexes. Ces spec- l'interaction. j
tres sont Il'mpreinte sur l'obstacle du champ ex-
terne et une bonne interpr~tation de l'information Les lignes do frottement venant de l'amont et
qu'ils contiennent est indispensable & touto comp- contenues dans le domaine limitd par la s~paratrice
rdhension de l'dcoulement. Ensuite, sont examinds (S2) passant par le col C. vont slenrouler autour,
des d6collements sur diffirents corps en envisa- soit de F1, soit de F2, selon qu'elles sont situdes
geant successivement des situations oDi la sdpara- d'un c8td ou de l'autre de la s~paratrice (S)
tion est impos~e par une ligne singulibre, puis portant les cols C1 et C.. Une partie de ces lignes
celle o6j c'est l'origine des lignes de s6paration contourne la barribre (S,) en s' incurvant rapide-
qui est fixde; enfin cello du d~collement entib- ment A son approche. La structure constitude par
remont *libre* est envisagde.. (SO', (S2) et les foyers F1 et F2 est classiquement

observde dans los interactions onde de choc -

couche limite en canal avec effots tridimensionnols

3.2 - SPECTRES PARIETAUX ATTACHES A DES DECOL- (Green, 1969; Reda et Nurthy, 1972; Schofield,
LEMENTS MULTIPLES 1985),

3.2. - ANALTRASSONQUEDans Ia situation pr~sente, (S,) peut Atre associde
sans ambigultd a une separation et (S.) & un atta-

Le premier cas examind est colui d'un canal trans- chmn. Ani 1  tC2 sntrpeivmtds
sonique tridimensionnel dont la gdomdtrie est prd- col s de s~paration et d'attachement. Les enroule-

cis~ su lafigue 1. Ue bosodon le ign de ments autour des foyers F1 et F2 sont les emprein- f

crite prdsente uno flbche do 30* relativement A la te sulapridsorblns 'capntdn
direction do la vitesse amant, est montde sur la l'dcoulement extdrieur, la ligne (S,) dtant la
paroi infdrieure du canal dont los trois autre trc de asufedespaioqis'rue

face set pane. Lenvrgur dola ein dosai autour des axes des structures tourbillonnaires,
est de 0,120 m et sa hauteur, dans la section W'en- cnfrmntashmadlaige9.
trde, de 0,100 m. L'Ecouloment, subsonique I l'ent-
rde du canal, s'accdlbre dans la partie convergente Revonant & la figure 12a, on observe quo les lignes
do la veino pour attoindre l'Etat sonique au voisi- dortemn onpvnacdoluntspraet
nage du soinet do la bosse qul constitue un col. En en deux familles; los unes, proches do la face 8,
aval, l'dcoulotaent passe eh supersonique; puis, on sEoln otnmn olaotvr 'vl
raison do l'effet do blocage produit par un second
col, il so ralentit au travers d'ondes do choc int- LsatovinsdoAsesprtalu r tu
erigissant fortement avec los couches limites tur- en deux sous ensemibles:7

bul~ente~s des~quafre facos de-li volne.

, U
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celles comprises entre (S,) et la s~paratrice du futur lanceur europ~en ARIANE 5. Comme le montre(S4) , aboutissant au demi-col C,, poursuivent leur la figure 13, ces expdriences ont Wt ex~cutdes sur
chemin vers l'aval; un montage i corps central, A un nombre de Mach de

4, les jets des deux propulseurs d'appoint latdraux
-celles situdes entre la parol A et (S 4) vont et du moteur central 6tant simulds par de l'air

s 'enrouler autour d'un troisibme foyer F, pour for- comprim6. En plus des visualisation paridtales, lee
mer un "tourbillon" d~limitd par la s~paratrice champ a Wt explorE par vdlocimdtrie laser ce qul a
(S,) issue du demi-col C4. penmis de d~finir l'organisation de l'dcoulement

dans l'espace inter-tuy~res (Reijasse et D6lery,
tine description semblable peut Atre appliqu~e aux 1989).
spectres observds sur les trois autres faces du
canal. Mais nous arr~terons I& cette discussion, de Sur la figure 14 est reproduite une visualisation
peur de lasser le lecteur. Remarquons simplement la strioscopique mettant en Evidence les jets issus
complexit6 du spectre relev6 sur la face A oýi un des diffdrents moteurs. Compte tenu de l'altitude
noeud N1 et un deiai-noeud N2, situ6 A la jonction simulde, ces jets Oclatent et interagissent for-
avec la face supdrleure du canal, sont les origines tement entre eux, ce qul d'une part est la cause
des lignes de frottement de la partie aval de d'un courant de reflux intense en direction du
l'dcoulement pari~tal, celles en provenance de culot du moteur central, d'autre part peut induire
l'amont disparaissant dans le foyer F4. un d~collement de 1'6coulement externe en amont de

1'extr~mit6 des fuselages. La figure 15 repr~sente
Rdunissant en un seul point les demi-noeuds et les l'interpr~tation du spectre paridtal observE. Cons-
demi-cols en correspondance et sachant qu'un foyer iddrant d'abord le fuselage du moteur central, on y
est topologiquement Equivalent A un noeud (voir § volt une s~paratrice (S,) issue du col C, situ6 en
2.2 ci-dessus), le d~nombrement des points criti- amont de la plbce de jonction entre le propulseur
ques conduit A la relation: d'appoin+ et le moteur central. La ligne (S,) se

rapproche ui'abord du plan de symdtrie perpendi-
noeus -Z cls =14 12= 2culaire A la figure pour devenir Wrs voisine de la

X nouds Z ols 14- 12= 2s~paratrice (A,) - une ligne d'attachement - cont-
enue dans ce plan. Puis, elle s'Ecarte progressi-

oOi, dans le d~compte des noeuds, nous avons ajout6 venient de (A,) et, pr~s du culot, (S,) s'incurve
deux noeuds flctifs & l'infini amont et A l'infini brusquement pour se diriger vers le noeud do ddco1-
aval, source et aboutissement des lignes de lenient N, en suivant pratiquement l'arlte dL culot.
frottement. En aval du col C,, 11 existe au pied de la p Ace de

jonction, un noeud d'attachement N1 d'oO pirt une
Des discussions trbs approfondies de ce genre, app- famille de lignes de frottement (f,). La ligne de
liqudes au m~ine type d'6coulement, ont penmis de s~paration (SI) discrmmine ainsi la famille (f0) de
mettre en Evidence les modification du spectre sur- la famuille (f`2) formde des lignes de frottement
venant quand un param~tre vanie, he nombre de venant de Vamont, depuis un point de type noeud
Reynolds ou le nombre de Mach, par exeinple non accessible aux visualisations.
(Dahlmann et Schewe, 1987; Doerffer et Dahlniann,
1989a; Doeffer et Oallmann, 1989b) , En effet, Une deuxi~ine ligne de s~paration (S.) prend nais-
1'exp~rience montre, que dans he cas de 1'6coule- sance au col (C 2). Elle s~pare ha famille (f,) de
nient de canal envisagE ici, une variation ldgbre la famille (f.) des hignes de frotteinent ayant pour
des conditions d'essal peut entrainer un changeinent origine he noeud N3. Les trois familles (fl), (f2)notable dans la disposition et le noinbre des points et (173) aboutissent au noeud de d~collement N.. La
critiques. Toutefois - sauf alt~ration profonde de description de cette pantie de l'6coulement dolt -.
la situation expdrimentale - les traits les plus Otre compl~tde par h'lntroduction de la ligne de
"forts" de l'6coulement, tels que hes foyers tour- s~paration (S3) passant par he col C3 et confondue
billonnaire F, et F2 . ainsi que les sdparatrices avec l'arAte du culot.
attachdes, demeurent pr~sents.

La s~paration principahe attach~e A (S1) est cent-3.2.2 - PREMIER ErAGE DIE LANCEUR SPATIAL aenntpvouepar l'impact sur he fuselage
central de h'onde de choc se formant au nez du pro-

Dans certalnes situations particulibrement comp- pulseur d'appolnt. Quant i la s~paration le long de
lexes, le dessin d'un dcouleinent paridtal topologi- (S2) , elle r~sulte probableinent de ha perturbation
quement cohdrent requiert des renseignements sur ha prenant naissance & h'extrdmitd de ha plice de jon-
structure du champ externe, En effet, les visualis- ction. Elle peut aussi Atre due & l'Echatement des
ations par enduit visqueux sont souvent d'une jets.
finesse insuffisante pour mettre en Evidence tous
hes points critiques et toutes les s~poratrices de Considirons maintenant ce qul se passe sur un des
l'Ecoulemaent de parol. CVest en assurant la concor- propulseurs d'appoint. Un noeud d'attachement N4dance entre hes champs externe et surfacique que du type isotrope - doit existen au nez de h'ogive.
V'on panvient A d~finir h'dcoulement correcteinent. Les visualisations montrent distinctement la sdpa-

ratrice (S4), provenant du col C. situd prbs de
Pour illustrer ce point, nous considbrerons un 1'6paulement de Ilogive, ainsi que Ua sdparatrice
exemple fourni pan une Etude de 1'Ecoulement autour (Ss) issue d'un col Cs placEl au pled de la plbceý de
d'une maquette A h'6chelle 1/100 de 1'arrihre-corps jonction. Le d~collement dont (S.) est ]a trace

.,M,
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dolt r~sulter de la r~flexion sor le moteur central des r~soltats thdoriques extramement instructifs
do choc se formant devant le propulseur d'appoint. ont 0t6 obtenus gr~ce i l'emploi de m~thodes anal-
On distingue dgalement les noeuds d'attachement N, ytlques (Legendre, 1952), Il n'est pas de notre
et N6. Toutes les lignes de frottement du propul- propos de faire Ici un historique des dtudes nomb-
seur d'appolnt aboutissent au noeud de dicollement reuses consacr~es A l'aile delta; cela nous entral-

N, situE sur l'arlte du culot, 1'organ'sation de nerait beaucoop trop loin. Soulignons simplement
l'6coulement dans cette r~gion Etant voisine de que, si les renseignements sur les propridtds
celle observ~e sur le moteur central. Sur la figure paridtales de l'dcoolement sont abondantes, en
15, on a Egalement dessin6 le spectre sur la partie revanche des inesores de champ perniettant de ddfinir
du propulseur d'appoint oppos~e au moteur central avec pr~cision les organisations toorbillonnair~es
o6 se volt trks bien le mouvement de convergence de ne sont apparoes que relativement tard (Hurmmel,
toutes les lignes de frottement pari~tal vers le 1976; Hoeijmakers et al., 1983; Taylor et al.,
noeud N,, La figure 16 donne une vue de l'ensemble 1987; Elsenaar et Btlteflsch, 1988; Narayan et
do spectre. Hartmann, 1988; Kegelman et Roos, 1990).

11 n'est pas possible dans cet exemple d'appllqoer Les tourbillons d'aile delta forment one famille
la relation (4) poisque seule one partie de l'obs- trbs nombreose si V'on consid~re la flbche de
tacle est accessible A l'observation, notanmment les l'aile, la forme de son bord d'attaque, le nombre
culots ne sont pas visibles. de Mach de l'dcoulement amont, le nombre de

Reynolds, etc..,* Dans ce qui suit, nous limiterons
Ainsi que noos l'avons soulignE, la coh~rence d'un notre propos A one description de l'Ecoolement in-
tel dessin est assor~e en examinant en mgme temps compressible s'6tablissant sor une aile & bord
l'organisation du champ externe. Pour cela, repor- d'attaque aigu, de fl~che dgale A 75' (voir Fig.
tons nous A la figure 17 o6i sont tracdes les lignes 18). Pour cela, nous utiliserons des r~soltats
de courant de l'Ecoolement de la zone inter-tuybre r~cents comportant des mesures de champ par sonde
situdes dans le plan de sym~trie contenant les axes de presslon a cinq troos et vdlocim~trie laser
des toy~res. Ce tracE met en Evidence on premier (Pagan et Solignac, 1985; Molton, 1986; Solignac et
foyer F6 autour duquel s'enroolent les lignes de al., 1989).
courant "pidgdes" dans le courant de recirculation.
Ces lignes appartiennent A one famille d~limit~e L'existence, dans ces conditions, de tourbillons
par la s~paratrice (9,,) venant de l'amont et aboo- d'extrados vigooreux est attest~e par la photogra-
tissant A la l6vre de sortie de la tuy~re. Ainsi, phie de la figuge 19 qui montre une visualisation
les lignes de courant s'dcoulant entre le fuselage par plan laser du champ d'extrados d'une aile pla-
et (S~,) disparaissent dans F.. Une des lignes s'en- cde sous une incidence de 20'. Le traceur, en l'oc-
roolant autour de F. prend naissance au culot, au corrence de la fumde, tend A se concentrer dans les
niveau du noeud N, de l'6coulement pari~tal. Comme r~gions rotationnelles, mettant ainsi en Evidence
nous lPavons vu plus haut, il existe A l'origine de ce que V'on appelle le toorbillon. La figure 20a
la jupe du propulseur d'appoint un noeud d'atta- montre une visualisation obtenue pour une incidence
chement N. oýi aboutit one ligne s~paratrice (S.). o: de 7,5* et A une vitesse V. de 40 m/s. Compte
Les lignes situdes - sur le sch~ma - au dessus de teno de la taille de l'aile (corde C - 1,45 mn, d'oo
(S,) refluent vers l'amont et celles comprises un nombre de Reynolds: Re. 4 106) la couche lie-
entre (S7) et (S.) s'6coulent vers l'aval. Cer- ite Etait turbulente sur la plus grande partie de
tamnes de ces lignes s'infldchissent pour contour- l'extrados. 11 apparalt clairement que les lignes
ner le courant de retour, puis elles tournent bros- de frottement parldtales sont parallbles A la corde
quement en direction de l'aval sous l'action de de l'aile dans la partie m~diane de cette dernibre.
l'entrainement prodoit par le Jet do moteur Puis, se dirigeant vers le bord d'attaque, one
central, premi~re s~paratrice (A,), ayant le caract~re de

ligne d'attathement, est visible. Le spectre rdv~le
3.3 - DECOLLENENT AVEC LIGNE DE SEPARATION F1XEE ensoite one deoxibme s~paratrice (S.), correspon-

dant i ce que Von noimne le d~colleinent - 00 sdpa-
3.3.1 - AILE DELTA A BORD D'ATTAQIJE AIGA) ration - secondaire, la ligne de s~paration primal-

re (S,) dtant confondue avec le bord d'attaqoe. La
L'aile delta i bord d'attaque aigo placde en inci- figure 20b montre un sch~ma interpr~tatif de ce
dence a depuis longtemps suscitd Ilintirdt des spectre ainsi que le systbme toorbillonnaire dont
chercheurs en raison de la "force" des tourbillons il est la trace. La d~flexion des s~paratrices vi-
qol se forment sor son extrados - ce qoi les rend sible peo aprbs la pointe est doe A la transition
facilement ditectables - et aussi de son caract~re laininaire-torbulent de la couche limite.
conceptoellement simple, en premier examnen. Oans
one telle situation, le raisonnement intuitif, La figure 21 montre le spectre observE quand l'in-
goidd par des observations expdrimentales, permet cidence est de 20', le champ 6tudi6 ne couvrant que
en effet de fixer le long do bord d'attaque la la partie arribre gauche de l'aile pour que les
ligne de s~paration origine~de la nappe dont Ilen- d~tails soient plus visibles. Maintenant, trois
roulement va constitoer la structure toorbillon- lignes de s~paration (S,) - le long do bord d'at-
naire. Une partie do problime troove ainsi one sol- taque - (S2) et (S3) sont prisentes et la ligne
ution inneddiate. De ce fait, cette configuration se d'attachement "prinaire "(A,) est situde dans la
prite A des modilisations simplifides et trbs t~t - plan -de syrirtrie. Un examen attentif des vjiuall-
bien avant l'apparition des nmoyens informatiques - sations perinet de d~tecter les lignes d attachement
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(A,) et (A,) devant exister entre les lignes de teS d'extrados et d'intrados. Egalement, ces tracds
s~paration. montrent la concentration de ce rotatlonnel au cen-

tre de ce qui constitue le tourbillon primaire, de
11 est & noter que l'organisation gdndrale de ce loin le plus intense. Le tourbillon secondaire se

type d'Ecoulement est assez peu sensible au nombre manifeste sur ces tracds par la pr~sence d'une sec-

donc compldter la description qui prdc~de par d'intensitd bien moindre. cQuant au tourbillon tert-
l'examen de r~sultats obtenus I V. = 20 ni/s sur une iaire, 11 est pratiquement indiscernable.
maquette de dimensions notablement infdrieures
(corde C Egale 1 0,5 mi, nombre de Reynolds 11 est & noter que seule la s~paration donnant nal-f
Rec = 0,7 106) pour laquelle des mesures tr~s fines ssance au tourbillon primaire est fix~e par la sin- 1
ont Wt exdcutdes. Ainsi, la figure 22a donne le gularitE de surface au bord d'attaque de l'aile.
champ de vitesse projetd dans un plan vertical si- Les autres structures tourbillonnaires -dont Ilef-
tuE 4 l'abscisse r~duite X / C = 0,58, l'incidence fet sur la r~partition de pression paridtale est
Etant Egale A 20*. Une trajectographie dans ce appr~ciable - naissent sur la surface plane de
champ, associde A lexamen du spectre paridtal, l'aile. D~e ce fait, elles ne peuvent pas Atre 'ep-
permet d'Etablir le sch~ma de la figure 22b qui rdsent~es par les mod~les de fluide parfait. Enfin,
montre l'existence des points critiques suivants si des informations d~ja utiles pour valider les
situ~s sur l'aile: codes de calcul sont disponibles en subsonique et

en supersonique, les explorations de champ en hy-
- demi-cols C,, C2 et 0.3 correspondant aux s~para- personique font presque totalement d~faut (Monnerie
trices du spectre paridtal (S0), (S2) et (S,); et WerlE, 1968).

- demi-cols C,, 03 et 06 correspondant aux s~para- 3.3.2 - ECOULEIIENT DE CULOT
trices (A1), (A2) et (A3);

Le deuxi~me example de configuration oOi le d~col -En dehors de l'aile, on observe: lement principal inst fixd par une discontinuitE de
paroi est Ilarri~re-corps & culot franc. Dans ce

-une premi~re s~paratrice (9j), issue du demi-col cas, l'Ecoulement s'dcoulant le long du fuselage
C, placE au bord d'attaque, s'enroule autour du ddcolle A P'arkte du culot ce qul donne lieu h la
foyer Y, constituant le centre du tourbillon formation d'une large zone dissipative ou sillage.
primaire; Nous considbrerons ici un arribre-corps de r~volu-

tion, d'axe OX, non propulsC (absence de jet) dont
- une deuxi~me s~paratrice (9,) aboutit au demi-col le culot est plan et perpendiculaire a OX. A inci-
d'attachement (C.); dence nulle, la structure du sillage est bien

connue (voir, en particulier, Ddlery et Lacau,
-la s~paratrice (83) issue de C., slenroule autour 1987). Comne le montre la figure 26a, il s'dtablit

du foyer Y2,~ centre du tourbillon secondaire; juste en aval du culot une zone de recirculation
organisde en un tourbillon toroidal. La topologie

- une quatri~me s~paratrice (84) aboutit au dans un plan m~ridien comporte: un demi-col 0., &
demi-col C.; l'ardte DI, un col C2 (le point de recollereent R) au

sein de l'dcoulement, sur l'axe de symdtrie, et un
une cinquibme s~paratrice (9,) slenroule autour deuxi~me demil-col 0.3 au centre du culot. La s~para-

du foyer Y~3, centre du tourbillon "tertiaire*; trice (Siý) joignant C, et C.2 fait office de ligne
discriminatrice (voir § 2.1 ci-dessus), La ligne

-enfin, la s~paratrice (86) "stagne" au point (s2) reliant las points d'arrit C., et C., est Ega- -
critique C., placE dans la plan de sym~trie de lenient una sdparatrice. Dans chacun des tourbil-
Ilaile. Ions, las lignes de courant sont des courbes fer- .

Sur la figure 23 est dessinde l'organisation dans in~es tournant autour des centres a, et a,.

Il'space des diff~rentas nappes de s~paration. La structure du sillaga quand un effet tridimensi-
onnal est introduit est moins bien connue. La des-

La d~finition du champ tourbillonnaire sur la ni~me cription que nous allons faire r~sulte d'une mise
aila est compldtde par une repr~sentation dans des sous une incidence oe de 5* d'un arribre-corps de
plans verticaux de grandaurs d~duites des axplora- r~volution de calibre D0 0,030 mi, comportant un
tions. Ainsi, la figure 24 montre les rdpartitions r~treint de 6* de longueur L = D, placE dans un
dans trois plans de coupe de k , composanta selon Ecoulement subsonique de nombra de Mach dgal & 0,54I laxe horizontal X du rotationnel, quantit6 mesu- (voir Fig. 27), Le nombre ea Reynolds a pour valeur
rant la 'force' du mouvement de rotation. La figure Re. = 3,56 10 .Catte configuration - qui est la
25 donne une reprdsentation en perspective des situation tridimensionnalle la plus simple pouvant
lignas d'ggala valeur de la pression d'art-It dont 8tra imaginde i partir du cas de rdvolution - a dti
la rdpartition est proche de celia du rotationnal. dtudide par I'Institut Franco-Allamand de Recher-
D~e tels tracds snattent bien en Evidence le mode de ches de Saint-Louis (ISL) qui a procidd & des exp-
constitution de la structure tourbillonnaira prin- lorations de champ tris fines au moyen d'un vdloci-
cipale par enroulement de la nappa issue du bard m~tre laser tridirectionnel (Berner, 1989; Barner
d'attaque dans laquelle slest transfdrd le rotat- et Dupdroux, 1990).
ionnel initialement contenu dans las couches limi-
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11 est A noter que cette configuration prdsente un dessin de la figure 33 reprdsentant la surface de
plan de sym~trie form6 par l'axe de la maquette et separation portde par la separatrice S,. Dans un
le vecteur vitesse A l'amont. La figure 28 repr6- mouvement assez complexe, cette surface s'enroule
sente le champ de la composante de vitesse dans sur elle-m~me en un "ourlet"" qui se distend en
quatre plans longitudinaux situ6s & des distances Z deux branches se courbant vers l'aval. La coupe de
differentes du plan de symdtrie vertical Z = 0, cc cette surface par un plan transversal donne les
qui donne une bonne image de la zone de culot, deux foyers representes sur la figure 30. 1l s'agit
encore dite proche sillage. Coimme le montre la d'un seul tourbillon en fer & cheval analogue A
figure 29, l'organisation tourbillonnaire dans le celui se formant devant un obstacle arrondi.
sillage lointain est else en evidence par les champ
de la composante de vitesse dans des plans trans- 3.4 - CORPS ELANCE A OGIVE POINTUE
versaux situds a des distances X croissantes du
culot. Pour aider & la compr6hension de l'dcoule- La configuration examinde ici est celle de l'obst-
ment, on a trace en superposition sur les figures acle fuseld, A nez pointu, placd en incidence. Une
28 et 29, les trajectoires de ces champs, La figure telle gdomdtrie correspond a un corps de missile ou
30 donne une interpretation topologique du champ bien A la partie avant d'un fuselage d'avion super-
transversal valable pour des plans situes a une sonique. Dans ce cas, la position des lignes sdpa-
certaine distance en aval du culot, On y distingue ratrices ne peut pas Atre "devinde" A l'avance,
un col C, par oO passe la s~paratrice (S,) qul mais il peut sembler Ovident que lorigine de ces
separe les trajectoires Joignant les infinis bas et lignes; doit se trouver & l'extrdmit6 pointue de
haut de celles qui vont disparaltre dans les foyers l'obstacle. En raison de son interdt pratique,
7, et Y, , Une deuxibme s~paratrice (9,), passant cette forme a fait l1objet d'un tr~s grand nombre
par le col c2, fait office de barribre entre les d'expdriences, la plupart consistant en des relevds4
trajectoires montantes et descendantes de la zone de pression parietale et en des mesures de coeffi-
de form'ation des foyers. Examinons maintenant cients adrodynamiques. En revanche, les 6tudes
l'dcoulement dans le plan de symetrie vertical du fines incluant des explorations du systbme tourbil-
sillage proche o6 les trajectoires sont des lignes lonnaire engendre par un tel corps sont relative-
de courant. Comme l'indique la figure 31, la ment rares (Jorgensen et Perkins, 1955; Fidler et
separatrice (s,) issue de ldpaulement A s'enroule al., 1977; Yanta et Wardlaw, 1g81, 1982; Ponton et
autour du foyer Y, et une deuxi~me separatrice () Johnson, 1989; Champigny et Baudin, 1990; voir
aboutit au point d'arrft - ou demi-col - C2 situd aussi: pour une 6tude tologique A partir de visua-d
sur le culot. Enfin, une troisibme separatrice (S.) lisations par plan de lumi~re, voir Ward et Katz,
naissant au col C.., confondu avec l'4paulement in- 1989).
fdrieur B, sdpare l'dcoulement venant de l'"extra-
dos" de celui en provenance de l'"intrados". Nous analyserons ici les r~sultats obtenus avec une

maquette de rdvolution constltuee d'une partie cyl-
11 existe une grande diffdrence entre les situa- indrique, de diam~tre 0 = 0,030 m , prdcedde d'une
tions 26a et 26c ob V'on est passe d'une topologie ogive circulaire de longueur egale A trois calibres
A 4 cols et 2 foyers a une situation A 3 cols et un (voir Fig. 34). Les experiences ont dte executdes
seul foyer. La "bifurcation* de a vers c est sans en supersonique A un nombre de Mach M_ - 2 et & une
doute precedde - pour des incidences trbs faibles - pression gendratrice de 5 10' Pa, ce qui conduit A
par la structure b oD les centres 9, et a. sont un nombre de Reynolds ayant la valeur:
remplaces par des foyers Y, et Y2. Re. - 1,61 101 Oans ces conditions, la couche

Faute de visualisations parietales, le spectre des lite-avnsprton-stamar.4
lignes de frottement dessind Fig. 32 est en grande L'ecoulement a etd etudie pour des incidences cc
partie conjecturel. Sur la partie fuselage (voir variant de 51 & 20"; chaque fois le spectre paned-
Fig. 32a), le spectre comporte deux points criti- tal A ete defini avec soin par des visualisations;
ques, A savoir: un demi-noeud N, situe A l'dpaule- les pressions a la paroi ant dte mesurdes et le
ment supdnieur A du culot et un demi-col C, A la champ a ete explore au moyen d'une sonde de pres-
position sym~trique B. Toutes les lignes de frot- sion A cinq trous dans plusieurs plans perpendicul-
tement du corps sont "aspirees" par le noeud de aires i l'axe X de la maquette (Pagan et Holton,
decollement N1. La situation sur le culot est rep- 1990). Dans ce qui suit, nous ne retiendrons que
resentee Fig. 32b. Au point B est place un demi-col les resultas obtenus pour o: - 5' et 20'. Pour ces
C2  (complementaire de C,) et en A un demi-noeud N. incidences, et compte tenu du nombre de Mach de
(complementaire de N,). Le noeud N3 sur la face du Il'coulement, i1 n'y a pas de risque d'dtablisse-
culot co~ncide avec Ilimpact de la separatrice (s.) ment d'un regime A structures tourbillonnaires
il alimente l'ecoulement de surface qui disparalt dissymetriques.

dans le noeud N2. Dans le cadre de cette descrip-
tion, une separatrice (S2) courre le long de Les vues de dessus et de cote de la visualisation
l'arAte entre le Col C1 + C2 et le noeud N, + N2. parietale realisde A 5* d'inci~ence sont reprodui-
La figure 32c montre le spectre dans le cas de r6- tes Figs. 35a et 35b, avec les schemas interpreta-
volution "pur" (incidence nulle). LA, un noeud iso- tifs correspondants. Les lignes de frottement pro-
trope est place au centre du culot dent l'arlte venant de l'apex, et situees d'un c~tC de la ligne
porte une suite infinie de cols. d'attachement (A,) situee dans le plan de symetrie

vertical a 1'intrados, convergent progressivement
Les elements precedents permettent d'executer le vers une ligne de sOparation primaire (S,) Claire-l.
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ment identifiable A partir de l'abscisse X 4 0. (S) sur la figure 38 est ignorde prsuid
pa4ouid

En avant de cette position, 11 est impossible de clart6. En effet, le tourbillon engendrd par la sd-
d~terminer quelle ligne de frottement est la ligne paration se produisant le long de (S4) est d'une
de s~paration. dimension trop faible pour affecter notablement

1 'dcoulement transversal.
Dans le plan de symdtrie, c6td extrados, existe une
deuxibme ligne d'attachement (A,), les lignes de Dans ce cas, le systbme tourbillonnaire se d~tache
frottement en provenance de (A2) se dirigeant vers nettement de la parol, ce qui permet, grAce aux
la ligne de s~paration secondaire (S,). De mime que sondages, d'en donner une reprdsentation plus quan-
pour (S,), le mouvement de convergence vers (S2) titative. La figure 40a montre le champ de vitesse
nWest vraiment visible qu'& partir de la station projetd dans le plan transversal sltud i l'abscisse
X z5 D. Entre (S,) et (02). le frottement est trop rdduite X / D = 8 oýi apparait trbs distinctement le
faible pour entrainer l'enduit visqueux; cependant, gros tourbillon primaire attachE A la s~paration
i1 dolt exister une ligne d'attachement (A3), pla- (S,). En revanche, en raison de la petitesse du
cde approximativement sur la vue de ct6t de la fig- champ, les structures engendrdes par les autres sE-
ure 35b. parations sont peu visibles. NManmoins, par une

trajectographie dans ce champ de vecteurs et en
En fait, conme le montreront les rdsultats analys~s s'appuyant sur les visualisation pari~tales, il est
§ 3.6, ce spectre paridtal est topologiquement tr~s possible d'exdcuter le dessin de la figure 40b oýi

*proche de ce qui est observE sur un corps & nez ar- les proportions de la r~alitd sont respect~es,
rondi. A la diffdrence que, dans le cas prdsent, le
syst~me de noeuds et de cols, & introduire pour Le tracE de la rdpartition spatiale de la pression
compldter l'interprdtation, est indiscernable de g~ndratrice p1 donne aussi une image parlante du
l'extr~mitE de l'ogive. systbme tourbillonnaire. La figure 41 montre deux

r~sultats obtenus dans les plans situds a
A partir de ce spectre pari~tal, 11 est possible de X / D = 4 et X / D - 8. On y volt nettement les rd-
concevoir diff~rents champs dans des plans trans- gions fortement rotationnelles - au coeur du tour-
versaux, perpendiculaires A l'axe OX de la billon principal et dans la zone des tourbillons
maquette. Le premier (voir Fig. 36a), constitu6 secondaires - marqudes par un d~ficit prononcE de
d'un tourbillon primaire de foyer Y, et d'un tour- p, ,- L'accroissement selon X du domaine tourbillon -billon secondaire de foyer Y2 rappelle la structure naire - par d~ferlement continuel des couches limi-
observde sur las ailes delta (voir § 3.3.1 tes - apparait de manibre frappante sur la reprE-
ci-dessus). Le second (voir Fig. 36b), contient un sentation en perspective de la figure 42.
Col C02 au sein de l'Ecoulement. Enfin, le troisibme
(voir Fig. 36c), fait correspondre aux s~paratrices 3.5 - CORPS A NEZ ARRONDI
(S,) et (S,) des tourbillons de faible amplitude et
associe le tourbillon principal A un col C2 situ6 Consid~rons maintenant une situation o4i le ddcol-
dans l'Ecoulement. A Ilincidence de 5% le systbme lement a lieu sur un corps A nez arrondi dont le
tourbillonnaire est trop prbs de la paroi pour pou- rayon de courbure est Dartout grand devant l'Epais-
voir Atre sondd avec prdcision. 11 n'est donc pas seur de la couche limite. Ce genre d'Ecoulement est
possible de d~cider qu'elle est la structure qui se encore plus difficile & ,Poddliser dans la mesure o0
rdalise effectivement. Toutefois, l'analogie avec: la position et l'origine de la - ou des - ligne(s)
des Ecoulements connus (l'aile delta par exemple) de sdparation ne peuvent Atre ddtermin~es que par
et la fait - intuitif - que la configuration la une pr~vision fidble du comportement de la couche
plus simple est celle qui a le plus de chance de se limite dans son Evolution vers la s~paration.
r~aliser, am~nent A penser que le bon schdma est
celui de la figure 36a. Les enroulements tourbil- La plupart des exp~riences exdcutdes pour contri-
lonnaires correspondants sont reprdsent~s en pers- buer A la comprdhension de ce type de d~collement
pective Fig. 37 oOi les proportions de la r~alit6 ne ont envisagE des corps en forme d'ellipsoide. Apr~s 3
sont pas respectdes, les tourbillons rdels Etant les premiers travaux d'Eichelbrenner et Oudard
beaucoup plus proches de la paroi. (1955), de nombreuses Etudes ont suivi, g6n~rale-

ment limitdes A des mesures de pression ou A des
La visualisation obtenue pour a = 20* est repro- visualisations pari~tales. Ce nWest que depuis une
duite Fig. 38. Naintenant, le d~part des sdparat- date relativement r~cente que V'on dispose de ren-
rices au nez de la maquette est bien visible. Conmme seignements quantitatifs sur la structure de
le montrent les schdmas interprdtatifs , on iden- 1'4coulement externe (Vollmers et al., 1983; Neier
tifie quatre lignes de s~paration (seules dessin- et al., 1984; Costis et al., 1987; Hoang et al.;
des) et cinq lignes d'attachement. Pour plus de 1990).
clartd, le spectre est ddveloppE sur la figure 39
en conservant approximativement les distances long- Nous retiendrons ici une Etude effectuie sur une
itudinales et circonfdrentielles. La ligne d'atta- maquette constitude d'un demi-ellipsolde aplati
che~nt (A,), situde dans le plan mdridien A lint- prolongE par une portion cylindrique que termine un
rados, est au milieu de la figure. La ligne d'atta- culot franc (voir Fig. 43)., La maquette, d'une lan-
chement (A2) de l'extrados, dddoublde, se retrouve gueur L de 1,83 in, a dtd essayde & une vitesse de
sur les bords du schdma. Les lignes de sdparation 50 a/s pour des angles d'inciden,- a allant de 0 1 ~
(S2) et (S3) sont reportdes sur la figure, en rev- 40% Le nombre de Reynolds Re. vrant 6,4 106, laI anche la ligne situde tris prbs de (S2) et appelde transition se produit - dans: l& Yv ion du nez. La
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couche li'nite est donc turbulente dans la zone o6 Si V'on fait abstraction de la r4gion du culot, leJ
les enroulements tourbillonnaires se d~veloppent spectre observe pour m 20* contient trois sdpara-
pleinernent (Werle, 1985; Chanetz, 1986; Chanetz et trices, A savoir ('air Fig. 45a):
Oelery, 1988).

deux lignes d'attachement (A,) et (A,), situdes
Les visualisations par enduit visqueux obtenues respectivement c8t~s extrados et intrados, dans le
pour m = 10%. 20' et 30' sont prdsentees Fig. 44. plan de sym~trie vertical de l'ecoulement;

Chaque figure donne une vue de l'extrados et une
vue de c~td. Quand l'incidence est de 10* (voir - une ligne de s~paration (S1) bien visible sur la
Fig. 44a), le noeud d'attachement au nez de la ma- partie arri~re de la maquette, pros de ses bords

.ýe est Idg~rement ddplacd vers l'intrados et le latdraux.i
spectre paridtal est remarquablement syindtrique,
avec: convergence trbs progressive des lignes de Une construction topologiquement cohdrente de ce
frottement en direction du plan de symetrie verti- spectre oblige A introduire au momns trois points
cal. A cette incidence, aucune ligne de separation critiques dans la region du nez de l'obstacle. 11
caractdrisde n'est ddtectee (la rdgion du culot s'agit d'un noeud d'attachement N1, du col CI - par
6tant exclue de cette analyse), Cette absence de oOi passe la ligne de separation (S,) et les deux
separation est confirinde par un calcul de couche lignes d'attachement (A,) et (A2) - un second noeud
liruite (Barberis, 1986). d'attachement N2 devant exister en aval de C,. Seul

le noeud N1 est en fait clairement mis en dvidence
Quand o: devient dgale 1 20' (voir Fig. 44b), on par la visualisation; 11 se confond avec le po int
observe sur le dernier tiers de la maquette, dans d'arr~t au sens usuel 8u terme. Ainsi, N, et N2
une region voisine des bords latdraux, un infldch- sont les lleux de naissance de deux ensembles dis-
issement rapide des lignes de frottement qui cony- tlncts de lignes de frottement separes par (S0).
ergent vers une ligne de separation bien distincte.
Cans le cas present, comme pour l'4coulement autour Les schemas correspondant & ce 30' sont dessin~s
du corps fuseld a incidence moderee (voir § 3.4 sur la figure 45b. Ainsi que nous l'avons d~ja si-
ci-dessus), le col par o4i dolt passer la ligne de gnal6, dans ce cas, deux lignes de separation (S0)
separation n'est pas clairement identifiable sur le et (S2) sont identifiables, surtout sur la partie
spectre paridtal, ce qui tendrait A conforter le arribre de la maquette. Egalement, trois lignes
concept de decollement ouvert introduit par Wang d'attachement sont prdsentes: les deux lignes (A,)
(1983). En fait, comme nous allons le voir, la con- et (A2) devant exister, comme pour la configuration
struction de l'ecoulement autour du corps oblige A precedente, dans le plan de symdtrie vertical, et
introduire un, ou plusieurs, cols dont Ilexistence la ligne (A3) situee entre (S,) et 0~2). On est
est necessaire & Il'tabllssement d'un schema topo- donc conduit A introduire les points critiques sui-
logiquement coherent, m~me si certains points cri- vants dans la region du nez:
tiques ne sont pas d~tectables par l'experience.

- noeuds d'attachement N1, N2, N3 (N, dtant le
Pour l'lncldence m 30' (voir Fig. 44c), les point d'arrdt);
lignes de frottement divergent rapidement depuis le
plan de symetrie vertical qui contient la ligne - cols CI et C2 origines des lignes de separation
d'attachement (A,) et convergent en direction d'une (S,) et (S2)1
ligne de separation (S2).,, En outre, les lignes de
frottement en provenance de l'intrados tendent vers 11 est A noter que seul N1 est bien mis en dvidence
une autre ligne de separation situ~e prbs du bord par les visualisations pari~tales, mais l'existence
latdral de I& maquette. Cette ligne (S,) est asso- de C1 est confirmee par les calculs de couche li-
cdee au decollement primaire qui donne naissance au mite (Barberis, 1986),
tourbillon le plus vigoureux. La ligne de separa-
tion secondaire (S2) correspond au decollement du Comme dans le cas du corps fusele A faible inci-
fluide qui, prbs de la paroi, s'eccule depuis le dence, les separatrices effectuent un long parcours
plan de symetrie extrados en direction du bord de depuis leur origine en demeurant indifferenciees
la maquette. Ainsi (S2) est A l'origine d'un tour- des lignes de frottement voisines. Ce n'est
billon secondaire situe au dessous du tourbillon qu'aprbs la jonction ellipsoide - cylindre que ces
primaire. Entre les deux lignes de separation (S,) cernibres lignes amorcent le mouvement de conver-
et (S2), existe une ligne d'attachement (A2), peu gence vers les lignes de separation ou bien de di-
visible sur les photographies reproduites ici, minis vergence depuis les lignes d'attachement..
parfaitement observables lors des essais.

Cans l'examen de l'organisation tourbillonnaire
Sur les figures 45a et 45b sont dessinds les sche- resultant du decollement, nous considbrerons; la
mas interprdtatifs des spectres parietaux observes configuration obtenue & a - 30' qui a fait l'objet
aux incidences cc = 20' At 30' pour lesquelles il y d'une etude approfondie avec mesures de champpa
adecollement. Sur ces schemas, les proportions de sondes multi-trotis ct velocimetrie laser.

la realitd sont respectees pour les vues de dessus

3 1-et de cOtd; le dessin du spectre sur l'intrados, La figure 46 montre le champ de la composante de
execute en effectuant un-pseudo developpement, est vitesse dams quatre plans perpendiculaires & l'axe
approximatif. OX de la uiaquette pour un secteur limite par les
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ppositions angulaires: 0 19* et 90., Les absclsses demi-cols CIO et C,, d'ofi Emergent les s~paratrices
de ces plans (X =0,88 - 0,92 - 0,96 et 1,00 m) () et (9,.) s'enroulant autour des foyers 72 et

Acorrespondent a la r~gion o6i les enroulements tour- 3{ billonnaires deviennent bien distincts.
Les Ecoulements sur la surface et dans le plan de

La structure de l'6coulement dans cette r~gion peut symdtrie sont les traces du syst~ine A deux tour-
aussi 6tre visualis~e en considdrant les lignes billons en fer A chaval dessind sur la figure 51.a d'dgale valeur de la composante Slk du rotationnel Une premibre suiface de s~paration ( 1 ,ayant pour
(voir Fig. 47). Elles mettent en Evidence l'exis- trace sur l'obstacle la ligne de s~paration pri-
tence d'une "couche" de faible Epaisseur, o6j maire (S,), s'enroule autour d'un "axe" passant par
augmente trbs rapidement, pouvant Atre assimilde A le foyer Y3 dans le plan de sym~trie. Toutes les
la nappe de d~collement. lignes de courant d~finissant (Y,) ont pour origine

le noeud A coincidant avec le demi-col C10 dans le
Conene le montre la figure 48, o6i sont reprdsentds plan de syin~trie et le col C, sur la surface du
les champs de vitesse dans quatre plans transver- corps. D'une manibre analogue, une deuxi~me surface
saux plus en aval, les structures tourbillonnaires de s~paration (Z,) nait de la ligne de s~paration
se d~tachent nettement de la paroi, ce qui permet (S2) , ses lignes de courant provenant do noeud Jý
de mieux d~finir l'organisatlon de 1'Ecoulement, en coincidence avec C,, et C2.

Ainsi, A partir de trajectographies dans les champs Une autre Organisation peut Otre imaginde, elle-
de vitesse et en s'appuyant sur les visualisations -aussi topologiquement correcte et en accord avecT
paridtales qui donnent avec pr~cision les positions les observations expdrimentales (voir Fig. 52). Si
des lignes de s~paration et d'attachement, i1 est nous consid~rons d'abord le spectre paridtal, aux
possible de tracer les trajectoires de 1'Ecoulement cinq s~paratrices (A1), (A2), (A3), (S,) et (S.)-
transversal (voir Fig. 49), Les points critiques dont l'existence est proovde de mani~re indisco-
r~vdlds par ces tracds sont: table par les visualisations - s'ajoute une troi-

si~me s~paratrice (SO) issue du col C2 qui va s'en-
-les deux foyers Y, et Y;rouler autour du foyer F,. Naintenant, la ligne de

s~paration (S2) s'enroule, elle-aussi, autour de Y,
-les demi-cols Cý et C, traces des liglles de s~pa- qui va fitre l'empreinte sur la surfac'- de l'enrou-

ration (S,) et (S) lement secondaire. La coh~rence du sch~ma impose
l'existence d'on troisi~me col C., situE en dehors

-le demi-col Cs correspondant A la ligne d'atta- du plan de sym~trie, par o4i doit prdcis~ment passer
chement (A3); la s~paratrice (S2)'

- le col C2 et le demi-col C, situ~s dans le plan Les surfaces de s~paration compatibles avec la prd-
de sym~trie. sente interpr~tation sont dessindes Sur la figure

53. On a d'abord reprdsentE (voir Fig. 53a), la
Les rdsultats obtenus sur cette maqoette A ot 30" nappe primaire (T,) dont la trace Sur l'obstaclerdv~lent une Organisation bien d~finie du syst~me est la ligne de sdparation (S0) et l'intersection
toorbillonnaire. Josqu'& une abscisse un peu sup6- par le plan de sym~trie la s~paratrice (82) spira-
--ieore A 1,12 m, les tourbillons primaires et se- lant autour du foyer (3ý). Son enroulement forme un
condaires sont contenus dans une couche mince au tourbillon en fer a cheval. L'organisation du tour-
contact de la paroi, la structure de l'Ecoulement billon secondaire est cette fois plus complexe.
dissipatif dtant alors peu diff~rente de celle Nous distinguons d'abord (voir Fig. 53b) une pro-
d'one couche limite classique, Ce n'est qu'a partir mi~re surface (2ý) ayant pour trace la ligno de sd-
de X = 1,12 m que les deux tourbillons se d~tachent paration (S2) et pour ompreinte le foyer F1. Une
rdellement de la paroi pour constituor un systkme deuxibme nappe (1Z), qui s'enroule & l'intdrieur de
toorbillonnaire bien organisd associE & un ddcal- (2;2) , a Egalement pour empreinte F1 (voir Fig.
lement franc. A cette Evolution correspond on chars- 53c), l'ensemble (lj) + (Z;) s'organisant en un
gement net du spectre pari~tal, les lignes de s~pa- tourbillon trombe. Les lignes de courant d~finis-
ration et d'attachement devenant identifiables. Sant (Yj) et (T2) partent des demi-noeuds N~ et -4.,

en coincidence avec les cols C. et C, sur la ma-
Les sch~mas qui vont maintenant fitre propos~s pour quette. La figure 53d montre l'assemblage des trois
l'Ecoulement autour do la maquotte placde A une in- surfaces (T,), (2ý) et (Z.) formant les enroule-
cidonce de 30" sont qualitatifs en raison do la ments primaire et socondaire.
quasi-impossibilit6 de reprdsenter los choses en
respectant les proportions de la rdalitE. Pour clore cette discussion, examinons bibvement

l'Evolution de la structure de l'Ecoulement qoand-
Ainsi qu'il est dossind sur la figure 50, one con- A nombre de Reynolds fixd - on augmente l'incidonce
figuration plausible peut 6tre construite en intro- o: en consid~rant ce qui se passe dans le plan de
duisant cinq lignes s~paratrices et cinq points sym~trie au voisinage du nez de la maquette. Come
critiques. Pour raccorder ce spectre A ce qui se le montre ]a figure 54a, tant quo a ne ddpasse pas
passe A l'extdrieur, dans le plan de sym~trie, il 10%, le champ ne contient qu'un point critique, A
faut faire corrospondre aux trois -oud N, N2 et savoir on domi-col- auquol correspond le noeud
N3  eicl .,C tCa ob passent trois d'attachement principal, 00 point d'arrjt -Dans-ce

s~paratricos. Aux cols C1 et C2 sont associ~s les domaine d'incidence, une variation do at entraine
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une deformation continue du champ, le point cr1- croissement de la trainde par intensification des
tique se ddplagant progressivement vers l'extrados effets dissipatifs;
si cc augmente (voir Fig. 54b),

-l'apparition de vibrations engendrdes par les
En revanche, pour oe 20' (voir Fig. 54c), le champ mouvements fluctuants auxquels l'dclatement donne
externe contient quatre points critiques, i savoir: naissance.
trois demi-cols et un foyer. Quand l'incidence est
portde & 30' (voir Fig. 54d), sept points critiques Prdjudiciable A l'adrodynamique des avions, l'6cla-
sont prdsents dans V'dcoulement, soit: cinq tement tourbillonnaire peut en revanche 6tre bdnd-

demicols et dux fyer (onn'a etene qu la fique dans certaines applications. Par exemplei

premibre interprdtation). constitue un moyen permettant d'amdliorer le md-
lange carburant-comburant dans une chambre de corn-

Ainsi, par variation continue d'un parambtre - en bustion ou bien de hiter la dissipation des tour-
l'occurrence l'incidence -l'4coulement tridimen- billons dmanant des extrdmitds d'aile des avions
sionnel subit des changements discontinus de struc- gros porteurs.
ture se traduisant par une augmentation du nombre
des points critiques du spectre des lignes de cou- Le probl~me de l'4clatement se rencontre en super-
rant ou de frottement. Un tel comportment - dga- sonique sous la forme d'une interaction onde de
lement not6 & propos des dcoulements de culot (voir choc / tourbillon, pendant du phdnomtne plus fami-
§ 3.3.2) - s'apparente A un phdnom~ne de bifurca- lier d'interaction onde de choc / couche limite.
tion. En rdalitd, le passage d'une organisation A Conume le montre la figure 56, une telle interaction
l'autre doit se faire par une phase instationnaire peut se produire sur un avion dvoluant I grande
alaquelle la description prdcddente ne peut pas incidence et en transsonique d1evd ou bien quand un
s' appliquer. Cet aspect tr~s important et particu- torilnegnr a n ufc otneest
librement intdressant des dcoulements tridimension- avald par une prise d'air placde en aval. Si le
nels d6collds ne sera pas discutd ici (voir, Tobak choc est assez intense, il est i m~me de provoquer2
et Peake, 1982; Dallmann, 1986). l'dclatement de ha structure tourbillonnaire qui le

traverse selon une direction sensibleeent normale;4
4 - ECI.&IEMENT TOURBILLONNAIRE d'oý, li aussi, des consdquences W~astes. Des si-

tuations similaires sont imaginables sur un vdhi-
4.1 - RENARQUES GENERALES cule hypersonique oDi coexistent des ondes de choc

intenses et des tourbillons dont l'interaction peut
Dans certaines circonstances, encore assez mal dlu- Otre A l'origine de flux de chaleur locaux dlevds
ciddes, une structure tourbillonnaire enroulde est sur certaines parties du fuselage.
susceptible de subir une d~sorganisation brutale
connue sous le nom d'Eclatement. 4.2 - ECLATENENT EN ECOULEMENT INCOMPRESSIBLE

Ce phdnombne peut affecter, par exemple, les tour- Etant donn~e son importance pratique, l'dclatement
billons intenses se formant au-dessus de la voilure tourbillonnaire a fait l'objet de trbs nombreux
aforte flbche d'un avion dvoluant A grande inci- travaux et est encore activement dtudid (pour une

dence. L'Gclatement modifie alors sensiblement le revue r~cente, voir Escudier, 1988). 11 n'est pas
champ de pression sur l'aile ce qui conduit A une question dans he cadre restreint de cette commu-
chute de portance, le plus souvent dissymdtrique, nication d'entrer dans he d~tail de ha physique de
l'dclatement ne se produisant pas au m~me endroit l'Eclatement A propos duquel nous disposons d'un
sur chacune des ailes; d'oij l'apparition d'un mo- assez grand nombre de renseignements en lncompres-
ment de roulis pouvant rendre le contr~le de Pap- slble. Nous nous contenterons idi de qualifier le
pareil d~licat, phdnombne a partir de rdsultats exp~rimentaux ob-

tenus dans h'air (Fdgan et Solignac, 1986; Ddlery
La figure 55 montre une visualisation au tunnel hy- et al., 1987; Pagan, 1989).
drodynamique de l'Eclatement des tourbihlons
au-dessus d'une aile delta dont le bord d'attaque Dans l'dtude considdrde, un tourbillon engendrd par
aigu a une fliche de 65* (Werld, 1960). Le phdno- une aile delta placde en incidence est soumis,
mine se traduit par une dilatation de la structure assez loin en aval du bord de fuite de l'aile, A un
-dont le noyau est auparavant trbs concentrd - gradient de pression adverse cr66 par des volets

avec l'apparition de fluctuations A grande dchelle moie. Cdspstf ertd'tdrlehn-
g~ndratrices d'une forte turbulence. Conne le dd- mane hors du champ de pression engendrE par l'aile
collement d'une couche limite, processus avec et autorise un variation des principaux parambtres
lequel il prdsente une parentd, l'Eclatement ent- d'iflfluence, & savoir:
ralne une croissanice spectaculaire de la place oc-
cupde par les zone5 dissipatives au sein de l'Ecou- - la force du tourbillon que lVon conuande en fai-
lement. 11 en rdsulte: sant varier l'incidence de l'aile;

une augmentation de I'effet de diplacement vis- - l'intensitd au gradient de-pression qui joue le
queux, ce qui influe~fortement sur l'ensemble du r~le'do )a perturbation provoquani l'Eclatement.

chmparoynmqu;Le- tourbillon-crdd est sensiblement dorSe uto

' ~ ~ -une aggrkavaion des pertes' d'efticacitd et un ac- autour d'un axe X, Y et Z designantlas axest1rans-

I -
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fversaux. Sur la figure 57 sont tracdes les compo- 4.3 - INTERACTION ONDE DE CHOC - TOURBILLON
santes axiales 7, et tangentielles V, du vecteur
vitesse moyenne dans le plan mdridien vertical. Ces L'interaction entre une onde de choc et une struc-
rdsultats ont 61t6 obtenus grice A l'emploi d'un ture tourbillonnaire a dtd trbs peu dtudide, bien
vdlocim~tre laser A trois composantes. L'examen de que la question prdsente un grand intdrdt, sur les
ces champs montre que le tourbillon dclat6 est or- plans pratiques et fondamentaux (Horowitz, 1984;
ganisd en un "bulbe* oýs la composante axiale de vi- Ddlery et al., 1984; Netwally et al., 1989;
tesse est dirigde A contre courant de l'dcoulement Copening et Anderson, 1989). Nous illustrerons ce
principal. En mWme temps, le mouvement de rotation probl~me en prdsentant les rdsultats d'une 6tude o4z
s'effondre, consdquence de la dilatation de la le tourbillon engendrd par une demi-aile delta
structure. Sur Ia figure 58 sont dessindes les tra- placde dans le collecteur d'une veine supersonique
jectoires du inouvement mdridien qui mettent en dvi traverse une on,'. de choc droite formde aui sein de
dence les propridtds suivantes: l'dcoulement siyersonique uniforme par un disposi-

tif fonctionniat en prise d'air (voir Fig. 61). Un
- en amont de l'dclatement, les trajectoires sont des objectifs des expdriences 6tait de rechercher
pratiquement rectilignes et parallbles, preuve que les conditions limites d'dclatement sous Ileffet du
l'dcoulement tourbillonnaire initial et quasi choc en fonction:
cyl indrique;

- de l'intensitd du choc caractdrisde par le nombre
-& partir du point d'dclatement - plac6 au col C, de Mach amont M..
-les trajectoires venant de l'amont divergent pour
contourner le bulbe de recirculation dont la fron- - de la force du tourbillon mesurde par le rapport
ti~re est matdrialisde par la sdparatrice (S,); i- de la vitesse tangentielle maximale Vt I la corn-

posante axiale VX, A la fronti~re extdreure de la
- lintdrieur du bulbe, Vldcoulement moyen semble structure.

s'organiser en plusieurs centres.
La limite ainsi obtenue dans le plan [ 1L,,, Tr I est

Les vues prdcddentes sont relatives A une descrip- tracde Fig. 62. L'alluro gdndrale de la courbe con-
tion du champ en termes de moyennes tomporelles, firme le fait intuitif que le saut do pression n6-
coimme dans l'dtude classique des couches limitos cessaire pour faire 6clater le tourbillon ost d'au-
turbulentes. Uno telle approche, parfaitement ldgi- tant plus 6levd que le taux de rotation est plus
time, peut masquer certains aspects du phdnom~ne faiblo. On retrouve la tendance bien confirinde en
qui est en fait affectd par une assez grande incompressible.
inst ationnaritd.

Les aspects fortement fluctuants de l'6clatoment
peuvent fitre caractdrisds en construisant les his- La thdorio des points critiques est maintonant re-
tograimmes des composantes VX et V2 de la vitesse connue coimne Otant une base indispensable & toute
instantande. Rappelons que de tels histogrammes description cohdrente d'un champ tridimensionnel
sont une approximation de la donsitd de probabilit6 ddcoll6. Elle constitue, en effet, un outil logi-
croisde des deux variables aldatoires Vx et VZ. quo, dotd d'une terminologie prdcise, pour inter-
Trois de ces histograimnes sont reprdsentds sur la prdter aussi bien les rdsultats des simulations nu-
figure 59 0~ est portde la rdpartition selon X de mdriques que les donndes expdrimentales. Ainsi, la
la composante moyenne V2 sur l'axe X af in de situor thdorie des points critiques permet une ddfinition
les endroits concernds. En amont et en aval du prdciso des spectres des lignes de frottement pa-
point moyen d'6clatement 'E, les histograimmes ont ridtalos obtenus par visualisation. C'est le ddco-
une forme classique prdsentant un plc unique avec, dage attontif de ces spectres qui rdvble la prds-
autour, un dtalement plus ou momns grand rdsultant ence de points critiques et de sdparatrices indica-
principalemont de ce que Vlon considbre coimno 6tant teurs de l'existonco de ddcollements. Les spectres
de la turbulence. En revanche, au voisinago du paridtaux sont vdritablement l'empreinte sur 1e
point o6i V2, passe par zdro, les histogramoes com- corps du champ tourbillonnaire externe et leur con-
portent deux pics bien distincts, indices d'une siddration est un prdalabble a toute analyse de
forte intermittence affectant l'origine E de l'6coulement.
Il'clatement instantand. En d'autres termes, E os-
cillo fortement autour do la position moyonne E. Les explorations au moyen de sondes multi-trous, ou

bien par v~locimdtrie laser k trois composantes,
L'oscillation longitudinale de l'origine de l'Ecla- permettent d'Etendre Ilinvestigation au champ ox-
tement est aussi rdvdlde par la visualisation & terne. Par le couplage des visualisations et des
court temps d'exposition prdsentde Fig. 60. La par- sondages, i1 est possible de ddcrire avec finesse

Itie centralo sombre des photographies correspond au et rdalisme des dcoulements tourbillonnaires risul-
coeur du tourbillon d'oD les particules de traceur tant de ddcollements sur des obstacles de formes
sont Ejectdes par la force centrifuge. On remarque varides. Dans le cas o6j la surface du corps compor-

2le rapide dlargissement de I& structure tourbillon- te une arfite (vive ou arrondie), une ligne de sdpa-naire lors de l'dclatement ainsi que la variation ration est gdndralement confondue avec Ua singula4 ~importante de la position de l'origine du ph~nom~ne ritd. Cette ligne est l'origine d'une surface de r~-
-'- ~sur des photographies prises A des instants s~paration dont l'enroulement constitue 4n tour-

diffdrents. billon prirnaire Intense. Cette circonstance favori-

-2y F '
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Se la moddlisation dans le cadre d'une approche cent de la discrdtisation influent alors peu Sur la
fluide parfait puisqu'alors l'origine de la nappe uaiE finale du rdsultat.11e abnsr
est dvidente. Toutefois, 11 se forme aussi dans ce autrement pour la compr~henSion physique profonde
cas des tourbillons dits secondaires, attach~s A du phdnombne ainsi que pour les applications o6j
aucune partlcularit6 de la parol, dont l'influence l'Echelle de ces structures est comparable A celle4
sur le champ est notable. du dispositif, coimne c'est le cas des Ecoulements

de canal.
Sur un obstacle arrondi, dont le rayon de courbure
est grand devant l'Epaisseur de la couche limite Enfin, sous l'action d'un gradient de pression ad-
locale, rien de permet de fixer A priori la posi- verse, ou d'une onde choc, il tst frdquent que les
tion de la, ou des, sdparation(s). Si le corps com- tourbillon3 A fort taux de rotation se d~sorgani-
porte un nez pointu, les expdriences tendent a con- sent brusquement. Cet Eclatement de la structure
trer que - M~me A incidence moddrde - les diffd- tourbillonnaire demeure un ph~nom~ne encore mal
rentes s~paratrices ont pour origine la pointe oOi dlucid6, surtout sur le plan thdorique, et A ce ti-I
s 'accumulent les points critiques. Un tel degrE de tre il mdrnte des Etudes approfondies.
singularit6 est peu cr~dible physiquement. Il est
probable que les cols ou noeuds origines des sdpa-
ratrices sont en fait distincts et contenus dans un REERCIEMENTSI
petit domaine au voisinage de la pointe qui, A une
dchelle suffisannent petite, est forcdment L'Etude sur Ilarri~re-corps ARIANE 5 a dtd financde
arrondie. par le Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales et les

Etudes sur les enroulements tourbillonnaires ont
Quand le corps prdsente us fort dmoussement, les bdn~ficiE du soutien financier de la Direction des
points critiques n'ont plus de raison de se placer Recherches Etudes et Techniques ainsi que du Servi--
en un point singulier de la surface. Toutefois, ce Technique des Prograimmes Adronautiques du Minis-
pour le corps considdr6, qui est proche de nombreu- t~re de la Ddfense, L'auteur remercie C. Berner deI
ses configurations pratiques, ceux-ci sont tous si- VISL pour lui avoir permis de prdsenter les rds~l-
tu~s dans la rdgion du nez, seul le noeud d'atta- tats sur l'arribre-corps en incidence. Enfin, 11
chement "principal" dtant clairement d~tectd par exprime sa gratitude A C. Quelin pour sa contribu-_1
les visualisations. Le proc~dE de l'enduit visqueux tion A la confection des figures illustrant cet
- dont l'effet perturbateur est en outre non nigli- exposE.
geable dans les r~gions oOi la couche limite a une
6paisseur comparable a celle du film d'huile -' man-
que de finesse pour r~soudre le spectre rdel et 6 - REFERENCES
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Breaking Down The Delta Wing Vortex
The Role of Vorticity in the Breakdown Process

R. C. Nelson and K. D. Visser

Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering
University of Notre Dame

Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
The United States of America

Abstract Introduction

Experimental x-wire measurements of the flowfield The underlying physics of the vortex structure above
above a 700 and 750 flat plate delta wing were a delta wing planform, and more particularly the
performed at a Reynolds number of 250,000. Grids process by which the flowfield undergoes the rapid
were taken normal to the wing at various chordwise transition referred to as vortex breakdown, has been a
locations for angles of attack of 20° and 300. Axial topic of concern for many years in the aerospace
and azimuthal vorticity distributions were derived field. At high angles of attack, the boundary layer on
from the velocity fields. The dependence of the lower surface of the delta wing flows outboard.
circulation on distance from the vortex core and on The fluid separates at the sharp leading edge, forming
chordwise location was also examined. The effects of a free shear layer which curves upward and rolls into
nondimensionalization in comparison with other a core of high vorticity on the top side of the wing.
experimental data is made. The results indicate that Each of the two counter-rotating vortices also contain
the circulation distribution scales with the local axial flow components in the central core regions,
.emispan and grows in a nearly linear fashion in the around and along which the fluid spirals. This axial
chordwise direction. The spanwise distribution of flow can attain velocities up to three times the
axial vorticity is severely altered through the freestream value.
breakdown region and the amount of vorticity present
appears to reach a maximum immediately preceding Additional spanwise outflow is induced on the upper
breakdown. The axial vorticity components with a surface beneath the coiled vortex sheet. The fluid
negative sense, such as that found in the secondary separates from the surface as it approaches the leading
vortex, seem to renvtin unaffected by changes in wing edge to form the so called "secondary vortices". The
sweep or angle of attack, in direct contrast to the main effect of the secondary vortex is to displace the
positive components. In addition, the inclusion of the primary vortex upwards and inwards. The size and
local wing geometry into a previously derived strength of the primary vortex increases with angle of
correlation parameter allows the circulation of incidence. It becomes the dominant steady flow
growing leading edge vortex flows to be reduced into feature through a wide range of practical flight
a single curve, attitudes. The acceleration of the flow in these

vortices results in an incremental lift termed the
"vortex" or "nonlinear" lift. As much as 30% of the

Nomenclature total wing lift is attributable to the pressure
distribution created on the wing surface by these

c chord leading edge vortices.
r radial direction
rc vortex core radius Delta wing performance is limited, however, by a
P pressure phenomenon known as vortex breakdown.
Re Reynolds number Breakdown, or "bursting" as it is sometimes referred
s semi span to, is characterized by an increase in vortex diameter
s* local semi span followed by large scale turbulent dissipation, and a
U.0  freestream velocity decrease in the core's axial and circumferential
Vi velocity in the i direction velocity. This leads to a loss of lift and a reduction in
x chordwise direction the magnitude of the nose down pitching moment.
y spanwise direction Experimental, theoretical, and numerical
z direction normal to wing surface investigations have been carried out in an effort to not
a angle of attack only understand what is occurring, but to predict the
Sapex half angle onset of this drastic change in the flowfield. Efforts
Sr circulation have included variation of all manner of possible
A sweep angle parameters, including wing geometry, angle of attack, V -
0 angular direction and Reynolds numbers.
" 'i vorticity in the i direction
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Most investigators approach the study of delta wing to have little or no influence on the breakdown
vortical flows, however, by askirg such questions as: position. Effects due to changes in the Reynolds
"Why does vortex breakdown occur?" and "What number are small at high Reynolds numbers. This
factors influence breakdown?" A different applies to sharp edged, thin delta wings at moderate
perspective on the problem can be gained by posing angles of attazk. The breakdown position seems to be
the inverse question: "Why does the vortex manage to independent of the turbulent breakdown of the shear
maintain a cohesive flow structure upstream of the layer near the leading edge. Attempts at altering the
transition/breakdown region?" In other words, with leading edge by Lambourne and Bryer [1], including
core velocities measured at over three times that of a trip wire on the upper surface had no significant
the freestream velocity and corresponding effect. We itz [61 observed that variation of the
circumferential velocities approaching 2.5 times of trailing ed ;e geometry of 700 sweep delta, diamond
freestream: "Why does it stay together for as long as and arrow planforms, had a negligible effect on
it does, instead of breaking down immediately?" This vortex breakdown location. Wentz also found [7] that
was the motivation for the current investigation, the vortex breakdown region crossed the trailing edge

at the same angle of attack for all these trailing edge
configurations.

Background The complexities of this vortical flow are such that a
Many factors can influence vortex breakdown. complete analytical solution is difficult to obtain.
Lamboume and Bryer [I] suggest the total pressure in Theories do exist that partially predict the occurrence
the core and the adverse pressure gradient along the of certain flow phenomena, such as vortex breakdown
axis are essential factors in causing breakdown to in which the vortex behavior changes dramatically,
occur. Harvey [2] observed that variation of the swirl and to indicate the sensitivity of the breakdown region
of the flow in tube vortices indicated breakdown to be to the severity of axial pressure gradients. Several
an intermediate stage between two types of flow: pertinent breakdown theories are summarized below,
those that exhibit axial velocity reversal and those that and a more extensive discussion can be found in
do not. Wedemeyer [8]:

Erickson [31 discusses in detail the effect of Reynolds Ludweig [9] has suggested that the spiral form of
number on vortex flow development. From breakdown results from hydrodynamic instabilities in
experiments it appears that large scale vortex the flow due to upstream spiral disturbances. A
structures are determined primarily by convective similar view of breakdown was developed by Jones
transport mechanisms, implying an independence of [10].It has been proposed by Squire [E1] that
Reynolds number. Erickson concludes that the breakdown is a standing wave phenomenon. Once the
majority of the phenomena observed in the delta wing flow is capable of supporting infinitesimal standing
flow field is dominated by potential flow effects waves, downstream disturbances can propagate
associated with the external field, ie. the pressure upstream and therefore disrupt the flow. Randall &
gradient. Leibovich [12] contend that this is in fact a finite

An extensive literature review by Payne [4] on the amplitude wave.

factors which can influence breakdown is summarized Another hypothesis is the view taken by Benjamin
below. Increasing the sweep angle or decreasing the [13]. He suggests that breakdown is a finite transition
angle of attack causes the location of the breakdown (subcritical to supercritical) between conjugate flow
to move aft. The breakdown position will move states analogous to the hydraulic jump in open channel
forward during flow acceleration and remain so until flows. While Squire postulated that the existence of
the steady speed condition is reached whereupon it waves leads to breakdown, Benjamin claims that the
returns to its normal breakdown position [1]. The leading wave is the breakdown. Escudier [14] goes a
reverse is true for deceleration. The actual position of step further by proposing a two stage (supercritical-
this breakdown is a strong function of the pressure supercritical supercritical-subcritical) transition. The
gradient along the vortex, the initial axial core first stage is isentropic while the latter is not. In
velocity, and the angle of sideslip, or yaw angle. An addition, his analysis suggests breakdown occurs for a
increase in the swirl of the flow or a larger adverse unique swirl number r / ic rcU** which is equal to
pressure gradient tends to promote the onset of 1.414 for a Rankine vortex with an infinitesimally
breakdown.Thicker wings, rounded leading edges, small core radius, rc. In a theory analogous to
lower Reynolds numbers, and of course more boundary layer separation, Gartshore [15] concluded
complex geometries can also substantially influenced that breakdown occurred because of a diffusion of
the location of breakdown. Kegelman and Roos [5] vorticity from the core of the vortex.
investigated leading edge geometries, ranging from
blunt rounded edges to leeward and windward bevels, Several theories rely on the supposition that
and found the breakdown location to be strongly breakdown is predicted by the failure of the
affected by these geometric variations. In addition, quasicylindrical approximations of the equations of
the maximum value of the lift curve was found to be motion. Hall [16], in 1966, suggested that breakdown
significantly affected by this variation in leading edge is associated with some change in the flowfield outside
shape. the core, such as the rate of feeding of vorticity or the

Payne has also listed factors examined by other pressure. Bossel [17] used the ideas of Hall to

investigators in the literature which have been found estimate that a swirl angle, defined as tan"l(Vz / Vx),
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of 54.80 anywhere in the vortex would cause flow g

stagnation. Mager [18] associated a singularity in the %L
incompressible quasicylindrical momentum-integral
solution with breakdown. Wilson [19] approached the
problem in a similar manner to obtain a swirl
parameter for thin delta wings in subsonic flow. Vortex

Cross section

Grabowski and Berger [201, using solutions of the
full, steady, axisymmetric Navier-Stokes equations,
concurred with Hall [21] in that breakdown is the
result of a critical retardation of the flow. As well, z•
his results also showed that a vortex with sufficient Y
swirl can be reduced to the critical breakdown state
by diffusion of vorticity, flow divergence and
pressure forces.

A recent hypothesis has been proposed by Brown and
Lopez [22] on the physical mechanism governing Figure 1. Delta Wing Vortex Geometry
vortex breakdown which occurs in confined
cylindrical flows. Variation of the problem experimentally in an effort to uncover information
parameters has resulted in an axial flow deceleration which may shed light on this problem.
great enough to sustain a stagnant flow region
containing recirculating fluid. This phenomena is The vortex flowfield can be regarded as a transition
very similar to that seen in cylindrical tubes and over from one flow state to another which may occur as a
delta wings. Their basic argument is that the physical result of a combination of certain flow parameters
mechanisms involved in the breakdown process rely reaching a critical or unstable state. One can attempt
on the production of negative azimuthal vorticity, that to quantify such critical breakdown parameters in two
is forms: as a function of either the independent or the

dependent variables. The former would involve
aVr aVx factors such as angle of attack, sweep angle of the

- " wing, and sideslip. An indication parameter involving
dependent variables would be based upon flow

which results from a tilting and stretching of the conditions which result from the geometry of the

predominantly axial vorticity vector as seen in problem. Items such as local vorticity and chordwise

Figure 1. They then address the question of why the pressure gradient fall into this category.
strong vortical core diverges by considering the Euler The determination of such breakdown indication
equation of the radial momentum and comment on
how this type of mechanism would apply to a delta parameters could be based on several forms:
wing flowfield. Their analysis eventually leads to the
following inequality a. A local balance between the generation and

convection of vorticity.

b. A local balance of the pressure forces with the
02 1 aP > 0acceleration of the fluid.
r -p - >c. The size of the local length scale compared to

the wing geometry.
which would then initiate breakdown. Brown and d. An empirical fit parameter based on wing

Lopez hypothesize that vorticity diffusion leads to a geometry, angle of attack, etc.
radial redistribution of the circulation and a
stretching and tilting of vortex lines due to a local The aspects of the vorticity field would seem to be of
increase of the tangential velocity, V0 . This is utmost importance in gaining a better understanding
followed by a reduction in the initially positive of the flowfield beha.vior. Both the generation of
azimuthal component of vorticity with axial distance vorticity, which is transported into the vortex, and the
and the subsequent beginning of an 'inviscid convection rate downstream of this vorticity could
breakdown' pro,ýýcs. play a crucial role in determining where the

breakdown of the primary vortex occurs as suggested
As of yet, none of these ideas are sufficient to by Lee and Ho [251. The complete role of the
accurately predict vortex breakdown. Recent work by secondary vortex, which is a direct result of the
O'Neil, Barnett, and Louie [23] and Ekaterinaris and viscous nature of the flow, is also not well
Schiff [24] using Euler and Navier-Stokes codes understood. Its presence, illustrated in Figure 2 via a
respectively have demonstrated a vortex breakdown titanium tetrachloride vapor method for marking
in their results for certain conditions. These vortical flows [26], is known to displace the primary $
computational results do correspond to experimental vortex inwards and upwards. Questions still remain, 3
data. However, no theory exists which can yield the however, as to the effect of the secondary vortices on
flow detail in the breakdown zone nor universally the reduction of the primary vortex pressure peaks as
predict breakdown locations which consistently compared to an Euler type solution, or on even more
compare with experimental results. Because of this, it nebulous concepts such as the effect on the vorticity
"is essential that the flowfleld be examined distribution above the wing surface.

4-____________
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account. A closer examination of the grid resolution
of each investigation provides some insight. As
indicated in Table 1, the highest derived vorticity
values correspond to the finest grid resolution and
vice versa. Since vorticity is a measure of the smallest
scales of the flow, it would only make sense that a
finer measurement grid would be able to 'capture' the
high gradients of velocity present in the field. These
differences in flowfield measurement add to the
difficulty in obtaining a clear picture of the physics
involved.

Table I. Maximum Axial Vorticity Data

A9 
jb.43 V -O 6,A. M622 Cb. vdoiy 

-'

NP-y. 200 75 4064 10 0 3 1.383 341 46 004166

j.od 203 75 363S 122 07 7.113 326 59 00323

wA 200 75 405.4 97 03 122.40 517 1 4 0030Nd-m

200 75 4064 200 05 22.774 925 124 0017

V -&--J " 2 D4 76 2220 C 25 0 5 17.400 1 45 193 0 0143S b) •2 !200 75 306 20) 00 23.00 56 3 92 4

Figure 2. Flow Visualization of Primary and Secondary 200 75 10 129 0 114.144 40 77
Vorticies a) three quarter view, b) side vew -

200 75 145 0 6 2 0 1 1.034 400 W 6 4

Although the data base of delta wing flowfield ' 1 .93 75 g 560 7224
information is growing, most experimenters are s
constrained to a specific configuration at a fixed angle Value unavaable
of attack or chord location. This information, helpful For the reasons stated above, a study was undertaken
for the sake of comparison, provides little or no to measure the delta wing flowfield at various
information on the changing flow field state in the chordwise locations over delta wings. Models with
chordwise direction. Aspects such as rate of vorticity different sweep angles at different angles of attack
generation or circulation distribution in the were used in an attempt to determine if the flow
streamwise direction are impossible to address. reaches some measurable critical state, particularly

involving aspects of the vorticity components, that
In addition, there are other subtler reasons which would then initiate a flow transition to the post
make comparison difficult. Data compiled from breakdown state.
several different investigators [27 - 30] is compared
in Table 1. Both !he sweep angles and the arngles of Experimental procedures
attack are roughly the same. The values of vorticity
presented are the maximum values found in the flow All experiments were carried out in the University of
field and coincide with the core axis. Typically, Notre Dame subsonic wind tunnel facilities. The
investigators use the model chord, c, and the tunnel is powered by an 18.6 kw AC induction motor
freestream velocity, U00, as nondimensionalizing which drives an 8 bladed 1.2 meter (4 foot) fan
scales for the flow. The results are seen to vary quite located in the diffuser outlet (Figure 3). The four
substantially. The local semispan, s* could also be degree of freedom, computer controlled, probe
considered a viable length scale, since flow traversing test section is preceded by a 24:1
visualization indicates the vortex structures to scale contraction inlet. The minimum step sizes possible in
with the wing geometry. Use of the local semispan the streamwise, spanwise, and normal directions were
would account for local geometric changes due to 0.0064mm, 0.0254mm, and 0.0208 nun respectively.
sweep angle and allow for comparison of data taken at The section dimensions were 610 mm by 610 mm by
different chord stations. The data of Kjelgaard and 1820 mm (24 by 24 by 76 inch). The models used
Sellers [27], for example, indicates a lower value of were flat plate delta wings having a windward 25*
vorticity than that of Payne for a location 20% bevelled edge, a root chord of 406.4 mm (16 inches)
farther from the apex. If s* is used as a scaling factor, and a thickness of 6.35 mm (0.25 inches). The
the magnitude of the axial vorticity component is seen minimum distance between the wing surface and the
to exceed that of Payne. It is also noted that identical probe was 3.0 mm due to probe geometry.
geometries, such as that of Payne and the current
investigation, have produced different values of the A TSI IFA 100 constant temperature annemometer

N, axial vorticity component. These differences indicate system was used to acquire the data in conjunction
IM there are other factors which have not been taken into with a Macintosh H computer which also maneuvered
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region.

Figure 3. Notre Dacu•Subsonic Wind Tunnel Facility

the x-wire probe in the test section. The probes
utilized five micrometer diameter tungsten wiresgiving an length/diameter ratio of 250. Overheatratios were set to 1.8. The wires were calibrated for

every test to reduce thle possible errors associated •

with property changes of the wires. In addition, this
procedure eliminated the need for temperature Y 4 M
compensation as the ambient temperature did not vary ,
by more than + 1° C over the course of any individual

The technique of Sherif and Pletcher [31] was
employed to determine the magnitudes of the velocity • IA5F2 (b) .DS556
components.This is based on the effective velocitymeasurement method. The wire senses a velocitycomposed of vectors normal and tangential to the Figure 4. Hot Wire Probe Geometries and ConfiguNNtion

a)Effeutivf Velocity Coordinates of t ergenwon,wirea i w t wire at different rates, k1 and k2. b) X-wire probes
Jergensen [32] has expressed the most general form of
this equation as:

Ueff2 = UN2 + kl2 UT2 + k22UB2  RslsadDsuso
The majority of data was accumulated over a 750

for an X-wire lying in the bit plane (Figure 4a). The sweep delta wing at 200 angle of attack. Measurements
effective velocities were obtained using a least squares were made at various chordwise stations in grid
fit based on the calibration and then the method of planes normal to the upper surface. The angle ofSherif and Pletcher [31] to determine the magnitudes attack was then increased to 300 and chordwise
of the velocity components. stations were measured upstream of the probe inducedIn order to fully determine the three velocity breakdown of approximately x/2 0.5. Experiments
components and their associated directions, however, by Payne, Ng, and Nelson [33] comparing LDV and
it was necessary to take four normal grid sweeps seven hole probe data have shown that the effect of
above the wing at each chordwise location. Two x- introducing a probe into the flowfield does not
wire probe configurations were utilized n andre greatly distort the flowfield provided the
shown in Figure 4b. Probe 1, a DISA 55P62, had measurements are taken upstream of the breakdown
wires lying in a plane perpendicular to the probe axis, zone. Finally, a 700 sweep configuration was utilized
while the wires of probe 2, a DISA 55P61, were lying at 200 angle of attack in an effort to observe the effect
in a plne parallel to the probe axis, as shown by the of sweep. All tests were conducted at a Reynolds
accompanying schematic. The initial two grid sweeps number of 250,000.

used probe 1 with wire 1 at the reference of zerodegrees and wire 2 at negative 90 degrees using the Typical flowfield distributions are shown in Figure 5.
geometry in Figure 4b and in accordance with that of The axial veloity u/pper is actually the velocity

Sherif and Pletcher [31]. The probe was then rotated normal to the measurement plane at the chordwise
450 about its axis and a second sweep initiated.This station. The jetting core structure of the vortex is seen
provided enough information for the velocity to be quite well defined, with the majority of the

magnitudes to be determined. The second probe was measured field maintaining a velocity above the
used to take two sweeps with the plane of the wires freestream velocity. Measurements encompassed a zos
parallel to the wing and perpendicular to it of 0 to approximately I and were taken from the
respectively. This second set of sweeps determined the chord centerline out to a y/s of 1.2 on the right side
direction of the transverse (v) and nornal (w) of the wing. Using this grid, the details of the
wirvelocity components. It was assumed that the direction primary, secondary, and the shear layer can be u
Sof u was always in the positive direction as the probe captured. Grid incremets were set to a y/s and z/s of
was kept in the flow forward of the breakdown 0.03 at each station. The transverse and normal

i;

Sherif ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -an Pltce [31 h rb a hnrtae omlt h esrmetpaea h hrw
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2.25 2.00 1.75 1.50 1.25 1.00 1.5 1.00 0.5 0.0 -0.5

0 ,9 5 5 0 . 5

0.6550.5

z/s

0.355 0355

0.055 0055
0.0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 0.0 0.3 0.11 0.9 1.2y/s (a) y/s (b

1.25 0.75 0.25 -0.25 -0.75 -1.25 60 40 20 0 -20

0.655 065

z/s 7/

0355 0.355

0.0 0.3 0.6 0.9 12 0.03 0.3 0.6 09 1.17

yls (c) yls (d)

Figure 5. Chord Station Flowfield Maps for Sweep = 750, Angle of Attack = 209, x/c = 0 50
a) u/Ut., b) v/Uoo, c) w,/Uo. d) f)x

velocity components, v/UeJand w/Urespectively, are reached. Conventionally, investigators such as
depicted in Figures 5b and 5c. These data were then Kjelgaard and Sellers [27] have multiplied the
centrally differenced spatially to obtain the axial calculated vorticity by the ratio of the root chord tovorticity component, the freestream velocity providing an overall view ofthe absolute vorticity in the entire flowfield. As

Lw av mentioned previously, the use of the local spanwise
x =aby "distance provides a means to scale each crossectional

flow plane in order to examine the effect of the local
s i rgeomctry on the flow characteristics. The local

"semispan was used to scale the current data in additionSince the role of vorticity, including the effects to using the chord.
incurred by the secondary vortex on the primary, was
the motivation for this investigation, the local The maximum value of vorticity was obtained at each"magnitudes and chordwise distributions were the station as well as the minimum. These values are
logical places to begin. An initial proposition was that presented in Figure 6 for the 750 sweep wing at 200
the vortex structure may be unable to exist in the and 300 angle of attack. The vorticity data is
cohesive, pre-breakdown nature if a maximum local nondimensionalized using the two conventionsI -value of vorticity in the vortexi say faxmax, is mentioned above. FromFigure 6a, in which the

% ' . . . I I I
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vorticity is multiplied by the ratio of the root chord will be lost if the grid is not sufficiently fine. In
to the freestream velocity, it appears that the addition, these values of vorticity were obtained by
magnitudes of both the positive and negative differentiating discrete data which has the effect of
maximum values are decreasing with increasing increasing the error associated with such
distance from the apex. No breakdown existed over measurements. Therefore simply examining the
the wing for the 200 angle of attack case. The 300 case maximum value of the vorticity is not enough to make
was seen to have a breakdown occurring between the a definitive statement of the vortex status at that chord
0.50 and 0.55 x/c location. The positive values of station.
vorticity show a slight drop at this station, however
the negative values show no change at all. The leading edge sheet continually feeds vorticity into

IWO the vortex flowfield along the entire length of the
delta wing. An interesting possibility is that the

0Aogiottok vortex can only 'hold' or contain a certain amount of

0ow 20 0 vorticity before it must revert to a more stableD*configuration in order to contain or transport this
0 . ," * 010 6 •, increase in vorticity . Extending this further, suppose

that the breakdown position maintains an average
a,, * £ 0 0 0 mean location because the generated vorticity is

£ 0 0 balanced by the vorticity being convected downstream
for some given set of fixed conditions (i.e. sweep and0o a) as suggested by Lee and Ho [25]. Ile flow

conditions are then in some way altered, so as to add
< ,more vorticity upstream of the breakdown without a

. corresponding increase in the convection rate
downstream. If the breakdown is seen to move
upstream, this would indicate some critical condition

. 0 0 based on a maximum vorticity distribution may exist
00 o 0o2 0'4 015O' s "o ' " 1""2 above which the initial vortex structure will transition

Chordwise Location (xlc) to the post breakdown state. An increase in ct or adecrease in sweep angle would also then imply that,
(a) momentarily, the relative vorticity generation rate

200 becomes higher than the convective rate and the
transition/breakdown point changes until a stable

Ag o•orAanck situation is again reached.
150. 120 301. maim= " The distribution of vorticity throughout the vortex
100 £ was therefore examined for possible maximum

00* amounts of vorticity per unit area or volume at a
0 : X*b.8 00 0 a 0 chordwise location.The integration of discrete data

W 0 a has the effect of smoothing errors associated with the
data. In order to evaluate the reliability of0 differentiating the discrete velocity field, the0> 0 circulation, 1, was also calculated and compared to

X , I. *. . the integration of the vorticity field over the area
00 o • normal to it:

F= fV.dr =f (VXV,.dA = fQxdA-100] . . . . . . . . . . .00 02 04 06 08 10 12 A

Chordwose Location (sic) The vorticity field distribution was spatially

(b) integrated and is presented with the equivalent line
Figure 6. Chordwise Comparison of Maximum and Minimum integral of the velocity field, for the A = 750, a = 200

Voracity for 75' Sweep Nondimensionalzed Using case, in Figure 7. The values are plotted outward
a) chord, b) local semispan from the core center (r = 0) where the radial distance

has been nondimensionalized by the local semispan.

If the vorticity is now nondimensionalized by the Each curve represents a chordwise location and the
local semispan, s*, as shown in Figure 6b, the data circulation is seen to grow in a chordwise manner.
appears to indicate a constant value in the chordwise This is what one would expect, as the feeding sheet is
direction for both the positive and negative values, continually being wrapped into the vortex. The
The drop in the positive value for the 300 case is circulation and integrated vorticity values are seen to
more evident, however a large scatter in the data is correspond quite well, which would indicate that
still seen to exist. differentiating the velocity fields does not increase the

error substantially.
L -This scatter in the data can be attributed to severalSfactors. The vorticity is a measure of the smiallest The circulation values were then scaled by the local

scales of the flow. Details of the velocity gradients semispan, s*, and plotted in Figure 8. It appears that

- - - -. .~ - ~ -043W
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Figure 7 Radial Dist'ibution of Circulation Lnd IntegrateJ Vorticity, Sweep = 75*, Angle of Attack = 20

this has the effect of causing the curves to fall quite 7
closely onto each other. The data taken fer A = 750, ct
= 30' is also shown for comparison. If scaled by the 6-

chord, a = 30° has a distribution similar to that ofa cc
= 20' in Figure 7. The data in Figure 8 would seem to
imply that the chordwise development of circulation 5 .
at a constant angle of attack grows in a linear manner, • K "
indicative of a conical type of flowfield. * 0 * 2

"4 o

0 a=20 3 -
020 + 047 X 0-0 a A=75 A=75 A=70

00

iJ030 0 48 m070 -' a=20 a=30 a=20
3 0" 0 40 0 4, , 0 80 0 0 o D • 2

a 0a1 0 A 0 X + 0 30
U042 80iA * 0040

*043 0+ a 050I . ao +,o
04541 1C° I ISo.. .. .0 . I I I o,

0 * .01 02 03 04 0.5 06 07

I I--= r/s (mm/span)
0, 30

A 0 Figure 9 Radial Circulation Diatribution Nondimensionalized
I o oo00 by Local Semispan and Angle of Attack

01 02 03 04 05 06 o shear layer of fluid which has separated from the
leading edge. If the maximum value of the circulation

r/s (nrailpan) scaled by the chord is plotted for each chord station,
Figure 8. The Effect of Angle of Attack on the Radial the curve shown in Figure 10a results. Although the

Circulation Distribution Nondimensionalized data corresponding to the maximum radius of
by Local Sernispan for Sweep = 75* integration, r/s = 0.6, appears to be following a

somewhat linear trend, there is widespread scatter in
A possible way to account for the angle of attack the data. Since the core is located at a z/s of about
effect would be to further incorporate some function 0.37 to 0.40, the lower integration path is bounded by
of a as a scaling parameter. If the circulation values the upper surface of the wing for any r/s values
are divided through by, say, sin(a) the results in greater than this. Dopending on the proximity of the
Figure 9 are obtained. The data for A = 70', a = 20' probe to the wing surface, velocity components
has also been added for comparison, contributing to a negative vorticity component will
Each of the curves shown previously in Figure 7 have a varied effect on the resulting integration. A
illustrates the distribution of the circulation in the better representation is obtained if the circulation
radial direction. Each curve is seen to increase to an values corresponding to the initial leveling off of the
r/s of approximately 0.25, which represents the extent curves in Figure 7 is used. The values for this radial
of the primary vortex. A further increase in the distance of r/s = 0.25 are also plotted in Figure 10a.
curve profile is also observed corresponding to the A much smaller scatter is present in the data. The

' >; ' . .
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values tend to follow a near linear distribution, except 700, a = 200 case is also seen to lie above the data of
near the aft of the wing surface, whereupon a leveling Figure 10, indicating the vortex over the 700 sweep
off is observed, wing to be stronger than that of 750 for the same

angle of attack. This is in accordance with the idea
40 that a stronger vortex causes breakdown to occur

sooner, that is, sweeping a wing forward at a constant j0o5 angle of attack causes breakdown to occur closer to
T 30 • the apex due to increased vortex strength. An

030 a 0 interesting observation is made of the data if s* is

00

02 0• again used as the scaling parameter in Figure I lb.
S4%, o•The data for A = 70° is seen to fall below that of A=

020 750 for ac = 20°.This would seem to imply that there
, *is a lower total amount of distributed vorticity over

015 the 701 wing per unit span than the 750 wing, even
though the absolute values are larger. The spanwise

01o A MaiumCm=awn distrbution of vorticity will be examined in more
0 CAW@r/s.025 detail using core traverse data later in this paper.

005

02 04 06 0 10 04'

Chordwise Location (x/c)

(a) a 03 A 0

A . o30. - Aa

28. 0
A Maxýum WCUWM..

26 £MooCoao

26 0 C1OLa&on@0s.0Z 02

22, 0 0 A=75 a=20t2. 
01 0 A=70 o.=20

t 20 at*AtOo2
AlAA A=~75 a=30

o 16 A02 o3 o4 OS o6 o o' 0 o

U 14- 00 Go Chordwise Location (x/c)

12 (a)

02 04 06 08 10 24

Chordwise Location (x/c) A a

22- A

(b) o

* A=75 a-20Figure 10. Chordwise Comparison of Circulation for sweep = 75*, -Z A=70 a =20Angle of Attack = 201, nondimensionalized using is 16 A-= 75 a =30 .

a) chord, b) local sernispan.

Scaling the values in Figure 10a by s* instead of c .9 0 0 gn

produces the distributions of Figure l0b. Both the r/s U 14 *
= 0.6 and r/s = 0.25 cases indicate values which are 12.

dropping slightly in the axial direction. The scatter in
the maximum values appears to be even greater than 10
in Figure lOa. It should be remembered however, 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0 8 0 1 r

Sthan nondimensionalization of data can introduce Chordwist Location (x/c)
other subtleties. The chord used to scale the data is a (b)
constant for all the cases presented here and simply Figure 11 Th fect of Angle of Attack and Sweep on the
multiplies the data by approximately 2.5, while Chordwise Circulation Distribution at ris = 025
maintaining the same relative distance between Nondimensionalized using a) chord, b) local semispan.
curves. On the otherhand, if the values in Figure 10a
are multiplied by c/s* in order to scale by the local The close agreement of the integrated vorticity with
semispan, that is equivalent to multiplying by tan (A) the circulation can be exploited to examine the
/ (x/c). In effect, any differences are magnified (local separate changes in the total positive and total
chord)"1  negative vorticity which is not evident from the

circulation alone. Integrating the positive and negative
The data from the other wing configurations is values of vorticity separately over their respective
presented in Figure Ila, along with that of Figure 10, areas leads to the results shown in Figure 12. From
for r/s = 0.25. For the 75 degree sweep case, the Figure 12a, it appears that the amount of negative
circulation at 300 angle of attack case is seen to be votticity present above the wing is relatively similar
greater than a= 20, as one would expect. The A= for all three configurations, the A =700, c= 20 case

,qi,
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having the largest magnitude at each respective chord 100.

location. The positive values, however, show a P"On
marked difference. The 700 swept wing at 20' angle 03 7OTOAsweem.Pa

of attack is seen to approach the values associated with + WOW ~C *125

the 750 sweep at an angle of attack of 30". Scaling by OS tis" Q 20-

s* causes the positively integrated values to remain in aa-swsv.QoV
relatively constant or slightly decrease with increasig
chord location. In addition, the A = 700, aL = 200 caseI
is seen to fall in the same region as A =750, o = 20".
The negative vorticity values remain together at I
approximately a constant value for all three cases. ANw et

*A=70a=20
015- g 4.63K 0. A=75a=20

04 A-5a

0-5 is a 1 10
K

<03 AA (a)

02 Positive Negative 10a0e7 5.00

a A A=75 cs20 t 0ae11

> 01. 0 A=75 a=30 A 0 P,sswtf Teast

13A=70 O=20 0 APresent Tests rfs - q 2S

-. 00 U

8 Besom e

.01 0
00 02 0 .4 0. 08a 1 0 1A

Chordwise Location (x/c) 1. 6K"2

40 .

30 (b)

<. di 'A AA Figure 13 Correlation of Hemosch and Luckring a) g vs K,
2.0 A b) g/(x/c) vs K

is Positive Negative

10"52efoog=A ' was seen for data obtained from
10 UA=75 a=30 A Wentz and MacMahon [35], A = 620 and Delery,

0A=70 a-20 0 Pagan, and Solignac [36], ranging from g of 0.5 to
50 10.0 and K of 0.2 to 2.0. Theory by Smith [37]

009 resulted in the form g = 4.631(n. For comparison,
.5 0 '' C seven hole probe data from Payne [4,33] is plotted in

_1 ____.i______ I_ Figure 13a with that of Wentz and MacMahon and the
00 02 041 0 6 08. 1 0 curve of Smith for n= 1.2. Payne's data represents

sweep angles of 700, 750, 800, and 85' at various
Chordwise Location (x/c) chord locations. It is seen to follow the line of Smith

(b) to a gof100 anda Kof 10.

Figure 12. Chord wise Vanation of Integrated Vorticity The data from this investigation, representing three K
Nondisnenasonalized using a) chord, b) local semispan. values, was also plotted in Figure 13a and the

A similarity relationship proposed by Hemsch and expected collapse of data was not immediately
Luckring [34] for the vortex circulation as a f'unction evident. Hemsch and Luckring used data that was
of the apex half angle, e, angle of attack, chord and acquired in the wake of the models. Since the present

tests were conducted at locations above the wingfreestreaxn velocity. It has the form: sur.face, a further scaling of g by the local chord

17 ratio, x/c, was found to bring the data into line with
U, 2 

C5Z=AKnI where K = tani that of Smith as shown in Figure 13b. This same
U.. ctan~eCosatan e scaling was used on the data of Payne and is shown in

for omevale n ilrnsh an Lukrig fundtha if Figure 13b also. Manipulation ofthe above expression
forsoe vlu n.Heschan Lukrng oud tatif of Hemsch and Luckring to include the ratio x/c and

g and K are plotted in a log-log format, a fit of the expressing it in terms of s* leads t6~ the following:

-~ .. ~ -4"
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r The majority of the axial vorticity component appears
g= U.. s* tane cosa to be confined to 10% of the span on either sile of thecore center location, r/s = ±0.1. A slight rise also

If g is further divided through by K occurs at r/s = 0.30, probably due to the shear layer
in the feeding sheet. The azimuthal vorticity is seen to

g r(tanE cost n-1I have a wider, more erratic distribution. It also
g = appears to have a rise at r/s = 0.30 due to the feedingU, s* (Sina)n sheet.

or 0.

d.l .0 40

r(tanE cosa) 0 .2  for/n.1.2 -

U.. s*(sin1a-l

where g is now simply equal to a constant, It is 0

interesting to see how closely this corresponds to the
function used in Figure 9 aid that ifn = I, !hey
would be exactly identical.

2 . . , - - . . .

The characterization of the circulation shown above 00 00 .04 02 .00 0 0 ' ,
leads to an overall view of the flowfield for each r/o t(mffpn)
wing configuration and is helpful in evaluating gross
pioperties, such as the lift, at a particular set of test (a)
conditiorns. Unfortunately, the mechanism for the ID

breakdown proce.s is not elucidated and a more I - 9.16
detailed look at the chordwise vorticity distributions - 00

was undertaken. In an effort to examine the validity Z
of the theoretical ideas proposed by Brown and Lopez c., ,0o
[221 as well as investigate what appears to be
unexpected spanwise vorticity density results of
Figure lib above, values of g 0 and Ox were>
calculated based on the grid traverse through the core
cznter utilizing polar coordinates. Under the
assumption that the radial velocity and its gradient 2 I
were negligible compared to the other terms along the o0 08 04 02 0o 02 04 00
traverse through the core: r/ (Mraspao)

(b)
•Vx _ }u
a0 r -- r

and

r Dr 7 r+ar

The velocities based on the traverse through the core,
and corresponding to the A = 750, a = 200, x/c = 0.50
data in Figure 5, are plotted in Figure 14a against
distance from the core center. The z/s location for the
traverse was based on the maximum value of u., os .g' 4 42 d4 o a 0,4 O'so

As can be seen, the radial velocity, v = Vr along the rIS (Wmvom)
traverse can be regarded as negligible compared to (C)
the respective values of u and w, or Vx and '1. The Fig=re 14. Core Flowlield Profiles for Sweep = 750, Angle of
nondimensional calculated values of fix and 00 are Attack = 20, x/c = 0.50 a) Velocity Components,

b) Axial Vorticity, Oxi. c) Azimuthal Vorticity, £jogiven in Figures 14b and 14c. The axial vorticity is
seen to increase to a maximum at the center of the If the axial vorticity profiles are now overlaid for
core. The earlier maximum, presented in Figure 6b, each of the measured x/c locations, Figure 15a,
based on the spatial derivative in Cartesian similar profiles are seen to exist at each station. In
coordinates shows a comparable value. In a similar light of the fact that no breakdown is occurring overmanner, 00¢ also increases as it nears the core the wing, this would seem to be acceptable. Both A =
centerline, however it drops to a value of zero at r/s = 750, a = 300 and A = 70P, O = 200 exhibited similar
0. Since OW'dr is always negative with increasing features. It was hoped that some indication of the
distance from the core, as indicated in Figure 14a, 00 imminent brjakd6wni, especially wvith the A = 75-, ao
is always positive except at r/s = 0 wiere u is a = 300 ca€e, would be evident from these distributions.
maximum and the gradient becomes zero. This preise Wasibased on results derived using an

+.- ,k 4ý -Z+ .U ____ _ _ _ _ _:!+
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earlier investigators' velocity data. Axial vorticity configuration does not give any indication of the
was calculated from LDA velocity data acquired by upcoming flow transition, however the probe was still
Iwanski [38] over a one inch thick, 700 sweep, flat upstream of breakdown and the x/c increment was not
plate delta at a = 30*, The different chord stations nearly as fine as that used by Iwanski.
are presented in Figure l5b. The axial vorticity 40 __ ._._._._._._.

profile distribution is seen to increase in magnitude , ,7a,7"
and narrow in width in the downstream direction, up toti . ..tieakdown location[
to x/c = .411. The peak then broadens and a regon trio"

reduction in the values is seen further downstream asthe breakdown region is entered. ,30- F •hecty."a1 vonicity

a/C
> 20- y,'•20-

Chordw[1 ] Location(xc

*O0B -0 6 -0 4 -0 2 -0 0 0.2 04 0.6 (a)

a)rls (mam/span) o

90- Relative ] fi0a2

04 0 ,

,'Jc to0
breakdown * 270 - 0

S----- 225 Pro. 10-AZ A 041 Pro - a•0 0 3

Z 0- 094 M 0

C[X • 0021 Post e'8
v "-0'-- 0 557 Post

> 30 -- 4"- 0553 Post 4

La

10 - 00 032 0'0 04 0O8 10

K Chordwise Location (x/c)

-0.6-0 5-0.4-0.3-0.2 0.1 00 01 0.2 03 04 0.5 06
(b)

(b) r/s (mm/spant) Figure 16. Chordwise Distmbutions or Integrated Properties
Nondiniensioned by the Local Seinuspan

Figure 15. Axial Vorticity Ditributions a) Present Tests a)Iwanski data, b) Present Teats
b)twansko data

These calculated axial vorticity values of Iwanski Azimuthal vorticity values derived from Iwanski's
were then nondimensionaily integrated along each data are presented in Figure 17a. This component of
respective semispan to derive a set of values indicative vorticity becomes negative at certain spanwise
of the local vorticity density distribution which are locations as soon as the breakdown region is entered,
plotted against their chord locations in Figure 16a. supporting the ideas of Brown and Lopez [22]. The
Also included are the values of the axial component of azimuthal component appears to reach a maximum
helicity, obtained by taking the dot product of the negative value, however as this data represents time
vorticity field with the velocity field. Both the averaged values of a highly fluctuating region, care
integrated vorticity and the helicity components should be taken when drawing conclusions. It should
appear to reach a moaximum at a distance of about 10 be noted that there may be a non-negligible radial
to 15% of the chord upstream of the breL .down velocity component in the expansion region of the
region. Whether this indicates that the vortex reaches breakdown region, which would act to provide a

,•a saturated or critical condition is still open to positive contribution to f.,, which is not considered
Squestion, due to the scarcity of data. This is then in the evaluation of Iwanski's data due to a lack of
S followed by a rapid decline through the breakdown sufficient information. Pagan and Solignac [30] also

S• , region and beyond. Figure 16b depicts the integrated determined that the valuie of fl• becomes negative as
I - •- • results for the present tests. No trend is seen for A = the breakdown region is encountered. Their spatial •
S•'•' "- i750, a = 200. The data for the A = 75o, a• = 300 results indicate local minimums shortly after the

70, - 0 ii P - A .I &
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20 distance between the maximum and minimum values
of w or V0 , usually referred to as the subcore. If a
minimum value of u/Uo., say 1.5, is used to set a

10o •threshold cutoff, a jet core can be defined and the
- growth rate compared to that of the subcore def.ned

CL 0- above.

a J The evaluated core diameters are presented in Figure
-tom 18, both in absolute units and scaled by the local

> semispan of the wing. The grirl resolution of 0.03 y/s
.2o. leads to more scatter in the determination of the size

of the subcore than the jet core, however Figure 18a
does indicate that the jet core is growing at a faster

.30 .. rate than the subcore, albeit both are in a linear
0 6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0 02 0.4 0 6 fashion. Scaling by the semispan shows that both cores

r/s (mnispan) are scaling by the local geometry. Closer inspection,
a) though, reveals that the jet core may appear to be

30. slightly shrinking in size relative to the local span and
that the subcore is growing. These could be the effects

of diffusion acting on the subcore region and/or the
- . * . jet. Two finer grid resolution (0.015 y/s) stations are

A * also included in Figure 18 and would seem to indicate
a more constant core diameter on the absolute scale.

S '= 70 u= 20 IlThe scatter of the data makes interpretation difficultO-I0 A=75 =20I"0 ^A= 75 c 30- and more data will be required at a finer grid
0 ' Dam•o.• resolution before any definitive statements can be

-10 o made. 0

000S0 0 0
3-00

00 02 04 06 0 8 10

Chordwise Locaton (x/c) 0etw

Figure 17 Azimuthal vorticity Distributions a)Iwanski Data 20A fieerg rds bco

b) Maximum Azimmthal Vorticity A

breakdown. They conclude that the vorticity vector, ,_
0, rotates from an essentially longitudinal direction U °10 . *
to a generally tangential one in the breakdown zone asm um a * A
Brown and Lopez's analytical hypothesis surmise. ,

0

Since there is no sense physically in integrating the 0.2 0 4 o 0 1,

azimuthal vorticity distributions, the maximum values Chordwis Locations (x/c)
of fCI were plotted instead in Figure l7b. These (a)
values represent the maximum gradient of the axial
velocity and are increasing slightly in the axial _ _ _ _ _ _

direction for the present tests. The data of Iwanski
v reflects the change from a positive to a negative sense. 0[

It should be noted that unless there is a local axial 00 8etc- I
S velcity deficit, -au/dr will always be positive. Other 07

investigators have shown this to occur in the
breakdown region, but the present method was found 6 0

to be inaccurate for regions of the flow where u is 0-
much less than v or w and the low axial velocity 04. a
regions present at breakdown gave results which

m could not be considered reliable. In addition negative .
values of u could not be measured using this method. 0 ..

Flow visualization at the University of Notre Dame 01. A a
has indicated an additionally interesting phenomena oo 0. 0
that while the outer flow region of the vortex seems 00 2 0'4 0 o 0 ,.0
to scale with the local geometry of the wing, the Chordwise Locauton (xc)
subcore appears to maintain a more or less constant
diameter.The nature of the data in Figure 14 leads to (b)
the possibility of two core size definitions: a jet effect
core due to the presence of the axial velocity Figure 18. Jet core and Subcore Diametersa) milinmetres,
Somponent and a much smaller core based on the and b) scaled by local span

V14
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Other investigators have also looked into this aspect The jet core and subcore growth rates both appear to
of the subcore growth. Verhaagen and van Ransbeeck be functions of the local semispan, although they are
[28] havs measured a more or less constant subcore growing at different rates. Relative to the local
diameter from xi = 0.1 to 0.7 on a 2.22 m, 760 swept geometry, the subcore appears to be constant and the
delta wing, indicating a cylindrical rather than conical jet core shrinking in size in the axial direction. Finer
flow. Data obtained from Hawk, Barnett, and O'Neil grid data and flow visualization indicate that the
[39], however, points to a linear type of core growth subcore decreases in size relative to the local
with chordwise distance over a 762 mm chord, 701 geometry; that is, it maintains a constant diameter.
swept wing. These discrepancies again indicate that
due to such factors as grid resolution, which is usually Acknowledgements
not compared between experimental data sets,
differing statements concerning observable properties The authors gratefully acknowledge the support of the
can exist between investigators and comparisons NASA Langley Research Center, grant NAG-l-1156,
should be examined in light of these factors. and the University of Notre Dame for this research

effort. In addition Lhey wish to thank Isabelle Maillot
and Florence Pipelier of the B.R.I. tcole

Conclusions Polytechnique Feminine for their computationd.

Scaling of the radial circulation distribution or the assistance.
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DETERMINATION DE CRITERES D'ECLATEIEENT TOURBILLONNAIRE
PAR RESOLUTION DES EQUATIONS D'EULER ET DE NAVIER STOKES
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RESUME

Le phdnom~ne de l'dclatement tourb~tllonnaire joue un r6le important dans la~rodynamique des avions de
combat ou des missiles aux grandes incidences. Malgr6 de nombreux travaux, !a connaissance precise de
1*6clatement tourbillonnaire reste imparfaite et en particuli,.r 11 nexiste ?as de cr-,t~re fiable pour
caractdriser ce phdnom~ne.

Au moyen de simulations numariques. basdes sur la rdsolution des 6quations c:'Euler et de ?4avier-Stokes,
une etude paramdtrique sur le cas d'un tourbillon isol6 soumis A une perturbation initiale a 6t6 rdalisde.

Les rdaultats de cette 6tude permettent de prdciser le domaine ae validit6 d'un criti-re bas6 sur ie nombre
de Rossby pour d~tersiner l'6tat 6clat6 ou non 6clat6 du tourbillon.

ABSTRACT

The vortex breakdown plays a key role in aerodynamics, especially on fighter aircraft or missile at high
angles of attack. In spite of many studies, the knowledge of vortex bursting phenomenon is not complete
and no reliable criterion is available to characterize it,~

Based upon numerical simulations which solve tne Euler of the Navier-Stokes equations, a parametric study
is carried out on the configuration of an isolated vortex subjected to an initial perturbation.

Results obtained from this study allow to spec,_fy a criterion based upon an appropriately defined local
Rosaby number in order to determine the region where breakdown occurs.

I a INTRODUCTION

Le ph6nom~ne de l'6clatement tourbillonna,.re ?oue un r6le important dams l'adrodynamique des configura-
tions aux grandes incidences. Ce ph~nom~ne,, qui se produit sur le v6hicule adrodynamique, conduit & une
perte de stabilit6 et par consiquent A un contrdle d~licat de celui-ci. Cmi instabilit~s induisent un
moment de roulis qu'il inst important dd6valuer de falon correcte afin 6ventuellement de la corriger pour
lea besoins du pilotage. Une meilleure compr~hension de ces ph~nom~ncs permmttrait de prdvoir et de
maitriser les 6coulements tourbillonnaires, par exemple lors des manoeuvres de sustentation demanddes au
ddcollage et & 1'atterrissage.

De nombreusms 6tudes thdoriques tl-8] et exp6rimentales (9-15] lui ont kt6 consacr~es, taint A J2ONERA cque
dana d'autres laboratoires en France et A 1'6tranger. Malgr6 cea travaux, la connaissance prdcise de
1'6clatement tourbillonnaire reste imparfazte et en particulier ii n~existe pas de crit~re fiable pour
caractdriser cm ph~nomene.

Le but du prdsent article eat de d~terminer, & l'aide d'une 6tude des param~tres ddfinissant le tourbillon
initial, lea conditions de l'6clatement de ce tourhillon. Cette 6tude eat rdalis~e au moyen de simulations
nun~riques, basdes sur la rdsolution des 6quations d'Eulmr [16, 17] et de Navier-Stokes tridimensionnelles
en instationnaire pour un 6coulement de fluide incompressible. Le cam trait6 eat celui d'un tourbillon

isolds soumia & une perturbation initiale.
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2 OMLAINIATHEMATIQUE

2.1L. frobl~me continu

Le probll~me consiste A rdsoudre les 6quationde tNsvier-Stokes, en variables primitives, pour us 4coulement
tridimensiosne], instat-onnaire, de fluide incompressible, dams le domaine 0 = C-a,a] x [f-b,bJ x Ec,-", de
frosti~te r.

En variables adimensionndes A l'aide d'une iongueur de r~fdrence L et d'ure vitesse de rdf~rence U., le
probl~me s m6crt

(1) aU 1-+( VAU)AV + V(P +-1 V) -- IAU
at 2 Re

(2) V.U.-0

o4~ U est la vitesse, P !a pression et Re le sombre de Reynolds. Les equations d'Euler sont

obtenues en prenant la viscosit6 6gale A 0.

A ces 6quations, mont assocides des conditions initiales et des conditions aux limites portant SUL la

vitesse:

*conditilons i-nitiales

*dass tout le domsise

U(x ,t=O)=Uo(x)

-conditions aux linites

*sur les fronti~res latdrales, des conditions de Dirichiet,

U(-a,X2,X3 ,t) -e(X',X 3)

U(a~X2,x3 ,t)- -e(x 2,x3 )

*U(x1 ,-bIX3,t)-f(XI;X3)

.U(xj,b~x3 4t)--f(xI~x3 )

sur is fronti~re amont, des conditions de Dirichiet,

.U(X1 ,X2 ,C~t) -g(XIX 2)

*Sur la frontiere seal, des conditions de Neumann.,

au

avec x = (XI, Xs, X3) at n ls normale ext~rieure A is fronteere r.

Ces conditions aux limites permettent, pour us domaine de caicul suffisaament grand, d'6tudier 1'6volution
d'un tourbillom isolk jusqu'A son dclatement sans que Its fronti~res me viannent perturber de fagon
notable ls solution.

La prxse en compte de 1V6qustion de continuit6 (6quation (2)) est obtenue par minImiastiom d'une norza de
ls divergence de is vitesse A Vaide d'un aJlgoritbue it6ratif, ls preasion totale dtant consid~rde comae
us muitiplicateur de Lagrange associd. L'6quation pour le caicul de la pression est obtenue en appliquant
lopfrsteur divergence A ld6quation (1), puss en 6crivast qua la divergence de is vitesse est nulie,
6quation (2).

i-"
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2.2. Probl~se discret

L'approximation discr~te se fait A Vaide de schfsas aux diffdrences finies en temps et en espace ddvelop-

p~s initialement pour la simulation directe de !a turbulence (13)..

2 : .1. chdm en emp
Lesch~ma en temps utilisd est us schdma explicite d'Adams-bashforth prdcis A lordre 2., !'approximation

d~scr~te des 6quations 6tant 6valu~e au temps n + (

Les 6quations semi-discr~tes s'4crivent alors

(3M + (VAU*)AU* + VQ - V, U*
At Re

(4) v.UýI =0

avec U* = 1,5U*- 0,5U~-1 et Q =P + ((02 la pression totale.

2.2.2. Schdma en espace

La discrdtisation en espace se fait A l'aide de tormules aux diff~rences finie2, prdcises A l'ordre 4,-
centrdes pour les points courants et d6centr~es au 'voisinage" des frontikres du domaine. Le systdme
d'6quations lin~aires associd s'6crit

(5) A(U~'*- U") + At GQ At- K(U',U
1 

I)

(6) D.U"' - 0

ou U est un vecteur contenant la valeur de la vitesse au points du maillage et ou Q est un vecteur
contenant la valeur de la pression aux n~mes points.

Les matrices G, D et t( representent respectivement, les matrices assocides aux opdrateurs gradient et
divergence et la partie explicite du schfma (convection + diffusion). La matrice A repr~sente un op~rateur
implicite de lissage (A) des termes de convection et de diffusion. Les conditions aux limites, portant sur
la vitesse, mont prises en compte par V.intermddiaire de cet opirateur, Cet op~rateur est factoris6 sous
la forme A =At As A3. avec

a2

ax vi- W

et des expressions analogues pour A2 et A3.

L'op~rateur A fait intervenir use ddrivfe seconde discrdtis~e par us scb~sa de diffdrencee finies d'ordre
2. 11 permet d'6tcndre le domaine de stabilitd tout en conservast us sch~ma prdcis A lordre 2 en temps
loraque n~ = 0(At2),

2.2.3 Cdlcul de la pression

Es appliquant l'opkrateur divergence discr~tzs6 No A l'quation (5), la pression totale Q vdrifie
l'6quation de Poisson suivante

n~ I. - DOU" I

A' 'A



Le Principe du calcul de la pression est bask sur la minimisation de is norme discrkto de L e
syst~me lin~aire associ6 est rendu r~gulior par 6limination des modes parasites (19] et r6solu do faton
iStfrative par la m~thode Multigradient [20].

Les op~rateors At, A2 et A3 sont factorisds sous la forme L.U. * la rdsolution des syst4meS lin~asres
associ~s so r~duit alors A one simple descente-remont~e A chaque pas de temps.

3 a APPLICATION

3.1. Description du cas test

L'ktude effectu~e est cello de l'6volution, dans on rep~re (0, x, y, z), d'un tourbillon isol6 d'axe 0z
dont les caractdristiques dans l'6tat initial non perturb6 sont donnkes par le chasp de vitesse axisym6-
trique suivant

V, = 0

r
V0 - 2 1-ep(

22

8 2

avec 7$V77- r

oo V. * V. et Vz representent respoctivoment los conposantos radiale, tangentielle et axiale de la vitesse.
Les vitesses Vo et Va.. correspondant respoctivoment A l'6coulement potentiel et A is vitesse sur 1 axe.
La longuour caractdristique L eSt prise 6gale A 8, la vitesse do r~fdrence Ur est prise 6gale A Ye. Les
profils do vitesse imposks sont ceox d~crits par Batchelor (211. Les valeurs do Va,.. supkrieuros A V,.
correspondent A one survitesse ax2.ale reprdsentative des tourbillons d'ailes delta (15]. La composante
azimutale do champ do vitesse correspond au tourbillon bidimonsionnel do Burgers.

Do fa4;on a obtenir on 6rlatement tridimensionnel, on introdoit one perturbation au champ initial do

vitesse azimotale [16].

3.2. Maillace

Compte teno do champ do vitesse initial, le tourbillon est concentr6 dams le voisinage do l'axe z. ix
maillage retono oct cart~sien, r~golier suivint ls direction Z et prosente dans la direction radialo on
resserrement so voisinage do l'axe. Dans ce but., 105 coordonn~es des points do maillage soront d~finies
par x, y

xf()

Y -( 2

avec f(~) 1-1,2

La coordonn~e z eat donn~e par !a formole suivante

Z -P3

(M, tz, W s)ont les coordonnkos dans l'espace do calcol oA les pas do discrdtisation sont constants. Le
maillage dams on plan xy est compos6 de 33 x 33 points do discrdtisation. On considdrers 403 points
eqoir~partis dans la direction z.

Los dimensions du domaine do calcul mont [-8,8] x [-8,8] x [-10,301,

Poor ce maillago lea constsotos ai, 01 it valent

0,048j =1;

ii=3,53.10-1

-. ~ 9, ,4
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Ces valeurs donnent les tailles die mazile mnrnimaies et maximales suivantes -

Ax - Ay,,.,-0,048; &z. -0,1

Ax,.n AyM4 - 4,5; AzMSX - 0,1

Les cailculs sent effectues Sur CRAY 2. Le coat de caicul. eat fit 9.10-6 secon,'.es par point et ;3r pas d..
temps, avec un sombre moyen dle 6 itflrat:.ons par pas den temps pour le cairn'. de la pression. L~e coait total
d'un caicul est compris entre 30 minutes at 45 minutes su.vant iea configi-rations Attdi4es.

4 -m CARACTERISATION DE L ECLKTEg2NT

Ii eat admis. anlon [22), que i'6clatement tourbiiionna~re est caravteris6 par la presence d'un point
dlarr~t aur l'axe pour ce qui concernc Ins simulations nusdriques et lets experiences en milieu confine.
Pour les 6tudes expdrimentales en milieu non conf-,n6, I'Lclatemert eat dk-ini rowme une rapide e,&pantoicn
dlu noyau tourbilionnaire, associd A une dflcdl~iation brutnie ac la vittsse Ax-.ale. le plns, 'es resa~ltats
numdriques de certains auteurs (231, nettent en &etfl.dnce un ec~atement touxbillo~nnere Sens Presence de
point fiarrkt sur laxe.

La raractdrisation den l'6clateenst sera fikermin6 an fscort article swaivit lea developperents r'c,'nts
d'une thdorie den la caract~ristaion fin la stal-ilitk hydrofiyn-mique au a--in 4'6cc'uiements [24]. Le pzincipe
fin rette th~orie consiste a introfiu7xe. a linatant t - 0 et A un eniroit quniconqun flu fluide, uIne
perturbation, puis fi'6tuflier la rdponse donnfln par i'~ccuilement.

L'6tude fins profils de vitesse d'un tourbillon isn!I, in fcnt-onin de ori taux de rotation donne flif~ren-s
types an r~ponses possibins (figure 1):

- pour un taux den rotation suffisammest f,.ibln 1l'coeiement eat stable. is pexturbati- i'e sna as
amplifide ,une representation schdisatiqun nat donnes par la tigurn !a.,

- loraqun le taux fin rotation augmente I't-couinc.~nt devient convectivemest :nstabie. us paquet d'osfie
apparsi. et se fifpiace A partir flu point source vers l-ava] du flomtine ;lIamplitude a,. !a pertuzbatlon
commence par croitre exponent iel Iement, puis d,1cro-tre Vera z4t0 lorsque t tend yens l'nfini. La
pr~sence die deux fronts fionfin an convectant vers l'ava]. eat reprksent&e nur la figure 1D,

- pour un certain seuni flu taux fin rotation, in fluide eat prche fin ia transition supercrittque-suberi-
tique au aenna fin Bennjamin (asalogie au resgaut byfirauliqun), lfi-couiement 6evient fin type inf-table
absolu ;I'Ltat instable absoiu est dftlui cosime un ftat oi I'amplitufie fins perzurbations eat non
born6e dana le temps, la vitesse flu groupe flu paqunt d'ondfe associk tendant ,ers -.Oro (itat critique,
figure 1c),

- pour fins valnurs supdrinurns den ce taux fie rotation, in fluide finuient fortemnnnt setbcritnque, lcecoi'.-e
mnet, absolument instable, eat in siege. de perturbdtions so propmgeant. A 114 flois vets l'aaOnt et ver3
l'aval, 11 apparait au seis flu fluide use zone de recirclulation qui a tendance Aans dl~placel Vers
1* amont.

5 s ETUDE PARIIJETRIQUE

5.1 Nombre fin Rossby, sombre fin Reynolds

On 6tuflie 1 influence flea param~trea qui flkfinissent le profil fin vitesse init~iale Sur l'Mparitior, den
Viclatement tourbillonnairn. Ces param~tres peuvent an ramener A use grandeur caractkriatlque aflumensaio-
n~n, in nombre fin Rosaby.

Pour ins profila fin vitesse consiflfrfis, in nombre fin Rtvssby a'exprime Sous la lo'ae

(V.ý -VI) 8

r

Le second soabre sans dimension caractdristique flea dcoulezents visqueux eat in nosk-e fin Rnynolis floomf
par ia relation

- '~8

V

La variation fin la viscositfi v, b 6tant constant, perant d'ituflier l'influence flu %oshre fin Rfiyso,143. -



lire preci~re par tip diue r~sultats a ktd obtenue on tairirt varier ia cir''ati.on r', ce qu, r(ewient A faire
varier it rtosbre de P'issby, lesa itres paramitres ktant fixde.

La secinde partie de 1'6tude consist& A fiirp varier le noam.re de fattroldo. A noe~bre do kos~by fixcd.

La trolsi~me partie de l'dtude paramdtrique concerne 2'influence 4ui tayri v~eaqoeur, 4. do !a cirrulaiion ot
de la viacositd. ces p.aram~trea variant de 6 aeon A ct que lea nombres de Rovelb' e-, de Reynolfic resteeit
consatants.

5.3 II!tlhence A~jpoabre ds Roxsby

L'6tude de l'infiuence du nombre do Rozeby est exfectuee pour un noabre de keynulde tir.4 4gal a 4.104.
Cette 6tude Porte our quatre valeurs, de Is circulatiai (0.1 ,0,3 ; ,f ; 0,4) a'lxquelles corresonden,
qustre valeura du noalire de Roasby (3,7C6 1,25 ; ,62 ;0,47), U's prof-1s InuItaox
do viteage correspondant sont doined sur I& figure 2. Poar ces quitre valeurs iýe la circa-4tiov., Its
profils de vitesse axiale sont identiquts, en ce qui. concerne Its prufils de viteOsid azisutalo) le rayon dui
toiirbillon rest* constant.

La figure 3 montre V'dvolution de la vitesse axiale au cours du temps l'n tonctian duartncbte dc Rossby. L3s
quatre diagrAW29a associda repr~senitent ies qoatre types ce conitgarations ddcrites au r.&ersqrapht, 4.

Pour R. 3,76, ld6couleaent tot stable, Ou moins )urqqusu temps t - S0, temps fzral du "lilul. t-orsque le
nombro, de Rossby disinue (Roa l ,2SI. Is perturbation initiale sanaplifie toot en katet convectle verb
Ilaval A Is vite~ss dle Vd6COoIeLent potenciel (Vo). L'6tat eat catnvectivemnet inetable.

On 4tteint le seuxi critique pour va nombre de Rosaby Ogall A 0,62. L'6coulement franch~it alois It Itias
P'un dtat absolusent iastable, Cette configuration correspond exactement au aauil -pdrtir duquel idojia-
tement eat obairOa.

four un nombre dle Rosaby inftrieur, goal 1 0,47, il apparait, en pltis du front se corivectant vers 1aW',
une zo~ne de recirculation qui se propage vers l'amont du dounaine. Ce cmii corraspond i un eter o4l 1,v fltidc
eat fortosent suberitique.

L'accroiscemcnt du taux d3 rotation, iquivalent d'une diaminution du nombre de Rossby, entraine donc un.a
dvolotion de I'tcoulement vera on 6tat 6clstk.

6.4.-Inf-luenc du nombre de Reynods

'a seconde tartie de l'6tude paramdtxiqoe porte cur l'influence do nombne de Reynolds, A nombre dle Roosby

La iigure 4 montre I'Avolutioc, de Is vitesse axiale sor liaxe pour des cclcuoa 'offectu~.s a diffdrenta
norbres: de Reynolds. pour un noabre de Rosaby de 0.62 correrpondant au sc- critique oblehu tw6Oddep-
aunt.ý

Lea rdsultats obteaus pour des nozores do Reynolds supir;.eura & 400 iiettent en 6vidence decix aminim, le
prealer alt?-nt amlut so voisanage de Is position oil is perturbation initiale a 6t6 introdulte.

Aux noabres dle 'teynoids inftrieers, le profil de vs tease axial re prosent-o plus de gradient Drusque. la
vitesse axiale 6tant constante pour on noabre de Reynolds dle 100. Pour cea cas l'dclatement tourbilion-
naire n's pea lieu. Lea caiculs effectuals aur on nonbre de Rossby 4qal A 0,7, ao mems nombres dle
Reynolds que pricddeiaent ralvdlcnt des 6tats non 6clatds,

Cependant on remarquo one chute de vxtess, axiale localisale prds 0-- Ia frontike acont, dsotant plus
iaportantus q-ue Ie noabre dle Reynolds eat faibie. Le profil ale vlltesse initmale iapos4 au cours do temps
sur cette fromitike 76.if xc lea dquations d'Suier., Poor on cAlcul efiectoal A partir des 6quatione de
Navier-Stokes. cette condition Oset plus sdapt~c. Un autre tyrea de condition m sont sezble dor.r- n~cecsajre
;oor r6r~udre c2 probldse (253.,

ý,S. IgRLocnce du ravon visquous 4o.!c-j-Rtixzd

Certe altude ear eftactude en se fixant lIes uombreg de Reynolda et do Roetsly, lea param~tr4'e i, , (A r
varzant do 6 rqoa simultanke.

La configuration 6tudide concerns on Cas Euler If 0), et on nombre de Rossby dle 0,26. Pour cette Valeur
du nombre doe Rossby deux calcuis oot 0t4 effloctuod uvec lea doublets tt - 0,34 ; r =1,47) et (S 0,2.9
r - c,ss). ILes promis iniltiaux de vitesse sont repralsentis sur Is figure 5 maxn. que les rdx,.Itats
corre~spdabts. L-c courbot 4le viiteL-se axisie pei,,entent )ea a~nocn car.a'tiriztiques u'Avoluti~n. & savnir
Ia prisence, Janis lag alcoa ca. de doax mxinia mottant an 6vialence Vapparition donm drtatement tour:bil-
lonnaire. Aux rryaflal ~,rsbres dt Poilnolds i1 appxrait done iure t,>tale indalpendance do p%.vnom~ne de lVncla-
tomaent v3-a A vis 4u. paras~tre 8.

i-~~ -'.
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5.6. Critire d'dclateaent

On balaysge systdmatique des paramatres a Wt effiictu6 et a permsi de pr6caser un seuji ddclateaent. Iea
r~sultats obtenus par lea pr6sentes simulations, ainsi. que l'ensemble oec rksultats connus '221, sont
donn6a aur la figure 7 sous la forte d'un diagramaie Rossby-Reynolde,, lea syaboles repr~senteat lea Cal
traxt6s. Ces syaboles sont pleins (reap. vides) pour lea Otats 6clatts (reap. non dclaths).

Pour lea nombres de Reynolds sup~rieurs A 400, 3 'enseable des r~sultats obtenus par l'6tude param6trique
eat en bon accord qualitatif avec les rdsultata expfrimentaux existants. Pour cea valeurs, l'dclatement so
produit pour un nombre de Itossby igal A 0,62, l~g~raesnt infdrieur & celui. dounn par les exp~riences
Centre 0,64 et 0,7),~ Pour des nombres do Reoynolds infdrieurs & 400, Ia validit6 de tous lea rdsultats
numdriques de cette figure est fortement sujette & caution compte tenu do la remarque du paragraphe 5.4.
Par ailleura i.1 n'existe pas & notre connainsance, pour de tels nombres de Reynolds, de donn~es exp~riaen-
tales persettant d'initialiser le calcul.

6. CONCLUUJOH

Le but de cette Atude 6tait double :d'une part la also au point d'un code do calcul permettant une
description d6taill6e do l'6clatement d'un tourbillon isol6, d'autre part,, A l'aide d'uno #tude param~tri-
que, une meilleure compr~hension du ph~noa~ne et donc de as pr~diction.

Les caractfristiques essentielles de l'dclatement tourbillonnaire obtenues dans le cam pr~sent pormettent
de tirer lea conclusions suivantes:

- l'apparition du ph~nomine eat brutale,

- il est do nature tridimensionnelle et iastationnairo,

- il met en 6vidence une structure spirale, confin6e, suivi. do l'apparition en aval d'un bulbe de recir-

- un r~gime turbulent caract~ris6 par do petites structures s'6tablit d~s l'instant t = 25.

L'6tudc. param~trique rhalisde, loin d16tre exhaustive, permet cependant de tirer plusieur3 onseignemeats
quaut A la stabilitt d'bcoulement do type jet rotatif., L'augsentation du taux do rotation ! sit 6volue.c
l'*coulement d~un 6tat convectivement instable A un 6tat absolurent instable. Ces r~sultata corroborent
les travaux Ib~oriques, effectubs dana 1e cadre d'une gamme d'6coulements plus varids, do P.Huerre et P.A.
Monkevitz (242,

Les repr~sent,'tion physique du phdnom~no pourrait 6tre am~lior~e par la misc en place d'un mod~le do anus-
maille ,)ermettant 1'Etude pr~cisE des petites structures tourbillonnaires qui, apparaissent aprE~s l'clate-
meat.

La prise en r:Apre de la proximit6 d'une paroi. sorait 6galesent ndcessaire pour la simulation des configu-
rationis d'6clatemc'nts rialistes, par exempie cellos so produisant au-dessus d'une voilure.

*Certe- Etude a b~n~fici6 du soutien financier do la D6l6gation G~n~rale do l'Armesent (DGA/DRET).
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a) b)

C) d)

Figure 1: Diagramme de stabilit6
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Figure 2: Profils initiaux de vitesse Figure 3: Evolution de la vitesse axiale
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Distribution de Ia vitesse axiale
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ETUDES FONDAMENTALES SUR L'ECLATEMENT TOURBILLONNAIRE
ET SON CONTROLE

D. Pagan' et P. Molton

ONERA
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales

Chitillon-sous-Bagneux
BP 72 - 92322 Chltillon Cedex FRANCE

RESUME P: Masse volurnique.
0: Fonction de courant de l'Ccoulement mtdrjdien.

Une 6tude expdrimcntale et theorique des tO: Composante du rotationnel normale au plan
conditions d'apparition do I'cdclatement d'un tourbillon mdridien.
soumis A un gradient de pression a 6td realisde. Le but de
cette dtude est de mettre en Evidence I'effet d'un soufflage 1. INTRODUCTION
sur l'axe du tourbillon comme moycn do contr6le de
l'clatement. Sur It plan exporimental, le tourbillon est En Adrodynamique, le phdnomene d'dclatement
cngcndrC par un syst~mo compos6 de deux ailettes placdes tourbillonnaire affecte principalement les tourbillons qui
a des incidences oppos~es. Lea Inesurca par vdlocimdtrie so forment A l'extrados des ailes en fleche et sur les
laser ont permis do caractdriscr l'organisation de fuselages lors du vol A grande incidence. L'Eclav-ment est
l'dcoulement et de d~terminer lea conditions d'apparition un processus essentiellement command6 par les proprietds
de l'Mcatement. Sur le plan thdorique, diffdrentes dynamniques locales (champ de vitesse) du tourbillon et
m6thodes de calcul ont 0t6 exp~rimentdes, basdes soit sur l'intensitE de la perturbation (champ de pression externe).
]a resolution des equations de Navier-Stokes laminaires En fait, le champ de vitesse tourbillonnaire local resulte
pour un Ecoulement de r~volution, soit sur l'approximation du d~veloppement antdrieur du tourbillon. La
quasi-cylindrique do ces Equations. Cette dernitre connaissance des profits do vitesse initiaux et de leur
formulation permet de bien representer l'dvolution du 6volution sous l'influcnce du champ de pression externe- et
tourbillon jusqu'au point d'delatement. Lea rdsultats de la viscositd est done capitale.
montrent un bon accord entre l'expdrierize et le calcul en
ce qui concerne Ia limite d'apparition do I'Mcatement. A cc jour, il n'existe pas do th~orie predictive de

l'eclatement. Cependant, los simulations numeriques
NOTATIONS directes les plus r~centes [1] donnent des rdsultats tres

encourageants quant A ]a phenomdnologie prise en compte
A: Section d'entree de la prise d'air. dana des configurations simples. Lea etudes param6triques
Ac, Section do sortie de Ia prise d'air. rdalisdes au moyen do ces simulations doivent permettre

C 1- Coefficient do debit de quantitE de mouvement. d'amdliorer los moyens de prediction do I'eclatement et de
D J . Diamettre du jet, faire progresser notre connaissance physique de ce
Kp: Coefficient do pression Kp = 2(p-p0)/pV0

2 . phidnom~no. Cependant, dlle no peuvent pour l'instant
OxrO: Repare cylindrique associd au reptre Oxyz. reprdsenter l'Evolution complete d'un tourbillon place
Oxyz: Rep~re cart~sien: dana un champ adrodynamique complexe, et doivent 6tre

Ox suivant l'axe do la veine, sons du vent, validdes par des comparaisons avec los experiences.
Oy horizontal, perpendiculairo A Ox droite piloto,
Oz vertical ascendant, Par ailleurs, diverses Etudes theoriques ont, dans
Origine 0 prise A l'extremitE do l'ogive. Ie passe, 6t6 consacr6es A la pr~diction do l'apparition do

p: Pression. l'dclatement d'un tourbillon soumis A un gradient do
po: Pression do r~fdrence prise en amont du montage. prossion adverse. Ces Etudes sont basdes soit sur
qm~: Whbit massique. I'utilisation des equations do Navier-Stokes moyconnes en
rc: Rayon du noyau visquoux Ju tourbillon. temps 12,3,4], soit sur I'approximation quasi-cylindrique de
Re: Nombre do Reynolds base sur re Vorc/L'. ces equations [5]. Ces approchies, plus simples do mise en
Ro. Nombre do Roasby r~uw,/ro. oeuvre quo Ia simulation directe, peuvent 8tre directement
Sref: Surface do r~fdrence pour Ie calcul do C ofnteA1'xtic.
Ua,,c: Composante U mesuree sur IPaxe du tou~filon. cnrnesaley~ine
UVW: Composantes do la vitesse moyenne dana Ie Le but do la presente Etude est d'analysor

rep~re Oxyz. l'dvolution puis l'Cclatement d'un tourbillon isolC soumis A
UVrVe: Composantes do Ia vitesse mayenne dans Ie un gradient do pression, et do tester l'effet d'un souifliage

ropbre 0xr9. aur I'axe comme moyen do contr6le do son Edatement.
u'v'W: Ecart-type des fluctuations do vitesse. Lea snesures sent rdatisdes en soufflerie au moyen de la
V0 : Vitesse do l'Ecoulement amont non perturb6. vtlocim~trio laser tridirectionnelle. Lea calculs; reposent
V: Vitcsse moyonne du jet. sur l'utilisation des equations do Navier-Stokes complates

rý Circulation divisdo par 27r. ou dana Ic cadre do leur approximation quasi-cylindriquc.
ro: Circulation oxtirieure du tourbillon sur 2W.
1': ViscositE eindmatique do P'air.
r: Taux do rotation 7 = Rd". 2. ETUDE EXPERIMENTALEI
------------------------------------------------ 2.1 Montage expirImental3

()Pr~srniement A I'Arospatiale, Division des Engins
Tactiquos, 2, rue Bdranger, 92320 Chlitillon. Les essais ont ftE realises dans Ia soufflaric do
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type Eiffel S2L, de Chalais-Meudon. La veino d'essais do 2.3 Conditions d'apparitlon de I'Edatement
cette soufflerie subsonique a un diam~tre de 1 in. Le
tourbillon est engendrt au moycn d'ur systmem compost L'effer du souffage sur l'Cclatement a Wt mis en
de deux ailettes, placees A des incidences opposfcs, et tvidence; de deux manilre. D'abord en effectuant la
install6es verticalement dans Ia veine (Figs. 1 et 2). Ces mesure de U. composanto axiale do Is vitesse mosurde
ailettes sont des profils NACA 0012 do 150 mm de corde sur l'axe dui tourbillon, ensuite en rtalLsant, par
placds A une incidence de 10,5*. Ils prennent aLppui d'un visualisation one 6tude systematique des conditions
c6t6 sur la paroi de la soufilerie, et de Pautre sur on tube d'apparition de l'dclatement en foinction des paramatres
cylindrique haubann6, de 40 mmn do diamettre, placit sur d'influence.
l'axe de Ia souffleric. Ce tube est himisphtrique A son
cxtrdmjtd amont et se termine en av'a1 par une ogive dont Las mesures par vdlocimdtrie laser ont Wt
la mdridienne est ellipsoldale (grand axe dgal A 200 mm). executtes pour diffdrentes intensit6s de soofflage et
fComme le montre la figure 3, l'extriimitd aval de l'ogive diffdrentes ogives mais pour une repartition de pression
cst dquipie d'orifices permettant d'injecter de I'air au fix~e (A./A = 0,363). Pour chaque cas, I'6volution do
coeur du tourbillon pour modoler le proffi de vitesso axial U ()a itt trac~e sur Ia figure 7. Dans le cas sans
inddepodamment dui promi de vitesse tangentielle. Trois s. fage U 0 d~croit regulitrement, avant de s'annuler
ogivcs ont Wt rdalisdes, les diamatres Di des orifices dtant au d6but dela' zone de recirculamtion. D'autre part, on
de 1, 2 et 4 mm. remarque que l'ecatement se produit d'autant plus en

aval que la valeur de U mesurde dans la section la plus
La champ de pression impost au tourbillon qui se en amont est grande. L'~fflca&i6 du souifflage auginente

developpe en aval de ce montage est ajustable au moyen donc avec: la survitesse axialo qu'il engendre.
d'un dispositif en forme d'entr~c d'air (Figs. 1 et 2). Ce
dispositif est constitu6 de deux plaques planes traversant Ensuite ont Ot6 ddtermin~es lts conditions
horizontalement Ia soufflerie. Ces plaques sont dquipi~es d'apparition de l'dclatement en fonction des
dans leur partie aval de volots qui permottent de faire caracteristiques des profils de vitesse moyenne mesurds
varier le rapport entre le dtbit d'air captd et ddb*it d'air dans Ia section x -120 mm et do Ia r~partition de
passant A l'exttricur. Ainsi, la r~partition do pression en pression impos~o au tourbillon. Pour cell,: I'clatement est
amont du dispositif peut-ello 8tre ajustde. Chaque visualisE au moyen de fumdes do sulfite d'ammonium
rdpartion de pression est identifift par le rapport Ac/A cr6os par Ie m~lang des gas ammoniac et anhydride
des sections de sortie et d'entrte de Ia prise d'air. La sulfureux timis par deux orifices situi comme indiqu6s sor
essais ont itE rdalis6s dans les conditions suivantes: Is figure 3. Las visualisations ont E-t6 rdalisdes pour

diffdrents ddbits d'injection, c'est-&-dire pour diff~rentes
-vitesse A l'infini amont: V0 = 1.5 m/s, formes du profil do vitesse axiale. La d~bit massique q,

inject6 Etait mesurd au moyea d'un d~bitnifte A col
-nombre de Reynolds Rc bast sur le rayon rc do noyau soni'.-ue. La valeurs do q., ont Et6 &6xes A 0,1, 0,15, 0,20,

visqueux: Rc c 5.101. 0,L. et 0,3 g/s.

2.2 Configuration sans soufflage La perte do charge entre le d~bitm~tre et l'orifice
6tant inconnue, le d~bit de quantitt de mouvoment axiae

Certaines configuration Mdattes ont Ett q,,V. do jet a WEtCvalut A partir do pr ., de vitesse
syst~matiquement sond~es au moyen de Ia v~locim~trie axialte mesurts dans Ia section x = 120 i..ia (prt~cnt6s sur
laser tridirectionnelle [6] afin de tracer des cartographies Ia figure 8 et d~crits ci-dessous). par int~gration sur on
dMailides des champs do vitesse moyenne et de disque do 30 mm do rayon. L'intensitd do soufflage est
turbulence. Ces cartographies aident A la comprehension caractdrist par le coefficient de d~bit do quantitE de
des ph~nomanes physiques et permottont do constituer des mouvement:
bases de donnles exp~rimentales aptes A servir do 2
r~fdrence pour Ia validation des codes de calcul. (1) C14 = 2q.Vj/(p1,o 2S-.fl,

Dans le but de qualifier I'Ecoulement en l'absence obt '.a surface do rEfdrence choisie, Sre, est le maitre-
de soufflage, one configuration particuli~re d'Wcltement a couple do cylindro central do montage exp~rimental. La
06E 6tudi~e. Elle a 0tC obtenue en fixant Ie rapport Ac/A A tableau suivant donne les valeurs de C fcalcul~es pour les
une valeur do 0,363. Dans. ces conditions, l'dclatement so diffdrentes ogives et les diff~rents debi s massiques.
produit A environ 175 mm on aval do l'extrimitd do ______________________
l'ogive. Ccci pout &so constatE sur les figures 4, 5 et 6 qui
pr~sentent respecaivement les lignes iso-valeurs do Ia qm(g/s) 0,1 0,15 0,2 0,25 0,3
composante axiale do Ia vitesso moyenne U, do Ia D. (mm)
composante transversalo do Ia vitesso moyenne V ot do
I'deart-type des fluctuations do vitesse axiae ui. Ces 1 0,13 0,35 0,52
rdsultats obtenus grice A Ia vtlocimetrie laser A trois
composantes sont relatifs A un plan vortical passant 2 0,09 0,05 0,15 0,35 0,41
approxdimativoment par l'axe do tourbillon. La structure do
cot 6clatement oat tras proclie do cello do l'Ecatement 4 0,01 0,01 0,02 0%04 0,07
d'un tourbillon d'ailo dolta [7] et a 0t6 d~crite plus en
detail par aillours [8,9]. En amont do l'Eclatement, Is Tableau I: Valeurs do C14
viteaso axialo prdsente on extremum sur l'axo
(U/U 0  1,2). Au coors do l'Cclatement, Ia valour do U Sur les figures 8 et 9 ont Wt tracts les profils
mesur~e sur l'axe diminue rapidomont et deviont n~gative, do U et V mesurds dans Is section x = 120 mmn, pour los
Ia circulation diffuse radialement ot lea valeurs do u'/Un~ trois ogives utilis&es et lea diffdrentes valeurs do q,~. Sur
atteignent 0,45. Ces valeurs tres dlev&es indiquont quo ces memes figures ont 06C port~es los courbes obtenues
l'origine do l'Cclatement est lo sitge do fluctuations A par les formules suivantes:
grando 6cheile [8].

ý "'
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(2) U(r) =U 0 + U1 .exp(.r32/r1 ) + U2 .exp(-r 3/r.2) 3.1 Equations de Navier-Stokes en Ecoulement
lanilnaire de rivolution

(3) "00() = r0/r.11 - exP(.r?/r3
2 )]

Un code mntmrique resolvant lea Equations de
dont les para=mItres U0 , Up, U2, r1, r r0 et r ont ea6 Navier-Stokes en Icoulement laminaire de revolution a ete
determines par la mithode des moa=e carr;;x Ces divelopo pour traiter le phifnom~ne de l'Ecatemnent. Ce
courbes sont tres proches des zuesures etpriementales et code prfvu initialement pour calculer l'Mcatement A
leur utilisation permet d'obtenir de maniere systemnatique l'interieur d'une conduite cylindrique 13] a &tI etendu par
les; param~tres repr~sentatifs des profils de U et V. la suite as cas d'un tourbilon place en atmosphlre
D'autre part, les formules (2) et (3) fournissent des illimitte et soumis A tin gradient de pression adverse [10].
conditions aniont liss~es, plus exploitables que lea donn~es Cette dernilre version a Otf utiliste ici dana le but de
expdrinientales brutes par lea codes de caicuL. dMerminer lea conditions d'apparition de l'Ecatement

pour des tourbillons semblables A ceux ddcrits aui § 2.
On observe que pour des valeur. de C

inf~rieures & 0,05, le soufflage ne modifie pas ?emani~re Oe code r~soud lea equations de Navier-Stokes
sensible le profil de vitesse axiale. Pour lea valeurs de C instationnaires Ecrites en variables rotationnel 0), fonction
les; plus fortes (CU ý 0,4), l'accroissement de la valeur de de courant lb et circulation r ati moyen d'un schema
U iesutire sur l'axe, U , peout atteindre 12%o. En implicite, ati differences finies et d~centr6 dans Ie sens de
revanche, Ic soufflage aJfcte peti lea protils do V. la vitesse. La precision eat du premier ordre en temps et

en espace. Une precision convenable petit cependant 8tre
De Ia m~me fagon sur la figure 10 ont Et6 trac~es obtenue par l'utilisation de mailages resserr~s.

lea r~partitions de pression meatir~es A la paroi de la
veine, dana Ie plan horizontal passant par l'axe du L~e calcul eat effectu6 dans tin domnaine
tourbillon, pour diffdrentes valetirs du rapport AC/A. La rectangulaire comportant tine section d'entr~c, tine section
formule choisie pour reprdsenter lea meaures eat: de sortie, tine frontiare extdricure et un axe de symitrie

(voir figure 12). Dana la section d'entrie sont imposes lea
(4) Kp(x) - Kp(.u) = c.1[ th(c2.(x-xo~)) + I]. protils de vitesse axiale U(r) et tangentielle Va(r) en

utilisaut les formules (2)et (3) du §2, avccU 2 = 0et3
Les notations suivantes s'introduisent naturellement: r~ = r3  0 0945r. Pour cc qui concerne la vitesse radiale

1la d V ,'~ 8Vjx etsupposle nu~e. Dana la section
(5) cl AKp/2 ot e2 = (dKp/dx),,,/cj, desortie, on supps lnvrace axiae des trois variables

do calcul r, lbet Wt. Stir la frontilre ext~ricure, on se 2
ob: donne l'evolution de U = f(x) et on suppose que la 7

tsKp = Kp(+ui) - Kp(.o). circulation reste radialement constante. Sur cette frontitre,
lea forniules utilisEes pour to et lb sont-

Lea valeurs de c1 et c2 sont d~termin~es par la
mdthode des moindres carr~s. On observe IA aussi tin (6) 80/&9r rf(x),
excellent accord entre ces formules et lea mesures
expdrimentales. (7) a(rt.)/alr- 2 r)8.

Lea conditions d'apparition de M'clatement sont Par 1'interzn~diaire de la loi de Bernotiilli
repr~sent~es sur la figure 11 par des points de diffdrentes appliqude Ie long de la frontilre estdricure, la lol
natures stir tin diagranune donnant Ie taux de rotation U = f(x) petit-etre obtenue A partir d'une r~partition de

7,= ro/(Urcu ) - qui W'est atitre que l'inverse d'un pression Kp(x). En pratiqite ecst l'expression donnee par
nombre de Roasby R0 = 7-2 - en fonction de la lea formules (4) et (5) du 1 2 qui a Etd utitiisee.
reconmpression iniposee ati tourbillon Kp(+w) -
Kp(x= 120 mm). I1 apparalt quo lea points exp~rimentaux Quand tine solution Eclatde stationnaire eat

seregrotipent aur tine coturbe unique. Etant donne qtie le obtenue, cc qui eat le cas pour de faibles nombres de
tatix de rotation fait intervenir U,., le sotifflage permet Reynolds (R. 4- 200), lea lignes iso-lb prennent l'allure du
donc de stabilser le totirbiflon, en cc sens qu'une plus trace de Ia figure 13. Sur cedte figure on distingue tine
forte recompression ear n~cessaire pour d~stabiliser tin zone do recirculation typiique d'un Ecatement de type
tourbillon possddant tine forte survitesse sur son axe. bulbe. Pour des nonubres de Reynolds plus eleves on

obtient des solutions instationnaires.

3. ETUDE THEORIQUE Ce code a Wt exploite pour determiner lea
conditions d'apparition de l'Eclatiment. MAini B a Wt
possible de relier entre etix lea diffdrents paramatres3

Sur Ie plan thforique detix metluodes do ealcuis d'infltience: U,=/V0 , L, R,, AKp et r,(dKp/dx).w
ont Wt expdriment~es. Elles soot bas~es basies sur la
resolution des Equations de Navier-Stokea en Ecoulement Lea courbes de la figure 14 pr~sentent l'influence
de revolution: du sombre de Reynolds k~ sti la valeur.71j, que prend 7

pour 16 conditions d'appairition de l'~caieneit. Ces
l a forme complate des Equations de Navier-Stokes courb~ss snt dounnde pour A~p = 0,4, (dlCp/dx) =0,2

laminaires (NS) et, et / OA 0,5 e, t 1,5.'On observe que F.Yfi~du
nombriledeU Reynolds n'est sensible quo pour des vheurs

- 'apprxibimation quasi-cylindique ((IC des equations de inf~rietires AIG00. Uni-diminution de R, enitriai nene
Navier-Stokes. stabilisation dui iourillon, -on cc siea-s quo le tank de

rotation T,,, nh-ceisaic' po -ur provoquer rPcatement doit
Etre plus Efv o ur lewaer eR lsgandes, la
Vijoui&'1e ireste sensiblement co'nstante et
ind~dpendafite deU",/V0 lorique ccaraznti vaice

>1 ___ -~nt
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entre 1 et 1,5. Pour une valour de 0,5, le tourbiflon apparalt qu'un accroissement de U.., obtenti clans
apparait plus instable. 1'experience par un soufflage sur rax, stabilise le

La curbelimte d6cltomot d~onnn~o our tourbiilon et repousse l'6ciament vers l'aval.

les conditions exp6rimentales du f52 a 6t6 reportie on Suir le plan thi~oriqtie, la risolution des Equations
trait continu stir la figure 11, ott lon observe un excellent de Navier-Stokes lamninaires a montr6 que Von pouvait
accord avec lea rtsultats exp~rimentaux. On constate que obtonir tin bon accord avec: l'expdrience pour ba
cette approche permet de pr~voir convenablement lea ditermination des conditions d'Eclatement. Cependant, cc
conditions d'Ecalement drun tourbillon. En fat, l'accord mod~e lamninaire ne permet pas d'obtcnir de bon r~sultats
avec l'exp~rience reste bon tast que le gradient de lorsqu'iI s'agit de diterminer l'Evolution des profils de
pression imposE ati tourbillon s'spplique sur utin distance vitesso ai coccur dui tourbillon sur de grandes distances en
pas trop grande devant r [(rdA4p).(dKp/dx),,, ý! 10~1. amont do l'iclatemnent Le meme d6faut se retrouve dana
Pour des gradients s'appfiquant sur fsdistances plus l'approximation quasi-cylindrique. Une prise en compte do
grandces ((,A )(dpd) : 10T ) il eat indispensable la turbulence eat alors ndcesaaire.
dc tenir coznpte de l'influjWenc l a turbulence qui modifie
lea profile do vitease moyenne. Coltc Etude a 6W rdalisele avec le soutient

financier du Service Technique des Programmes

3.2 Equation de Navler-Stokes en approxination toaiqed Mnsr olaDfs.

quas-cyindrqueREFERENCES
On appollo approximation quasi-cylindrique des

6quations do Navier Stokes, l'approximation qui consiste A [1) LU T.H., Mtge P. et Morclsoisne Y., 'Simulation
supposer que l'Echeffe des evolutions radialos des nunerique de l'Eclatement tourbillonnaire par rdsolution
grandeurs eat petite devant celio des Evolutions aisles. On des Equations d'Euler en fluido incompressible!', La
obtient ainsi tin syst~mc parabolique, semblable aux Recherche Aftospatiale d* 1989-5, (1989).
dquations do Ia couche limito clans le cadre de
I'approximation du I` ordre, qui peut Wte r6sohu par tine 12] Grabowski W1., 'Solutions of the Navier-Stokes
mithode do marche en espacc. Cette approximation pout equations for vortex breakdown.', Coll. Eng. Univ.
Etve considi.-Ee commo valable dans le cas des tourbillons California, Rep. n! FM-74-6, (1974).
6tudi~s ici. Elie permet do bien repr~senter r'evolution du
tourbillon en amont de ri'clatement. D'autre part, ekl [3] Benay It, 'Modilisation numirique do l'Eclatement
indlique ls position de l'Elatement sous Ia forme do d'un tourbillon en Ecoulemoent laminaire de rivolution.',
l'apparition d'un singularit6, dui m~ne typo quo la La Recherche Airospatiale n! 1984-4, (1984).
singularitt de Goldstein [11], rencontr~e an point do
d~collement d'uno couche limito lamninaire. [4] Menne S., 'Simulation of vortex breakdowns in tubes.',

~leaEvoltion do AIAA 88-3575, First Nat. Fluid Dye. Conf. July 25-28,

quasi-cylindrique pour lea mgmes profils initiatix et le [5] Krause E., 'A contribution to the problem of vortex
m~m cam d pesioncj~iur Ia l cas d'un breakdown.', AGARD CP n" 342, 26, (1983).

(nombro do Reynolds faible), lea dour codes donnent des [6] Boutier A., dHumitres C. ot Soulevant D., 'Three
r~sultats extr6mement proches. Pour tin nombro do dimensional laser VeloCineftsy a review.', 2 n0 Int. Symp.
Reynolds plus 6levd conduisant i l'Eclatement, la on Applications of Laser Anemometry to Fluid
prtdiction do la position du point d'Ecaltement fournie par Mechanics, Lisbonne (1984) et ONERA TP 1984-4.
le codo quasi-cylindrique eat proche dui point d'arret
calculi par lo code Navier-Stokes. [7] Pagan D., Solignac JA-L, 'Etude exprimentale do

l'Eclatemevt d'un tourbillon eng=6dr par tine ailo delta.',
La figure 16 pr~sonte uno Evolution do U~ en La Recherche Airospatialo ni 1986-3, (1986).

fonction de x, pour 4 ess do soufilage, pour hn r~partlition
do presinA/ ,6.Dn npri iot cclu [81 Pagan D., 'Contribution A l'Etude expitimentale ct

reoupeasxbo e Etlaseprmna~ml s thdorique do l'Eclatement tourbillonnairo en air
freta eueqoIaget I oreotneprl incompressible.', Th~se do l'Universit6 Pierre et Marie

calcuI s'Eoigne doe l'xpdricnce. En particulier, Ic point Curie (Paris VI), (1989).
d'Eclatement eat beaucoup plus en aval.

[91 Pagan D., MoV'-n P. et Solignac JA-L, 'Etude
exp~rnmentale et simulation numorque do l'Eclatement

4. CONCLUSION d'un tourbillon d'lai-lettes., ONERA RT 38/1147 AY,

Sur le plan exp~rimenta, lo but do l'Etude Etait de (18)
pr6ciser l'importancci des disiribittions do vitesse axiale sur [10] Pagan D., Benay RP, 'Etude num~rque do
lPiclatement. Ainsi los mesures de chazia r~alisles grice A l'Eclatement de tourbillons soumis A des gradients do
la v~locimitrie inie ont per-nn*is do consitu-r tinie pression.', La Rechorclxe Airospatiale n!' 1988-1, (1988).
importante base do donnwe pouvant servir A la validation
des simnulatons numnfriques. La d~t~iixnina mn des [11] Goldstein S., 'On laminar boundary layer flow mnea a
conditionis departo Ido ?Easemeist a axs n Evidence position of separation.', Oust. 1. Mech. Appl. Math., Vol
le r~le imphint~n jdu6 par It tauk deiiitatioin 1 at1 Mrh14
T = ro/i U , W66 k-aidodohlad'-ifon L du ,at1(Mrh94)
rayon visqucux r et de lavitdsse Vm lora do Piclintement
en prisence, _dune rdenompess'ion. En afclei
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g6n6rateur d. tourbillon

Fig.1 -Vue d'ensemble du dispositi exp~rlmental
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D=40mm A

Ogive DjI IMM Dj=2nMM Dj=4mm

Fig.3 - Sch6ma des ogives utiis~es

configurat own sn soufflage
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r6part~ilion do prusalon AcJAuO,363
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Fig.5 - Champ de to composants V do is vitems moyenno dans un plan m6rldlen

configuration sans souffiage
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r6partltion do prmion A,/A =0.363

1.5

XI

x,\x

100 200 300

Flg.7 - Evolution do U,,, composante do vitesso axial& mesurhe sur l'axe du tourbullon

z(mm)

q (g/s)= 0.
0.1
0.15 -

20 0.20 -
0.25 -

34 0.30 -
-formula (2)

0 0 5Cp s0,07

00
0.0

0,13 0
0,35 0,35-

-20 Q&' 0,52 =04

jD 1=lmm D,=2mm c=4MM

t ~~-40 / 0

Flg.8 - Disrbution do ta composants axiale do ta vftess h x=120 mm
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z(mm) 4:-qm(g/s) 0.1-0.1-

20 0.20- -t It

0.30-s
-formule (3)

0r

-20
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INVESTIGATION OF VORM BREAKDOWN ON A DELTA WIN USING
EULM AND NAVIER-STOXES EUATIONS

S. Agrawal
R. H. Barnett J

B. A. Robinson

Aerodynamics Department
McDonnell Aircraft Company

McDonnell Douglas Corporation
P.O. Box 516 3

St. Louis, Missouri 63166
USA

SUMMARY wing as a result of the roll-up of the vortex
sheet shed from the leading edges. The flow

A numerical investigation of leading-edge induced by these primary vortices can separate
vortex breakdown on a delta wing at high angles of near the wing surface due to the adverse pressure
attack is presented. The analysis has been gradient the flow encounters in the spanwise
restricted to low speed flows on a flat plate wing direction (Reference 1). This separated flow may
with sharp leading edges. Both Ruler and then form an oppositely rotating secondary vortex

Navier-Stokes (assuming fully laminar and fully which tends to move the primary vortex inboard and
turbulent flows) equations have been used in this away from the wing upper surface. These secondary
study and the results are compared against exper- vortices can also form tertiary vortices by the
imental data. Predictions of vortex breakdown same process. The formation of these vortices
progression with angle of attack with both Ruler over delta wings has been successfully demon-
and Navier-Stokes equations are shown to be strated in a number of numerical solutions of the
consistent with the experimental data. However, Navier-Stokes equations (e.g., References 2-7).
the Navier-Stokes predictions show significant
improvements in breakdown location at angles of The leading-edge vortices at high angles of
attack where the vortex breakdown approaches the incidence can experience a phenomenon called
wing apex. breakdown or "burst". The vortex breakdown is

characterized by a sudden deceleration of the
The location of the primary vortex and the axial flow in the vortex core, and a decrease in

level of vorticity in the pre-breakdown regions in the circumferential velocity associated with the
these flowfield solutions are affected very little rapid expansion of the vortex core (References
by the viscous effects, even though the Navier- 8-13). Typically, this process occurs over a
Stokes solutions exhibit viscous phenomena such as distance on the order of the vortex core size and
secondary and tertiary vortices which are not results in the vortex core transitioning from a
present in the Euler solutions, In the post- well-defined vortical structure before burst to a
breakdown regions, however, the levels of vor- more diffuse structure with milder velocity
ticity in the primary vortex have increased gradients and higher levels of turbulence after
differences between the Euler and Navier-Stokes the burst. The location of burst on a delta wing
solutions at comparable locations. Navier-Stokes is seen to move forward toward the wing apex in a
indicates the presence of a secondary vortex even smooth fashion with increasing angle of attack.
after the primary vortex is burst. The predicted The bursting of the vortex on a flying aircraft
trajectories of the primary vortex are in very may result in several adverse effects, e.g.,
good agreement with the test data, the laminar abrupt change in pitching moment, loss in lift,
solutions providing the overall best comparison, buffet, etc., and can be a strict limitation of
The Euler shows a small displacement of the its maneuverability. Effects of the bursting may
primary vortex, relative to experiment, due to the be felt not only by the individual aerodynamic
lack of secondary vortices. The turbulent surfaces on which the bursting occurs, but also on
Navier-Stokes, in general, fall between the Ruler those in their close proximity. Realistic flow
and laminar solutions. These findings are based calculation about an aircraft at high angles of
on solutions from meshes that are not usually attack, therefore, requires an accurate prediction
considered fine enough for resolving vortical of vortex breakdown. While the leading-edge
flows, To further understand the vortex breakdown vortex and the effects rroduced by the presence ofN
phenomenon and the fine details of the vortical such a vortex have been studied extensively by re-
flow structure, further calculations with the searchers, there is currently no universally
finer meshes and improved turbulence models are accepted theory on the mechanism of vortex break-
necessary. down., Analytical efforts have been restricted to

only simplified vortex models without including
the presence of the wing (References 14 and 15).

Numerical solutions obtained using Ruler

The accurate calculation of vortical flows is equations have recently been shown to be qualita-
a very important yet challenging task in the tively, and somewhat quantitatively, realistic for
design of modern fighter aircraft which are sharp-edged delta wings (e.g., References 8-10,
required to maneuver at high angles of attack. A 16). It is also concluded in References 9 and 10
flat plate delta wing with sharp leading edges that the leading-edge vortex breakdown is governed
presents a simple configuration for the study of primarily by inviscid effects and that the viscous
vortical flows. At suffidiintly high angles of effects are only secondary. However, one would
incidence the dominant feature of flows over such expect that the viscous effects would strongly

!,-'1,iwings is a pair of counter-rotating vortices (the affect the inviscid results if the pressure
so-called primary or leading-edge vortices), gradients in the vortex-c6re due to the burst are
These vortices form over the upper surface of the large. Also, the effects of secondary and

I~~~~~ ~~ -N_____________
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tertiary vortices, as observed in the Navier- to alleviate oscillations near high gradient
Stokes solutions, are absent in the Euler results. regions such as shock waves. The Baldwin-Lomax
Such details of the vortical flowfield can only be turbulence model is used to calculate the turbu-
obtained from the Navier-Stokes equations. lent viscosity. This code is used extensively in

the aerospace industry and has been verified for

The intent of the present study is to analyze numerous geometries and flow conditions.
in detail the differences between Euler and
Navier-Stokes solutions on a delta wing at high
angles of attack, with a particular emphasis on 3. MESH TOPOLGY
predicting flowfields before and after the occur-
rence of vortex breakdown. Differences between An H-0 type mesh topology for a half plane
the inviscid and viscous solutions are addressed model of the delta wing was used in this study.
in order to determine which set of equations best The half plane wing was used to provide the best
predicts the flow in the pre- and post-breakdown mesh resolution around the wing for a given number
regions. The geometry chosen for this study is a of points. The delta wing mesh was constructed by
flat plate semispan delta wing with a leading-edge successive generation of two-dimensional meshes
sweepi of 70' and a 250 bevel on the lower surface normal to the wing centerline., These weje
along the leading and trailing edges as shown in generated using a computer program which solves an
Figure 1. An extensive experinmental database elliptic system of partial differential equations.
exists for this configuration (References 17 and This program is based on the method described in
18). The database consists of flow visualization, Reference 19. It automatically sections the
force and moment, surface pressures, three compo- cross-plane domair, into a number of simpler
nent Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) and seven- domains based on singular points on the surface
hole probe flowfield surveys. These data were geometry, such as the wing leading edge. High
obtained by McDonnell Aircraft Company (MCAIR) in quality meshes are first generated on these
conjunction with McDonnell Douglas Research simpler domains and then matched smoothly at their
Laboratories (MDRL) as part of a United States common boundaries. This procedure results in a
Navy funded investigation of leading-edge vortex highly orthogonal mesh near difficult areas, such
behavior on delta wings. as the sharp leading edges of the wing, as shown

in Figure 2a. The surface mesh along with the
symmetry plane and a crossflow plane is shown in

PressurePerts-- Figure 2b. The mesh dimensions are 61 (axial), 65

(radial), and 89 (circumferential). These dimen-
sions were used for most of the analyses, and will

PrePrssureortsdingurtechnique wash almesouiizedstoref6 aine ) the27.74 be referred to as the medium mesh. A mesh embed-. • s ding technique was also utilized to refine the

medium mesh around the leading edge and the upper" " _" side of the wing from the apex to the trailing
76.20 edge. The extent of embedding in the normal

direction was just far enough to include the
region where most of the vortical flow phenomenon

1.27 is observed. Such a refinement of the medium mesh
yielded an embedded region with dimensions 81
(axial), 87 (radial), and 133 (circumferential).

flr,' tt/// ttttnflr///ttt • -Figure 3 shows a partial view of the embedded

Z/ t Profile View region in a crossflow plane. In addition, a fewSM (Not to Scale) calculations were performed on a mesh of dimen-
sions 61 x 33 x 89, to be referred to as the
coarse mesh in this paper.

25" Leading and Trading Edge Bevels
(Measured Normal to Edge)

Note. At dimensions in centimeters GeP-0442.1/cl;

Figure 1. Flat Plate Semlspan Delta Wing Model

The results for this analysis were computed
using an Euler/Navier-Stokeas code, CFL3D (Refer-
ence 2), briefly described in the next section.
The computational mesh topology and results are
discussed in sections 3 and 4, respectively. The
conclusions drawn from this study are summsarized
in section 5.

The computational algorithm in CFL3D is based ,. .
on a thin-layer approximation of the three-dimen- .

sional, time-dependent, conservation law form of
the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. Thecode solves the discretized flow equations implic- -

itly using an upwind-biased spatial differencing '. /

scheme with either flux difference splitting or
flux vector splitting for the convective and A_"-
pressure terms, and central differencing for the
shear stress and heat transfer terms. In this GPO 20
study the Roe-averaged flux difference splitting Figure2a. Croii-SectonVlewoftheMedlum
scheme was applied for the spatial differencing. Computational Mesh
This scheme does not require the addition of Mesh Oimensions* 61 (Axia)x 65 (Radial) x 89 (Circumferential)
artificial dissipation terms which can adversely
affect the solution. Flux limiting is also used

ln -,- -/--- ~.-- - - -~:~ ;
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magnitude in 1000 to 2000 iterations, depending on
the mesh size and angle of attack. At the higher
angles of attack, where vortex breakdown is
observed over the wing, the solution convergence
was slower although it was always possible to
achieve convergence of integrated forces and
moments. Figure 4 shows typical residual and lift
convergence histories for an angle of attack where
vortex breakdown is observed. Navier-Stokes
solutions were obtained using either a fully
laminar or a fully turbulent flow model. Results
from these calculations are shown in Figures 5
through 19.

The location or trajectory of the leading-
edge vortex from the Euler and Navier-Stokes
solutions, for several angles of attack, using the
medium mesh are shown in Figures 5a through 5c.
Three orthogonal views of the wing are given in

cGPu0442 3/•J• this figure to completely define the primary
Figure2b. Partial View of the Computational vortex location relative to the wing. Available

Mesh for Delta Wing flow visualization data are also shown. The
Medium Mesh 61 (Axial) x 65 (Radial) x 89 (Circumferential) vortex location from the computed solutions was

identified by locating the points of minimum total
pressure in the primary vortex at each axial
station. The computational solutions, in general,
show excellent agreement with each other and the

) f •experimental data before vorteA breakdown occurs
(as indicated on the plots). A closer inspection
of the planform views in Figures 5a-Sc indicates
that the vortex locations from the Euler solutions

* •are slightly outboard of the other data. The
leading-edge vortices in the laminar and turbulent

." *solutions are further inboard which gives somewhat
better agreement with the experimental data. Such
a trend in these solutions is not too surprising
as the secondary and tertiary vortices usually
outboard of the primary ones are absent in the
Euler solutions. The secondary vortex is formed
by the separation of the spanwise flow under the
primary vortex due to viscous effects. This
secondary vortex displaces the primary vortex
inboard and slightly upward. Another point worth
noting here is that although the laminar and
turbulent results are very similar and, in some

""/.cases, almost identical (e.g., for a - 20', Figure
"5a), the laminar solutions overall provide the

% .best comparison with the test data. In general,
the turbulent solutions fall between the Euler and

, ", Ž./I~jfrlaminar solutions.

The various views shown in Figures Sa-5c also
.I J indicate that the vortex follows an almost linear

path in the pre-breakdown regions, whereas they
become jagged beyond the breakdewn. After vortex

GP3e442-kt breakdown has occurred the point of minimum total
Figure3. Crosoclon View of the Embedded Medium Mesh pressure, which was used to define the vortex

center, can be seen to enter a swirling type
MeshiDimenstonsinthe Embedded Region 81 x 87 x 133 motion as it moves downstream. This swirling of

the vortex center is consistent with the behavior
4. RESULTS observed experimentally in what is referred to as

a spiral type vortex breakdown (Reference 11).
The numerical results presented here have The experimental data shown is from flow visual-

been obtained using the CFL3D coce. Calculations izstion of the leading-edge vortex using smoke and
were performed at a free stream rach number. N,, a thin laser light sheet. A video image of the
0.3 and several angles of attack (a). The Rey- f)ow visualization was digitized and the approxi-
nolds number based on the root chord (Re ) was one mate location of the vortex center selected by
million. Wh-le only steady-state solutions were visual inspection (Reference 18). Since the video

£ sought, there were indications of unsteadiness in images of the vortex after breakdown show only a
the flow solutions at the higher angles of attack, large diffuse vortex core area, the center was
The level of unsteadiness, however, appeared to be selected and therefore no spiraling motion is
quite small as the fluctuations in lift, drag and obser,,ed in the experimental data.
pitching moment coefficients at the assumed
stezdy-state conditions were less than '% for most The vortex sheet or shear layer shed from the
calculations. Solution convergence on the -edium leading edge of the delta wing rolls up above the
mesh was achieved in appioximataly three CPU hours wing to form the ptimary vortex. It is possible
on the Cray-2 computer at the National Aerodynamic to trace the location of this sheet by plotting
Simulation (NAS) facility. On the coarse mesh, the )ocus of maximum swirl in an axial plane.
runs were executgd on a Cray-XNP, and convergence These plots are created by performing radial
was reached in a CPU time equivalent to one hour sur-eys outward irom the vortex center. The point
of CPU on the Cray-2. The average residuals ware of maximim swirl along these lines is determined
reduced by approximately two to three orders of by linear Interpolation of the available data. By

r.--- . .-
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plotting the maximum swirl points along the figure is similar to that shown in Figures 5a-5c
different radial lines the aheet position can be for vortex centers. Again, the Euler solution
determined. Shown in Figure 6 is a comparison of shows the most outboard location of the primary
the shear layers determined by this method for the vortex and the laminar solution the most inboard.
CFL3D solutions and the Laser Doppler experimental Some jaggedness is apparent in the shape of these
data. The trend in vortex locations shown in this curves due to the linear interpolation and a

relatively coarse mesh size.

15 1

10

R 05

-05 
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-to, L-4
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Figure 4. Lift and Residual H-istories for CFL3O Euler Solutions
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The lift coefficients obtained from the CFL3D
- solutions are shown in Figure 7. The predictede values of lift are in fair agreement with the

- experimental data. However, the experimental
Si values can be seen to be offset from the computa-

tional results. The negative camber produced by
4 ______ ---- ~"-the lower surface bevel on the delta wing produces

a shift in the point of zero lift predicted by the
Spawimse Distance, y GP3-" 2A computational codes. The experimental data shows

in-netsless effects from this negative camber due to flow
Figure Sc. Comparison of Predicted Vortex separation on the trailing edge bevel. The

Location with Test Data predictions of pitching moment (not shown here)
Medium Mesh. M_ 0 030. Re, - 1 x t(d . a 35- suffer from the same problem as the lift. It

appears that the separation on the beveled sur-
faces is not being modeled with the medium mesh
used for most of the analysis. Increasing the
mesh density along the axial direction is expected
to improve the predictions of this separation and
thereby the lift.
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A comparison of the surface pressures on the
upper surface of the delta wing at 50% of the root -6
chord is shown in Figure 8, for a - 30°. The
pressure distribution shown at this station can be EuW

seen to agree with the trends shown in Figures .....
Sa-5c. The peak suction pressures occur under- 0 Exe t
neath the primary vortex, which again indicates -5en
that in the Euler solutions the primary vortex is
further outboard than either of the Navier-Stokes
solutions or the experimental data. These peak
pressures for the experimental data are shown to -4 ,
be higher than any of the computational results. 0 .
The Euler Solution shows the best agreement with Bt \

these peak values followed by the turbulent and t

laminar solutions, respectively. The peak suction -
pressures on the upper surface of the wing at each O
axial station are shown in Figure 9. The experi- 'r
mental data from the row of pressure taps along
the 65% local span stations, which also corre- -2 . Burt -
sponded to the peak suction pressures, are shown -2

for comparison with this data. The Euler solu-
tions are again seen to predict higher peak
suction rressures on the wing than the Navier- Burst
Stokes solutions (Figures 8 and 9). The pressure -1
contours on the entire upper surface of the wing
at a = 30* are shown in Figure 10. The breakdown
locations, which correspond to those marked in
Figure 5b, are also indicated. 0 I

0 20 40 60 80 100
The experimental surface pressures were Root Chord (percent)

obtained in the wind tunnel with blockages a~o" rs,•
approaching 10% at the highest angle of attack Figure 9. Maximum Negative Surface Pressure Coefficients
tested (40'). The effects of this blockage on the MediumMesh.M 030, a30, Re 1 xi10
vortex location and burst characteristics were 3 c
found to be negligible when compared with wings
with half the calculated blockage in the same
facility. Therefore, the comparison of these
surface pressures with the computational results,
which do not account for the presence of these Burst
walls and the resulting blockage effects, may be
misleading. The comparison of these pressures _

with computational solutions on meshes which model
the wind tunnel walls is a possible solution.
However, attempts to obtain solutions on such a -

mesh have shown poor convergence for the 70° delta
wing with vortex breakdown occurring over the
wing. Further efforts are required to obtain such " Euler
solutions.

-3---- avTunteTurtu~nt
0 Expesiment

-3 Lamninar

Surface oB Delta Wing

i~edium Mesh, M,, -0.30. a ,, 30', Ree - 1 x 106
0 02 0.4 06 08 1.0

Figure8. Comparison of Predicted Upper Figure 11 shows the particle traces from the
Surface Pressure with Test Data Euler and laminar solutions on the coarse mesh, at

several angles of attack. This gives a qualita- 'J
MediumMesh, M_ 00 =3.0cc - O. Rec 1 x 10i, xIc -050 tive picture of the flowfields in the Icading-edge

vortex. The abrupt change in the traces from a
regular, ordered structure is an indication of the
vortex breakdown occurring in the flowfield, which
is clearly illustrated in this figure. Figure 11

iT,
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al•o illustrates that the apparent location of the For comparison purposes, the particle traces -

vortex breaxdown, as in experimental investiga- from the Euler, laminar and turbulent solutions
tions, moves toward the apex with increasing angle obtained on the medium mesh are shown in Figure 12
of attr.ck. These plots were generated using a for a = 25°% 28* and 30'. This mesh relative to
postprocessor, PLOT3D (Reference 20). developed at the coarse mesh, had twice the number of points in
the NASA Ames Research Center. The breakdown the direction normal to the surface. This figure
location was identified by inspection of the shows behavior which appears quite similar to that
streamwise component of velocity on each axial shown for the coarse mesh in Figure 11. The
mesh plane using PLOT3D. A rapid decrease in this location of the burst regions indicated by the
velocity component and increase in vortex core particle traces appears qualitatively similar to
size are observed at the onset of vortex break- that of the coarse mesh solutions. Also, it
down. appears that at a fixed angle of attack the

Bursta 28"

a-30"

o33 *

Euler Laminar
GPOG3OW 2Od

Figure 11. Vortex Breakdown Regions Indicated with Particle Traces from Euler and
Navler-Stokes (Laminar) Solutions

Coarse Mesh, M -0 30, Rec 1 x 1

Burst Burst Burst

a-25*

Burst Burst Burst

a.28-

a 30* BurstBusBrt

Euler Larnar Turbulent

Figure 12. Vortex Breakdown Regions Indicated with Particle Traces trom Euler end Navier-Stokes Solutions
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17 breakdown moves aft if the viscous effects are not The progression of the vortex breakdown

included. On the other hand, comparison of the location with increasing angle of attack was

laminar and turbulent traces indicate that the determined from the Euler, laminar and turbulent

breakdown occurs slightly downstream for the solutions for the medium mesh. The sensitivity of

laminar case. Although it appears that increasing the flowfields to mesh refinement is evaluated by

the mesh dimensions in the normal direction does comparison of coarse mesh breakdown locations

not significantly alter the particle traces, a (Figure 14) with those of the medium mesh (Figure

closer inspection of the flowfield (presented 15). These figures show the quantitative predic-

later in this section) indicates that for properly tions of the breakdown locations for various

resolving the flowfield gradients in the boundary angles of attack along with the experimental data.

layer and in the vortex core, mesh dimensions need The breakdown locations shown here also correlate

to be increased even further, with those shown in Figures 11 and 12.

At this point, a more refined criterion to

determine the burst location is in order. While 45

PLOT3D gives a reasonably good idea of the break- -0 Ew

down regions, the precise location of the onset of - Laftnt

vortex breakdown from the computational results (vsuazato)
was determined by inspecting the axial velocity 40 - (

distribution in the leading-edge vortex. To

accomplish this, the location of the center of the

vortex core was determined using the point of
minimum total pressure in each axial plane. These 35

vortex center locations were then used to deter-

mine an average angular orientation, in the region

before burst, of the vortex relative to the wing

centerline and the upper surface of the wing. The 30

vortex trajectory was then approximated as being a

straight line originating at the apex of the wing <

and the velocities were transformed to this new

coordinate system. After such a transformation, "' "\

the axial velocities were inspected using contour 25 "'.

plots as shown in Figure 13. The nature of the

distribution of axial velocities can be seen to

alter after the onset of vortex breakdown. Before

breakdown, the axial velocity is shown to increase 20C 2I0 40
0 2 40 660 100

to a single peak value at the vortex center. With Apex Root Chor (Percent) Trailing Edge
the onset of vortex breakdown the axial velocity

at the core of the vortex begins stagnating and OP03-e42 9AW

shows significant asymmetry. The burst point was Figure 14. Vortex Breakdown Progression with Angle of Attack

thus determined by locating the axial station Coarse Mesh, M_. 0 30, Re. = 1 X 106

where this transformation in the axial velocities
was first observed.
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the turbulent solution which is consistent withO E4w the observations from previous experiments.
-----[.amear Presence of a tertiary vortex having positive
*.- Turoawt vorticity is also seen in the laminar solution

Experimet with mesh embedding. The Euler solution, as
40 - )expected, shows no indication of a secondary or a

tertiary vortex. The increased resolution with
mesh embedding results in more pronounced vor-

% tices, as also shown by several researchers (e.g.,
35 - References 21-22). For example, the vorticity

"76 .level in the primary vortex core is significantly
higher with the embedded mesh than without it.

30-.This also results in a closer match with the
9 30 - "experimental data as seen from the figure. The

* .level of vorticity in the secondary vortex, on the
other hand, is predicted quite well from the

'" Navier-Stokes solutions, even without the mesh
25 ' embedding. Only laminar calculations were per-

formed with the embedded mesh. It is again noted
here that the predicted location of the primaryvortex is slightly outboard and above, as compared

20 4 0 60 aagainst the test data.0 20 40 60 80 100
Apex Root Chord (Percent) Traitag Edge Figure 17 shows the vorticity contours at a

GF03-0442ead location where the primary vortex is burst. The
Figure 15. Vorex Breakdown Progression with Angle of Attack vorticity levels in the primary vortex are now

Medum Mesh. M.. -030, Rec = 1 x 106 found to be much smaller than in the pre-breakdown
region. Another observation is that the secondary
vortex is present in the Navier-Stokes solutions

It should be noted that both the location and even after the primary vortex is burst, but the
the rate at which the vortex breakdown progresses level of vorticity in the secondary vortex core
with the angle of attack are different for the after burst is lower than that found in the
Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions (Figures 14 and pre-breakdown region. The decrease in vorticity
15). These figures also show that the breakdown level after breakdown is consistent with the
location predicted from the laminar solutions experimental data. Figure 17 also shows that the
better matches experiment than the Euler solu- predicted vorticity distribution in the primary
tions. This is particularly evident when the vortex after burst is asymmetric. This asymmetric
angles of attack are above 30%, which corresponds pattern is not exhibited in the LDV data. One
to the maximum lift from experiment. This is possible explanation for this discrepancy is the
believed to be due to the viscous effects which inability of the CFD method to properly model the
play an important role when the primary vortex is increase in the level of turbulence in the burst
burst, but the secondary vortex may still exist, vortex region, exhibited in the LDV data. In

. Similar conclusions for the turbulent case can not spite of the complex flowfield in the burst vortex
be drawn as yet due to insufficient data points region, the overall agreement with experiment is
for comparison, although results from the turbu- considered to be fair.
lent solutions are found to be similar to the
laminar results. The velocity data obtained with the LDV

surveys can provide further insight into the
Figures 16 and 17 show the streamwise reasons for the apparent differences between the

vorticity contours in the pre- and post-breakdown computed solutions and the wind tunnel data. A
region3, as determined from the Euler and Navier- survey of the velocity data along a line parallel
Stokes solutions at a = 30* on the medium mesh. to the upper surface of the wing was used to
The experimental data and the embedded mesh compare the predicted solutions with the LDV data.
solution for the laminar case are also included. This line was selected to coincide with the
The experimental data shown in these figures is maximum chordwise velocity in the LDV data which
from an LDV survey of 4912 points with the survey should be near the center of the primary vortex.
point spacing near the vortex center being about The computed solutions were interpolated on this
0.8 millimeters for x/c = 0.25. For x/c = 0.70, line and are compared with the test data in Figure
the number of points in the UIV survey was 5007 18, which shows the non-dimensional chordwise
with the spacing near the vortex center being velocity distribution. it is readily seen that
about 2.2 millimeters. The experimental data was the computed results do not match either the peak
interpolated, where necessary, to obtain a square value or the shape of the velocity distribution
matrix oi velocity data for use in PLOT3D. The obtained from the experiment. The medium mesh
velocities were non-dimensionalized by the size apparently does not have sufficient resolu-
freestream value in both experimental and tion in the center of the vortex to capture this
computational data while the physical dimensions detail. However, the mesh embedding does improve
are in dimensional units, the predictions at and outboard of the vortex

center locations. From this plot, it can be
Comparison of experimental and computational anticipated that further refinement of the mesh

vorticity levels shows that the computed results near the vortex core is needed to better resolve
have lower maximum values of vorticity in the the sharp gradients occurring in the primary
primary vortex and a slight spreading of the vortex.
vortical flow relative to the experimental data
(Figure 16). The predicted contour levels in the To further understand the breakdown phenome-
primary vortex core are very similar, although the non, it is helpful to examine the pressure dis-
maximum value of vorticity in the vortex core is tribution in the vortex core. Figure 19 shows
nearly five times greater in the LDV data than in such a plot of pressure coefficients versus the
any of the computed solutions. Navier-Stokes distance from the wing apex for the computed %
solutions and the experimental data indicate the solutions at a - 30". The pressures shown are at
presence of a secondary vortex, shown by the the same location as the minimum total pressure in
negative magnitudes of the vorticity. The laminar the primary- vortex. It is readily observed that
solution shows a much larger secondary vortex than the suction (negative pressure coefficient) at the
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center of the vortex increases rapidly as the
leading-edge vortex develops above the delta wing.
After reaching a peak value near the wing apex
this suction begins to decrease fairly rapidly.
The slcpes of the three solutions in this area are -10
very close to each other. The adverse pressure -- Eu
gradient is encountered as the axial flow in the Turbulent
vortex core begins to slow. The breakdown occurs
as this pressure gradient becomes large, or as the -O
pressure increases rapidly fot a fairly short
distance. The locations of vortex burst deter- m
mined through the inspectioni of the axial velocity 0 1 -r
contours are also shown on this figure. Vortex ' -6 Burst

burst is shown to fall approximately in the center
of the region where the pressure is increasing
most rapidly. This is consistent with the changes " I
in axial velocity in the vortex core in this -4
region. The Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions in
the figure show fairly similar trends in pressure
in the vortex core. The Euler solution, however,
shows a stronger vortex before breakdown which is Burst I

consistent with tle other comparisons made in -2 -
previous figures. The relative locations of
vortex breakdown are also evident from this
figure.

0 20 40 6o go 100
The findings from this study are based on

solutions from meshes that are not usually con- Distance to Apex (cm)
sidered fine enough for resolving flowfields in
the primary vortex regions. Further study is Figure 19. Pressure Coefficients Along the Vortex Core
required to properly understand the breakdown Medium Mesh. M - 0 30. a - 300. Rec - 1 x 106
phenomenon and the complex flowfield structure in
the primary "ortex. Effort is under way to
resolve the flowfield gradients in the vortex core
with much finer metbes obtained with a higher
level of mesh embedding. Recently, a two level 5. CONCLUSIONS
embedding on a delta wing was shown to improve
predictions significantly (Reference 23). Several A numerical investigation of leading-edge
areas of further research have been identified in vortex breakdown at high angles of attack was
the course of this study. For example, an adap- conducted on a flat plate delta wing with sharp
tive mesh embedding technique would be very useful leading and trailing edges. Predicted solutions
in reducing the high cost of computing, suggested of Euler, laminar and turbulent Navier-Stokes
by several researchers (e.g., Refezance 24). The equations were compared against an extensive
standard Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model is not experimental database. The vortex breakdown
adequate at large angles of attack (Reference 25). progression with angle of attack with both Euler
Therefore, future research should also consider and Navier-Stokes equations was found to be
improved turbulence models, non-equilibrium consistent with the experimental daka. The
turbulence models, transition models, etc., on the Navier-Sto'es solutions, however, snowed signili-
vortex breakdown prediction. Finally, the effects Cant improvements in 'ureakdovn location at angles
of wind tunnel walls which may be significant at of attack where the vortex breakdown approeched
higher angles of attack, should be included, the wing apex.

The locations of the primary vortex predicted
by the solutions were in very good agreement with
the test data, particularly in the pre-breakdown
region. The laminar solutions provided the

48 LDV data overall best comparison. Relative to experiment,
-- E --- tUarm(emedded) the Euler solutions showed a small displacement of

40 ----- TutW I'-Survey the primary vortex due to the lack of secondary or
_ Line tertiary vortices in these solutions. The turbu-

lent Navier-Stokes solutions, in general, fell
between the Euler and laminar solutions.

o 2.4 - "The location of the primary vortex and the
_ level of vorticity in the pre-breakdown regions in

1I.6 these flowfield solutions were affected very 7
' little by the viscous effects, even though the

00- .0•Navier-Stokes solutions exhibited viscous phenom-
'a oena such as secondary and tertiary vortices. The
So 01 tertiary vortex was only observed in the laminar

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 t0O 80 90 100 solution on an embedded mesh. In the post-
3 aLeading Edge breakdown regions, however, the levels of vor-SoP0•o34, IW Span (-a) ticity in the primary vortex had increased differ-

Figure 18. Comparison of Chordwise Velocity ences between the Euler and Navier-Stokes solu-
Along a Une Parallel to the Wing tions at comparable locations. The predicted

6 vorticity distribution in the primary vortex after-030, Re0 1 x 1 a- 30.5.10025. z -24.91 rt burst was found to be asymmetric. Also, the
Navier-Stokes solutions indicated the presence of
"a secondary vortex even after the primary vortex
was burst, but the level of vorticity in thei o f• ~ secondiiiy vortex core after burst vas lower than • °

that found in the pre-breakdown region.

4
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Analysis of the pressure distribution in the 14. Berger, M.S., "Remarks on Vortex Breakdown,"
vortex core indicated that the breakdown occurs as Proceedings of the Workshop on Mathematical
the adverse pressure gradient in the core becomes Aspects of Vortex Dynamics, Edited by Russell E.
very large or as the pressure increases very Caflisch, April 1988, pp. 171-182.
rapidly for a fairly short distance. The Euler
and Navier-Stokes solutions showed similar trends 15 Hoeijmakers, H.W.M., "Numerical Simulation of
in pressure near the vortex core. Vortical Flows," NLR-MP-86032-U, Notes of lectures

presented during Lecture Series "Introduction to

These findings are based on solutions from Vortex Dynamics", Von Karman Institute for Fluid
meshes that are not usually considered fine enough Dynamics, Rhode-Saint-Genese, Belgium, May 1986.
for resolving vortical flows. To further under-
stand the vortex breakdown phenomenon and the fine 16. RaJ, P., Sikora, J.S., and Keen, J.M.,
details of the vortical flow structure, further "Free-Vortex Flow Simulation Using a Three-Dimen-
studies are necessary. sional Euler Aerodynamic Method," Journa3 of

Aircraft, Vol. 25, No. 2, February 1988, pp.
128-134.
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VORTEX CONTROL - FURTHER ENCOUNTERS
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Abstract

This paper updates the progress, of continuing investigations on vortex control techniques pursued by the
author and his associates. The following topics are briefly discussed and salient results of exploratory low-
speed wind tunnel experiments presented: 1) Vortex flaps adapted for high-alpha control; 2) Alleviation of
LEX vortex induced twin-tail buffet; 3) Controlled de-coupling of interactive forebody chine and wing vortices;
4) Forebody vortex manipulation by mechanical and pneumatic techniques; and 5) Stall-departure alleviation
of high aspect-ratio wings. The investigations, primarily aimed at concept validation, were performed on generic
configurations utilizing flow visualizations and pressure and balance measurements. Selected results included
in this paper illustrate the efficacy and potential for development of specific vortex control concepts for
improved high-alpha configuration aerodynamics.

1. Introduction limited to qualitative studies however, the present
experiments consistently attempt to obtain quantitive

Aerodynamics technology is historically rooted in evaluations for the purpose of identifying key param-
the principle of avoiding or reducing the dissipative eters requiri.lg further research and testing in large-
and largely unpredictable flow phenomena as- scale facilities.
sociated with separation, turbulence and vortices, by
shape design as well as angle-of-attack restrictions to
ensure efficient and safe operation of flight vehicles. 2. Vortex Flaps for High-Alpha Control
Of relatively recent origin is the idea of promoting
and manipulating dominant vortical flow structures, The vortex flap (ref. 1) was conceived originally
to enhance aerodynamic control of vehicles at the as a means of drag reduction of slender supersonic
limits of lift and into the post-stall regime. This wings, whose thin and highly swept wings are prone
approach has been spurred by the need for super- to separation and vortex formation at relatively low
maneuverability and agility across a virtually un- angles of attack. The down-deflected leading-edge
limited angle of attack range, of the new generation flaps confine the vortex suction to thieir upper
of combat aircraft within the configurational con- surfaces and thuis create an aerod/namic thiust
straints as dictated by low observables. component. Conversely, up deflection of the flaps

extends the vortex suction foot-print across the hinge
During the past decade of this research, a host of line to the wings while generating a drag component

vortex manipulation principles and devices have from thte aft-inclined flap normal force. Whereas
been conceived and tested, and exploration con- the aerodynamics of vortex flaps in the moderate
tinues for vortex management techniques of increas- incidence range are now well understood, their post-
ing s-)phistication. While the initial attempts were stall characteristic•, are inadequitely known. Prelim-
essentially intuitive and experiment-based, impres- inary balance data were therefore acquired on a 60
sive progress is being made in the numerical modell- deg. flat-plate delta wing/body configuration with
ing and pfediction of naturally-generated as well as symmetrically deflected full-span leading edge flaps
architectured vortical flows of high technological at angles of attack to 50 deg (ref. 4). The axial
potential. force data (fig 1) provide a sensitive measure of the

flap thrust and drag characteristics, which are found
The intent of this paper is to update (following to be approximately linear with flap angle and also

a 1987 review, ref. 1) the progress of an on-going to remain effective well beyond the maximum lift.
research program concerning vortex control techni- As indicated in fig. 2, flap deflection of ±45 deg.
ques being pursued by the author and his associates. provides nearly equal and opposite flap thrust/drag
The topics selected for this update are: 1) Adapta- and wing lift increments in the post-stall regime.
tion of vortex flaps for high-alpha control; 2) Allev-
iation of vortex engendered twin-tail buffet; 3) Con- The above high-alpha vortex flap characteristics
trolled de-coupling of chine/wing vortex interac- formed the basis of a proposed arrangement of
tions; 4) Chine-forebody vortex manipulation by segmented flaps disposed in pairs forward and aft of
mechanical and pneumatic techniques; and 5) Stall- the aircraft center of gravity, each segment being
departure alleviation of high aspect-ratio wings. independently actuated to positive or negative angles

(fig. 3). By selecting appropriate differential settings
The reported studies were primarily aimed at of the flap segments, their thrust and drag forces

concept validation on generic configurations, emplo- were intended to generate control moments compen-
ying standard low-speed wind tunnel test techniques sating for the declining effectiveness of conventional
and at relatively low Reynolds numbers. Some trailing-edge surfaces in post-stall flight. The flap
justification for this approach is provided by the segments of course may still be deployed in the con-
growing literature and experience supporting the ventional vortex flap sense for drag reduction. Typi-
technological value of small-scale laboratory explora- cal test results with 45 deg. deflected flap segments
tions of vortex flows and vortex modification tech- on the 60 deg. delta wing model provide a prelimi-
niques utilizing water facilities (refs.2, 3), usually at nary assessment of their control potential. For yaw
Reynolds numbers much less than those obtaining in control, the forward aft flap pairs were set differen-
these wind tunnel tests (about 500,000). Unlike the tially and in opposition; this flap configuration was

majority of water tunnel investigations which are compared with the conventional ridder at 15 deg.
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deflection. As seen in fig. 4, the rudder effective- Detailed LDV surveys in a cross-plane loc•aed
ness drops rapidly above a=30 deg. whereas the immediately upstream of the vertical tails (ref. 7)
differential flaps maintain yaw control (at a level have identified regions of vortical concentration and t
equal to the low-alpha rudder power) up to the high level of velocity fluctuations surrounding the
maximum angle of attack. Also noteworthy is that tail region, which are traceable to LEX vortices (fig
the induced rolling moment in the post-stall range 9). The results at a = 15 deg show the LEX vortex
remains proverse when differential flaps are employ- located close to the wing upper surface and some-
ed for yaw control, what outboard of the vertical tail which lies in a

relatively undisturbed flow. At a= 25 deg. however,.
When the forward and aft flap pairs are deflec- the vortical region expands greatly and envelops the

ted differentially but in a like sense (i.e., both entire tail. RMS contours show that the expanded
segments down on one side and up on the other), vortical flow contains high levels of lateral fluctua-
the unbalanced lift on the wing panels generates a tions which can be expected to generate con-
rolling moment directed towards the side of up- siderable dynamic loading on the tail. The mean
deflected flaps (as may be expected from the in- velocity surveys at a=25 deg. indicate a considerable
cremental lift characteristics already seen in fig. 2). rotation of the vortical mass as well as a strong
When the flaps are coordinated with elevon deflec- outflow across the tail root. These measurements
tion, the combined rolling moment capability above are indicative of a fundamental change in the tail
a=30 deg. is nearly twice that provided by elevons flow environment between a= 15 deg. and 25 deg,
alone The induced yawing moment with flap- which flow visualizations show to be associated with
elevon combination remains proverse. LEX vortex breakdown moving upstream of the

tails.
When considered for use as control surfaces, the

flap hinge moment should be minimized in order to Two alternate approaches to tail buffet ailevia-
facilitate rapid actuation. In this respect, the hinged tion recently explored (ref. 8) consisted of- 1)
flap may pose a limitation. An alternate design, passive dorsal extensions of the tail roots, and 2)
called the 'pivoted' flap, was proposed where both controllable, longitudinally-hinged edge section of
mass and aerodynamic balance help to reduce the the LEX, (fig. 10). The dorsal extension was in-
actuator power requirements. A preliminary aerody- tended to create a new longitudinal vortex from the
namic assessment was performed to compare the strong outflow induced in the tail-root region (see
pivoted and hinged flaps of equal area on the same fig. 9), rotating counter to the corresponding LEX
60 deg delta model. As before, the incremental vortex and intended to re-structure and diffuse the
axial force at constant flap angle provides a relative vortical flow at the tail. The dorsal additionally
assessment of the flap thrust characteristics (fig. 6). could serve to stiffen the tail attachment thereby
As seen, the pivoted flap produces significantly relieving the dynamic stresses associated with buffet.
higher thrust force in the high alpha region, par- The controllable LEX was intended to directly
ticularly at 45 deg. deflection. This is consistent influence the vortex-production mechanism and thus
with flow visualizations (not presented here) which its interaction with the wing and tail flowfields
showed the vortex to persist on the pivoted flap at including the breakdown characteristics. The in-
high angles of attack when the hinged-flap vortex dividually up-rotated edge section could also serve
had migrated inboard to the wing (see sketches in to unload the LEX surfaces on either side, sym-
fig. 6). Comparative yaw control measurements (fig. metrically or non-symmetrically, as a potential
7) corroborate the advantage of the pivoted flap means of improving the post-stall handling charac-
design, including a significant alleviation of the teristics.
induced rolling moment (which still is proverse).
Further tests are needed to determine the hinge- Smoke flow visualizations and tail vibration
moment characteristics and alsu the drag reduction measurements were performed on a semi-span
capability of pivoted flap in comparison with hinged generic model representing a LEX/twin-tail con-
vortex flap. figuration to evaluate the above tail buffet allevia-

tion concepts. Tracings of voi,:ex patterns in a cross
flow plane immediately upstream of the tail at

3. Twin Vertical Tail Buffet Alleviation increasing angles of attack, with and without the
dorsal extension, are compared in fig. 11. The base-

Highly swept strakes integrally affixed to the line case shows a well-formed LEX vortex just
leading edge/fuselage junction (or LEX's) were outboard of the tail at a=15 deg, which moves
historically the first usage of custom-generated large inboard with increasing alpha until at a=25 deg. it
scale vortices for augmenting the maximum lift is positioned directly on the tail, when it also was
capability of trapezoidal wings, as employed on the observed to become quite unsteady as a result of
F-16 and F-18 fighters (ref. 5). The twin vertical breakdown. With the dorsal attached, the vortex
stabilizer configuration of F-18, combined with its cross-section expands and assumes a S-shaped
unrestricted alpha capability however revealed an structure, with the counter-rotating dorsal vortex
unanticipated consequence of the LEX vortex break- clearly discernible below the primary LEX vortex at -
down in the vicinity of the vertical tails (fig. 8), all four angles of attack shown. The tail vibration
leading to intense tail buffet and diminished fatigue (first-order bending mode) measurements in the
life of the tail structure. Although industry-develop- baseline case show the typical rapid increase of
ed fixes, e.g., the LEX fence, have contained the tail RMS after crossing a=20 deg. and reaching a peak
buffet problem on in-service aircraft, this experience at a=40 deg.; with dorsal attached (without touc-
underscores the need to understand the causative hing the vertical tail), the vibration characteristics
flow phenomena and to develop alternate buffet are seen to be considerably alleviated.
alleviation techniques, for the benefit of future fight-
er configurations which are likely to feature forward Similar tail vibration measurements made with a
vortex-generating components such as nose chines, 45 deg. up LEX (fig. 12) show a reduction of the tail
canards etc., together with twin tails (ref. 6). vibration RMS in the entire high-alpha range. The
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data also indicate that addition of dorsal extension were obtained with the inboard leading edge flaps,
to the LEX up-deflected configuration produced as shown in fig. 16; in this case, the chine vortices
further small improvements in the tail RMS charac- were observed to lift away freely with little spanwise
teristics. The tail-buffet alleviation capability of the migration during their downstream convection,
dorsal extension and deflected-LEX concepts were attesting to a total liberation from the wing pressure
verified in NASA Langley tests on a complete-span field.
generic model of a twin-tail/LEX configuration. It
should be emphasized that in none of these tests The effects of chine modification on the wing
was the tall structurally modeled as required for a characteristics at sideslip and a=30 deg. are shown
standard aero-elastic investigation; the purpose of in fig. 17. On the baseline configuration, the
the experiments was essentially to validate the windward leading edge vortex breakdown occurs
effectiveness of proposed vortex-modification con- sooner while being delayed on the leeward wing,
cepts in reducing the dynamic energy of the tail flow resulting in the characteristic unstable roll as sug-
-nvironment. gested by the asymmetric spanwise C, distributions

The modified chines de-couple the leeward vortex
The effects of LEX deflection on the high-alpha interaction thus reducing the associated suction

aerodynamic characteristics were measured in NASA peak; at the same time the windward suction level
Langley tests of the complete-span generic model. is augmented, thus creating a stabilizing roll poten-
As shown in fig. 13, the partial unloading of the 45* tial.
up-deflected LEX only marginally reduces the
maximum lift, but provides a measure of pitch-up Six-component balance measurements on the
relief and also improves the lateral instability chine/delta configuration (incorporating a central
characteristics. By deflecting more of the LEX area vertical tail) provide corroborating evidence of the
and also to a greater angle than 45 deg., these high- vortex de-coupling benefits in the directional/lateral
alpha stability improvements may be further en- characteristics. The yawing and rolling moment as
hanced (ref. 9). a function of sideslip angle at a=30 deg. compared

for the baseline and de-coupling configurations are
presented in fig. 18. In the range 63=±5 deg. a

4. Forebody-Chine/Delta Wing Vortex Decoupling remarkable improvement in both the directional and
lateral stability is produced by vortex de-coupling

Closely-coupled configurations such as forebody

chines blending with sharp, highly sept leading edges Forebody/wing vortex interactions and break-
are well known to promote strong vortex interactions down generate a high-energy dynamic environment
which lead to unique high-alpha aerodynamic at the vertical stabilizer locations, as already dis-
characteristics. While the maximum lift capability of cussed in Sec 3. Vortex de-coupling can play a
such configurations is enhanced by the interacting beneficial role by alleviating the unsteadiness and
vortices, several adverse effects are mamfested at vortical concentration causing tail buffet. Prehim-
post-stall .ngles of attack, e.g., pitch up, zero-beta nary measurements on a wing mounted twin-tail
asymmetry, reduced roll and yaw damping, and arrangement show significant reduction of the tail
dynamic excitation of the vertical stabilizers. Con- vibration RMS at high angles of attack, as shown in
trolled de-coupling of the forebody and wing vortex fig. 19.
systems was proposed in order to selectively prevent
their interaction in the post-stall range, to avoid the
above mentioned difficulties. 5. Chine Forebody Vortex Control

Two alternate de-coupling means considered for The feasibility and attendant benefits of forebo-
preliminary investigations, viz. a passive modification dy/wing vortex de-coupling discussed in the forego-
and an active control, are illustrated in fig. 14. The ing section suggests that direct control of the foreb-
passive modification consisted simply of discon- ody chine vortices, and their interaction with the
necting the chine from the wing apex, thus allowing lifting and empennage surfaces, may be worth
the chine vortices to break away before being investigating as a means of enhancing the high-
'captured' by the downwash field contaired between alpha controllability of such configurations Modific-
the wing vortices. In the active technique, part-span ation of chine vortex development requires controll-
inboard leading-edge flaps are employed primarily to ing the vorticity production over a substantial length
suppress the wing vortices in the critical apex region, of the chines, for which mechanical or pneumatic
and also to disconnect the chine to force a shedding techniques may be viable. An exploratory study was
of the forebody vortices, as an effective means of performed on a generic chine forebody/55 deg. delta
preventing vortex interaction. wing configuration. This initial study was limited to

flow visualizations and wing upper-surface pressure
Initial flow visualizations and wing upper- measurements in order to obtain a preliminary

surface pressure measurements were performed to evaluation of the proposed chine control concepts
investigate the feasibility of the proposed techniques (fig. 20).
on a 60 deg. fiat plate delta wing in combination
with a chined forebody (ref. 12). Vortex patterns A mechanically controlled chine concept that
were visualized in a cross-flow plane passing through combines simplicity, robustness and ease of integra-
the wing centroid which also contained a spanwise tion is the longitudinally hinged chme that may be
row of upper-surface pressure orifices. A typical rotated to a variable anhedral or dihedral angle.
result presented in fig. 15 indicated the effectiveness This hinged chine idea has a basis in prior investiga-
of the modified chine in de-coupling the forebody tions of the articulated LEX (ref. 9) and deflec-
and wing vortex pairs; also shown is the correspond- table forebody strakes (ref. 13). For pneumatic
ing effect on spanwise pressure distributions, where control of chine vortices, spanwise blowing via
the asymmetry of the baseline configuration is narrow slots coincident with the chine edges was
removed by the modification. Comparable results proposed. Controlled injection of fluid momentum - -
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directly at the site of vorticity production has been The preliminary results presented in this section
demonstrated previously on thin, highly-swept delta have indicated substantial lateral control potential in
wings to strongly influence the roll-up characteris- the post-stall regime via differential lift characteris-
tics of the vortex layer as well as displace the vortex tics generated by either mechanically or pneu-
core trajectory (ref. 14). matically controlled chine vortices. A forebody side

force accompanying non-symmetrical chine activation
The 'hinged' chines were simulated on the test (fig. 30) should produce a coordinated yawing

model by means of flat-plate chines inserted in the moment in order for the roll control to be useful for
horizontal meridian plane of the ogive forebody, maneuvering. This aspect requires further investiga-
bent at 45 deg. up or down to represent dihedral/ tion of the six-component aerodynanucs of the
anhedral configurations. An alternate forebody controlled chine/wing configurations at high angles
incorporating a plenum chamber with wedge-shape of attack.
chine attachments containing blowing slots was
provided for pneumatic testing. 6. Stall Departure Alleviation of High Aspect

Ratio Wings
The effect of chine deflection on the forebody

vortex positions in a cross-plane passing through the In this last example of applying vortex control
wing apex, as determined by smoke visualizations in techniques to enhance high-alpha aerodynamics, we
shown in fig. 21 at increasing angles of attack. The turn from highly-swept and vortex dominated con-
examples presented depict the effects of symmetric figurations considered in the foregoing sections to
chine configurations. In comparison with the basel- the case of unswept wings of high aspect ratio such
ine (i.e., undeflected chines), dihedral draws the as commonly employed on general aviation and
vortices inwards and elevates them at all angles of sport aircraft. Such wings are well know to have
attack. The anti-symmetric chines produce a cor- abrupt stall and uncontrollable departure charac-
responding spatial anti-symmetry in the forebody teristics. The stall onset is preceeded by the ap-
vortex pair, which also persists through the angle of pearance of 'stall cells', i.e., localized regions of
attack range. The effect of vortex manipulation due reversed flow spaced along the wing span, producing
to chine deflection on the wing pressures at a=30 a distinctive three-dimensional breakdown pattern
deg. is shown in figs. 22 and 23, for the symmetric The stall cells develop non-symmetrically resulting
and anti-symmetric cases respectively. Dihedral and in powerful rolling moments as C4,.x is approached.
anhedral have opposite effects on the wing suction
levels, which translate into increased or decreased These observations suggested that the post-stall
normal force C. respectively in the post-stall alpha behavior of high aspect ratio wings mught be con-
range as shown in fig. 23. Similarly, The opposite trolled by forcing, the stall pockets to grow symmetri-
suction levels induced on the two wing panels by cally, and also by striving to maintain attached flow
anti-symmetric chines generate a potential for rolling in the tip regions even past C-,,, in order to
moment. This effect is also produced by non-sym- improve post-stall roll damping and aileron effective-
metrical (i.e., one sided) chine configurations; the ness. An approach to this end developed by NASA
three test cases and their rolling moment (C~m) Langley is the use of part-span leading edge droop,
characteristics are compared in fig. 25. A significant which has been proven in wind tunnel and flight
post-stall roll control capability is indicated by these tests to be an effective departure alleviator How-
data. ever, a potential cruise-drag penalty as well as

aesthetic considerations have reportedly inhibited
Turning next to pneumatic chines, the case of the adoption of this technique by aircraft manufac-

symmetrical (i.e., both chines) blowing will be first tures.
considered. The C, distributions at a=30 deg. (fig
26) show that symmetric blowing tends to eliminate An alternative proposal for 'fixing' the stall cells
the pronounced asymmetry prevailing on the basel- on a high aspect ratio wing was to cut narrow
ine (i.e., unblown) configuration at this alpha. vertical notches or slots in the leading edge at
Alleviation of zero-beta asymmetry during approach selected span locations. These slots, penetrating to
to maximum lift is thus a potential advantage of less than 5 percent of the local chord, each gener-
pneumatic chine control, ate a contra-rotating vortex pair on the wing upper

surface from the cross-jets created by the leading-
The effect of non-symmetric blowing is to aug- edge pressure differential (fig. 31). Interaction with

ment the suctions levels on the blown side of the the upper-surface bounding layer initiates local
wing, as shown in fig. 27 for the case of left chine wedge-shaped how shear regions between these
blowing at a=30 deg. This allows a controllable lift vortex pairs, which ultimately develop into stall cells.
asymmetry to be introduced between the wing pan- This postulated flow mechanism was verified in
els, generating a rolling moment potential in the smoke and oil flow visualization tests on a generic
post-stall alpha range, as depicted in fig. 28. for high aspect ratio, semi-span wing model, (fig. 32)
both left and right blowing. The local rolling typical results obtained with a pressure instrumented
moment coefficient (based on intragaited upper- wing at a stalled angle of attack (fig. 33) show that
surface C, distributions) in either direction is found the vortex slots restore the upper-surface suction
to increase linearly with blowing momentum up to peaks at the alternate span stations lying between
C1,=.015 approximately (fig. 29). The constructional the slot-generated stall cells. The modified stall
limitations of the test model precluded any defini- behavior due to the vortex slots is evident in the
tive attempts at slot optimization (e.g., varying slot balance data (ref. 18) presented in fig. 34. The
width and length, tapered slots, etc.), which is resulting lift curve has a flat top feature with con-
believed to have potential for improving the pneum- siderably reduced negative slope after Cux in
atic efficiency of the blown chine concept. comparison with-the basic wing, which is the key to

stall departure alleviation. -Also shown for coin-
parison is-the effect of-a typicalNASA part-span
droop addition, which produces a stall modification
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similar to the %ortex slots. While the droop im- 2) Ericksoti, G. E., (1982); Vortex Flow Correla-
proves Cl.mx as expected, it also creates ,,ignificant lion ICAS 13th Congress, Paper No. 82-6.6.1.
"drag penalty at cruise lift coefficient over and above
that caused by vortex slots. 3) Erickson, G. E., et al (1986); Water Facilities

in Retrospect and Prospect - an Illuminating
A unique arrangement of the NASA part-span Tool for Vehicle Design, NASA TM 899409.

droop and vortex slot was developed for application
to a general aviation design, the 'Questair Venture'. 4) Rao, D. M., (1990); Potential os Segmented
This involved the use of a moderate degree of droop Vortex Flaps for Post-Stall Controllability
combined with a vortex slot at its inner end plus a NASA High-Angle-of-Attack Technology Con-
second slot provided further inboard on the uns- ference (to be presented).
drooped leading edge (fig. 35) NASA Langley wind
tunnel tests (ref. 19) of the tuft-visualized stall 5) Polhamus, F. C., (1983); Applicatton of Slender
patterns indicate the progressive improvemcnts due Wing Benefits to Military Aircraft AIAA-83-
to the pan-span droop alone and then in combina- 2566.
tion with the vortex slots. These stall improvements
are reflected in the corresponding lift curves, which 6) Scott, W. B., (1990); YF-23A Preview,, Design
,how that addition of slots to the droop essentially Features of Future Fighters. Aviation Week
removes the negative lift-slope feature. In addition, and Space Technology, July 2, pp. 16-21.
the combined modification provides a stgnifica~n
increase 'n the post-stall aileron control due to the 7) Sellers, W. L, IlI, Meyers, J. F, and Timothy,
tip regions retaining attached flow. E H, (1988); LDV Surveys Over a Fighter

Model at Moderate to High Angles of Attack.
SAE Tech. Paper 881448.

7. Conclusions
8) Rao, D. M., and Puram, C. K., and Shah, G

Selected results of recent low-speed wind tunnel H., (1989); Vortex Control for Tail Buffet
tests of several vortex-control concepts have been Alleviation on a Twin-Tail Fighter Configura-
presented to illustrate their potential in five specific tion. SAE Tech. Paper 892221.
applications:

9) Rao, D. M., and Huffman, J. K., (1982), Hin-
1) Adaptation of the vortex flap concept in a ged Strakes for Enhanced Maneuverability at

unique segmented leading edge arrangement High Angles of Attack. J. Aircraft, Vol. 19,
r.'r lateral/directional control at post-stall No. 4
angle of attack;

10) Erickson, G. E. and Brandon, J. M, (1985);
2) Twin-tail buffet alleviation via LEX vortex Low-Speed Experimental Study of the Vortex

manipulation; Fiow Effects of a Fighter Forebody Having
Unconventional Cross-Section. AIAA Paper

3) Controlled de-coupling of interactive forebo- 85-1798-CP.
dy-chine anJ delta wing vortices;

11) Erickson, G. E. and Brandon, J. M., (1987); On
4) Mechanical and pneumatic manipulation of the Non-Linear Aerodynamic and Stability

forebody chine vortices; and Characteristics of a Generic Chme-Forebody
Slender-Wing Fighter Configuration. NASA

5) Leading edge slot vortex generators to TM 89447.
alleviate stall departure of high aspect ratio
wings 12) Rao, D. M., (1989); Feasibility Study of Vortex

Interaction Control a Chine Forebody/Delta
The above examples presented in this review are Wing Configuration at High Angle of Attack.

illustrative of the scope of problem areas concerning Paper No. 89-3350. AIAA Atmospheric Flight
high-alpha aerodynamics of flight vehicles under Mechanics Conference, 1989.
continuing study, with emphasis on vortex control
techniques. 13) Rao, D. M., Moskovitz, C. and Murri, D. G.,

(1986); Forebody Vortex Management for Yaw
Control at High Angles of Attack ICAS-86-
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On Aircraft Wake Properties and Some Methods for Stimulating
Decay and Breakdown of Tip Vortices

by
R. Staufenbiel and T. Vitting

Department of Aerospace Engineering
Aachen, University of Technology

D 5100 Aachen

SUMMARY WAKE HAZARD REDUCTION

In tihe first part of this paper, investigations on the The hazards, imposed by trailing vortices, can be reduced
formation and structure of wing tip vortices are presented. if the vorticity in the trailing vortex sheet is prevented
A computational method for the time-dependent roll-up from becoming concentrated or if concentrated vorticity is
process is derived, which is based on the Biot-Savart dissipated fast enough.
approach with a particular technique of amalgamation
which preserves energy, center of vorticity and the second In principle, two ways for reducing the wake hazard are
moment of vorticity distribution. The results are possible, which can be distinguished as prenatal and
compared with LDV measurements performed in a water postnatal methods (Fig. 1).
tunnel.

Prenatal methods should prevent the development of
In the second part of the paper the influence of lift strong trailing vortices. Two ways look promising:
distribution on maximum circumferential velocity of
trailing vortices is investigated. Moreover, some special 1. The design of a wing configuration with a
devices for vortex wake alleviation were experimentally favourable lift distribution which implies that the
investigated in order to reveal the potential of three vorticity after roll-up is less concentrated,
methods for vortex wake alleviation: 2. Methods of disturbing or disordering the roll-up

process which could, in the most favourable case,
- artificially destabilizing the vortex, lead to a chaotic and widespread vorticity
- inducing breakdown of the vortex core and distribution.
- spreading and splitting the vorticity of trailing

vortices. The postnatal vortex alleviation intends to disturb the
already concentrated vortex core by one of the following
methods

3. Destabilizing the vortex
INTRODUCTION 4. Stimulating vortex break-down

5. Splitting the tip vortex in sub-vortices of lower
"Trailing vortices generated by larger aircraft can present strength
severe hazard to other aircraft which inadvertently 6. Controlled meandering for stimulating
encounter the vortices. This topic is of growing interest selfdestruction of vortices
because of the increasing air traffic density and the airport 7. Methods to magnify the ageing process
congestion. Runway capacity could be enlarged if the
vortex problem will have been alleviated. In general, all active methods should apply devices which
D t u b b t sput limited penalties on aircraft empty weight and drag." During this study it became obvious that a successful ,

control of vortices depends largely upon the In this paper the methods (1), (3), (4) and (5) are
understanding of the basic fluid motions involved in the considered in more detail.
formation of trailing vortices. For controlling the roll-up
of wing vortex sheet or imposing disturbances on the
core of a concentrated vortex, a detailed knowledge of the
birth piocess and the structure of trailing vortices is THE FORMATION OF TRAILING VORTICES
mandatory.

In this section, some fundamentals of the roll-up process
After a short overview on methods for wake hazard will be treated first. Then, LDV measurements of
reduction, the paper is concerned with two main topics velocity components in trailing vortices will be

- presented. A main subject is the introduction of a new,
- the formAtion of trailing vortices simple numerical method for calculating the roll-up
- methods for reducing the strength of trailing vortices process. Finally, theoretical results will be compared

with experiments.
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Fundamentals of the roll-un process half span behind the wing trailing edge, the vortex
structure becomes practically constant which means that

In the following diagrams, the streamwise, spanwise and the roll-up process is practically finished. The advantage
wing normal coordinates are denoted by x, y, z, of the rectangular planfornm, used in these experiments, is
respectively. Vc is the circumferential velocity, induced the fast roll-up process which is already terminated
by the vorticity in the crossflow plane. within the test section of the water tunnel.

Fig. 2 illustrates the two main effects which a wing Fig. 6 shows the core radius as function of the
imposes on passing air flow. It shows the wake of a downstream distance. The core radius increases with
wing of rectangular planform shortly behind the trailing distance and a saturation can be observed with a value of
edge measured in a water tunnel by an LDV. Velocity about 2.5% of the halfspan. The final value depends on
components in spanwise and streamwise direction were the lift distribution, that is, on wing planform and aspect
measured along a line normal to the wing planform at ratio.
three span stations.

The spanwise component reveals the shear layer of the A numerical method for calculating the roll-up process
vortex sheet and shows a large maximum circumferential
velocity near the wing tip caused by a high To understand the experimental results better, a numerical
concentration of vorticity - already half a chord length method is presented which is based on a modified point
behind the trailing edge. vortex approximation. This simple method was

developed as a design tool suitable to perform parametric
The streamwise velocity component indicates the studies for investigating basic influences.
momentum loss in the boundary layer which is related to
the profile drag. The deficit of the streamwise velocity Multi-discrete-vortex models have been used for a long
component is reduced towards the wing tip and even a jet- time to simulate the evolution of vortex sheets
type profile is obtained at the location of the vortex emanating from the trailing edges of lifting surfaces, see,
center because of the reduced static pressure in the vortex e.g., the survey given in Ref. [2]. In the point-vortex
core. approach (better rectilinear line-vortex approach), the

three-dimensional steady vortex sheet is considered to be
Following Spreiter and Sacks [1], the rate of formation two-dimensional and unsteady. The lift distribution of the
of circumferential energy in the wake, induced by the wing defines the initial distribution of the array of
trailing vortices, is directly related to the induced drag potential vortices with the strength of ti. The motion of
(Fig. 3) the line vortices and, thus, the rol!-up process can be

calculated by solving a system of first order ordinary

(1) Di = _LJffI PV 2dV = ffjpVc2dA differential equations, the Biot-Savart equations:

V CP dyi I I 1 zi -_zj

where the integral must be performed over an infinite dt ji 2XtY (yj yj) 2 +(zzj) 2

sheet of thickness 1 normal to the flight direction c, he (2)
crossflow plane (=CP). d I Yi - Yj

LDVmesurmetsdt j~i TX• Yj (y, _ Yj )2 + (z, _ zj )2

LDV measurements

Every multi-discrete-vortex model leads to the difficulty
Fig. 4 shows axial and circumferential velocity profiles - that the vortex filaments are singularities and create large
in units of freestream velocity - measured at three velocities in their neighborhood. Instability and sheet
different downstream stations behind a wing with crossings during roll-up seem unavoidably and turn the
rectangular planform and an aspect ratio of AR=4. array of the line vortices into chaos.
Surprising is the rapid decrease of the axial velocity
turning a jet-type into a wake-type profile (Vx/Voo=1.3 - Fig. 7 shows the result of the classical point vortex
> 0.7). Also the maximum circumferential velocity approximation for a wing with an elliptical lift
decreases with downstream distance, but at a much distribution at a non-dimensional time r=2.5 (T=ff'/s 2).
smaller rate. The results of an inviscid numerical Even if the roll-ut of the vortex sheet looks quite
approach, a modified line vortex method presented later promising, the line vortex methods are not suitable for a
on, show similar tendencies so that no ageing process is comparison with experimmnts describing the roll-up
to be assumed as the reason for this behaviour, process. This statement .s valid for the two-dimensional
Spoint vortex as well as for three-dimensional vortex-
lIt Fig. 5 the axial velocity at the vortex center and the lattice methods. Particularly, the most interesting
maximum circumferential velocity are shown as a velocity profile of the circumferential velocity can not be
function of downstream positions. Both values are obtained from discret.-vortex model simulations The
reduced with increasing downstream distance. About five reason is that the local values of the circumferential
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velocity are unsteady, with high peak values near the the case in dhe chaotic region - this representation is
concentrated singularities of the chaotically moving line going lost.
vortices.

For restoring the relationship between rotational energy
In spite of the irregular, chaotic motion, the Biot-Savart and K.-R. function, the prevention of chaos or the
approach meets some important conservation laws, as reconstruction of ar ordered vortex sheet in the chaotic
can easily be derived from the shown differential region is necessary.
equations [3]. In particular, the so-called Kirchhoff-Routh
function Until now, the prevention of chaos was not successful in

spite of the many proposed modifications of the classical
S1 line vortex methods: Velocity cutoff schemes, use of(3) K = i vortices with a core, amalgamation of a number of

i<j vortices into a single vortex, use of subvortices, re-

itdiscretization of the sheet, and other filtering and
is time-invariant. Moreover, the spanwise position of the smoothing techniques [2]. In any case, these "surgical"
center of vorticity (for each half wing), and the second techniques mean a manipulation of the Biot-Savart
moment of vorticity distribution (for likesign % orticity) equations with uncertain influences on the vortex
are conserved, structure.

It is a very interesting fact that the K.-R. function is In this paper, a special way of reconstruction of a vortex
directly related to the induced drag sheet in the core region is described. It is based on a

special amalgamation process embedded in the point
(4) -K -4 Di / p vortex method. Vortices which are turning into chaos are

amalgamated into a concentrated vortex. The proposed"if a sufficiently high number of vortices represent the modification of the point vortex approximation can be
vortex sheet shed by the wing (4]. Thus, the time- described in the following way:
invariance of the K.-R. function is equivalent to the
conservation of the rotational energy in the cross-flow 1) The amalgamation process is initiated every time
plane during roll-up. It is remarkable that in the K.-R. when a self-crossing of the vortex sheet occurs.
function the singularities of the line vortices are 2) The amalgamated vorticity is distributed
eliminated so that a finite rotational energy is obtained homogeneously, in accordance with a modified
corresponding to the finite value of the induced drag. Lamb-Oseen model (5], across a concentrated region
Moreover, the K.-R. function can be very easily around the already amalgamated vorticity center.
evaluated. One only must know the circulation of the 3) The parameters of the model are updated - at every
line vortices and the relative distances between all line amalgamation step - by the conditions that
vortex pairs rij, a knowledge obtained by solving the - the K.-R. function is conserved
Biot-Savart equations. No difficult integration process is - the second moment of vorticity is not changed
necessary, as would be the case if Eq. (1) must be over an amalgamation step and
evaluated. - the total circulation is conserved

- the center of amalgamated vorticity is kept
The two statements: constant

- results of the point vortex method have no In this way, the relevance of the conservation of
relationship to experimental results (because of rotational energy is brought back into the simple line
singularities and chaos) and vortex method.

- the time-invariant K.-R. function, which is calculated
by the point vortex approach, is directly related to Three time-dependent parmneters are incorporated in the
induced drag modified Lamb-Oseen model

look controversial. This discrepancy can be solved if we 2consider the derivation of the relation between rotational (5) rnr[A _RO1 r/Ri
energy and K.-R. function. It is not valid in any case.

* First, it is applicable only if the vorticity, distributed
with positive and negative sign, sums up to zero so that ram, Ro and Ri. The parameter A has a smaller
the circulation at large distances from the vorticity center influence on the results and was chosen as constant,
is zero. Othervise the rotational energy wou!d be A=0.7. The term in the second bracket describes the well-
infinite. This condition is fulfilled for vorticity generated known Lamb-Oseen mcdel. By adapting, at each
by lifting surfaces. Moreover, the stated relationship amalgamation step, the "inner radius" Ri - which is
requires that the vorticity is distributed along a approximately equal to the core radius Rc- it is
continuous vortex sheet which is represented by point possible to conserve the energy, given by the Kirchhoff-
vertices as finite elements. As soon as a self-crossing of Routh function. The term in the first bracket permits to
the vortex sheet occurs or the sheet is destroyed - as is conserve the second moment of vorticity distribution by

adapting the "outer radius" Re. ram is the time-
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dependent circulation determined by the already Fig. 12 shows the calculated maximum circumferential
amalgamated vorticity. Fig. 8 shows circulation, velocity. If, again, the pre-concentration phase is
vorticity distribution and circumferential velocity profile excluded, a smooth decrease of the maximum
for the amalgamated vortex after a non-dimensional roll- circumferential velocity is reproduced, similar as shown
up time of T=2.5 for an elliptic lift distribution. Details in the experimental results of Fig. 5. For comparison
of the modified point vortex method are presented in [6]. purpose, also the simulation result for an elliptical lift

distribution is plotted. The higher density of vorticity in
As a first result, Fig. 9 shows the ordered roll-up and case of the rectangular wing leads to final values of the
the prevention of chaos by using the special circumferential velocity which are considerably higher
amalgamation process for the same case as displayed in than for the elliptical distribution.
Fig. 7 obtained by the classical point vortex method.

As an interesting experimental result, the decrease of the
The proposed method has the advantage that important maximum axial velocity at the vortex center was found.
conservation laws are met, particularly the energy Also this effect can be derived, at least qualitatively,
conservation, by suppressing the chaos with the using the proposed numerical method.
consequence that

Considering the balance between pressure and centrifugal
- a viscous-like vortex core with finite circumferential forces, the static pressure at the vortex center is related to

velocity is obtained and the circulation of the amalgamated vortex as
- a time-dependent, analytical model of the vortex core

can be evaluated for a comparison with experiments. (6) P0- p- I2 - r2

The conservation of rotational energy is of paramount P 0-.3 dr

importance for any numerical algorithm which is going
to describe the roll-up process and the final vortex The integral and, therefore, p0 can be evaluated because
structure. Fig. 10 shows the strong influence of the the circulation is known as function of the radial distance
Kirchhoff-Routh function on core radius and maximum and time (or downstream distance) from the vortex center.
circumferential velocity. An error of only 10% in energy Because the integral decreases - due to a widening of the
provides a deviation of 60% from the true values of core core, the static pressure in the core region increases as
radius and maximum circumferential velocity, long as the roll-up process has not been terminated,

thereby reducing the axial velocity in the vortex core. In
In this respect, Euler and Navier-Stokes codes are Fig. 13, the axial velocity at the vortex center is shown
expected to suffer from the limited resolution in spatial as function of downstream position for an elliptical lift
and time coordinates, which lead to core radii which ae distribution. The simulation is evaluated for three values
too large and maximum circumferential velocities which of the parameter AR/CL. In this evaluation, the initial
are too low. Numerical viscosity acts in the same sense. value of the axial velocity, which is related to the total
It seems that, at this time, it is almost hopeless that pressure at the vortex center, must be given. In Fig. 13
three-dimensional schemes can cope with the necessary an initial value of VXdVd.= 1.4 was chosen.
spatial resolution (required by the high concentration of
vorticity in the core region) and the integration over a
long distance (10 to 100 halfspan, depending on lift
distribution) without "loosing" too much energy. METHOD FOR REDUCING THE STRENGTH OF

TRAILING VORTICES

f In the second part of the paper, the following effects and

Fig. 11 shows a comparison of simulation and LDV methods for reducing vortex strength will be considered:

measurements for the vortex core radius as a function of - Influence of lift distribution
distance behind the trailing edge. The wing has a - Destabilizing vortex cores
rectangular planform of aspect ratio AR=4. The basic B o
tendency of a growing core radius, as found incorestendncyof groingcor raiusas oun in- Splitting vorticity and generating subvortices
experiments, is reproduced by the proposed theoretical S
approach. Also the final value of the core radius
(Ri>0.034*s) is in good agreement with the experiments, Effect of lift distribution on maximum circumferential
even if the measurement could not be extended above a vlct
distance of ten halfspans. But, the measurements show
larger core radii directly behind the trailing edge. As die
main reason for this deviation, a pre-concentration of The amalgamation method permits investigations of the
vorticity is onsidered which occurs a dy over the wing roll-up proceýs for arbitrary lift distributions. Fig. 14

vortcit isconiderd wichoccrs lreay oer he ing shows the maximum circumferential velocity, related to
along the wing tip. Such an effect is not included in the the f am velocity, foltretheory. the freo-stream velocity and the lift coefficient, for threm

circulation distributions: for an elliptical and a parabolic

distribution as well as for rectangular planforms of
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various aspect ratios. The lift distribution has a An instability criterion, developed by Leibovich and
considerable influence on the vortex structure. The Stewartson [7], was used for guiding experiments. For
maximum circumferential velocity differs by a factor of assessing vortex stability, the measured circumferential
about 4 between the parabolic distribution and the and axial velocity profiles were approximated
rectangular planform. A smaller reduction of analytically. For this purpose, the circumferential
circumferential speed is observed for all distributions if velocity profiles near the vortex center can be described
the aspect ratio increases. by the Lamb-Oseen model

Fig. 15 should help to understand the considerable V'2(r) C )

influence of the lift distribution. This diagram presents (7) V_ (r C e.-."r

four different circulation distributions: a rectangular wing V*
case with an aspect ratio of 8, the elliptical, the parabolic
lift distribution and a special configuration: an Ogee-type while the axial velocity profiles are assumed to be of
wing tip. The last wing has a circulation distribution Gaussian type
which is in-between the elliptical and parabolic case. All
distributions provide the same lift. The values of the Va (r) 2
induced drag of the parabolic distribution and the (8) - = I- Se
rectangular cases are almost equal and differ by about
10% from the elliptical case. The plot indicates, that thevalues of the circulation at midspan (the maximum By inserting these analytical models in the Leibovich-
value) are remarkably different from each other, where the Stewartson theory, a sufficient condition for vortex
parabolic distribution has the largest value (30% above instability can be derived, where parameters of the vortex
the rectangular case). It seems surprising that just the structure are combined to a stability measure S
distribution with the highest midspan circulation gives ci
the lowest maximum circumferential speed (9) S m

This effect can be easily understood if it is noticed that
the induced drag varies only little among the four cases. For instability, S must be less than 0.9. Most important
An increase of the midspan circulation by a factor to for the following considerations is the fact, that
leads to an induced drag proportional to w2 if the core instability is particularly fostered by increasing the axial
radius would be held constant. Thus, a stretching of the velocity defect .
vortex cores is mandatory to compensate for the increased
rotational energy in the outer field. Fig. 16 shows
quantitatively the large influence of midspan circulation Exueriments with spoilers
on the maximum circumferential velocity. The 30%
higher value of the midspan circulation of a parabolic To increase the wake defect, an experiment was caried
distribution reduces the maximum circumferential out in which a small spoiler has been installed near the
velocity by a factor of about 7 compared to the wing tip at such a position that the additional wake of
rectangular planforms. A variation of induced drag is of the spoiler penetrated the center of the trailing vortex.
minor importance on this strong influence, as shown by The spoiler was placed on the wing tip in a part where a *ý1
the plots in the figure. high concentration of vorticity is to be expected. Its

position turned out to be very sensitive for destabilizing
For proving this large effect, a wing with an Ogee-tip the vortex. The final spoiler position is shown in Fig.
was investigated. The chosen wing configuration is 19. Results are presented for a rectangular wing
shown in Fig. 17. The tip vortex structure of the Ogee planform of aspect ratio AR=4.
configuration was investigated by LDV measurements of
axial and circumferential velocity profiles as shown Fig. Fig. 20 shows the velocity profiles of the axial and
18. The axial velocity reveals a widely spread wake for circumferential velocity components for three different
the Ogee configuration compared to the strong and very downstream positions. The axial velocity profiles change
concentrated wake of a rectangular planform. As a significantly over a short length in streamwise direction.
consequence, the vortex core is considerably larger and From x/s=0.5 to 0.6, the axial velocity defect increases
the maximum circumferential velocity for the Ogee tip is rapidly, from 0.1 V. to about 0.5*V*,, but changes
reduced by an order of magnitude compared to the only slightly over the following distance, between 0.6 s
rectangular reference case. and 2 s. Within the investigated range the circumferential

velocity is only slightly reduced.

Hydrodynamic instability of vortices A flow visualization experiment revealed that the sudden
change in the axial velocity coincides with a widening of

One method of controlling tip vortices might be the the core region where the straight vortex center winds up
stimulation of hydrodynamic instability which could to a helix with a diameter in the order of the vortex core,
possibly lead to vortex breakdown. Fig. 21. Downstream of that position (see arrow), the
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flow character does not change any more as the photo The reference wing generates an axial velocity profile
illustrates, with a narrow and deep defect revealing a small core

radius. For the half-delta, the core radius grows by a

Evaluating the stability parameter at a downstream factor of almost three while the maximum
position of x/s=0.6 gives S=1.03, a value which comes circumferential velocity is reduced by about 35%, related
close to the stability boundary of 0.9. Further to the reference case. Since the angle of attack was kept

downstream, at x/s=2, the vortex is considered as slightly constant in this experiment, the reduction of the
unstable, corresponding to S=0.84. Thus, it can be maximum circumferential velocity would amount to
concluded that the change in the flow behavior, observed about 45% at equal lift.
in the photo, is caused by a destabilizing mechanism
induced by the additional wake of the spoiler. Even
though S falls a little below the stability boundary, Stator located in a tip vortex
vortex breakdown does not appear.

The last example for alleviating trailing vortex strength
A comparison of the time-averaged velocity profiles at is addressed to the splitting of the concentrated tip vortex
x/s=2, with and without a spoiler, is given in Fig. 22. into several subvortices. For this purpose a stator was
Beside the large difference in the axial velocity - the investigated which was located in the tip vortex center
defect grows up from about 0 to about 0.5*Voo, also the behind the wing. The stator consisted of four blades.
core radius and the maximum circumferential velocities
differ. But, the most interesting maximum The redistribution of wing vorticity by a stator may be
circumferential velocity is only slightly reduced, by described as follows. The vorticity in the wing wake is
about 20%. assumed to be highly concentrated so that the inflow to

the stator has a strong rotational component. If the
stator, with hub and blades, is properly designed for

Breakdown of cores working in a rotational flow field, vorticity is transferred
from the wing tip vortex to the blade tip vortices, as

Yet another configuration was investigated which directly visualized in Fig. 26. The strength of these vortices
stimulates breakdown. depends on the blade design and the number of blades.
As is well known from delta-wings at high angle of
attack, leading edge vortices can breakdown very closely Results of this effect, obtained by LDV measurements,
behind or even above the wing. In general, this type of are shown in Fig. 27. Here, the flow fields behind the
vortex breakdown is combined with a drastic change of clean configuration and downstream of a four-bladed
the flow pattern. Now, the question arose whether it is stator with a radius of 40% of wing chord are compared.
possible to stimulate also tip vortices of more In the latter case, axial and circumferential velocity
conventional wing planforms to breakdown. For this components were measured along two different lines. The
purpose, a specipJly shaped wing with a half-delta tip was largest values of maximum circumferential velcicy are
designed and investigated in the water tunnel. obtained along a line which cuts two of the blade tip

vortices (marked as 0 degree) while a smoothed profile is
Top and front views of the half-delta configuration are measured along the 45-degree line. In the clean
shown in Fig. 23, in addition to a reference wing tip. In configuration, the maximum circumferential velocity is
both cases the wing has a rectangular planform of aspect about five times as high as it is downstream of the
ratio AR=5 with a Clark-Y airfoil. The half-delta is a stator. The sattering of the measurements of the axial
sharp edged plate which extends the flat lower side of the velocity indkates that the level of turbulence is raised by
wing profile. In addition, a reference configuration with the presence of the stator which may, in addition, lead to
the same span width was tested. In this case, the airfoil a faster ageing process.
of the inner wing is continued to the tip and tapered with
the same chord distribution as the half-delta; leading and In addition to the velocity profiles, forces and pitching
trailing edges are equally swept rearward and forward by momentum were measured in the water tunnel, using a
the same angle. five-component strain gage balance, to investigate the

performance of different configurations. For the
It was found, that the chosen half-delta configuration configuration described above, the total drag is reduced by
generates a leading edge vortex as a regular delta wing about 7% at the same lift. In principle, a stator in a
does. But, at the same angle of attack, the leading edge vortex field redistribute the vorticity concentrated in the
vortex is stronger at the half-delta and breaks down earlier tip vortices. Behind a wing tip, the flow can be deviated
than leading edge vortices of delta wings because lift in such a way that some of the rotational energy of the
coefficient and circulation are larger at a given angle of tip-vortex is recovered. The change in flow direction leads
attack. Fig. 24 indicates, that, at an angle of attack of to a reaction force on the blades which can reduce the
(1=13 degree, a concentrated leading edge vortex breaks resultant induced drag. A simple model illustrates this
"down at approximately the half chord position. effect where it is assumed that the vorticity, concentrated
Corresponding velocity profiles are given in the Fig. 25. in the wing tip vortex, is transferred to the tip vortices of

and eloity stator blades and spread over a cylindrical ring with the
At the half-delta configuration, core radius and velocity radius of the blades - as would be the case for a large - V
profiles are remarkably different from the reference case. number ofstmor blades. Then, the induced drag can easily ,
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be calculated using the Kurchhoff-Routh function. The [3] Kochin, N.E., K;el I.A. and Roze, N.V.: Theoretical
result of tis calculation is summarized in Fig. 28 Hydrodynamics, Interscience Publisher 1964, pp. 198-
showing a considerable reduction of the induced drag with 202
increasing values of the ring radius a.

[41 Staufenbiel, R.: Ein Modell zur analytischen
For radii of the blades of 10% of the half-span, about Beschreibung von Randwirbeln, Z. Flugwiss. u.
20% of induced drag can be saved as a benefit offered in Weltraumforsch., (ZFW), 1985, Nr. 9, Heft 5
addition to the mainly intended considerable reduction of
maximum circumferential velocity. 151 Staufenbiel, R.: Structure of Lift-Generated Rolled-

up Vortices, Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 21, 1984, pp
737-744

CONCLUSIONS
[6] Staufenbiel, R. and Scherer, Th.: Ein modifiziertes

Experiments which investigated the roll-up process of a Punktwirbelverfahren zur Beschretbung des
vortex sheet behind lifting surfaces of rectangular Aufrollvorgangs bei Randwirbeln, submitted to Z.
planform provided tie results that Flugwiss. u. Weltraumforsch. (ZFW), 1989.

- the core radius grows, [7] Leibovich. S. and Stewardson, K.: A Sufficient
- the maximum circumferential velocity decreases even Condition for the Instability of Columnar Vortices, J.

though the circulation in the vortex grows, Fluid Mechanics, Vol. 126, 1983, pp. 335-356
- the axial velocity at the center of the vortex is

considerably reduced.

These characteristics were reproduced by a computational
method for the time-dependent roll-up process, developed
as a design tool, which is based on the Biot-Savrt
approach with a particular technique of anmalgamation.
The results agree well with LDV measurements
performed in a water tunnel.

The theoretical results, presented in the second part of the
paper, showed a large influence of the lift distribution on
maximum circumferential velocity. The special devices
for vortex wake alleviation, even if not optimized,
providee -emarkable reduction of the maximum
circumf. .J velocity. As particularly promising, a
stator coi|:guration was found which not only reduces
the vortex strength considerably but also leads to a
decrease in the total drag of the wing-stator combination.
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CONTROL OF FOREBODY VORTICES BY SUCTION AT THE NOSE OF THE

RAE HIGH INCIDENCE RESEARCH MODEL

by

A. Jean Ross
E. B. Jefferies

Geraldine F. Edwards

Aerodynamics Department
Royal Aerospace Establishment

Famborough, Hampshire GU14 6TD, United Kingdom

SUMMARY A lightweight model of the RAE High Incidence
Research Model (HIRMI) had been made for experiments on

The concept of applying suction at the nose of fore- the Whirling Arm at Cranfield Institute of Technology, and
bodies at high angle of attack to control the vortex flow has was modified to have a sharp nose with two suction holes.
been applied In static and dynamic wind-tunnel tests on the It was also possible to fit a suction control system inside
RAE High Incidence Research Model. The first series of the fuselage, and to make provision for mounting the model
static tests showed that sideforce and yawing moment on the free-to-yaw rig.
varied near-linearly with flow rate (or mass flow) coefficient,
rather than momentum coefficient, up to a maximum, but the Definitive static tests using a conventional sting and
maximum control powers available were small on the original strain-gauge balance in the 13 x 9 ft wind tunnel at RAE
drooped forebody. The results for suction on a large ogival Bedford were conducted first, to give data on forces and
forebody give yawing moment equivalent to about 250 of moments over ranges of angles of attack and sideslip, for
rudder at an angle of attack of 300, and significantly higher varying suction rates. The investigation by Heydari 4

for higher angles. They also show some dependence on appeared to show that the effectiveness depended on
whether separation Is laminar or turbulent, and parameters momentum of the flow through the holes, so the sharp nose
defining the variation with flow rates are compared. Dyne- was made with smaller diameter holes than the original nose
mic experiments on a free-to-yaw rig, with active control of tip used on the missile. However, the results from the first
flow rates, were inconclusive and further experiments are series of static tests showed that effectiveness dependsbeing conducted, on mass flow (or flow rate), and the suction levels needed to

achieve the required mass flow through the smaller holes1 INTRODUCTION were too high to be practicable.

It is well known that the vortices shed by the forebody The static tests were repeated, with the holes
of an aircraft tend to become asymmetric at high angles of enlarged and with flow meters to measure flow rates
attack, even at zero sideslip angle, causing large sideforce directly. Results at nominal angles of attack near 30' and
and yawing moment (see the summary in Ref 1). Relative to 330 are as expected, with sideforce, yawing and rolling
their symmetric positions, one of the vortices moves away m
from the surface, and the other moves closer, but which of oments varying near-lineay with mass flow up to a

maximum effect, beyond which Increasing mass flow doesthe two moves in a given direction appears to be arbitrary. not change the force or moments. At angles of attack
Thus the sign of the sideforce is also arbitrary, and may above about 35°, the variation with mass flow is not so
change as angle of attack is increased. However, for a dfive posb due to th inue ffects of th

give co~urtio at artculr agleof sack th mani- definitive, possibly due to the induced effects of the
given configuration at particular angle of attack, the magni- vortices on the canard/wing/taillfin. Flow visualisation
tude of the sideforce Is bounded2 . Such asymmetries in the using a laser light sheet with smoke showed the movement
sideforce, yawing and possibly rolling moments cause air- of the vortices as flow rates were varied.
craft to depart from symmetric flight conditions, and may
lead to departure from controlled flight The results for yawing moment at a - 30' were used

Several experiments 2
.
3 

have been conducted using to design control laws for controlling the model on the free-small lots of air very close to the nose to control the to-yaw rig. A ventral fin had to be added to the model, to

positions of the vortices, but most experiments reported improve directional stability at high angles of attack. It was
have boon static tests In wind unnels. Heydarisoed just possible to hold the model at a demanded small or zero
that en isatie to controla simple missilel He gatishowed angle of sideslip, but it was very unsteady on the rig, withthat it is possible to control a simple missile configuration lagamitdoslainsnbthpchndyw
mounted on a (ree-to-yaw rig by applying suction differen- large amplitude oscillations in both pitch and yaw.
tially at the port and starboard holes, the amount of suction Several longer forebodles, without droop, have been
being actively controlled using the angle of sideslip as tested, In order to obtain greater control powers from thefeedback. tseI re ooti rae oto oesfo hstronger vortices for angles of attack near 30". A selection

The investigations reported here are the first stages of of the results for the largest of these forebasdies isa co tin ingres arch pro ram e t in esti atetheposi-. described, In particular to 'ihow the increased magnitudes.a continuing research programme to investigate the posi-- of sideforca and yawing'momeint due to flow rate, and the
bility of controlling an aircraft at high angle of attack using effects of transition on the forebody.
suction to influence the asymmetric development of the e r t
nose vortices. Section 2 describes the models used, whilst 2 DESCRIPTION OF MODEL AND TEST
sections 3 and 4 cover respectively the static and dynamic CONDITIONS
wind-unnel tests. The conclusions of these tests and ir
plans for further work are discussed in section 6. Each of The lightweight Model 2206 is a 419-scale version of
these aspects of the research programme is also summar- the free-flight model known as HIRM1 (High Incidence"ised briefly below. Research Model), and has canard and taliplane surfaces

which can be set to various angles. The original model had
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the long nose probe as used in the free-flight tests
5

, bta for accepted as it Is necessary to use the lightweight model on
the work reported here this was replaced Initially by a sharp the free-t-,-yaw rig.
nose on the drooped forebody', and later by the same sharp
nose on a longer undrooped ogival forebody. Both configur- 3 STATIC WIND TUNNEL TESTS
ations are shown in Fig 1. and the geometric details of the
model are given in Table 1. The sting mounting in the 13 x 9 3.1 Initial results for drooped forebody

tunnel was compatible with the model. so a strain gauge
balance could be used for the static tests. It was also The variations of the control powers available in skle-

possible to provide a mounting from underneath the force and yawing moment due to suction on either port or

fuselage at the reference cen' _.5E, so that the starboard side are shown In Fig 3, for a - 30.9*. The asyrm-

model could be tested on the ii.. j-yaw rgforthe metry In the vortex flow at zero section is indicated by the
dynamic tests. non-zero values of Cy and On , for this test series being

negative. SuwAion on the starboard side causes a positive

The sharp nose, of 27 Included angle, has two holes increment, and zero values of Cy and On are 'eached at

about 4 mm back from the apex, situated circumferentially the highest suction applied. Suction on the port side

at 300 down from the top, which had been found
2 

to be the (shown on the lefthand side of the graphs with suction

optimum position for affecting the forebody vortices by increasing in the negative direction), causes a negative

blowing. An enlarged sketch of the nose tip is shown on increment, and a limit appears to be reached at the highe-t

Fig 2, together with the systems for applying the suction, suction levels. However, the control powers do vary

Each hole is connected to a p;enum chamber, In which the smoothly as suction changes, and are approximately

suction levels are controlled to give varying flow rates additive, as shown by the results for constant suction on
through the holes. For the static wind-tunnel tests, the one side and varying suction on the other. These results

constant suction levels were applied using suction equip- are typical for angles of attack up to about 36°, and the

ment outside the working section, and were .ionitored with maximum control powers available increase with &agle of

flow meters and/or pressure gauges. For the dynamic attack in this range.
experiments, the flow rates through the two holes were
controlled by needle valves housed In the fuselage (see The variation of sideforce (or yawing moment) with
Fig 2), the positions of the needle valves being changed suction is presented in Fig 3 In terms of flow rate (or mass

according to the chosen control laws. The varying pres- flow), although the previous results on the missile con-
sures were recorded, but it was not possible to obtain figuration had been presented in terms of momentum
continuous records of flow rates from the flow meters. coefficient'l, following the usage for experiments with

blowing. The two coefficients are defined as
The original nose used by Heydari had holes of

nominal diameter of I mm, but it had been suggested that CO - mnpVSREF - (flow rate)VSREF assuming
smaller holes might be beneficial, so the new nose made for Incompressible flow (1)
Model 2206 had holes of 0.5 mm. These holes did not give
sufficient flow through, since high suction levels, up to Cý - MUW//oV2SREF , where (2)
6 psi instead of 1 psi, had to be used to change the side-
force from one extreme to the other. The original nose was
re-fitted to Model 2206 for part of the first series of tests, m = mass flow . pHUHAH - pUHAH (3)

and the now nose was modified to have holes of 0.75 mm
diameter, the maximum diameter possible for this nose Al - area of hole
design, for later tests. The nose cones also fit on to the
ogival forelbody, which was designed to blend with the lines UH - velocity of air through hole
of the original fuselage near the cockpit apex.

A laser light sheet wa3 used to visualise the vortices SE - wing area 0

as part of the static experiments, with smoke Introduced It may be shown
7 that the assumption of incompress-

upstream of the model at about the height of the nose. ible flow is acceptable for the low levels of suction applied,
Video records were taken of the positions and movement of less than 1 psi, the maximum value of UH being less than
the forebody vortices as flow rates were varied7 

Oil flows
were also photographed, most attention being paid to the 100 m/s.
separation and re-attachment lines on the forebodyS. It was found that the results measured for the two

Tests have been made with control settings to give noses with different hole sizes did not collapse using Ci as

zero pitching moment near c. * 30, ie canard either zero or parameter, as shown in Fig 4a. The sideforce measured at

-100, and taiplane-20. Tunnel speed had to be restricted - 350, With suction applied through the nose with 0.5mm

to 33mwith a<37,and to20msforhigher anglesof diameter holes at two tunnel speeds, are plotted with the
attack, because of model stron2th considerations, corresponding results for suction applied through the ong-

Comparisons madeb Ormeron with results obtained a inal nose (used on the missile model) with larger holes.
higherispeeds (40mtande 7 O mro n withMruodel 2130, IsDifferent levels of asymmetry were present at zero suction
higher speeds (40 m/s and 70 m/s) on Medal 2130,/e ~ for these three tests, and analysis of later results

8 
(des-

identical geometry and size, showed some small changes in cribed in section 3.2) showed that comparisons should
lift and pitching moment at wing stall, but these had to be

The 'nosis defined here as the nose tip shown In Fig ", Wing area has been used for this report, but recent tests

which is the same external geometry for all tests, and the In the RAE 6m tunnel on the free-flht model indicate

lorebody' Is the fuselage between the nose tip a the that SREF should refer to hole geometry In some
omanner. # 4.

- -
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be made by considering incremental suction relative to that The shape of the variations of Cy and Cn with Cop
for symmetric flow (io zero sideforce and yawing moment). and COS (Fig 6a&b) are similar to those obtained with the
The data are thus plotted against ACIg, although a 3•irnlar original forebody, but the maximum positive and negative

result
7 

Is obtained if aCy versus CIL is used, taking the values cr'aalmost symmetric, even though sideforce and
incremental sideforce from that at zero suction. "The yawing moments are not zero at zero flow rate. The results
ch.arige in sidaforce with momentum coefficient is much were analysed to see if a suitable approximate formula
smaller for the nose with smaller holes, compared with could represent the variation adequately, based on empiri-
results for the nose with larger holes. The maximum effect cal data. it was found that the same form could be chosen
had not been reached at V - 20 m/s for suction on the for Cy ar.d Cn for variation between the maximum positive
starboard side. A few results at V - 34 m!s gave consis- and negative levels, ie
tent results. In contrast, tests with the original nose at
V - 34 m/s showed that the maximum elfects on Cy . 7(3 -

2 •yly'/) (4)
could be achioved with suction through port or starboard CV1
holes, and the initial variation of Cy with Cl is much
steeper. where y- (Q - 0)/QL, and 0 Is flow rate, Q0 is the

value at which Cy is zero, [QL + Q0] and [- QL + Q0] are
The altarnative parameter, ilow rate (or mass flow) is the valueis at which the maximum ±CyL aie attained. For

more acceptable from a physical point of view, since faow rates greater than these, sideforce and yawing moment
suction should be represcnted oy a sink. This does not remain at the maximum positive and negative values for flow
introduce a region of flow in the mainstream with different rates on starboard and port sides respectively. a is here
total pressure, in contrast to jets blown in the stream. The taken to be positive for flow rate through starboard hole,
two holes in the original nose were founa to be of slightly and negative through port hole. The values of CyL, 0
different diameters, so that same suction level gives and OL were chosen to obtain a good fit to the experimen-
differeit flow rates. The slopes Cf Cy with AC0 are the tal data, by the method described in the Appendix. A corre-
same for the port and staruoard holes on both noses, and sponding expression for Cn was used, with different values
for the two speeds, as shown in Fig 4b. The collapse of the of Q0 and QL at given angle of attack. (Note that the
results on to a mean line is remarkably good, as the model coefficient form of flow rate could be used, but it is not
was unsteady on the sting, leading to scattered data. necessary to denote this in the equations because only
Repeat readings were taken, to Indicate the magnitude of ratios are needed.)
the unsteadiness, and these are shown in Fig 4 for one of
the tests at V . 20 m/s. The variation of these parameters with angle of attack

is discussed in the section 3.3, where further comparisons.2 Control powers with the large forebody are made. The mean curves obtained from these empirical

formulae are shown in Fig 6a&b, and are seen to be accept-The tests with the original forebody (without nose able representations of the variations with flow rate. It was
probe) showed that the sideforce and yawing moments also found7 

that the formulae could be used using differen-
generated by suction through one of the holes near the ialo dow rt, nate the fm eoli er ulsd shon In
apex were near their maximum values with flow rate tial -low rata, as Indicated by the earlier results shown In
coefficients of CQ - 2.5 x 1 .

6 . The results for these flow Fig 3.

rates applied to the original and large forebodies are shown it has not been thought worthwhile to find approximate
in Fig 5. It may be .sen that s•+nificant control powers are formulae for rolling and pitching moments, although it may
present for a > 250 for the large forebody, and that there be possible to derive nonlinear forms. The variation of
is a factor of about 10 between maximum powers for the two rolling moment with flow rates is shown in Fig 6c, and is
different forebodies at a . 30• The results for flow rates seen to be Irregular for angle of attack greater than 310.
through port 3nd starboard hales awe also symmetric for the having a large effect for small flow rates, but then decreas-
large forebody, indicating that the vortex flows from the ing as flow rate increases further. Such characteristics
forebody are mirror-images of each other for large equal would be difficult to use In a flight control system. Pitching
flow rates through port or starboard holes, despite the moments (Fig 6d) are also affected, particularly at the
random asymmetry at zero flow rates, higher angles of attack and small flow rates, but these may

posstbly be alleviated if the flight control system includes a
The yawing moment due to 100 of rudder is also shown control law to maintain constant angle of attack.

in Fig 5; the rudder is still effective at a = 300, and the 3.3 Effect of transition strips on forebody
small control power available with the original forebody is
obvious. However, the maximum yawing moment on the During the first series of tests (October 1989) with the
large ogival lorebody is equivalent to about 250 of rudder at la - 0* an athiger ngls ofattck he uddr lses large forebody, D G. Mabey suggested that the position of
c- =30 , and at higher angles of attack the rudder loses the change from laminar to turbulent separation on the fore-
effectiveness while suction at the nose causes increasing body could affect the control powers, although previous
yawing moment, up to the highest angle of attack tested, work by Mundel12 

using small geometric asymmetry to trip
410. the vortex asymmetry had shown no effect on sideforce and A

yawing moment due to changing Reynolds number, and
The variations of sideforce, yawing, rolling and pitch-- tests7 

at the two wind speeds of 20 m/s and 33 m/s on the
ing moments with varying flow rates are shown In Fig 6a-d, original forebody had not shown any definite trends. Transi-
for angles of attack between 25° and 370. Results for flow tion strips of gritted paper were stuck on the forebody at
rates through the port holes are shown on the left of each about 800 radial position, /a below the expected laminar
graph, Increasing flow rate being plotted In the negative separation line, and some measurements were made with
direction, with conventional increasing flow rate through the the model on the strain-gauge balance and sting. Thesestarboard hole shown on the right, showed appreciable changes in the maximum magnitude of

the control forces, but later experiments (January 1990)

with flow visualisation using oil flows showed that the

-.. '+ _
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Stransition had not been complete. Repeat force measure- 4 DYNAMIC TESTS WITH ORIGINAL
monts were undertaken In January 1990, using longer FOREBODY
transition strips on the large forebody, from near the
junction of the nose apex and the forebody to the cockpit For the dynamic tests the model was mounted on a
position, as shown In Fig 7. spindle with bearings, so that it was free to yaw about the

body axis, and the vertical support was braced with wires,
Although the same nose cone and same large fore- as may be seen In Fig 10. Initial tests were with the model

body were used for the two test series, the sign of the tied to load cells mounted at the side of the tunnel, to check
asymmetries was reversed, as shown by the results for that steady flow rate gave similar effects to previous results
yawing moment with zero suction in Fig 7. The addition of from the static tests. For the actual dynamic tests, the
the transition strips did not change the sign of the basic wires attaching the model to the load cells were lengthened,
asymmetry in vortex flow, although there are small changes to restrain the model to a maximum sideslip angle of
in the magnitude of Cn. However, with flow rate coeffi- 1-1 "3.9*. The model could be fixed at angles of attack of
dents of 2.5 x 10"6. the results for maximum yawing 300 and 35* (plus higher angles not investigated), and was
moments for the two series of tests are similar when found to be rather unsteady in pitch. The directional stabil-
transition is free, as shown in Fig 7, any differences ity in yaw is unstable for a > 220 , so a ventral fin was
between the two sets of results for free transition being added (a spare canard surface), and tests showed that
much smaller than the difference at zero flow rate. stability was about neutral at a - 30*.

The results in Fig 7 also show that the transition The needle valves and actuators were mounted in the
strips, which cause the separation to be turbulent along the model, but the analogue computer with the control laws was
torebody, cause a loss in maximum effects ot flow rates, outside the tunnel, as were the flow meters indicating the
the loss increasing as angle of attack increases, ie there is changes in flow rates. (It was not possible to record flow
less control power available if the boundary layer is turbu- rates, but analogue records were taken of pressures in the
lent. However, at angle of attack below the onset of asym- nose cavities, and of signals in the analogue computer.)
metry with zero suction, which occurs at about a . 29* The computer controlled the flow rates to starboard and port
(Fig 7), the control powers are nominally unaffected by holes via the needle valves, changing the rates differen-
transition. tially in response to the angle of sideslip. The aim of the

control law was to hold a steady demanded angle of side-
Analysis of the results for varying flow rate showed slip, usually zero, so a proportional plus integral feedback

that the same form of variation of Cy and Cn could be of the error in sideslip (or yaw) angle was used.
used, with different values of the parameters at a given
angle of attack. An example is shown in Fig Sa, for yawing The model was very unsteady in both pitch and yaw at
moment at ac . 30.90. The two important parameters are a - 350, but some results were achieved with the model at
CnL, the maximum control power shown in Fig 7, and CQL, 30* and two examples are discussed here. The mean yaw
the range of effectiveness of flow rate. It was found that angle of the model (is sideslip angle) could be changed
fixing transition also reduced this range (see Fig 8b), as using the demand system, but the unsteady oscillation was
well as reducing the maximum control power, but there Is a of similar amplitude to the changes which could be made
progressive change In yawing moment with flow rates. Also before maximum flow rate was reached, so quantitative
shown on Fig 8b is the pressure difference required to give measurements of lags or response to varying gains could
these levels of flow rate for a full-scale aircraft flying at not be made. The changes in --demand are indicated on
M - 0.3 at 20K ft assuming that SREF (Eq.(1)) refers to Fig 11 by the number of turns on the potentiometer deter-

hole geometry. For values of Ap < 2 psi, the internal flow mining the offset level on the input amplifier.
can be assumed to be incompressible, so such flow rates
are achievable without choking. For the first 50 seconds of the record, shown on the

left-hand side of Fig 1 Ia, the model was being held at a
As mentioned above, the maximum yawing moments positive sideslip angle of about 20 with flow rates just above

shown in Fig 7 give the parameter CnL , and the value of half that available (Fig 1 ic), indicated by the positions of
CYL may also be obtained. These values have been used the servos controlling the needle valves. Note that the sign
to derive the moment arm of the maximum asymmetric side- of the port servo is opposite to that of the starboard, so that
fo.ce. When the position is plotted relative to the model records appear to be paral'al rather than mirror images in
geometry ahead of the centre of moments (shown in Fig 9), Fig 11 c. The mean value of the error signal is zero
it is obvious that forebody effects dominate over those of (Fig 1 la), shown by the dashed line. As the demand is
the fin, with sideforce acting near the front of the cockpit. changed to a smaller angle, In the approximate time interval
The effects of transition state are seen to be small, so it is between about 55 seconds and 65 seconds, the needle
the magnitude of maximum sideforce which is changed by valves controlling the flow rate move to very near their
the change from laminar to turbulent separation, rather than limiting position (maximum flow rate on starboard and zero
its axial location, on port), while the model moves to a near-zero sideslip

angle. However, the error signal is not zero, and a limiting

3.4 Effect of sideslip position is reached, but the model does not diverge com-
pletely because of limiting imposed in the control laws. The

Results are available
8 

for angles of sideslip between records on the right-hand side show that the model moves
4back to near its original positive sideslip angle when theS-4* and +4*, over.the range of angle of atakand flow rates. dmn scagdbc gi.Teapiueo h

The values of derivatives for the model with the original fore- demand is changed back again. The amplitude of the
body were not significantly dependent on flow rates, but the oscillatory disturbance appears to be greater when the flow
data for the large ogival forebody were very nonlinear. The rates are near the limits.

derivatives, evaluated for 10 - 1, showed significant Experiments were made to investigate the effects of
changes for small flow rates, but are not discussed here. changing the relative gains on the proportional and integral

terms, and a differential term was also added. There were

-1M
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differences in the responses, but it was not possible to Coo , which may have a random Value depending on thedetermine an optimum control law, although the responses amount of asymmetry in the vortex flow at zero suction in a
shown in Fig 11 are typical of the best achieved, particular test.

The model with the large forebody was also tested on The value of CnL is given directly by the experimental
the free-to-yaw rig, but the increased control powers data, as shown In Fig Sa, where a mean value Is chosen if
available meant that the needle valves were only working there is a difference in positive and negative levels. The
over a small part of their range. The model was controlled flow rates at which half the maximum positive and negative
for short intervals, but a divergent oscillation occurred, of CnL are obtained may be interpolated from the expenmental
high frequency. Experiments are continuing to investigate data, and Eq.(4) gives that
whether this instability is due to aerodynamic or servo
characteristics.

5 CONCLUSIONS Cn - + wh,,n / ±-0.25. (A-2)

"The static tests have shown that the force and These values of flow rates through port and starboard holes

moments due to the asymmetry in forebody vortices on are designated -Op1 and QS1 respectively, and are used
HIRM1, at angles of attack greater than 28*, can be to give
affected by suction applied through two small holes very
near the nose apex. The effectiveness appears to depend -L - 2(QS1 + Op1) (A-3)
on flow rate, rather than momentum coefficient used for
blowing tests, so most results are presented in terms of flow 0 QSt -QP1 (A-4)
rate coefficient. 2

The control powers available in sideforce and yawing It should be noted that analysis of Cy and Cn at a given
moment are highly dependent on the forebody length at a angle of attack usually gives different values of QL and
given angle of attack, as they depend on the strength of the 00.
forebody vortices. Results for suction applied at the nose
of the large forebody also showed that the maximum control Table 1 Geometric details of Model 2206
powers are also dependent on the position of the change
from laminar to turbulent separation on the forebody, so Wing area S . 0.40731 m

2 
(gross)

future tests will be with transition fixed by strips along the span b - 1.1572 mr
80° generator. Further series of static and dynamic tests in chord c - 0.38575 m (aerodynamic mean)
wind tunnels are being undertaken, with a selection of LE sweep 420
undrooped forebodies of various fineness ratios. TE sweep 14*

Dynamic tests with the model mounted on a free-to- LE droop 20o

yaw rig were not conclusive, due mainly to the unsteadiness Forebody Original Largo
of the rig and model in pitch and yaw. A simple proportional
+ integral control law was derived to minimise the error droop 4° 0'
between actual and demanded sideslip angle, using sideslip length, m 0.42 0.79 (from canard/
angle as feedback, and needle valves to control flow rates body junction)
to the port and starboard holes individually. It was just max dia, m 0.156 C.156
possible to maintain the model with the drooped forebody at nose 27r 270 (cone angle)
zero sideslip or at demanded positive sideslip angle, with
angle of attack at 300. Canard deflection -10* or 00

Plans are being made to Incorporate the active control Tail deflection -200
of flow rates on a free-flight model of HIRMI1, to be tested at
RAE Larkhill. The original drooped forebody will be replaced Centre of moments 0.125 c (0.84965 m behind onginal
by a longer ogival forebody, probably using one of the nose nose apex)
tips from the wind-tunnel models, and the needle valves
can also be used. Suction will be provided by an electric REFERENCES
pump. The existing Departure Prevention System will be

used to give stabilised flight, but it is unlikely that angles of 1 Fiddes, S.P.; 'Separated flow about cones at incidence -
attack greater than about 330 will be controllable, because Theory and experiment'. RAE Technical Memorandum
the rudder becomes Ineffective for c > 35°. Aero 2055 (1985)

Appendix Evaluation of parameters In 2 Mundell, A.R.G.; 'Low-speed wind tunnel tests on the
empirical formula use of air jets to control asymmetric forces and

moments occurring on aircraft at the high incidences'.
The parameters defining the maximum control power RAE Technical Memorandum Aero 1984 (1984)

and the range of control effectiveness are used in the
empirical formula for Cy and Cn as functions of flow rate 3 Skow, A.M.; 'Frrebody vortex blowing - a novel control
given in Eq.(4) in the main text, ie for yawing moment, concept to enhance departure/spin recovery

characteristics of fighter and trainer aircraft. AGARD
C (( CP 262, Paper 24 (1979)

t~ n~ (3- 2lyI V2 (A-1)
4 Heydari, F.; 'Active yaw control of a generalised missile

body at high angles of attack by means of nosewher ¥=Q-O)/Q. Teseparmatrs re how insuction'. RAE Technical Memorandum Aero 2140 (1988)
Fig 8a, for yawing moment, together with the parameter

M-!
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5 Ross, A. Joan and Edwards, Geraldine F.; 'Correlation Wind tunnel tests'. RAE Technical Memorandum
of predicted and free-flight responses near departure Aero 2172 (1990)4
conditions of a High Incidence Research Moder.
AGARD OP 386, Paper 31 (1985) 8 Ross, A. Jean, Jefferies, E.B. and Edwards,

Geraldine F.; 'RAE High Incidence Research Model6 Ormerod, A.O.; Unpublished report. College of with a large forebody'. With an Appendix by D.G.
Aeronautics, Cranfield Institute of Technology. Mabey (to be published)

7 Ross, A. Joan, Jefferles, E.B. and Edwards,
Geraldine F.; 'Control of forebody vortices by suction
at the nose of RAE High Incidence Research Modal:

Copyright 0, Contrdler HMSO, London, 1990
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Fig 10 Model on treeto-yaw rig, showing support wires, load cell and ventral fin
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AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF VORTEX FLAPS ON A
CANARD COMBAT-AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

by

D. A. Lovell
Royal Aerospace Establishment

Famborough, Hampshire GU14 6TD, England

SUMMARY foreplane deflection angles, and without a foreplane. The
effect of deflecting trailing-edge flaps in conjunction with

A low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of two vortex- vortex flaps has been examined, and a comparison has
flap configurations fitted to a canard-defta combat-aircraft been made between the vortex flaps and the conventional
research model having a 530 sweep wing is reported. The leading-edge flaps fitted to the model. These data have
effect of foreplane interference and vortex-flap geometry on been used to assess the trimmed lift and drag performance
the aerodynamic performance of the vortex flaps is deter- of the canard configuration for several arrangements of
mined. It is concluded that vortex flaps can generate large wing high-lift devices.
gains in trimmed lift and lift to drag ratio, particularly when
used in conjunction with trailing-edge flaps. 2 DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

1 INTRODUCTION A general arrangement of the RAE canard research
model is shown in Fig 2, and the principal dimensions are

For an effective combat aircraft, high aerodynamic given in Table 1. The general characteristics of the model
efficiency needs to be maintained up to high angles of have been investigated• f three wing sweep settings (48O,
incidence, on configurations for which the wing shape is 530 and 58°). The model features a low aspect-ratio wing
largely determined by transonic and supersonic perform- design

6 
having a camber and twist distribution chosen to

ance requirements. Variable-camber leading-edge and meet a design point of CL - 0.45 at M - 0.9, for the 58*
trailing-edge devices have commonly been used to provide sweep setting. Two alternative camber shapes were
good sustained-turn performance at moderate values of lift incorporated by means of full-span deflection of leading-
coefficient. At higher angles of Incidence, appropriate to edge and trailing-edge sections of the wing, to meet
instantaneous-turn performance and combat agility, the manoeuvre conditions at M = 0.8 (CL = 0.6), and M - 0.7
flow on combat-aircraft wings with round leading edges (CL - 0.7). The wing design for the 580 sweep setting has
becomes less ordered, leading to a large increase in drag also been tested in an extensive high-incidence research
and a reduction in controllability of the aircraft. Vortex flaps
(Fig 1) have been investigated extensively as a potential programme, including free-flight and wind-tunnel measure-

means of providing a controlled vortex flow at high angles of ments
7. The fuselage has a basically rectangular cross-

incidence, and more efficient lift generation. The pioneering section with rounded comers, an axisymmetric nose and a
faired canopy. Fig 3 shows a photograph of the basic

w Raand tha sub unthat a model. Two types of planform were tested for the vortex
Langley reviewed by Rao and Campbell 2

, has shown that a flaps, constant chord and constant percentage chord (ie
sharp-edged, flat plate, extending from the leading edge of linearly tapered), and these are sketched in Fig 4. Table 2
wings with sweeps in the range 60° to 740, can produce lists the range of values of the geometric parameters
significant gains in lift to drag ratio at moderate to high tested. All the flaps extend over the full wing span, and
angles of incidence. This work led to the successful flight have streamwise edges, Fig 5 shows a photograph of the
test of a fixed, leading-edge vortex flap on an F1 06 aircraft. model fitted with the constant-chord vortex flaps. Fore-

plane deflection angles covering a range from 0° to -25°, and
The aim of the research on vortex flaps at wing trailing-edge flap deflections of 50 and 10' were tested.

Aerodynamics Department, RAE, is to investigate the To provide a comparison with a conventional leading-edge
potential gains in aerodynamic performance from the use of device, the basic wing leading-edge flap was drooped to
a vortex-control device that could be incorporated as a 100, as shown in Fig 1.
variable geometry device on the wing of a canard-delta
combat aircraft. The cavity-flap arrangement proposed by 3 DESCRIPTION OF TESTS
Rao

3 
(Fig 1) has been chosen as being more acceptable

structurally than the leading-edge vortex flap. With a cavity The tests were made in the 35m x 2.6m Low-speed
flap it is envisaged that by fixing the flap on the wing lower
surface (typically at 5% chord aft of the nose) a vortex shed Atmospheric Wind Tunnel at RAE Famborough, at a wind-

from the sharp leading edge may be contained within the speed of 85 mis. Reynokls number based on aerodynamic
cavity formed between the top surface of the flap and the mean chord was 2.2 million. A transition-fixing band was
undersurface of the basic wing leading edge. The cavity attached to the body 60 mm aft of the nose, but transition All

flap has been investigated at RAE using a canard-delta was allowed to occur naturally on the wings and foreplanes.
research model having a wing of 53' sweep (Fig 2) to deter- The model was mounted on an internal 6-component strain- t

mine the effect of a foreplane on the aerodynamic perform- gauge balance, which was connected to a 200 cranked

ance of a vortex flap, and whether the device remains sting. With this mounting arrangement an angle of incid-
effective on wings of lower sweep than those tested at ence range from 130 to 470 was covered in 2' increments.

Langley. The combat-aircraft research model has been Corrections were applied to the model angle of incidence to

used previously for extensive Investigations of canard allow for the bending of the model sting under load.
onfigurations

4
. This paper presents results from ow Because of the small size of the model; wing area is 3% of

speed wind-tunnel tests of two vortex-flap planforms the tunnel cross-sectional area, no corrections were applied

(Fig 3), constant chord and constant percentage chord, for the constraint effects of the wind-tunnel walls. All of the
covering a ronangtoflap chord s and donstan rctntanglesr, results are referred t6 a moments reference centre atS covering a range of flap chords and deflection angles.
Measurements of longitudinal forces and moments have 0.2413c.
been made up to an angle of incidence of 470, for a range of
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 4.2 Effect of vortex-flap geometry

4.1 Effects of leading-edge devices Fig 9 shows the effect of vortex flap size for the
constant-percentage-chord flap, plotted as L/D versus lift

Fig 6 shows the variation with angle of incidence of coefficient. The 5% chord flap gives similar gains to those 4
the lift performance of the model, starting from the basic obtained with the drooped leading edge. it should be noted
wing-body combination and adding various high-lift devices, that the 5% flap produces no increase in planform area,
While the foreplane produces only a moderate increment in because the hinge line is at 5% chord, and that the increase
lift at low angles of incidence it has major effect at high in projected vertical area is similar to that produced by the
incidence, where a large increment in lift is produced. The drooped leading edge. Doubling the size of the flap to 10%
close-coupled foreplane functions in a similar manner to a of the local chord gives a large gain in L/D for CL. > 0.9. A
wing leading-edge slat by reducing the loading on the further increase in the size of the flap to 15% of the local
inboard section of the wing, and hence allowing attached chord has a negligible effect on LD, and in fact produces
flow to be maintained to a higher angle of ircidence. At the inferior performance for 1.0 < CL c 1.4. Fig 10 shows the
higher angles of incidence the vortex flow generated by the corresponding effects of vortex flap size for the constant-
foreplane interacts with the wing flow to stabilise the chord flap, again plotted as LID versus lift coefficient.
separation of the wing flow, in a similar manner to a leading- Increasing the flap size from 20% to 40% of the wing tip
edge root extension. Drooping the leading-edge section of chord produces progressive gains in performance at high
the wing produces a further small increment in lift coefficient CL, but for CL < 1.2 the 30%/6 tip-chord flap is the most
(0.035). Adding a vortex flap to the basic wing profile gives effective.
a large increment in lift at the higher angles of incidence
tested. The fractional gains in lift are typically up to 30% Fig 11 shows the effect of varying the deflection
higher than the fractional increases in projected area angle of the constant-chord vortex flap on the variation of
obtained by deploying the vortex flaps. The constant- LID with CL There are gains in aerodynamic performance as
percentage-chord vortex flap (15% of local chord) produces flap deflection is increased from 300 to 400, but these are
a decrement in lift, relative to the basic wing, at the lower small when compared with those obtained in deflecting the
angles of incidence. This may be due to the effect of the flap to 300. From these figures it is evident that the
large-chord inboard section of the flap on the effective improved /D performance obtained with vortex flaps on this
incdenfe of the wing in the root region, combined with the canard configuration changes in a nonlinear manner with
effect of the downwash flow from the foreplane. In contrast variation of geometry, and varies considerably with liftthe constant-chord vortex flap (40% of tip chord) produces coefficient.
a gain in lift over the whole incidence range. Some previous
measurements of forces and moments for angles of incid- 4.3 Flow development
ence in the range -50 to 20* had shown that separated flow
existed on the underside of the vortex flap up to angles of The surface flow on the wing and vortex flap was
incidence greater than 10*. examined using a fluorescent powder suspension in

paraffin, which was painted on the wing and the oil evapor-
Fig 7 shows the variation of axial force coefficient ated at the 85 m/s test windspeed. Figs 12, 13 and 14

with angle of Incidence for the same set of model configur- show some photographs of the resulting flow visualisation,
ations. For all of these configurations negative values of for angles of incidence of 250, 350 and 450 respectively. The
axial force (le a thrust force along the body axis) are wing was fitted with a constant-chord vortex flap (40% of tip
obtained. The effect of adding the foreplane to the basic chord), deflected 400 At 250 incidence, Fig 12. a slender-
wing-body combination is to delay the loss of thrust by 10 wing type of vortex flow develops from the apex of the
incidence, and to maintain some significant thrust compon- vortex flap at the wing root. This vortex grows in an approxi-
ent up to the highest angle of incidence tested. Drooping mately conical manner over the inner 20% of the flap span.
the leading edge produces an increment in thrust of about A kink then occurs in the separation line under the leading-
-CA - 0.03 over most of the incidence range tested. Adding edge vortex, possibly due to transition having occurred in
vortex flaps to the basic wing produces a very large the flow approaching separation. The vortex then runs
increase in thrust, with a maximum increment of -CA - 0.13. parallel to the flap leading edge until about 60% span when it
Comparison of the changes in projected vertical area for the has grown sufficiently to spill over the leading edge of the
wing with the drooped leading edge and with the vortex flaps basic wing. In the photograph of the wing upper surface
fated indicates that a greater mean suction is acting on the there is evidence of the vortex leaving the upper surface of
upper surface of the vortex flap. The thrust produced at the wing outboard of 60% span, and possibly merging with
lower angles of incidence by the constant-percentage- the vortex springing from the highly-swept wing tip. Super-
chord vortex flap is lower than that from the constant-chord imposed on this flow is the effect of the vortex flow gener-
flap, presumably because the former has a larger proportion ated by the lifting foreplane, which causes the general
of the flap area inboard on the wing, which is subjected to outflow on the wing upper surface. With increase in the
the downwash field from the foreplane. Fig 8 shows the angle of Incidence to 350 (Fig 13) the vortex formed at the
variation of L/D with lift coefficient for the set of high-lift wing apex grows more quickly and is swept aft more rapidly.
devices. Combining the benefits of increased lift and There is again evidence of a change in direction of the
reduced drag, the foreplane produces a very large gain in secondary separation line, but this occurs close to the
L/D performance when added to the basic wing-body leading edge of the basic wing which may be influencing the
combination. The further gains from drooping the leading vortex growth. The vortex from the flap leading edge spills 4
edge become small above CL - 1.2, but this device matches over onto the top surface of the wing at about 30% span. At
the performance of the constant-percentage-chord vortex this angle of incidence the upper-surface flow on the wing
flap for CL < 1.0. At values of lift coefficient greater than 1.0 appears to be dominated by the foreplane interference
the v6rtex flaps produce considerable gains, with the effect. At an angle of incidence of 450 (Fig 14) the vortex
constant-chord vortex flap being consistently better than from the flap leading edge spills over onto the top surface of
the con•tant-percentage-chord flap, up the the maximum CL the wing at about 20% span, and interacts with the fore-
attained. plane-body flow to produce a strong recirculating region

inboard on the wing upper surface. Thus in general, and

I
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contrary to the simple two-dimensional model for the flow, wing with the drooped leading edge becomes less severe
the vortex from the leading edge of the vortex flap does not when the vortex flaps are added. From this figure it Is
remain trapped In the cavity between the flap upper surface evident that decrements in pitching-moment coefficient in
and .he wing nose undersurface, for the 530 sweep wing. the range 0.05 to 0.15 are necessary to trim the configur-
Relating the flow visualisation results on this and other ation at moderate to high values of lift coefficient.
vortex flap configurations to the measurements of model
axial force it appears that maximum thrust is pioduced when Fig 18 shows the effect on pitching-moment coef-
the vortex spills over the basic wing leading edge at about ficient of variation in the deflection angles for the foreplane
mid semi span. and the wing trailing-edge flap. At values of lift coefficient

up to 1.4 the effectiveness of the foreplane and the wing
4.4 Effect of varying foreplane and wing trailing-edge flap remains approximately constant, with the

trailing-edge deflection angles flap typically 30% more effective than the foreplane

Fig 15 shows the effect on LJD versus lift coefficient dF .. 010 and dCm - O7respectively at
of varying the foreplane deflection angle over the range -25° dllF dTIc
to 00, for the wing with a constant-percentage-chord vortex
flap (15% of local chord), deflected 300. Decreasing the constant l coefficient) At the higher values of lift
forepiane deflection angle to more negative angles than -10 c
produces considerable reduction in the maximum lift. Two coefficient the foreplane effectiveness is reduced by up to

mechanisms related to the flow development on the fore- 50% for the range of deflection angles tested (-250 to 0*),
plane are likely to contribute to this effect. At moderate but the effectiveness of the trailing-edge flap is only slightly

values of CL the more negative setting angles for the fore- reduced. With the cg at 24% of the aerodynamic mean

plane will lead to a higher loading on the inboard section of chord (corresponding to a low-incidence instability of 15%Z)
the wing, so that local flow separation on the wing will occur Fig 18 shows that the canard configuration may be trimmed
at a lower angle of incidence. At the higher values of CL the in pitch, using foreplane and flap deflections within the
vortex flow generated by the foreplane will be far weaker ranges tested, for values of lift coefficient up to 1.54, albeit
with the more negative foreplane setting angles, so this flow with a greatly increased level of instability at the highest
will not be able to influence the development of the wing value of CL. A reduction in the instability of the configura-
upper-surface flow to the same extent, and hence this flow tion (eg by the choice of a more forward cg), or the use of
will breakdown completely at a lower angle of incidence, larger ranges of deflection angles for the foreplane and the
Note that even with a foreplane deflection angle of-25° wing trailing-edge flap, would allow trimmed conditions to be
useful benefits in L/D and CL remain, relative to the per- obtained at higher values of lift coefficient.
formance of the basic wing-body combination. However to
maximise the aerodynamic performance of a canard con- Fig 19 shows a comparison of the trimmed aerodyna-
figuration at high lift it is obviously worthwhile examining mic performance, as trimmed L/D versus trimmed lift coef-
means of maintaining foreplane angle in the range of ficlent, for six wing configurations with the cg at 241/. The
settings -100 to 00. Fig 16 shows the effect on L/D versus trim curves were obtained by varying foreplane deflection
lift coefficient of varying the deflection angle of the full-span angle over the range -250 to -5*. All of the leading-edge
flap on the wing trailing edge, for the wing fitted with a high-lift devices produce gains in IJD and CL relative to the
constant-chord vortex flap (40% of tip chord) deflected 40,, performance of the wing with the basic leading edge. For
and with the foreplane deflected -5*. Deflecting the trailing- the configurations with undeflected trailing-edge flaps those
edge flap downwards 5* produces increments in CL and LID with vortex flaps become superior to that with the drooped
that decrease with increasing incidence, reaching leading edge for CL > 1.0, eg comparing the latter with the
AI/D - 0.2 at CL - 1.7. Further deflection of the flap to constant-percentage-chord vortex flap, deflected 30°. The
10° is of no benefit below CL = 1.2, but at CL . 1.7 an constant-chord vortex flap gives consistently better
additional gain of 0.2 in IJD is obtained, and there is an trimmed L/D and CL than the constant-percentage-chord
associated gain in maximum lift. vortex flap, as can be seen by comparing the curves for the

two vortex-flap planforms in conjunction with 5° deflection of
4.5 Pitching moment characteristics and the trailing-edge flap. Deflection of the trailing-edge flap to

longitudinal trim 10*, in conjunction with the constant-chord vortex flap,
produces the highest trimmed CL and substantial benefits in

Fig 17 shows the pitching-moment behav;our for the LID at the higher values of CL. The results for this
range of high-lift configuration considered in section 4.1 configuration indicate that further gains in aerodynamic
above. The basic wing-body combination has small positive performance should be possible by the use of larger

stability with the centre of gravity at 24%1, "dCm. -0.015. deflection angles for the wing flap.'dCL
Addition of the foreplane produces an unstable To interpret these findings in the context of improved

dCm, manoeuvre performance for a combat aircraft, it should be
configuration for which -0.13 Drooping the wing noted that for a constant drag of CO = 0.2 these results
leading edge to 10° has a negligible effect on stability but show that the vortex flap provides a gain in trimmed lift of
adding either type of vortex flap (constant-percentage- approximately 15%. For a combat aircraft with high thrust-
chord, 10% of local chord, or constant chord, 40% of tip to-weight ratio this may be translated directly into increased
chord) to the basic wing produces a slight increase in the sustained turning performance at subsonic Mach numbers.

ce sh i s iSimilarly for a constant drag of CD, -0.4, appropriate to

overall slope of the Cversus CL curve (! . ) ~ instantaneous turning performance, gains of over 30% in
trimmed lift may be expected. As an alternative to increas-
ing turn rate these gains in aerodynamic performance may

However the curves are more nonlinear, and there be used to reduce the energy loss for a given level of turn-
are areas where the local instability is much higher. The ing performance.
pitch up that occurs at the stall on the basic wing and on the
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5 CONCLUSIONS (4) Variation of foroplane deflection angle produces a
large change in the IJD obtained with the vortex-flap

Low-speed wind-tunnel measurements of the configurations.
longitudinal force and moment characteristics of a canard
combat-aircraft research model having a 53* sweep wing (5) Wing trailing-edge flaps remain effective up to an
fitted with two planforms of vortex flaps have shown: angle of incidence of 470 when used in conjunction

with the vortex flaps.

(1) At moderate angles of incidence the deployment of a
vortex flap from the wing lower surface produces Overall the gains in trimmed L/D and trimmed lift
comparable values of lift-to-drag ratio to those generated by the vortex flaps offer the prospect of greatly
obtained with a conventional, drooped leading-edge, enhanced manoeuvrability for canard combat-aircraft
high-lift device, configurations.

(2) At high values of lift coefficient the vortex flaps 6 ACKNOWLEDGMENT
produce considerable gains in L/D relative to the
drooped leading edge. The author wishes to thank Mr I.A. Cheema who

carded out the experimental investigation of the constant-
(3) A constant-chord vortex flap produces a greater percentage-chord vortex flap.

increase in LID than a constant-percentage-chord (/e
linearly tapered) vortex flap.

Table 1

Principal dimensions of model

Wing area (S) 0.2918 m2

Wing span (b) 0.8940 m
Wing aerodynamic mean chord (c) 0.3817 m
Wing leading-edge sweep 530
Distance of moments reference centre aft of wing leading edge (equivalent to 0.2413 •) 0.3185 m
Overall length of body 1.230 m
Foreplane net area 0.0497 m2

Foreplane gross span 0.4484 m
Foreplane leading-edge sweep 580
Distance of foreplane pivot forward of moment reference centre 0.3170 m

Table 2 REFERENCES

Geometry of vortex flaps 1 Rao, D.M., 'Leading-edge vortex-flap experiments on a
74* delta wing', NASA CR-159161 (1979)

Constant percentage chord VF 2 Rao, D.M. and Campbell, J.F., 'Vortical flow
Flap hinge line 5% of local chord management techniques', Progress in Aerospace

Sciences, 24, 173-224 (1987)
Flap chord 5%, 10%, 15% of local chord 3 Rao, D.M., *Towards an advanced vortex flap system -
Deflection angle 300 the 'cavity flap". NASA CP2416,1,219-230 (1985)

4 Lovell, D.A., 'Some recent experimental investigations
Constant chord VF into aerodynamic aspects of controls for canard

Flap hinge line 5% of tip chord combat aircraft layouts', AGARD CP465, Paper 6
(1989)

lap chord 20%, 30%, 40% of tip chord 5 Howarth, R.N.L and Lee, P., 'Transonic wind-tunnel
Deflection angle 30', 40* tests on a combat aircraft research model having a

variable sweep wing (48', 53* and 58')', RAE Technical
Memorandum Aero 2156 (1989)

6 Wiisbn, KH., 'The aerodynamic design of a wing of 58'
leading-edge sweep for a combat aircraft research
moder, RAE Technical Memorandum Aero 2074 (1986)

7 O'Leary, C O. and R'owthom, E.N., *Low speed S
dynamic tests on a canard configured High Incidence

Research Model (HIRM 2)', RAE Technical Report8E.•4 (1 988)

Copyight , Contro~li HMSO, London, 1990
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Conventiopal leading-edge fa
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Drooped leading edge----

"o Slat

0Vortex flap_________
0(leading-edge type)

0Vortex flap_____
(cavity type)

Fig I High-lilt devices for the leading edge of a wing

Fig 2 53* Sweep Combat-Aircraft Research Model

Fig 3 Combat aircraft research modei In 3.5m X 2.Sim wind tunnei
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Flapine in
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Flap chord

Constant -percentage -chord flap Constant-chord flap

Fig 4 Definition of geometry of vortex flaps
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Fig 5 Combat aircraft resari&icih-modell flitted with vortex flaps
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Constant % chord VF, 300 deflection
Foreplane -50 deflection
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Fig 9 Effect of size of constant % chord vortex flaps on U/D
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Fig 11 Effect of deflection angle of constant-chord vortex flap on LID
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Constant chord VF, 40% tip chord, 400 deflection

______________________________________ oreplane -5* deflection

Fig 12 Surface flow pattern at 250 Incidence

Constant chord VF, 40% tip chord, 400 detlection

Foreplane 5 0 deflection

N, F10 13 Surface flow pattern at 350 Incidence
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_______________________________________ Constant chord VF, 40% tip chord, 40* deflection

Foreplane, - 50 deflection

Fig 14 Surface flow pattern at 450 Incidence

Constant % chord VF. 15% local chord Constant chord VF, 40% tip chord

3 oeln 30' deflection 8400 deflection

7-200 7f TE flap deflection\E f~ p.d

~ 0 0 > 
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Lif t coefficient CL Lift coefficient CL

Fig 15 Effect of foreplane deflection0 angie on LID Fig 16 Effect of trailing-edge flap deflection angle on LID
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Fig 19 Trimmed LID for vortex fliap configurations
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STEADY AND UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS OF A

PITCHING STRAKED WING MODEL AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK

by

A.M.Cunningham, Je.
General Dynamics, Fort Worth, Texas

R.G. den Boer
National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR)

P.O. Pox 90502, Anthony Fokkerweg 2, 1006 BM Amsterdam, 'The Netherlands
SUMMARY exemplified by the F-16, F-18, MiG-29, and

Su-27. Thus, the unsteady aerodynamic
Results are presented and discussed loads would be produced by -tortex flows

for the low speed test of a straked wing peculiar to straked wing planfcrms, subject
model oscillating in pitch that was to bursting and stalled conditions at high
conducted during 1986 at the National Aero- incidences and high pitch rater.
space Laboratory of The Netherlands in
cooperation with General Dynamics. The In order to better understand the
model was oscillated about mean angles of development of unsteady air loads for these
attack ranging from -4 deg to 48 deg with fighters maneuvering beyond stall, a low
amplitudes varying from 2 deg to 18 deg for speed wind tunnel test of an oscillating
a maximum incidence range of -8 deg to 50 straked wing model was performed durinq
deg. It was also oscillated in pitch at 1986 in a cooperative program between
side slip angles of +5 deg and -5 deg. General Dynamics and the National Aerospace
Force, pressure and flow-visualization data Laboratory (NLR) of The Netherlands. 4  The
were recorded, processed and documented in testing was funded by the Air Force Wright
a final report as well as digital and ana- Research and Development Center using the
log magnetic tapes. This paper presents a model that was designed and built at NLR
description of the model, test program, with funds provided by General Dynamics and
steady aerodynamic characteristics and un- NLR.
steady aerodynamic characteristics. These
results are used to provide a better under- This paper will present steady and
standing of the unsteady forces experienced unsteady force and moment results from the
by rapidly pitching wings at low speed 1986 test of the straked wing model
conditions ranging from zero incidence to pitching at large amplitudes and varying
fully stalled flows. Dynamic rolling frequencies up to maximum incidences of 50
moments for the pitching model at steady deg. The discussions will represent an
side-slip are also discussed to illustrate extension of those already given in Refer-
asymmetric aerodynamic hysteresis effects. ences 5, 6, and 7 through the addition of
Finally, implications for aircraft flight (1) dynamic pitching moment and axial
dynamics modeling are discussed with force characteristics for pitching motions
particular emphasis on non-linear time at zero side-slip as well as (2) steady and
dependency effects, unsteady normal force, pitching moment and

rolling moment results for the model pitch-
1.0 INTRODUCTION ing with fixed values of side-slip angle.

Pressure and flow-visualization data will
Post stall maneuvering capability be used to provide insight as to how the

requirements for fighter aircraft are flow fields interact with the model to
becoming a distinct possibility as em- produce the observed force and moment
phasized in recent research programs being characteristics. Implications for aircraft
conducted by NASA, U.S. Air Force, U.S. flight dynamics modeling will be discussed
Navy and DARPA. Two basic classes of hi- with particular emphasis on non-linear time
AOA maneuvers have evolved: (1) a low- history effects.
speed rapid turn with high decelerations
going into the turn and ýigh accelerations 2.0 MODEL AND TEST PROGRAM
coming out of the turn; and (2) a rapid
pitch-ýoint fire maneuver at higher The full-span model shown in Figure 1
speeds.-, 3  The first type of maneuver is was instrumented with a six-component
akin to a "hammerhead" stall where as the balance, 42 in-situ pressure transducers,
second is a pitch-doublet similar to that nine vertical accelerometers and an angle-
demonstrated by Pougachev in a Russian Su- of-attack sensor. Boundary layer transi-
27 at the Paris Air Show in 1989, nicknamed tion was not fixed on the model. The
the "Cobra" maneuver, model was mounted on the dynamic support

system also shown in Figure 1 with the
Although aerodynamic loads encountered capability of maximum amplitudes of + 18

in low speed rapid turns would be small, deg (36 deg peak-to-peak) and maximum
those produced during rapid pointing maneu- frequencies of 16 hz (limited to + 2 deg
vers at higher speeds would be significant amplitude). The total incidence range was
and highly dynamic. Moreover, the dynamic from -8 deg to 50 deg with the capability
aerodynamic loads in the latter case would of statically yawing the model and support
be quite different from sustained maneuver system as indicated in Figure 1. Flow- S
loads in both magnitude and character, visualization of the vortex structure was
Hysteresis effects in forces and moments as accomplished with smoke injection from the
well as dynamic overshoots of steady maxi- model nose with laser light sheet illumina-
mum forces are typical of the differences. tion. For unsteady flows, the laser sheet
Many of the current fighter aircraft which was pulsed in phase with model motion to
have the potential to perform such maneu- provide illumination at a fixed model inci-
vers are straked wing configurations as dence during the cycle.

Force, pressure and flow-visualization
Copyright @ 1990 by General Dynamics data were obtained -for a wide variety of
Corporation. All rights reserved. Printed static and dynamic conditions at incidences
by AGARD with permission, up to 50 deg. An extensive data base was
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Figure 1 Straked Wing Model, Instrumentation, and Dynamic Support System

developed from over 1200 test points and 3.1 Symmetric Steady Aerodynamic
3600 flow-visualization photos and is fully Characteristics
documented in References 4 and 5. In order
to minimize any significant transonic The variations of steady normal force,
effects, the test speeds weze limited to CN, pitching moment, Cm, and axial force,
about M - 0.2 utilizing the NLR 2.25 x CT, with angle of attack, a, are shown in
3.00m2 Low Speed Tunnel. Figure 3 for zero side-slip. Important

flow field characteristics and transitions
The tests were conducted using a are also denoted where the "sections"

matrix of mean incidence, amplitude and referred to in those notations are the
frequency so that the effects of pitch pressure transducer rows shown in Figure 1.
rate, amplitude and incidence range could Corresponding steady pressure data for all
be systematically separated. Time his- four sections are shown in Figure 4 for a -
tories as well as harmonic component 10 deg, 19 deg, 22.4 deg, 36 deg and 42.3
results were recorded for forces, moments deg. The pressure data where chosen to
and pressures. Results were also obtained highlight various flow regimes and
for the model pitching at fixed yaw angles transitions.
of + 5 deg. Flow-visualization data were
recorded at dynamically similar conditions The "Linear" range of aerodynamic
selected from the larger test matrix. Sign force development is clearly evident in
conventions for the forces, moments, and Figure 3 in both the CN and Cm data from a
angles are shown in Figure 2. -8 deg to 8 deg . Maximum CT is noted at

a - 0 deg and development of leading edge
3.0 SYMMETRIC FLOW suction is evident in the linear range.

Beyond 8 deg, the CN and C3 curves show an
The key to understanding the unsteady upward change in slope that is indicative

aerodynamics is to first understand the of the development of vortex flows over
steady aerodynamics. The combination of both the wing and strake. This is illus-
force, pressure and flow-visualization data trated by the pressure data in Figure 4 at
available from this test makes it possible a = 10 deg for pressure section 2. The
to break down the angle of attack range of small peak at 2y/b - 0.45 is produced by
-8 deg to 50 deg into definable flow the strake vortex and the stronger peak at
regimes separated by smaller transition 2y/b - 0. 8 by the wing vortex. The vortex
regimes. structure is also illlustrated by the

CN = N Cr ROOT CHORD aso C

C m M b =SPANCm-SQcrF

CT:0 DYNAMIC PRESSUREICT=so

C1 = I S: SURFACE AREA /
f = FREQ, Hz T AM

kAT2n.3%

k 2 ir fr c/O2 V /MC ARI
Ni'

"V FREE STREAM VELOCITY

Figure 2 Coordinate System and Term Definitions K
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15 MAX. SUCt SEP. accompanying sketch in Figure 4. A simi-
ISET 2 AX SECT. 2 lar development in CT, indicating increased'T'; I tII I suction slope change with incidence, does

START -not appear in Figure 3 until about 12 deg.
CN1,STAVRTE sucio sl pe chage wih icienc, oe

FLOW MAX.SUCT EP The vortex flow range continues to

1. 1 SECT.1 develop until a - 18 deg to 19 deg where a
ST . I -distinct break occurs in the CN, Cm, and05 1/ 1 data. This break signals the onset of

BURST vortex burst which represents the limit of
- __, j vortex strength that can be maintained by

0.0 FULLY the flow fields. Bursting tends to occur
LINEAR I VORTEX BURST VORTEX I SEP. simultaneously for the wing and strake vor-
-- FLOWFLOW LOW -FLO tices when the two merge as discussed in

-0.5 -LO FLOW I FLOW References 6 and 7 with the flow-visuali-
0.15 zation results. The pressure data for a -

1 19 deg in Figure 4 show well developed vor-
S 1 tices at both the forward pressure sections

010 I (1 and 2) but a deterioration of pressure
recovery on the outboard half of the trail-

C, ing edge section (3). The burst vortex
structure is also illustrated in the

0., I sketch for a = 19 deg in Figure 4.

0.0 4 ..... For increasing a in the burst vortex
regime, the strake vortex strength in-
creases but the burst point continues to

-0"move forward. These opposing trends
- result in a much lower slope in the CH

0.01 •curve as shown in Figure 3, however, the
slope is almost constant from a = 19 deg to
about 34 dog. The gain in lift forward due

0.0 to strake vortex strength increase and the
S loss in lift aft due to vortex burst for-

CT I ward movement produces a pitch-up in the
Cm curve as shown in Figure 3. Minimum CT

-0.01 at about 22 deg is indicated by the CT
curve in Figure 3 after which leading edge

I suction deteriorates with the further de-
-0.02velopment of vortex bursting. The pressure

.ULLY data in Figure 4 for a - 19 deg, 22.4 deg,
LNEAR .VORTEX BURST VORTEX 'SEP. and 36 deg show the deterioration of the

-0.03 FFLOW FLOW wing vortex strength at section 2 and thecontinued increase of the strake vortex-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 strength up to 36 deg at section 1. These
a. DEG characteristics are illustrated in the

sketches for a - 19 deg, 22.4 deg and 36
Figure 3 Steady Force and Moment Results deg.

for Symmetric Flow
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Beyond the maximum value of CN ata - The hysteresis effects in the three

36 deg the flow over the entire wing and components and incidence ranges are quite
strake rapidly collapses to completely different for various amplitudes depending
separated or flat plate flow. Under these on whether the minimum angles or maximum
conditions for increasing a the normal angles are fixed. These differences are
force is falling off and the center of related to how the max and min angles are
pressure is moving toward the geometric positioned relative to the important flow
centroid of the planfor- as indicated by a field transition points such as vortex
rapid decrease in pitc. , i moment. Axial burst (about 18 deg) and total flow separa-
force is increasing wý incidence and tion (about 42 deg). The effect of pitch
crosses zero at about 42 deg near the rate is to introduce a change in the inci-
beginning of fully separated flow. The dence at which a given transition takes
pressure data at a - 42.3 deg in Figure 4 place relative to the static angle. Since
show that the pressure distributions are a finite time is required for a transition
nearly flat at about the same level for all to occur, the apparent incidence delay in
sections except section 1 on the strake. flow breakdown or re-establishment tends to
At this angle, the strake vortex burst has increase with hgher pitch rates. This
progressed forward of section 1 as shown in delay is also affected by tl_ types of flow
the sketch for a - 42.3 deg. fields encountered during the pitch excur-

sion.

3.2 Symmetric Unsteady Aerodynamic Results shown in Figure 5 for a - 4
Characteristics deg to 24 deg emphasize the second order

effects of pitching motion where the flow
fields are dominated by linear and/or un-

The symmetric unsteady flow fields burst vortex flows. Since the transition
associated with the pitching straked wing from attached to vortex flow is benign, the
model at zero side-slip and their effect on potential for generating significant hys-
the dynamic normal force characteristics teresis effects is very small. The primary
were discussed in References 6 and 7. An effect of pitch rate seen in Figure 5 is to
extension to that discussion will be pre- retard vortex flow on pitch-up and promote
sented here that includes the unsteady it on pitch-down. This results in lower
flow field effects on pitching moment and normal force, a less nose-up pitching mo-
axial force. These results are shown in ment and higher axial force (reduced
Figures 5, 6, and 7 at low frequency at the leading-edge suction) for positive pitch
three important incidence ranges: (1) low rate. The opposite is true for negative
incidence, a - 4 deg to 24 deg, linear/ pitch rate. The influence of amplitude
vortex flow; (2) medium incidence, a = 8 with either constant amin or a max, is
deg to 38 deg, vortex/burst vortex flow; likewise quite small and is almost lost in
and (3) high incidence, a - 22 deg to 50 the plots.
deg, vortex burst/stalled flow. The
effect of a constant starting angle, a smn, The enclosure of vortex burst at a -
and constant peak angle, a., is also 18 deg within the pitch excursions leads to
illustrated in each of these figures. In more pronounced dynamic effects in the mid-
all cases, the pitch direction on the dyna- incidence range of a - a deg to 38 deg as
mic hysteresis loops is denoted by solid shown in Figure 6. The CN loops are more
lines for pitch-up and dashed lines for dynamic if the burst angle, a burst, is
pitch-down. Arrows are added where poe- enclosed within the pitch excursion, that
sible. The steady mean characteristics is a max > a burst and a min < a burst.
are shown in each dynamic plot as dash-dot- For the results shown in Figure 6, the
dash lines for reference, maximum center of pressure hysteresis is on
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the order of 2% - 3% of the wing root creasing a. Thus, the delay of vortex
chord, Cr. The effect of positive pitch burst with positive pitch rate is clearly
rate is to delay vortex burst and produce evident where the dynamic CT loop shows
less pitch-up in Cm. Negative pitch rate reversal at angles higher than that for
has the opposite effect by prolonging the steady flow. For the maximum amplitude,
existence of vortex burst to lower angles this reversal is delayed from 22 deg sta-
and promoting pitch-up in Cm. tically to about 26 deg dynamically. With

negative pitch rate the persistence of
Dynamic effects of model pitching mo- burst vortex flow is indicated by a lower

tion on axial force, CT, as shown in Figure angle at which the leading edge suction
6 are much more pronounced. This is due to reversal occurs. This angle is reduced
the reversal of trends with a at vortex from the static value of 22 deg to a dyna-
burst as well as the low level of forces mic value of about 15 deg. Asymmetry of
involved which shows greater sensitivity to the dynamic lag for suction reversal is a
changes in the flow fields. With the onset result of the time required for vortex
of vortex burst, the development of in- burstinq (Aa = 4 deg, pitch-up) being much
creased leading-edge suction with a is less than for re-establishing unburst vor-
reversed at a slightly higher angle, to tex flow (Aa- -7 deg, pitch-down).
decreasing leading-edge suction with in-
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Stalling of the flow fields in the where the initial reduction of CT begins at
high incidence range of 22 deg to 50 deg is about 36 deg. This point is at an angle
a more chaotic transition than vortex greater than that for re-establishment of
bursting, and thus leads to even more pro- burst vortex flow from stalled flow. This
nounced dynamic effects as shown in Figure angle is indicated by the corresponding Cm
7. The influence of a min and a max rela- loop to be about 25 deg on pitch-down
tive to the stall angle, a stall, at about (where the stalled flow Cm characteristic
42 deg is also more evident. For constant rejoins the static C curve), A change in
a min and a ax < a stall' the CN, Cm, and the CT curve slope ?s also noted at about
CT results in Figure 7 show very little 27 deg on pitch-down which may be a more
dynamic effects since, for a min > aburst, sensitive indication of re-established
no major flow transition points occur with- burst vortex flow. The reduction of CT
in the pitch excursion. As soon as a a between 36 deg and 27 deg is attributed to
exceeds a stall, dynamic effects are c (1) the build up of higher pressure on the

more pronounced. The extension of burst upper surface aft of the pitch axis and (2)
vortex flow characteristics to higher increased leading-edge suction due to
angles with positive pitch rate is seen in higher vertical velocities normal to the
CN, Cm, and CT for all values of amin in leading edge. Each of these two effects is
Figure 7. (This is not the case for a min a direct result of negative pitch rate.
> a stall as shown by smaller amplitude Once burst vortex flow is re-established
data in Reference 4.) Likewise, the exten- the transition toward the static curve is
sion of stalled flow characteristics to quite abrupt as is also shown for the other
angles lower than static astall with nega- amplitudes where amax is fixed at 50 deg.
tive pitch rate is also seen in Figure 7.
For fixed amin results, negative pitch The effect of frequency on CN for the
rate effects are quite sensitive to amax. three incidence ranges is shown in Figure 8
However, for amax fixed well above a stall, for fixed a rain and a max. As expected,
negative pitch rate effects are not as not much effect is seen in the lower inci-
sensitive to amin- dence range. At the mid-incidence range of

8 deg to 38 deg, the dynamic loops are
The previous discussions on dynamic simply higher and the effects of amplitude

axial force characteristics in the mid- for fixed a min or a max are similar to
incidence range are equally applicable to those seen in Figures 5, 6, and 7. The
the high-incidence range results in Figure same observation is seen at the higher
7. Since a min is equal to or greater than incidence range of 22 deg to 50 deg with
the leading edge suction reversal angle, exception that an apparent displacement of
aSR - 22 deg, the persistence of burst the loop end points at a min or a max from
vortex flow characteristics is dominant the static curve is more pronounced at the
with positive pitch rate. This persis- higher frequency.
tence is almost unaffected by amin or amx
and the dynamic trends tend to follow the 4.0 ASYMMETRIC FLOW WITH SIDE-SLIP
static curve.

The important flow transitions discus-
For negative pitch rate with a max > sed above for symmetric flows are equally

a stall, the dynamic CT characteristics re- important for asymmetric flows with side-
flect a similar persistence of the stalled slip. The principle difference is that
flow. These characteristics take the form side-slip affects where and how these
of a tendency to maintain a constant level transitions occur and it causes them to
of CT that is about the same as the peak occur differently on the windward and
value reached at a max* This is illustra- leeward wings. This is best understood by
ted in Figure 7 for the maximum amplitude first examining the steady aerodynamics as
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was dons above for symmetric flows. The 1.5 If I
unsteady aerodynamics are then developed by i
considering the effects of dynamic lag on I
the steady aerodynamics. _ _-

4.1 Steady Aerodynamic Characteristics I
with Side-Olip CN 05

M.easurements were made with the model i
placed at + 5 deg side-slip by rotating the
turn table as shown in Figure 1. Steady -. AlySme'tIc Fu
normal force, CN, pitching moment, Cm, and Lnear JVynYetsi Vanes I Sop
rolling moment, CI, variations with a are /F r"
shown in Ficure 9 for side-slip of 8 - -5 Flow I-0lw.5 I Flow •. __
deg. These curves were constructed from .1
mean values of forces and moments taken O*1
from low amplitude and/or low frequency
unsteady data since no steady stde-slip I edata were recording during the test. For 0.1 --
reference, corresponiding results for symme-
tric flow, B - 0 deg, are also shown in
Figure 9 as dashed lines. C 0.0 -

Similar to the symmetric data, the
"linear" range in Figure 9 is evident in
the CN ana Cm data from - 8 deg to 8 deg. 0 -.Beyond 5 deg the development of vortex flow
is also seen in Figure 9 but the effect of
side-slip is indicated by an earlier (I
deg) pitch-up in the Cm curve at about 17 -0.05 I
deg. This is a result of earlier vortex 0.02 ...-
bursting on the windward wing which is also -7
indicated by a corresponding but less dis- 00cernable break in the CN curve. Above
vortex burst, the developments of CN and Cm I I
follow trends similar to those shown for 0. - --- -- -.
symmetric flow in Figure 3. The lower
levels for either quantity are due to -0.0-f -
earlier development of vortex bursting as
precipitated by the lower sweep of the C1 -0.02 - iwindward wing. It is also clear in the Cm 0*0,curve that fully separated flow occurs
earlier with side-slip. Pressure data in -0.03-
Reference 4 support this observation where
luily separated flow exists on the wind- -004 -
ward wing well below a- 36 deg as a re-
sult of lower sweep. -0.05 -5 DEG -- -

The more interesting result shown in . - - 0DEG

Figure 9 is rolling moment, Cl, variation -0.oe
with a. For the sign conventions shown in -10. 0. 10. 20. 30. 40. 50
Figure 2, B - -5 deg places the nose right a, DEG
and positive C1 is for windward wing to
r311 up. Positive C1 is therefore stabi- Figure 9 Steady Force and Morent Results
lizir.g for negative B since it tends to for Asymmetric Flow
reduce B. Tl'us, in the linear range up to
a - 8 deg, the development of C1 with B is strake flow fields, however, do act like a
stabilizing as a result of the windward simple delta wing in that lift o:. the wind-
wing with lower sweep experiencing higher ward strake increases with incidence over
lift than the leeward wing. that on the leeward strake. The slower

growth of wing vortex induced lift on the
The development of vortex flows, be- outboard windward wing is oelieved to be

ginning at about 8 deg to 10 deg, signals caused by aisplacement of that vortex
the onset of a destabilizing trend in C1 . through influence of a stronger strahe
Under these flow conditions the windward vt)rtex. This is evidenced in pressure data
wing rolling moment increase with a is less in Reference 4 where the suction peak under
than that of the leeward wing. This is the wing vortex is displaced inboard. The
attributed to (1) a more rapid growth of peak is also weak'3ned and flattened which
the strake vortex induced lift inboard on is indicative of displacement away from the
the windward wing and (2) slower growth of wing surface. Both of theae displacements
the wing vortex induced lift taitboard on would be expected as a result of mutual
t::e windward wing. These two effects influence of the wing and strake vortices
ro;;ilt in an inboard movement of the span- on the windward wing. Finally, because of
wise center of pressure (CP) on the wind- the larger moment arm for the decreasingward wing. Since the opposite process is wing vortex induced lift, this loss inoccurring on the leeward wing with increas- rolling moment tends to override the gain

f ing a, the net result is a deterioration from the strake vortex induced lift.
of C1 with side-slip.

The destabilizing trerA in C1 that
Unlike simple, highly swept, delta began with onset of vortex flows is greatlywings which experience stabilizing C1  intensified with vortex bursting. This

trends with side-slip in vortex- flows, the trend is consistent with highly swept delta
straked wing acts jast the opposite. The wings where burst is initiated on the wind-

- - v .
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ward wing because of the lower sweep. 4.2 Unsteady Aerodynamic Characteristics
Burst development and consequent loss of with Side-Slip
lift on the windward wing precedes that on
the leeward wing and, thus, maintains a The asymmetric unstaady flow fields
destabilizing tendency to roll the leeward associated with the pitching straked wing
wing up and increase side-slip. Burst model with side-slip and their effect on
onset is noted in the C1 curve in Figure 9 dynamic normal force, pitching moment and
at about 17 deg where a change in slope rolling moment are presented in this
with respect to a is seen. This downward section. These results were obtained witn
slope continues until about 25 deg where it the model dynamically pitching at turntable
abruptly changes to a nearly flat "bottom' positions of 5 deg and -5 deg relative to
or "bucket". The occurrence of this the freestream direction. Thus, tho dyna-
"bucket" also coincides with static CNmax mic aerodynamic characteristics are repre-
and Cmmax as noted in the other curves sentative of an airplane pitching in a
shown in Figure 9. Based on the pressure plane that is yawed relative to the flight
data in Reference 4, it is postulated that path. These results are shorn in Figures
the windward wing vortex Js fully burst at 10. 11, and 12 for different frequencies
about 25 deg. and amplitudes in the same three incidence

ranges covered in Figures 5, 6, and 7 for
Within the "bucket", the windward wing symmetric flow. The primary difference is

remains essentially unchanged from its that CN, Cm, and C1 are presented for side-
fully separated condition and contributes slit. Ag~ai, line symbols are the same as
very little to the development of CH, Cm, were used for symmetric flow.
and C1 with a, which, in fact, is true up
to the maximum tested incidence of 50 deg. The hysteresis effects in the three
Since CN, Cm, and C1 are nearly constant components are quits different fore differ-
over the a range of the "bucket", about 25 ent incidence ranges depanding on the
deg to 33 deg, the development of vortex relationship between L - and a max and
burst over the leeward wing apparently has major flow transition points. The distinc-
little effect on lift. It is highly pro- tion between symmetric and asymmetric flows
bable that the stalled flow field over the is that the major flovw transitions occur at
windward wing is partly responsible for different angles; and, as discussed for
this behavior, steady flow, a transition may not occur on

the windward and leeward wing at the same
The destabilizing "bucket" is abruptly angle. As just discussed above for steady

terminated starting at about 33 deg where asymmetric flow, wing stall was Uuspected
the C, curve becomes stabilizing at 37 deg. to occur at about 25 deg to 27 Leg on the
This is attributed to the stalling process windward wing but at about 33 deg to 37 deg
on the leeward wing which happens very on the leeward wing.
quickly as has been observed in various
flow visualization tests. 8 Once both wings The effect of pitch rate is to intro-
are stalled, the influence of side-slip duce a change in the angle at which a given
through changes in leading edge sweep is no transition may take place relat..v to the
longer important. The stabilizing level static angle. This is due to the finite
of C1 remains nearly constant from about 40 time required for a transition to occur
deg up to 90 deg as has been shown in other which is similar to symmetric flow. A
tests of the subject straked wing plan- distinction between symmetric and asymme-
form. 9  This characteristic is quite per- tric flows, however, is that an additional
sistent once the wing is totally stalled as time lag is introduced for the development
will be demonstrated later in unsteady of asymmetric flows. This results in a
flow. tendency for transitions to occur more
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nearly simultaneously on both wings, even burst vortex flows on pitch-up and reesta-
with side-slip, and to initially minimize blishment of flows on pitch-down. The
asymmetric effects. With sufficient pitch effect of higher frequency is to widen the
rate it is possible to almost entirely hysteresis loop width but not significantly
eliminate asymmetric effects under certain alter the slopes. Loop height for the
conditions.9  reduced amplitude is also remarkably simi-

lar to that for the large amplitude loop at
The results shown in Pigure 10 for a - the high frequency.

- 4 d.tg to 24 deg eo'phasize the similarity
with symmatric CN and CmD result,; as shown The mid-incidence range for a - 8 deg
in Figure C,. These dynamic effects o're to 38 deg encloses both vortex burst and
again second order where the flow field-! stallod flcws on the windward and leeward
are dominated by linsear and/cr unburat wings. Burst occurs at 17 deg and stall at
vor-tex flows. The dynamic effects on C1. about 25 deg to 27 deg on the windward wing
are quita pronounced, however, and chow in steady flow, where as these transitions
considerable hysterenis in the vicin~ty of occur at about 25 deg and 37 deg repective-
the lower side of the dest-Abilizing ly cn the leeward wing. As a result of
"bucket". This hyst~eresis appears as a enclosing both burst and stall points, the
simple lag in the development of vortex ar~d dynamic effects for maximum amplitude in
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Figure 11 Effect of Frequancy and Amoplitude on Asym~oetric CN, C. and C1
at Mid-Incidence, a -8 deg to 38 deg, 8 -5 deg
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this incidence range are much more pro- this paper must be accounted for in the --

ncunced with side-slip as shown by the accurate modeling of flight path character-
results in Figure 11. Comparing CN and Cm istics assouiated with dynamic maneuvering
results in Figure 11 with those for symme- at post stall conditions. The influences

tric flcw in Figure 6 indicates that the of pitch rate and the incidence range

hysteresis loops have amplitude excursions encountered during such maneuvers are
that are more like those seen in symmetric dominant in driving the aerodynamic charac-

flow at the higher incidence in Figure 7. teristics along one branch or another

This is attributed to the enclosure of the depending on previous developments of the
stall point within the pitching motion flow field time history. Results that have

which emphasizes importance of flow transi- been discussed in this paper are directly

tion similarity on affecting dynamic applicable to full-scale post-stall maneu-

characteristics as opposed to incidence vering where the maximum incidence is 50

rimilarity. The peculiar dynamic loops for deg or higher. Maximum pitch rates scale
C1 are directly tied to inclusion of the to about 25 deg/sec for full-scale flight
two major flow transition points and will for a root chord of 30 ft and velocity of

be more easily understood after discussing 300 FPS. The following discussions will

dynamic effects in the high incidence cover two basic classes of non-linear

range. behavior that have been illustrated in this
paper.

The results shown in Figure 12 cover
the incidence range of 22 deg to 50 deg The first type of aerodynamic non-
which encloses vortex burst on the leeward linear behavior will be referred to as
wing and stall transition on both wings. "state non-linearity". This type refers to
Because the flow field characteristics for characteristics that can be described on
maximur amplitude motion are more similar the basis of current state variables such
between syimatric and asymmetric flows, the as Mach, a, a, 1, 4, etc. As an example,
dynamic CN and Cm loops are also similar as consider dynamic CN variation in Figure 7
can be seen by comparing Figures 7 and 12. for fixed a max- ror positive a, the CN
rhe dynamic mechanism is essentially a increase over static values can be fairly
flip-flop between vortax burst flow and well defined on the basis of a and a. Fnr
stalled flow on the leeward wing while the negative i, t-e CM decrease from static
windward wing is essentially stalled during values also can be defined as a function of
the pitching votion. Time lag in the a and a, however, the coefficients will
transition to or from stalled flow on the not be :he same as for t > 0. As can be
leeward wing produces the hysteresis loops seen in Figure ', rha CH reduction for a <
shcwn in Figure 12. Dynamic loops for C1  ? is much greater than the CN increase for
zX±sults particularly ewphasize the flip- a > 0. In this case the incremental
flop characteristics with simple lag, The changes from static curves due to dynamic
effects of frequency and amplitude on the effects are dependent on a and a. This
dynamic Cl loops are minimal as long as the first type of non-linearity is applicable
leeward wing stall transition is enclosed to dynamic conditions in which thu aircraft
in the pitching motion, This suggests that encounters similar flow fields and flow
there exists a limit pitch rate above which field transitions within a given Maneuver
the dynamic C1 loops are essentially un- range. The incidence range for linear
changed at higher rates, attached flow and vortex flow up to burst

is a good example of flow regimes to which

Returning to the dynamic C1 loops in state non-linearity is applicable. It can
Figure 11 at the mid-incidence range, it is also be used to define aerodynamic charac-
now evident how the shape of the loops for teristics where vortex and burst vortex
maximum amplitude is tied to the two flow flows or stalled flows are encountered
transition points. The "Figure 8" charac- without transition occurring.
teristic at k - 0.09 In Figure 11 is an
almost quasi-steady distortion with simple The second type of merodynamic non-
lag of the "bucket". The rapidity of tran- linear behavior will ba referred to as
sition to stalled flow, as indicated by a "path dependent non-linearity". This type
very rapid rise in C1 at a ,a,, is quite exhibits bifurcations that are controlled
remarkable and is in aareement with earlier by the time history development of the flow
observations on how quickly flow fields can fields resulting from model or aircraft
stall. 8  Increasing frequency to k - 0.15 motions. As an example, the dynamic varia-
for the maximum amplitude, however, does tion of CN in Figure 7 for fixed a in shows

not allow enough time for stall transition a noticeable sensitivity to amax depending
to occur and the C1 curve on pitch-down on whether a max is greater than or less
tends to retrace its path generated on than the stall angle. The loop for amax -
pitch-up. This zetracing implies that 36 deg does not enclose stall and is not
perhaps vortex bursting was not encountered very dynamic. However, when a max is
on the leeward wing until about 30 deg, increased to 43 deg and does enclose stall,
sometime after pitch-down had started; the loop is much more dynamic and shows a
othezwise, hysteresin would be present stron similarity to the loop for ma 5
similar to that also shown in Figure 11 for deg. This example illustrates the impor-
the lcwer amplitude and k - 0.15. The tance o: inclusion or exclusion of major
lower necative slope of C1 versus a on flow transitions within the model or air-
pitch-up for maximum amplitude and k - 0.15 craft motion.
(which is similar to the static slope for
unburst vortex flow between a - 12 deg and A more disturbing example of path de-
li de.) is further evidence suppoeting this pendent non-linearity is shown in Figure 11
cont.ention. for dynamic Cl variation with frequency. At

the low frequency, k - 0.09, the dynamic C1
5.0 IMI'tICATIONS FOR FLIGEM DYNAMICS loop had the appearance of a lag distorted

MODELING "buc]:t". This was a result of encounter-
ing both asymmetric vortex burst and total

Zhe non-linearitiet and time history stall within the range of the pitch excur-
(or pr.th dependency) effects in the aero- sion. At the higher frequency, k = 0.15,
dynamic forces and xoments discussed in the dynamic C1 loop appearance changed

A;- 4'ý.
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significantly and no longer reflected the the oscillation range produced a signifi-
occurrence of leeward wing stall at amax. cant incxease in hysteresis effects. This
In fact, the data indicated that vortex was true for all three components of force
burst did not even occur on the leeward and moment that were discussed.
wing during pitch-up. Thus, the stalled
flow branch taken at the loaer pitch rate The four basic flow regimes identified
was not taken at the higher pitch rate in symmetric flow were also identified in
since sufficient time was not available for asymmetric flow. The effect of side-slip
the leeward wing to stall in the latter was to shift the flow field transitions to
case. In this example, bifurcation was high3r Pnlies cr lower angles on the let-
driven by pitch rate rather than incidence ,Yard or windward wings respectively.
range, however, a min and amax had to be Influence on normal :orce and pitching
within certain ranges for this phenomenon Yoment were not large fox a ÷5 deg or -5
to occur. deg yawing of '-'he pitch plrne. Sttbilizinq

rolling moments were dsveloped in the
Clearly, state parameter values are linear flow regime which were reduced with

not sufficient to define dynamic aerody- the oneet of vortex flow. Dostabilizing
namic characteristics where path dependency rolling moments weie produced with asymse-
is dominant. In the cases of large ampli- tric vortex burst and were retarned to a
tude aircraft maneuvers where several flow stable condition with total 4ing stall.
field types are encountered ranging from
linear attached flow to post stall, an Unsteady asymmetric flow results in
integration approach is necessary for this the three incidence ranges revealed some
definition. The integration technicque must very interesting characteristics. The
have the intelligence to select t•he appro.- effects of side-slip on dynamic normal
priate paths when encountering aerodynamic force and pitching moment were noticeable
bifurcation points. It must also be able due primarily to the existence of stalled
to perform these functions witnout prior flow on the windwcrd and leeward wings
knowledge of what stato parameter values within the mid-incidence range. Thus,
will be encountered. This capability is characteristics typical of the high inci-
necessary for non-linear flight path model- dance range in symmetric flow were seen in
ing where the aerodynasic forces that drive the mid-range in asymnatric flow. Dynamic
the aircraft are determined by feedback rolling moments were very much affected by
from the aircraft past and current dynamic frequency and pitch amplitude in the mid-
state. incidence range. At a low frequency and

maximum amplitude, the dynamic rolling
6.0 CONCLUSIONS moment loop showed the characteristics of

vortex, burst vortex and stalled flows. At
This paper has presented a discussicn a highee frequenny and same amplitude,

of force and moment data res•ilts from the stalled flow was not achieved on the lea-
:ow speed wind tunnel tost of an oscilzat- ward wing whicht resulted in completely
ing straked wing model. The model was different dynamic loop characterist3cs, in
oscillated in pitch in symmetric flow and the high incidence range, a persistant
in a yawed plane in asymmetric flow. Nor- flip-flop characteristic was seen in the
mal force, pitching moment and axial force rolling moment dynamic loops that was
results were analyzed for symmetric steady attributed to the leeward wing being
and unsteady flow wh'lre as normal force, unstalled on pitch up and stalled on pitch
pitc)'ing moment and rollins moment results down.
were analyzed for the asymmetric condi-
tions. Pressure and flow-visualization The non-linear and path dependent
data also obtained in that test were used effects on unsteady aerodynamic forces and
to interpret flow field characteristics moment% presented in this paper were then
associated with static and dynamic force discussed with regard to accurate modeling
and moment trends, of flight path chiracteristics associated

with dynamic manauvering at post stall
Four basic flow regimes ware iden- conditions. Two types of non-linear be-

tified in steady symmetric flow as (1, havior were presented and referred to as
linear, (2) vortex flow, (3) burst vortex: "state non-linearity" and "path dependent
flow and (4) fully separated or stalled non-linearity". It was demonstrated that
flow. The relationships between the fiow stata parameters were insufficient to
regimes and the development of normal define the aynamic aerodynamics wher6 path
force, pitching moment and axial force were dependency and bifurcation processes are
discussed. These relationships formed the dominatit. A time integration technique wan
basis for discussing the unsteady anrodyna, considered necessamy which has the intelli-
mic characteristics. gonce to select the correct aerodynamic

path when encountering a bifurcation point.
Unsteady symmetric flow results were
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SOME CHARA.FERWISTCS AND EFFECTS OF THE F/A-18 LEX VORTICLS

by

D. Brown, B.H.K. Lee and F.C.Tang
Institute for Aerospace Research

National Research Council
Ottawa, Ontario K IA 0R6, Canada

SUMMARY xtyf,zifin co-ordinate system with origin at
The fi'st phase of a wind tunnel programme to intersection of leading edge and fuselage

measure mean and unsteady forces and moments and
pressure distributions on the forward fuselage, leading- a angle of incidence (degrees)
edge extension, fins and in the LEX vortex wake of a 6% T time delay
rigid model of the F/A-18 aircraft has been accomplished
The effect of compressibility up to M-0.8 has been studied. INTRODUCTION
The mean chord Reynolds number range was 1 2 to 3.8 X
106. The high degree of manoeuverability of modern

Mean pressures were measured at 84 orifices fighter aircraft at subsonic flight speeds is largely due to
distnbuted between canopy, forward fuselage and the LEX the ability of the wing planform to generate vortical flows
Unsteady and mean pressure measurements were made at that produce useable lift coefficients at high angles-of-
foL( points on the LEX and at 24 points on each side of the attack that are substantially higher than possible with
fin. The vortex wake measurements were made with a 49 earlier planforms.
tube total pressure rake of which 13 tubes were capable of The F/A-18 by virtue of its high lift devices,
acoiring unsteady as well as mean pressures. optimized fin and stabilator arrangement, an advanced

The effects of the LEX fences, that have been digital control system and effective engine air induction
retroactively fitted to CF-18 aircraft In service, have system is capable of controlled flight at angles-of-attack
been assessed. The influence on aircraft lift and pitching up to more than 50*.
moment :s small. The data shows their local effect on LEX Among the wings' high lift devices i.e lead-ng-edge
pressures, reduction in fin mean and unsteady loading that extension (LEX), full span leading and trailing-edge flaps
they cause and their effect on the stagnation pressure (flap/aileron outboard), the LEX has been credited with
disbribution in the vortex wake effecting a 22% increase in maximal lift coefficient and

with increasing the angle of attack for max. CL by 10*,
.,..ll. a compared with a LEX off configuration (Reference 1).

As is well known the lift enhancement arises from
AF• fin area the rolling-up of separated flows at the highly swept
Aj area of Ith panel on fin leading edges of the LEX into a pair of intense vortices that
U wing aerodynamic mean chord trail rearwards. These Inouce a low pressure field over
ct fin local chord the LEX, upper surface of the fuselage and inrer regions of
Er fin mean aerodynamic chord the wings. At high angles of attack a strong outflow is
Cm mean pitching moment about reference apparent over much of the wing upper surface.

point (23.79 inches behind nose) Ultimately the vortices burst and they degenerate
C rins value of unsteady pitching moment into strongly turbulent flow. Interaction of the burst
Q. lift coefficient region with aircraft structure results in vibration which

can be damaging. Peak accelerations up to 450g close toC4 rms value of unsteady normal force coefficient the tip of the vertical fin have been reported from flight
Cf fin mean normal force coefficient tests at the Aeronautical Engineering Test Establishment at

rms value of unsteady normal force Cold Lake (Reference 2). The same reference
on fin inner surface demonstrates the efficacy of the standard LEX fences in

Wo rms value of unsteady normal force reducing the pealk acceleratiots to 200g.
on fin outer surface Flow visualization wo, at small scale (1/72) in

Cp mean pressure coefficient water tunnels, supported by wir,1 tunnel investigations
q rms value of unsteady pressure coefficient with a 6% model and full scale flight measurements have
I frequency (Hz) established an approximately linear relation between the
F1 time function of pressure at point 1 aircraft angle-of-attack and the axial position of vortex

burst (Reference 2). Since the vortex originates at a
F2  time function of pressure at point 2 charp edie the axial position is in. 3nsitive to Reynolds
k non-dimensional frequency (fc/U) number - the measurements cited in Reference 2 cover
M freestream Mach number three orders oi magnitude Also the variation of burst
PA mean pressure on fin Inner surface position appears to be insensitive to Mach number up to
po mean pressure on fin outer surface 0.4 at least.
P, rmsj rms value of unsteady prersure on fin The relation between burst position and angle-of-

Inner surface at jth panel attack Indicates that below 15° the burst occurs
Po rmsi rms value of unsteady pressure on fin sufficiently to the rear to have little adverse effect on the

outer surface at jth panel fins. Above .-15° the burst position Is sufficiently far
q freestreem dynamic pressure forward for the turbulent regions to subject the fins to"qeF Reynolds number based on 6 increasingly severe random loading as cc Increases.

This paper describes the measurements and gives
:. Ri,2(1)cross orrelation function of F1 and F"2  data from a wind funnel Investigation on a 6% scale rigid
t time

freestream velocity model of the F/A-18, with and without LEX fences, The
measurements were performed in the 5fft X 5ft WowdownSx,y,z aircraft model co-ordinate system with wind tunnel of the High Speed Aerodynamics Laboratory.

origin at nose

f ,
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Data are presented for mean and unsteady force and were not connected) contained 1/16 inch diameter Kuhle

moments on the model, LEX and fin pressures (mean and 25 psi differential pressure transducers for high

unsteady) and stagnation pressure measurements in the frequency response The reference side of these

vortex wake behind the fin. The investigation was made at transducers were connected to an external pressure

Mach numbers 0.19, 0 246, 0.6 and 0.8 and the angle-of- source.

attack range was from 00 to 350. Internal chamfers of 400 included angle were
machined in the ends of the dynamic and the mean pressure

MODEL AND INSTRUMENTATION tubes so as to reduce the directional sensitivity of the rake
since it was required to operate over a 350 angle-of-

1. Model attack range. The rake was aligned with the freestream

This is a 6% scale F/A-18 shown in Figure 1 It direction when the model was at 200 angle-of-attack

consists of 3 major pieces, namely an aluminum alloy
forebody with integral strakes (equipped with removable RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

fences) and a single place canopy; a stainless steel centre-
fuselage with integral wings; and a stainless steel rear 1. Balance Data

fuselage. These parts are made with close tolerance The variations of lift coefficient CL and pitching

spigotted joints and are dowelled and bolted together. The moment CM at M-0.8 and Re.-3.8X10
6 

are shown in
centre fuselage is bored to accept a 1 5 inch diameter sting Figures 6(a) and 6(b). These figures demonstrate that the
balance oeffect of the LEX fences, especially on CL, is smail. The

wingsbysimpleading-ad traijing as. aor taest te effect on CM is mixed, an increase (decreased nose down
wings by simple bolted lap joints. For these

measurements the flap deflections were 350 (L.E.F.) and value) is noted for CL>1.3 with a decrease for 0.7<CL<1 3

00 (T.E.F.). and a slight increase for low and negative lift. These data

The vertical fins are bolted to the rear fuselage were obtained with the vortex rake in place. As shown in

which also carries adjustable angle stabilators. These Figures 7(a) and 7(b), the presence of the rake causes a

were set at -90 for the measurements. noticeable and even significant Interference on the

The wing tips carried models of the AIM9 missile measured aerodynamic characteristics. The results shown

and launcher rail but the underwing pylons were not fitted in Figures 7(a) and 7(b) were obtained at M-0.6 (the

Transition trips were placed on upper and lower surfaces only Mach number for which we have rake on and off

of the LEX, wings, fins and stabilators at approximately comparisons). It is seen, Figure 7(a), that there is a

0.4 inches from the leading edge. Trips were also placed slight decrease in CL due to the presence of the rake, the

around the forebody and along the lower generator in a discrerancy becoming greater as CL increases up to about
manner similar to that described in Ref. 4. 1 6 and then diminishing. The greater Interference may be

seen in CM, Figure 7(b) For values of CL<1 .5, the

2. Model Support discrepancy amounts to about 13% of the total range In CM.

Figure 2 illustrates the sting mounting the effect being an increase in the moment.
arrangement of the model in the transonic test-section of However the effect of the LEX fences is not obscured
the 5ft X 5ft blowdown wind tunnel at the Institute for by the presence of the vortex rake. The minimal effect of
Aerospace Research. A cranked sting was used to obtain a the fences on CL is apparent in Figure 7(a) while the
wind-off anqio-of-attack range of 0-33*. Under
wirodynd-off anleof-adigannraeng of 0 . duer 0stindecrease in CM due to the fences, seen in Figure 7(b), is

bending is typically obtainedm similar for vortex rake on and off. This being the case the
changes in CL and CM already noted at Ms0.8 in Figures

3. Instrumentation of Model 6(a) and 6(b) are held to be valid within the limitations

The forebody was instrumented with 84 pressure of experimental errors. The loop is more pronounced

orifices located on the canopy, starboard fuselage side and (0.5< CL<I 3) for Ms0.6 than for M-0 8 (0.7<CL<1.3)

upper and lower surface of the starboard LEX. Orifice The variation of unsteady normal force and pitching

pressures were measured on 5 electronically scanned moment coefficients (rms values) is shown in Figures
pressure modules that were located In a cavity under the 8(a) and (b) for M-0.8. Some results at M-0.19 and

canopy. The LEX upper surface also contained 4 surface M=0.246 are also included. Both quantities indicate a
mounted Endevco 85158 (50 psia) absolute pressure sharp rise in unsteadiness in the a-range of 25°-27.5°.
transducers for dynamic pressure measurement. The The effect of the fences is to effect some delay in the rise

locations of orifices and dynamic pressure transducers are Normal force rather than lift coefficient was chosen to

indicated in Figure 3 and defined in Tables I and 2 illustrate the variation of unsteadiness for the sake of

respectively, simplicity. it being possible to record the rms value of the

For these measurements the standard starboard fin balance output directly. Similar characteristics occur for

was replaced by an extensively instrumented version M-0.6, as shown in Figures 9(a) and (b). These curves

containing 48 (24 per side) Endevco 8515B (50 psia) show that the onset of the sharp increases in Cr and Cm'
absolute transducers. These are embedded a short distance occurs between 20 And 50 earlier than at M=0.8 but

under the surface to give high dynamic response. The fin approximately the same values of Ci&and Cm are attained
was also Instrumented with root strain gauges and for a2>30°.
contained an accelerometer near the tip (3/4 span, 1/3 Our data at the low Mach numbers of 0.19 and
local chord). t,.246 are limited to a=30- and 24.5- respectively. The

Pressure calibration of the transducers was unsteady force and moment coefficients for these conditions

effected by fitting a pressure tight 'glove' over the entire are Also included In Figures 8(a) and (b). These resul~s
fin, mounted on the model, thus subjecting each transducer indicate slightly higher values of unsteady force and

to a comznnn pressure from a nitrogen supply. The fin moment coefficients. However there are insufficient data to

pressure transducer locations are indicated in Figure 4. reach a conclusion regarding Mach number effects.
Table 3 giveb the locations of the transducers.

2. Forward fuselage and LEX preesure
4. Vof'ex Rake distribution

Stagnation pressure in a 6-Inch square cross-
section behind the starboard fin was measured by the 49 (a) Canopy centre-line
tube rake depicted In Figure 5. This was mounted on !he Pressure coefficient distributions along the canopy

"sting. Thirteen of the 45 active tubes (the corner tubes centre -line are shown from ,f,-0° to 35° at M 0.8, ao-

4ý1-4
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-eix3 8XilG in Figure 10. The critical value Cp, this transducer is at a different lateral position from the
assuming isentropic flow, is marked at the appropriate line of orifices a difference in &.p may be indicative of

level for each curve. Each curve is characterized by a lateral pressure gradients.
compression-expansion-compression-expansion followed The positions of vortex bursts as determined in
by a region of more uniform pressure prior to water tunnel tests (Reference 2) are marked. It will be
compression and expansion on the fuselage behind the noted that the position at a-30" roughly coincides with the
canopy. Even at a-0° there Is a small zone of supersonic collapse of the pressure peak. At a-25° there is an abrupt
flow in the vicinity of the orifice at x/c-1.319. This flattening of the Cp profile a short distance forward of the
region grows in extent and local Mach numbers Increase marked burst point. These effects may be related.
such that at ac35° supersonic flow Is Indicated from Unlike the Cp profiles for the upper fuselage side
xlc-1.228 to 1.798 with the peak Mach number of 1.33. these LEX pressure profiles do ,ot exhibit precipitous

It should however be noted that it may be increases in pressure. It seems that there are extensive
inappropriate to ascribe isentropic external flow over the areas of supersonic flow at all angles above 10° (precise
canopy at some of the higher angles of incidence, due the limits cannot be set) but relatively gradual diffusion of the
presence of vortical flow emanating from the forebody of flow rather than deceleration through shock waves appears
the model with consequent loss of total pressure, However to predominate. The positive peak pressures behind the
total pressure losses due to vortices shed from the diffusion zone move rearwards with a increasing.

forebody are expected to be small so that assuming Pressure distributions at the outer row are shown
isentropic flow for the canopy region would not be a in Figure 13(b). The suction peak that is established at
serious error. a-15* increases sharply !o Cp--1.25 and moves back to

Y/6- 2.425 for a=20*. The lowest value of Cp was found
(b ) Upper fuselage side to be -t 3 occurring at x/c=2.36 for a-22.5° but a

The development of the Cp distribution along this subsequent Increase in a to 250 effected a forward shift of
ine of pressure orifices (17-28 in Figure 3) is shown at the peak to x/c-2 292 and an increase in Cp to -1.17.
M=0.8,in Figure 11, from a-'0 to 35*. The formation of Complete collapse of the peak followed increases of a to
forebody vortices is believed to commence at some a 30° and 350 and unlike the Inner row profile the low
slightly greater than 15o since at this angle the pressure pressures do not appear to have been re-established at
is almost constant from x/I-1.336 to 1.728. Peak a-350.
suction occurs near x/c-1.728 for all angles up to 351, Values of Cp from two fixed pressure transducers,
which was the highest angle in this experiment, at x/c=2.392 and 2.59, are shown in Figure 13(b). The

At all values of a there Is a short zone near data from these agree well in some cases but poorly in
x /c-1.06 where near freestream velocities occur but others. Again their lateral poslion.• were not quite the
upstream of this point local velocities rise rapidly with (E. same as that of the line of orifices. 0

Up to a-25° the values of Cp at xmc-0.965 are lower than The positions of the vortex bursts are in qualitative
at the downstream suction peak but beyond this angle the agreement with the collapse of the pressure peaks for
lowest pressures are seen at the downstream peak. The .>25*. Diffusion from the peak low pressures occurs
difference is largest at a-30°. The peak suction is fairly gradually, as at the inner row.
obtained with oL.32 50 at xt-c=1.728. Profiles of Cp for the 'fences on' case at M-0.8 are

The large adverse velocity gradients to be seen near shown in Figure 14(a). The development of the vortical
x /c=., and also 1.75, exhibit similar shapes for Cp flow follows that with fences off, with similar collapse of
distribution to those where shock-wave termination of the suction peak (near Xic-2) at a-30° and establishment
supersonic flow occurs. of a broad peak, located forward, at a-35°. At a-150 to

The above results apply to the LEX fences off case 300 inclusive the effect of tho fence is to cause a very
but closely similar ,,essure distributions were also abrupt rise in pressure very close to the fence leading
obtained with the fences on. edge. Figure 14(b) shows Cp profiles for the outer row of

Mach number effects on the fuselage pressure orifices in the presence of the fence. The local effect of the
distribution are exemplified in Figure 12 where Cp fence is exhibited In this figure through the sharply
distribution curves are shown for the fences off case at peaked profiles that are produced These commencing at
a-30° for M-0.19, 0.6 and 0.8. a-t10 reach higher suction peaks than the fence off case,

with the highest occurrence at a=250. Unlike the inner

c) Upper surface of LEX row the suction peak is maintained to a-30° but at 350 it

The development of the LEX upper surface pressure collapses.

distrioutions along the two lines of orifices (y/6=0.253 Some direct comparisons between fence ,'ff and

and 0.355) are shown for M-0.8 for the fences off case in lance on Op profiles are shown in Figure 15(a). For
Figures 13(a) and 13(b). The inner row distributions clarity symbols are omitted and the origins are staggered.

indicate the incipience of the vortex near a=5*, when a It is seen that at all angles of incidence, forward regions of
reduction of pressure at the first orifice (xW&1,.662), the profiles are virtually unaffected by the presence of the

fence but for a-36* the entire profile is unaffected.brought on by separation at the sharp leading edge, is seen. Posil t is becaus the vote has urstelr

Subsequent Increases in a to 100 and 151 bring on Possibly this is because the vortex has burst well forfard

extensive zones of low Cp with the peak suction point of the fence and there is no organised vortical flow to act on

moving back to xf&1.993. A further increase In a to 200 it. Simitar results for M-0.6 are reported in Reference 2

causes a wholesale shift of tne pressure profile to lower Cp but the pressurt gradients seen with fences on are less

values and a slight backward shift of the peak to acute at this lower Mach nuinber.

x/1.2.060. Compansons for the outer LEX Cp profiles are
The minimum Op that we could discern occurred shown in Figure 15(b), They demonstrate a large effect of

near a-22.5". Further increases In a cause a fundamental the fence over the entire range of xse with the exception of

change in the pressure profile in that the suction peak data at 0,350 where again it can be seen that the fence hasSnear x/•=2 collapses but the pressure from x/•I .927 virtually no effect due to vortex bursting well ahead of the
forward goes on decreasing monotonically with a to form a fence (at x/E-1.66). However if the burst position at
broad forward peak as indicated In the a435

0 
curve. a-301 with fences on Is close to that 'fence off'

This figure also shows the vaues of Op deduced (x Fc-2.13) it would appear that the fence is effective in
from a fixed pressure trarsducer at x/-&1.894, promoting the high peak suction in spite of being immersed

y/'-0.263. Values of Cp Indicated by this Instrumentation in turbulent flow.

are usually close to the data from the pressure orifices, Machnumber effects at M0.19. 0.6 and 0.8 on the
although a large discrepancy can be seen at a=10°. Since inner and outer row of LEX orifices at a-3 0- are shown In

4 ;-
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Figure 16(a) (fences off) and Figure 16(b) (fences on). and off, are shown in Figures 21, 22 and 23 respeotively.
It will be noted that the Mach number effect is large - the The locations of the rows of pressure transducers are
peak suction being approximately halved between M-0.19 indicated in Figure 4 and given In Table 3. For clarity
and 0 8. It Is also noticeable that whereas the addition of each set of curves Is displaced upwards, the position of tha
LEX fences has little effect on the forward pan of the Inner baseline being indicated in the figures with the row
pressure distribution (y/c.0.253) at M-0.6 and 0.8. number in parentheses.
this is not the case at M.0.19 since Cp is increased from At M-0.8 (Figure 2ttlthe effect of ten fence Is
-2.8 to -2.55 with the fences. Figures 17(al and 17(b) quite substantial on each surface, Lnlikc the results for 4

show effects at a-25* and M-.0.246, 0.6 and 0.8 at the M-0.6 (Figure 22ý where the effect of the fences on the
inner row of orifices only.. outboard surface Is small but quite large on the inboard.

The foregoing pressure data was obtained with the At M-0.8 Mne fences consistently Increase Cp along each
vortex rake mounted since results at M-0.19, 0.246 and row of transducers on the outboard surface On lthe itihoard
0 8 were obtained with this configuration only. surface the effect Is to increase Cp along rows 1 and 2
Comparative data for vortex rake on and off is shown at (near the fin root) but the opposite holds for the four
M-0.6 in Figure 18 for a fence off condition. At a.15° outer rows. At M-0.6 (Figure 22) the effect of the fences
the rake interference is quite small but at a.30° it is is to decrease Cp substantially at all measurement points
obviously a matter for some concern, if absolute accuracy on the inboard surface. The shape of the pressure
is required. However the relative performance distributions Is generally the same at M=0.8 and 0.6 but
comparisons that have been made are considered to be this does not hold at M=0.19.
valid. Figure 23 indicates a mixed effect of the fences at

In Figure 19 unsteady pressure effects at M=0 8 on M-0.19. The effects are roughly similar on each surface
the LEX upper surface are shown as plots of the rms values but with the exception of rows 2 and 5 on the i.board and
of Cp, measured at the four surface pressure transducers, rows 4, 5 and 6 on the outboard surface there is no clear
versus a. The data is presented for fence off and on effect of the fence at this low speed. On these rows the
configurations. The first transducer indicates a sharp rise effect of the fences is to increase Cp. Unlike the results at
in C between 32.5- and 35%, the presence of the fence the high speeds some of the greatest increases in Cp now
having a small but beneficial effect in reducing the occur towards the tip of the fin
unsteadiness. Transducer 2 which is almost in-line with As may be expected the Cp profiles are affected by
the fence and ahead by 0.175 in x/c shows a large the presence of the vortex rake.
reduction in C for a.>25'. Transducer 3 which is Figures 24, 25 and 26 show the variation of the
adjacent to the fence and just outside indicates a sharp normal force coefficient acting on the fin. These werc
upturn in Cq at a=22.5° with fences off and 50 later with computed from the measured pressure distributions by the
fences on. In the interval from a.30° to 350 the equation
improvement is reduced. The fourth transducer which is
downstream of the fenoe and well outside its line shows the 24
greatest effect of the fence for 22.5"saLs32.5°. CNf- -. (Pij-P 0o)Aj/qAF

Similar results are given in References 2 and 3 for j = 1
M-0 6.

At low speeds we tabulate Cq at a,,24.5- and 30- as and is positive in the outward direction. The areas Al for
follows: each panel are indicated in Figure 4. It is assumnd :that tha

M a Configura- -- . 3 4 pressure is constant over each panel.
Figures 24 and 25 show the variation of CNI with

lion a at M-0.8 and 0.6 respectively with the vortex rake

0.19 30 fences off 0.047 0.096 0.073 0.085 mounted while Figure 26 gives CNI at M-0.6 with 'he
0.19 30 fences on 0.039 0.086 0.50 0.264 vortex rake removed. At each Mach numbs- a reduction in
0.246 24.5 fences off 0.032 0.058 0.045 0.053 CN Iis effected by the LEX fences (starting at about 15* in
0.246 24.5 fences on 0.03 0.053 0.52 0.225 a) but the decrement is larger at M-0.6 and extends to

a-35- compared with 250 at M-0.8. The peak values are
The 'fences off values of Cq at each transducer generally about the same. The change in CNI between a-,1 5' and
agree with values shown In Figure 19, as do the 'fences on' 27.50 indicates a large change in the effective angle-of.
values at the first two transducers. The very high values of attack of the fin.
C, 'fences on' at transducers 3 and 4 are noted but we The pressure data on which CNI is based was found
cannot suggest reasons for them. We have no reason to to be extremely repeatable - at M-0.6 data from two runs
fault the Instrumentation. These values exceed the at a-300 and three runs at 350 gave a variation in CNi Of
comparable data at M-0.6 and 0.8 by up to a factor of 5. only 0.001 while at M-0.8 repeated multiple incidence

runs also showed vanations of only 0.001 at all angles
3. Surface Flow Visualization above 20° and 0.002 bek w thic.

Figure 20 displays surface streamlines cii the Comparison of Figures 25 and 26 illustrates the
upper surnace of the wing and part or whole or the LEX for influence of the vortex rake on the fin steady force. It will
'fence off and 'fence on' configurations. The display was be noted that aside from increases in peak values of about
obtained by 'dotting' the surface with an oil and lamp- 12% on the positive side the removal of the rake does not
black mixture then performing a 10 second wind tunnel materially change any conclusions to be drawn regarding
run at a fixed angle-of-incidence. The streamlines show the fence effects.
features of the surface flow for M-0.6 at a-301. The Unsteady pressures on the fins are shown in
influence of the LEX fence is seen to be local, the surface Figures 27, 28 and 29 reoating to M-0.8, 0.6 and 0.19
flow on the leading-edge flap, wing and fuselage fillet being respectively at r-30°. The curves are displaced for
virtually the same In each case. This conclusion is clarity. It is clear that the fences confer distinct
supported by the small changes that have been seen in CL improvements In reducing the unsteady pressure
and CM from 'fences off to 'fence3 on'. coefficients on the fin inboard surface at each Mach

number, the reductions becoming greater as the Mach
number is reduced. On the outboard surface consistent

4. Fin Pressure Distribution reductions in unsteady pressure coefficients along each
Examples of the fin steady Cp distributions on each row are seen only at M=0.19. They are generally smaller

side of the fin at M=0.8, 0.6 and 0.19 at a-301, fences on than on the inboard surface. At M=0.8 and 0.6, for the

-..
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rows nearer the fin toot aie aftct is mixed. (o) Fin pressure transducer signals

The unsteady forces on each side of the nit were Figures 34 to 37 show broadband cross-

derived by Integration of the unsteady pressure correlation functions on the inboard and outboard surfaces

coefficients by a scheme airr'dar to that for derivation of of the fin, in which the first transducer in the second row
the fin steady force. The unsteady normal force coeflicient (transducer 6) is used as the refer3nce.
on the inboard surface is gruen by:

The cross-correlation, defined as
24

CN, XPi rmsi A/qPF T

J-1 R 12 (t) - im F,(t)F 2(t+-r)dt

and the coefficient for the outboard surface is found by T 4t0 J-T
replacing p, rill by Porm,,, fhe lnboa'J a, d outboard sideswere summed separately as we ,ad no informatboarn on was obtained by processing digitized FM tape recordings of

wese summed signals asf w inf~ad ortionrd oransducers the unsteady signals using the IEEE CCSE routine

phasing of signals from inbOard and outboard transducers (Reference 5). The sampling frequency and FFT length for

at the time of atie data rtduc;ron. each case were 80,000 Hz and 8192 samples respectively.

This formuehtion assumes that the rms pressures " he test conditions were M-0.6, a-30° with LEX fences on
are constant over each panel of tho fin en that the

fluctuations are correlated on the panel but uncorrelated and the vortex rak. off Figure 34 shows that the unsteady
f iessure field on the inboard surface is well correlated in

between adjacent panels. i C the chordwise direction along the second row The averageFigure 30 showc the van•aticn o' Cm• and CNo witha

at M.0 8. On th9 inboerd surface smati reductions , ,I broadband eddy convection velocity, computed from the
ditance between the reference transducer and those

due to the LEX fences are noted between o0.150 and 22 5o following and the time dfsplacements of the peak
but become large in tha interval 22.5- to 30- - up to 40% correlation function 's 490 ft/second i.e. 0.72U.

01 the 'fence off value is seen at a-27 50. Reducbons in Figure 35 -.'iows the results of cross-correlation

a on the outboard surface commence at o-15* and i.. the spairwise direction from transducer 6 along

remain tairly corstant at about 16% of the 'fence off' level transtducors 11, 16 and 20. The correlation becomes poor

up to a.30*. A rapid rise in CO (regardless of tancus) rapidly iowards the tip of the fir as indicated by the curves

commences between 0.50 and 10 connpared with about labelled R(6, 16, c) and R(6,20, ir).

22.51 for the inboard surface. On the outboard surface we see the opposite to these

Figure 31 shows the ,arhatio", of CNi a! d CNo with a "'ffects. Figure 36 "shows a poor correlation in the

at M-0.3. The general shape of the curves is diffegenl and chordwise direction, coi:sidering transducer 6 (outboard)

the values achieved fence on and off are considerably more -is the ,,jference, whereas Figure 37 demonstrates the

than at M=0.8. The effectiveness of the fences In reducing unsteady pressure field out lrNards the tip from

the unsteady forcu coefficients is rather less than at transducer 6 to be well correlated. the average broadband

M -4.8 e.g. at 0a2/.5° a reduction of 33% ri CNi is eddy convection velocity is iound lo be about 600 ft/second

achieved 
(0.88U).

TMa results displayed in Figures 30 and 31 were Good spanwise correlation is also seen beyond the

obtained with the vortex rakb in place. fin mid-chord hina. Figura 38 shows the corelation

At ýow spee'J we have the following results: cu'ves for transducer 4 (the reference) and transducers
9, 14, 19 and 22 on the outboard surface. An eddy

Fe'nc's off1  Fences on convection ielocity of abou. 300 Wsecond (0.44U) is

M ° CIu C• CM es'lmated. The reason for the large correlation distance
along the line of these transducers is believed to be that

0.19 30 0.168 0.178 0.102 0.148 they lie r'ose to the surface streamlines on the fin surface

0.246 24.5 0.104 0 158 0.061 0.121 (Reference 2, Figure 13(b)).

The reductions in unsteady force coefficient are close to 6. Votex Wake

those at M-0.8 for the inner surface and rather igher ',n Stagnation pressure ioefficient contours at M-0.19

the outl-i zurfaca. and a.30°, in the vo'tical flow immediately behind the
ver'jca: fin, are shown for 'fences of and lences on'

5. Analysis of Unsteadv Stinais configurations respectivei, in Figures 39 and 40. At this
low Mach iumber the freestream value of Cop Is 1.009 so it

%a) LEX Pressure transducer signals -s dear that in each case the entire cross-section of the

Figures 3.: and 33 show the power spectral density flow shown In each figure Is below freestream stagnation

of the unsteady siials from the first and third p.assure pressure. The effect of the LEX fence appears to be an

tranrduces, tral are fixed in the LEX surface (Figure 3), elongation and a flattening of the low pressure region that

at M-0.6 stradCles the fin, e.g. the Cp.0 contour and the occurrence

In f;gure 32 the P.S.D. is plotted against the non- of ce'ls of low Cp on each eide of the fin. Also the mean

dimenuaonal frequency k at v-J
0
0, fences off and on while value of Cp inside the Cp.O contour appears to be higher

Figure 33 gives results at ,,=,5°. with the fences on.

It will be seen that the effect of the fences is Unsteady pressure coefficients are given in the

generaily to Ilwer the level at each transducer for 0=30° following tables which show the value of Cp along the

whereas at a.35° the level at transducer 1 is lowered but vertical and hoitzontal centre-lines of the vortex rake.

increased at transducer 3. Point Hi H2 8I3 V4 H4 H5 H6
There is a difference in tav,,i of the signal at

transducer 1 between a-30° and 35'. The low speed Co ieuoss oft) 0.341 0262 0.181 0.2o8 0.275 0.300 0 394

water tunnel data (Reference 2) suggests that the vortex (c on) 0.262 0 .236 e. 0.176 0 270 0.195 0330

bursting takes place behind this transducer at ,'-30° but Point V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7
ahead of if at 35*. The higher level of Cp at transducer 1
for a.-35- would be cmised by the high tirbulence ih. the cr (Wioen ofi) 0.392 0.221 o.1se 0.208 0.316 0.433 0.417

bursting vct!ex. o irms on) 0.374 0 252 0 161 0.176 0.248 0.351 0391

=- .
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At all horizontal points the fences bring about a reduction LEX fences at M-0.8 over most of the range of a, but the -- f
in Cp. The effect Is mixed in the vertical direction but the reductions were not as large as those for M-0.6.
majority show a reduction. Significant reductions were also observed at low speed.

Figures 41 and 42 give contours of Cp at At the higher values of a unsteady force
M-0.8 and a-30%, fences off and on respectively. At the coefficients computed from pressures on the fin surfaces
high speed condition the freestream value of Cp is 1.17. It indicate that reductions due to the fences are relatively
may be inferred that the region of vortical flow is larger insensitive to Mach number on the inboard surface but on
than in the low speed case~by a comparison of the areas the outboard surface larger reductions are to be seen at
inside the contours e.g. the Cp-0 and .0.24 contours low Mach number.
enclose considerably larger areas at high speed. Also Processing of 'fence on' unsteady pressure
regions of lower Cp are seen at M=0.8 than at 0.19. signals at ca=30° for M-0.6 at various points on the fin

With the fences on, the shape of the vortical revealed sharply differing correlations in chordwise and
region changes to a more elongated region but contrary to spanwise directions from the inboard and outboard
the low speed case the lowest pressure regions are now surfaces respectively. Other Mach numbers and model

seen with fences on. attitudes may exhibit different behaviour.
The lobe on the inside of the fin, Figure 42, The vortex wake measurements of

with fences on is very similar In shape to that observed at stagnation pressure demonstrate a tow pressure region
low speed, Figure 40. This appears to be a region with lateral and vertical directions considerably larger
influenced by the LEX fence tip vortex, than fin height. The LEX fences cause large changes in the

Values of C'p measured at the rake's dynamic shape of the pressure contours and the signature of the
transducers are as follows: fence vortex is clearly seen. Al low Mach number~for

Point H1 H2 H3 V4 H4 H5 H6 a-30*, the fence has the effect of raising the stagnation
pressure across the vortex field but the opposite hold at

/ M-0.8.
Cp(fencs off) 0266 0216 0.16 0.123 0210 0.280 0453
CO (fences on) 0.111 0.093 0.096 0 139 0.242 0 282 0 435 At the high angles-of-attack that are of

interest the measurements on the model and in the vortex
Point V1 V2 V3 V4 VS V6 V7 wake indicate a very complicated flowfield. Considerable

work is further required to achieve more understanding of
C ?ionco$ off) 0 311 0.204 0.145 0.123 0.191 0.373 0.536 the phenomena.
cp (fenco on) 0.21s 0 136 0 119 0 1390. 221 03790 519

At M-0.8 these data indicate that the fences promote a
reduction in unsteadiness outboard and towards the tip of
the fin but an increase inside the fin and towards the root. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Table 1. Pressure Orifice Locations on LEX

Orifice xlc ylC Orifice xlc Ylc
No No.

(Fig. 3) (Fig. 3) Tale3 Pressure Transducer Localions on

29 1.662 0 2=3 41 2 458 0.253 Trans- xfIcf YfIc- Trans- xf/cf yfIcf
30 1.728 0 253 42 2.524 0.253 ducer ducer
31 1.794 0.253 43 2.590 0.253 No. No
32 1.861 0.253 44 2.657 0.253 (Fip 4) (Fig 4)
33 1.927 0.253 45 2.160 0.355
34 1.993 0.253 46 2.226 0.355 1 0.252 0.141 13 0.924 0 578
35 2.060 0.253 47 2.292 0.355 2 0.453 0.141 14 1.061 0.578
36 2.125 0.253 48 2.358 0 355 3 0 653 0 141 15 1.197 0.b78
37 2.192 0 253 49 2.425 0 .355 4 0 853 0.141 16 0.8a8 0.816
38 2.259 0.253 50 2.491 0 .355 5 1 053 0.141 17 0.971 0.816
39 2,325 0.253 51 2 557 0 .355 6 0.434 0.339 18 1.072 0.816
40 2 391 0 253 52 2.623 0 355 7 0.605 0.339 19 1.174 0.016

8 0.776 0.339 20 1.100 0.985
9 0.947 0 339 21 1 1.77 0 985

T~l 4, rsueTandcrLQ21L2_l 10 1.119 0.339 2 2 1.236 0.985
(Far 11 1 0.651 0.578 23 1.1.80 1.036

12 0.788 0.578 24 11.230 1 .015
Transducer No. Xlc Ylc

1 1 894 0.263
2 2.126 0.297
3 2 392 0.335
4 2.590 0.364
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MULTIPLE ROLL ATIRACTORS OF A DELTA WING AT HIGH INCIDENCE'
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Abstract

A comprehensive roll oscillation test program on a 650 delta wing has been conducted at the IAR (formerly NAE) 2m -

3m low-speed wind tunnel. The principal objectives of the program were to obtain a better insight of the vortex
dynamics associated with large-amplitude and high-rate roll oscillations and to validate the hypersurface
representation of aerodyiamic loads as a means of improving prediction of aircraft dynamics in the non-linear regime
Although some of the observed unusual roll response characteristics can be qualitatively explained in terms of
existing knowledge regarding unsteady aerodynamic effects of separated flow, further tests and data analyses will be
needed to reach the in-depth understanding of the flow phenomena which is required for the successful design of
future high-agility aircraft.

Nomenclature

b Wingspan

a Mean aerodynamic chord

C1 Rol;ing moment ccefficient = _--
qSb

Ct$ Aerodynamic roll stiffness = -

actCeý Aerodynamic roll damping =

I Oscillation frequency

k Reduced frequency = J&2U_

1 Rolling moment
q Dynamic Pressure
S Model planform area
t Time
U_ Freestream velocity
a Angle of attack
,0 Roll oscillation amplitude

o Pitch angle (of body-f.xed model axis)
i Roll angle

i. o Mean roll angle r

0 Reduced roll rate =b
2U. at

dO Reduced roll acceleration =

2U- a.

A Leading-edge sweep angle

to Angular frequency = 2nf

" Work conducted under Joint Research Program of U.S. Air Force Office for Sdentric Research and Wright Research and Development
Center Fight Dynarrics Lab., Institute for Aerospace Research and Canadian Dept ol National Defence.

t Senior Research Officer
-1 Formerly National Aeronautical Establishment
-ttt Senior ccnsulfing Esgineer
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Introduction

The evolution of high-performance aircraft requires ever-increasing maneuverability and agility capabilities, including
flight at high angle of attack and motions involving large amplitudes and high angular rates, where unsteady
separated flow conditions prevail. Under these conditions, the flow physics needs to be better understood and new,
more effective aerodynamic models have to be used to account for the highly non-linear, time dependent loads that
may be present. The latter requirement arises from the inability of fully or partially linear mathematical models, implicit
in the stability deivative formulation, to handle the loads at hand1 .2.3.4 .

Consequently, a different approach to represent aerodynamic reactions, that does not rely on assumptions of linearity,
and can thus be used for simulations in the non-linear flight regime, has been proposed5. The simulations are based
on the utilization of the instantaneous values of the pertinent aerodynamic loads as forcing functions in the equations
of motion. Special wind-tunnel testing techniques are required to provide the information on the airloads as a
function of the motion variables. One such technique, which permits efficient measurement of instantaneous values of
aerodynamic reactions in terms of the corresponding instantaneous values of the pertinent motion variables, has been
described in Ref.6. The measured reactions are stored as a function of the motion variables in look-up tables that can
be used directly in simulations. In a topological sense, the look-up tables that descnbe the reactions as functions of n
motion variables, correspond to reaction hypersurfaces in n+1 dimensions.

It bears mentioning that the measurement technique and load representation, in addition to improving flight mechanics
prediction capabilities, also provide, by virtue of the detailed information they generate, a means to increase the
understanding of flows in the non-lInear regime.

Experimental program

A 650 delta wing model (Fig 1) was tested statically and under forced roll-oscillation conditions in a program that
comprised steady and unsteady force and pressure measurements as well as high-speed laser-sheet and s.rface-oil
flow visualization. Moreover, free-to-roll tests were also conducted. The test matrix for the complete program is shown
in Table I A single degree of freedom motion in roll was selected for the dynamic tests because of its relevance to
wing rock problems and its relatively simple mechanical implementation. Details on the wind-tunnel rig have been
described in Ref. 7-

The force tests provided the data base required to conduct single degree-of-freedom (roll) simulations that could then
be validated through a comparison with actual motions obtained in the free-to-roll tests. Flow visualization and
pressure tests were conducted to complement the global load data by providing a better insight of the physical
mechanisms underlying the measured loads The substantial number of force tests, involving a variety of oscillation
amplitudes, frequencies and roll offset angles shown in Table I, were required to generate an adaquately populated
data base for the instantaneous aerodynamic reactions as functions of the instantaneous values of , and ii . The
various offset angles are needed to independently control these quantities

Inasmuch as each run entailed the acquisition of data for 20-40 seconds, most of the noise was eliminated from the
signals by an ensemble averaging process, resulting in very good repeatability. Tare measurements were done in air
due to the impossibility of evacuating the wind tunnel. Moreover, no support or wall interference corrections were
attempted. A similar test program, to be conducted shortly at another wind tunnel, is expected to shed some light on
the possible impact of interference effects.

The free-to-roll tests, intended to validate the aerodynamic load representation by comparing single DOF motion
predictions, based on force data, with actual motions obtained under free-to-roll conditions, were conducted by
releasing the model from any desired roll angle at zero initial roll rate. In spite of the romoval of all beanng seals and
use of light oil for lubrication in these tests, some friction still remained that needs to be accounted for in the
simulations.

Experimental results

A large body of data was acquired in the test program, much of it not having been fully analyzed to date. Experimental
results obtained from the forced-oscillation and free-to-roll tests conducted in 1989 at a roll axis inclination of a = 300
have been previously described8 . The most important findings are summarized in this section, complemented with
data for the same case obtained in a subsequent test series (1990). In the following section an attempt to qualitatively
explain the physical mechanisms underlying the observed characteristics is presented. Although the forced-
oscillation data were obtained as functions of 0, 0 and 0,. the dependence on 0 has not yet been utilized. It should be
pointed out that the requirement for higher time derivatives depends on the flow conditions at hand and the specific
goals of the analysis9 .

Reaction surfaces corresponding to the rolling moment coefficient in terms of 0 and 6 are shown in Fig.2 (a) and 2(b)
for oscillations about 0o = 0 and 280 respectively. The surfaces were obtained on the basis of the funoamental
frequency component as well as five harmonics of the rolling moment. The trajectories on the 9-di phase planes
correspond to oscillations with A0 = 5,12, 19, 26, 33 and 40 degrees at k = 0.14 They are not exactly elliptical due to
slight distortions of the motion. Note that the surfaces have been offset by AC, = 0.1 in order to facilitate viewing and
that they use the same axes and perspective.

"It has been showns that in this representation the static and dynamic stability derivatives are related to the orientation
of the surface relative to the axes at the point of interest, specifically, they are equal to the direction numbers (with
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respect to 0 and 0 respectively) of the normal to the surface at that point. Moreover, a stable attractor (trim condition) is
present wherever the 0 axis penetrates the reaction surface at a location exhibiting static and dynamic stability.

Figures 3(a) - 3(d) show the intersections of the reaction surfaces with planes at different values of 0. The figures
reveal that the surface for 0o = 0 is quite distinct from the others, which, in fact, tend to coalesce into one; except for the
region of 0 >100 and positive 4, where the surface corresponding to 0o = 14' is somewhat displaced toward the one
for 0o = 00. C04 is represented in Fig. 3 by the slopes of the curves, indicating that the damping associated with the

S= 0 surface is generally considerably higher than those for the other surfaces.

The intersection of the reaction surfaces with the plane d = 0 is shown on Fig.4, where the static information has been
superimposed. Here again the above mentioned clustering of the reaction surfaces can be observed uo to the largest
roll angles encountered, with the exception of the points for the case of 6o = 70 and 0 > 0 which gradually approach
those for ¢0 = 0 with increasing 0i. The statically measured rolling moment coefficient (diamonds and solid triangles)
for 0 > 70 agree quite well with the corresponding points on the reaction surfaces for 0o > 70, indicating a negligible
rolling acceleration effect For 30 < i01 < 70 the static and dynamic data are quite different, with the former exhibiting
static instability. On the other hand for -30 < < 30 the static data agrees well with the dynamic one for 0o = 0. Finally,
for 0 < -70, the static data agrees with the antisymmetric dynamic data obtained for negative values of 0io (not shown).
The figure shows that the stiffness associated with the 0o = 0 reaction surface is higher than for 0o * 0 and that C, is 0
at the statically stable points 0=0 and O = 210, which Fig 3 (a) and (c) show to be also dynamically stable. Keeping in
mind the antisymmetry of the reaction surfaces, it follows that there are stable attractors at 0 = 0 and 0 = ±210.

The characteristics of the reaction surfaces seem to reflect the existence of three flow regimes, depending on the
mean roll angle of the oscillation, where two such regimes were described above and the third one is represented by
the reaction surfaces for negative mean roll angles. Additional testing and a detailed analysis of the flow visualization
and pressure data is expected to yield an explanation for the observed charactenstics.

Free-to-roll experiments were conducted using a variety of initial roll angles. As mentioned before, the initial roll rate
was always zero due to characteristics of the experimental set-up. In all cases the model behaved in a stable fashion,
tnmming at € = 00 or = ±210 depending on the initial roll angle. If the model was released from -20< i k -60- the
trim angle was 210 on the same side as the initial roll angle, whereas, if the initial roll angle was outside the above
range the model trimmed at 0 =00. Interestingly, multiple attractors were also observed at other angles of attack as
well as in the case of an 800/650 double delta configuration8 (Table II).

Simulations were conducted using both the locally lineanzed method based on the measured static rolling moment
coefficient CI(o) and damping derivative Cry(Oo), as well as the non-linear method descnbed in Ref. 10. Various free-
to-roll motion histories with increasing initial roll angle 00) are depicted in Fig. 5. Simulations are superimposed on
Fig. 5(a) and 5(d). A complete discussion on these results can be found in Ref. 8. It is clear that the non-linear
simulations agree considerably better with the observed motions than the traditional, locally lineanzed, simulations.
However, the possibility that the good agreement is fortuitous cannot be ruled out at this stage. There is obviously a
need to understand better the underlying physics of the observed unusual charactenstics.

To this end, high-speed laser sheet flow visualization videos were taken, which are still being analyzed, and unsteady
surface pressures were obtained on the leeside of the model at the locations indicated on Fig. 1. Carpet and isobar
plots of the pressures obtained under static conditions for -420 < 0< 420 and a = 300 are shown in Fig. 6(a), where
they are displayed as if they were due to a slow oscillation about 0o = 0 with A0 = 42P. The measurements were taken
on the port wing which is to leeward of the model centerline for 0 > 00 and its downstroke corresponds to 0 < (t <1800.
Fig. 6(b) shows the pressures for an oscillation about 00 = 00 with A0 = 400 and k=0.14, and Fig. 6(c) for the same
conditions but with 00 = 280. A plot of the pressures on the starboard wing (obtained on the port wing when using

Oo = -280) for the last case is given in Fig. 6(d). Ukewise, Figs. 6(e) and 6(f) depict the pressures on the port and
starboard wings respectively for €0 = 280, Aý = 260 and k = 0.14. Note that to time-correlate the pressures of both
wings, roll angles of equal magnitude and opposite sign must be aligned. The importance of the dynamic effects is
clearly underscored by the differences among the various figures. As can be observed, there are, in addition to large
time lags, important changes in the flow structure that result in quite different pressure fields.

Fluid mechanics considerations

The observed phenomena are clearly the result of complex fluid mechanics processes that make it difficult to provide a
detailed explanation of the observations on the basis of the information available at this point. Here an attempt is
made to provide a qualitative explanation pending additional experiments and data analysis. We start by identifying
the mechanisms that define the observed static characteristics (Fig. 4). Fig. 7 shows the experimentally determinedboundaries for breakdown of delta-wing leading edge vortices1 1. Breakdown occurs over the trailing edge of the wing
when the angle of attack reaches the boundary and progresses forward as the angle of attack is increased further' 2

(Fig. 8).
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At an arbitrary roll angle 0, the angle of attack and effective leading edge sweep of the delta wing are given by:

a(0) = tan" (tana coso) (1)

A(O) = A ± tan"1 (tang sino) (2)

where the effective sweep of the wing half that rolls up (leeward wing half) increases and that of the other decreases,
resulting in an aft and forward motion, respectively, of the corresponding leading edge vortex breakdown locations
These motions lead to an increase of vortex-induced lift on the leeward wing half and a decrease on the windward
wing half, both contributing to a statically destabilizing rolling moment.

It can be seen in Fig. 8 that for a = 300 and A = 650,, small changes in effective sweep (say < 20), corresponding to
101 < 3.50 according to Eq. 2, result in rather small shifts in the position of the breakdown points (< 10%). The
corresponding statically destabilizing effect is insignificant compared to the increase in roll stability due to the
crossflow-induced changes of the loads generated by attached flow and by the (intact) leading edge vortices upstreamN of the breakdown locations13  As the roll angle is increased further, the position of the breakdown point on the
leeward wing half moves very rapidly aft, in fact reaching a discontinuity as it jumps from about 50% centerline chord
to the trailing edge. Figure 7 shows that for a = 300 this occurs at A = 690, which according to Eq. (2) requires a roll
angle of 70 (note rapid change in pressure in Fig. 6(a) at the appropriate range of 0). This large shift of the breakdown
point due to small roll angle vaiiations leads to significant changes in the vortex-induced lift, which thus becomes the
dominant mechanism producing the local static roll instability observed experimentally. It should be noted that the
change in angle of attack under the above conditions is insignificant (0.20).

For j1j >70, the fully attached vortex on the leeward wing-half has a stabilizing effect, whereas the statically
destabilizing effect of the vortex breakdown on the windward wing half becomes more and more insignificant because
of the slow forward progression of the breakdown location (Fig. 8). This leads to the off-zero trim angles observed at
0= ±210. Thus, the static charactenstics depicted in Fig. 4 can be explained in a straightforward manner.

Explaining the dynamic charactenstics shown in Figs 2 through 6 presents more difficulties than the previously
discussea static characteristics. The: non-linear aerodynamics under consideration and the limited success of the
locally lmneanzed model in predicting the free-to-roli motions suggest that the dynamics in the latter must be explained
in terms of phenomena that occur under realistic motion amplitudes and rates. An indication of this need can be found
from a comparison of the pressure plots in Fig. 6 which dramatically demonstrate the effect of the motion parameters
on the flow field. Of particular interest is the very large time lag in the position of the vortex breakdown point under
oscillatory conditions and the significant changes in the magnitude and location of the suction peak as a function of
these conditions.

Unlike the case of fully attached vortices, where changes in the vortices (e.g. due to a step in angle of attack)
propagate downstream from the apex at close to the freestream velocity14, resulting in relatively small phase lags,
here we are concerned with the motion of the breakdown points themselves. In this case flow inertia effects limit the
propagation speed to values considerably lower than the freestream velocity, yielding the observed very large time
lags. As can be expected, under dynamic conditions involving substantial angular rates, such as those encountered
in the free-to-roll tests, these time lags have a profound effect on the rolling moment as a function of the roll angle.
Therefore a fairly detailed knowledge of the flow field as a function of time is required to explain the free-to-roll
histories. It is expected that the analysis of the high-speed flow visualization videos, currently in progress, will
contnbute significantly to such knowledge. In the meantime, we will attempt to explain some of the free-to-roll
observations in terms of the available pressure data. To this end, pressure data, obtained for an oscillation waveform
and frequency that approximately correspond to the first half cycle of the free-to-roll motion history, is used to provide
some insight of the observed behavior. Of course care has to be exercised in utilizing pressure data obtained under
oscidatory conditions to interpret the transient free-to-roll motions, as the flow initial conditions are quite different.
Therefore it is necessary to limit the discussion to sections of the motion histories sufficiently removed from the starting
point, where it is probably realistic to assume the transient pressure field adequately approximates the oscillatory one
for the purpose at hand.

The motion history shown in Fig. 5(a) barely reaches the discontinuity observed statically at 0 = 70 and thus is
expected to converge on the 0 = 210 attractor. The fact that the locally linearized simulation reasonably predicts the
motion history, indicates that the non-linear effects are of relatively little importance in this case. The release depicted
in Fig. 5(b), however, is more interesting as the model stopped virtually exactly at the • = 0° attractor and rather than
remain there, returned to settle at 0 = 210. Inasmuch as the kinetic energy is zero at the first overshoot peak, the
subsequent motion is due to the aerodynamic moment produced by the time-delayed flow field. In fact, Fig 6(e)
indicates that at the end of the downstroke (0 = 00) the port wing leading edge vortex was attached at least up to 75%
centerline chord (pressure measurement station), whereas Fig 6(f) shows very little suction on the starboard wing,
thus providing the necessary restorng mcment to force the model away from tne zero attractor. The importance of the
dynamic effects is underscored by the dramatic difference between this situation and a static one where for 0 = 00 the
suction on both wings is the same. In Fig. 5(c) the model is released from close to the maximum initial roil angle that
converges on the 0 = 210tnm angle. Here the first overshoot peak is close to the 0 = -210 attractor where, according
to the static data, the model should tnm. Clearly the same time delay effects cause the model to reverse its motion
and eventually converge on the 0 = 210 attractor. It is interesting to note the presence of the first undershoot which
indicates a tendency to return to the zero trim point. As expected, time lag effects extend this tendency to much higher t
values of the roll angle (00 < 0 < 140) than those predicted from the static data (00 < 3°). Finally, Fig.5(d) shows a
"release from 0 ~ 660 where the first overshoot peak is exactly at the 0 = -210 attractor and then continues on to the K

Z~
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zero attractor. Fig. 6(c) shows that at the first overshoot peak the suction is approximately at its maximum (vortex

probabiy fully attached) and occurs on the windwrd half-wing (0 <0 for port wing), whereas the corresponding suction
on the starboard wing is considerably lower (Fig. 6(d)), thus providing the restoring moment that prevents the model
from remaining at the attractor located there.

The motion history plots show that larger initial roll angles lead to larger damping during the first cycle. Companng
Figs. 5(a) and 5(d) one finds that in the latter the amplitude is reduced from A& - 660 to A0i - 120 atter one cycle,
whereas in the former the reduction is only from A0 - 190 to A0L - 80. The enormous increase in damping for the case
of the larger release angle is the result of catching the discontinuity in the vortex breakdown location However the
flow mechanism that determines the eventual trim point is not yet understood. Some evidence indicates that the
maximum rate achieved during the free-to-roll motion influences this process 8 . In any case it,is clear that kinetic
energy and time lag plays an important role. It is possible that in addition to the history effects already discussed,
accelerated flow and moving wall effects 15, 16 may also be of significance, especially in the case of wings with
rounded edges. Additional testing and analysis is required before the highly non-linear vehicle dynamics of the 650
delta wing at high incidence can be fully understood

Conclusions

Wind-tunnel rolling tests conducted on a 650 delta wing at 300 inclination of the roll axis have revealed the presence of
severe aerodynamic non-linearities that are not amenable to treatment by a locally linearized mathematical model. Of
particular interest is the existence of multiple roll attractors (trim angles). An explanation for the observed static
charactenstics has been given in terms of existing knowledge of aerodynamics of delta wings. A tentative explanation
of the dynamic charactenstics, which have not been observed before, has been presented on the basis of unsteady
surface pressure measurements. The measured data clearly demonstrates the different characteristics of the flow
under large-amplitude and high-rate oscillation, from those under static or more benign dynamic situations, such as
those usually encountered in conventioial dynamic stability testing or less demanding flight maneuvers.

Aerodynamic non-linearities as well as attractor multiplicity could be handled well by simulations utilizing the
hypersurfate representation of aerodynamic loads, suggesting that this approach can provide considerable
improvements for the prediction of aircraft behavior in the non-linear regime.
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TABLE I
IAR ROLL EXPERIMENTS TEST MATRIX (1989/90)

Ree

TEST (Y (deg) •00 (deg) A0 (deg) k (millions)

Static force 30,35,40 +(42, 28,14,7,6, 5,
4, 3, 2, 1,0) N/A NA 24

Dynamic force 30,35,40 42,28,14, (7), 0 5,12,19,26,33,40 008,0.14,02 24

Free-to-roll 20,25,30, -65 to 65 N/A N/A 24
35, 40

Static surface 30,35 ±(42, 28,14,11, 9,7, N/A
pressure 6,5,4,3.2,1,0)

Dynamic surfaceprssurfe 30.35 ±f42, 28, 14, 7, 0) 5,12,19,26,33.40 008,014 2.4pressure

Laser sheet flow 30,40 42,28,14,0 5,12,19,26,33,40 011.02 17
visualization

Surface oil flow 30.35 42,28,14,7,0 N/A N/A 2.4
visualization

0123456
TABLE II SCALE (INCHES)

ROLL ATTRACTOR LOCATIONS

_______ MODEL NOSE

_______ 650 800

200 00 00 0.75 L

250 ±1.50" 00 -,24..

300 0, ±21- O,±160 I
350 ±110 ±140 STA. TA

400 00 00

"Data is insufficient to exclude the I
possibility of an attractor at 00

Fig.1 Delta wing model
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ABSTRACT since the role of vorticity in the dynamics
of the problem is very important. A number

Preliminary results and computational of Lagrangian schemes have been designed to
method reviews are presented for the provide a rore natural and efficient
simulation of a vortex street impinging on description of the vortical structures.
three different leading edge geometries of These schemes have been evolved from the
sharp, blunt and elliptic type, making use inviscid Discrete Vorticity Method (DVM).
of Lagrangian and mixed Lagrangian-Eulerian DVM represents the vorticity field as the
vortex methods. Two new computer codes have sum of large numbers of discrete vortex
been developed to capture the essential blobs. Dynamically, these points follow the
features of the interaction mechanisms near fluid, like particles. Representation of
the edge surface. The first method utilizes the shear layer and its convection by
Discrete Vorticity Method (DVM) where a discrete vortices constitute the
fixed Eulerian mesh system is needed to essentials of the Lagrangian description
move the vortices through the flow domain. [ 3 ]. Viscous diffusion can be taken into
A more advanced computer model of the full account by allowing the blobs to increase
Navier Stokes equations of motion combines in size with time. Alternatively, addition
the Lagrangian convection and Eulerian of a random walk to the discrete vortices
diffusion schemes and is called Hybrid can be used to represent the effects of
Moving Vortex Diffusive Method (HMVDM). An viscosity [ 6 ]. Although the Lagrangian
unsteady shear layer flow arising from Vortex Methods turn out to be more stable
boundary layer separation at a bluff than most Eulerian Methods,they are very
trailing edge creates the downstream vortex costly. The DVM in its Cloud-in-Cell (CIC)
street. The models simulate most features formulation copes with this difficulty by
of the impingement including the secondary speeding up the computation of the velocity
vortex shedding as a truly self-generated fields. The simulation of various types of
phenomenon arising from impingement of the flows by CIC Methods are very well
large-scale incident disturbances. The documented in refsrence ( 4 ].
approaching vo'tex street is affected by
the diverging flow around the eliptic Lagrangian schemes are economical for
edge. Vortex impingement on a blunt edge flows with a strong convection of
causes the most complex features of the vorticity. However they are less succesful
interaction. The unsteady pressure to the representation of viscous diffusion
distrioutions agree with the common in the fluid. In these situations, Eulerian
observations. Methods work without diffuculty.

I.INTRODUCTION A detailed survey of Eulerian finite
difference solutions of the Navier Stokes

Several different computational approaches ( N-S ) Equations may be found in Roache
to making time accurate simulations of C 6 ]. In the Eulerian mesh methods, the 2-
unsteady shear layers are currently of dimensional N-S equations are often solved 4
great interest [1,2.3]. Solutions produced in their vorticity-transport form. The
by various computational models could finite difference approximation on a fixed
provide cheap and effective alternatives to Eulerian mesh system is capable of treating
experimental testing. two-dimensional flows with large

separation, at Reynolds numbers of at least
However, accurate and practical lOeO3 . The difficulty increases with
numerical methods do not yet exist to increase of Reynolds number since the
compute unsteady shear layers which are requirement of small grid size near the
highly vortical. Althouqh various Eulerian body surface is zrucial so as to model
Method formulations in the form of finite boundary layers accurately.
difference and finite element methods are
available, such methods become exteremely It appears that presently neither the
costly at moderate or high Reynolds Lagrangian Methods nor the Eulerian Methods
numbers. On the other hand, Lagrangian alone can treat high Reynolds number flows.
Vortex Methods provide an alternative for A combination of Lagrangian convection and
high Reynolds number, vorticity-dominated, Eulerian diffusion schemes could therefore
unsteady flows. The capabilities of- the eliminate many of the problems of both
Vortex Methods are very well reviewed in methods. A mixed Lagrangian-Eulerian method
references C 3,4 3. the so called Hybrid Moving Vortex

Diffusive Method (HMVDM) is in alternative
The vorticity formulation is appropriate method to obtain solutions for the, N-S
in the study of unsteady shear layers vorticity transport equjations. The HMVDM

. .- N
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was employed to extend the DVM in its C-I-C research in this area. Interaction of a
formulation to study vortex shedding from mixing layer vortex with a sharp edge has
flat-bottomed barges with various bilge been examined with the objectives of
geometries [ 7 3 . This was the first study studying the unsteady flow mechanism and
in which the HAVDM was used to simulate induced unsteady pressure fields. Figure 4a
vortex shedding. No previous research in shows the important features of the
this area was met in the literature. In an interaction mechanism [ 12,21 ]. The
extension of this study Kaykayoglu and secondary vortex shedding at the tip is the
Graham [ 8 1 adopted the method to study result of the impinging large scale
vortex interaction with a sharp edge. coherent incident vortex. Another category

is shown in Figure 4b where a planar jet
Regions of fluctuating organized is impinging on a sharp edge [ 14,22 3.
vorticity are inherent to all self The vortex induced boundary layer
sustained oscillations of unsteady shear separation creates a secondary vortex. This
layers that impinge on a downstream edge.In vortex pairs with the primary jet vortex
most situations they result from natural and convects downstream along the edge
instability of the shear layer separating surface. The interaction of a vortex with a
from a body; continued growth of the sharp corner is shown in Figure 4c [ 13 ].
instability leads to formation of vortices, While some share of the vortex passes above
whose concentration of the vorticity varies the corner, a fraction of the incident
with time and spatial position in vorticity is swept along the front face
accordance with the feedback mechanism causing secondary separation. The incident
generated [ 9 ]. Figure Is shows the vorticity field is spread out by diverging
basic explanation of the vortex impingement flow near the elliptic leading edge in
mechanism. A central aspect of the Figures 4d and 4e [ 23.24 ].
interaction is the classification of the
flow patterns at the edge. These A number of challenging aspects of
interaction patterns are highly repeatable vorticity field-leading edge interaction
and set the stage for a complex unsteady pose interesting numerical research
boundary layer development downstream of possibilities. Some of these aspects are
the edge. The fact that an unsteady vortex reviewed in Figure 5. In a general sense.
street aft of a bluff trailing edge unresolved predictions are: to simulate
involves well-defined vortical structures secondary shedding due to the nature of the
is chosen as a basis of testing the edge (Fig. 6a), the vortex induced boundary
efficiency of the numerical methods layer separation (Fig. 6b), incident vortex
developed. The schematic of the problem edge boundary layer interaction ( Fig. 5c).
under investigation is depicted in Figure Another real challenge is the phasing of
lb. the interaction between the incident

vorticity and the edge separation as
This paper concerns the application of the depicted in Figure 5d.
DVM and HMVDM described above to the
problem of 2-D vortex street development Clearly the most important deficiency
and its subsequent interaction with a of the presently available numerical
downstream leading edge having various methods is the inability to accommodate the
geometries. Three different edge types ara details of the deformation of the incident
considered a sharp edge with an including vortical field at the edge and the
edge angle of 30°. a blunt edge and an generation and shedding of vorticity of
elliptic edge(see Figure 2). opposite sense at the leading edge. There

is also a strong need for an improved
An understanding of the interactions of numerical model to simulate the
regions of vorticity, or vortex-like redistribution and possible severing of
structures, with leading edges or bluff two regions of concentrated vorticity at
dimensional bodies is of fundamental the impingement surface. The structure of
zmportance in a number of applications, the incident vortices will depend on how
Such interactions occur at the leading they are generated, i.e. their upstream
edges of wings, helicopter blades, turbine history. Generation of the vortex-edge
blades, heat exchangers, bridge decks, interaction mechanism without specific
turbulence attenuators and weapon bays as knowledge of the degree of vorticity
well as at a variety of flap, cavity, tube concentration upstream is inappropriate.
bundle and valve / gate configurations Experimental observations indicate that one

10 ]. must accommadate an arbitrary distribution
of vorticity in the incioent vortex and a

Most of the attention has been means of accounting for viscous effects at
focussed on the experimental investigations the edge.
of the vorticity field - edge
interactions and important developments The present work on numerical simulation of
have been achieved [11,12,13,14]. Practical a vortex street represents several major
numerical methods are not available to innovative contributions. First, the
compute vorticity dominated-unsteady flows Discrete Vortex Method (DVM) has been
and their consequent interaction with developed to predict the vortex shedding
impinging surfaces. Although several from a bluff trailing edge and simulate
categories of simulation methods have been impingment on a downstream body of
tried for vortex-body interactions arbitrary geometry via a specially prepared
[ 15,16,17,18,19 ] there Is still a demand inverse transformation technique. Thus,
for more eloborate and more exact methods, upstream history and means of generation of
Figures 3a through 3j shows the previously vorticity for an upstream body is well
investigated configurations of point simulated for the first time. Secondly, the
vortex-edge boundary interactions. inviscid discrete vortex method coupled

with the viscous diffusion is a new
Concerning the category of impinging shear innovative method, HMVDM, is applied to
flow experiments. Rockwell et.el. 20,21, study bluff trailing edge wake flows ( see
22,23.24 ] has conducted the primary Figure 6 ). Trailing edge vortex

I, "I. I--ilk
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shedding mechanisms were investigated with with a numerical algorithm based on the
extensive numerical experimentation. The technique discussed by Davis [ 25 ]. The
basic fundamentals of vortex street general numerical Schwartz-Christoffel
leading edge interactions were transformation algorithm based on Davis's
revealed. Finally, we may also note that approach has been developed by Cozens[ 7 1.
both methods are able to simulate the In this study this routine was modified and
details of the incident vorticity field. An used to generate grids including the
accurate modelling of the detailed generation of the trailing edge and the
structure of the incident vortices is a impingment edge geometries. The details of
real challenge to the predictor in the the grid structures used, both for free and
simulation of vortex impingement upon a impinging vortex streets, are shown in
surface. Figure 8.

I. DISCRETE VORTICITY MODEL ( DVM ) OF Basis of the DVM and the Numerical set up
IMPINGING VORTEX STREET

The oldest and most simple vortex method is
Organized vortices have been observed the DVM in which the vortices are
within the self-sustained oscillations of represented by Dirac distributions. Then
an Impinging vortex street ( 9,24 ]. These the vorticity field is represented by
vortices are generated by the instability
of the shear layer separating from the N
upstream body. Using discrete vortices an t) Z Z r (R ) (2.2)
attempt is made to simulate self-sustained k=1 R

oscillations. Although various models have
been applied , this is the first work which in which Xk(t) is the instantaneous
includes the simulation of the "feedback" position of the point vortex with index k
event to the best of the authors" and circulation rk and 6 is the Dirac
knowledge. The process of feedback and distribution.
disturbance amplification in the shear
layer is accommodated. Conlisk and To satisfy the 2-D inviscid vorticity
Rockwell C 16 ] use experimentally transport equation
determined locations and strength of
vortices to simulate the vortex-corner
Interactions. Similarly, Panaras [ 17,18 ] 7-- (ZV)I = 0 (2.3)
represents impinging vortices by a vortex
sheet of finite thickness composed of four
rows of discrete vortices. Neither Panaras
work nor Conlisk and Rockwell study were the velocity of each vortex has the value
able to simulate the upstream flow details, of the velocity field at its present

location
The modelling of vortex street-edge
interaction described herein involves dic(t)
formulation of the irrotational flow past a k = (It) (2.4)
bluff trailing edge, with discrete vortices
originated from the fixed separation points
of the edge. The modelling is considered in This local fluid velocity U(Xk,t) is
several phases. These steps are induced by all other vortices, except the
investigated below at various levels, vortex itself, together with an additional

potential velocity representing the free
Numerical Solution of Schwartz-Christoffel stream potential flow past the body. Figure
Transformation 9 shows the appropriate planes with the

potential flow models. A uniform flow-
Investigation of the unsteady vortex doublet combination transforms into the
street-edge interaction involves generation potential flow past the trailing and
of trailing edge wake flow impinging on a leading edge combination in the physical
downstream edge. Due to its higher accuracy plane as is shown in Figure go. Hence, the
in representing the boundary conditions on mean flow chosen for this study is given by
the body a numerical Schwartz Christoffel
transformation was employed to obtain the
desired set up in the present study. This W (4) =-iuý + (2.5)
transformation algorithm enables the bluff m
trailing edge and the leading edge of
arbitrary geometries ( physical plane ) to The basis of the DVM consists in the
be transformed to a straight line segment representation of the shear layer from a
(intermediate plane) as depicted in Figure bluff trailing edge by a series of point
7. In the application of the HMVDM the discrete vortices ( see Figure 10 ). In
computations are performed on rectangular general, the form of the vortex system
grids (transformed plane). The appropriate and its image in the intermediate plane are
general transformation can be shown to have known. In the intermediate plane, the
the form: complex potential. W(ý), for a set of

discrete vortices superposed on a mean flow
(dai (2.1) is given bySd__z = M n al'ju
(C-a (2.1) N iI'.dý k:i WWr, = %(r) + Z ju - og(R-C5 )

N ir- N 11'•j
where the symbols are defined in the Figure Z __ log(C-.j ) - .1og(C-; 1 )
7. A grid system which will be used later J=1 2n U =1 21

4 by both numerical methods is succesfully N i-P
set up using the rectangular mesh system in + Z 3j.log(c- j)
the transformed plane. The full j=1 2n (2.6)

* integration of Equation (2.1) is handled
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where in equatio' (2.6), N is the number of elliptic Vorticity-Stream function Poisson
vortices released into the mean flow from equation, the Navier-Stokes- vorticity
the upper and lower separation points of transport equation. The computations are
the trailing edge. r.k and rik are the performed in the transformed plane where
strength of the separating vortices from the computational grids are set up (see
the upper and lower separation points, ýuk figure 8d). Viscous diffusion is carried
and ½1k are their respective positions. out in a standard way by finite differences

on a fixed grid. But the convection termsThe equation of motion of the vortices can in the vorticity transport equation are
be written in the physical plane at each simulated by convecting point vortices as
point z of the vortex sheet with Routh's in the inviscid method through the grid. A
correction. split time step approach is used to

dzk aW u i N separate diffusion and convection.
d t iU+ +-). =um (1/ (uk-um) The flow field is transformed as before

kk 21m~k into rectangular domain with the solid
C +-(•uk_ -uk))_.• boundaries along the top and bottom walls

-I/(4uk"um))+ 2I- (-1ukuk 21, The 2-D unsteady Navier Stokes equations in
N vorticity stream function form in the

m1 computational plane (transformed plane) are
(_/1k_[Im) 3k •uk )/f( , (2.8)

Zlk W,,Z at

r f lk) lk ) (2.7)
where J is the Jacobian of theThe vortices are bhed from the points transformation. For convection purposes the

corresponding to the edges into the shear vorticity field is represented by alayers as a result of the separation of the distribution of discrete vortex points.
boundary layers along the upper and lower

faces of the trailing edge. The details of the method are given in
Cozens [ 7 ]. Here the main steps of the

Among the various critical aspects of the HMVDM will be given.
method, particularly the problem of
advancing the vortices, deserves more 1. Perform the general Schwartz-Chriscoffelattention due to the complexity of the transformation to obtain the mesh
transformations between the physical and network in accordance with the
intermediate planes. For this reason , arrangement presented in Figure 2.
"Scan Line Algorithm" has been developed to
obtain the corresponding position of the 2. Distribute the point vorticity onto the
vortex in the computational space mesh system by bi-linear weighting.
(intermediate plane). On the other hand.
the transformation z-f(ý ) is carried out 3. Solve the Poisson's Equation (2.8) on
with the numerical integration of the the mesh and obtain mesh values of the
Schwartz Christoffel transformation. Given stream function. This is done by Fasteach vortex position in the physical plane, Fourier Transform and Gaussian
the new vortex positions are computed by a elimination of the resulting tridiagonal
system of first order differential set of equations.
equations of motion with one step Euler
integration .The corresponding position of 4. Perform diffusion by finite differences
the vortex in the intermediate plane is on the meshes subject to the vorticity
required for the next advancement and this boundary condition on the solid walls.
task is carried out with numerical inverse
transformation. This inversion task is 5. Repeat step 3 using the values of mesh
accomplished with the use of the grid vorticity computed in step 4.
structures in the two successive planes.

6. Project the new mesh vorticity back ontoIII. HYBRID MOVING VORTEX DIFFUSIVE METHOD the system of point vortices.
(HMVDM) MODEL OF IMPINGING VORTEX STREET

7. Compute mesh velocities from the stream
This new simulation model based on a function using a finite difference
mixed Lagrangian-Eulerian Vortex Method approximation.
for the simulation of two dimensional
separated flow from a trailing edge and 8. Compute convection velocities at the
its consequent impingement on the point vortices from the known meshdownstream leading edge, will be presented velocities and convect the vortices
in this section. The fluid is according to their respective convection
incompressible and the Reynolds number is velocities.
high. This numerical method combines the
Lagrangian convection and Eulerian The HMVDM is in general similar to finite
diffusion schemes thereby eliminating the difference Navier Stokes methods but with
disadvantages of the purely Lagrangian Lagrangian Convection.
inviscid model using discrete vortices of
the previous section. This new vortex IV.RESULTS
method represents a new approach to the
solution of the Navier Stokes equations The flow structure in the leading edgeand is called the Hybrid Moving Vortex region involves different mechanisms for
Diffusive Method (HMVDM) [ 7 ]. each edge type. The structures will be "

illustrated through the use of computedThe method solves, subject to the vortex distributions, instantaneous

5;.'
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streamlines and velocity vectors in moving interaction patterns at three instants of
and fixed reference planes, and time. The distribution of point vortices at
Instantaneous vorticity contours, the corresponding times are given in the

left column. The flow past the trailing
In thIs section the results of the edge produces a vortex street with the
simulation models will be presented. main features of a wake flow at high
Concerning the modelling of the impinging Reynolds number. When the vortex
vortex street on sharp and blunt leading distributions are studied at successive
edges , DVM applications and the results times it is realized that alternating sign
will be discussed. The instantaneous vortex vortices are subjected to rapid distortion
distribution and the streamlines in a near the edge. The vortical structures are
reference frame moving with -U_ accompanied split in two and some portion of the
by velocity vectors. The time dependent vorticity is swept along the other side of
pressure fluctuations, that are induced on the sharp edge surface depending on the
a point of the interaction surface, will bo character of the approaching vorticity.
related to the deformations of the incident Similar to the planar jet-edge interactions
vortical structures. [14.22] unsteady flow distortion on both

sides of the edge causes periodic
An extensive numerical experimentation with interaction patterns. Contours of the
the viscous HMVDM showed that the constant streamlines constructed after
interaction of vortices with a leading edge superposing -U. on the entire flow field
produces different interaction patterns are shown in the middle column ( See
depending upon the Reynolds number and the Fig. 13 ). The flow field shows closed
edge geometry. The corresponding streamlines having an appearance similar to
Reynolds number chosen in the present the pattern of classical vortex-street. The
numerical simulation, based on the splitting of the incident vorticity field
thickness of the trailing edge, is Rel1800,, into two portions are very well simulated

Re-Ub/V). in these figures. The computed
instantaneous velocity vectors are shown on

Numerical Simulation of a Free Shear Layer the right column.

The trailing edge wake flow was computed as The 2omputed interaction mechanisms for
a test case by the two new computer codes. vortex street blunt edge interactions are
Vortex shedding and the formation of the presented in Figure 14. It is important to
vortex street behind the bluff trailing note that the wavelength of the vortex
edge have been simulated and presented 2^ street is much higher than that of the case
Figures 11 and 12. in Figure 13. This is dte to different

geometric properties of the impingment set
The instantaneous vortex distribution and up ( different impingment length and edge
streamlines in a reference frame moving thickness ). The partial clipping of the
with - U_ accompanied by instantaneous incident vortical structure on the edge
velocity vectors are shown in Figures lla boundary is then followed by severe
through llc. Vortices of alternate sign are distortion along the surface. The splitting
formed which convect from the trailing edge mechanism of the incident vorticity field
under their mutually induced velocity field i3 different than thL distortions observed
and the main free stream, Both the in the sharp edge ease.
streamline contours and the velocity
vectors represent the nature of vortical Figure 15 shows ',he corresponding unsteady
structures. pressure coefficient variation obtained

during the impingement process. The
Figures 12 a - c show the nature of the pressure trices are obtained with the
unsteady viscous flow from left to right unsteady Bernoulli's Equation. For direct
past the bluff trailing edge obtained via comparison two points are chosen on two
KtVOM. The Reynolds number based on the opposite sides of the edges. It is clear
trailing edge thickness is 1800. Figure 12a that pressures are periodic and repeatable
shows that the development of the vortex with small scale noise components on each
street is purely laminar and shows some trace. This is due to the chaotic behaviour
signs of instability downstream. The of the discrete vortices near the surface
numerical experiments showed that this unuer the influence of their images inside
instability may be removed with more fine the body. Furthermore there is almost 180"
mesh structure which crowds the points in phase difference between the fluctuating
the downstream area. However, the cost of pressure signals.
computing becomes really high due to the
increase of rmash points. The instantaneous Although the method has a very g•od
streamlines on a fixed reference frame computational efficiency and is able to
represents the wavy character of the vortex simulate the distortion of the vortical
sheet. The developing vortical regims of structures at the edge, possible generation
the flow are depicted in Figure 14c with of secondary vortex or vortex induced
the help of instantaneous velocity vectors boundary layer separation requires separate
at a reference frame moving with -0.7 U_. modelling. This is why the second viscous
The careful screen by screen study of the computer code has been developed.
evolution of the free shear showed that thevorticies are convecting with an The nature of the organized vortices within
approximate velocity of 0.7 U . the oscillating vortex street that impinge

on leading edges are very well simulated
Numerical Simulation of an Impinging Shear with the viscousavortex method, HMVEOM, in
Layer the present study. Figure 16 shows an
Concerning the simulation of an impinging oerview fth coepute teract

mechani*ms at- six successive times for eachf "vortex street. the OVM computer code has leading-edge type. The vortical regions are
been applied for flow past sharp and blunt characterized with a high density of pointSloading edge geometries. Figure 13 shows an vortex dist0ibutions. The dense cloud of
overview of the vortex-street sharp edge ooint vortices is distorted at -the sharp
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Figure 11. Discrete Vorticity Method(DVM) Figure 12. Hybrid Moving Vortex Diffusive

simulation of the free shear Method (HMVDM) simulation of the
layer exhibited by free shear layer exhibited by
(a) discrete vortices, (a) discrete vortices,
(b) streamlines at a moving (b) streamlines at a fixed

reference plane, reference plane,
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vectors.• vectors .
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Figure 13. Discrete Vorticity Method (DVM) simulation of the vortex
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(c) instantaneous vel1ocity vectors at armoving reference >

plane,.j
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Figure 14. Discrete Vorticity Method (DVM) simulation of the vortex
street blunt edge interaction exhibited by

(a) discrete vortices,
(b) streamlines st a moving reference plane, l
(c) instantsneous velocity vectors st a moving reference

plane.
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Figure 15. Unsteady pressure fluctuations on the edge surface induced
by an incident vortex street
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Figure 17. Overview of the contours of constant vorticity at corre -

spending time and regions of negative vorticity(shaded areas)
and positive vorticity(open areas) for sharp edge interaction.

Figure 18. Overview of the contours of Figure 19. Overview of the contours of
constant vorticity at constant vorticity at
corresponding time for corresponding time for blunt
elliptic edge interactions. edge interactions.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF VORTEX FLOWS PAST

IMPULSIVELY STARTED WINGS

A.Baron, M.Boffadossi(*), S.De Ponte

Politecnico di Milano
Dipartimento di Ingegneria Aerospaziale
Via C. Golgi, 40 - 20133 Milano - Italy

(*) Fellow, Fondazione Ing. P. Foresio, Milano

Summary

A non linear unsteady vortex lattice method is used to predict the geometry of the
wakes and the distribution of aerodynamic loads on impulsively started wings.

Wings are assumed to have negligible thickness, arbitrary aspect ratio and planform.
They can undergo a general unsteady motion. Multi-wing configurations can be treated.

Wakes can be released in the flowfield from any of the sharp edges of the lifting
surfaces, depending on planform, aspect ratio and attitude of the wings.

Particular emphasis is placad on the simulation of vortex core diffusion which is
regarded as a prominent factor in a correct development of unsteady wakes. A vortex core
diffusion model is proposed which seems to be able to deal even with the severe roll-up
of the shear layers past highly swept multi ying configurations with leading edge
separation.

The prediction capabilities of the melhod are verified by comparison of the
numerical results with experimental data published by various Authors.

List of symbols.

AR aspect ratio T dimensionless time T=-tU/C
b shear layer thickness u, w components of the absolute
C wing root chord velocity V in the local frameSCi lift coefficient of reference
Cm pitching moment coefficient U characteristic velocity (of the3
CH normal force coefficient body)
e unit vector in Biot-Savart law v velocity (absolute frame of

(see Fig.1) reference)
IK constant in the turbulent X, V, Z local cartesian frame of

diffusion model reference
h distance of a generic point from X, Y, Z absolute cartesian frame of

a vortex segment in the reference g
Biot-Savart law (see Fig.l) c angle of attack -'|

spanwise dimension of the velocity potential
elementary portion of shear 7 linear vortex density vector
layer r circulation

m number of vortex segments on the A sweep angle
lifting surfaces 9 doublet strength distribution

M number of vortex segments 0 angle (see Fig.l)
released in the wake

n local unit vector normal to the
body surface suffixes

N number of panels laying on the
lifting surfaces a body

r vortex core radius D turbulent diffusion
R absolute position vector L lower

line delimiting surface S T stretching (transversal)
S surface of the cross section of So body surface

an elementary portion of shear Sw wake surface
layer, surface of the cross u upper
section of the vortex core o initial value (time t=o)

t time aS steady state
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1 - Introduction.

Modern fighter aircraft operation at high angle of attack, during take-off, landing
and unsteady maneuvering, is dominated by the interaction of vortical type flows and
lifting surfaces.
In such flight conditions, unsteadyness and flow separation can produce nonlinear
aerodynamic effects which significantly influence the instantaneous load distribution on
the lifting surfaces and the controllability of the aircraft.

Numerical simulation of unsteady aerodynamics and the consequent wake dynamics is
therefore much needed in flight dynamics and for structural load analysis.

Unfortunately, detailed solution of the complete time dependent fluid dynamic
equations (Navier-Stokes equations) requires storage capabilities and computing times
which are still unacceptable. However, when high Reynolds numbers are involved and flow
separation is induced by sharp edges, Prandtl's hypotheses apply and simplified fluid
dynamic equations can be used. While retaining three dimensionality and unsteadyness,
the flowfield can be assumed to be irrotational and vorticity is only confined in shear
layers of negligible thickness.

A wide family of formulations for the velocity potential, based on these
assumptions, has been developed during the past years. They involve the solution of a
Laplace's equation. An additional advantage of potential formulations lies in the use of
Green's theorem. This results in an integral equation which is then solved on the body's
boundary only, rather than over a complex grid spanning the whole fluid volume.

Starting from initial work by Belotzerkowskii (1967), Hess and Smith (1967),
Woodward (1968), Labruyere et al. (1970) and others, related to steady flow problems, in
which wakes were assigned and their geometries were assumed to be rigid, various
extensions in simulation capability have been introduced.
Potential methods were extended to include small harmonic wing oscillations about small
angles of attack by Morino and Kuo (1974).
Limitations on the angle of attack were removed, in steady flow conditions, by
introducing nonlinear effects, such as tip and leading edge separation, by
Belotzerkowskii (1969), Rehbach (1973), Weber et al.(1976), Kandil et al. (1977) and
Hoeijmakers and Bennekers(1978). Wakes are determined as a pprt of the solution of the
problem by the use of iterative techniques relaying on a first guess and successive
corrections of the configuration of the wakes.

Finally, potential schemes have been formulated capable to cope with fully unsteady
and highly nonlinear phenomena.
Following a two-dimensional scheme formulated by Giesing in 1968, wakes and flowfield are
determined simultaneously, starting from an initial state of rest, Wings are impulsively
started and wakes are generated with a Lagrangian process during which, at each time
step, the vorticity present on the edges of the wings is convected in the field
(Belotzerkowskii, 1977; Kandil et al., 1977; Mook, 1988; Konstandinopoulos et al., 1985;
Katz and Maskew, 1988).
With time dependent approaches, aerodynamic loads and geometries of the wakes during
unsteady maneuvers can be easily simulated considering the actual time dependent boundary
conditions which represent, at each time step, the instantaneous velocity and flight
attitude of the aircraft. Moreover, a Lagrangian generation does not require a first
guess of the shape of the vortical sheets, which can be critical when multi-wing
configurations of low aspect ratio have to be treated.

In all of these methods the vorticity of the wakes is discretized into a lattice of
vortex filaments.
Vortex filaments are extremely efficient from a computational point of view and their use
is in practice compulsory when iterative or time marching schemes have to be used.
Nevertheless, a discrete vortex representation for continuous vortex sheets can turn out
to be a too crude approximation when rapidly stretching and rolling-up wakes are involved
(Hoeijmakers, 1983). As a result, difficulties can arise, mainly in the simulation of
the flow past delta wings, such that no converged solution can be obtained.

Many numerical techniques have been developed in the attempt of overcoming this
problem, such as the vortex filament/feeding sheet model, suggested by Smith (1978) and
Hoeijmakers (1989), or the replacement of the system of discrete vortex lines with a
single concentrated core (Kandil, 1985), or the "hybrid" method proposed by Jepps (1978).
None of these techniques, however, can be applied to the simulation of unsteady
three-dimensional flow fields, because of the simultaneous presence of both streamwise
and spanwise time dependent components of the vorticity vector.

"' • The use of a numerical method developed by Baron and Boffadossi (1989) for thesimulation of the unsteady nonlinear three-dimensional flow past multi wing

configurations confirmed once more that vortex modelling is a crucial aspect in the
numerical simulation of vortical flows.
While the use of Rankine vortices together with viscous core diffusion has been -
successful in treating impulsively started wings (regardless of their planform, aspect
Sratio and angle of attack), provided leading edge separation wau absent- numerical
solution -of the flow around delta wings with leading edge separation, on the contrary,
proved to be extremely sensitive to the value of the artificial viscosity coefficient

-4 used to produce viscous core diffusion. ;

In the present wcrk a physically consistent and numerically efficient viscous core
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diffusion mechanism is proposed, capable to cope with the rapid roll-up process of
unsteady wakes, whatever wing geometries, discretization and angle of attack. Even
multiple delta wing configurations can be analyzed and reliable predictions of both
geometries of the wakes and aerodynamic load coefficients are obtained.

2 - The computational method.

On the basis of a formulation first introduced by Belotzerkowskii (1977) and Kandil
et al. (1977), a nonlinear vortex lattice scheme has been developed (Baron and Boffadossi,
1989) to model the unsteady incompressible flow past thin wings of arbitrary planform.
The basic assumptions, relationships and limitations of the method are briefly summarized
in the following, for the sake of completeness.

Wings are assumed to have a negligible thickness and are simulated as rigid or
flexible, plane or cambered surfaces.
They can undergo general motion.
Geometry of the wakes and distribution of aerodynamic loads are predicted, as a function
of time, starting from an initial state of reat.
Wakes can be released in the flowfield from any of the sharp edges of the wings,
depending on planform, aspect ratio and attitude of the wings.
The code can treat general planforms, whatever their aspect ratio and number of edges,
and multi-wing configurations, provided the lines along which separation takes place
(regardless of their number) are prescribed. 2

The unsteady flow of an incompressible ideal fluid is irrotational in the region
outside of the lifting surfaces and the separated vortex sheets. It is therefore
governed by the Laplace's equation:

V2'(R, t)=o (2.1)

where 0 is the velocity potential, at time t, expressed in terms of the absolute position
vector R.

The second order, linear differential equation (2.1) can be solved once appropriate
boundary conditions are prescribed at any time t. These express the far field condition
(VO=O, R-w) and the no-penetration condition on the material surfaces So:

(V0(R,t)-Vs(R,t)].n(R,t) = 0 on So (2.2) 5

where VB(R,t) is the local body velocity vector and n(R,t) is the local unit vector
normal to the surface, both at time t.

Using Green's theorem according to Hunt (1980), the velocity at the generic point
P, at time t, can be written in the usual integral form:

VP= I •0 dS0 + V 
1 en dSd A 4 -Qny -jJQ (2.3)re • =4 Tr I se 4 n S •

where grand V denote the gradient operators evaluated in P and Q, IP-Qj is the distance
between point P and the generic point Q laying on the lifting surfaces So or on the
vortex sheets Sw across which the jump in the velocity potential 0 is A0 .

For the solution of equation (2.3) wings and wakes are discretized into a finite
number of surface panels with constant doublet strcnght g = AO. Due to the equivalence
between doublet and vorticity distributions (Hoeijmakers 1989), each panel is therefore
made up of straight vortex segments lying on its perimeter, forming a closed loop of
circulation F=A0 (Mook 1988).
Note that closed loop vortices are more convenient than usual horseshoe vortices for
representing both streamwise and spanwise vorticity components present in time dependent
flows.

Once vorticity has been discretized and Biot-Savart law is applied, equation (2.3)
reduces to:

V(R,t)= Vs.(R,t) + Vsw(R,t)

1m COSd ( -t)cos16 (R,t) (2t.e4)

A +~t a ii)

~~ [ ~ h(R,t) ) 1 ( 24
coso (.,<)-~coso (R,t)-Cosl ((Rt,e'=t) .]

S. i-J.1 h(R•,t),

where m and M are the number of vortex segments laying on the, lifting surfaces and on
the free wakes respectively,. The terms in 'equation (2.4) are identified in Fig.l.
Note that When velocity U computed in a point laying On the lifting surfaces, one has to
account fo 'the self-induced tahgential velbdty dfie to the local strenght of the vortexsheet.

-The unkown values of th6-N dir~ulatiohs F(t)i on the iifting surface panels are
41 e- ;-- -•
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determined, at each time step, imposing the zero normal velocity condition (2.2) on the
panel control points. Velocities are evaluated at control points through equation (2.4).
A linear system of N algebraic equations is obtained, to be solved at each time t:

IK

m.•.Atl) r(tl, [V,(tl-n(t)], [ V,,(t-Atl-n(t)] (2.5)..

where:

A(t)i,.-(VsB.n)i is the normal component of the velocity induced, at time t, in the
control point of the i-th panel by a unit circulation lying on the j-th
panel;

k7(t)j circulation present, at time t, on the j-th panel;

VS(t)i velocity of the control point of the i-th panel ensuing from unsteady motion
of the lifting surface;

Vs. (t-At)i velocity induced by the wakes on the control point of the i-th panel at time
(t-At), which, at time t=O, is assumed equal to zero, consistently with the
hypothesis of impulsive start;

n(t)i unit vector normal to the i-th panel, at time t.

Equation (2.5) is more conveniently formulated in a body fixed reference frame in
which, when rigid lifting surfaces are involved, A(t)ij and n(t)I become independent on
time.

Starting from the rest, wakes are generated in a Lagrangian process, by releasing in
the field the vorticity present on the edge panels. At the instant motion begins no
vorticity has been convected. No wakes exist but a starting vortex forms along the sharp
edges and is subsequently shed in the field.
In order to obtain this, from the edges along which vorticity is shed, panels are
"moved" in the field and form a first row of wake panels. At next time steps, each node
of the existing wake is convected to a new position and a new row of panels is added to
the wakes.

The instantaneous local velocity is computed and used to displace the nodes in
order to produce force free vortical sheets.
Displacement can be obtained by integration of velocity according to a first order Euler
formula:

R(t+At) = R(t) + V(R,t) At (2.6)

Iterative techniques similar to those used in steady flow problems, are suggested
by Kandil (1985) and Mook (1988) to account for the error introduced by equation (2.6).
Nevertheless much longer computing times are the counterpart for increased accuracy.

In the present method, a second order Adams-Bashforth integration formula is used
instead of (2.6):

R(t+At) = R(t) + [_2_3 V(t)_- V(t-At)] At (2.6)
2 2

which proved to give more accurate results, without influencing at all computing times.

In the Lagrangian process, vorticity is conserved and circulation around each vortex
segment in the wakes remains constant, according to Kelvin's theorem.

The distribution of the net pressure coefficient on the lifting surfaces is
calculated by using Bernoulli's unsteady equation written in a body fixed reference frame
(Kandil 1985).
The total load coefficients are obtained by integration of pressure.

3 - Vortex core modelling.

The discretization of vorticity into vortex filaments (point vortices in plane
flows), although computationally attractive, introduces in the flowfield lines along
which the induced velocity, according to the Biot-Savart law, tends to infinity. This
situation is not only, unrealistic from a physical point of view, but can also turn out to
be numerically inadequate- to simulate flows in which regions of high vorticity content
are present' (typicilly, the rollaup region of thr~e dimension~al wakes). 'TIa singular
behavior of vortex filaments can he siuch 'to produce numerical instabilities afid ji cause
the solution to diverge'(Baron and Bo

t ffadodssii•1989). . - .

In principle, the problem can be easily eliminated by preventing the induced
4
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velocity, in points close to the vortex axes, from increasing above a certain value.
This can be done in a variety of ways and basically consists in introducing what is
called a vortex, or vortex core, model.

Some authors overcome numerical instabilities by adopting an "appropriate" cut-off
radius below which the velocity induced by vortex filaments is assumed to be equal to
zero. Satisfactory results are reported, even in unsteady flow simulation, by Mook
(1988). Solutions, however, depend significantly on the assigned value of the cut-off
radius which must therefore be carefully tuned in order to deal with each particular
application (i.e. wing aspect ratio, angle of attack, geometrical discretization, etc.)

Rankine vortices, having a viscous core in solid body rotation, have been also used
by many authors involved in the numerical simulation of vortical three-dimensional steady
flows (Rusak et al., 1985; Buresti and Lombardi, 1989). Although Rankine vortices
approximate to a larger extent the physical behaviour of real vortices, the same problem
arises when the radius of their viscous core must be assigned (Rusak et al., 1985).

Artificial diffusion of the vortex cores (Bloom and Jen, 1974) can further improve
the simulation capabilities of vortex lattice schemes provided, once again, a suitable
diffusion law is prescribed.

Nevertheless, none of the above mentioned techniques proved to be fully successful,
in author's experience, in the simulation of unsteady vortical flows past highly swept
delta wings with leading edge separation (Baron and Boffadossi, 1989).

An attempt is made in the present work to extend the applicability of the simple
Rankine vortex model, while avoiding recourse to any form of tuning. In order to do
this, the diffusion process of turbulent shear layers is followed and a turbulent
diffusion law for the vortex core radius is derived.

4 - Vortex core turbulent diffusion

At trailing edges of finite span wings, at angle of attack, vorticity is shed in the
flowfield due to a difference in direction of the flow on the upper and lower surfaces.
If Reynolds number is large, convection dominates diffusion and vorticity remains
confined within thin free shear layers. Due to self induction, shear layers tend to-roll
up into vortex cores in which vorticity is continuously fed. As a consequence, a
continuous stretching is applied to the shear layers in spanwise direction and vortex
core radii progressively grow with time.
At this stage, diffusion, either viscous or turbulent, begins to play a dominant role in
the physical roll-up process.

Unfortunately most of the discrete vortex methods, and vortex lattice among them,
are only consistent with the vorticity convection equation but completely neglect
diffusion. Therefore, when diffusion becomes a prevailing phenomenon, it must be
accounted for by explicit modelling.
A physically consistent diffusion mechanism can significantly extend the simulation
capability of vortex lattice schemes, while retaining their intrinsic simplicity.
In the following, a turbulent diffusion model is derived in which vortex cores spread
according to the turbulent diffusion rules of continuous shear layers.

Consider an elementary portion of a continuous shear layer small enough as to assume
its curvature to be negligible and vortex strength 7=Vu-VL to be uniformly distributed on
its surface (Fig.2) and select a cartesian local frame of reference with Id axis normal to
the shear layer and T parallel to the local direction of vector r.

A conventional shear layer thickness b is defined (Fig.3), at each time t, according
to Oster and Wygnanski (1982):

0.1- (4.1)
with: I%., corresponding to the location at which 0= 0.1 te

V 0.9 corresponding to the location at which + = .95 Am.
The shear layer thickness b varies in time owing to two phenomena, namely turbulentS" diffusion and stretching in planes normal to vector ; (transversal stretching).
As a matter of fact, a stretching in planes parallel to vector v (longitudinal
stretching) also exists. However, its effect is negligible with respect to the
transversal one and-to turbulent diffusion. This is true in both the initial stage of the
shear layer roll-up (starting vortex) and in the downstream roll-up process in which, as
formerly mentioned, diffusion becomes dominant.
Therefore, the rate of change of thickness b of a shear layer can be expressed as:

db (db (4.2)
dt ý_D dt

namely, as the sum of the contributions due to turbulent diffusion (suffix D) •and
transversal stretching (suffix sT). -

Let us examine the :two- contributions separately. The term due to turbulent
diffusion is .roughly independent-on Reynolds nuse~ and, accordinga-to, Prandtl's •mixing
length approximation, is proportional to velocity fluctuations which, in turn, can be

g_ AM¾
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considered to be proportional to the velocity jump Aw across the layer. Therefore:

=KAw =K (4.3)!• ~dt) D

These assumptions are supported by a large number of experiments (Liepmann and Laufer
1947; Brown and Roshko, 1974; Lesieur 1987). In particular, a work by Oster and
Wygnanski (1982), in which an exhaustive review of experimental results on forced and
unforced shear layers is reported, allows to define a value for the universal diffusion
constant K equal to 0.095.

Examine now the second contribution in equation (4.2), related to transversal
stretching. Consider the cross section of an elementary portion of shear layer (Fig.4),
having spanwise dimension t, thickness b and cross sectional area S. Circulation of
velocity along line a delimiting surface S is conserved in the stretching process. The
area of S remains also unchanged, provided the fluid behaves as incompressible andlongitudinal stretching is negligible. One can therefore write:

d (bt) --- = 0 (4.4)
dt ST dt ST dtST dt

which turns into:
d- b dt (4.5)

dt sT idt.
Coming back to equation (4.2), the time rate of change of thickness b is given by:

cib b d_
__ = d K (4.6)

dt I dt

Once the evolutive behavior of a continuous shear layer has b-Sen expressed,
discretization into Rankine vortices is carried out. Each discrete vortex is assumed to
behave in the same way as the portion of continuous shear layer it replaces. Equivalence
must be intended in terms of circulation f, diffusion and stretching (fig 5).
In other words, the "equivalent" Rankine vortices are assumed to spread in a way such
that their cross sectional area S and circulation r=vL are equal, at each time, to
spreading and circulation of A continuous shear layer containing the sarte vorticity.
This brings to the relation:

dS d ) _ + - b 2 n r -L- (4.7)

dt dt dt dt dt

which implies a rate of change of their radius r:

dr r[( I> dt .I 2 (4.8)

dt 2nrL t • dIJt dt 2r

Equation (4.8) is therefore used to model the core diffusion process of each Rankine
vortex in the vortex lattice scheme.
It states that vortex core diffusion is:
- proportional to the circulation r of the vortex,
- inversaly proportional to its radius,
- independent on transversal stretching, namely on the rate of change of the distance

between the axes of the vortices.

Integraticn of (4.8) brings to:

r(t) = . -_ - ( t-t) +MrK (4.9)

where r0 is •he core radius at the initial time tt.t

Forms analogous to (4.8) are also proposed by Squire (1965), Govindaraju and Saffman
(1971) and Leonard (1980) for the turbulent diffusion of single line vortices, however
they involve empirical constants the -value of which can not be defined in a general form.
The present approach brings to a diffusion model consistent with the behavior of
continuous turbulent shear layers antl, in addition, information of experimental nature is
Introduced in a fully general way.

A final observation can be done on the vortex core diffusion model. Other
techniques, as mentioned above, turn out to be strongly- dependent on the number of vortex
filaments used to discretize the continuous distribution of vorticity in the flowfield
(Rusak et al., 1985).. The present.approach, on-the, contrary; is-virtually independent on
discretization, being turbulent diffusion -explicitly related to the circulation of each

4- -
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vortex filament and, therefore, to the number of vortices. This brings to a kind of
"self adaptation" of the model and explains why, in a variety of applications (see next
paragraph), no tuning is necessary for a correct simulation of vortex core diffusion.

5 - Numerical results.

Some applications of the unsteady vortex lattice scheme are presented with the
purpose of comparing numerical predictions obtained with the present method with
experimental, theoretical or numerical data published by various Authors. Although the
present method can treat either impulsive starts or general unsteady motion of wings, in
most cases comparative data, both experimental and numerical, are only available for the
steady state. This implies that transient computations can often be only analyzed in a
qualitative way.

Vortex core diffusion is modelled according to equation (4.9) without any form of
tuning of the numerical parameters. An integration time step equal to one dimensionless
panel chord is used for time discretization, which brings to nearly uniform vortex
elements on wakes and lifting surfaces.

5.1 - Rectangular wings.

Numerical results concerning two rectangular wings of AR=6 and AR=1 are presented in
Figures 6 to 11.
The above mentioned difficulties relative to vortex modelling and diffusion are not
critical for this type of wings for which leading edge separation is absent and the
roll-up of the wake is not so intense. Nevertheless, many experimental and theoretical
studies are available in the literature for wings of this type, which makes it possible
to verify some of the prediction capabilities of the present method.

For rectangular wings of relatively high aspect ratio (6 in the present case) an
extension to finite span wings of the two dimensional potential theory of airfoils in
nonuniform motion (Jones, 1940) can be used to verify the time evolution of the lift
coefficient consequent to an impulsive start.

A comparison between theoretical and numerical predictions is shown in Figure 6 for an
angle of attack of 12 degrees. Results are reported in dimensionless form due to the
fact that theory predicts an asymptotic lift coefficient slightly higher than the real
one (the computed value of the steady state lift coefficient is .91, which agrees with
experiments, while the extension of the two dimensional potential theory brings to .97).
The comparison is limited to a dimensionless time interval from T=-0 to T=6. The
predicted behaviour of the transient lift coefficient closely matches the theoretical
one. 3

For the same wing and angle of attack, the time dependent development of the wake is
shown in Figure 7, at three different stages (.5, 1 and 2 chords). Solid lines in the
wake represent longitudinal and transversal vortex filaments. A starting vortex forms
first, along the wing tip and trailing edge during the impulsive start and is then
convected downstream. Steady state configuration of the near wake is reached for a
dimensionless time T approximately equal to 6.
The spanwise load distribution is reported in Figure 8, as a function of time. It is
interesting to note how, despite of the relatively high aspect ratio, and according with
experimental observations, a suction peak appears close to the wing tip, produced by a
correct simulation of the tip separation.

Three dimensional features obviously become more evident in the flow past
rectangular wings of lower aspect ratio.
The time evolution of the wake configuration and that of normal force and moment
coefficients are shown in Figures 9 and 10, for a wing of unit aspect ratio at an angle
of attack of 14.5 degrees. Dotted lines represent longitudinal vortex filaments,
transversal ones are omitted and solid lines show cross sections of the wake in planes
normal to the wing. Steady state aerodynamic characteristics are in good agreement with
experimental data by Belotzerkowskii (1969).

The spanwise load distribution, at the same angle of attack, is reported, as a
function of time, in Figure 11. A peak in the load distribution again appears near the
wing tip, grows and progressively tends toward the tip as lift increases with time. Whensteady state is approximated, load distribution closely matches measurements by Scholz
(1949).

5.2 - Delta wing of unit aspect ratio.

Numerical results relative to a delta wing of unit aspect ratio, at an angle of
attack of 20.5 degrees, are presented in Figures 12 to 14. This test case has been
chosen as an example of flow involving both leading edge and severe roll-up of the wake,
phenomena for the-simulation of which vortex core modelling and diffusion are believed toplay a determinant role. Furthermore, exhaustive experimental information is available
for-this wing vianform.

The time dependent development of the wake is shown in Figure 12 at four different
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stages (.25, .5, 1 and 2 root chords). Again dotted lines represent longitudinal vortex
filaments, transversal ones are omitted and solid lines show cross sections of the wake
in planes normal to the wing.
A starting vortex forms first, along the sharp edges, during the impulsive start, which
rapidly rolls-up and is then convected downstream. Steady state configuration of the
near wake is approximately reached for a dimensionless time T equal to 3.

A correct roll-up of the wake (Fig.13) is obtained despite of the limited number of
vortex panels used in this example (8 by 16 panels in chordwise and spanwise directions,
respectively). The effect of the counter-rotating vorticity shed at the trailing edge is
also captured and, compatibly with discretization, vorticity distribution across the wake
is quite well approximated. In Figure 13 a comparison is made with measured total
pressure contours (Hummel, 1979) and numerical results (Hoeijmakers, 1989) in a plane
normal to the free stream direction, 0.133 root chords downstream the trailing edge
(equivalent to 0.533 half spans). Solid circles in Figure 13 have radii proportional to
the circulation of each vortex filament. Being comparative data, both experimental and
numerical, relative to the steady state condition, computation has been carried on until
almost invariant loads and near wake configuration are reached.

The evolution in time of the aerodynamic loads acting on the wing (lift coefficient
and longitudinal location of the centre of pressure) is reported in Figure 14. A good
agreement with steady state measurements by Peckham (1958) is again observod.
oscillations in the time evolution of the loads appear during the initial stage of
generation of the wake. This is due to the fact that leading edge vortices require a
tlme interval approximately equal to one chord before they reach the trailing edge and
their influence is exerted on the entire wing.

Note that, when intense roll-up of the wake is involved, vortex filaments may
sometimes tend to cross the lifting surface being the no-penetration condition imposed
only on a limited number of panel control points. To avoid this, a minimum distance of
the vortex filaments from the solid surface can be imposed. However, wake body distance
cannot be arbitrarily selected as it significantly influences induction of the vortices
on panel control points and, consequently, both loads distribution and development of the
wake. In the present method, consistently with physics, a local minimum distance is
considered equal to the local core radius of each vortex, the time evolution of which is
computed according equation 4.9.

5.3 - Double delta wing-canard configuration.

A time dependent generation of the wakes is particularly suitable for treating
multiple wing configurations, even ir a steady state condition has to be simulated. This
is due to the fact that a time de, cndent scheme does not require a first guesa of the
shape of the vortical sheets whir ., as mentioned above, can become crucial mainly when
planform, attitude and relative position of the wings are such to produce closely
interfering wakes.
As a counterpart, a time dep, ident scheme is computationally more expensive than a
relaxation method as a greater numbar of terms is involved (the circulations of
transversal vortical filaments, which are virtually absent at steady state). In
addition, longer computing times are necessary in order to develop the walres for .

sufficient length.
However, a significant time saving can be obtained if, after reaching a certain stage 01
development of the wakes, only the mutual induction of wakes and wings is accounted for,
while self induction of the vortex filaments is neglected. As a matter of fact, se.f
induction produced in the far wake proves only to increase roll-up ari stretching,
without changing at all the influence of the wake on load distribution.
It turns out that, for practical purposes, in most cases, vorticity in the wake can be
simply convected, starting from a distance of the order of a couple of chords downstream
the trailing edge. Being the number of vortices shed in the wakes proportional to tha
length of the wake, this procedure enormously speeds up the computations.

Numerical results are presented in Figures 16 to 17 for a double delta wing-canard
configuration (Fig.15) for which wind tunnel tests were carried on in co-operation with
Aermacchi S.p.A. (Trabucchi and Travostino, thesis work; 1998).
Wing and canard have the same planform, the canard is scaled 1:2.58 with respect to the
wing and is located 0.09 wing chords above the wing and 0.09 wing chords upstream. The
aspect ratio of both is 2.5.
The development of the wake is shown in Figure 16 for an angle of attack, of both wing
and canard, of 12 degrees. Due to the relatively high aspect ratio and to the presence
of rounded leading edges, separation of the vortical sheets is only observed at the tips
and trailing edges of the lifting surfaces. The same condition is imposed to the
numerical scheme.

Time evolution of the lift coefficient is presented in Figure 17, where a comparison
is made with steady state-measurements. The lift coefficients of wing alone, interfering
wing and complete configuration are referred to the area of the wing, while the lift
coefficient ofathe canard is referred-to its own area,
The lift growth of -the wingTcanard, combination differs somewhat fron~the monotonic lift
increase of the wing 'alone. The -starting vortex released, by the canard induces on the
wing a lift higher than that of the wing alone, during the initial stage of the- impulsive
start, until it reaches a downstream location of approximately one quarter of the wing
root chord. After, its influence is such to-reduce the wing's lift as-long, as it passes

wow" -i i,.
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over the wing (T=I). Finally wing's lift begins to increase slowly and reaches a steady
state value which, as known, is significantly lower than that of the wing alone. This is • I
due to the canard induced downwash while an upwash effect is produced by the wing with I

the result of an increase in the canard's lift.

6 • Conclusions.

A nonlinear vortex lattice scheme, capable to treat a general unsteady motion of
multiple lifting surfaces, is used fcr the simulation of the flow past impulsively
started •ings.

The comparison of numerical results with data available in the literature indicates
that reliable predictions can be obtained for a valiety of wing planforms and attitudes,
even when l•ading edge separation is present and lifting surfaces are subject to strong •
mutual interference.

The satisfactory behavicur of the code, in highly unsteady flow conditions, as are
impulsive starts, is probably ascribable to the use of a physically consistent vortex
core diffusion model to the .'ormulation and validation o• which most of the present work
is devoted.
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Fig.12 Time evolution of the wake past a delta wing of unit aspect ratio (0=20 ).
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Fig.14 -Time evolution of lift coefficient and Fig.15 -Plan view and panel distribution for the
location of the centre of pressure for a double delta wing-canard configuration
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

Mr. J.H.B. Smith

The first point to make is that these are, as it says in the programme, the remarks of the Techni-al
Evaluator. They are certainly not a preview of his report, which he will have a little longer to hink
about. Then I should like to express my regret at the absence of Jim Campbell and Jim Luckring from this
meeting. It was Jim Campbell who arranged for me to act as Technical Evaluator, and I understand he was
responsible for most of the planning. That contribution would have been completed by his presence here.
We shall miss him in the discussion which follows. We have already missed Jim Luckring's review of
computational techniques. This would, I am sure, have concentrated on/Navier-Stokes methods and U.S.
work., It would have complemented Harry floeijmakers excellent review, with its concentration on inviscid
approximations and European work.

This was the first of our invited papers, and it set a standard. I am happy to say that the other invited
papers lived up to that standard. We have been treated to a set of authoritative and well-presented
accounts of a range of important topics. However, it is perhaps invidious to single out the invited
papers because all the papers at this meeting have been interesting. The quality of the presentation has
been high. The interest the papers generated has been demonstrated by the keen discussions which have
followed the papers. It is a tribute to the abilities of our chairmen and the self-discipline of our
speakers that time has been found for these discussions. I should say that I wrote that last night! Time
alone is not enough, we also need papers that are full of ideas and we need an informed audience, and we
have clearly had both.

Of course, there is always room for improvement. This time I would like to pick on slide quality. Why is
it that when we become authors we forget the frustrations that we have suffered as viewers of slides on
which the lines are too thin and the symbols are too small? Let us remember when we make our slides that
some unfortunate person has got to try and read them from the back of the room.

I have been going to conferences on vortex flows for many years and it is very easy to comment that the
same unsolved problems turn up every five years or so, from one meeting to another. However, it is also
very easy to see that real progress is being made. I think that this has been the case across the whole
field that has been treated at this conference. We have seen steady progress in computational techniques
and in the associated validating experiments, particularly now at transonic speeds. There is now a large
body of experimental data, at least on one configuration. If anybody ever does make an aircraft with a 65
degree swept wing, we should be in a good position. Much of this, of course, has come from the
International Vortex Flow Experiment and the IEPG exercise which followed it. It may be that there is a
message here for the AGARD FDP in coordinating international efforts on particular problems on a rather
wider scale.

we also saw rather dramatic progress in the simulation of vortex breakdown. At the AGARD Rotterdam
meeting in 1983 we were impressed by the calculation of the breakdown of a single vortex by an Euler
code. The discussion there was still dominated by the rival theories of stability and finite transition.
Yesterday we were all, I imagine, impressed by Dr. Agrawal's calculation of the whole flow field of a wing
with vortex breakdown. Let us remember that what we were looking at were contours of vorticity derived
from experiment and derived from three different calculation models and we were comparing the labels on
those vorticity contours. Now, this seems to me to represent a real advance in predictive capability. Of
course, he shouldn't just have dismissed those experimental results on the right-hand side of his picture
when they didn't agree with his calculations, but nonetheless this represented a substantial achievement.
Although the concentration was on breakdown prediction, one of the interesting features was that even with
that extremely dense grid of points with his imbcdded grid, he was not able to reproduce the
circumferential velocity component near the vortex core. You will remember that that was the chief
difficulty when we were concerned with inviacid solutions of similar flows. We were very bothered that
total pressure losses occurred in the core vortices. There was a great deal of speculation about where
these came from, whether they were convected from the leading edge, and so on. I believe it is now
accepted that those losses are local discretizatlon errors which arise in the region of the vortex core.
At that time, w- believed that when we went to the Navier-Stokes equations we would be expecting total
pressure losses and these would no doubt be calculated correctly. What we now see is that there are still
residual errors in the region of the vortex core in the Navier-Stokes solution, we are still not agreeing
with experiment. It may be that turbulence has something to do with it, but I suspect that it is much
more the difficulty of constructing a mesh which will adequately reflect the structure of the flow in the
neighborhood of the vortex core, whether it is supposed to be inviscid or viscous.

SThe study of Dr. Agrawal was of course a very expensive study. A much less expensive study, but I thought

an equally impressive one was the work at Braunschweig presented by Mr. Oelker. We shall remember that
p ocket of dye Pitting behind the trailing edge of the canard and above the apex of the wing in his water
tunnel. Of course, this was a laminar flow, and no doubt a turbulent flow behaves differently. But, how
Sdifferently? We will wait to find ou-; somebody should try and tell us. I think that sheds a whole new
light on the account of how the canard vortices interact with the wing. Of course, the other significant
thing in his paper was the dramatic changes in the aerodynamic characteristics which arose when vortex
breakdown reached the apex of the wing. For a long time we have worried about when vortex breakdown
reached the trailing edge of the wing; it is now clear that the really dramatic change is when vortex

breakdown reaches the apex.-

Something else we should remember is the sight of the tail of the F-18 bending to and fro in front of our
eyes. We need a lot more-progress of some sort, certainly If we are going to predict that with
Navier-Stokes solutions. Of course, con might say that you don't actually need CFD techniques-to tell younot to put a tail plane ip a vortex. Before I realized how the time was going I was going to challenge

Dennis Mabey to explain to us just why he believed there was no feedback mechanism between the vortex and
the fin. There may not be time, Dennis, but prepare yourself,
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This is not the only example of how far our understanding and predictive capability is from the real world !
even in this central area of fighter wing design, which has been the main subject of the meeting. The
vortex flap that David Lovell was describing was conceived in terms of capturing a vortex along its whole
length. It worked quite well with the vortex spilling over the trailing edge of it quite early. The
problems all apparently arise in asymmetric flow, not in symmetric flow at all. How many CFD codes can
provide for asymmetric calculations?

We had some good news about turbulence modelling. That is sufficiently unusual to be worth a
celebration. Dr. Kaynak and his colleagues from Turkey showed that changing to the Johnson-King model
made very little difference to the position of a swept separation line. Now we know that this change is
very important for unswept separation lines. This suggests that turbulence modelling, which is the
limiting consideration in the calculation of unswept separations, may not be a problem in highly 3-d
situations. This is an advance which we really need to pursue and attempt to exploit.

Another piece of fundamental work which seemed at the time to have a rather negative outcome was the study
by Mr. Pailhas from ONERA who looked at the flow downstream of an attachment line and found that it was in
fact not very exciting. I believe that this is because the vortex that he used was rather lar.e so that
the flow which was attaching, not re-attaching, behind the vortex was coming essentially from the free
sLream. It would be very useful to repeat the exercise for smaller vortices in which the turbulence of
the vortex is contaminating the flow which is attaching further downstream (or further inboard, depending
on what geometry you are thinking of).. It seems that we have two difficulties between French and
English. One is that there are two words for separation in French, one of which you can define and the
other one means something physical. The other difficulty is that there are two words in English:
'attachment line' and 're-attachment line'. Although we tend to use them in a confusing way, they are
available with distinct meanings so that we could keep 're-attachment line' for a line along which fluid
which has already left the surface arrives back on che surface, that is re-attachment. In the other
circumstances we can call it an attachment line. Now when you think of turbulence the distinction is not
so clear of course, but there is a significant difference there which we would do well to bear in mind.

Well, we are getting a little bit abstract now aren't we. I should mention the papers that reminded us of
very different vortex flows, Professor Staufenbiel's trailing vortices certainly had some of us wondering
about the fundamentals of our subject again, and if you did destroy the trailing vortices, what kept the
wing up was what was passing through my mind. Seriously, I think that one does have to worry about what
happens very much further downstream than you can examine in a windtunnel. It seems possible that the
fragmented structures which you can produce on the scale of a span or two may well look on the scale of an
aircraft separation distance really rather similar. It is very difficult, of course, to do anything
either experimentally or theoretically on this. It does seem to me there is a danger of recombination of
vortices.

Professor Rizzi reminded us that heat transfer is sometimes more important than pressure. He didn't say
very much about transition, and of course, neither did most of the other calculators. The person that did
say a lot about transition, of course, was Dennis Mabey again. I am a little worried about this. It is
not enough to stick some roughness grains here and there and say that we have fixed transition. How do
you know you fixed transition? It is not too bad with a wing so long as it is not too highly swept. We
know more or less what to do. But when the flow is going to leave the surface and come hack on again at
some other position, then we need to be fixing transition where it comes back on. And when we are dealing
with forebodles where there is a strong expansion of the flow along the lower surface attachment line,
then fixing transition is by no means straightforward. I detected, I thought, a somewhat cavalier
attitude to this question. A lot of results were claimed to be with transition fixed when it was by no
means clear to me that they necessarily were.

For myself I have to admit to being fascinated by the paradoxes of the side force on slender bodies at
incidence. Ian Moir's discovery that the hand of the asymmetry at the rear of the body is determined by
the nose, even when the nose flow is apparently symmetric is something that calls for a deal of
explanation. Jean Ross's success in obtaining a proportional control out of vortex asymmetry, when the
standard form of vortex asymmetry is a step-function variation with roll angle is something else which
needs explaining. I should like to think that the work on non-conical flows like Mike Pidd described on 4
our behalf may help ul-h that. The very multiplicity of flows which can arise on a circular cone with the
same incidence, Mach number and Reynolds number is quite a challenge to aerodynamics.

Today I was certainly impressed by the reaction to Professor Baron's presentation. When he started I
thought, more old stuff, but in fact this ws a very convincing account and the interest which it
generated among people who wish to use it shows that there is life in these approaches yet. Of course,
Dr. Cunningham's paper wsa also of great interest. I don't know how he imagines that he is ever going to
take all that data into his head and produce an intelligible account of it, but it is a splendid
ambition. It was nice to see the applications of dynamical systems in the paper on the role of the delta
wing also.

I think it has been a very worthwhile conference, a very successful conference, but then, vortex flow
conferences always are.

Prof. A.D. Young

Well, our time is getting short, but what I would like to do at this stage is to invite the chairmen of
the different sessions to make any points that they would like to make, very briefly please - a minute or
two, arising from the sessions which they chaired in addition to what Jeremy has just covered in his
excellent survey. Dr. Bonnet, do you have any points that you mnt to raise at this stage?

If past practice still applies, I think that this discussion will be recorded, so if anyone speaks, would
they give their name and affiliation before they start their address.
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Prof. A. Bonnet

In fact the main purpose of the first session was comparison. I have noted three points of comparison:
Point A: Comparison of Euler codes together but:

Al either keeping the same algorithm and using structured or unstructured grids.
Mr. Selmin's paper shows clearly the advantages or the drawbacks of both approachs.

A2 or keeping the same mapping techniques and using various algorithms.

Point B: Comparison of Euler codes with a Navier-Stokes one

Point C: Comparison of numerical codes (Euler or Navier-Stokes) with experimental results.

If I start with the point A2, that is to say the comparison of Euler codes together with various
algorithms, we can say that we have to make a distinction between the either global or local point of
view. For the global point ef view, I mean, for example, the determination of aerodynamic coefficients
like the lift, the pitching moment or the drag, apparently all the methods are very close together. On
the other hand, the local point of view, the pressure coefficient Cp distribution for example, it seems
that good agreement appears except for the trailing edge, coming certainly from a mistreatment of this
zone. In the same spirit, a great difference appears in the calculation of the loss of total pressure due
certainly to artificial or numerical viscosity, I think. On the point B, that is to say the comparison of
Euler codes and Navier-Stokes code, or on the point C, that is to say comparison with experimental
results, the most interesting thing is what has been called secondary separation, but Mr. Delery showed
that there exists also tertiary separation. This secondary separation appears in the experiments and is
predicted by the Navier-Stokes code but not by the Euler codes. The effect is that the high Cp peak which
arises in Euler code simulations disappears and consequently the lift coefficient in Navier-Stokes is less
than this in Euler codes, and appears close to experimental measurements.

Dr. R.G. Bradley, General Dynamics

Actually, Hr, Smith did an excellent job in commenting on the second session. He made comments on several
ef the papers, The only thing I would like to add is that it is quite obvious from the results presented
in my session, and other sessions, that we are really talking about two classes of experiments here. We
have analogue experimentation (wind tunnel) for which we take data, and we have numerical experimentation
(CFD) for which we generate flow field data. There are still a number of q,:estions in both areas
concerning the data that result. We continually talk about things such as transition and turbulence
models in CFD. We should also talk about grids in CFD and scales of flow in both types of experimentation
when considering accuracy.

Prof. Young

Could we open up now for a general discussion on the first two sessions dealing with vortex computation
techniques. Does anyone want to make a particular point from their reactions to the discussions and papers
presented, additional to the ones that have already been raised.

Dr. U. Kaynak, TUSAS

I would like to be controversial on the Euler vs Navier-Stokes computations. The impression that I got
from this conference and from similar and earlier symposia, there is always a controversy between Euler
and Navier-Stokes. Let me give you some numbers which are generally accepted. For example, if you have
an isolated wing Euler computation, people tend to use about 300,000 grid points. For Xavier-Stokes there
are different numbers starting from 300,000, 600,000, to one million, sometimes two million grid
points. But the fact is that you don't have to go as high as one million or two million, but 200,000 to
500,000 grid points is Just fine. In fact 300,000 grid points could be, for example, enough for both
computations, Euler and Navier-Stokes. Another fact is that Euler equations are unable to capture, of
course, the secondary separation. Furthermore, the overhead of Navier-Stokes computation against Euler
using the same grid is maybe 30 or 40%. So if you can use the same grid with only 30 or 40 % increase in
the computational cost, I wonder if anybody wants to do Euler computation for the isolated wing from now
on anymore.

Prof. Young

It is a challenge. Anybody wish to take up the challenge?

Dr. S. Agrawal, McDonnell Douglas

I just want to make a comment on the remarks that Mr. Kaynak just made regarding the grid sizes. The
number of grid points concerned really depends on what you are looking for, what exactly you are after.

z If you are looking for the pressure distribution, I think that is a reasonably good number, but if
somebody mants to look at skin friction, for example, then that is not go.d enough and you do have to use
a higher number of grid points, because you want to resolve the boundary layer accurately. I think that
also applies on his second comment about whether Euler calculations should be sufficient or whether
somebody should really do the Navier-Stokes calculations because it adds only a 20 or 30% additional
cost. For somebody on a project, the cost is an issue, i.e., even though you are adding only 30% to the :S:cost, still yo-re adding, so wydo NavierStokes clc, atioas
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[ Mr. S. Hitzel, Dornier

A few of the questions you were raising here already are answered by our colleagues from McDonnell
Douglas. We now have quite a lot of experience with Euler calculations and also made up some numerical
experiments in order to find out what is necessary to obtain a good Euler solution with regard to
experiments. Our experience is that for an isolated wing, a mesh of about 200,000 to 300,000 grid points
is quite sufficient in case you are aware what you are doing with Euler and you are remembering all the
restrictions. If you would do the same wing with Navier-Stokes, e.g., on a laminar case, I would guess
you have to triple or have even four times the number of grid pcints, but you also have to keep in mind
that with the usual meshes used you are only resolving the area around the surface, thus you only get a
quite good resolution in the secondary separation and in the boundary layer. With all the Navier-Stokes
results I saw in recent months and years, I saw that nobody really cared about the vortex core and about
the vortex sheet. At Dornier we investigated a delta wing configuration by an Euler-simulation in an
adaptive block structural mesh in the vortex area. The mesh provided an equivalent of 6 million
gridpoints at the expense of 1.4 million points. The final outcome provided a distinct vortex-sheet
rolling up more than 360 degrees into a vortex core. For the first time we experienced the flow on the
wing's upper surface to be almost free of total-pressure losses, indicating that the numerical dissipation
or the artificial viscosity was falling to zero there, as it should be. This shows the need of very dense
meshes in this vortex sheet and core area and this again multiplies the number of grid points mentioned
earlier. You are ending up with 5 or 8 or 10 million grid points and you never can afford this
regularly. Thus the only way to go with that is to have an adaptive grid somehow. This may be achieved
by an adaptive block-structured approach, adaptive grid-techniques or their combination or you may have to
go to unstructured grids which may add grid points in the area where you are interested in. All the
Navier-Stokes results we see with 300,000 or 500,000 equally distributed grid points are just
insufficient. For the flow considered, nobody compared the relative size of the artificial viscosity so
to name with the real viscosity that is coming out of the equations. I think it would be a worthwhile
effort to show whether the Navier-Stokes results really are Navier-Stokes solutions rather than modified
Euler solutions. This would provide knowledge to push Navier-Stokes simulations to become superior to
Euler solutions with regard to experiments.

Dr. W.J. McCroskey

I don't want to prolong this particular part of the discussion, but for the benefit of those who were not
at our last symposium in Priedrichsbafen on Missile Aerodynamics, I would like to make an observation
about discussions along these lines that we had there at that time. The basic controversy might be
summarized by someone saying the discussion was about CFD, fact or fiction. The Euler community said that
Euler was fact and Navier-Stokes was fiction because of all the problems with turbulence modelling and
lack of resolution, etc. Of course, the Navier-Stokeas community was saying that Euler is fiction and
Navier-Stokes is fact. From the point of view of stimulating creative thinking about what to do as we try
to improve our codes to get better ultimate utility and accuracy, I think that it is healthy that this
discussion continue.

Prof. Young

One more comment on this point and then we will have to move on to the other sessions.

Dr. A.N. Cunningham, General Dynamics

With regard to unsteady aerodynamics, I would like to point out that most of these solutions use local
time stepping, and if you are doing an unsteady solution you have to use global time stepping. The
resulting unsteady computations end up with much more than a 30% increase in cost, and more realistically,
orders of magnitude increase. This point was made by John Edwards in Sorrento this Spring, that we are
looking at hundreds to thousands of hours on a CRAY II to do a real-time buffet simulation for one data
point.

Prof. Young

Perhaps we should move on from there. These are problems, obviously, that we are going to discuss time
and time again, but it is useful to have them aired at this stage. Session 3 was Measurements and
Visualization and Prof. Onorato was the Chairman.

Prof. M. Onorato

Starting from the invited paper, we have to be grateful to the Program Committee of this Symposium for
inviting Mr. Mabey to review the meeting of the AGARD Structures and Material Panel. It has been very
comfortable to sit here and to have a condensed version of all aerodynamic aspects that were discussed in
that meeting. From this lecture we get suggestions that much greater attention should be given to
establishing the megnitudes of the possible scale effect and alao much attention to predict buffeting.
The message to the experimental serodynamicista is then to make use of the cryogenic windtunnel, if you
have one of course, and to assess and remove any unsteady effects from your tunnel that are not genuine.
I think that this work Is going on in many windtunnels. Going to the four contributed papers, two of them
deal with complete configurations and they give in a complementary way a satisfactory and complete picture
of vortical flow around the configurations at low Mach number. The first Del Prate paper is characterized
by showing the correlations between flight test and ground test and personally as a windtuonel worker, I
was happy to learn that these correlations were in general good. The second Eckler paper is characterized
by showing canard effect on the system of vortices and on the relative breakdown and by showing the "
results also In the case of non-symmetrical flow. b
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The phper of Elsenaar, coming from an international cooperation, extended the physical picture of the
vortex system at transonic and supersonic speed. In my opinion, the very complex flow structure of •
vortices and shock waves on a delta wing was clearly interpreted, and I think that when the program flow
field measurements will be completed we will have a very good reference experiment for looking at the
physics of such flows and we win have a useful database for the validation of numerical methods. The
only wrong thing in the paper of Elsenaar was that the written version of the paper was not available at
the time of this meeting. Finally, a mention to Pailha's paper, they showed that complex measuremets,
turbulent flow, may be done in complex boundary layer and they show that this is possible. I think that
if they will go ahead applying this methodology, maybe to most realistic flow, we will have data that may
give some confidence to the users of 3-d boundary layer numerical methods. Concluding, I was happy to
chair this session, both for the high quality of the papers and for the exciting discussion that came from
the audience.

Prof. Young

Would anybody like to raise any points associated with that session?

Dr. L.E. Ericsson, Lockheed

I would like to make two comments. One is in regard to structural response to separated flow. In the
AGARD SlHP meeting in Sorrento earlier this year there was one paper presented on three types of structural
response to separated flow. It is reference number 17 in Mr. Habey's review at this meeting. Being a
review-type paper, he probably thought it outside of the scope of his review. In it was shown that the
simplist problem is that of buffet response, where the interaction with the structural response does not
change the aerodynamics. In this case I think it is alright to have, as we have had in industry, separate
departments for the determination of structural response and definition of the aerodynamics. However, I
don't think this works now when we are flying in the separated flow region, where you get two other types
of much more complicated structural responses. You can no longer have this isolation of the two groups.
They have to interact much more. The second type of response is what I call self-excited response. In
that case the interaction between the structural response and the aerodynamics causes a change of the
aerodynamics, which can produce negative aerodynamic damping (or undamping, if you win), that surpasses
the structural damping. The result can be a catastrophic increase of the response amplitude, leading to
structural failure. In contrast, in the case of buffet, the structural damping available often
guarantees a limited response. Furthermore, because the buffet response usually is associated with a
critical frequency, one can, at least in principle, avoid the problem by changing the structural stiffness
or the flight condition. It is easy in principle, maybe not in practice. In the case of the self-excited
response, it occurs over a wide frequency range. Finally, the most complicated case of all is when the
interaction of the structural response with the aerodynamics changes the aerodynamic forcing function
itself. One example of that is the translatory response of a circular cylinder to Karman vortex
shedding. There is a frequency window in which this interaction will result in lock-on of the vortices.
In this case, the maximum response amplitude does not occur at the critical frequency, but at 20% lower
frequency, and can be three to four times as large as the resonant response. In the Sorrento meeting I
suggested that we need to have something like the interaction that has taken place between the Flight
Dynamics and Fluid Dynamics Panels in the case of rigid body dynamics. An initial meeting in 1978 in
Athens and a later meeting in Gottingen in 1985 have proved to be very fruitful. Professor Forshing, when
summing up the meeting, expressed similar sentiments; it really may be time to have joint meetings with
the Fluid Dynamics Panel.

My second comment is much shorter. It is in regard to scaling, a subject that was also touched upon by
Mr. Mabey in his review paper. He suggested that we use tripping devices to fix boundary layer
transition. I will expand on Professor Smith's comments earlier, that this requires that you know exactly
what you are doing. Unless the full scale flight vehicle is flying with such fixed boundary layer
transition, you cannot use fixed transition in your windtunnel experiment and hope to get dynamic
simulation. There is a very strong interaction between vehicle motion and boundary layer transition. One
example of it is the bending wing response published by Maybe et al (J. Aircraft, Vol 24, July 1984),
where you can see that the structural response was of the self-excited type and could have led to
structural failure. Both Maybe and I agree that transition is the mechanism that drives that bending
oscillation. What we can't agree upon, as readers of the Journal of Aircraft know, is the flow mechanism
behind that interaction. The problem is that to guarantee dynamic simulation in the subscale tests, you
have to have free transition if you have it in full scale, and you have to test at the full-scale Reynolds
number. That is a big problem. You usually cannot test at the full-scale Reynolds number. In a recent
issue of Progress in Aerospace Sciences (Vol. 27, 1990, pp. 121-144) this problem of dynamic simulation is
addressed, and it is suggested that one possible solution, while we are all waiting for ready access to
the cryogenic windtunnel, is to do subscale testing and use what I call analytic extrapolation to predict
the full-scale vehicle dynamics.

Prof. Young

I don't want to get involved in what is really another topic for a big symposium, modelling dynamic

"phenomena generally. But I feel that Dennis lMabey must have an opportunity to respond to that briefly.

"Dennis Mabey

Both the questions that have been addressed are, of course, very serious. First of all I have been
"accused of treating the difficulties of fixing transition in a cavalier fashion. When you have a three .
day meeting summarized in thirty minutes, you have to ride like a cavalier. I think the difficulties of
fixing transition have to be considered seriously, but equally they are often over-emphasized. Those of
you who want to follow this controversy more fully should look at the paper that I presented to ICAS in
September 1990 (ICAS 90-3.4.1) which is the first half of a monumental to= on "A review of scale effects
in unsteady flows".
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i ~Most of the flows that we have been considering here are, in fact, unsteady. Whether or not they are

steady in your mathematical solutions, in reality they are highly unsteady flows. Transition Is a,

phenomenon unsteady both in space and time. If you are going to get that mixed up with the other
Sunst eadiness in the flow, then you are going to be in trouble. If you want to hear the second half of

that tome, hopefully that will be given at an AGARD SMP meeting In San Diego In October 1991.

S~I would like to move an to the Mini-lectures that Jars gave us on the different aeroelastie phenomena,
S~with which most of us are familiar. All three phenomena, carefully delineated, are illustrated in a paper

on model response at high angles of incidence (ICAS, 90-3-8R). With respect to the important question of
what is the precise motion on the F-18 fin, I winl call two Independent witnesses to prove that the
phenomena Is buffeting and not single degree of freedom flutter. The first witness is Marty Fetman from
McDonnell Douglas. In paper 2 of AGARD CP-483, he showed that starting from pressure fluctuation

measurements on a rigid model, you can predict the same motion that he measured on a correctly scaled
dynamic model.

The second witness in my own unpublished work. Generally, in a buffeting test, the frequency parameter is
varied simply by changing the velocity with a fixed modal frequency. It is essential, if you want to
establish the type of phenomenon, to vary the frequency parameter by changing either the stiffness (which
is generally difficult) or the generalized mass. This is very easy on a fin, by putting on tip pods. If

you do an experiment like that you can calculate the buffet excitation parameter as a range of frequency
parameter for a whole range of different F-18 type configurations. For every configuration a unique
buffet excitation parameter is found as a function of frequency parameter, despite the enormous variation
in the amplitude of the model motion.

Therefore, ladies and gentlemen, in this particular problem there is no aerodynamic feedback. Despite the
very large accelerations measured, which are astronomically high (as much as 600 or 800 g), this really Is

buffeting'.

Prof. Young

Perhaps we had better pass on from there quickly. Otherwise we will be talking about the F-18 even more
than we have during the course of this Symposium. Let's go on to the slender body vortex flows. I wonder
whether Professor Gersten would like to say something.

Prof. Gerst en

One of the main aspects in the slender body session was asymmetry of the flow. 1, in particular, enjoyed
the paper by Mr. Pidd and Mr. Smith where they showed that with ieviseid theory you can predict things
quite nicely. Tte only drawback is that you have to assume something about the separation line. This
could perhaps be avoided by adding boundary layer calculations in order to get the separation line. Maybe
there is a possibility to get certain information about the separation line by the inviacid theory only,
e.g., a certain kind of extended Kutta condition. For example, the proper solutions of the inviscid flow
case may be those with no singularity at the separation line, like in the two-dimensional free-streamilne

thoy So, there might be criteria for the separation line even without a boundary layer calculation. I

wonder why the results are so good without any further precise prediction of the separation line. So, I
believe, there is still space for the good old boundary layer theory or even for something simpler which
comes out of inviscid theory as criterion for the separation line.

Prof. Young•

Are there any otber comments on that session? I wasn't quite clear, Klaus, whether you were arguing in
favor of boundary layer theory coupled with some ieviscid model or dispensing with boundary layer theory?

Prof. Gersten

Sometimes I wonder why people go all the way into Navier-Stokes before they try the boundary layer
theory. I am very much In favor of the boundary layer theory, but in this particular case, obviously Mr.
Pidd and Mr. Smith did a good job even without the boundary layer theory. I wonder if this is so, or Is
there something behind it?

J. Smith

I think the answer to that Is fairly simple. In fact the separation line positions In the cases that we

were looking at are not very different, whether the vortex motion is symmetric or asymmetric, the
difference in separation line position is relatively small. It is there and, of course, it does affect
the actual forces that come out. If we move the separation line position, then we certainly get different
forces. We were not really trying to predict the magnitudes of the forces. We were trying to demonstrate

the structure of the flow. I think that if you want to go beyond the question of the mechanisms that are
operative, If you want to know what the actual forces were, then you have a very much more difficult
task. You would certainly need a much more elaborate flow model than the slender body model that we
used. Well, I don't really see how you are going to do It at all, actually, because I think to do it you
have to resolve a very small-scale flow at the apex of the body. I don It think there is any way that the
Navier-Stokes people can do this. I think that the only way that we are going to get predictable results
is by not talking about pointed bodies, but admitting that all bodies must have finite radii of curvature.

S•:-The next session was devoted to Vortex Development and Breakdown. Dr. Elaenanr was the Chairman.
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Dr. Elsensar

Just a few ram•arks. One is that I am a bit afraid about Euler/Navier-Stokes calculations that they smear •
out a lot of the details and a lot of the physics of the flow. The mesaage of Dolery and others is that
yo•u really should look to the physics of the flow as well and the surface topology that Delery described
ie a good example of how you can do that. There were more examples in the conference. But if you look at
a paper like Riley, about the coupling of boundary layers, going on with the remsrk that I•lsus made, the
coupling of boundary layer and inviscid flow, the detail of physics that is in that coupling Is very
im•portant and you should look into this in your Euler/Navier-Stokes calculations as weUl. The same
applies if you look at the vortex breakdown phenomena. I was happy to have in my session a verySfundamental study of vortex breakdown from Navier-Stokes, an almost empirical study of experimental study

•,of vortex breakdown and an overall Euler/Navier-Stokes view of vortex breakdown. It would be very
interesting in the future, I think, to see those three different approaches combined in the unified view

what vortex breakdown really is, because although the comparisne with experiment was very well for the

paper of Agrawal, I still don't understand the reasons why.I

SAre there any other comoets on vortex breakdown, how it should be treated?

Dr. P. Woodward, RAE

I wss particularly struck in Mr. Agrawal's paper by the good agreement he showed between the vortex

Spoaitions calculated by Euler and Navier-Stokes. This contrasts quite markedly with the large differences
ia, as we have heard, 650. Mr. Agrawal went on to asy, if I remember correctly, that he felt that the

Ssecondary separation was having a major effect on the vortex breakdown. If that is true, then perhaps one
Sought to be looking more seriously at vortex breakdown at lower aleepe, where the secondary separationSinfluences the flow development more severely.

Dr. A. Cuoingham, General Dynamics

Sr would like to alao point out that vortex breakdown can be significantly influened by downstreams
blockages, sting interference, leading edge shapes, and undersurface interference. There is also an
cinfluence due to volocty, which I don't know if it is velocity or Reynolds number, hut in our test of a

straked delta wing we saw a 20 difference in vortex burst characteristcal depending on whether we were
atesting at 30 meters per second or 80 meters per second. I would like to caution about these points,

Sparticularly the support interference.

S. Hittzel, Dornier

I just would like to give a short comment on what Dr. Woodeard was stating on the paper from McDoanell

Douglas. We had thin discussion before with the mesh densities. It was a typical example of mesh density
problems. ThIn was a mesh quite suitable for some Euler investigations, keeping in mind that you have a
wtremendous amount of nuerical viscosity in there. He used as far as I understood, exactly the sae
meshes for the savier-Stokes calcultinds and thus he probably never revealed the natural viscosity in the

Sproper manner. This is probably the reason why you got almost the same vortex patha and also a very good
agreement with some experimental results. So, I would suggest to invest a little mere in meshes and trySagain with the Xavier-Stokes solution and compare it again. This asao may give some idess on the vortex
breakdown phenomenon you calculated.

DS. Agrawal, McDonnell Douglas

The mesh dansity is certainly a critical issue. We have not resolved that. We are resolving that rightSnow with mesh embedding, higher level of mesh embedding, and I think that ought to make the comparison a

little bit better between the numerical and experiento al data. I wanted to go back to the comment that the
s was made about the effect of the secondary vortex on tha breakdown. I think what is soing on hebarhs that

the pressure distribution in the vortex core is being modified by the presence of the secondary and

tertiary vortices that we may have there and it is the pressure distribution that is responsible for
breakdown. As far as how m, ch of an effect it haa on the breakdown, it depends on the Reynolds number,Idepends on the size of the soar vortex which should be analyied further. I think wesareg g do

bokgs stnsntre encledndgr edg shps nanesra nefrne h re Isalo ant

some of that later on for some additional test cases. A very quick eomsent on the seep angle that you
mentioned. The sweep angle was 700 rather than 750o One rare codeeant on Mr. Hitzel's remarks about the
mesh density, the same mesh being used for the Euler and Xavier-Stokes calculations. That is what I
showed yesterday, same mesh for both calculations. However, we had also used a smaller mesh, sMaller in
the oremal direction, for the Euler calculations. We Iot more or less the same solution. So the Euler

pcalculatioss were done on two different meshes, with no shift in the vortex positions. However, the
breakdown locations were different.

Prof. Young

Perhaps we should pass on. The next session was one which I chaired on Vortex Control. I will be very

brief. There were a number of interesting papers about different devices which can be used in various •ways to produce control. Jersey Smith referred to the interesting control system that Jean RoMeshs a been i
working on using suction at the nose of a body. I would also endorse Jermey Sith's query to Prof.

Scaufenbiel as to whether, if you use devices to break up tip vortices in a way that at first sign looks
bvery promising, what happens further downstream may not go against your initial optimism; an aircraft .
Sfollowing in the wake of another one, might still be subject to quite large vertial velocities because

* the vorticen may by then reassemble and resume te hstrength that they had without the device.

no ,{ •w wit mes ebding hihe leelo mesh embedn, an I thinkthtouh tomketecoprio

I '
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SI The vortex flap clearly is a device of considerable importance and effectiveness and it is perhaps theS~only one of the devices talked about for which we have some kind of physical understanding of wht is
j ~happening. I would like to see mere work done on the other devices to see what the physics of the

S~processes that they induce is. I will1 offer no further comments. I don't know whether Prof. Staufenbiel
would like to react to the points that I have Just made or which Jeremy Smith made earlier.

Would anybody else like to make a coasent on that particular session on vortex control.

We will come now to the last session on un-teady effects for which Dr. Orlik-Ellckemann yeas chairman. Have

you any points YO," " make on that session?

Dr. K. Orlik-Rilckem..ns, Canada

I would lfke to comment briefly on the three pa•pers on the unsteady windtuonel experiments that were
presented this morning in my session. If there •es any co,,-on denominator in these papers, and in
particular in papers by Dr. Cuoningham and Dr. Hanff, it is that at rapid sanoeuvres at high angles of
attack the old linear approach is no longer adequate. It is mandatory to develop prediction methods that
are non-linear and that take into account the path and rate dependency of the aerodynamic reactions, and
this should include time lags and time histories. We need to present our data in a way that could make
thia possible, by introducing new methods of representing aerodynamic loads such as perhaps the one
presented by Dr. Hanff in the form of hypersurfaces. We also need a much better understanding of unsteady
vortical flows around manoeuvxing configurations and we need non-linear and unsteady CFD codes to
calculate such flows. The Fluid Dynamics Panel is organizing a Specialists' Meeting next Spring, where
these matters will be discussed in more detail.

Prof. Young

Well I suspect that the last comment would be enough material for a symposium or two. There is room for

one more comm-ent and then we must close the proceedings.

B. Masure, France

It is a general remark. The scope and title of this meeting was Vortex Flow Aerodynamics. In my mind
when you speak of vortex flow you think first of vortex flow around a propellar; second, vortex flow
around helicopter rotor; third, vortex flow around missiles; and fourth, and only fourth, vortex flow
around wing and aircraft. It appears that almost no papers was presented on the three first topics. This
is for me a surprise. I do not say that everything was not interesting, it Was very interesting, but I
ask the coaittee programmers if they tried to have papers on the two first topics, i.e., propeller and
helicopter rotor, and why there were so few papers on missiles?

Prof. Young

Well, I haven't got the call for papers in front of me, but my recollection was that it was fairly
general, and we had to take the papers that were submitted and select those that would offer a reasonably
coherent program. I am not sure that I would agree with you about putting those first three topics before

the last one. In my mind the last one is the meat important.

How perhaps we should close the proceedings. At this stage, it remains only for me to thank all the
speakers, they presented papers which I found meat interesting and valuable, and to also thank you, the
audience, for so eagerly and energetically participating in the discussions which I think were very

stimulating. Now I will hand over to Dr. McCroskey, our Chairman, who will close the proceedings.

Dr. W.J. NoCroshey

Thank you Prof. Young. Now it is tine to bring this 67th Meeting of the Fluid Dynamics Panel to a close.
Whatever your secret emetions about vorticity and what kinds of problems it applies to, or transition
fixing, or Navier-Stokes calculations, whatever, I hope that you found the Symposium both informative and

stimulating and that you have enjoyed the local enviroment as much as I have.

Just a brief word from our sponsor, as we say in the US, here are some of the events that you will find in
the AGARD "cable channel" in the near future. I would just mention in coonection with the last question,
that we had a meeting in Friedrichahafen last May on "Missile Aerodynamics". Anyway, we have in our 1991
program a pair of specialist meetings in Toulouse next Spring. One is on "Effects of Adverse Weather on
Aerodynamics", and a second one on "Hsnosuvring Aerodynamics" which might be considered in some ways en

extension of the last session of this meeting. Of course, there is a lot mere in that specialist's
meeting as well. In the BFall, our vmeue changes to Texas in the US where we have a meeting on Aerodynamic
Engine/Airframe Integration. Then we will sponsor two special courses to be held at von Karman Institute
and other locations, as noted here, "Aircraft Dynamics at High Angles of Attack - Experiments and
Modelling" and "Engineering Methods in Aerodynamic Analysis and Design Of Aircraft". These are closely

Srelated to our Panel activities addressing a somewhat different audience than this one here.
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I will skip the next half hour of my address in the interest of time and just say that, assuming that youfound something here to cheer about, I would like on your behalf, the audience, to thank the ProgramCommittee, and especially the co-chairmen, Dr. Campbell who could not be here, and Prof. Young who servedvery admirably. We appreciate your efforts very much. Of course, we thank the speakers for theircontributions, the audience participation, and a special word to our technical evaluator, Mr. JeremySmith. Next I wish to thank our Dutch friends and hosts who kept things meving, particularly CaptainSombroek and Mrs. Van de Veen and I would particularly mention Madame Slooff and Madame Steketee, and alsoMrs. Goodrich who helped to organize the spouses program. Successful meetings like this one rely heavilyon the staff of AGARD. That includes our Panel Executive, Dr. Winston Goodrich, our Panel Secretary,Madame Anne-Marie Rivault and the technicians who operated the projections and audio equipment during theweek, Mr. Damin and Mr. Kohler. Next to last, special thanks and compliments to our panel musicians,Prof. Bernard, Madame Bowers, Dr. Boorstel of NIX and Prof. Steketee. That was really a special event andwe appreciate it. Now to mention our interpretors who worked very hard all week keeping up with our Vsupersonic conversations, Mrs. Hertz, Mrs. Wabbe and Mr. Shir. Finally, and once again, thanks to youvery much, ladies and gentlemen, have a nice lunch and a pleasant trip home, but Panel Members come back
at 2:30.
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